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Art. I.— On the Idea of Physical avd MefapTiysicnl Infinity ; by
Lieut. E. B. Hunt, Corps of Engineers, U.S.A.

Few subjects of reflection have engaged tlie meditative ener-

gies of so large a portion of the leading intellects of all ages as

that great idea which under a vast diversity of forms and mani-

festations is expressed by the word infinity. So true is tliis, that

tlie charge of rash confidence would naturally arise against who-
ever should now profess to contribute any great additional light

Avhere so much thinking has already been expended. In spite

of this presumption, I shall venture some suggestions towards a

precise definition of the idea of infinity, which have served to

make clearer to my own mind what before was vague and in-

definite.

It has seemed to me a correct criticism on the usual modes of

considering the subject of infinity, that they regard it too exclu-

clusively under its metaphysical or speculative aspects, and too

little in its physical or actniilized forms. By at oni*e pusliii^g

the idea of infinity into its abstract phases we banish it fioni our
positive cognizance and relinquish t le aids which nature iifibrds

in interpreting it to our finite comprehension. That such a hasty
transfer from the concrete to the abstract form of contemplation
involves a fault, may be appreciated at once by a stmjJe consid-

eration in which all healthful minds will doubtless a^zree. The
idea of infinity must dwell in the divine creative mind in its

greatest su})posable perfection
; consequently its natural embodi-

SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 73.—JAN., 1S5S.
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2 -E. B. Hunt on Physical and Metaphysical Infinity.

esome
ceeding what could originate Irom tlie abstract speculations of

human mind- Therefore, Avhatever hints towards a due appre-

ciation of infinity can be gleaned from the cuntemplation of ac-

tual created nature, will rest on a more solid basis than any un-

guided speculations can claim.

Whatever is intrinsically measurable may by continuous

quantitative expansion or diminution, grow to such an incompre-

hensible magnitude that infinity becomes predicable of its value.

Thus time, distance, space, number, force, or any quality of

matter or mind, as hardness, temperature, light producing power,

sensational perceptive capacity, intellectual comprehension, force

of will^ benevolence, veneration, or indeed any species of actu-

ality which can be regarded quantitatively, may be supposed so

great or so small that the human mind will call it infinitely

great or infinitely small. No such predicate would ever be used

in speaking of what was not intrinsically measurable. Intrinsic

measurability is therefcjre a fundamental preliminary to any con-

crete infinity. In other words, whatever is infinite must have a

unit of measure, and its infinitude consists in the relation be-

tween its aggregate quantity and its unit of quantity. Physical

infinities thus fundamentally involve homogeneous physical

units of measure as standards of reference. Therefore the ap-

prehension of infinity involves an apprehension of unity as its

initial point, and this is equally true whether the magnitude

called infinitely great or small is physical and actual, or meta*

physical and only abstractly conceivai3le. Hence our first neces-

sary step is to analyze the idea of a unit of measure.
When we speak of a foot, a cubic yard, a pound, an hour, a

thermometer degree, &;c., the ideas expressed are among the

clearest which the human mind can entertain. Our mental and

moral qualities, though intrinsically capable of equally exact

units of rneasure, being actually without well defined units, their

quantitative comparisons become vague and wanting in precision.

Yet we are quite ns prone to speak of infinite intelligence or in-

finite love as infinite distance or infinite time. This mode of

speech rests on precisely as real a unit of measure as in the

strictly physical cases, although it is less accurately defined to

our own minds. If tlien we take a single instance of a unit of

measure for close analysis, the general results of such a discus-

sion will reach to all tlie analogous cases.

Taking the unit of lineal measure as this instance, we fin^l

that the original standards among all nations whence other units

of length are derived, have a pretty close general agreement.

The foot, the yard, the meter, the toise, &c. are all evident deriv-

atives from the human body, and stand in close relations to cer-

tain convenient modes of measurement by reference to this ge-

ometry of the body.

1^^



JB. B, Hunt on Physical and Metaphysical Infinity. 3

Our optical perception of perspective distances involves an

habitual process of reference of all dimensions seen, first to those

distances near at hand which arc readily comprehended, and iu

turn the reference of these to the actual lineal distance between

the optical centres of the two eyes. This interocular distance, or

stereoscopic base line, bears the same relation to exterior visible

distances that the base line in a geodetic triangulation does to the

entire network of the angles. Thus when we guage the per-

spective of a landscape, there is a direct visual perception or

sensational measurement of external distances. Still we are so

habituated to this stereoscopic function of the interocular base

line that we do not make it an object of conscious contempla-

tion, in our references of external distances to this base as a
unit of measure. Such a reference however really enters as a
vital part of every perspective perception, hence we are con-

stantly applying unawares a standard measure, essentially con-

stant for each individual during his whole life, to all external

objects of our earthly surroundings. ' In like manner the length

of our habitual step enters largely as a basis in our estimation of

distances because we are constantly measuring distances seen,

by our habitual mechanism of locomotion. Thus all our means
of knowing external distances are found at last to rest solely on
the actual dimensions of the human body to w^hich as a standard
they are referred.

Taking into account all the elements of our perception of lin-

eal magnitudes, it will be found without doubt that the average
lineal unit is yqt)^ nearly that length w^hich is most readily cog-

nizable by a man of avernge person and capacities. High multi-

ples and low submultiples of the standard of length are diffi-

cult of appreciatitm ; thus a mile or a line are much less clearly

aj)prehended units than a foot. If a thousand miles or a thou-

^saudth of a line is submitted to our consciousness, our notion be-

comes extremely inadequate, and if it be a million or a rnillion'b

we fail almost entirely to conceive the fact. When it is a question

of billions or trillions of miles our apprehension is so totally at

fault that we give over all attempts to comprehend the flict, and
so the distance becomes infinite for us, as referred to the mile as

a unit. Our real idea then is when we speak of an infinite or
infinitesimal distance, that when it is compared with our famil-

iar standard of length, our perceptive powers utterly fail to ap-
preciate the relation with any approach to accuracy.

If in plact' of the unity and infinity of distance, we consider
those of time, S[)ace or force, we shall find a like genesis of prac-

tical standard units for each, based on the victual dimensions or
sensational capacities of the human organism. Along the grad-
uated line of connection between those values which by their

minuteness utterly elude our perception and those vast values
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which in their entirety wholly transcend our comprehension^

there is in each case a particular value which is apprehended

with the maximum precision and facility by each individual

mind. The natural unit of measure for each subject of measure

is that particular value which is best appreciated by an average

man. The snme rule holds in the more transcendental subjects

of measurement. Thus a man of average intellectual power and

capacity becomes a natural unit oC mentality, and a man of aver-

age morality becomes a unit of morality. If a particular moral

quality, as benevolence, for instance, be quantitatively consid-

ered, we refer all to the man of average benevolence. When
we speak of Divine Benevolence as infinite, we mean that it is

so exhaustless and all prevailing, that when we compare it with

the benevolence of an average man our limited human powers

utterly fail to take in its relative immensity. From these con-

siderations we may conclude tliat whenever we predicate infinity

of any particular existence, attribute or quality of the external

world, man's capacity to appreciate the various values of the

subject matter considered, enters directly as the standard of com-

parison. Thus to say that space is infinite is simply to say that

the extreme exercise of human power to perceive space as an

existence is transcended by the actuality of nature. If we speak

of infinite time we but declare that the' brief periods of duration

of which man in his earthly life is conscious are relatively so

small that we can by no means conceive tlie number expressing 5
the true ratio of man's hour or lifetime to the infinite duration

referred to.

Whatever physical infinity engages our consideration, an anal-

ogous limitation of the special powers of the human organism
is defined. We might almost say that for us, the grand sphere

of physical infinity is the circumscribing sphere drawn around
the aggregate perceptive faculties of man. It is not at all the

absolute cosmos or circumscribing sphere which contains all the

actualities of nature. We may well believe that this^ true cos-

mic sphere in which all created existence is contained is itself an

infinity as compared \vith tliat specific infinity which is as it

were the defining or tangent surface around the faculties of

man.
It is entirely supposable that among the actual organic exist-

ences of nature, there maybe numerous successive grades of per-

ceptive_cai)acity which stand in the relation of coterminous or

successive infinities as compared with each other. A monad nmy
have a direct perception of man's infinitely small, and our sensi-

ble distance must be to it an infinitely great magnitude. There
may be intelligences such that the radius of an ultimate atom of

matter would be to them what the radius of the earth is to us^

as there may be intelligences to which the^earth is but an atom

t



E, B. Hunt on Physical and Metaphysical Infinity. 5

aiul to which our entire sphere of visible stars makes but a sen-

sible mass of matter. Throughout tlie entire range of organic

existence there Avill be in flict for each species a specific infinity,

and we cannot sav but in tlie treasure house of the actual uni-

verse, there may be an infinite scries of organic perceptive powers

whicli bear to each other the relation of the successive orders of

differences in differential calculus. Whatever may be the fact

as to actual nature, such an infinite series of successive infinities

is metaphysically conceivable. The clear apprehension of the

idea of infinity which may be gleaned from physical grounds
gives a basis for indefinite metaphysical fabrications without

in the least departing from the true inductive idea of intinity.

But science has not to deal with the supposable except as it is

involved in the actual, and it belongs not to this place or to true

philosophy to go beyoud the foundations of fact.

The views now presented have a bearing on the mathematical

idea of infinity which is not without importance. The mathe-

matical symbol of infinity stands for an entirely abstract idea*

From it aJl the definite standards of unity which have been dis-

cussed are entirely eliminated, all specitic intelligences are in it

ignored, and even the Divine Intelligence may be supposed in

some way concrete in conditions too specific to be truly stated in

respect to limits, by the abstract infinity of pure analysis. The
very possibility of positive definition as applied to any being
however exalted, excludes the abstract symbol of infinity from
entering a correct exegesis of its nature. For what then does the

abstract symbol of infinity stand? It at least stands as a formula
for all specific infinities which by the interpolation of the proper
constants expresses the quantitive relations in any actual case of
infinity. The abstract symbol is a grouping of specific cases:

whether it is more than this may not be for man to say.

One inference from these views of infinity is that the ordinary
. definition of the asymptotic curve needs correction. The math-
ematical formula of incessant and incessantly diminishing ap-

proach between a straight line and a curve or between two curved
lines, or the same relative to plane and curved surfaces is not
consistent with the other idea of tangency at an infinite distance.

Suppose an intellect of the proper or differential grade to be duly
cognizant of asymptotic lines at an infinite distance; it would
find no actual contact, but the same law of approach expressed
in the analytical formula would still go on until an intellect of
the second differential order would have to be called in as the
cognizant power: this in turn must give place to a third differ-

ential intellect, and so on to infinity. The order of perceptions
required to appreciate the second, third, &c. differentials of the
function would be progressively higher than that demanded for

the differentials of the variable. Here then there is no true tan-
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gency but a perpetually decreasing approximation. Hence tlie

definition of asymptotes should give the idea of a perpetually

diminishing and never ending approximation instead of involv-

ing the false notion of tangency anywhere- The geometrical

method of exhaustions escapes any sach criticism and in the

purest manner embodies the true conception of infinity.

As might be expected, the infinitesimal calculus expresses

the notion of infinity in its most precise and purified form. The
fundamental idea on which its processes and algorithm rest, is

one of relation between quantities cognizable by two orders of

perception, so remote that the finite quantity of the one is the

infinitely great or small of the other. By the hypothecation of

three, four or more coterminous orders of perceptive faculty the

second, third, &c. orders of differences are philosopbically orig-

inated. Tlie relations of differential calculus if inversely stated

become those of integral calculus, and fall under the same gene-

ralizations relative to orders of perceptive capacity. I will ven-

ture the suggestion that the reason why some eminent mathe-

maticians have contended that a differential is absolutely zero, is

simply because of their not having regarded, as they clearly

are bound to do, the element of limited perceptive faculties

which infinity involves and the consequently supposable series

of cognitions precisely conforming with first, second, third, &c.

differentials. It is the same fault of conception which invali-

dates the definition of asymptotes based on tangency at an infi-

nite distance.

In conclusion, we may lay down the general proposition that

the idea of infinity involves in all cases as an essential factor in

its composition, a specific actual or hypothetical limitation of

perceptive power in the intelligence of whose cognitions infinity

is predicated. In the physical infinities which chiefly interest

us, the limitations involved are for us, altogether those which en-

compass the mind of man. We can by hy}>othesis suppose

other limits conformed to other grades of organisms, uiid we can

even suppose such an exalted spiritual organism ns that the ab-

solute and entire cosmos shall be the true limit of its perceptive

powders.
_
Before the divine mind this cosmos must stand in that

clear finite relation necessarily supposed between a creator and

the thing created. Beyond the actual cosmos there may be an

immensity of^ possibility where the divine mind may reali/^c

analogous limitations to those which hedge in all created minds.

In the mathematical or purely abstract idea of infinity there

seems a suggestion of such a possibility, and when we consider

that a matheniatical formula is the nearest possible approach to

a literally divine thought, we shall bow with reverence before

the suggestion shadowed forth by the sublime svmbol of infinity

after all created limitations are eliminated from its sifrnificaace-

i
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This symbol affords no basis for tbe commonly received idea

that infinity means an absolute unboundedness, a quantity abso-

lutely without endj a quality or nature transcending all bound-

aries. Such an idea has no right in the mind of man, for the

limitations of human perception forbid our attainment of any
knowledge either of the extent of the absolute cosmos or of the

boundaries around what is abstractly possible. The formula of
infinity, so far from stating an absolute boundlessness, end-

lessness or illimitable magnitude, states simply the limitations

of finite perceptive power. It is the expression, not of the

immeasurubleness of nature or of the Deity, but of the finite

limitations of the human mind. It stands for a negative and
not for a positive: it symbolizes not knowdedge but ignorance.

If we group infinite attributes under a divine name, we have not
defined Deity but we have defined the limits of our own concep-

tions. The limits of our knowledge lie near at hand: the limits

of oar ignorance are known only to the All-knowing.

Art. II,

—

On the Characters, Principles of Division^ and Primary
Groups of iJiC Class Mammalia; by Professor OwEN, F.R.S.,.

F.L.S., Superintendent of the Natural History Departments in
the British Museum/^

The class Mammalia, the most highly organized of the animal
kingdom and that to which we ourselves belong, appears to have
been the class of animals last introduced on this planet, and not
to have attained plenary development until the tertiary division

of geological time.

Mammals are distinguished, outwardly, by an entire or partial

covering of hair, and (with two exceptions) by teats or mammae
—whence the name of the class.f All Mammals possess mam-
mary glands, and suckle their young: the embryo or foetus is

developed in the womb. Their leading anatomical character is

to have lungs, composed of a highly vascular and minutely cel-

lular structure throughout, and suspended freely in a thoracic

cavity separated by a muscular and tendinous septum or dia*

phragm from the abdomen.
Mammals, like birds, have a heart composed of two ventricles

and two auricles, and have w^arm blood: they breatbe quickly;
but inspiration is performed chiefly by the agency of the dia-

phragm
;
and the inspired air acts only on the capillaries of the

pulmonary circulation.

* This paper is cited from the Journal of the Trorcedings of the Linnean Society
of London. Head February 17th and April 21pt, 1857.

I From vianana, a pap. The Platypus and Echidna are the only kno\v'n excep-
tions to this rule. The Mare is an apparent one, from the pudendal position of the
nipples. The fcetal Cetacea show tufts of hair on the muzzle.
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The blood-discs are smaller than in Eeptiles, and, save in the

camel-tribe, are circular. The right auriculo-ventricular valve is

membranouSj at least never entirely fleshy ; and the aorta bends

over the left, never over the right, bronchial tube. The primary'

branches of the aorta are given off not immediately after, but at

a little distance from, its origin, and there is less constancy in the

order of their origin than in Birds: the phrenic arteries, the

coeliac axis, and the superior mesenteric artery are always

branches of the abdominal aorta, which terminates by dividing

beyond the kidneys into the iliac arteries, from which spring

both the femoral and ischiadic branches: the caudal or sacro-

median artery, which in some long-tailed Mammals assumes the

character of the continued trunk of the aorta, never distributes

arteries to the kidneys or the legs, as in Birds. The kidneys are

nourished, and derive the material of their secretion, exclusively

from the arterial system. Their veins are simple, commencing
by minute capillaries in the parenchyma and tcrminnting gener-

ally by a single trunk on each side in the abdominal vena cava:

they never anastomose with the mesenteric veins.

The kidneys are relatively smaller and present a more com-

pact figure than in the other vertebrate classes; their parenchyma
is divided into a cortical and medullary portion, and the secreting

tubuli terminate in a dilatation of the excretory duct, called the

pelvis.

The liver is generally divided into a greater number of lobes

than in Birds. The portal system is formed by veins derived

exclusively from the spleen and chylopoictic viscera. The cystic

duct, when it exists, always joins the hepatic, and does not enter

the duodeimm separately. The pancreatic duct is commonly
single.

The mouth is closed by sofl flexible muscular lips: the upper

jaw is composed of palatine, maxillary and premaxillary bones,

and is fixed; the lower jaw consists of two rami, which are sim-

ple or formed by one bony piece, and are articulated by a con-

vex or flat condyle to the base of the zygomatic process, and
not to the tynipanic element of the temporal bone; the base of

the coronoid process generally extends along the space between
the condyloid and the alveolar processes. The jaws of Mammals,
with few exceptions, are provided with teeth, which are arranged
in a single row; they are always lodged in sockets, and never
anchylused with the substance of the jaw. The tongue is fleshy,

well-developed, with the apex more or less free. The posterior

nares are protected by a soft palate, and the larynx by an epi-

glottis: the rings of the trachea are generally cartilaginous and
incomplete behind: there is no inferior larynx. The cesophngns
is continued without partial dilatations to the stomach, which

,

varies in its structure according to the nature of the food, or the

quantity of nutriment to be extracted therefrom.

^

^

''\
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The true vertebrae of Mammnlia have their bodies ossifiod

from three centres, and present for a longer or shorter period of

life a discoid epiphj^sis at ench extremity. Thej nre articuLited

by concentric ligaments with interposed glairy fluid forming
^vhat are called the intervertebral substances; the articidating

surfaces are generally flattened, but sometimes, as in the neck of

certain Runnnants, they are concave behind and convex in front:-

such a vertebra, however^ may be distinguished from a vertebra

of a Reptile, with a similar balband socket structure of the artic-

ular surfaces, even when found in a fossil state, and when the

test of the articulating medium cannot be applied, by the com-
plete anchylosis or confluence of the annuhir with the central

part or body, and by the large relative size of the canal for the

spinal chord. The cervical vertebrae, with one or two excep-
tions, are seven in number^ neither more nor less: the Mono-
treraes, which are the instances commonl}^ opposed to other gen-
eralizations, form no exception to this rule. The lumbar vertebree

are more constant and usually more numerous than in other

classes of vertebrate animals.- The atlas is articulated by con-

cave articular processes to two convex condyles, which are

developed from the ex-occipital elements of the last cranial ver-

tebra. The typanic element of the temporal bone is restricted

in function to the service of the organ of hearing, and never
enters into the articulation of the lower jaw. The olfactory

nerves escape from the cranial cavity through numerous foramina
of a cribriform plate. The optic foramina are always distinct

from one another.

The scapula is generally an expanded plate of bone; the
coracoid, with tw^o (monotrematous) exceptions, appears as a
small process of the scapula. The sternum consists of a narrow
and usually simple series of bones: the sternal portions of the
ribs are generally cartilaginous and fixed to the vertebral por-
tions without the interposition of a distinct articulation: there
are no gristly or bony abdominal ribs or abd(^minal sternum.
The pubic and ischial arches are generally complete, and united-

together by bony confluence on the sternal aspect, so that the
interspace of the two pelvic arches is converted into two holes,
calledforamina obtunitoria or thyroidva. The sclerotic coat of tiie

eye is a fibrous membrane, and never contains bony pktes. In
the quantity of aqufeous hnrnor and the convexity of the lens
Mammals are generally intermediate between Birds and Fishes,
The organ of hearing is clKiracterized by the full development
of the cochlea with a lamina spiralis: there are three distinct
ossicles in tlie tympanum j the mcmbrana tympani is generally
concave externally; th^ meatus auditorius externus often com-
mences with a complicated external ear, having a distinct cartil-

aginous basis. The external apertures of the organ of smell

SECONB SERIES, VOL. XXV, NCX. 73. JAN., 1858.
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are provided with movable cartilages and muscles, and the ex*

tent of the internal organ is increased by accessory cavities or

siniises which communicate with the j)assages including the tur-

binated bones.

There are few characters of the osseous system common, and

at the same time peculiar, to the class Mammalia. The following

may be cited

:

1. Each half or ramus of the mandible consists of one bony

piece developed from a single centre: the condyle is convex or

flat, never concave. This has proved a valuable character in the

determination of fossils.

2. The second or distal bone, called ''squamosal," in the bar

continued backwards from the maxillary arch, is not only ex-

anded, but is applied to the side-wall of the crnnium, and

evelops the articular surface of the mandible, which surface is

either concave or flat."^

8. The presphenoid is developed from a centre distinct from

that of the basisphenoid.

In no other class of vertebrate animals are these osteoloKical

characters present
The cancellous texture of mammalian bone is of a finer and

more delicate structure than in Eeptiles, and forms a closer net-

work than in Birds. Tlie microscopic radiating cells are rela-

tively smaller and approach more nearly to the sphe]X)id form;

but both these histological characters are liable to mislead, if

unsupported by more obvious and constant ones, in the inter-

pretation of a fossil.

Dental characters.—The Mammalia, like Reptilia and Pisces^

include a few genera and species tliat are devoid of teeth; the

true ant-eaters {Alyrmecop/faja)^ the scaly ant-eaters or pangolins

{Mams\ and the spiny monotrematous ant-eater {Echidua), are

examples of strictly edentulous Mammals. The Ornithorhynchus
has horny teeth, and the whales {Bakena and Bahmopiera) have

transitory embryonic calcified teeth, succeeded by whalebone
substitutes in the upper jaw. The female Narwhal seems to be

edentulous, but has the germs of two tui^ks in the substance of

the upper jaw-bones; one of these becomes developed into a

large and conspicuous weapon in the male Narwhal, whence the

name of its genus Monodon.
The examples of excessive number of teeth are presented, iti

the order Brula, by the priodont Armadillo, which has ninety-

eight teeth : and in the Cetaceous order by the Cachalot, which
has upwards of sixty teeth, though most of them are confined

to the lower jaw; by the comnmn Porpoise, which has between
eighty and ninety teeth; by the Gangetic Dolphin, which has

one hundred and twenty teeth; and by the true Dolphins {V^^'

* The Wombat is. perhaps the sole exception to this rule.
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phimjs)^ whicli have from one hundred to one hundred aiid

ninety teeth, yielding the maximum number in the class Mam-
malia-

When the teeth are in excessive number, as in the Armadillos

and Dolphins above cited, they are small, equal, or sub-equal,

and usually of a simple conical form.

In most other mammals particular teeth have special forms for

special uses; thus, the front teeth, from being commonly adap-

ted to eifect the first coarse division of the food, have been

called cutters or incisors; and the back teeth, which complete its

comminution, grinders or molars; large conical pointed teeth

situated behind the incisors, and adapted, by being nearer the in-

sertion of the biting muscles, to act with greater force, are called

holders, tearers, laniaries, or more commonly ca/^^ne5, from being

w^ell developed in the Dog and other Carnivora.

It is peculiar to the class Mammalia to have teeth implanted in

sockets by two or more fangs; but this can only happen to teeth

of limited growth, and generally characterizes the molars and
re-molars: perpetually growing teeth require the base to be
ept simple and widely excavated for the persistent pulp. la

no mammifcrous animal does anchylosis of the tooth with the
jaw constitute a normal mode of attachment. Each tooth has
its peculiar socket, to which it firmly adheres by the close co-

adaptation of their opposed svirfaces, and by the firm adhesion of
the alveolar periosteum to the organized cement which invests

the fans: or fansfs of the tooth.o — o
True teeth iniplanted in sockets are confined, in the Mamma-

lian class, to the maxillary, premaxillary, and mandibular or
lower maxillary bones, and form a single row in each. They
may pnjject only from the premaxillarj^ bones, as in the Nar-
whal; or only from the lower maxillary bone, as in Zlphius

;

or be limited to the superior and inferior maxillaries and not
present in the premaxillaries, as in the true Rarainantia and
most Bruta (Sloths, Armadillos, Orycteropes), In most Mam-
mals, teeth are situated in all the bones above mentioned.
The teeth of the Mammalia usually consist of hard unvascular

dentine, defended at the crown by an investment of enamel, and
everywhere surrounded by a coat of cement.
The coronal cement is of extreme tenuity in Man, Quadru*

mana and the terrestrial Carnivora; it is tliicker in the Ilerbiv-
ora, especially in the complex grinders of the Elephant.

Vertical folds of enamel and cement penetrate the crown of
tlie tooth in the ruminating and many other Ungulata, and in
most Rodents, characterizing by their' various forms the genera
of those orders.

^
No Mammal has more than two sets of teeth. In some spe-

cies the tooth-matrix does not develop tlie germ of a second
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tootli, destined to succeed one into wliich tlie matrix Las been

converted^ such a tool h, therefore, when completed and Avorn

down, is not replaced. The Sperm Whales, Dolphin?, and Por-

poises are limited to this simple provision of teeth. In the

Armadillos and Sloths, the want of generative power, as it miiy

be called, in the matrix is compensated by the persistence of the

matrix, and by the uninterrupted growth of the teeth.

In most other Mammalia, the matrix of the first-developed

tooth gives origin to the germ of a second tooth, which some-

times displaces the first, sometimes takes its place by the side of

the tooth, from which it has originated:

All those teeth which are displaced by their progeny are

called 'temporary/ deciduous, or milk-teeth ; the mode and di-

rection in which they are displaced and succeeded, viz. from I

above downwards in the upper, from below upwards in the

lower, jaw, in bi)th jaws vertically—are the same as in the Croc-

odile; but the process is never repeated more than once in any

mammalian aninmk A considerable proportion of the dental

series is thus changed; the second or ^permanent' teeth having

a size and firm as suitable to the jaws of the adult, as the 'tem-

porary' teeth were adapted to those of the J^oung animal
Those permanent teeth, which assume places not previously

occupied by deciduous ones, are always the most posterior in

their position, and generally the most complex in their form.

The term 'molar' or Hrue molar' is restricted to these teeth.

The teeth between them and the canines are called 'premolars;

they push out the milk-teeth that precede them, and are usually

of smaller size and simpler form than the true molars.
Thus the class Mammalia, in regard to the times of formation

and the succession of the teeth, may be divided into two groups,

moffophjjodojiLs^'^ or those that generate a single set of teeth ;
and

the fJip/if/o(lo)tts^f or those that generate two sets of teeth. But

this dental character is not so associated with olher organic char-

acters as to indicate natural or equivalent subclasses.
In tlie Mamrnahan orders with two sets of teeth, these organs

acquire fixed individual characters, receive special denomina-
tions, and can be determined from species to species. This indi-

vidualization of the teetli is eminently significative of the high

grade of <>r;^aniz:.tion of the animals manifesting it
Originally, indeed, the names * incisors,' 'canines/ and 'mo-

lars,' were given to the teeth, in Man aiid certain Mammals, as

in Reptdes and Fishes, in reference merely to the shape and

offices indicated by these names; but they are now used as arbi-

trary signs, in a more fixed and determinate sense. In some

^ //r5f0^, once ; {jpt w, I generate ; ^o^;, tootb.

f $1^, twice
; <piw md odocg. See " Pljilosuphkal Transactions," 1850, p. 493.
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Carnivora, e. g. the front-teeth have broad tuberculate summits,

adapted for nipping and bruising, while the principal back -teeth

are shaped for cutting, and work upon each other hke the blades

of scissors. The front-teeth in the Elephant j)roject from the

upper jawj in the form-, size and direction of long pointed horns.

In short, shape and size are the least constant of dental charac-

ters in the Mammalia; and the homologous teeth are determined,

like other parts, by their relative position, by their connexions,

and by their development.
Those teeth which are

and in the corresponding p
sors,' whatever be their shape or size. The tooth in the maxillary

bone which is situated at or near to the suture with the premax-
illary is the 'canine,' as is also that tooth in the low^erjaw,

which, in opposing it, passes in front of the upper one's crown
when the mouth is closed. The other teeth of the first set are

the 'deciduous molars;' the teeth which displace and succeed

them vertically are the 'premolars;^ the more posterior teeth,

which are not displaced by vertical successors, are the 'molars*

properly so called.

1 have been led, chiefly by the state of the dentition in most
of the early forms of both carnivorous and herbivorous Mam-
malia, which flourished during the eocene tertiary periods, to
regard 3 incisors, 1 canine, and 7 succeeding teeth, on each side

of both jaws, as the type formula of diph3^odont dentition.

Three of the seven teeth may be 'premolars,' and four may
be true 'molars ;' or there may be four premolars, and three true
molars. This difference as I have elsewhere s!]Own, forms a
character of a secondary group or order in the mammalian class.^

The essential nature of the distinction is as follows: true molars
are a backward continuation of the first series of teeth ; they
are developed in the same primary groove of the foetal gum;
thej^ are 'permanent^ because they are not pushed out by suc-
cessional teeth—the 'premolars,' called 'dents de remplacement'
by Cuvier. Seven teeth developed in the primary groove is,

therefore, the typical number of first teeth, beyond the canines.
If, as in Dlddphys^ the anterior three develop tooth-germs,
which come to perfection in a 'secondary groove,' there are then
3 deciduous teeth, 3 premolars, and 4 true molars: if, as in
Gymnura^ the anterior four of the 'primary' teeth develop
tooth'germs, wdiich grow in a secondary groove, there arc theq
4 deciduous teeth, 4 premolars, and-3 true molars. The first

true molar of the marsupial is thus seen to be the homoloc?ue of
the last milk-molar of the placental.

Hog are among
tvDical number

(1839).

Mammalia,

p
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teeth. In a young Hog of ten months, the first premolar, />. 1,

and the first molar, m. 1, are in place and use together with the

three deciduoas molars, d. 2, cL 8, and d, 4; the second molar,

on. 2, has just begun to cut the gum; p. 2, p. 3, and/>. 4, to-

gether with 772, 3, are more or less incomplete, and will be louud

concealed in their closed alveoU,"^'

The last deciduous molar, d 4, has the same relative superi-

ority of size to d, 3 and d. 2, which m. 3 bears to m. 2 and m. 1

;

and the crowns of p. 8 and p. 4 are of a more simple form than

those of the railk-teeth, which they are destinecl to succeed.

When the milk-teeth are shed, and the permanent ones are all m
place, their kinds are indicated, in the genus Sus^ by the follow-

ing formula:
• O O 1—1 4 4 O O A A ^

which signifies that there are on each side of both upper and

lower jaws 3 incisors, 1 canine, 4 premolars, and 3 molars,

makincr in all 44 teeth, each tooth beinpj distinguished by its
o 'O

appropriate symbol, e. g., p. 1 to p. 4, m, 1 to m. 3. This num-

ber of teeth is never surpassed in the placental Diphyodont

series.

When the premolars and the molars are belpw this t^^pical

number, the absent teeth are missing from the fore part of the

premolar series, and from the back part of the molar series. The

most constant teeth are the fourth premolar and the first true

molar; and these being known by their order and mode of de-

velopment, the homologies of the remaining niolars and premo-

lars are determined by counting the molarsfrom before backwards^

e. g. *one/ 'two/ 'three,^ and the premolarsfrom behind fonvards^

'four,' * three,' ^ two/ 'one.' The incisors are counted from the

median line, commonly the foremost part, of both upper and

lower jaws, outwards and backwards. The first incisor of the

right side is the homotype, tranversely, of the contiguous incisor

of the left side in the same jaw, and vertically of its opposing

tooth in the opposite jaw; and so with regard to the canines

premolars, and molars
;
just as the right arm is the homotype of

the left arm in its own segment, and also of the right leg o( a

succeeding segment. It sufiices, therefore, toTeckon and name
the teeth of one side of either jaw in a species with the tyi)iciu

number and kinds of teeth, e, g, the first, second, and third inci-

sors,—the first, second, tliird,' and fourth premolars,—the firsts

second, and third molars ; and of one side of both jaws in any

jcase.

# I recommend this easily acquired ' subject* to the young zoologists for a dem-

onstration of the most instructive pecuHaritie!* of the mammalian dentition. U^

vill see that the premolars must displace deciduous molars in order to ri:ie into

place : the molars hare no such relations.
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I have been induced to dwell thus long on the dental charac-

ters of the class Mammalia^ because they have not been clearly

or accurately defined in any sj^stematic or elementary work on
zooUigv, although an accurate formula and notation of the teeth

are of more use and value in characterizing gencyja in this than

in any other class of animals.

I next proceed to review briefly the principal primary divi-

sion^ of the Mammalia hitherto proposed. The best authorities

in Natural History have adopted different characters, drawn from
different systems of organs, for the primary groups or divisions

of the clavss Mammalia.
Aristotle chose the locomotive system, and divided his Zo-

OTOKA-^—the equivalent of the Linnean Mammalia—into three

sections: 1st, Dipoda, or bipeds ; 2nd, Tetrapoda, or quadru-
peds; and 3d; Apoda, or impeds. The preponderating second
group, M'hich includes all the class save the Human-kind and
the Whale-tribe, is subdivided into those with claws, and those

with hoofs. The unguiculate quadrupeds are again subdivided

according to the nature of their teeth ; the ungulate quadrupeds,
according to the divisions of their hoofs, as e, g. into Pobjsdiidce^

or multungulatcs, Dischidt^^ or bisulcates, and AscImLcj or solid-

ungulates. I need scarcely remark that this, in most respects

admirable, system., would have commanded gi^eater attention,

and been now recognized as more manifestly the basis of later

systems, had its immortal author more technically expressed his

appreciation of the law of the subordination of characters ; but
he applies to each of his groups, whatever their value, the same
denomination, viz. genos^ or genus.

Ray, with a less philosophical appreciation of the extent and
nature of the class Zootoka or Mammalia^ arranges his equivalent
group of " Viviparous Four-footed animals" chiefly on tlie Aris-

totpHan ehari;cters; the primary division being into Ungulate
and Uxguiculate, and the subdivisions being based on locomo-
tive and dental characters.

Linnaeus, restoring the class Mammalia to its Aristotelian in-

tegrity, primarily subdivides it into U^'GUICULATA, Ungulata,
and MuTiCA, the latter being the 'Apoda' of Aristotle: the
secondary groups oi; orders are founded chiefl}^ on modifications
of the dental system,

Cuvier, adopting the same threefold primary division of the
class, subdivides it into better and niore naturally defined orders,

according to various characters derived from the dental, the
osseous, generative, and the locomotive systems,

llliger, in primarily dividing the Mammalia into those with
free, and those with fettered limbs—the 'pedes exserti distincti,'

contrasted with the ^ pedes retracti obvoluti,'—made a more
unequal and less natural partition than the threefold one of Aris-
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totle; the Seals and the Whales balance all the rest of the class

in the Illigerian sj^stem. The subdivisions, also of these primary

groups, based exclusively on characters of locomotion, have met

with little acceptance beyond some of the schools of Germany.

De Blainvill^ appears^ firstj 18L6, to have adopted a character

from the reproductive system for the primary division of the

Mammalia, viz. into the ' Monodelphcs/ 'Didelphes/ and^'Orni-

thodclphes/ His orders are in the main a return to the Linnean

system and nomenclature, with some peculiar views, as e. g,o(

the quadrumanous or primatial aflfinit}^ of the Slotlis, which

have never gained acceptance. But his system indicates a clearer

appreciation or stronger conviction of the value of the character

of parity and imparity in the number of toes of the Ungulata^

first suggested by Cuvier,* than was subsequently entertained

by the originator of the idea.

The position of the marsupial and monotrematous ciuadrupeds

at the bottom of the class Mammalia^ and the higher value as-

signed to the group which they constituted, than that in the

*Kegne Animal' of Cuvier, were ideas also in closer conformity

with nature. They were, however, but surmises, nnsustained

by anatomical knowledge ; and, as such, failed to carry convic-

tion, or gain acceptance. Nor was it until comparative anatomy

had shown that the Marsupials and Monotremes agreed in differ-

ing from all other mammirfs in the absence of a placenta, and of

the great commissure of the brain, in certain birddike characters

of the lieartjf and from all other dipliyodont Mammals in a less

number of premolars, and a greater number of true molars,

depending essentially on the retention of a milk-tooth (m. 4)^

which is displaced and changed in the placental diphyodonts
that the true affinities of the didelphid and ornithodelphid mam-
mals to each other, and their true position in the class Mammah(^j
were finally recognized.

In the 'Systema Vertebratorum,' communicated in 1840 to

the Linnean Society by that accomplished and indefatigahle

zoologist Prince Charles Lucien Bonaparte, the primary subdivi-

sion of the Mammalia according to developmental and generative

characters is adopted; and the first division or series PhicevtaVm

is subdivided, agreeably with M. Jourdan's distribution of Mam-
malia in the Leyden Museum, into the two subclasses 3hicahiUo>

and Tneducabilta, the latter including the orders Bruta, Cheirop-

iera, Insecttvora and Rodcntki, with the common character of

'cerebrum unilobum/ This T regard as the most important hiv

provement in the classification of the Mammalia, which has

been proposed since the establishment of the natural character

of the implacental or ovo-viviparous division.

* Ossemens Fossiles, 4to, ed. 1812, p. 9 ; torn. Hi, ed, 1822. p. 72.

f On the Classification oi ih^ Marmpialia, ZooWicaT Transactions, vol ii, P-

316 (1839).
"^
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Cuvier Lad early noticed the relation of the Australian mam-
mals, as a small collateral series, to the unguiculate mammals ol

the rest of the world, '^some," he writes, ''corresponding with

the Carnaria^ some with the llodentia^ and others again with the

EdentataJ]^

M. Isidore Geoflfroy St. Hilairc, in his ' Classification parallel-

ique des Mammifi^res,' published in 1845, raises the Marsupialia^

to the rank of a distinct class, and literally exemplifies the idea

of Cuvier by placing its subdivisions, as orders, in parallel equiv-

alents with the orders of the Placentalia.

It does not appear, however, that Cuvier meant to do more
than indicate certain relations of analogy

;
just as the relation of

the pedimanous and frugivorous Marsupials to the pedimanous
Quadriimana of S. America, that of the marsupial Hyeena {Thy-

lucinus) to the Wolf, of the Flying Petaurist to the Flying
Squirrel, of the Wombat to the Beaver, of the Kangaroo to the

Ruminant, of the Koala to the phytiphagous Sunbear, of the

Opossums to the Shrews, and of the Echidna to the Anteater,

&c., had been pointed out by myself. My esteemed friend and
colleague Mr. Walerhouse, whilst admitting the justness of some
of these comparisons, appended a timely warning, in a valuable
note in his comprehensive and excellent history of the Marsu-
pialia^-f against the mistake to which the young zoologist might
be liable, of concluding the analogical groups of the Marsupialia
and P/acentalia thus indicated to be of equal rank and value. I
have always participated in this conviction of the lower value
of the Implacenlalia as compared with the Placentalia; and have
used those terms merely as useful collective or general signs of
certain modifications of structure, which are associated w^ith the
development and non-development of the placenta.

In like manner, when indicating the highest generalization to

which I had arrived after comparisons of the dentition of the
Mammalia by the terms 'monophyodont' and ' diphyodont,'f

^g^ifying respectively the single and doable set of teeth devel-
oped in different groups of the class, I have been careful to
guard myself from being misunderstood, as supposing that the
monophyodont Movotremata^ Bruta^ and Ctiacea^ formed an
equivalent group with the diphyodont bulk of the Mammalia,
or that the binary groups, defined by this single dental character,
were natural ones.

Regne Animal, ed. 1829, voLi, p. 114.

f Natural History of the Mammalm, 8vo, 1846. parti, p. 14. I musi remark,
however, lliat in stnting '* by Prof. Owen and some other naturalists, the present sec-
tion (Jfarsupia(a) h ranked as a subclass," the reader, from the peculiarly extended
signification triven to the term * M^irsupiata,' might be misled. The Marmpialla
form one of the orders of my subclass Implacentalia. See the articles *Marsupialia*
and 'Monotremata,* in the *' Cyclopeedia of Anatomy," voL lii, 184L

% Cyclopaedia of Anatomy, part xxxWi, 1849. Phil Trans. 1850, p. 493.

SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 73.—JAN., 1858.
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Nothing more than a passing allusion seems neej^ed to the

system of classifying the Mammalia on the modifications of the

placenta, originally proposed by Sir Everard Home,* and since

reproduced and modiHed bj a few other naturalists. The group,

e. g. associated by the character of the discoid placenta, is as

little natural as that which would be composed on the basis of

the diphyodont dentition, or the unguicuhite feet. The associa-

tion of the Roderdia^ and Insectivora, with the Quadrumavay as

in the latest modification of the placentary system,f is not likely

to command acceptance. The diffused placenta, as in the Mare,

Porpoise, Peccari, Khinoceros, nmd Camel, would lead to an

equally heterogeneous assemblage. In two well-defined minor

groups, e. g. the true Carrnvora and the true Rumihantia^ there

exist characteristic modifications of the placenta, viz. the zonular

and cotyledonal respectively; but though the zonular t3'pe is

common to the Carrtivora^ it is not peculiar to them ; it is that of

the placenta in the Hyrax and the Elephant, amongst the U^igu-

lata. So likewise the cotjdedonal type characterizes the placenta

of the Sloth among the Bruta,

{To be continited.)

i

Abt. III.— On iJie Rational Constitution of certain Organic Corn-

poHvd^^; by Wolcott Gibhs, AI.R, Professor of Chemistry and

Physics in the Free Academy in New York.
F

In the following memoir 1 shall endeavor to estnblish the ra-

tional constitiitiou of several important organic bodies by refer-

ring tliem to the type of one or more equivalents of water, in

which hydrogen is wholly or partially replaced by coinpouud

radicals. Tlie premises are as follows.

1. The electro-negative or chlorous hydrocarbons, formjl

CaH, acetyl, C4H3, and their homologues, may replace hydrogen

equivalent for equivalent, but by such replacement diminish the

electro-positive or zincous character of the primitive. These

facts are well exhibited in the aeetyl-ammonia of Natanson, the

formula of which is

. H
2. The radicals formoxyl, CaHOa, acetoxyl, 041130;^, and

their homologues and analogues, similarly replace hydrogen,

and yield more electro-negative or chlorous derivatives. Tlins

acetamin has the formula

"Is
• Lectures on Comparative Anatomy, vol iii, 4to, p. 445.

f GiEVAis, Zoologie et Pal6ontologie Franjaise, 4to, 1853, p. 194.

^

fe
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while acetic acid is referable to tlie type of two equivalents of

water, and has the formula

8. One equivalent of any aminoninm may replace one equiva-

lent of hydrogen. Thus the formula of the hydrate of tlie

oxyd of the primitive nmmonium, NH4O + HO, is also referable

to the type of two equivalents of water, and we have for it the

expression

^'"*l03

4- Certain radicals, whether divisible or indivisible, are binary
or ternary in character, and rephice two or three equivalents of
hydrogen. Thus the radicals 0:^0^, C4O4, andS20i are binary

while nitrogen, phosphorus, &c. are ternary. These premises,

as everv chemist knows, are not new. I formulate them for

convenience of reference, and to save repetition.

I propose now to apply tliese principles to certain "bodies to

which they have not hitherto been extended, and will consider

the compounds in question serifttim.

Glycocoll or ghjcosin.—The empirical formula of glycosin was
first definitely established by Horsford^ in an elaborate memoir
to which I shall frequently have occasion to refer. Of its ra-

tional constitution no satisfactory theory has been proposed. I
refer it to the type of hydrate of oxyd of ammonium, and con-
sider it to have the formula

rC2H03^

Ill

This view of course (3) ultimately reduces glycosin to the type

of two equivalents of water, t| iou Glycosin, as is well known^

combines with acids, bases, and salts- Its feebly acid character
is explained, upon my view, by the presence of the two clilorous
radicals; its basic properties, by the existence of two equivalents
of hydrogen in the ammonium molecule; while its neutral char-
acter—which resembles that of water—may be explained by
supposing that the chemical sum of the chlorous and zincous
affinities in the ammonium approaches the character of an equiv-
alent of hydrogen, so that we have \h^ functional equation {marly
true)

,

rc2H02

IH

Ann. der Cliemie und Pharmacic, Ix, I.
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theory

are as follows.

Chlorhydrate, N(C2H02 . C-2H . E2)C1+2H0.

Nitrate, lf(C2H02.C2H.H2)
j.02-^2H0.

Sulphate, N2(C2H02.C-2H.H2)3 ) Qj i 2HO.

Potash-sulphate, NaCCaHOi . C2H . HK)3
S2O1

Potash-nitrate, N(C2H02 . C2H . IIK) ) q^ . g-Q.

Glycosin-lead, N(C2H02.C-2H.H.Pb.) ) 02+HO

Glycosin-copper, N(CiH02.C2H.H.Cu) [q^+HO

Tlie platinum salt of glycosin containSj according to Horsfords

analysis, 33 "2 per cent of platinum, and lie considers it to be

C4H4NO3.PCI2,

wticli requires that percentage. But Catours* assigns to tins

salt tlie formula
O4H3NO4.HCI+PCI2,

F

which, upon the yiew which I have proposed, becomes

C2H02^

Ts\ ^'2 Ici-f PtCl24-2HO.

The other salts of glycosin are easily formulated upon the am-

monium theory, and do not require special notice. The combi-

nations which glycosin forms with metallic oxyds are however

of no small interest from the point of view suggested. Thus

Boussingault found for the compound with oxyd of silver the

formula
C4H4S'03.AgO.

I believe that in this body silver simply replaces hydrogen, the

true formula being

fC2HO2 \

Nj^f lo+HO,

and that the analogous bodies containing zinc, copper, lead, &C'

have a similar constitution. This theory gives the simplest expl^^-

nation of the formation and constitution of hippuric acid, and of

the analogous acids which Cahours and other chemists have re-

cently produced. Thus hippuric acid, as Dessaignes first shovved,

may be formed by the action of chlorid of benzoxyl upon glyco-

sin-zinc, the reaction being explained by the equation

* Comptcs Rendus, xlir, oG9.
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rc>H02

5^0+HO+Ci4H502.Cl=N ^ CuHiOi
yO+HO+ZnCl.

Hippuric acid is consequently also the hydrate of an ammonium
oxyd, a view which I shall develop more fully in another part

of this paper. The curainuric, anisuric and salicuric acids,

which Cahours* has described, are formed in a similar manner,

and mast therefore have a similar constitution. By the action

of the chlorids of acetoxyl C4H3O2.CI, butyroxyl CsH702.Clj

&c., upon glycosin-zinc, similar acids must be produced, while it

appears, to say the least, extremely probable, that the ethyl

radicals, C4H5, &c. may also be made to replace an equivalent

of hydrogen in gljcosin, yielding bodies of an analogous acid

and basic character. Thus by the action of iodid of ethyl upon
glycosin-silver we should have

r C2HO2

1

^ Si. ^0+Ho,

and it is of course possible that the last equivalent of hydrogen
may be also replaced by an equivalent of a chlorous or zincous

radical, as in the case of Ilofmann's tetraramoniums.

The products of the decomposition of glycosin strongly sup-

port the view that this body contains the radicals formyl and
lormoxyl, as above assumed. Thus when fused with caustic

potash, ammonia and bydrogen are evolved, while the fused

mass contains cyanid of potassium and oxalate of potash. It is

however well established that formic acid, ^ tt^ ) Os, under

the same circumstances yields oxalic acid, and the facility with
which formyl, CsH, in contact with nitrogen or ammonia yields

cyanogen, is also familiar to chemists With oxvclizing agents
glycosin yields carbonic and cyanhydric acids and water. This
also is in exact accordance w^ith the theory.

By the action of nitrous acid upon glycosin Socoloff and
Strecker obtained a new acid which they termed glycolic acid,

and which is homologous with lactic acid. The formula of this

acid is 04114 06, and its formation is usually represented by the
equation.

C4H.3N04-i-N03= 2N+CiHjOc+HO.

If we compare ammonia, KII3, with three equivalents of water,
wx find that from the equation

NH3=r03H3,

one equivalent of nitrogen may be considered iksformally thougli
not /unctionally replacing three equivalents of oxygen. Hence

0. R., xliv, 56 V,
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NO
that a species of substitution takes place, 30 replacing N, while.

as

separated. Thus the action of NO 3 upon oxyd of ammonium,

resented by the equation

may

N ^ tt y 0-fN0:=03 ^ ti y 0+2N= „ )- Oi+2N.

When the oxyd of the ammonium is a monohydrate an equiva-

lent of water is usually set free. This mode of considering the

action of NO 3 upon ammonium molecules possesses advantages

sufficient, as I think, to justify its employment. The formation

of glycolic acid from glycosin may then be represented by the

equation

N t 0-fH0+X0c=03 \
^^ I 0+2l!f+H0.

Glycolic acid has therefore the rational formula

04,

referable to

with the atomic weight here assigned to it, it contains but one

equivalent of hydrogen replaceable by a metal. From this it

appears that in the action of NO 3 upon an ammonium, the four

radical molecules of the ammonium pass unchanged into the

acid, and that an equivalent of water is separated as such when

NO 3 acts upon the lij^drate of an ammoninm-oxyd. It must be

observed however that, in most cases at least, it is only the last

molecule of hydrogen which is replaceable in the new acid by a

metal, this being the hydrogen molecule originally contained in

the atom of water which united with the ammonia to form oxyd

of ammonium, according to the equation

Strecker has shown that the action of NO 3 upon hippuric acid

produces a new acid which be terms benzo";lycolic acid. The

1

formula
must be

{C2HO2

C14H5O3 h
04=CisHs08,
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and I shall endeavor to show, farther on, that there are other

reasons for taking this view. Strecker's elaborate study of the

bile has shown that cLolic and hjocholic acid may each, hke

hippuric acid, be split into glycosin and a new acid. I apply to

both these acids the theory vv'hich I have above developed, and

consider them rationally represented as follows,

C2HO2

CboHc add, N { ^^^3,03 V 0+HO=C5^.H43NOi2,

C2HO2

Hjocholic acid, N { e5oH4i03 V 0+HO=C34H45NOi2.

That there are homologous compound molecules having the

formulas C4 sHasOs andC5uH4i08, is shown by the existence

of cholalic and hyocholalic acids, the empirical formulas of which
are C48H4 oOi and C50H42O10, and which when reduced to

the type of two equivalents of water become

I may here remark that by the action ofNO 3 upon cholic and
hyocholic acids we ought to obtain two new acids having the
formulas

C2HO2 \ / C2H02

C?sH3sOs [
04=C.2m.OH, and

j ^^^^ ) 0.=C3.&.0u.

I may further remark, in this connection, that we ought to be
able to regenerate cholic and hyocholic acids from glycosin and
cholalic and hyocholalic acids, by processes exactly analogous to

that employed by Dessaignes in preparing hippuric acid. Thus
cholalic acid by aistillation with perchlorid of phosphorus should
give chlorhydric acid and chlorid of cholalyl, according to the
equation

CisHjcOio-{-PCl:=CjBH3s03.Cl-fPOiCl34-HCl,

and chlorid of cholalyl with glycosin-silver should yield cholic
acid and chlorid of silver. As cholalic and hyocholalic acids
are homologous and have very high equivalents, it is almost cer-
tain that they are among the up])er members of a complete se-
ries. Of this series chinovic acid, CaaHaoOio, is probably a
member.

Hippuric acid. acid
chlorid of benzoxyl upon glycosin-zinc has already been ex-
plained upon the ammonium theory as a simple substitution of
the radical C14H5O2 for an equivalent of hydrogen. It remains
to show upon the same theory that the sej^aration of hippuric
acid into glycosin and benzoic acid may be equally well ac-
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counted for. The following equation appears to \:ontam a sim-

ple solution of the questioDj siuce we have

C2HO2

^ ^ CUH5O2 ^ 0+2H0-N ^ rr y 0+CuHc04,

the glycosin-ammonium of course uniting at the moment of its

formation with an equivalent of water. By this view of the

constitution of hippuric and other similar acids, we explain at

once its formation, its decomposition by boiling with acids, and

its unibasic character, since its molecule contains only one equiv-

alent of hydrogen replaceable by a metal. But the products of

the decomposition of the acid by other agents also confirm the

view here taken.

By boiling with peroxyd of lead, hippuric acid yields benza-

mid and carbonic acid, while with peroxyd of manganese and

sulphuric acid, benzoic acid, carbonic acid, and sulphate of am-

monia are formed. These reactions are expressed by the equa-

tions
^C2H02 \

021102 \

and N
-{ CHH5O2 f

O+HO+60+SO3.HO^Nn4O.SO3-|.Ci4nfiOa-|-4C02.

In both these cases the easily oxydized radicals, formyl and

formoxyl, are destroyed, yielding carbonic acid and water, while

in both the radical C14H5O2 is found unchanj^ed among the

products of decomposition.
As glycosin by the action of NO 3 yields glycolic acid, so hip-

puric acid under the same circumstances yields benzoglycohe
acidj thus we have for the derived acids

( C2FI02 \ t CallOa

Glycolic acid J
f^^ (. 04, Benzoglycolic acid } CuHsOj l"

^''

By boiling an aqueous solution of benzoglycolic acid, it is re-

solved into glycolic and benzoic acids, the reaction being

1 OHH5O2 (
^^+2110=

^ ^ ^ 04+
jj \ O2,

Now this decomposition is precisely analogous to the resolution

of hippuric acid into glycosin and benzoic acid, explained by

the equation

C2HO2 \

c;.ttO.
[
'fO+2BO=

\
!«"'

i NO+ «"n' \ O..
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I bring forward these two parallel cases I believe for tlie first

time. They are types of a great number of similar decomposi-

tions, and as I think, justify my two assumptions^ first, that one

equivalent of niivogQH formally replaces three equivalents of oxy-

gen, or what is the same thing that 1^0=0*, and second, thatfor

every ammonium-oxyd^ or its hydrate^ there is an acid or anhydrid

corresponding to four equivalents of icatcr^ and in which the four
radicals which replace the four equivcdents of hydrogen are the same
as thefour in the original ammonium. I believe that this princi-

ple will prove extremely fertile both in explanations and in new
facts. I shall endeavor to develop this view more fully when
speaking of other compound ammoniums.

In a note to the article Hippuric acid in the 3d volume of his

Traite de Chimie Organique; p. 241, Gerhardt has suggested that

hippuric acid, as well as glycosin, may be referred to the type of

a hydruret of ammonium,
Nii4 ) _n

Upon this view, which is thrown out merely as a suggestion,

Gerhardt represents glycosin as

and hippuric acid as

K"H2 . (C2HO-2)2 \

Hi

NH.(C-2H02)-2Cull50-2^.

Strccker considers glycosin as possibly an ammonia having the

formula
( C4H3O1

(H

To this theory it may be objected that it does not explain the

formation of alanin and other bodies of the same class, or the

products of their decomposition.

Laurent looked upon glycosin either as amido-acetic acid—^a

view also recently taken by Cahours—or as the acid amid of

glycolic acid. But Dessaignes has actually prepared giycolamid,

and has shown that it is only isomeric and not identical with
glycosin.

Alanin.—This body was obtained by Strccker by evaporating
a mixture of aldehyd-ammonia and cyanhydric acid Avith chlor-

hydric acid, and its empirical formula is Cell 7NO 4, so that it is

homologous with glycosin. Its mode of formation appears to

me to show in the clearest manner its molecular structure, and I
consider it to have the rational formula

C4H302

^ { H^ > 0+HO.
H

SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 73.— JAN., 18»S
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K this view be correct we ougTit to find tlie radical C4II3O2

among the products of the decomposition of alanin. In point

of fact, when heated with peroxjd of lead it yields aldehyd, am-

monia and carbonic acid, the carbon of the radical formyl C2H
alone being oxydizcd. With nitrous acid alanin yields lactic

acid, the formula of which is thus found to be

C4H3O2

H ("'•

H )

Now lactic acid, when heated with sulphuric acid and peroxyd

of manganese, yields carbonic acid and an abundance of aldehyd,

as Stadeler has shown. Both the mode of formation and the

products of decomposition of alanin support the view taken of

its composition. But we may I think go farther. There are at

least three bodies having the empirical formula Cell 7NO 4 ; they

are alanin, sarkosin, and lactamid. As sarkosin perfectly re-

sembles alanin and glycosin in properties it must belong to tke

same series of bodies, I suggest that its rational formula may be

C2HO2

N < H^' > 0-fHO.

II

In this case it should give with nitrous acid a species of lactic

acid isomeric with that derived from alanin and having the

formula
C2IIO2

H
H

Oj.

There are however, as is well known, two lactic acids, the former

derived from alanin by the action of nitrous acid, as well as from

sugar by the lactic fermentation ; while the other exists in the

juice of flesh with sarkosin itself. It is proper to remark that

one of the two equivalents of hydrogen m the above formulas

appears, so far at least as our knowledge goes, not to be replace-

able by a metal, so that lactic acid, like glycolic acid, is mono-

basic. On the other hand, as in the case of benzoglycoh'
acid, we have an acid in which this equivalent of hydrogen is

replaced by an equivalent of benzoxyl. The primitive of this

acid must be an acid hydrate of ammonium
withhippuric acid. Thus we have, uniting t:

gle lines to save space,

* > ^ Oi Alanm-hippunc acid.

CiHsO?
. CiH . CuHsOi .H ? 04 Beuzolactic acid.
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It is clear that alanin^ sarcosin and their homologues will yield

an indefinitely great number of ne^^ acids, of which one series

will contain nitrogen^ the other not
The almost perfect analogy between alanin and glycosin justi-

fies the inference that the internal molecular structure of these

two bodies is the same. The formula of alanin which is assumed
above is deduced from its mode of formation ^ and that of glyco-

sin is based upon the assumption that this body may be formed
in a similar manner, namely, by digesting togetner the aldehyd-
ammonia of formic acid, C2HO2.NH3, and cyanhydric acid.

This theory cannot at present be put to the test of experiment
because the formic aldehyd, C2HO2.H, has not yet been ob-

tained. Another difficulty however arises. The formula of
alanin assumed above supposes that formyl, CsH^ and acetoxyl,

C4H3O2J enter into the ammonium as sitch^ eachi radical replac-

ing an equivalent of hj^drogcn. It is however possible that

these two radicals are in alanin so fused together as to constitute

a single di-atomic radical, C6H4O3, homologous with the glycolic

radical, C4H2O2. In this case the formulas of glycosin and
alanin will be

Glycosiii, If
I
^'-^22

[
O+ HO,

Alanin, NJ^^^^g^O+Ha

Upon this view the rational formulas of glycolic and lactic acids

become

""'^'^^
\ 0. and

^^H^g^
\ 0.

The decision of the question obviously turns upon the molecular
structure of the radical C 4Hs O2 . Is this diatomic and indivisible,

or is it a conjugate radical CsH.CsHOa? On the other hand
it appears possible that there may be two species of glycosin, of
which the one contains formyl and formoxyl^ the other the radi-

cal C4H2O2, The rational formulas which I have assigned ta
glycosin and alanin appear, in the present state of our knowl-
edge, most consistent with observed facts.

Leucin.—The formula of leucin upon my view becomes
rcioH&o*2"j

ana ine proaucis 01 its aecomposition bear out the theory com-
pletely. Limpricht^ has prepared leucin from valeric aldehyd
by a process exactly similar to that employed by Strecker in the
formation of alanin.

^ From this it follows that leucin is consti-
tuted, so far as the character of the radicals is concerned, like

* Ann. der Cbeniie und Pliarmacie. xciv, MS*.
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alaiiin and not like sarcosin. It appears, however^ probable. that

there exists another species of leiicin haying the formula,

f C2HO-2
-)

But the high equivalent of leucin points out to us the possible

existence of three other bodies of a perfectly analogous structure

and isomeric with ordinary leucin. Thus we have

N^^^^*^ U+HO, If^Vr yO+HO, and If ^
^^^^ S 0+HO.

Each one of these five species of leucin must yield a homologue
of lactic acid, the only one yet discovered being the leucic acid

of Strecker, which belongs to the series of the lactic acid of fer-

mented sugar, and is derived from leucin by the action of nitrous

acid.

It is easy to see that the homologues of glycosin, as we ascend

in the -series, for the same empirical constitution in the case of

each one, must become more and numerous, and the same is con-

sequently true for the homologues of glycolic acid,

Tyrosin.—The empirical formula of tyrosin, according to the

analyses of Hinterberger, is CiallnNOe. As the properties

of this body are perfectly analogous to those of the members of

tlie glycosin series, it may also be reduced to the same type, in

which case its rational constition may perhaps be represented by

the formula,
CMH5O2

In nitrotyrosin we may suppose one of the two equivalents of

hydrogen in the compound ammonium to be replaced by NO 4.

The products of the decomposition of tyrosin have not however
been studied sufficiently to enable us to assign its rational form-

ula with any degTee of certainty, and it is ctear that the ammo-
nium molecule assumed may be constituted in several different

ways, so as to give the same empirical formula. Thus Wicke*
suggests that tyrosin may be formed from anisic aldohyd and

cyanhydric acid, as alanin is formed from acetic aldehyd. In this

case the rational formula would be

(CieHsOn
N

j
C3H 1 0+HO,

g remembe

question

hydrogen. Farther researches are required to settle this

* Ann. der Chemie und Tharmacle, ci, 31 4.
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Anihramlic acid.—Kubel
acids

fined salts -vvitK nitric, sulplmric and oxalic acids. The products

VIZ

t
the same circumstances yields amylamin and carbonic acid, the

equations being
Cl2Hl3l^04= C2O4+ Cl0Hl3]Sr,

C14H7NO4 = c^Oi+CisHTjsr,

It is therefore probable that anthranilic acid belongs to the same
type as leucin, Schwanert:}: adopts this view, and considering
anthranilic acid as carbanilic acid, regards leucin as amyl-carba-
mic acid, a \^ew which explains only one of the modes of decom-
position of that body, and which is irreconcilable with all the
rest. I suggest that anthranilic acid may contain the salicyl

radical, Ci 4H4O2, and that its rational formula is

C11H1O2
N -I H V O+HO.

In the decomposition of anthranilic acid by heat, all the oxygen
unites with two equivalents of the carbon of the salisoxyl,

Ci 4II4O3, while all the hydrogen remains united with the other
twelve equivalents of carbon and one of nitrogen to form anilin.

The radical C14H4O2 is of course to be regarded as diatomic.

That anthranilic acid actually contains the radical Cx 4II4O3 ap-

pears most clearly from the fact that with nitrous acid it yields

salicylic acid, by the process of replacement already explained.

Thus we have
CHH402) (Cumo2
H

J.

NO-[-H0+NO3= ^ H ^ 04+2K'+HO.

Taurin.—This substance may be readily reduced to the type
of hydrate of oxyd of ammonium, if we remark that the radi-

cal SsO 4 replaces two equivalents of hydrogen. "We have then
formula

( S2O4 )

N-JC4H5J.0+HO.
(H )

t

with caustic potash taurin yields acetate and sulphite
a result which is easily explained upon the supposi-

tion that the ammonium molecule contains ethyl. By the action
of nitrous acid taurin should yield an acid having the formula
C4H6SaO_8, since we should have the equation

( S2O4
)N

j
C4H5 1 0+HOH-NOc= \ C4H3 [ 04-f-2N+HO.

* Ann. der Chcmic und Pharmacie, cii, 236.
-J-
The

1 Ann. der Chemie und Pharmacie. cii. 221.
f
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The experiment has not to my knowledge been tried,* but

Strecker's discoyeiy that isethionate of ammonium by losing

two equivalents of water is converted into taurin leaves little

doubt that taurin is the ammonium of isethionic acid, and that

the latter acid is to be referred to the type of four equivalents of

water. Strecker's reaction is indicated by the rational equation

( S2O4 ) ( S-20i
)

\ C4H5 V0i-2H0=-^ C4H5 VNO-^HQ,
(NH4) ^^ .^ ,

Choleic acid may be regarded as taurin in which an equivalent

of hydrogen in the ammonium is replaced by an eqiiivalent of

the radical of cholalic acid. Its formula upon this view is

( S2O4 )

( C48H3908 )

It must be remarked however that this formula contains one
equivalent of water less than that deduced by Strecker from his

analyses. Assuming it to be correct, it shows that there exists

the same relation between taurin and choleic acid as between
glycosin and cholic acid. It Avould be interesting, from a phys-
iological as well as from a chemical point of view, to determine
by experiment whether cholalic acid taken into the stomach
would be found in the urine in the form of cholic acid, a result

which might be expected from well known facts in relation to

the conversion of benzoic into hippuric acid under the same cir-

cumstances. Should this result be obtained it would show that

the kidneys are capable of producing under certain circumstances
a true biliary secretion.

Asparagin.—The formula of this body may be reduced to the

type of two equivalents of oxyd of ammonium, but the data for

determining the particular character of the radicals replacing
hydrogen are not at present sufficient. I shall therefore content
myself with suggesting that asparagin may have the formula

N I C2HO2 . C2H . H2
. ,

N^ C2HO2.C2H.H2

in which case its relations to glycosin are obvious. It may also

be referred to the same type by supposing that it contains gly-
oxal, the formula being then

These views will be discussed more fully in ^peakinrr of malic
acid.

J 1^ to

* Since the above was -written, I have raade the experiment in question and ^ith
complete success, obtaining isethionate of potash by the action of nitrite of potash
upon taurin dissolved in dilute nitric acid.—w. g.
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In concluding tke first section of this paper, Avliicli embraces
CO

functions of acids and bases, I shall venture to suggest that the
nitrogenous animal and vegetable substances, known as proteine
bodies, belong to the same class as glycosin, leucin, &c. As the
equivalents of these bodies are high, and as they contain more
than one equivalent of nitrogen, they may perhaps be referred
to the tj^pe of two or four equivalents of oxyd of ammonium
or its hydrate. Another view which may be taken is tha

eaph sucli amid replacing a single equivalent of hydrogen. In
this manner they may possibly be reduced to the type of one
equivalent of oxyd of ammonium. ThuS a body containing
four equivalents of nitrogen may be represented by the formula

{NX2
j

III [
0+HO.

It is well known that the so-called proteine bodies are generally
soluble both in acids and alkalies. By the action of osydizing
agents they yield, as first products of their decomposition, vari-

ous nitriles, valeronitril, bcnzonitril, &c., in this respect exactly

resembling glycosin, leucin, &c. Setting out from this view I
flave examined the action of nitrous acid upon gelatin, casein,

and albumin, and have found that this agent exerts a more or
less powerful action upon each of these bodies. A solution of

gelatin,, for example, is decomposed by a current of l^^O^ with
strong effervescence, while an acid hquid remains, the examma-
tion of which is not yet complete. In the present imperfect

state of our knowdedge of the products of the oxydation of ge-

latm and tlie proteine bodies, it appears almost hopeless to at-

tempt to represent them by formulas, even if we neglect the

sinall quantities of sulphur and phosphorus which they always

contain. To illustrate my suggestion as to their constitution,

however, I will give a formula for albumen which will represent

tolerably well the products of its decomposition and serve to

exhibit the type to which it perhaps belongs. The analyses_ of

albumen of white of eo-crs are nearlv represented by the empiri-

cal formula*

C32Hi:N-tOio.

Theory.

* Scheerer found Carbon, 54'3 54*5

Hydrogen, 71 ^^
Nitrogen, l;>-7 ^5 9

00.7
Oxygen, — "" *

100-00
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Upon tlie view above taken tliat albumen is reducible to the

type of hydrate of oxyd of ammonium in which hydrogen is

partially replaced by certain amids, we may assign to it the

formula
(N".H.ChH502 \

(C2HO2 )

I again observe that I bring forward this formula simply as an

illustration of a particular view, and not as a definite expression

for the constitution of albumen. Speculations of this kind are

not without value, since it is^ to say the least, possible that all

the crystalline nitrogenous vegetable and animal products are re-

ducible to the same general type of two or more equivalents of

water in which hydrogen is more or less completely replaced by
complex ammonium molecules. I will even venture to hazard

the suggestion that the entire vegetable or animal organism may
be reduced to the water type, since resins, essential oils, and
other bodies belonging to the type of hydrogen, are either secre-

tions or excretions, and do not form a part of the organism itself

One of the problems of physiology must then be to reduce all

parts of the organism to the least possible number of water

types, and to show how each constituent may be derived from
water by perfectly definite and uniform processes of substitution.

In considering the action of nitrous acid upon the ammoniums
or their hydrates, I have endeavored to show that the action may

\

be regarded as a regular process of substitution in which one

equivalent of nitrogen replaces three equivalents of oxygen.
The cases which I have mentioned are by no means the only

ones which illustrate this species of replacement, since it may
be used to explain the action of ammonia upon a great number
of organic compounds. Thus hydrobenzamid results from the

action of ammonia upon oil of bitter almonds according to the

equation,

3Cl4H602+2NH3=:C42Hl8N'2-f6HO.

"We may here suppose Oe to be simply replaced by Na, since

we have a binary substituting melecide, namely, No [He, acting

upon the six equivalents of oxygen, one-half of the binary mole-
cule taking the place of the oxygen displaced. If we admit that

oxygen and nitrogen replace each other in the manner supposed,
we may reduce a great number of nitrogenous compounds di-

rectly to the same type without the intervention of any special

theory whatever. Thus C4oHi8N3 and C42H18O6 would be-

long to the same type. Substitutions of oxygen for nitrogen
sometimes occur, as in the conversion of acetonitril into acetic

acid, since we have

C4H3N+3HO=:C4H303+NH3.
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2. %
The views above developed have led me to the consideration of

the rational constitution of certain organic acids, some of which
have been already mentioned. In endeavoring to establish the
formulas of these acids I. set out from the principle that the type
of the acid is to be deduced from its mode of formation, and
from the products of its decomposition, and not merely from the
number of equivalents of replaceable hydrogen which it con-
tains. Thus the empirical formu^la of lactic acid is CeHeOcj and
as the acid with this formula is monobasic, it is usually reduced
to the tj^pe of two equivalents of water,

CsH504 \ ^

the compound CeHsO* bein^ considered as having the value
of one equivalent of hydrogen.

^
I have endeavored to show that, inasmuch as lactic acid is de-

rived from alanin by the replacement of O3 by JST, and separa-

Muu 01 an eqmvalent ot water, the true type
equivalents of water, the rational formula being

f/

Oi,

and upon this view I have endeavored to explain the difference

between the hictic acid derived from ilesh and tliat formed in the

fermentation of sngar, this difference being explained not by the

assumption of two isomeric radicals, C6H5O4, but bj an actual

difference in the structure of the acid. I have suggested also

that there may be a species of glycosin having the formula

In

N I ^*^'gj
[
O+HO.

taving the formula

N|^^*g^|o+HO.

supposing of course that the two radicals which I have assumed
in alanin, namely, C4H3O3 and C2H, are not fused together to

form C6II4O2, but exist separately. Such a body would give a

lactic acid having the rational formula

In what precedes I have assumed that lactic acid is monobasic,

while it is more usual to double its fornmla and consider it as

Dibasic. It must however be remembered that, according to

fetrecker's observations, the density of the vapor of lactate_ of

ethyl corresponds to four volumes only upon the supposition

that the acid is monobasic. The rational formula above pro-

SECOND SEEIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 73,—JAN., 18S9.
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posed contains two equivalents of free hydrogen, and it would

therefore appear that lactic acid, even upon my yiew, should be

bibasic. I have already stated that—as an empirical result

when an acid belonging to the type oi four equivalents of water

is derived from an ammonium or its liydrated oxyd, it is only

the last equivalent of hydrogen which is replaceable by another

radical to form a salt There must be a reason for this, and per-

haps either or both of the following may be satisfactory.

n the first place it appears probable that in all the salts of

ammonium tlie fourth equivalent of hydrogen is differently com-

bined from the other three, and if this view be correct it is rea-

sonable to suppose that this peculiarity will exist also in the

acids which are derived from ammoniums. Again it may be

that in glycosin, alanin, &C.5 and therefore in the acids derived

from them, the two molecules constituting the aldehyds from

which these bodies are derived, enter in connection and not sepa-

rately, as I have all along represented them in the present paper.

Thus alanin may be
(C4H3O2.H)

:^ -l C-2H V O+HO.

In which case the lactic acid derived from it will be
C4ir302.n)

Call [ 04.

II)

and it is easy to see from this formula that there will be but one

equivalent of replaceable hydrogen in the acid. This latter

view is perhaps supported by the mode of formation of acetonic

acid which Stadeler obtained by digesting acetone with cyanhy-
dric and chlorhydric acids, and which has the empirical formula

CbHsOc. Its rational formula upon the above view will be

C4H5O2.C2H3
C2H VO4.

My reason for not adopting in the outset the slight modification
of the rational formulas just proposed is to be found in the fact

that in glycosin, alanin and their congeners one equivalent of

hydrogen—the last but one—is replaceable by an equivalent of

silver or another metal. If now we suppose that these bodies

contain aldehyds, we must admit that it is in each case the hy-
drogen molecule of the aldehyd which is replaced by the metal,

or that there are compounds like C4II3O2. Ag, which is not sup-

ported by any experimental evidence. The point is after all of

but little importance, and does not affect the theory in any essen-

tial particular. The so-called anhydrous lactic acid which has

the empirical formula CeH^Oi may be reduced—after doubling
its equivalent—to the type of six equivalents of water, and wiU
then have the rational formula

r

1;

'V-

i

Lf

i-

t

^-
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C4H3O2 .H f
^^•

CaH )

Lactid, C6II4O4, may be reduced to the type of two equivalents
of water, and is rationally

C4H3O2 ) ^

Lactamid wliich is isomeric with alanin appears to belong to the
type of two equivalents of water since it yields lactic acid and
animonia by taking up two equivalents of water. It is however
difficult in the present state of our knowledge to assign a ra-

tional formula for bodies of this class. The same remark apphes
to lactamic acid.

Malic acid.—Some idea of the rational constitution of malic
acid may be obtained from an attentive consideration of the pro-
ducts of its decomposition. Caustic potash at a high tempera-
ture converts the acid into oxalic and acetic acids, two equiva-
lents of oxygen being required for the oxydation, since we have
the equation

CsH60io+20=C4HiOi+C4H203.

Bromine decomposes the acid with formation of bromoform.
According to Vauquelin, nitric acid converts it into oxalic acid.

Sulphuric acid gently heated with the acid yields carbonic oxyd
and, according to Liebig, acetic acid. Finally, a mixture of sul-

phuric acid and bichromate of potash converts all the carbon
into carbonic acid. I refer malic acid to the type of six equiva-

lents of water, and consider it to contain either formyl and form-

oxyl, or glyoxal and formyl, so that its rational formula will be

either

(1-) n TT > 0«. or (2.)

If we admit that two equivalents of formoxyl, C2HO3, may be
so fused together as to form one equivalent of glyoxal, we may
also suppose that two of formyl, C2H, may unite to form one

equivalent of a diatomic radical having the formula C4H3. In
this case the rational formula of malic acid, still referred to the

be

CiHiiOj

(3.) CiKi \ Os.

In his memoir on glyoxal and its derivatives, Debus has sug-

gested that a relationship between gljcolic, malic, citric, gly-

oxylic and tartaric acids, may be traced by means of glyoxal,

without however attempting in this way to express the rational
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constitution of these acidSj or in fact anything more than their

formation and modes of decomposition. Eepresenting glyoxal

Q4H2O4 by the symbol gly, we have for the acids in q^uestion

the following scheme,

Glycolic acid, gly.HsOi?. Glyoxylic acid, gly.03.

Malic acid, gly i2.H'302, Anhyd, tartaric acid, gly 2.O2.

Citric acid, gly s.HsQs.

Debus shows further how citric, malic and glycolic acids by
losing two equivalents of water form aconitic and maleic acids^

and glyoxal. I am disposed to go much farther and represent

the rational constitution of a number of organic acids by sup-

posing them to contain glyoxal or diformoxyl, and form3^1 or di-

formyl. It appears to me that it may reasonably be doubted

whether the glycolic acid obtained by the action of nitrous acid

upon glycosin is identical with that which Debus obtained by
boiling glyoxal with milk of lime, I mean of course here to

assume that ordinary glycosin may be formed by digesting formic

aldehyd, CaHOs.H, with cyanhydric and chlorhydric acids, so

that its structure is similar to that of alanin. There may be
more than one species of glycosin, one being for instance

while another is

F . C2H0'2 . C2H . II2 ^ n.

But bearing these clistinctions in mind, I siiall endeavor to give

rational formulas for certain organic acids involving as few as-

sumptions as possible, and connecting those which are not ho-

mologous. The formula (1.) which I have given for malic acid

explains sufficiently well the products of its decomposition, since

glyoxal by taking up two equivalents of hydrogen becomes
acetic acid, while the oxydation of C4H2O4 or of C4lla will

account for the formation of oxalic and carbonic acids. Maleic
and fumaric acids have the formula CsHeOs. If we suppose
that the action of heat simply splits the equivalent of glyoxal
in malic acid into two equivalents of formoxyl, C2HO2, and
that one eq. of formoxyl loses two eq. of oxygen, the formula
common to the two pyrogenic acids becomes

C2HO2

C2II *- Os=CsHcOs.
C2H

This formula gives no explanation of the difference between the
two acids. It may be that, in one of these, two molecules of
formyl, C2H, are united to foim a molecule of diformyl, C4H2,
but further researches are necessary before any satisfactory ex-

planation can be proposed.

*

i
fc'.
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conclusion
•lii.

of two equivalents of oxjd of ammonium, and it may have the
rational formula f C4H2O4

(H4
By tlie action of nitrous acid asparagin becomes

03.

whicli immediately splits into one equivalent of malic acid and
two of water. A
or SIX equivalents of water, if, as is certainly admissible, we
suppose ]SrH2 to replace H, so that we have as the rational
formula

C4H204 1

NII2
H

Os.

?rf

Un the other hand this view does not account for the basic prop-
erties of asparlic acid which, as is well known, forms definite
compounds with the stronger acids. We meet here with the
same difhculty which occurs in formulating benzamic acid and
»iany other similar bodies.

Tartaric acid.—Tlic researches of Dessaignes have shown that
gijoxal is a product of the oxydation of tartaric by nitric acid,
and the facility with which oxydizing agents convert tartaric
acid into formic and carbonic acids has long been known. By
lusion with caustic potash tartaric acid yields acetic, oxalic, for-

mic and carbonic acids a s I have myself observed, while at the
same time an inflammable gas burning with a yellow flame is
cfiTrQT^ „-«? ,1

.

nm->oovc ir\ l-.<i n-n}\' nn imniire hvdroffen. Ifjas

tartaric
formida may be

hid
the

C4H2O4
C-2H02 , p..

it is dccom-
Our knowl-

'^^ the same time accounts for the facility with which
posed, and for tlie products of its decomposition. — . ^^^ .. .

^clge of the modes of decomposition of pyrouvic and pyrotartaric
acids is not sufficiently complete to permit us to form any idea
w their rational constitution.

^liric acid.—The combinations of citric acid with ethyl and
"lethjd conclusively show that this acid is tribasic and that its
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formula is CiaHaOi*. Tliose clieinists wlio have endeavored

to reduce it to the type of water refer it to six equivalents and

represent it by the formula

CI.H30S
^
Q^

I suggest that it maybe referred to the type of eight equivalents

of water and that its rational formula is

C4H302^
C404
CaH \0%
C2H
H3j

so that it contains the radicals of acetic and oxalic acids together

with two equivalents of formyL The view here taken of the

rational constitution of citric acid appears to be supported by

the character of the products of its oxydation. Thus, accord-

ing to Gay-Lussac, citric acid fused mth caustic potash yields a

mixture of acetate and oxalate of potash. Concentrated sul-

phuric acid disengages pure carbonic oxyd almost without the

aid of heat. Peroxyd of manganese and sulphuric acid trans-

form citric into formic and carbonic acids. Finally, concentrated

nitric acid oxydizes citric acid to a mixture of oxalic and acetic

acids, while carbonic acid is evolved. All these reactions are

easily and simply explained upon the hypothesis that citric acid

contains within its molecule the radicals above mentioned. The
products of the decomposition of the acids derived from citric

acid by heat have not yet been studied, and it is therefore useless

to endeavor to assign to these acids rational formulas. It seems

moreover probable that there is no connection between the radi-

cals in the primitive acid and in its pyrogenic derivatives, since

the action of heat may be reasonably supposed to break up the

radicals of the primitives and unite their constituents in entirely

different proportions. The same remark applies to powerful

agents, like chlorine and bromine, which generate at the sanie

time products of oxydation and of substitution.
• Many other organic acids may be formulated upon the princi-

ples which I have here laid down, and I venture to think that

these principles will hereafter be found of extensive application.

I have endeavored, and I believe with success, to reduce the

formulas of the class of bodies known as glucosids to the types

of multiples of water, but the recent publication of special re-

searches of Berthelot has anticipated the principal results which

I had obtained. I conclude with the expression of my convic-

tion that every complex organic molecule is built up, not directly

of the elements which it contains, but of simpler organic mole-

cules, which are more or less perfectly fused together but which

may yet in the majority be distinctly traced in the complex whole*

New York, Oct. 27th, 1857.
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Aet. TV.—Tlie Estimation of the Weights of very small portions of
Matter; bj Alfred McMayer, Professor of Physics and
Chemistij in the University of Maryland.

The chemist, in the course of his analytical investigations,
often meets with what are called traces of substances ; by whicli
IS generally understood, quantities of matter too minute to have
any appreciable weight in the analytical balance. Kow it some-
times happens that these traces are of as much importance con-
sidered scientifically and commercially as the ingredients presentm appreciable quantities ; and in order to estimate these small
portions of matter he is often obliged to go over his work, using
very considerable weights of substances, whereby his time and
care are nearly doubled. It was this inconvenience that first in-
duced me to try to determine in one operation the components
present in large and in very minute quantities ; and although I
have succeeded beyond my expectations, I am confident that the
process is susceptible of improvement, both as regards sensibility
and accuracy.

After making many investigations on the sensibility of the
niost delicate levers as to small weights, this method was found
lar too rough. It then occurred to me that if instead of using
the opposing force of gravity through the intervention of a lever,
we could oppose to the gravitating effect of the matter the force
01 perfect elasticity as manifested in filaments of glass, we might
succeed in obtaining the weights of extremely small parts of
matter. For that purpose I tried the elasticities both of torsion

^"^^ flexure, and found the latter only to answer the purpose.
I ne following is a description of the construction ofmy appa-

ratus with which I have succeeded in estimating portions of
inatter equal in weight to the tliousandth part of a milligram.
:ileatnig a rod of soft glass in one spot to bright redness, I drew
It out quickly, and thereby obtained a, filament uniformly cylin-
cjncal, of about the diameter of fine h'uman hair. Taking from

JQe middle of this fine glass thread a piece of such a length

S ?^ tjhree inches) that fts weight would barely reduce it from
the horizontal, one end of it was fastened by means of good
sealing wax to the edge of a malio^any block, and the other end
shghtly hooked by approaching quicklv a small spirit flame. In
order to obtain a pan in which to place the substance whose
"W'eight I would estimate, I cut with the common microscopic
«^tion-cutter some disks of elder pith from -001 to -002 inch in
tfiickness

; and drawing out a still finer filament, the end was
^i^ewise^ hooked, and the other extremity being passed through
^P\th disk, a small knob of glass was made on this end by the
^irit flame, just of sufiicient size to prevent this disk slipping
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off tlie suspending rod. The filament with attached disk was

now hooked on the end of the rod fixed to the block, and was

then ready for graduation,

Not being able at the time to procure silver wire of sufiicient

fineness, I substituted some very fine and long hair,, taken from

the head of a child ; and haying brought the centre of gravity

and centre of motion of a very sensitive analytical balance

almost to coincidcj I obtained a piece of the middle of a hair

weighing exactly one-half milligram. This being divided into

five equal parts (each about one inch long) gave us tentl^^ of

a milligram. One of these tenths being placed on the pith-

pan, the glass filament was deflected a certain quantity, which

was marked on an arc formed of bristol board, and so as to be

almost touched by the deflected rod in its revolution about the

edge of the block. Another tenth was added and another divis-

ion obtained : and so on, until all five divisions were marked.

The length of the divisions being about one-fourth of an incli,

they were very readily subdivided into ten equal parts whicli

gave me immediately xioths of a milligram. The weight of any

quantity of matter less than one-half milligram may be now ^

estimated to y^o*^ of a milligram by placing it on the pan and

observing the deflection.

For the thousandths, still more care and patience is required,
^

the filament being much finer and somewhat shorter, and the pitl^

disk smaller and as thin as possible. In order to obtain the

primary graduations of hundredths, one of the above pieces of

hail divid 'J

which gives us weights of y^oA milligram. The deflections

caused by these weights, divided into ten equal parts, give yoVa

As
milligr

weighing, the whole instrument is protected by a glass case, the

end of the case next the graduated arc being on a hinge.

to the weight ; in those of circular section this law is sligttly

departed from ; but by the above method of ascertaining directly

the value of each division, the error is avoided.
Those who may have the necessity to construct this apparatus

should arm themselves beforehand with scrupulous care and un-

bounded patience.

From the great simplicity of the above arrangement, it seems

very strange that some person did not long ago invent it ;
but,

±0 my knowledge, it has never been attempted.

Baltimore, Md., Oct. 26th, 1851.
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Art. Y.— Oyi the Behavior of the Carhonates of Lime and of
Barijla in presmce of various Saline Solutions. With remarks
on the Determination of Carhonic Acid in Mineral Waters ; hx
Frank H. Storer.

The object of the following article is to call attention to the
very general influence which acjueous solutions of the alkaline
salts, including those of ammonia, exert in preventing the pre-
cipitation of the carbonates of lime and of baryta. It will more-
over be shown that solutions of the hydrates of baryta and of
hme when diluted with water, or with dilute solutions of the
caustic alkalies, are no longer precipitated by carbonic acid gas.
For convenience the latter subject will be first treated of
A current of carbonic acid gas passed through baryta water,

diluted with two or three times its volume of water, until it was
completely saturated, afforded no precipitate at any moment
during^ the process, nor was any produced when the excess of
carbonic acid was driven off by long continued ebullition. The
solution even regained its strong alkaline reaction and a precipi-
tate was at once formed in it, on addition of a solution of an
alkaline carbonate. If a dilute solution of caustic soda, potash,
ammonia or of lime be added to the baryta water, from which
the excess of carbonic acid has been driven by boiling, and the
solution again boiled, a precipitate of carbonate of baryta is pro-
duced

; this precipitate does not form, however, if a sufficiently

dilute solution of the caustic alkali has been used, unless the so-

lution be heated, while that formed on addition of a solution of
an alkaline carbonate falls even in the cold. Tiiere is also a
point where less dilute solutions of the caustic alkalies produce

Precipitates in the cold when added to a solution which has
afforded no precipitate on boiling.

It should be mentioned that the foregoing refers to a solution
Of hydrate of baryta of constant strength, since at different de-

grees of concentration very different reactions may occur. Thus,
in concentrated solutions a current of carbonic acid gas produces
^ precipitate at once ; in a solution slightly diluted it produces a
precipitate only when heated ; in a solution still more diluted no
Precipitate is produced even on continued ebullition.

From these experiments the two following conclusions may be
drawn.

(1.) That baryta water when diluted loses, in great
p3-rt, its power of absorbing carbonic acid gas. (2.) That a
small portion of carbonic acid remains, in solution, in the baryta
^vater even in spite of long continued ebullition.

When diluted with several times its volume of water, lime
^ater also ceases to afford an immediate precipitate when car-

bonic acid gas is passed through it. A precipitate generally

SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 73. JAN., 16S8.
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forms on boilingj but if the lime ^rater be mucli diluted no pre*

cipitate will occur even on actual ebullition, although, solutions

of the alkaline carbonates produce at once precipitates.

If to the lime water in which carbonic acid gas has produced

no precipitate even after boiling, a dilute solution of caustic

soda, ammonia or lime be added and the mixture heated, a pre-

cipitate of carbonate of lime will be formed. This shows that a

small portion of carbonic acid is retahied by the lime water even

after long continued ebullition as it v/as by baryta water. Even
saturated lime water is capable of retaining a portion of carbonic

acid in solution for a considerable time if the solution is not

heated. This is easily proved by passing carbonic acid into

lime water until it is partially saturated, when on filtering and

boiling the clear filtrate an abundant precipitate of carbonate of

lime is formed. This precipitate dissolves with effervescence in

dilute acids and presents the characteristic needles of aragonite

when examined under the microscope. I have noticed that lime

water which has been exposed to the air, as when kept in bottles

with loosely fitting stoppers, affords an abundant precipitate of

carbonate of lime on boiling, but if that which has been thus

exposed be afterwards placed in a securely closed bottle it will

deposit after a few days all the carbonate of lime which it had

previously retained in solution and will no longer afford any
recipitate of it, on boiling. The well known incrustation of

ydrate of lime is always deposited v/hen lime water is boiled,

but this for the most part becomes firmly fixed to the sides of

the vessel, presenting, even to the naked eye, a very dissimilar

appearance from the precipitate of carbonate of lime and on ex-

amination with the microscope the crystals of hydrate of lim^

have the appearance of rectangular plates, while those of car-

bonate of lime (produced by ebullition) are acicular.

^
These remarkable reactions, namely, the nonformation of a pre-

cipitate when carbonic acid gas is passed into dilute baryta or

lime water, must, I think, depend upon the af&nity which the

great mass of water present exerts for the baryta or lime, or,

upon the inertia of the dissolved alkaline earth, in other words,

its indisposition to separate from the water. Moreover, since

the carbonates of the alkaline earths are somewhat soluble ia

water their tendency to form a precipitate must be, under the

circumstances, comparatively slight. Baryta or lime and car-

bonic acid are thus capable of existing simultaneously in sola-

tions in a quantity of water which would not redissolve a frac-

tion of the amount of carbonate of baryta or lime which they

would produce if once precipitated.

The actions of carbonic acid gas on solutions of caustic Vm^
or baryta when niixed with dilute solutions of the caustic alka-

lies may be mentioned here as it seems to be connected witxi

that where water alone is present.

V

^

to

r

*^
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Lime water mixed witli a dilute solution of caustic soda, pot-
ash or ammonia gives no immediate precipitate when carbonic
acid gas is passed into it, unless the solution is boiled, .Baryta
water yields analogous results. If with the latter, instead of
the solution of soda, an equal bulk of water is used there will

be no precipitate even on boiling. This shows that when water
alone is present, the carbonic acid, at first dissolved, is driven
off on the application of heat before it can react on the hydrate
of baryta, while if soda is used this alkali retains the carbonic
acid which, on heating, reacts upon the baryta.

I pass next to consider the influence which aqueous solutions
of the alkaline salts exert in preventing the precipitation of the
carbonates of lime and of baryta.
That solutions of many of the aramoniacal salts exert a solvent

power upon the carbonates of lime and of baryta, especially

when recently precipitated, has been noticed by several observ-
ers (A. Vogel, J.pr. Chem., vii, 453 ; Wittstein, lieport.f. Pharm.,
Ivii, 18 ; Wackenroder, Ann. Pharm., xli, 315 ; Brett, London
and Edin. Phil. Mag. and Journal of Science, x, 95). Solutions
of the salts of potash have also been noticed to possess the
same power, though, to a less degree, and I find that the
salts of soda stand midway in this respect between those of

ammonia and of potash, and that even chlorid of calcium exerts
a certain solvent power upon recently precipitated carbonate
of lime.

_
This solvent action may be seen by treating the recently pre-

cipitated carbonate with a great excess of a solution of almost
any alkaline salt, but is observed more distinctly in the great

tendency of the alkaline salts to prevent the precipitation of the

carbonates of the alkaline earths. Thus, if lime water be mixed
with an aqueous solution of chlorid of ammonium, chlorid of

sodium or chlorid of potassium, and a current of carbonic acid

gas be passed into the mixture no precipitate is produced, even
on boiling, if the alkaline chlorid be present in sufacient quan-
tity. If less of the alkaline chlorid has been used there will be

a precipitate formed on boiling although none has occurred in

the cold. Chlorid of calcium exerts an action entirely analogous
to that of the alkaline chlorids, though, so far as I have observed,

a precipitate always forms on boiling.

A solution of sulphate of ammonia or of sulphate of soda,

when mixed with lime water exerts an influence almost pre-

cisely like that of the alkaline chlorids, carbonate of lime not

t>eing precipitated even on boiling if they are present in suffi-

cient quantity. ,A solution of sulphate or of nitrate of potash behaves much
like that of sulpbate of soda; but its influence is less strongly

niarked.
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From the extreme facility witTi whicli water alone prevents

the precipitation of baryta water by carbonic acid, it is difScult

to judge of the influence which salts in solution in it may exert.

Chlorid of ammoniumj however, retards in a marked manner the

precipitation of carbonate of baryta from baryta water, a por-

tion remaining in solution even after boiling with carbonate of

soda, Chlorid of sodium and of potassium also retard in a

measure the precipitation of carbonate of baryta, but their ac-

tion is not well marked.
The solvent influence of the alkaline salts can be observed

with equal faciHty by mixing their solution with that of an alka-

line carbonate and adding a solution of a lime or baryta salt to

the mixture. A few examples will illustrate this point.

(1.) A solution of chlorid of calcium produces no precipitate,

except on boiling, when added to a mixed solution oi carbonate

of soda and sulphate of soda excepting when the carbonate is

in excess. In this experiment the sulphate of soda may be re-

placed by any of the alkaline sulphates or chlorids.

A UlKD\JiyilO,u^j

except on boiling, when added to a mixed solution of carbonate

ammonium
in considerable quantity there will be no precipitate even on

boiling. When the chlorid of ammonium is present in smaller

quantity there is a point where the addition of a drop of carbon-

ate of soda produces a cloudiness which clears up on heating.

(3.) If in the last experiment chlorid of sodium be substi-

tuted for chlorid of ammonium a similar action may be ob-

served although it is much less in degree. In one experiment

in which an excess of carbonate of soda was used and a partial

precipitate produced in the cold, the liquid was left in repose

during twenty-four hours, but on being filtered and the clear

filtrate boiled, an additional amount of carbonate of baryta sep-

arated
4

When a mixed solution of carbonate of soda arid

to
of a solution of chlorid of barium or of hydrate of baryta, no

immediate

ced
Been in the inability of the alkaline carbonates to precipitate

solution
great excess. That such solvent power exists may be proved
by precipitating a small quantity of a salt of lime with carbon-

ate of ammonia and then redissolving the precipitate in a very

great ^excess of the precipitant. But a much more satisfactory

proof may be obtained by adding quickly a large excess of the

solution of the alkaline carbonate to a small portion of a dilute

fiolation of a lime or baryta salt ; so quickly tnat the precipitate
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may not have a sufficient time to form. This is readily accom-
plished by swinging rapidly the vessel containing the solution of
the lime or baryta salt and suddenly turning into it the solution
of the alkaline carbonate. If the solutions have been used in

proper proportion no trace of a precipitate will appear, owing to
the complete mixture obtained by this method of experimenting,
although a fractional amount of the lime salt used would have
produced a persistent precipitate had it been slowly added. By
using the same portion of the solution of the alkaline carbonate
upon successive small portions of that of the lime salt no incon-
siderable amount of the latter may be finally obtained in solu-
tion.^ As a rule this solution is precipitated at once on boiling,
but if it be diluted with a large quantity of water, ebullition no
longer produces any precipitate. In one instance such a solution
left in repose during twenty-four hours afforded no precipitate,

although oxalate of ammonia when added to it produced a co-

pious precipitate of oxalate of lime.
I have detailed but a few of the many cases where the pres-

ence of alkaline salts exerts an influence to retain lime or ba-

ryta in solution simultaneously with carbonic acid, but enough
has been said to show that this power is quite general and that
the salts of potash and of soda act in this respect like those of
ammonia.

That the power of the alkaline salts to retain the carbonates
of lime and baryta in solution may be referred to affinities anal-

ogous, in kind, to those which cause them to form double salts

^vith the compounds of zinc, lead and magnesia, is, I ihink, evi-

dent.
^

It is true that the affinities here are much Aveaker and in-

sufficient to produce stable crystalline compounds. As in many
other cases of double elective affinity, some shock, such as agita-

tion or the apj)lication of heat, is required to call a desired play
of affinities into action,—so here the affinity of the alkaline salt

for the carbonates of the alkaline earths is

latter in solution until heat is applied.
The well known fact that a current of carbonic acid gas pro-

sufficient

.<5jices no immediate precipitate in a solution of a salt of lime or
^f "barjta neutralized by ammonia seems to depend on a mixed
action: in part, like that previously alluded to, wliich prevents

^ .precipitation of carbonate of baryta when a current of car-

bonic acid gas is passed through dilute baryta water, and also
<^n the tendency of the carbonates of lime and baryta to form
compounds with the salts of ammonia.

I find that a weak solution of caustic soda, potash or even
^inie may be substituted for caustic ammonia in the above
Jjixture with like result, no precipitate appearing until afler

^e lapse of considerable time unless the solution be heated,
-••he action of the fixed alkali being, to all appearance, en-
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tirely analogous, in kind, to tliat of ammoniaj althougli less in

degree/'^

To demonstrate this it is onlj necessary to employ sufficiently

dilute solutions of the caustic alkalies and to pass through the

mixture a stream of carbonic acid gas diluted with air,—air ex-

pired from lungs, for example,—when no immediate precipitate

will be produced unless the solution be heated. Even if the so-

lution of caustic alkali be used in so concentrated a form (not

ufficiently so however to precipitate a hydrate of the alkaline-

earth) that a precipitate of carbonate of lime is produced, in the

cold, by a current of carbonic acid, it can readily be proved that

a portion of the carbonic acid has not been precipitated, by fil-

tering and boiling the clear filtrate, when a copious precipitate

of carbonate of lime will be produced at once. This behavior

is more marked with lime salts than with those of baryta, and

soda evidently exerts a greater influence than potash.

If a solution of chlorid of sodium, of chlorid of potassium, or

of chlorid of ammonium be added to the mixed solution before

passing carbonic acid gas the precipitation of the carbonate of

lime or baryta is attended with still greater difficulty-

Attention has been called by several observers (among others

Rant, J. pr. Chem., ii, 440 ; Vogel, ibid., vii, 453) to errors

which may arise in the course of analysis if the solvent action

of chlorid of ammonium upon the carbonates of lime and of

baryta be not kept in view. The remark applies with similar

force to mOvSt of the solul^le alkaline salts. This is of special

importance in the determination of carbonic acid by means of a

solution of chlorid of calcium neutralized with caustic ammonia.

As a remedy it has been suggested (Kolbe, he. cit ; Mohr, Ti-

trirhuch, i, 110 and 113) that the solution should be boiled, i&

order to tlirow down all of the carbonate of lime. This would

it is true, in most cases cause the entire precipitation of tlie car-

bonate. But it is possible, especially in the analysis of soi^e

mineral waters, that alkaline salts may be present in sufl&cieat

quantity to prevent the precipitation of a portion of the carbon-

ate of lime even on ebullition.

1

* Kolbe {ffandiooerierhuch der Chem., I Supplem., S, 157,) explains the behavior

of the solution of chlorid of calcium or barium neutralized with ammonia, by sup-,

carbamate of ammonia, ^H40, C ? » jqq-j*

formed, capable of existing for some time in cold aqueous solution but not of ^^V
poTi'mg heat, on application of xchich it is transformed into ordinarj- carbonate oi

ammonia 'W'hich reacts at once on the lime or baryta salt pre^^ent. The insufficiency

of this view to explain all the facts in the case is evident : (1.) In presence of ^
excess of chlorid of ammonium, carbonic acid produces no precipitate in the niixe^

eolation of chlorid of calcium and ammonia even when it is boiled. (2.) When a

amount

itatebe heated. (3.) A current of carbonic acid gas produces no immediate precipip^

calcium or chlorid of barium -which has

instead ^»f ammonia

?

k

^1

V

i

i*
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Bearing on this subject is the fact noticed by Denham Smith
{Lond. and Edin, Phil Mag. and Jour7i. of Science^ ix, 542), that
the carbonates of lime and of barjta are rapidly decomposed
when boiled with solutions of the aramoniacal salts, carbonate
of ammonia being evolved. This appears to have been over-
looked by the above cited observers, but the fact can be easily
proved by adapting an abduction tube to a flask containing a
solution of chlorid of ammonium and some carbonate of lime,
boiling the mixture and passing the vapor generated into lime
water, when a copious precipitate of carbonate of lime is at once
produced, and this in spite of the retarding influence of the am-
monia present As carbonate of baryta appears to be affected
in mucn less degree than carbonate of lime by the solvent action
of the alkaline salts, and to be capable of separating entirely in
the cold from such solution afler sufficient time, the use of chlo-
^d of barium in determining carbonic acid would seem to yield
more accurate results than that of chlorid of calcium.

AUT. yi.—On the Heights of the Tides of the Atlantic Coast of the

United States^ from observations in the Coast Survey; by A. D.
Bache, Superintendent.—With a Plate.

[Communicated by authority of the Treasury Department to the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science.]
If

It is well known tliat when a bay or indentation of the coast

presents its opening favorably to the tide wave, and decreases m
width from tlie entrance towards its head, that the tides rise

higher and higher from the mouth upwards. The Kev. Mr.

Whewell has stated that in a general way the same fact is de-

duced from the observations on the coast of Great Britain and
Ireland, discussed by him.
The Coast Survey observations of the tides of the Atlantic

coast, the results of which, from time to time, I have brought be-

fore the Association, furnish the means of a complete discussion
of heiglits as well as of times, and very simple generalizations

result from their examination. Through the kindness of Cap-

Jain Shortland, R. K, and of Admiral Bayfield, R. N., I have
oeen enabled to extend these results to the coasts of New Bruns-
wick, Kova Scotia, and to part of Newfoundland.

.
I beg leave to make my best acknowledgements to these dis-

tinguished hydrograj^hers for the prompt and Hberal communi-
cation of the results of their observations.
The Coast Survey observations have been worked up in the

"dal division under the direction of Assistant L. F. Pourtales,

^nd I am indebted to him for giving the results the shape desired

^nd for the diasrrams renresentins: them.
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The following table of stations on or near the exterior coast-

line of the United States, is taken from the more extended tables

of the Coast Survey, omitting stations which are up rivers or

bays, except in special cases the object of inserting which will

be obvious.

Table A contains a number for reference, the locality of the

tidal station, the state to which it belongs, the latitude, the longi-

tude, and the mean height of the tide in feet and tenths.

TABLE A.

Heights of Tides on the Atlantic Coast of the United States.

Locality. State.

(

Lat Lon. j- 1;

1

2

3

Me,

Mss.

K

«

ti

<l

Portland,

Portsmouth,.,

.

Newburyport,.
4lGloucester, . .

.

5|Saletn,

6 i Boston,

7 1 Plymouth, , . ,

.

8 iProvincetown *

9!George'sSh'ls,-|-

lOjMononioy, , . ..

lljSiasconsett, . .

.

12.Weeweeder, ..

ISJSmith'a Point,.

14;Wasque,
15|Menem3lia, - .

.

16:Point Judith,..

l7;N'ewport,

18 j
Block Island,.

.

19 Montauk Point, N.y
20 Stonington, . ,

.

21 New Haven, .

.

43 39

43 04
42 48
42 37

31

7014
7042
70:52

7040
70l54

I

Mss.
M

4<

H

U

R.I.
14

((

22 7L03

57j70J40
03.70;11

Ct.
CI

42
42
41

42
41 40 6745
,41 33^69'59

41 1517000
41 15;7O05
41 17|70|l6

41 21^70 30
41 20 7045
41 22l7l'29

41

41

41

41

41

29i71.20
I0.7l|34

04 7151
207l'54

18172 54

8-S

8-6

7-8

8-9

9-2

100
10-1

9-2

70
3-8

2-2

1-2

21
V7
2-7

31
3-9

2-8

1-9

2-3

5-8

N.Y,
it

22 Fire Island,

2 3, Sand's Point,

24 Sandy Hook
25 Cold Spring Inlet,;N. J

26. Cape May,
27,OldPt. Comfort, .

I

Va.
I

'28^Hatteras Inlet, .. KC
29'Beaufort,

30 Cape Fear,

|31|Winyah Bay,
32, Charleston,

SSN'thEdisto River,

34iPort Royal
35 Savannah Entr.,

.

36,Sapelo,

87 St. Simons,

38 St. Mary's River,.

39 St. John's River, .

40|St. Augustine,. .

.

41 Indian River Inlet,

42 CnpeFhirida,. . .

.

((

It

s.c
ii

it

it

40
40
40

38

38

37

35

34

33
33

32

r /

38,73 13

527343
28^7400
6717445
56'74'57

00;76'l8

1275'43

42,76:40

52 78j0O

14,79 8

46 79 54

32 33 80113

32

Ga.
ti

it

a

Fla.
II

(I

It

32

31

31

30
30

29

27

25

17 8040
02 80 53

2l!81 24

36

36

33

881
42 81

20 81

52 81 25

28 8019
40 80i09

O

2'1

7-7

4-8

4-4

4-8

2 '5

2

2-8

4-4

38
50
5-8

7-0

TO

6-8

5-9

4-6

4-2

25
15

The following table of tides of localities on tlie coast of Cape

Breton, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, is from the observa-

tions of Admiral Bayfield and Captain Shortland. The authori-

ties are given in the column of remarks, which also contain the

remarks of Admiral Bayfield on the tidal results communicated
by him. I have taken from his table the heights which were de-

rived from the greatest number of observations. The column of

means is the average of the heights of spring and neap tides in

feet and tenths. The localities are arranged from tlie north

southward on the outer coast ; and in the Bay of Fundy from

the entrance up the bay.

From the table of Captain Shortland I have selected only a

few localities as specimens, having no wish to anticipate, through

his generosity, the use which he will doubtless make of his own
results.

I

T
J

t

^ I

* Major Graham, IT. S. A,
f Capt. Wilkes, U. S. N.

i

t



TABLE B.

M

<
O

H

as
o
--1

«3

JTe^ghts of Tides on the Coast of Cape Breton^ J^ova ScoHa a7id Ne
Xiat, \ Lon.

\^nc.nYii\t9. Keinarks on Localities,

Tsd of Cape Breton.

lj8t. Ann'y Harbor,

.

*? Sydney Harbor, .

,

Menadou Harbor, ,3

4

5

6

1

Rise ofl'ide.

Entrance, ,.,.-. ^^

S- E, Bar, 46

NearScataria Island,. 4

G

45

Ord. I Ord.
Spring Neap,

St. Peter's Island, .

S(. Peter's Bay, .. "Ilaulover at head of

Bay
Gnuidiguc,, . , , . , ,|In Lennox passage, .

.

Jerseyman Lsd, N. poft,

17 60 33
12,0013

00,59|o0

36,0049

AricLat Harbor, .

.

Nova Scotia^

SlOanyo Harbor,, *

I

•

9

10

11

• • •Whito Jiiiven,

Uarbur I.^laud, . -

.

Liscomb Harbor,,

.

E. end of Cutler's t'd.
Marshal Cove,

,

N.E. Point,

Pye's Wharf.

45L?9'6052

n.

3

5

6

45
45

45
45
45
45

36,6101

5

6

30

21

61 03 5

in.

9

6

Mean.

r

Remarks and authorittea.

12 Sht:ei Harbor,
13 Pope Harbor,

14 Ship Harbor,

4 a

15

16

60
15^61

os'ei

00.62

59
11

36
01

c

6

6

6

54G230\Yatcring Cove 44
Harbor liid., N.E.PoiutJ44 48 02 39
Salmon Point .U4U'?;62l49

I

f » • Marsh Point,. ...... .44 43 fi3boJedore HarVior,

Halifax Harbor,, , .jNaval Yard,
Ilaij of Fund]],

nlCape'Sable, jCapo Sable Island,

Clarke's Harbor,, .

.

Enenwood*3 Islandj^Bird Rock

!

6

6

44 40 63:35

18

19 Yarmouth Harbor,
20 Bryer'tt Island,. . .

.

21 Oampbeirs Ishmd, . Owen*s House, . . •

.

:22lat. John'H, N. B. . . . 'Battery Point Rock,

23 Shadwood Point,, . Cuniberland Basin,.
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Admiral Bayfield.

A complete semi-lunation observed.

At full moon and a day or two before and after.

Good. A complete semi-lunation observed.

At ncTT moon and a day or two before and after.

Good observations, four times observed, twice at the full, and twice at
the new moon, with several days before and after.

Good, a complete serm'-Iuimtion observed,
ditto. ditto. ditto. Extraordinary tides, rise 6 feet,

A complete semi-lunation observed, but tides very irregular.

A complete acmi-lunation observed, good observations.

A complete semi-lunation observed, extraordinary tides, rise 7 feet.

Tliree times observed at full and new moon, and several days before

and after.

Good—two complete semi-lunations observed.
Three times observed at full and new moon.
Good, a complete semi-lunation, extraordinary spring-tides, rise 7 feet,

and extraordinary neaps, only 4 feet.

Two good and complete semi-lunations observed.

Mean of a complete year's observations with a tide gauge.
Captain Shortland, R.N.
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These numbers may be extended beyond the turn of Cape Eace,

wliere the coast trends to the west of north, by further results

of Admiral Bayfield, though the remarks which he makes show

them to be only approximate. Thus two stations on the coast

of Labrador, St. Lewis Bay in latitude 52° 19' and longitude

55"" 37', and Henley Island in latitude 52"" 00' and longitude

65"^ 53', give each for the mean of the height of spring and neap

tides 2 '3 feet. St. John's, Newfoundland, gives 5'0 feet. Tre-

passey harbor, south of it, 5-8 feet.

Beginning with the southern end of table A and following

the results northward and eastward, we find from Cape Florida

to Savannah and Port Eoyal a gradual increase of the tides, and

then a gradual decrease to Cape Hatteras, with a single contradic-

tion easily explained- Next, following the stations on the coast,

and omitting those in the bays and sounds, we have a less regu-

lar increase to Sand}^ Hook, and a decrease to Weeweeder on

Nantucket Island. Next is a less regular regimen requiring a

more detailed examination.

By developing the curved line of the coast into a straight line

and marking upon it the tide stations, w^hich will be thus at

nearly their proper distances from each other, and by erecting

ordinates at each of the station points and setting off on a suita-

ble vertical scale the heights of the tides at those points, and

connecting the extremities of the several ordinates, we have the

broken line shown in diagram A. In drawing this line the sta-

tions of the coast only are joined, and the irregularities are cut

off by the curve.

This curve shows distinctly the physical division of the coast

between Cape Florida and Cape Sable into three great bays.

The great southern from Cape Florida to Cape Hatteras, the

great middle from Cape Hatteras to Siasconsett, the great eastern

from Siasconsett to Cape Sable. Perhaps this latter may be con-

sidered as only a portion of a great bay irom Siasconsett to Cape

Eace ; but this generalization is at present hardly safe, and I

confine myself therefore to the more limited view. The tide

wave setting into the southern bay, rises as the bay contracts,

and the heights of the tides along the shores increase as the

places are more distant from the chord spanning the entrance.

If we suppose the lines of equal height to be straight lines

and draw them upon the diagram, transferring them to a map of

the coast, we shall find that they are more crowded on the more

curved side and more open on the less curved. The curve indi-

cates Cap^e Hatteras, and not the inlet, which was the tidal station,

as the point of least height The physical cause of this phenome-
non is well understood if it has not yet been reduced to measure.

The next curve shows us plainly the middle bay, having Hat-

teras for its southwestern cape, and Smith's Point or Weeweeder
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for its northeastern entrance. The form of the shore is less fa-

vorable to regularity, but the result is nevertheless well marked.
The interference of tidal wa\ c^, which takes place off Xantucket^
tends also iji a degree to confuse the results. The chart shows
how simple the system of cotidal- lines is in the three bays run-
ning nearly parallel to the shores.

The eastern bay lies between the eastern part of Nantucket
(Siasconsett) and Cape Sable, Massachusetts bay beiag subsidiary
to this. The tide wave entering the eastern bay follows the
deep water, and thus the cotidal lines take generally the direc-

tions of the shores until the tide wave enters the Bay of Fundy,
The most probable form of the cotidal lines from xi to xv hours
mclusive is shown upon the chart, which is merely an extension
of the chart of cotidal lines of the United States coast formerly
esented to the Association. The heights increase rapidly from
antucket to Cape Cod, being 2 feet at Siasconsett and 9*2 feet

at Provincetown. At Cape Ann they are nearly of this same
height and increase in passing up and into the bay to 10"0 feet

at Boston and lOl feet at Plymouth.
The height at ISTewburyport is probably local, depending upon

the position of the tide-gauge. There is but little change from
Portsmouth to Portland, and from Cape Sable to Ellenwood's
Island.

Shall we look to the greater bay between the Nantucket and
N'ewfoundland shoals for the cause of the eight feet rise at Cape
Sable, Ad We

icoti

seven to six feet, not with regularity however. At Cape Breton

Island they vary from 6*4 to 4-6 feet, decreasing thus in going

eastward. Are
jng of the waters into this greater bay ? If so, why are not the

heights of Cape Breton greater than those of Nova Scotia?

We require results on the south shores of Newfoundland and on
the Great Bank to give us clear ideas on these points, and I hesi-

tate to extend the generalization to this tempting field.

The shoals from Nantucket and broken ground near George's

Bank and the comparatively shoal water in their vicinity on the

one side, and the Great Bank of Newfoundland on the other,

jook as if fall of meaning of this sort. Further results may
however show that this is not the interpretation of the phenom-
ena. The tides of Labrador are but 2-3 feet, bringing us back
to the standard of Hatterns and of Montauk Pointy and what

probably would be that of Nantucket but for interferences.

Soon after passing Mt. Desert on the west side and Ellenwood's

Island on the east s?de, the tide wave has turned into the Bay of

Fandy, and the rise increases with extraordinary rapidity. The
complicated character of the cotidal lines in this immediate
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vicinity is indicated by the chart, the lines from xii to xv hours

being crowded into the very small space of a few miles on the

south side of Nantucket.

To return to the more limited scale within which our induc-

tions are safe, Delaware bay, N^ew York bay. Long Island sound,

Narragansett and Buzzard's bays, Nantucket and the Vineyard

sounds, present on a smaller scale the same phenomena of in-

crease in the height of the tide in ascending. On the contrary,

in Chesapeake bay, which widens and changes direction at a

right angle immediately from -the entrance, the tides diminish in

height as a general rule in going up the bay.

The results of the heights of tides along the coast are very

satisfactorily shown upon a model which is now before the As-

sociation, for superintending the execution of which I am in-

debted to Mr. Pourtales. The basis is a map of the Atlantic

coast from Cape Florida to Cape Eace, "wpon which the cotidal

lines of the United States are traced. The tidal stations are

marked upon this, and rods cut to length and proportionate to

the rise and fall of the tides at the several stations, are inserted

in holes drilled at the station points. The steel rods refer to the

heights at exterior stations and the brass rods to interior ones.

Paper cut to the form of the general curve of heights, which

has already been explained, and placed behind these rods, serves

to show the generalizations with great distinctness.

I propose to call the bay between Cape Florida and Cape Ilat-

teras the Southern bay, that between Cape ITatteras and Nan-

tucket the Middle bay, and that between Nantucket and Cape

Sable the Eastern bay of the coast of the United States.

The general figure of the coast line has of course heretofore

attracted the attention of geographers. The connection with the

heights of the tides could only satisfactorily be made out by snch. a

series of tidal observations as those embraced in the Coast Survey

Art. VIL—On the Winds of the Western Coast of the United

States, from ohervatiom in comiection with the U. S. Coast SW'
A With

[Communicated by autliority of the Treasury Department to tiie American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science.]

The observations, of which I propose at present to cominuni-
ate theJesuits, were made in the year 1855, in connection with

on the Pacific coast, at three permanent

Francisco, and San Die^o. The approxi-

observations

stations

Astoria, Oregon, kt 46^ 11' K. lonrr. 128° 49' W
Sa '* 37 48 " 122 28
San Diego, " « 32 40 " 117 12
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The mode of observing was tliat described in my paper on tlie

winds at Cat Island, read before the Association in 1850. The
observers were posted and practised together by Lieut. W. P.
Trowbridge of the U. S. Corps of Engineers, under whose su-
pervision the observations were made.
The directions of the wind were noted in points, and the force

in the conventional scale before referred to. These numbers
were reduced to velocity in miles per hour by the tables given
in my former paper, and the quantity of wind blowing from any
quarter during a given period was thence readily found. The
tables and diagrams are thus of the same kind as those which I
have before presented to the Association, They were made un-
der the direction of Assistant L. R Pourtales of the U. S. Coast
Survey, to whose care, assiduity and knowledge I am indebted
for the opportunity of presenting them. The computations and
the diagrams were made by Miss Mary Thomas.
The observations were taken three times each day, at 6 A, M.

and p. M. and at noon, except on Monday of each week when
hourly observations took the place of the regular daily ones.
From these latter results the reference of the three daily obser-
vations to the mean of the day has been made. The quantities
of wind for each hour and for each direction were computed and
grouped by months and then plotted. The eye readily takes in
the characteristics of the winds at different periods of the day
and year and for the various directions. To apply these to the
reduction of the daily observations, tables were formed of the
average time during which each wind blowing would give from
observations at the three hours already named the result for the

^^7- For example, the W. wind at San Francisco gave for the

quantity in twenty-four hours by the daily observations 505,
tlie mean hourly quantity at 6 A. M. being 6, at 12 H. 27, and 6

^' ^r. 31. These quantities respectively being supposed continued
for nine hours, five hours, and ten hours, which agrees with the

diagram, would give 499, a number differing but little from the
total found for the day.

^aWe fDv deducingfrom ilie three daily observations the mean of the day.
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In this way tlie above table was found, wbich was applied to

tbe reductions of tbe daily observations.

From the tables of velocities in miles per hour deduced from

the observations by the method just explained, the following

table of Quantities of wind from different directions for each

/

QUANTITIES OF WIND.
ASTORIAu

January
February,
March,
April,

May,
June,

July,

August,

September,
October
November
December,

Month.

January,

February
March, .

.

April,. .

.

May, ...

June, , ,

.

July, ...

August,

September,

.

October, . . ,

,

November, .

December,..

• « • *

Month.

N.E. E. S.K,

987 150
1623 295
1253 509
305 282
105 186

33 » » « •

18 • • • •

12 60

« • « 102
294 a • • •

182 S99
456 693

5268 2676

s.

324
3079
933
1218
536

9

• • •

30
872
1246
2252
2849

13347

S.W.

2719
225
685
969
1437
258
633
279

* *

291
2927
138

10461

SAN FRANCISCO.

K. \ N.E.

2302
618

218

30

376
180
60
72

630
414

6

252
860

E.

147
45
28

0*ili« 8

177

558
639
168
348

18

4212 1795 238

• # * •

• » # *

4 • » «

• # • •

231

662

21

147
470
312
24
18

9

S.W.

54
63

232
489

2773 I 1839 33160

SAN DIEGO.

January
February,
Marcb,
April, ........
May,
June,
July,

August,

September,,, .,

October,

ISTovember

December, . : . .

.

91

204
284

186

156

72
39

48

48

72

N.E. K.

114

1314

147 45
48 207
114 lU
180 36
24 57
48 66
192 16
79 24
186 S9

156 21

108 93
24

S.E.

742

431
1291
1095
900
396

1100
285
104
54

S6
240
162

6094

S.

813

777
726
1019
834

827
1320

93

265
132
231
a45

7382

S.W.

384
688
912
798
1296
882
607
595
338
186

542
686

7914

1471
992
1934
2992
1578
8338
8725
2608
2588
136
608
1290

W.

1539
850
428
1651
876
2104
700
180
246
123
348
105

9150

N.W.

« ^ •

» «

1801
1393
2760
4221
2543
431
361
447
91

14048

6620

6492

3708

6430
4635

5224

5722

3110

1705

3068

7138

5867

W.

264
860

2447
4845
4928
3428
2020
3908
4219
4396
2056
1676

34947

N.W

W N.W

643
278
1124
810
930
892
120
690
426
254
198
628

987
2461
3219
2505
2296
2146
4066
3823
2418
2411
1226
754

1 6893 28311
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montli is found. The rliumbs are written at the top of the ta-

ble, the months at the side, and at the meeting point of a verti-
cal and horizontal line from the head and side titles are found
the quantities. The last column at the side of the table gives
the total quantities for the several months, and below is found
the totals for each direction for the year.
From this table the diagrams representing the quantities for

each month from each direction (figs. Nos. 1 to 12) are taken,
and also those showing the total annual quantities of wind from
each direction, and the total quantity of wind from all directions
for each month (figs. N'os. 16 and 17).

It seems to me altogether probable from the study of the fig-

wes of these tables, that the scale adopted by the observer at
San Francisco is greater than that at the two other points. The
total quantities at Astoria, San Francisco and San Diego are as

^•9, 87, and 60, and it is hardly probable that there is so large
au excess of quantity at San Francisco. I have also the same
remark to make as on the observations at Cat Island, on the ab-
sence of observations upon the intermediate points between the
cardinal ones, showing the tendency to designate the winds only
by the cardinal points.
From these diagrams we see at once the simple general regi-

men of the winds on this coast.
1. The great prevalence of westerly winds, representing a

now of the air at the surface from the ocean in upon the land.
2. The general absence of easterly winds, showmg the absence

of a return current at the surface.
The proportion of westerly to easterly winds is as 8 to 1.

o. The increase of westerly winds in the summer and their

decrease in the winter.
4. That when easterly winds blow at all, it is as a rule during

the winter.

5. The N., N.E., and E. winds blow more frequently in the

^ornmg than in the afternoon hours.
6. The S.E., S., and S.W. winds are in general pretty equally

<iistributed over the morning and evening hours.

W
Sometimes

W
W

interesting results.

diagr

Considering the qualities of wind at the three places for the
Whole year (fig. No. 13) San Diego and Astoria present remark-
aWe similarities. There is more N.E., E., and S. winds at

Astoria, and more N.W. wind at San Diego. The axis dividing
'he area symmetrically is in the same direction. On the contrary
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at San Francisco the W- and S.W. winds give tlie cliaracter to

the rose and the axis makes an angle of some sixtj-seven de-

grees with that of the other spaces. All show the same defi

ciency of easterly winds, and San Francisco is deficient also in

southerly ones.

The monthly curves grouped in two periods, from Novemher
to March, both included, and from April to October (figs. Nos.

14 and 15) show that the annual curve has the summer type im-

pressed upon it. The summer is in fact the windy part of the

vear. The N.W
W

gram
proportion of 10 to 14. There is scarcely any wind from points

between North, around by East and South. The form of the

rose is exceedingly simple and the generalization very obvious.

The winter system is less simple. The axes of the spaces for

Astoria and San Diego make angles of more than 110° with each

other. The N.E., E., S., and S.W. winds are considerable at

Astoria At
"W, winds give the prominent feature to the rose curve.

As the winter is not the windy season, so the months of March

and September are not the windy months. On the contrary,

July is one of the windiest months of the year.

San Frajstcisco.

At San Francisco the great current of air flowing from the

sea to the land comes generally from the W. or S.W-, rarelj

from the N.W.
In the period from November to March inclusive, (diagram

No. 14,) the W*. is the prevailing wind, exceeding in quantity

both the others, the S.W. wind exceeding in quantity the N.W.
In the period from April to October (diagram No. 16) the AV.

and S.W- winds are nearly equal, and each exceeds the N.W.
The W. wind has in general the features attributed to the sea

breeze, beginning after the rising of the sun, increasing ubW
after the hottest part of the day, and dying out or much dimin-

ishing at nightfall

^The W. and S.W. winds give the prominent features to the

wind rose at San Francisco.

The S.W. is the prevailing wind in June and July, S.W. and

W. winds blowing nearly the whole of those months, not suc-

ceeded by an easterly land breeze—but rising and falling. "^^

rose curves for May and August resemble each other, the N. vV.

and S.W. winds being nearly equal in quantity, and each les^

than the W. wind. So the curves for April and September,

when the N.W. wnnd has nearly died out. The W. wind ai-

minishes in quantity through March and February, and through

A*
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October, November, and December to Janua^3^ The N.W.
ffind increases again froni April towards December, and is very
small in October and November. The S.W. wind disappears in
October, changing the form of the rose curve, but reappearing
in November and December and increasing towards January.
The W. wind has a maximum in April and May and another
in September and October, the minima being July and January.
The N. wind in December, January and February, reaching a

maximum in January, is the only other point to be noticed for
San Francisco, partaking with tlie other places in the general ab-
sence of easterly winds. Tiie tables show a little in the winter.
There is also but little S. wind there.

AS.TORIA AND SaX DiEGO.

In general the winds at these two places resemble each other
inore than those at San Francisco do either. The rose curves
for April, May, June, July and August (Nos. 4 to 8) have the
same general character. The mean curve for the year (No. 13)
and for the summer period (No. 15) have also the same general
character.

_
The N.W. wind is the summer wind and has the characteris-

tics of the sea breeze, but there is no return land breeze. The
J^.W. wind reaches a maximum in July and a mininum in De-
cember. It is the great prevailing wind of the year (diagram

^0. 13) at Sau Diego. As it decreases it is generally replaced

"y W. and S.W. winds of less quantity. In December the

<luantities of the three winds are nearly equal.
The resemblance of these winds at San Diego and Astoria is

I'emarkable, the remarks just made applying generally to both
places. There is, however, much less 'N.W. wind at Astoria
*nan at San Diego. Except in June, July and August there is

some S. Avind each month at Astoria, and especially from Sep-
tember through October, November, December and February, it

presents a marked feature of the rose. At San Diego this is

^ess marked, the two agreeing most nearly in quantity in March,
^Pril and May.
The S.E. wmd is a distinct feature in both places in February

and March, and at San Diego in April and June.
|"e E. wind is prominent at Astoria in January, February

and March, and the N.E. from October to January inclusive.

Astoria has the most easterly wind, the N.E. beginning in Oc-
tober and blowing until February, and being replaced by the K
^vmd in March.
SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. T3, JAN., 1868.
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Art. VIIL—Notes on the ifeasurement of a Base for the primary

iriavgidalion of the Eastern Section of the Coast of the United

States^ on Epping Plains^ Maive ; by A. D. Bache, Superin-

tendent TJ. S. Coast Survey-—With a Plate.

[Communicated by authority of the Treasiiry Department to the American Associa-

tion for the AdviiDCtraent of Science.]

The reconnoissance for a base of verification at tbe eastern

extremity of the primary triangulation in Section I of the coast

ivas commenced by Charles O. Boutelle, Esq., and Major Henry
Prince, U. S. A., Assistants in the Coast Survey, in 1858 and

continued through 1854 and 1855, The absence of long and

straight sea beaches on this coast rendered it absolutely necessary

to look for an interior site.

The reconnoissance resulted in the selection of Epping Plains,

Washington Co., Maine, as the most suitable site for the purpose

considering the character of the ground itself and the facility of

connecting the ends of the base with the primary triangulation.

In this selection and the examination of the plains, these

officers were much assisted by the local knowledge and the kind

offices of J, A. Milliken, Esq., now of Cherryfield, to whom I

beg leave here to return the thanks of the Coast Survey.
Major Prince being relieved from the survey, the final minute

examination of the site and tlie determination of the best line

ii^hich could be obtained on the plain, devolved upon Assistant

Boutelle, who was assisted at difterent times by Sub-Assistant X
A, Sullivan, Lieut. J, C, Clark, U. S. A., and Mr. F. P. Webber.

Epping Plains, or ^'Barrens," as they are called, lie between

the Narraguagus and Pleasant rivers. They present a mode-

rately rolling surface of sand, generally destitute of trees, except

in the lower and swampy parts, and are traversed by sand ridges

of different elevations, resembling very much the surface which

the sounding line develop?^ in such regions as the Nantucket
shoals, at present below the surface of the water.
The plain is quite elevated and falls suddenly from an irregu-

larly curved margin, by a steep slope to a lower plain or w"^"

valley.

^
Portions of the plain are strewed w^ith boulders of various

sizes, some of them containing not less than 4000 cubic feet, ana

of various granitic materials, Schoodiac Hill was found to lirn^^

the position of the base, so that the problem became to draw the

longest line through a point at the base of that hill, the ends of

which would be easily visible from the secondary and primary

stations.

Before the final selection of the line a topographical survey

was made under the direction of Assistant C. O. Boutelle, hj

1de
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Sub-assistant J. A. Sullivan and Mr. Webber, and the profile

was studied upon a sketch of the plain made by Lieut. Clark.
In 1856 I examined the site, and took steps to obtain the

necessary estimates of the cost of preparing it for measurement.
The profile of the line as graded gives a good general idea of
the ground as it varied but little from the natural profile. (See
sketch.)

The whole length of the line is about 8719 meters or 5-4

miles. Its general direction is E. 16° S. {true hearing)
From the eastern end for about four miles the plain is quite

level, rising in the first mile pretty regularly about fifteen feet,

descending nearly as much in the next to rise by the same quan-
tity in the third mile. It then runs along an elevated level for
a fourth of a mile and descends gradually to the rougher part of
the base which is included between the 3f miles from the east
end and the western end of the base.
This line was skillfully graded by Mr. Boutelle, so as to follow

the natural surface when the grade did not run above three de-
grees, and to give as long slopes as possible of the same grade
for the convenience of measuring. (See sketch.)
As it was found more economical to make the temporary

embankments than to excavate, a profile giving a considerable
excess of embankment was selected.
This was executed in the cheapest way which would give sta-

bility for the time during which it was required to stand. The
least width was twelve feet, of which nine feet was on the south
and three feet on the north side of the line to be measured. The
»ase was very carefully aligned. High signals were placed over
the termini which are inter-visible. On the Schoodinc a signal
of moderate elevation is visible from both, and the distances be-

tween this point and the termini were gradually subdivided,,

lentil the smallest limit, the distance easily reached by a small
transit, was obtained.
The verification of the alignment at different points of the-

Daeasurement when the seeing was good was complete.
In all these preliminary operations Mr. Boutelle was assisted

bj Sub-assistant J. A. Sullivan and Mr. Webber.
His grading partly consisted of the farmers and lumbennen of

the district who served with great cheerfulnes.s and skill in tlie

^se of the heavy implements for rough grading. One of the-

greatest difficulties was the removal of such boulders as were in
tne line, many of them being of such size as to require blasting
to break them up, and some being actually removed to the re-

^"mf^ distance from the line by heavy blasts.
I he signals erected at the two ends are very substantial, each

jorty-three feet in height to the top of the tripod and filly-three

^ the cone which surmounts them.
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The base apparatus already described before tlie Association,

and described and figured in my report for 1854 by Lieut E. B,

Hunt of the Corps of Engineers, was used in this measurement,

preliminary trials being made in the office to test its steadiness

under the greatest inclination to which it would be subjected,

and the accuracy of the surface upon which the measuring stem

traverses and which determines the length of the apparatus,

I was assisted in the measurements by Assistant G. W, Dean,

Prof, Fairman Kogers, who volunteered for the purpose^ Sub-

assistants Groodfellow, Stephen Harris and SullivaUj and Mr.

Thomas McDonnell, among whom the different operations were

divided.

The usual comparisons of the apparatus witli the standard six

metre bar, were made before and after the measurement to ascer-

tain that no change had taken place in the length from damage

by transportatioUj and to add to the results of former comparisons.

''The measurement was begun at the west end of the line on

Saturday the 18th of July, but the next week proved so rainy

that it w^as only resumed in earnest on Monday the 27th.

The work of the first Saturday (24 tubes) was remeasured on

the following Monday with precisely the same result as to length,

the end of the second measurement falling on the marks which
had been placed as terminating the first, and which w^ere fine dots

upon the head of a copper nail, placed in a stake some eighteen

inches in length driven into the ground until its head just pro-

jected above the surface. The position of the mark was deter-

mined and verified, as all others of the sort in our measurements,
by using a transit placed at right angles to the line and at a

moderate distance from it This Avas on a descending slope of

the strongest grade adopted and there was a difference of tem-

perature of some five degrees in the two measurements.
On Tuesday a length of eighteen tubes, which had been meas-

ured on Monday was remeasured with an identical result. This

was on an ascending slope. On Monday the work was in part

interrupted by the arrangements for photograpliing the apparatus

on Tuesday by a fog, and on Wednesday by showers in the begin

ning of the day: we made however half a mile on both days.

On Wednesday began a series of four unbroken days, durin

the first of which we measured about seven-eighths of a mile,

and on the three others a mile, or more than a mile, each day,

reaching the east end of the base on Monday evening. Thus
counting in the broken days, 5'4 miles were measured in eight

davs.
»A

This time included the mnrking of five permanent points near

to the ends of the successive miles, where stone posts have since

been placed. The ends of the base will be marked by regular

monuments. The base of the monument at the west end is cut

from the ledge of rocks upon which the signal stands.

)

o

?l
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By tlie kindness of Prof. Fairman Rogers I have been enabled
to collect approximatelj some of the statistics of the measure-
ment in a tabular form (No. I). A second table contains the

comparison with the other five Coast Survey bases which I have
measured.

EPPING BASE,—TABLE I.

"Whole hncr
a u u metres,

1453
8718
8719"^4245

m
1"^4245 arkled at east base making

or 28,607 feet, or about 5*4 miles.

Diff. of level between highest and lowest points, - 104 ft. nearly.

Mean level of Base above mean tide, - - 257 ft. or 78'"43

Approx. corr. for reduction to the level of the sea, - 0'«'10714422

or 4 inches nearly.

No. of tubes inclined,
U it a

level,

Ratio of tubes inclined to whole number,
ii it u

level a Li

Correction for versed sine for whole base,

or 9-2 ft. to be subtracted.

643

810
0-442 nearly.

0-550
2"i-8038437

Maximum inclination,

Number of tubes inclined, 3
(i

a

ti

ii

u

it

ii

it

ii

ti

ii

ii

ii

ii

30' ((

((2

1 30 "

1
^

30 »

3° 14'

and over 31

234

120
110
21

48

u

u

u

u

Ratio to whole
number inclined

0-048

0-364

0-123

0-186

0171
0-032

0-074

643
Greatest day's work 281 tubes 1-05 mile in ll'' lO"" working time.

Averaging 1 tube in 2™ 21^.
Greatest number in one Lour 37, or 1°^ 37* for each tube.

TABLE II.

Comparative Table of the Measurements of six U. S. Coast Survey Bases.

^Iwle No. of tubes measured,
•*

Ii _i , . '

«

it

Dauphine
Island*

1777
17

143' 1
7''^

961
816

drtys employed,
hours '*

tubes level,

A ^ ,
I

** inclined, oio
^""fgo length of working day, Sh SS"* 7-

t»me of one tube, b'" 32'
No. of tubes per day, 104 5

^0. of tubes pr. d'y of OaJ lOS-0
11-86

«

c<

It

»

.
hour,

plus inclination,
minus «
of greatest plus inclin.

" minus "

l£5|^rature Falir.

17 '-6

16'

6

40'S
42'6
84^6

r>land.

r

Edifito Key
Island. iBiscayUP

1787
13

1807
10

8U08'"97 28" 66a 31"'

965
9

1496
311

8ft07'»

180-7

197-9

21-98

16'1
19 '-6

23'-7

29'-5

62°

862

925
7/« 30"
3'« 22^*

137 5

165 9

lS-40
24 '-6

23^-0

6 5 '-4

4S''*4

5y°5

473
492

7a 23^"

4« 20^

107-2

1300
14-40

31^0
26''0

58'0
54^0
82*^9

Cnpe
Sal.le.

iO'32

8

46^^ 26^"

994
78

3.'i4S-^lS^-

134
200-0

22-47

12^0
lO'O
14^0

1 1
'-0

87° 9

E[iping

Plains.

1453

8

69 43-'

810
643

IOa 07"'

2« 58"

181-6

187-2

20 8

1° 53'

1°64'

70^0'
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The photographs of the apparatus and operations which I sul)-

mit to the Association, were taken by Mr. Black, of the firm of

Whipple and Black, Boston, who exerted himself especially in

the matter and succeeded, under many disadvantages, from va-

riable weather and the roughness of field arrangements for pho-

tography, in making satisfactory representations.

The views of the apparatus and operations (see Plate) in-

clude the placing of the apparatus over a mark, the aligning,

the setting of the trestles in advance of the measurement, tlie

transfer of the measuring tube and the making of contact.

Ihe comparing apparatus and tent are also shown (see Plate

lettc red No. 1, Plans, Sections and Profile). One of the sketches

shows the topographical features of the ground, and another

gives the profile of the base as graded for measurement.

Akt. IX.

—

On the Influence of Musical Sounds on the Flame ofo,

Jet of^Coal-gas; by JoHN LeConte, M.D., Professor of Natu-

ral Philosophy in the South Carolina College,

A SHORT time after reading Prof. John TyndalVs excellent ar-

ticle ''On the Sounds produced by the Combustion of Gases in

Tubes,"* I happened to be one of a party of eiglit persons as-

sembled after tea for the purpose of enjoying a private musical

entertainment Three instruments were employed in the per-

formance of several of the grand trios of Beethoven, namely,

the piano, violin, and violoncello. Two ^^fish-tair gas-burners

projected from the brick wall near the piano. Both of them

burnt with remarkable steadiness, the windows being closed and

the air of the room being very calm. Nevertheless it was evi-

dent, that one of them was under a pressure nearly sufficient to

make it fare.

Soon after the music commenced, I observed that the flame of

the last-mentioned burner exhibited pulsations in height, wdiicb

were exacthj synchronous with the audible beats. This phenome-
non was very striking to every one in the room, and especially

so when the strong notes of tlie violoncello came in. It was ex-

ceedingly interesting to observe how perfectly even the iriU-s of

this instrument were reflected on the sheet of flame, A deaf

man might have seen the harmony. As the evening advanced, and

the diminished consumption of gas in the city increased the pres-

sure, the phenomenon became more conspicuous. ^'hejumpin9
of the flame gradually increased gula
and finally it began to flare continuously, emitting the character-

istic sound indicating the escape of a greater amount of gas than

Vide PhiloaopLical Magazine, 4th Series, voL xiii, p. 473, 1S57.
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could be properly consumed. I then ascertained by experiment,
that the phenomenon did not take place unless the discharge of
gas was so regulated that the flame approximated the condition
oiflaring. I likewise determined by experiment, that the effects

were not produced by jarring or shaking the floor and walls of
the room by means of repeated concussions. Hence it is obvi-
ous, that the pulsations of the flame were not owing to indirect

vibrations propagated through the medium of the walls of the
room to the burning apparatus, but must have been produced by
the direct influence of the serial sonorous pulses on the burn-
ing jet.

it

In the experiments of M, Schaftgotsch and Prof J. Tyndall,
is evident that "the shakinsr of the sinsinfr flame within theO "' """0'"0

glass tube," produced by the voice or the syrene, was a phenom-
enon perfectly analogous to what took place under my observa-
tion without the intervention of a tube. In my case, the discharge
of gas was so regulated that there was a tendency in the flame
to flare, or to emit a " singing sound." Under these circumstan-
ces, strong aerial pulsations occurring at regidar intervals, were
sufficient to develop synchronous fluctuations in the height of
the flame. It is probable that the eftects would be more striking

when the tones of the musical instrument are nearly in unison
"With the sounds which would be produced by the flame under
the slight increase in the rapidity of discharge of gas required
to n:anifest the phenomenon of flaring. This point might be
submitted to an experimental test.

As in Prof. Tyndall's experiments on the jet of gas burnmg
within a tube, clapping of the hands, shouting, etc. were ineflec-

tjal m converting the "silent" into the ''singing flame,"—so, m
the case under consideration, irregular sounds did not produce
any perceptible influence. It seems to be necessary that the nn-

piJises should accumulate in order to exercise an appreciable

effect.

With regard to the mode in which the sounds are produced
hj the combustion of gases in tubes, it is universally admitted,

that the explanation given byProf Faraday in 1818 is essentially

correct. It is well known that he referred these sounds to the

successive explosions produced by the periodic combination of
tue atmospheric oxygen with the issuing jet of gas. While
reading Prof. J. Plateau's admirable researches (third series) on
tne "Theory of the modifications experienced by Jets of Liquid
^^suing from circular orifices when exposed to the influence of
V ibratory Motions,"* the idea flashed across my mind that the

Poenomenon which had fallen under my observation, was nothing
"^o^e than a particular case of the effects of sounds on all kinds

Philosophical Magazine, 4tli series, vol. xiv, p. 1 et seq., July, 1857.
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of fiuid jets. Subsequent reflection has only served to fortify

this first impression.

The beautiful investigations of Feh'x Savart on the influence

of sounds on jets of water, afford results presenting so many
points of analogy with their effects on the jet of burning gas,

that it may be well to inquire whether both of them may be re-

ferred to a common cause. In order to place this in a striking

light, I shall subjoin some of the results of Savart's experiments.

Vertically descending jets of water receive the following modifi-

cations under the influence of vibrations:

1. The continuous portions become shortened; the vein re-

solves itself into separate drops nearer the orifice, than when not

under the influence of vibrations,

2. Each of the masses, as they detach themselves from the ex-

tremity of the continuous part, becomes flattened alternately in

a vertical and horizontal direction, presenting to the eye, under

the influence of their translatory motion^ regularly disposed

series of maxima and minima of thickness, or ventral segments

and nodes.

8. The foregoino^ modifications become much more developed

and regular, when a note, in unison with that which would be

produced by the shock of the discontinuous part of the jet

against a stretched membrane, is sounded in its neighborhood.
The continuous part becomes considerably shortened, and the

ventral segments are enlarged.

4. When the note of the instrument is almost in unison, the

continuous part of the jet is alternately lengthened and short-

ened, and the beats wliich coincide w^ith these variations in

length can be recognized by the ear.

5. Other tones act with less energy on the jet, and some pro-

duce no sensible effect.

When a jet is made to ascend obliquely^ so that the discontinu-

ous part appears scattered into a kind of sheaf in the same ver-

tical plane, M. Savart found:
a. That under the influence of vibrations of a determinate

period, this sheaf may form itself into two distinct jets, eacli pos-

sessmg regularly disposed ventral segments and nodes; some-

times, with a different note, the sheaf becomes re]placed by three

jets.

^
k The note which produces the greatest shortening of the con-

tinuous part, always reduces the whole to a single jet, presenting

a perfectly regular system of ventral segments and nodes.
In the last memoir of M. Savart—a posthumous one—pi;^"

sented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris by M. Arago iri

1853,* several remarkable acoustic phenomena are noticed iB

Comptes Rendus for Aug:ust 1853, Also Phil Maff., 4tli series, vol. vii, P-
1^^'

1854. ^
,

\



were not produced by the descending drops
was proved by permitting it to discharge its
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relation to the musical tones produced by the efflux of liquids
through short tubes. When certain precautious and conditions
are observed (which arc minutely detailed by this able experi-
mentalist), the discharge of the liquid gives rise to a succession,
of musical tones of great intensity and of a peculiar quality, some-
Avhat analogous to that of the human voice. That these notes

of the liquid vein,

tself into a vessel of
water, while the orifice was below the surface of the latter. In
this case, the jet of liquid must have been continuous, but never-
theless the notes were produced. These unexpected results have
been entirely confirmed by the more recent experiments of Prof.
Tjndall*

According to the researches of M. Plateau, all of the phe-
nomena of the influence of vibrations on jets of liquid, are re-

ferable to the conflict between the vibrations and the forces of
figure {^ forces figuratrices^^). If the physical fact is admitted,
and it seems to be indisputable,—that a liquid cylinder attains a
?,„„.. ^ stability when the proportion between its length and its

diameter is in the ratio of twenty-two to seven, it is almost a
physical necessity that the jet should assume the constitution indi-

cated by the observations of Savart. It likewise seems highly
probable that a liquid jet, while in a transition stage to discon-
tinuous drops, should be exceedingly sensitive to the influence
of all kinds of vibrations. It must be confessed, however, that

plateau's beautiful and coherent theory does not appear to em-
brace Savart's last experiment, in which the musical tones were
produced by a jet of water issuing under the surflice of the same
liquid. It is rather difficult to imadne what agency the "forces
of figure" could have, under such circumstances, in the pro-

auction of the phenomenon. This curious experiment tends to

corroborate Savart's original idea, that the vibrations which
produce the sounds must take place in the glass reservoir itself,

and that the cause must be inherent in the phenomenon of the
now.

To apply the principles of Plateau's theory to gaseous jets, we
^re compelled to abandon the idea of the non-existence of molecu-

Y (Cohesion in gases. But is there not abundant evidence to
show that cohesion does exist among the particles of gaseous
jnasses? Does not the deviation from rigorous accuracy both in
^he law of Mariottc and of Gay-Lussac,—especially in the case
oi condensable gases, as shown by the admirable experiments
^1 .M. Regnault,—clearly prove, that the hypothesis ot the non-
existence of cohesion in aeriform bodies is fallacious? Do not
^'^Q expanding rings which ascend when a bubble of phosphu-

* Philosopliical Magazine, 4th series, vol. viii, p. T*, 1 854.
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retted hydrogen takes fire in the air, indicate the existence of

some cohesive force in the gaseous product of combustion (aque-

ous vapor), whose outlines are marked by the opake phosphoric

acid? /<-

tail" burner demonstrate that cohesion must exist among the par-

ticles of the issuing gas? It is well known that, in this burner,

the single jet which issues is formed by the union of two oblique

jets immediately before the gas is emitted. The result is a per-

pendicular sheet of flame. How is such a result produced by the

mutual action of two jets., unless the force of cohesion is brought

into play? Is it not obvious, that such a fandike flame must be

produced by the same causes as those varied and beautiful forms

of aqueous sheets developed by the mutual action of jets oi

water, so strikingly exhibited in the experiments of Savart and

of Magnus?
Kit be granted that gases possess molecular cohesion, it seems

to be physically certain, that jets of gas must be subject to the

same laws as those of liquid. Vibratory movements excited in

the neighborhood, ought, therefore, to produce modifications m
them analogous to those recorded by M. Savart in relation to jets

of water. Flame or incandescent gas presents gaseous matter in.

a visible form, admirably adapted for experimental investigation;

.and ichen produced hij a jet^ should be amenable to the principles

of Plateau's theory. According to this view, the pulsations or

heats which I observed in the gas-flame when under the influence

of musical sounds, are produced by the conflict between the

aerial vibrations and the *' forces of figure'' (as Plateau calls

them), giving origin to periodical fluctuations of intensity, de-

pending on the sonorous pulses.

If this view is correct, will it not be necessary for us to modify

our ideas in relation to the agency of tubes in developing musical

sounds by means of burning jets of gas? Must we not look

upon all burning jets,—as in the case of water-jets,—as musically

inclined; and that the use of tubes merely places them in a con-

dition favorable for developing the tones? It is well known, that

burning jets frequently emit a singing sound when they are per-

f^Q,i\y free. Are these sounds produced by successive explosions

analogous to those which take place in glass tubes? It is very

certain, that under the influence of molecular forces, any cause

which tends to elongate the flame, without affecting the velocity

of discharge, must tend to render it discontinuous, and thus

brmg about that mixture of gas and air which is essential to the

production of the explosions. The influence of tubes as well as

of aerial vibrations in establishing this condition of things is sut-

ficiently obvious. Was not the '^ beaded line" with its succes-

sion of "luminous stars," which Prof Tyndall observed when a

flame of olefiant p-as burnincf m n tnl^p waa AvnTTn'npd hv means
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of a moving mirror, an indication that tlie flame became discon-
^ ti7iuoi(s, precisely as the continuous part of a jet of water becomes

shortened^ and resolved into isolated drops, under the influence of
sonorous pulsations ? But I forbear enlarging on this very in-

l teresting subject, inasmuch as the accomplished physicist last

named, has promised to examine it at a future period. In the

^
hands of so sagacious a philosopher, we may anticipate a most
searching investigation of the phenomena in all their relations.
In the mean time, I wish to call tlie attention of men of science
to the view presented in this article, in so far as it groups to--

gether several classes of phenomena under one head, and may
be considered a partial generalization.

Columbia, South Carolina, Oct., ISSY.

Art. X.-

—

On the Motion of the Gyroscope as modified hy the

retarding forces offriction and the resistance of the air: with a
hrief analysis of the '' 7hp;" by Maj. J. G. Barnard,. A. M.j-

Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.

l^ a previous paper (see article in this Journal for July,

J857,
to which this paper is intended to be supplementary,)

i nave investigated the Gy
scope" in the liglit of analysis. From the general equations-
of "Kotary motion" I have deduced the laws of motion for

the particular case of a solid of revolution moving about a fixed

point in its axis of figure, (or the prolongation thereof). I
have shown that such a body, having its axis placed in any
degree of inclination to the vertical, and having a high rotary

/
axis.

an undulating curve whose' superior cultninations are cusps

Iving in the same horizontal plane ;" that this curve approaches

^ore and more nearly to the cycloid, as tlie velocity of axial

I'otation is greater; that when this velocity is very great the

yndulations become very minute and " the axis of figure per^

lormmg undulations too rapid and too minute to be perceived,-

^»oves slowly about its point of support." I have shown how
the direction and velocity of this gyration are determined by the

'i'rection and velocitv of axial rotation and the distance of the

center of gravity of the figure from the point of support, and
that the remarkable phenomenon exhibited by the gyroscoi)e is-

out ^particular case due to a very high velocit// of axial rotation,

ot the general laws of motion of such a body as described,

^'Qich embrace the motion of the pendiilum in one extreme and
that of the gyroscope in the other, and that intermediate between
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these two extreme cases (for moderate rotary yelocities) tlie un-

dulations of the axis, will be large and sensible.

I have likewise shown that whenever, to the axis of a rotating

solid, an angular velocity is imparted, a force which I have

called ^' the deflecting foTce^^ acting perpendicular to the plane of

motion of that axis, is developed, w^hose intensity is proportional

to this angular velocity, and likewise to the rotary velocity of

the body; and that it is this deflecting force which is the imme-

diate sustaining agent^ in the gyroscope.

In the above deductions of analysis is found the full and com-

plete solution of the "self-sustaining power of the gyroscope."

To make the character of the motion indicated by analysis,

sensible to the eye, it is only necessary to attach to the ordinary

gyroscopcj in the prolongation of the axis, an arm of five or six

inches in length, and having an universal joint at its extremity,

and to swing the instrument as a pendulum; or, the extremity

of an arm of such a length may be rested in the usual way,

upon the point of the standard, when, with the centre of gyra-

tion removed at so great a distance from the point of support,

the undulatory motion becomes very evident.

But it covunot fail to be observed that the motion preserves

this peculiar feature but for a very short period. The undula-

tions speedily disappear; instead of periodical moments of rest

(which the theory requires at each cusp) the gyratory velocity

becomes continuous^ and nearly uniform and horizontal; and it

increases as the axis (owing to the retarding influences of friction

and the resistance of the air) slowlv falls. In short, the axis

soon seems to move upon a descending spiral described about a

vertical tlirougli the point of support.

The experimental gyroscope, in its simplest form consists of

two distinct masses, the rotating disk, and the mounting (or ring

in which the disk tarns). The point of support in the latter,

though it gives free motion about a vertical axis, constrains

more or less, the motion of the combined mass about any other.

The rotating disk turns at the extremities of its axle, upon
points or surfaces in the mass of the mounting, icith friction ; it

IS rare,_ too, that the point of support, of the mounting, is ad-

justed in the exact prolongation of the axis of the disk.
Without attemi)ting to subject to analysis causes so difficult

to grasp as these, I shall first attempt to show, by general con-

siderations, what would be the immediate influence of the re-

tarding forces of friction and tlie resistance of the air upon our

theoreticalsolid ; and then point out tlie further effect due to the

discrepancies of figure, above indicated. Leaving out of con-

sideration the minute effect of friction at the point of support,

these forces exert their influence, mainly in retarding the rotary

velocity of the disk Friction—at the extremities of the axle o^
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the disk, and tlie resistance of tlie air, at its surface, arc power-
ful enougli to destroy entirely in a very few minutes, the higli

velocity originally given to it. It is in this way, mainly, that

they modify the motion indicated by analysis.

If the rotary velocity remained constant while
the axi§ made one of the little cycloidal curves
ala\ (fig. 1) the deflecting force would be just

sufficient, as I have shown (p. 68 of the article

cited) to lift the axis back to its original ele-

vation a\ and to destroy, entirely^ the velocity
it had acquired through its fall cK If, at a',

the rotary velocity n underwent an insianta-

neons diminution, and remained constant
through another undulation, a curve, of larger

amplitude and sagitta a'b'a'' would be de-

scribed, and the axis would again rise to its

original elevation a", and again be brought to

rest. We might then, on casual considera-
tion of the subject, expect to see the undula-
tions become more and more sensible as the
rotary velocity decreased. The reverse, how-
ever, is the case, as I have already stated. In
fact, the above supposition w^ould require tlie

rotary velocity ?z to be a discontimioiis decreas-
ing function of the time; whereas it is, really
a continuous decreasini? function. It is under-
going a gradual diminution between a and a'.

^'^'^Q deflecting force, which is constantly pro-

Portional to it, is therefore insuificient to keep
tiie axis up to the theoretical curve aha', but
a toiler curve a 6, a, is described; and when
tne culmination a , is reached, it is behw the
original elevation a'.

But the 2d of our general equations for the

A
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.1
^ ^^ ^^is will commence its second descent,

jerefore, with an i7iitial horizoiUal velocity.

^vill not descend as much as it would have
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done had it started /rom rest\\\\h its diminished value ofn;

and, for the same reason as before, will not be able to rise

again as high as its starting point a
j but to a somewhat lower

point a^ and with an increased horizontal velocity. These in-

crements of horizontal velocity will constantly ensue as the cul-

minations become lower and lower, while on the other hand, the

undulations become less and less marked, as indicated by the

fig;ure.

I have stated in my former paper (p. 71) that a certain initial

horizontal angular velocity such as would *' make its correspond-

ing deflecting force equal to the component of gravity, g sin 6

would cause a horizontal motion without undulation." This

horizontal velocity is rapidly attained through the agencies just

described: or, at least, nearly approximated to, and the axis, as

observation shows, soon acquires a continuous and uniform hori-

zontal motion.

On the other hand, this sustaining power being directly pro-

portional to the rotary velocity of the disk, as well as to the an-

gular velocity of the axis, diminishes with the former, and as it

diminishes, the axis must descend, acquiring angular velocity

due to the height of fall: hence the rapid gyration and the de-

scending spiral motion which accompanies, the loss of rotary

velocity.

A more curious and puzzling effect of the friction of the axle

is presented, when we come to take into consideration, instead

of our theoretical solid, the discrepancies of figure presented by

the actual gyroscope. If, with a high initial rotation, the com-

mon gyroscope be placed on its point of support with its axis

somewhat inclined above a horizontal position, it will soon be

observed to rise. In my analytical examination (p. 55) I have

stated as a deduction from the second equation (-i), that "the

axis of figure can never rise above its initial angle of elevation.

That equation supposes that the rotary velocity n remains unwi-

paired^ and is the expression of a fundamental principle of dy-

namics—that of '4iving forces" (so-called), which requires that

the living force generated by gravity be directly proportional to

the height of/all^ and involves as a corollary that through the

agency of its own gravity alone, the centre of gravity of a body

can never rise above its initial height," The anomaly observed,

therefore, either requires the action of some foreign force ; o

that the living force lost by the rotating disk, shall, through

some hidden agency, be expended in performing this work oi

lifting the mass.

* Tlie first of these equations (as I have remarked in a note to p. 59) is the ex-

pression of another fundamental principle—more usually called the "principle °

axeas"

I

»
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The discrepancy here exhibited between the motion proper to
our theoretical solid of revolution and the experimental gyro-
scope is due to the division of the latter into two distinct masses,
one of wliich rotates, loiih friction, upon points or surfaces in the
other

;_
and to the fact that at the point of support (in the latter)

there is not perfectly free motion in all directions.
The friction at the extremities of the axle of the disk, tends

to impress on the mass which constitutes the "mounting," a ro-
tationin the sarne direction. Were the motion of the latter
upon its fixed point of support perfectly free, the mounting and
disk would soon acquire a common rotatory velocity about the
axis of the disk. But the mounting is perfectly free to turn
about the vertical axis through the point of support, though not
about any other. If v/e decompose, therefore, the rotation which
"ftould be impressed upon the mounting into two components,
one about this vertical, and the other about a horizontal axis—

•

me first takes /wZZ effect,^ and the latter is destroyed at the point
oi_ support, if tlie axis of the instrument is above tlie horizon-

this component of rotation is in the same direction as the
gyration due to gravity, and adds to it; if the axis is Mow the
horjzontal, the component is the reverse of the natural gyration,
^'^^ dimin ishes it.

.r-
^ ^^^"^ shown that the axis soon acquires, independent of

tnis cause, a gyration whose deflecting or sustaining force is just
e<imvalent to the downward component of gravity. The addi-
wnto this gyratory velocity caused by friction when the axis is

inchned ujnvards puts the deflecting force in excess, and the axis
IS raised; it is raised, as in all other cases in which ivoric is done
iwough acquired velocity—viz., by an expenditure of living

P^ce; but in this instance, through a most curious and compli-
cated series of agencies.

^he phenomenon may be best illustrated in the following man-

IJer. Let the outer extremity of the common gyroscope, havin

atf
''^^'^ i^^clined above the horizontal, be supported by a threa

attached to some fixed point vertically above the point of support,
that gyration shall be free. Here gravity is eliminated, and

Qe axis of our theoretical solid of revolution would remain per-
^ctly motionless

; but the gyroscope starts oif, of itself, to ^y-
n^^pm the same direction that it would were its extremity /ree.

^
fijs gyration increases (if the rotary velocity is great) until the

defl^uectmg force due to it, lifts the outer extremity from its sup-
port on the thread, and it continues indefinitely to rise. Try

^ same experiment with the axis helow the horizontal. The

g ration will commence spontaneously as before, but in the

v'^^^*^ "direction : it will increase until the inner extremity is lifted

he^
^'^"^^ ^f support, (the action of the deflecting force being

^ reversed,) the instrument supporting itself on the thread
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alone. If the experiment is tried with the axis perfectly hori-

zontal, no gyration takes place, for the component of rotation,

due to friction, is, in this position, zero.

The foregoing reasoning accounts, I believe, for all the ob-

served phenomena of the experimental gyroscope, and shows

how, from the theory of oar imaginary solid of revolution, a

consideration of the effects of the discrepancies of form, and of

the actual disturbing forces, leads to their satisfactory explanation.

The great similarity between the phenomena of the top and

gyroscope, renders it not uninteresting to compare the laws of

motion of the two. If we conceive a solid of revolution ter-

minated at its lower extremity by a point (the ordinary form of

the top), resting upon a horizontal plane without friction, and

having a rotary motion ahout its axis offigure^ such a body will

be subject to the action of two forces; its weighty acting at the

point vertically upwards.

2/"

Accord... lamental principles of dynamics, the

centre of gravity will move as if the mass and forces were con-

centrated at that point, while the mass will turn about this cen-

tre as if it were fixed. Calling R the resistance of the plane,

Jfthe mass, and Mg the weight of the top, and z the height of

the centre of gravity above the plane, we shall have for the

equation of motion of the centre of gravity^

M~=R-Mg (1.)

As the angular motion of the body is the same as if the centre

of gravity was fixed, and as B is the only force which operates

to pi*oduce rotation about that centre, if we call G the moment
of inertia of the top about its axis of figure, and A its moment
with reference to a perpendicular axis through the centre of

gravity, and j- the distance, GK (fig. 2) of the point of support

from that centre j the equations of rotary motion will become
identical with equations (3) (p. 53),t substituting R for Mg

Cdv^=zO

-Adv^~[C-'A)V:,Va:dt— )'aRdt \ (2.)

Adv^-^\C'-'A)vyV^dt=: —yhRdt
The first of equations (2) gives us v^ as for the gyroscope

equal a constant n.

Multiplying the 2d and 3d of equations
spectively, and adding and making the same reduction as on p*

63, we shall get

y and Vx 3*^'

# As there are no horizontal forces in action, there can be no horizontal motion

of the centre of gravity except from initial impulse, which I here exclude.

number
gyroscope
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But z (the height of the centre of gravity above the fixed plane)
- j'cos^; hence yd.cos6 =—dz; and equation (1) gives

^^^^\Jj2
+^)- Substituting these values of i^ and yd- cos 6 in

tlie preceding equation, and integrating, we have

A{v,2^,^2^^M(^~ + 2gz'i=h (3.)

From the 2d and 3d of equations (2) the equation (c) (of the
gyroscope, p. 54) is deduced by an identical process.

^ (*''«/
H~ '''''-)

"f- ^^ cos 6=^1,

and a substitution in the two foregoing equations of the values
pt the cosines a and b, and of the angular velocities v^ and %,m terms of the angles % 6 and if (see pp. 52, 53), and for z and

^ their values,— /cos 6*, and j'sin^— , and a determination of the

constants, on the supposition of an initial inclination of the axis
and of initial velocity of axial rotation n, will give us for the

equations of motion of the to^ :

di A
(4-)

ij^^^^'hich the angular motions of the top can be determined,
i^he first is identical with the first equation (4) for the gyroscope.
•I- he second difi'ers from the second gyroscopic equation only in

containing in its first member the term Ily'^sin^e—, or its

equivalent M^, expressing the living force of vertical transla-

tion of the whole mass.
^ J- he second member (as in the corresponding equation for the

^7^°fcope) cxpr^oses the ivorh cf gravity, and the first term of

J^e first member expresses the living force due to the angular

U^9^ion of the axis. Instead therefore of the work of gravity
"eiug expended (as in the gvroscope) ivliolly in producing angu-

ttiotion part of it is expended in vertical translation of the

avity. The angular motion takes place not (as ingravitj
/le gyroscope) about the point of support (which in this case is

fix

f inertia .Fand !b'
tal
j^^'y, moves vertically up and down, coincident with the small
ng^ular undulations of the axis through a space which will be
ore and more minute as the rotary velocity n is greater.
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dip
#

An elimination of ~- between the two equations (4) and a

study of the resulting equation, would lead us to the same gen-

eral results, as the similar process, p. 56, for the gyroscope.

The vertical angular motioUj expressed by the variation Avhich

the angle 6 undergoes, becomes exceedingly minute (the maxi-

mum and minimum values of ^ approximating each other) when
n is great, and the axis gyrates with slow undulatory motion

about a vertical through the centre of gravity. It would be

easy, likewise, to show by substituting for another variable,

u a 6, always (in case of high values of n) extremely small,

and whose higher powers may therefore be neglected, that the

co-ordinates of angular motion, u and v, approximate more and

more nearly to the relation expressed by the equation of the

cycloid as n increases; though the approximation is not so rapid

as in the gyroscope. All the results and conclusions flowing

from the similar process for the gyroscope (see pp. 57, 58, 59,

60) would be deduced. As, however, the centre of gravity, to

which these angular motions are referred, is not a Jixed pointy

but is itself constantly rising and falling as 6 increases or di-

minishes, the actual motion of the axis is of a more complicated
character.

If GK'' (see fig. 2) is the

initial position of the axis of

the top, the motion of the cen-

tre of gravity will consist in

a vertical falling and rising

through the distance G0^=

2.

GK^Qosz^G^a^' cosz^GG^')

7 (cos 5
J

— cos«) (in which 6^

is the minimian value of ^),

while the extremity of the axis

or pointy K^ describes on the

supporting surface and about
the projection ff" of the cen-

tre of gravity, an undulating
curve a, &, a', h\ a", &c., hav-
ing cusps a, a\ ko,, in the circle

described about G'' with the
radius G"K''=ysma^ and tangent, externally, to the circle de-

scribed with a radius G^"Z"'~)'8in^,. But as in the case of the

gyroscope, these little undulations speedily disappear through

the retarding influence of friction and resistance of the air, and

the point of the top describes a circle, more or less perfect,

about G'\

The rationale of the self-sustaining power of the top is identi*

cal with that of the gyroscope ; the deflecting force due to the
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angular motion of tlie axis plays the same part as tlie siastaining
agent, and has the same analytical ex|3ression. Owing to friction^
the top likewise rises, and soon attains a vertical position; but
the agency by which this effect is produced is not exactly the
same as for the gyroscope.

If the extremity of the top is rounded, or is not a perfect
mathematical point, it will roll^ by friction, on the supporting
surface along the circular track just described. This rolling
speedily imparts an angular motion to the axis greater than the
horizontal gyration due to gravity, and the deflecting force be-
comes in excess, (as explained in the case of the gyroscope,) and
the axis rises until the top assumes a vertical position. Even
though the extremity of the top is a yqtj -pevkct point, yet if it

happens to be slightly out of the axis of figure (and rotation) the
same result will, in a less degree, ensue: for the point, instead
of resting permanently on the surface, will stnJce it^ at each revo-
lution, and in so doing, propel the extremity along. The condi-
tions of a perfect pointy perfectly centered in the axis of figure,

are rarely combined, or rather are pradicaUi/ impossible; but it is

^asy to ascertain by experiment that the more nearly they are
pltilled, and the harder and more highly polished the support-
ing surface, the less tendency to rise is exhibited; while the
great stiffness (or tendency to assume a vertical position) of tops
^ith rounded points, is a fact well known and made use of m
tae construction of these toys.

CORRECTION".

^^

In the No. for July, 1857, vol. xxlv, No. 70, p. 65, 8th line of note, for

^'mical," read "horizontah" and for "horizontal," read "vertical.^

lOth line, for " the first," read " tlie second."

^^RT. Xl.~~Iieview of the. Operations and Besidts of the United

/States Coast Survey.

Though t"he annual reports of the United States Coast Sur-
^'ej have been frequently noticed in this Journal, no general
^f connected view of the progress of our greatest national sci-

entific work has yet been oivei° The voluniinons reports them-

fl^es, appearing as thev do each year, filled with elaborate de-

rails and copiously illustrated by diagrams and charts, convey
no adequate idea of the real mngnitude and importance of the
^JUrvev XKT^ , • M_ _x*°*.:„„ „„;i «,.01 rpr.nvincr st.ndVey. We-. V.J. vve are apt m the attentive ana weii jtpajii.g oo

rj.
t^ie details to lose sight of the unity of the whole. So m

jeiices are here pressed into service, and so many special res
^i absorbing interest are obtained, that the materials almost
oiaKe us fnrcrpf +i^„ c-,r, ;i *-u^ ^^onnf^r nf the edifice.
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An organized being, said Kant, is that of "vvliicli all tlie parts

are raiituallj ends and means- We are forcibly reminded of the

definition in studying the operations and results of the Coast

Sarvey. All the results, in geography, in physics, in geology,

in short in every branch of science, are at once means and ends;

means, as they form necessary and integral parts of a great and

symmetrical whole ; ends, as they all possess a fixed and definite

value in the sciences to which they belong. This remark, if true

as applied to the Survey considered simply from a scientific point

of view, is far more forcibly illustrated by the practical bearings

of the work, every one of whose details has an immediate prac-

tical value, while the enduring, far-reaching utility of the whole

is second to that of no other human undertaking.

It is our purpose in the following pages to offer a concise view

of the operations and results of the Coast Survey, regretting

only that the necessary limits of a scientific review wall scarcely

permit us to give more than an outline sketch.

The survey of a coast so extensive as that of the United States

is even in its general features a work of immense extent. That

coast stretches from New Brunswick to Mexico, and from the

Straits of Fnca to Old California; upon the Atlantic and Gulf

from the 24:Lh to the 44:th parallel ; upon the Pacific from the

42d to the 50th. AYithin that range of more than 5000 miles it

embraces every geographical peculiarity. Innumerable islands,

baj'S, capes and headlands, line the long reach of shore. Sand-

banks hundreds of miles in length, enclosing shallow half-inland

sounds, and bays stretching far into the interior like Norwegian
fiords, are among its most striking features. The Coast Sarvey
must accurately locate every prominent point, map out the bot-

tom of every bay and harbor, fix the bearino-s of every reef and

shoal, trace the course of every current, deduce from long con-

tinued observations the laws of the tides, and in short, observe

and measure every peculiarity in the physical geography of the

coast which the most refined science, the most delicate methods
of observation and the most perfect instrumental means can

mea.^ure or detect.

After a preliminary reconnoissance, the Survey begins with

the nieasurement of a base, that is to say, with the accurate de-

termination of the length of a line upon the earth^s surface, the

two extremities of which shall serve as starting points. Setting

out from these two initial points, the survey proceeds by great

steps of thirty or forty miles till the whole coast is covered with

a network of large triangles, constituting what is termed the

primary triangulation. The angles only of these triangles are

measured, the sides being successively calculated by the aid of

the angles and base. The accurate measurement of this line in-

volves the most delicate instrumental methods. The expansions.
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inclinations, and flexures of the measuring bars^ and tlie con-
tacts of their extremities must be observed with exquisite nicety.
Here at the very first step in the work, tlie science of physics
IS called upon for its indispensable aid, and the reflecting pyro-
meter measures the expansions of the bars with an accuracy
which is almost without limit. Delicate levels give the correc-
tions for the inclinations and flexures, w^hile the contact level de-
termines the contacts of the successive bars. To such a degree
of perfection have the measurements been brouglit that tlie

probable error in determining: the leno-th of a base five miles ino " — -"— o
length does not under favorable circurnstances exceed a few
tenths of an inch. The base line being measured, the triangula-
tion begins. Signals at distances of ten to twenty miles from
either end of the base are observed in succession, and their an-
gular distances determined with all the precision which modeiTi
inechanism has given the theodolite. The sides of the great
triangles thus obtained being calculated, the signals form tlicm-

selves^ fixed points for new angular measui-ements, and so
the triangulation stretches from hill to hill till the prominent
points of the entire coast are determined. The signals them-
selves are of no small interest. Bright tin cones mounted upon
poles are often used, and reflect to a distance a brilliant line
of solar light. But of all signals, the heliotrope— a mova-
ble mirror placed so as to be directed by a telescope—is the
^ost perfect. With this instrument, the sun's rays have been
reflected so as to be distinctly seen with a telescope at the dis-

tance of more than one hundred thousand yards. It is easy to
see that, as the triangulation extends, the small errors inseparable
irom every physical measurement may accumulate so that the

positions of the stations most remote from the base line may be
iiicorrectly determined. Two methods are adopted to guard
^gamst errors of this kind. A subsidiary base line may be
Measured near the terminal signals of the primary triangulation,

^nd from the extremities of this we may work backwards, so as
to check the results of the first series of observations and calcu-

lations of distances. The geographical positions of the principal

stations may themselves be determined by accurate astronomical

observations, assigning their exact latitudes and longitudes, to

^lieck the calculated positions. Both these methods have been
orono-Lf .!_„„. ._ ^ .. i._.^ ^^^ latter has been especially^fought almost to perfection, but 1

fertile lu new and beautiful results.
-It IS easj to see that wliilc tlie bases and triangles give clis-

^ances, the observations of latitude and the azimuths give differ-

ences of longitude by the aid of spheroidal formulas, a central

^f
e]tudc having been once determined. The differences of lon-

gitude are in their turn checked bv the telegraph operations to

wnich we shall presently allude.
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The base %yl»icli serves as the comnieneement of the primary

triangulation for the eastern and middle states lies within the

state of MassachnsettSj a little to the north of Ehode Island,

Its length is over ten miles and its direction nearly northeast

and southwest: it was measured in 1845. Surveys for a verifi-

cation base have been made in the northeastern part of the state

of Maine, on Epping Plains. Since the commencement of the

survey not less than nine primary and thirty-five secondary

bases have been measured^ making a total length of about 135

miles. i

As the different stations of the primary triangulation are at

different heights, it is necessary to measure vertical as well as

horizontal angles, and finally, in consequence of the spheroidal

figure of the earth, to reduce the plane triangles, which are the

direct results of the measurements, to spheroidal triangles, at the

level of the sea. In this manner after immense labor, both of

observation and of calculation, the positions of the primary sta-

tions are at length fixed, and these now serve as starting points

for the secondary triangulation which determines the general

outline of the coast in detail, and the positions of rocks, reefs,

and islands. The triangles observed are now smaller but very

much more numerous, and the labor of observation and reduc-

tion even greater than before. Then comes the topography of

the coast, the work at every successive step running more and
more into detail. The coast line is now traced and laid down in

charts of elaborate minuteness and finish. Harbors are surveyed

and mapped out by innumerable soundings; the exact character

and value of each being determined. The nature of the bottom

with reference to anchorage, the depth and direction of channels,

currents, tides and prevalent winds, the proper position of light-

houses, buoys and fog-bells, all form subjects of special and mi-

nute attention. In this manner the entire coast from Mt. Desert

island to Cape Fear has been almost completely surveyed, and

that portion of the sea-coast may be regarded as nearly finished.

But beside the bays, harbors, and sounds of the coast, the rivers

receive their share of attention, small triangulations being car-

ried up to the head of tide waters, based upon one of the sides

of the larger work. In this manner the river shores are accu-

rately mapped, while careful soundings determine the bars and

channels.^ The mouths of the larger rivers offer special subjects

of examination of the highest interest and importance. "VVe

refer to the changes in the depth and position of the channels

produced by the effects of currents. The characteristics of the

delta of the Mississippi, and the enormous quantities of matter

annually brought down by the current are too fimnliar to require

notice in this place, but the changes in the entrance to the har-

bor of ISTew York have not until very recently attracted attention

to the same degree*
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^
The extension of docks and piers into the North and East

rivers, and the amount of new made land, excited such serious
alarm in the mercantile community that a Board of Harbor
Commissioners was appointed in the year 1855 to consider the
whole subject and devise means for averting the impending
danger. To the action of that Board the assistance of the
Coast Survey was cheerfully and gratuitous!}' rendered, and the
results of the survey and of a careful and accurate examination
of the effects of wharves and piers upon harbor currents, have
been of the greatest importance to the commercial prosperity of
the city. Another very important observation has been made
of the^ existence of a slowly moving northwardly current on
both sides of Sandy Hook, tending by deposits of sand to nar-
row the main ship channel. For the action of this current the
Survey provides a rem^edy which can be applied as soon as it

shall become necessary.
We have already stated that the assistance of astronomical

ohservations is needed in the operations of the primary trian-

gulation. The special objects of the Survey and the peculiar

character of the work done by it, have in their turn exercised a
remarkable influence upon astronomy itself, considered at least

^ a science of observation. New methods for the determination
of latitudes and longitude have luid their origin in the necessi-
ties of the Coast Survey alone, while the methods already
known and practised have been developed and perfected. Spe-
cial series of observations have been undertaken at the two
observatories of Cambridge, Mass., and at numerous minor
statious, to obtain the astronomical data requisite for the deter-

nimation of differences of longitude, while the genius of the

Jiost eminent mathematician whom our country has produced,
^as been devoted to the perfecting of the methods of reduction

andcalculatlon.

The determination of differences of longitude by means of the
^^ectric telegraph—a method which doubtless suggested itself to

"lousands, when the telegraph passed from an idea to a reality—
^as first carried out prop° rly by the Coast Survey. This method

k if^?
^^^e^y yielded results of great value to the survey

:^Y'
^^ *^^^ particular mode of applying it has been general-

^. "^^0 the American method of recording astronomical obser-

Gi tT5'
^^'^'^ ^^ measuring minute intervals of time.

^

This

in 11 V
^^^ ^^^^^ adopted in several European observatories :—

m °^^ <^iie with an honorable acknowledgment of its ongm.
^^le experiments of Ih. Wheatstone made in 1834 with
/Paratus devised and executed by Mr. Saxton, gave the first

, Y'^^'^ation of the velocity of eleqiricity in a metallic con-

sem J
This velocity was estimated at about 288,000 miles per

^^' and until within a recent period, in spite of all analc
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and even of experiencej Wlieatstone's determination was sup-

posed to hold good, at least approximately, for galvanic currents

as well as for electricitv of liioh tension, and for bad as well as

^ood conductors. The telegraph operations of the Coast Survey

demonstrated at tlie very outset the inaccuracy of received ideas

upon this subject: they shewed that the galvanic current moves

very much less rapidly than electricity of tension, varying ac-

cording to Dr. Gould's discussion of the observations, from

12,000 to 18,000 miles per second, and thougli not yet fully re-

duced, they have rendered it, to say the least, probable that the

velocity also diminishes as the resistance to conduction in-

creases. Special investigations directed to all these points have

been, undertaken, and a volume of records and results is now

preparing.

To determine the difference of longitude between Cambridge,

Mass., and Liverpool, four distinct chronometric expeditions

have been sent out, namely: in 1849, 1850, 1851, and 1855. In

the last expedition the number of voyages made was six,- and

the number of chronometers sent out fifty-two. The first

three chronometric expeditions gave results which could not

be considered as satisfactory, in consequence of the remark-

able influence exerted upon the chronometers by differences of

temperature, though the instruments were compensated in the

usual naanner. In the expedition of 1855 an uncompensated
chronometer was employed with the others. Great care was

taken to observe the temperatures of the chronometers them-

selves during the voyage by means of thermometers, and tlie

results of the compensated instruments were carefully compared

with those of the single one without compensation. The chro-

nometers employed were moreover carefully investigated before

the expedition, by exposing them to different degrees of heat

and noting the effect upon the rate. The observations of this

last expedition, after careful discussion, have given a difference of

longitude between Cambridge and Greenwich of 4^ 44"^ 81^*89,

with a probable error of about 0'2 of a second. The successful

laying of the telegraph wire between Europe and America is

anxiously looked forward to as presenting an opportunity for

determinations of longitude by the most perfect method which

human ingenuity has yet devised. The importance of this sin-

gle determination can scarcely be over-estimated, since it fi^^^

the geographicnl relations of the old and new worlds.
In connection with its astronomical and geodetical observa-

tions, the Coast Survey has been enabled at a trifling expense to

carry out an extensive series of determinations of the three

magnetic elements at very numerous stations. These elements

it will be remembered are the declination, inclination, and hori-

zontal intensity. So great has been the amount of material ac-
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cumulated, that the report for 1856, now in process of puhlica-
tion, contains for the lirst time, magnetic charts of the North
merican continent sufficiently complete to enable us to compare

upon the large scale for our own country, the results of observa-
tion and of theory. In these charts the lines of equal variation,
dip and intensity are traced, and a comparison of the two former
"with those deduced from the general theory of Gauss exhibits a
satisfactory agreement in form. Further observations, especially
in the interior, are wanting to enable us to make this comparison
quantitatively, as well as qualitatively. The determinations of
the declination and variation at points actually upon the coast,
are of great service in n^ivigation. The report of 1856 contains
also very valuable and elaborate discussions of the secular varia-
tions of magnetic declination and inclination, both upon the
eastern and western coasts, reference being had to the earliest

recorded observations. Em])irical formulas are also given for a
number of stations, which enable us to determine with a satis-

factory approximation, the two angular magnetic elements at

any required epoch.
In the progress of the hydrography of the Coast Survey, very

numerous observations of "the tides have been made for the pur-
pose of correcting soundings, and of determining the establish-

ments of tlie different ports. The necessity of both these classes
of observations is sufficiently obvious, but the superintendent has
connected with them observations of a more permanent charac-

f^r, in order to ascertain the laws of the tides m particular local-

^ues, and to trace the progress of the tide wave along the coast

^everally, as well as in bavs and rivers. For these observations
two species of gauge have been used; the self-registermg and
tne common staff gauo-e. The former possesses the advantage
'^f requiring little or no attention, and of furnishing a permanent
ana reliable record in the form of a curve of which the abcissas

represent the times and the ordinates the corresponding heights
01 ^vate^. The number of principal stations for tidal observa-

tions, was 73, of which number 45 were on the Atlantic Coast,

^« on the Gulf, and 10 on the Pacific.
.

fiiQ
" j^ the commencement of the survey there have been m all

^^^ tidal stations, of which however a comparatively small num-

X ^^^ve been furnished with self-registering gauges. The results

"otained have been of great practical importance, giving as they

J^.°

^or the first time accurate iufoiTnation with respect to the

^'^^s of the Gulf and of the Pacific coasts, and leading to the

construction of accurate and reliable tide tables.
_

."IS not saying too much to assert that no single series of

fJal observations yet made possesses so high a scientific value as
^nose of the Coast Survey. Not only is the range of coast

tnaied greater, but the character of the tides themselves is m a
SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 73.—JAN., 1859.
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great measure sufficiently free from the effects of local causes to

enable us to obtain from them results of definite value for the

general theory. On the other hand the Gulf of Mexico and

particular portions of the Atlantic Coast exhibit peculiarities of

much interest^ as yet imperfectly investigated, but seeming to

show the importance of a careful study. While the tidal okser-

vations hitherto discussed have been for the most part isolated

made at different points upon the earth's surface by individuals

during a period of about 200 years, those of the Coast Survey

have been made systematically, at numerous carefully selected

stations, upon the coasts of a continent lying between two great

oceans, and under the direction of a single person.

An elaborate discussion of these observations has led to tlie

construction of maps of the cotidal lines of the Atlantic, Gulf

and Pacific coasts, which are of especial interest not merely from

their connection with our own shores, but from the fact that they

are the only series of cotidal lines yet deduced from an exten-

sive and connected series of observations. The term *' cotidal

line" it will be remembered was first introduced by Mr. Whewell
to denote a line passing through all those points which have

high water at the same hour of the day. It is convenient to

assume twenty-four such lines, and they may obviously be re-

garded as forming the crests of successive advancing tide waves.

Their shape, velocity, and direction of motion, will depend upon
the configuration of the coast, the depth of the ocean and the

various local causes which disturb the uniformity of their pro-

gress and cause divisions and interferences of divided waves.

Were no disturbing causes present, the cotidal lines would cor-

respond with the meridians, each line at a certain distance be-

hind the meridian of the moon at its culmination. It is easy to

see too that the cotidal lines must difier upon the eastern and

western shores of a continent like that of North America, since

the tide wave moves from east to Avest and is therefore upon the

eastern coast an incident and upon the western a receding wave
the character of which is determined by the flow of water and

its pressure from north, south and west. The cotidal lines of the

Atlantic coast follow the general outline of the coast itself in a

remarkable manner, the velocities measured in a direction per-

pendicular to the front of tlie waves varying from 24 to 40 miles

per half hour. The tides on the Atlnntic coast are of the regu-

lar semi-diurnal class; the diurnal inequality is not large and

generally difficult to trace, though easily recognized at particular

periods.
.
On the Gulf coast, on the contrary, the tides are small,

the semi-diurnal being masked by the diurnal waves. The tides

of the Pacific coast are remarkably regular, both in the diurnal

and semi-diurnal waves, and morebver'^rise to such heights as to

render observation easy. Throughout the extent of coast exam-

1
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ined, tbe cotidal lines for the Pacific are either sensibly parallel
to or make but a small angle with the coast
Tide tables for the principal sea ports of the United States

have been publislied bj the Superintendent of the Coast Survey
by authority of the treasury department; they are based exclu-
sively upon the observations of the survey, and will be extended
and corrected as the survey advances. Meantime their value to
navigators places them among the important results of the Coast
Survev,

The tidal observations of the Pacific coast have casually led
to a determination of great scientific interest, that of the average
depth of the Pacific Ocean between the coasts of Japan and
CaUfornia. On the 23d of December 1854, an earthquake oc-

curred in Japan, by which the town of Simoda in the island of
N^iplion was destroyed. From the imperfect accounts which
have reached us it appears that at 9 A. M. on that day the severe
shock of an earthquake was felt oti board the Eussiaii frigate

I>iana, then lying in the harbor of Simoda. Half an hour later

the sea came into the bay in an immense wave thirty feet in

l^eight, overwhelraino; the town and then receding. This advanceg yjLXK^ I.W.. li >.^.^^ ...^v... .^^v,s^.-.Q

and recession occurred five times, and by 2-30 r. M. all was again
qmet. The depth of the sea during these changes varied from
less than eight to more than forty feet. Upon the same day

""-^ rail uunng ine aay at iniervais oi xo nuxjuics, gjauuan^
tening until evening.

,
The selt-registering gauges at San Diego and San Francisco,

exhibited on the 23d and 2oth of December, remarkable irreg-

ularities of the tidal curves. Each gauge exhibits three sets of

^^•aves at short intervals, and there can be no doubt that these

^aves were produced by the same cause which determmed the

^se and fall of the ocean at Japan and the Bonin Islands. No-
fecord of the occurrence of an earthquake in Japan on the 2oth

01 December has yet reached us, but the waters rose on the

evening of that day at Peel's Island to the height of 12 feet.

Ane distance of Simoda from San Francisco is 4,527 nautical

rniies, and from the same port to San Diego 4,917 miles. From
^»ese data and the times at which the disturbances occurred

'^Pon tlie two coasts, tiie waves from Simoda to California would
"^we at about the rate of 360 miles per hour or G miles per

^ninute, and would have a length of about 200 miles This
J,vouia give for the average depth of the Pacific about 2,200
i^'thoins or nither more than two miles. The publication of the

o'fjcial report of Admiral Pontiatine who commanded tlie Dinna

^"' Pi'obably permit more accurate determinations and explain
"'e origin of the disturbance upon the 25th of December.

{To be concluded.)
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Art. XII.—The 0;pen North Polar Sea; hj R W. Haskins, A.M.

The physical condition of our globe, though intimately con-

nected with the daily walk and welfare of man, is a subject

which never has occupied more than a very slight share of the

popular attention. There are features, however, of this condi-

tion, which occasionally force themselves' upon the attention of

all men; though seldom for more than a brief period, and then

only as an element of alarm or of idle curiosity, rather than as

one of investigation, and as forming the basis of knowledge.

Such are earthquakes^ sudden eruptions of volcanoes, and the like.

The more fixed and stable forms of surrounding nature, as they

lack the stimulant of unusual and violent change, can excite, in

the public mind, none other than the most feeble attention, and

that only under circumstances of specific incentives. Among
the direct consequences of this state of things is a constant pro-

pensity to generalize, and to base ultimate conclusions upon
appearances only, and with none other than a superficial obser-

vation of these. It is to such a propensity, and to the apathy it

so naturally produces, that Ave may, perhaps, most safely ascribe

the present condition of the popular mind, in regard to the im-

mediate object of this notice.

That to recede from the equator towards the poles, upon the

surface of the earth, is to encounter increased cold, is a general

fact, well known to all; and it was easy for even the most
drowsy quietude to infer, from this, that the law thus known is

a constant one admitting of no exception, and that, consequently,^

the geographical pole must be the coldest point of our globe.

How fur the votaries of science may have concurred in this senti-

ment, and even contributed to its establishment, it is, of course,

quite impossible to determine. It is however a fact, that all the

later meteorological charts place the regions of greatest cold on

the continents, and not within the polar sea.

This being the state of the public mind—a state w^holly un-

disturbed by any efficient teachings—the announcement, by the

late I)r, Kane, on his return from his northern explorings, in

1855, that there existed, and that some of his people had seen

an open sea or ocean in north latitude 82'' 30', was \cry gen-

erally received with astonishment; and it very widely pro-

duced that species of undefined amazement, which might well

belong to assumed phenomena in nature, that had hitherto been

deemed physically impossible. However little creditable the

fact just stated may be deemed to the mass of those wliose

standard of intelligence, upon the physical condition of our

globe near the North Pole, is measured and fixed by it, yet

most certainly those who had made the physical condition of

1

^
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tbe earth's surface a reasonably successful studj, had ample
cause for real astonishment at the great extent to which all the
teachings of the past, in regard to this open northern polar sea,
had been either overlooked or forgotten.

Since the occasion in question has fixed so much attention
upon this open sea as a new thing to us all, and is still employ-
ing so many pens upon it as such, it seems a fitting time to
place the more general public in possession of the past knowl-
edge of this sea, in a collected form, by way of giving profitable
direction to the laudable public zeal which is just now so ear-
nestly manifested in the case.

This unfrozen polar sea, then, ha3 been long known
navigated, at different periods, and by different nation. „
sels. The earliest no less than the most persevering navisrators
ot higli northern latitudes, were the Hollanders or Dutch and
the Greenlanders, These people did not resort to these lati-

tudes year after year for the purpose of scientific discoveries of
any kind. Their purpose was whale and seal catching, and
to whatever regions they penetrated, they were led solely by the
piirsuit of these creatures. Kow it is iVom these early naviga-
tors thus employed, and chiefly from the log-books of their
^^'ps, that we have derived almost all we know of a constantly

and often

nations and ves-

sli 1

I

open sea about the north pole of the earth. Nor is the pecu-
liarly rehable nature of this testimony to be overlooked. It

comes, as we have said, from men who "had no theory to sustain
^r combat, and no end to serve or aim to accomplish, by falsify-
ing or perverting the record. Asain, this record of the log is

not one of an afterthought that "may be made to conform to
events that have transpired after its date, but it is on^ that is

^Jfritleu out dailv and at the period of its date—thus constituting

J-

aaily and even hourly record of events as they transpire on
ooard. Of the great mass of this species of evidence that has
aoubtless been brought home by the ships from the polar re-

gions, we may well suppose we possess but a very small propor-
jon, since all we have owes its preservation either to accident or
^ne individual efforts of devoted men. In proceeding to cite the
viaences we possess in this matter, we may premise that a large

portion of them were collected from their various sources by the
jo^- D. Barrington, and by him published at London in 1776.
^s the citations we are about to make are mimerous, and also

tnn^ ^ ^^*'-^' considerable range of time, we have thought to add
"their more clear understanding Ly arranging them m their
jitural or chronological order, so far as it has been possible to
ascertain this.

Uavis, an English navigator, who was sent north with two
,

ps m 1585, to discover a northwest passage, and who did
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credited with having reached only 66° 40' north latitude, while

Camden, in his annals of Elizabeth, asserts that Davis attained

to 83
Moxon's account of a Dutch ship that sailed to the pole, and

even beyond, is this: Being, says he, about 22 years ago, in

Amsterdam, I went into a drinking house to drink a cup of beer

for my thirst, and sitting by a public fire among several people,

there happened a seaman to come in, who seeing a friend of his

there who he knew went in the Greenland voyage, wondered to

see him, for it was not yet time for the Greenland fleet to come

home, and asked what accident had brought him home so soon?

His friend (who was the stecrman [mate] aforesaid in a Green-

land ship that summer) told him that their ship went not out to

fish that summer, but only to take in the lading of the whole

fleet, to bring it to an early market. But, said he, before the

fleet had caught fish enough to lade us, we, by order of the

Greenland company, sailed unto the north pole, and came back

again. Whereupon (his relation being novel to me) 1 entered

into discourse with him, and seemed to question the truth of

what he said, but he did insure me that it was true, and that the

ship was then in Amsterdam, and many of the seamen belong-

ing to her, to justify tlie truth of it; and told me, moreover, that

they had sailed two degrees beyond the pole. I asked him if

+T.OTT ^^iir./^ T^^ inr^.i t^^v \.^^^..Ac. ",bout tlic Dolc ? Hc told me no,

there was a free and open sea. I asked him if they did not meet

"witJi a great deal of ice? He told me no, they saw no ice. I

asked him what weather they had there? and he told me fine,

warm weather.

This 'conversation, &c, at Amsterdam was about the year 1624,

at which time the vessel had lately returned. Moxon, who rela-

ted this statement, was not an obscure nor an illiterate individuni,

since in the title to his published statement he calls himself Fel-

low of the Eoj-al Society, and Barrington states that he was H.v-

drographer to Charles tlie Second, and author of several scientific

papers. It was probably his professional calling, therefore, that

fixed his attention upon this subject, and thus caused his inqui-

ries at Amsterdam. A map was early published by the Acad-

emy of Sciences at Berlin, whicjh places a ship at "the pole, as

having arrived there, according to the Dutch accounts. We are

not aware that the date of this map is preserved, but it seeras

probable that one of the autliorities for that ship's position is the

account of Moxon, cited above.
Wood sailed on the discovery of a northeast passage to Japai^j

in 1(576; and in his account of his voyage, which he subse-

quently sent to the press, he says he was chiefly induced to the

undertaking by the account given by Capt. Goulden, of a Dutch

ship, who had made some thirty voyages to Greenland. This
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Captain's statement was, tliat being in company with two other
Holland ships to the eastward of Edge's Island, in pursuit of
whales, and these not appearing there, the two Hollanders re-

solved to go farther north. They did so, and at the end of two
weeks returned again and said they had sailed to latitude 89°;
and when Capt. Goulden doubted this, they produced out of the
two ships four journals or log-books, which confirmed the state-

ment, and did not differ from each other in all but four minutes
of a degree. In this run to the north they encountered no ice,

but had a free and open sea. This occurrence is stated by Capt.
Goulden to have taken place some twenty years before its narra-
tion to Wood, which places it somewhere about the year 1650.
In 1662 Mr. Oldenburgh, Secretary of the Koyal Society,

London, was ordered to register a paper entitled "Inquiries con-
cerning Greenland, answered by Mr. Grey, who had visited

those parts." To the question '' How near hath any one been
known to approach the pole ?" Mr. Grey answered,
"I once met [date not given, but of course prior to 1662]

upon the coast of Greenland, a Hollander that swore he had
been but half a degree from the pole, showing me his log-book,
which was also tested by his mate ; where they had seen no ice

or land, but all water."
Dr. Campbell, who compiled Harris's Travels, states therein

this: "By the Dutch journals they get into north latitude 88''

o6', and the sea open." On being asked his authority for this

statement. Dr. Campbell answered that he received it from Hol-
land as being an extract from the journals produced to the
states General, in 1665.
Martin, in his voyages, says, "in 1671 we sailed to theeighty-

nm degree, and no ships ventured farther thai year:'

ur. Dallie, a native of Holland, wlio resided in Eacquet Court,

*^eet Street, as a practising physician, about the year 1745,
stated to Dr. Campbell, who is mentioned above, that when he

f
^ young he sailed in a Dutch man-of-war that was sent north

^0 protect the whale fishery, and that the ship, on that occasion,

reached latitude 88° nortla, where the weather was warm and

Jbe st;a wholly free from ice. The date of this voyage may
^ave been about 1685.

.^ _, ^,„
Jacob Schol, who resided at the Helder, in IvOO sailed to 84

^orth in pursuit of whales, and had open sea there without ob-

struction.

Andrew Fisher, an Enolish captain, who had made twenty-

1 JiV'pjages to the Greenland seas, testifies that, m the year

)}^\ m the sliip Ann Elizabeth, from London, he sailed to 82

^^
north, where he met a loose pack of ice. He fished there,

sn ;r^"*
no higher north, but had no doubt he might have done

' ^brough all thu iee there was, had he been so minded.
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In 1751 Capt. MacCallam, in tlie sLip Campbeltowrij in the

Greenland whale fishery, sailed to latitude 83° 30' northj where

the sea was not only wholly open at the north, but where he

fc and the

weather warm and pleasant. In this case, to make certain of

their position, careful observations Averc made, both with Davis

and with Iladley's quadi^ants^ and by no less than three different

persons. The captain feared to go farther, lest he should be

blamed for neglecting his fishing, which was his only reason, as

there was no obstruction.

In the year 1752, Mr, John Phillips was mate of the ship

Loyal Clubj in which ship he reached Sl'^ ; and he stated that it

was very common to seek whales in such latitudes.

The year 1754 was more fruitful than any prior one in re-

corded visits to this open polar sea, since we nave records of no

less than three such visits during this single year, Capt. James

Wilson, of the whale ship Sea Nymph, made his way through

all the ice, the last of which was seen belo\v 81"*, sailed thence

north to 82° 15', where the sea was perfectly clear as far as conld

be seen with the ship's glasses, Ilere the ship's officers discussed

the proceeding directly to the pole, but the sailors fearing to do

so, the proposition was abandoned. In the same year the whal-

ing ship LFnicorn, Capt. Gruy, reached SS"" 3', determined by
careful observations ; and lierCj from the mast head, they s^vr

the sea as free of ice as the Atlantic, on every side, and nothing

in the way of sailing directly to the pole. The third instance

of this year is tiiat of Mr. Stephens, who, in company with an-

other, a Dutch ship, was driven off Spitzbcrgen by a south-

southeast wind to latitude 84:'^ 30'. This was within 5"^ 30' of

the pole ; and he met with little ice, and the less the farther he

went north.

In 1756 Capt Montgomery, of the ship Providence, pursued

whales to latitude 83°, in the month of June, with open sea up-

on the north.

In 1759 Capt. H, Ford, in the ship Dolphin, went as far north

as 81"^ 30', and he states that he has since that been several times

as high as 81°,

James Bisbrown, in the ship Prince Frederick, in 1765, reached

latitude 83° 40' north, where he was beset with ice for three

weeks, to the southward^ but saw, during this time, open sea to

the north.

The year 1766 has furnished us two instances of higli north-

ern navigation. Jonathan Wheatlev, not finding whales sooner,

sailed to 8L° 30' north, in which latitude ho could see no ice

whatsoever in any direction from tlie mast head, though there

was a very heavy sea from the northeast. Capt Thomas Rob-

inson, in the ship Reading, was this same year in latitude 82° S0\

with an open sea.
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Q
Hull, England, on

shall,

master, for the north seas. On the sixth of May this ship
reached latitude 80°, "which," says the narrator, "is near what
tlie masters call a fishing latitude;" and he adds, "I found the
farther north the less quantity of ice."

For the year 1770 we have two instances to cite. James Mar-
.
as mate on the ship Eoyal Exchange of ISTewcastle, was

this year in latitude 82° 30' north. Capt. Brown, pf the ship
Freelove, states that he was in latitude 82°, this same year, and
that the sea was then all clear.
The year 1771 seems to have been a favorable one for high

northern penetration by water. Capt, Jan Klass Castricum, in
the ship Jouge Jan, fished with success in latitude 81° 40', in

company with a ship from Hamburgh. There were, also, two
English ships fishing there ; and these went still farther north,

until they were out of sight from the mast head. They were
gone thus between two and three days, and when they returned
their captains came on board Castricum's ship, and assured him
that they had been as far as 83°.

Oi\lin 1773 Capt. John Clarke, of the Sea Horse, went to 81° 30
where he had an open sea to the north, and a heavy swell from
the northeast, with a fresh wind. Capt. Bateson, of the ship
)vhale, on June 14th of this year, was in north latitude 82° 15',

^^
mu'^^^^^

°^ whales, and with no complaint of ice.

Ihe Journal des Scavans for the month of October, 1774, states

tQat an officer in the' English service had then in his keening the

journals of a Greenland ship wherein it stands recorded that

said ship, in the month of May—the year not given, but sup-

posed to be then recent—had been in latitude 82° 20' north, and
^Qat the sea was open.

. ^ ,
.

lish
eruaares

iiavigators. The reason of this is that the English were not

7® early navigators of these high latitudes. Those hardy ad-

Hollanders

U No general
niotive or ambition, then, has existed in England to preserve
^na promulge the details of the voyages made by these neople

;

^r ^^^^^ we know not what proportion of such material as the
?Dove may be still unknown to us by having been lost. Certain
« IS that many instances of such are found, scattered here and
^°ere, which are not so fully authenticated as to seem deserving
I a place here, and they have therefore been excluded.
J^mce the concluding date of the foregoing list of proofs of an
pen sea at the north pole, we have no evidence that ships have
F^netrated that sea as they formerly did. Modern explorers,

SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 73.—JAN., 185S.
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which, within the last forty years have been numerous, have not

done so, having invariably been stopped by ice, and usually at

much lower latitudes than where this open sea has ever been

known to extend. But, although these modern explorers have

not reached that sea, and sailed their ships upon it as their pre-

decessors did, still some of them have broui^lit us as demonstra-

tive proof of the existence of that open sea as if they had actu-

ally floated thereon. One of these is Capt. Parry, who wintered

at Melville Island, in latitude 74"^ 45' north. He tells us that

there a ?7or^A wind, in the long winter oF that frozen regioiir

modified the cold, and if continued, produced a thaw. Now
this single fact, if well established—and we take this one to be

without one particle more of evidence, would establish beyond
all doubt or controversy, the existence of an open sea, in the

direction whence that wind came. Such an effect from a wind

is wholly incompatible with the assumption that it has passed

only over n. frozen sarface. This statement of Capt. Parry is

fully confirmed by other proofs—or rather those other proofs,

being of prior date, are confirmed by it. Barentz, when his

ship was frozen in Nova Zembla, heard the ice broken, with a

most frightful noise, by an impetuous sea, from the north ;
while

the Samoides and Tartars, who live beyond the Waygat, all be-

lieve, and we must suppose from like reasons, that the sea is

open, on the north of Nova Zembhi, all the year. The testi-

mony of persons who liave passed the winter at Kola, in Lap-

land, coineitles perfectly with this, namely, that, in the most

severe weather, whenever a northerly wind blows, the cold

promptly diminishes, and thnt, if the wind continues, it always

brinsfs on a thaw, as lon.2j as it lasts.

If we ask why these more recent navigators could not reacu

the high latitudes their predecessors did, the only and the suffi-

cient answer is, that the icy barriers which always exist on the v^(^y

to this open sea and south of it, vary greatly in solidity and width

in diiferent years. Tliese barriers have ahvays been passed

through by those who have entered the open polar sea, a.nd they

have often proved too broad and solid to be penetrated at all.

The fact of these wide dilferenccs in the extent and strength of

the ice in tlie northern sens in different years, is attested by all

know of the regions in question, whether bv land or sea.

All the history of Greenland attests it, and the fact is no less

constantly proved by the experience of northern whalers. To

cite a single case in illustration, and thnt a recent one, we m/iT

mention that of Capt. Parry. This navigator, daring his third

voyage in 1824, found the icy barrier in Baffin's Bay one hundred

andfi/y miles broader than when he })nssed it in 1819.^ The

differences, then^ that exist in these icy barriers, in latitudes

soui/i of the open polar ocean, and in the most favorable seasons

we

^

i
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of different years, sufficiently account for botli the successes and
the failures of navigators in reacliing that open sea; while the
heavy ocean swell, and the warm winter wind, both of which
npproach this icy barrier upon the north, and that, too, during
the fiercest frosts of the northern sunless winters, appear to
prove that the ocean towards the north pole is, even then, still

open, and that it warms and tempers those winds which pass
over it, and which so constantly drive its waves against that
3cy rampart by which the frost king has fixed and defined its

southern shore.

Art. aIII.— Correspondence of M. Jerome Nickies, dated Paris,

iurfust, 1857.

Obiinmubitmry.— Cauchy.—In my last communication I gave some
biographical details respecting tlie grent mathematician Cauchy.
A he recent publication of a notice by Biot, one of his cotempo-
ranes and friends, leads me to return to the subject.
Cauchy was born ou the 21st of August, 17b9. At an early

age he was distinguished by great versatility of talents. His
classical education, commenced by his father, was continued un-
oer able professors at the "Bco'le Centrale" of the Pantheon,
o-e left the school at the age of fifteen, nfter two years of literary
Studies, taking the second prize in Latin composition, the first

'n Greek, and the first in Latin verse. On account of tliis so
universal success, the Institute decreed to him the highest honor
Reserved for the student of the central schools most distinguished
^^ classical literature.
After two years at the Polytechnic School, he left it to become

an engineer in the Department of Eoads and Bridges. On the

r^ of Jfay, 1811, at the age of twenty-two, he presented to the

l^nstitute a memoir of remarkable character, on geometric poly-

^^^m-\5, in which lie generalized a theorem of Euler and com-
P'eted the theory of a new species of regular polyhedrons dis-

covered by Poin.sot. M. Legendre, the most severe of our geo-

metricians, regarded the memoir "as the jiroduction of an adept
^nose ability pro»nised the highest success." lie engaged the

J^^un^ author to pursue this line of research, and to endeavor to

^stabhsh a theorem equally applicable to certain polyhedrons
^.iQbraced in the definitions of Euclid for whieh no demonstra^
Jion had yet been made out. Cauchy accomplished this in 181^.

2^
his report thereon to the Academy, Legend re cxprtssed his

•Pprobation with an earnestness quite unusual for him.

for V^
two earliest memoirs seemed to show a special aptitude

,
.' problems purely geometrical. But it was soon evident that

">^ capacity was far wider. In the years 1813 and 1814, Cauchy
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produced two remarkable memoirs in transcendental analysis;

m 1815, lie published his memoir on the theory of numbers, in

the course of which he demonstrated in full a theorem an-

nounced by Fermat, a theorem which had hitherto been demon-

strated only in some of its particulars by mathematicians most

skilled in these departments, as Gauss and Legendre. The

Academy proposed this year, as a subject for the great mathe-

matical prize,—To establish the theory of the propagation of

waves on the surface of a heavy fluid, and of indefinite depth.

Cauchy resolved the question completely. His memoir was

crow^ned in 1816, and bore this epigram from Yirgil, "Kosse

quot lonii veniant ad littora fiuctus, (Georgics II,) a very happy
selection, as the line contains a complete and altogether exact

announcement of the proposed problem.
Successes so rapid and fertile for a young man of 27 years,

assured him the first place that should become vacant in the

Mathematical Section of the Institute. A circumstance which

is an occasion of regret to science and himself, introduced him

officially into that body. On the return of the Bourbons, a

royal ordinance of the 21st of March, 1816, reestablished the

Academies under their primitive designations, of Academic Fran-

gaise des Sciences, des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, des Beaux-
Arts ; and carried out the new organization. In the Academy
of Science, two celebrated names, those of Carnot and JMonge,

were replaced by two new names, those of Breguet and Cauchy
Towards the end of 1813, Cauchy was named Adjunct Pro-

fessor of Analysis at the Polytechnic School, He became^ full

Professor in 1816. Ee was eminently a man of duty. Called

to instruct, he turned all his thoughts to instruction. From
1816 to 1826, he published his course of Algebraic analysis,

Differential Calculus, nnd x\pplication of Infinitesimal Analysis

to the theory of Carves,—three excellent- works, well arranged,

proceeding with demonstrations that are both/igorous and rich

m new details. In this period he also published a memoir on

the Integrals taken between imaginary limits—a subject that

has given rise to several important works among our 3'ouiig

geometers.

In 1826, he undertook the publication and authorship of a

periodical review, styled '' Exercises Mathematiques," in which

all departments of mathematics, elementary as well as transcen-

dental, were treated with so much generality, fertility and in-

ventive power, that Abel, one of the profoundest analysts of

our times, after reading one of these publications, wrote to a

friend, "Cauchy is the geometer who best understands ho^v

mathematics should be studied." In fact the inventions of new

methods and devices scattered through these "Exercises," have

been not only for the author, but also for many other geometers,

f
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the fertile initiatives of numerous brilliant works. Caucliy con-
tinued tlie publication of this Eeview until his death.

_
The revolution of 1830 interrupted his quiet life. At this

time he wa?! married and the father of two daughters. Besides
his professorship in the Polytechnic School, he had a chair in
the Faculty of Sciences at Paris, and was supplying the course of
mathematical physics in the College of France. The new gov-
ernment iinposed an oath of allegiance on all its officers, even
those engaged in teaching physics and mathematics. Cauchy
quitted his place and went to Switzerland. The king of Sar-
dmia, informed of his voluntary exile, created for him in the
university of Tarin, a special chair of mathematics, which he
filled with distinction, still continuing his other labors. In 1832
he left this chair, having been called to Prague by the ex-kin^,
Charles the Tenth, for the education of the Count de Cbambord.
His wife and daughters joined him there, and with him followed
the Princes to Goritz ; during six years at this place he prepared
a large number of valuable memoirs, which are now spread over
Germany. Towards the end of 1838, his duties as preceptor
terminated, and be separated from his scholar and returned to
1^ ranee, where he took his place among the members of the In-
stitute. From this time, without distractions from professional
duties, and diverted only hj labors of beneficence or of a moral
nature, he gave full freedom to the activities of his mathematical
genius. During the last nineteen years of his life, he published

Sa "^'C>l^nies of the Academy and the Comptes Eendus over

^00 memoirs, besides numerous Eeports on memoirs presented

y others. In this mass of work, so rapidly produced, many por-

tions have their great value wrought out complete, while others

present the initiatives of ideas which have either already proved
lertiie m results, or will yet do so. They treat of the highest
subjects in mathematics :-^the perfecting and extension of pure
analysis,—the direct determination of the planetary motions and
laeir most complex inequalities,—the undulatory theory of light,

considered in its entire generality. Unhappily, his precipitation

2 producing did not leave him time to bring his results to fiiU

niatunty. Each new path opened to him excited the deepest
Paasion, and into it he plunged, neglecting what he had been
^xplormg, even without taking the time to recognize where his

f^ethods were conductinfr him. To work with greater rapidity,
ne employed a notation full of unusual abbreviations, which ren-
der his manuscript calculations unintelligible to any one but
nimself. The exuberance of his genius needed, to bring oat its

K^atest results, to be engaged in some special line of duty ;
and

cbance was soon offered him.

Jf 1840, the death of Poisson left vacant a place in the Bureau
-Liongitudes • nnrl rnT.^>,^r wna nomiTiflted uuanimouslv bv the
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board. But it was evident to all that Caucliy would not and

could not take the oath, and so his nomination was not ratified

hy the government. It was to the loss of science ; for with astro-

nomical labors thus made his duty, he would have carried into

them his usual ardor, and the '^Mecanique Celeste" would prob-

ably have been advanced by new discoverieSj for which wc shall

now have long to Avait.

It was his lidelity to a sense of duty, which was afterwards

the occasion and cause of his rendering a great service to astron-

omy, in furnishing it with the means of estimating, directly, by

analytical formulas universal and certain in their application, the

secular inequalities of planetary movements, whicli inequalities

render any tables of these movements more and more faulty.

In 18-iS, Cauchy Wc'is charged by the Academy with verifying

the determination of an inequality of this kind which M. Le-

Verrier announced he bad discovered in the motion of the planet

Pallas, the period of which embraced 795 years. It was highly

important to know it, for its maximum effect on the longitude of

the planet exceeded fifteen minutes of a degree, according to the

valuation of LeVerrier. A direct analytic process being imprac-

ticable he secured the desired result bv a verv bold numerical

interpolation, which required immense calculations. To relieve

hin)self from the labor of verifying such an array of number?,
Cauchy invented an analytic method by which errors of this

sort are determined directly, in all cases and with a precision in

proportion as they belong to a higher order. He thus repro-

duced the results of LeVerrier; and henceforth in problems of

this nature, the power of abstract science will supersede individ-

ual labor.

After the revolution of 1848, the Republic, more tolerant than

the preceding Monarchy had been, restored to Cauchy the math-

ematical chair in the Faculty of Sciences of Paris, the only one

of the ancient professorships which had remained vacant from

1830. Justice to him requires that it should be told that he gave

to the poor the emoluments of the place.

M. Biot concludes his sketch with the following remark:

*'The view which I have given of the external circumstances of

the life of Cauchy, shows us not only what he was, but also

what he might have been as a mathematician. Had he been

able, like Euler and Lagrange to spend his life, without disturb-

ance, in quiet study, he would have been one of the grandest

lights of mathematical science. By reason of the irregularity

and disorder which external events impressed on his genius, his

influence on this science will not be fully appreciated until time

shall have developed all their consequences.'*^
^

Note.—The preceding is derived from the article by Biot. W^
add to it the following.
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In 1851, nfter tlie fall of the Ecpublic, Cauchy Avas ngain
iinder the necessity of suspending his duties at tli'e Faculty of
Science, since he Avould not take the oath of alledance. Hap-
pily, this suspension was of short duration. On the proposition
of the minister of Public Instruction, M. Fortoul, the oath in
his case wns dispensed with, and consequently he resumed his

office and held it till his death. Wluit is not stated by Biot, we
may say—that it was at Biot's demand that this act of justice
was brought about. M. Fortoul, who w^as then candidate for the
Acatlemy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres, of which Biot was
one of the most influential members, having called on Biot with
reference to his appointment, the latter profited by the occasion
to^ mfonn the Minister how happy it would be for science, if

scientitic instruction were not sacrificed to political considera-
tions, so far at least that the great men of science should not be
required to take an oath against their consciences; and among
tliese last, Biot mentioned Cauchy. Three days afterward,
Cauchy was excused from tlie oath, and thus justice was done.

A7}esthesis.—Amyhm—The use of amylene in anesthesis has
^et with a serious check in the death" from the use of it of
a young man of 24 years, while in robust health. Dr. Snow put

IS

t

mm to sleep in order to remove an epithelial tmnor from hi

back.
^
The surgical operation was just begun, when the patien

^vas seized with a lit of laughing which continued nearly a min-

ute. When quieted, a little'rnore amylene was administered. At
jhe close of the operation, his respiration became embarrassed,
j'ls pulse feeble, and on trying to wake him, it proved to be too

fte; the asphyxia was complete. It was naturally inferred

^>at the patient had breathed too much amylene. Accordmg to

^r. bnow, the air which a patient respires ought not to contain
?ore than 15 p. c. of amylene, just as it should not contain over

^P-c. of chloroform; and he holds that with a measured quan-
"ty there would have been no accident. The recently invented
apparatus of Dr. Heurteloup meets precisely this case, and offers

^ Dew method of operation.
'

Anesthesis hj " .Projection.
^^ To avoid the accidents due to ex-

TT? i'l^alation of the anesthetic agent, and especially to insure
^nat the material should be mixeii with the requisite amount of

^|^-L>r. Heurteloup, known in surgery for the invention of Lith-

^^^'Psy, has contrived an apparatus lor this end, (having in his

^^Periments made use of chloroform). The apparatus is like a
springe with a small bellows for throwing in air in place of the
P'ston and having a gauze partition on which the chloroform is

poured. The working of the bellows throws a stream out of the

"lailend in a jet, which contains more or less chloroibrm, ac
"-^Jruing ns tTifl ^;^^.l :..„ ^.--i-- - T-.„„„-,-l,f mnrr. nr Ipss near t<

thli^?<
^^ ^^^ discharging tube is brought more or less

anrl
,.

^^^^'^- The jet is established only on working the .

Q tnere is no waste of chloroform during the operation.

near to

bellows,
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Compressed air.—^It is well known that in tlie construction of

the Franco-Italian railroad it is necessary to tunnel Mount Cenis

through a distance of several kilometers in length. To supply

the air needed for the workmen for respiration, it has been pro-

posed to use powerful pressure. But no means of accomplishing

this result have been devised, and the project of the tunnel is

suspended. It is found that an increase in the length of a tube

connected with a blowing machine diminishes, at a rapid rate,

the intensity of the movement. This calls to mind the ex-

periment of Wilkinson, who established the fact of the resist-

ance exerted by the walls of a pipe on the velocity of the com-

pressed air. M, Daru, engineer on the Northern railroad, has

added the followingf facts meriting: consideration, A w^heelo ^ o

\

which made thirty revolutions a minute in driving a blast

through straight pipes one meter long, made only twelve when
the pipes were four meters long and were bent twice at an angle,

one of them right and the other very obtuse. When, on taking

the air from close at hand the effect produced was great, it was

ery feeble when it came through pipes ten meters long with a

right angled bend.
In the experiments by Wilkinson, the compressed air ceased

to be transmitted at 280 meters; and it is not 280 meters, but a

length of several kilometers, which must be met at the tunnel of

Mount Cenis, The question therefore is far from being resolved.

Artificial meadows ; Cultivation of Madder.—In speaking in a

former communication of the products of Algeria, we alluded

to the value of the Madder (Rubia tinctorum) cultivated in that

country. It has been found there that a plantation of madder
may be used as pasturage for cattle for several years, w^ithout

the roots, at the end of this time, losing any of their tinctorial

qualities.

In March, 1851, M. Peyre, a farmer of Oran, sowed a quantity

of madder in a field well prepared, the soil of which Avas strong

and argillaceous. It was left without care and after the first

year, through the years 1852, 1853, 1854, it was free to cattle,

who found there abundant pasturage during the season of great

heat,
^
At the end of this time, the roots were pulled up and

submitted to the examination of competent men; and they

proved to be of excellent quality, even rivaling the best of

rcnch madder.
From these observations it results, that we may make, without

great expense, artificial meadows on land deprived of any means

of^irrigation, and derive a crop of madder having all its coloring

principle preserved.

Toxicobgy.—Researches on Arsenic.—Dr, Blondlot of Nancy

has just observed a fact which explains the contradictions en-

countered by inexperienced chemists in attempts to detect arsemc

in connection with organic matters. It is this :—that when sub-
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stances poisoned have been left to putrefy, some sulpturet of
arsenic is formed at tlie expense of the sulphuretted hydrogen,
and this, as is well knoAvn, escapes detection by Marsh's appara-
tus. Sulphuret of arsenic also forms when the suspected matters
are carbonized by the action of sulphuric acid after the process of
Flandin and Danger. The sulphuret of arsenic may be extracted
by washing the carbonized mass with ammonia ; this dissolves
the sulphuret; then convert the arsenic into arsenic acid (AsO^)
by means of boiling nitric acid, so as to obtain a second sokition

;

this, added to the first, may then be tested in Marsh's apparatus.
Aquarium.—The aquarium has already become a common

source of amusement and instruction. The cultivation of water
plants, as the Victoria regia, and experiments in pisciculture
have contributed to this result ; and also, the researches of Mr.
Vv arrington, on what is called the organic equilibrium for waters,
so that the water in a globe, by a proper selection of kinds of
animals and plants, may be kept pure and wholesome for the
species without changing it.

The first idea of such aquatic reservoirs is attributed in the
Cosmos to Mrs. Power, a lady of French descent but Enghsh by
marriage, known to naturalists for her important researches on
laolluscs.

In 1832, Mrs. Power took up her residence on the coast of
^jcily in order to study the molluscs and other marine animals.
^he remained there ten years and made two aquaria, one for

jaoUuscs without shells and the other for those with shells. The
bottom of the aquaria was covered with sand, stones with sea-

^'eeds attached, branches of corals, star fish, different crustaceans
and some small fishes, while her principal object of study was
tje Argonauta Argo. Situated on the coast she could readily

Change the water of the aquaria ; the plan since developed by
-Ir. Warrington was not then understood.

}}^ Power also used marine cages, called in Italy "Gabiole

7^ Power," in England "Power cages," which she had com
structed in the lazaretto of Messina. Stones with Alga^, and
corals with adhering shells were introduced, and then, the Ar-
gonauta. Echini, fishes, etc. The feeding of the animals was

''"'led to twice a day. A staging was erected just above the

's surface, where the cage could be raised near the sur-

attended to twice a day'. A
water- "

-

^ce, and the animafs" convenfently examined ; and there Mrs.

2!^'er sat during the long hours carrying on her observations,

^tnessing the Polypus or Cephalopod of the Argonaut mending
^ shell, and studying the habits of many other species.

.^
J*lrs. Power also constructed a portable aquarium for stu(^-

g small molluscs. Her researches were
Q years, and many important results we
*^^ progress of science.
SECOND SERIES, VOL. IXV, NO. "TS.—JAN., 1858.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
L CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS,

1, Electrolytic investigations,—Under this title Magnus lias published^

an elaborate and important memoir reviewing the results of previous in-

vestigations and containing many new and important facts. We sliall

here give only the author's summary, referring for the details to the

original memoir.

(L) To explain the so-called double decomposition observed by Daniell

and Miller, it is not necessary to assume an oxysulphion, oxynitrion, &c.

This assumption is refuted by the fact that compounds like S-j-40, N+^O
are never separated at the positive electrode. It is true that at this elec-

trode a full equivalent of oxygen, corresponding to the metal separated, is

found, but of the acid there is only a portion, frequently only 60 per cent.

By employing a porous diaphragm the remainder of the acid is found in

the negative cell.

(2.) When several salts are present in the same solution, the current

at a certain intensity decomposes only one of them. In like manner

^'hen a salt dissolved in water is used as an electrolyte, with a certain

force of the current only the salt, and not the water, is decomposed. There

is therefore for every compound electrolyte a limit of intensity, at whicu

only one of its constituents is decomposed,

(3.) When currents are employed the intensity of which is less than the

limit, the whole quantity of electricity passes over to the substance t',-

which this intensity relates, Tliis substance alone is decomposed. Tho

limit itself therefore corresponds to the maximum of electricity which

can pass to this substance, or to the maximum of the substance which

jcan be decomposed in a given'lime with unchanged electrolytes and un-

changed electrodes.

(4.) This limit depends upon the size of the electrodes; on the decom-

posability of the different constituents of the electrolyte; and on the rela-

tive quantity in which they exist in it.

(5.) Since, in the application of the same intensity, the electrodes may

be nearer to or farther from each other, the maximum of the better con-

ducting substance which is decomposed by the same current and the

jBame electrodes is the same, whether the electrodes arc nearer to or far-

ther from each other.

(6.) The limit of the intensity is proportional to the mngnitnde of the

electrodes, provided that this section of the electrolyte is the same as the

size of the electrodes. This proportionality hohis good however only so

long as the constitution of the electrolytes remains unchanged.

(7.) The conduction of electricity through an electrolyte, and the d^

composition which takes place thereby, may be referred to the case of the

induction of electricity upon insulated conductors."

(8.) In this manner the difficulty of the so-called double decomposition

raised by Daniell may be overcome.

^
(9.) It requires the same force^ to separate a simple substance from a

binary combination which is necessary to separate it from a more comp^^^

saline compouatL

I
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^
(10.) The same force is requisite to separate the same quantity of chlo-

rine from the protochlorids as from the perchlorids of tin and copper.
But we obtain in this way from the protochlorids twice as much metal
with the same current as from the perchlorids.

(11.) The same force is also necessary to obtain equal quantities of
oxygen from a solution of iodic acid and from dilute sulphuric acid which
are decomposed in separate vessels. In this case however only one-fifth

of an equivalent of iodine is obtained for one equivalent of hydrogen
separated from the sulphuric acid,

(12.) Faraday's law is applicable in its fullest extent inasmuch as
equivalent quantities are always separated from complex saline com-
pounds. But the galvanic are not the same as the chemical equivalents.

^^(13.) Saline particles change their position in eletrolytes partly by con-
tinual decompositions and recombinations, partly by ditihsion. The den-
sity of the solution exerts a sensible influence upon the diffusion, which
IS however different in different saline solutions.-

—

Ann. der Physik iind

Chemie, cii, 52.

2. On the injiuence which metals exert upon radiant heat.—Kxoblauch
has communicated a memoir upon this subject the most important results

of which in the author's own words are as follows.

(1.) Metals like gold, silver, and platinum in thin plates are to be re-

garded as diathermanous bodies, which allow a portion of the rays of
heat to pass through, which portion diminishes more and more with in-

creasing thickness of the metal.
In this transmission certain metals, for example gold and silver^ exert

an elective absorption upon the rays of heat analogous to that of trans-

parent colored bodies upon rays of light; while others, like platinum,
partly absorb and partly transmit all "kinds of rays of heat in an equal

J^^gree, as is the case with transnai-ent colorless bodies with respect to

light.
^

Rays of heat, according to the foregoing statement, exhibit, after their

passage through the metals o( the first class, different relations, with re-

spect for instance to their passage through diathermanous bodies, from
those which they show before theTr entrnnce into these, and this peculiar-

Ijy

IS expressed more distinctly in proportion as the' metallic layer passed

J^^»»-ough is thicker. In metals like platinum this thickness exerts no in-

fluence on the quality of transmitted heat.
These last would behave like grav substances with inspect to the rays

^f heat as well as toward the visible rays. Substances which can be

compared with those which are transparent and white with respect to

ih ''^PP^^'" ^^ to exist for radiant hcnt.
,

(2.) In the case also of diffuse reflection, certain metals, a$ for instance

gold, silver, mercury, copper and brass, like opaque colored bodies with

fespect to light, exhibit an electric absorption with regard to radiant heat,

^n eonseqtience of whic^i this becomes changed in its properties. Others
<*r^ the contrary, platinum, iron, tin, zinc, lead, alloys of lead and tiii,

''l^d german silver, reflect all kinds of rays of heat in equal proportion,
exactly as colorless opaque bodies reflect lights.

ibe last gray metals behave similarly with respect to heating and visi-

ble r^ys. No bodies are known which act upon radiant heat as opaque
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white bodies act upon light. The pecviliarities which distinguish rays of

heat reflected from metals from those "which are not reflected, with re-

spect for instance to their capacity to pass through diathermanous bodies,

depend upon the nature of the source of heat to such a degree that dif-

. ferences which are strikingly marked in the case of the sun's heat, are di-

minished in the rays of a Locatelli lamp, and disappear completely with

the heat of a dark heated metallic cylinder.

The quality of the metallic surface according as it determines a diffuse

or a regular reflection has such an influence as either to permit the cKf-

ferences mentioned to be exhibited to their full extent, or again to disap-

pear to such a degree that the rays are not to be distinguished from each

other before and after reflection.

The same is true of a change in the angle of incidence. As this gi'ad-

ually permits the diffuse reflection of a rough metallic plate to pass into

regular reflection, under a constantly increasing intensity, as the rays be-

come more and more obliquely incident, so it also diminishes the differ-

ences between the reflected and non-reflected heat, till both at last exhibit

a perfectly similar quality.

—

Ann. der PhysiJc und Chemu^ ei, 212,

3. On an optical test for Didymiuni—Gladstone has discovered in

the spectrum produced by solutions of didymium two well marked black

lines; one in the yellow directly following the bright space immediately

beyond the fixed line i>, the other in the green midway between £J and b.

The extreme blackness of the first of these lines even in thin strata of

hquid renders its existence a very delicate and valuable indication of the

presence of didymium. The salts of lanthanum and cerium produce no

similar eff'ects. One part of sulphate of didymium dissolved in 1000

parts of water showed the hne in the yellow as a distinct darkening*

when half an inch of the solution was looked through. The presence of

other bodies does not interfere with the application of the test, so far at

least as other metallic solutions have been studied.— Quarterly Jourml

of the Chemical Society^ No. xxxix, 219.

4. On the employracnt of the salts of alumina in the analysis of plants.

RociiLKDER has pointed out the superiority of alumina over hydrate

of oxyd of lead for the separation of the proximate constituents of plants.

The author in the first place remarks that organic substances may be di-

vided into two classes with reference to their behavior toward alumina.

Many coloring matters, as well as other substances, are -precipitated ^J
alumina from their solutions, while others on the contrary are not affected.

Alumina therefore gives us a method of separating the one class from the

other. The precipitates are less gelatinous than alumina and more easily

washed out. In many cases a solution of alum may be added directlv to

the extract of the plant and the alumina then precipitated in combination

with the organic matter by means of ammonia. As an example of the

method, an aqueous decoction of horse-chesfnut bark, treated with a so-

lution of alum and then with ammonia, gives a fawn-colored precipitate.

The filtered solution is wine-yellow. The solution neutralized with acetic

acid And evaporated to dryness in a w^ater-bath gives a mass containing

the sulphates of potash and ammonium, a little acetate of ammonia and all

the sesculin. This may be separated by boiling with a little strong alco-

hol and filtering. The sesculin crystallizes on evaporation and after
""

\
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Single recrystallization is perfectly pure. The tannic acid is easily sepa-

rated from tlie fawn-colored precipitate by solution in Avater containing
acetic acid, filtration, precipitation -vvitli a salt of lead, and decomposition
of the lead salt -with sulphvdric acid. In conclusion the author sucfcrests

tliat the employment of the hydrate of alumina will permit us to prepare
many substances at a cheap rate which have hitherto found no applica-

tion in consequence of their high price.

—

Sitzungs herichte der i\ k. Acad,
zu Wim, xxii, quoted in Journal fur praJcL Chemie^ 71, p. 414.

^. On some derivatives of gallic acid.—Nachbaur has instituted at the

suggestion of Prof. Hhisiwetz and under his direction, a series of experi-

ments to determine whether ternary radicals can be introduced into the

molecule of gallic acid. The process employed consisted in heating gallic

acid with the chlorids of the radicals, acetyl, butyryl, &c. The author
describes four substituted acids, the names and formulas of which are as

follows :

—

Tetracetyl-gallic acid, Cu
|
(^g^^')^ I Oio,

Triacetyl-gallic acid, Gu |
(^^^^^2)3 1 ^^^^

Dibutyryl-gallic acid, Cu
|
(^g'^')'

|
Oio,

Dibenzoyl-gallic acid, Cu |
i^'^'^'> I Oio.

( Ha

o- On the combinations of tartaric acid with saccharine matters.—In
pursinng his investigations into the corapountls formed by saccharine

batters, Berthelot has been led to produce acid compounds of a peculjar

mature witli mannite, dulciue, and glucose. These compounds establish

Jue constitution of a great number of natural compounds analogous to

tannui, and capable, by taking up water, of splitting into glucose and a

corresponding acid. In the present communication the author pomts
o^t the combinations of tartaric acid Avith glucose, milk sugar, cane

yar,sorbine,pinite, quercite, and erythroglucine, as well as a compound
W glucose and citric acid. All these bodies may be prepared and pun-

°5 by the following process. Equal weif^hts of tartaric acid and saccha-

^ne matter are mixed intimately and heated for a day or two in an open

\essel to a temperature of 120° C. The cooled mass is rubbed with a

'.tUe water and carbonate of lime and filtered. The filtrate contains the

ijae salt of the new acid,' mixed with the excess of saccharine matter;;

j^is precipitated by twice its volume of common alcohol, and the precipi-

^ate washed with alcohol and diluted with an equal volume of water

before,.

It the'

^ne Jime salt is again dissolved in water and again precipitated as I

oa these operations several times repeated. From the purified sa

acid may be separated by oxalic acid. The author represents the reac-

ons which result in the formation of the new acids by the simplest pos-

^•^'e formnlno ^^^,.., i- __ ii_. __i;„ ^e ti,^ l,r>A;oc />nnoerned. Thesesibl

form
case

ulas show that, t

J^cnanne body minus a certain quantity of water, replaces in the acid a

Portion of the base necessary to saturate this acid in the isolated state.

IS probable that, as in the case of the compounds of glycerine, the
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same sugar may form many compounds with tartaric acid. The author

describes only those which he has obtained. For the formdas we must

refer to the original paper.— Coynptes Rendiis^ xlv, 268,

\_Note,—From the above it will be seen that we owe to Berthelot the

discovery of the true constitution of three entire series of organic bodies,

viz., the glycerids or fatty bodies; the sugars and their congeners; and

the glucosids or acid and neutral bodies which split into sugar and other

acid or neutral bodies by boiling with acids, alkalies or water,]

7. Oil the action of lic/ht upon oxalate of 2^^'^^oxyd of iron,—Draper

Las communicated a paper on the measurement of the chemical action ot

light which, together with many interesting remarks and suggestions,

contains a notice of the action of light upon the oxalate of peroxyd of

iron. The golden yellow solution of this salt undergoes no change when

kept in total darkness, but on exposure to a lamp or to daylight is de-

composed with evolution of carbonic acid and precipitation of oxalate of

the protoxyd as a lemon-yellow powder. In sunlight it effervesces vio-

lently. The indigo ray is especially active in producing this effect and

undergoes absorption in doing so, since a sunbeam which has passed

through one layer of solution is incapable of affecting another. The

author points out several methods of employing this salt in photometry,

the most advantageous of which is to collect and measure the quantity

of carbonic acid absorbed in a given time. The solution is sufficiently

sensitive for all ordinary purposes. When great sensitiveness is required

the author recommends the use of the tithonometer invented by him in

1843 and since employed in a modified form by Bunsen and Roscoe.

X. and K Phil Mag., Sept. 1847, No. 92, p. IGL w. g.

8. On the Chemistry of the Primeval Earth ; by T. Sterry IIuNTt

(Extract of a letter to Prof. J. D. Dana, dated Montreal, Nov. 25, 1857.)

The primitive rocks which filled so large a place in the geological sys-

tems of the last century are now being forgotten. We have learned that

the oldest visible portions of the earth's crust are made up of sediments,

the ruins of still older rocks, which were as varied in their characters aa

are their derivatives. The primeval substratum has thus constantly re-

ceded before advancing science, and we are led to the conclusion that

mechanical and chemical conditions similar to those of the present epoch

presided over the formation of the most ancient rocks known.
But although the materia prima of the sedimentary rocks has long

since been buried beneath its own ruins, its nature offers an interesting

subject of consideration to the chemical geologist. If we admit the ig-

neous theory of the earth, we may obtain a conception of the nature of

the once liquid globe and of its atmosphere, by supposing the now exist-

ing matters of the earth's crust and the surrounding fluids to be made to
^

react upon one another under the influence of an intense heat. The
^

quartz would decompose the carbonate of lime with the production of a
|

silicate and the liberation of carbonic acid, whose volume would be far-

ther augmented by the combustion of all the mineral carbon at the ex-

pense of the atmospheric oxygen. The reaction between quartz and th<5

cldorids of the sea, in the presence of aqueous vapor, would result in the

formation of silicates and hydrochloric acid, while the sulphur would

likewise be liberated as a volatile acid.

V.
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From ttese reactions there would result on the one hand a more or
less homogeneous mass of silicates of alumina and alkalies, with silicates

of lime, magnesia and iron, a mixture probably resembling dolerite, while
the atmosphere would be made up of watery vapor, nitrogen, a probable
excess of oxygen, with carbonic, sulphuric and hydrochloric acids repre-
senting all the carbon, sulphur and chlorine of the globe.

"\Adien the cooling of the globe had so far advanced as to allow of the
precipitation of water from this dense atmosphere it would descend as an
acid ram, which attacking, at an elevated temperature, the silicates, would
give rise to chlorids of calcium, magnesium and sodium, mingled with
Bulphates of these bases* The liberated siHca would probably separate
Qunng the cooling of the heated waters in the form of quartz.

ihe subsequent decomposition of the exposed portion of the primeval
crust would result in the conversion of its feldspar into kaolin, and a sol-

uble alkaline silicate, which decomposed by excess of carbonic acid would

.

*^^^'ried to the sea as a bicarbonate, where decomposing the lime salt,

U would give rise to chlorid of sodium and bicarbonate of lime, which
would be partly precipitated in a crystalline form and partly secreted by
Jjarine animals. The carbonates of lime and magnesia set free during
the slow decomposition of the primitive rock would also go to augment
^he proportion of carbonates in the ocean, and help to "fix in mineral
masses the carbonic acid of the atmosphere.
At length we reach the Carboniferous period of the earth's history,

yen a luxuriant vegetation completed the work of purifying the atmos-
phere, by transforming, as Brongniart long since suggested, the remaining
excess of carbonic acid into carbon and oxygen gas, thus preparing the
«if for the support of warm-blooded animals.

i>y this hypothesis I think we get a dear conception of the generation
^oni a primeval homogeneous mass of the qnartzose, argillaceous and
calcareous materials which make up the great bulk of the stratified rocks,

and we obtain at the same time a notion of the origin of the saline con-

^tituents of the sea. The chemistry of the ocean, the formation from its

haters of gypsum, rock-salt and niagnesian rocks, and the modes by
^^»ch potash has been eliminated from it by marine vegetation, and ap-

parently by the formation of glauconite, suggest many important subjects

^ J,^quiry which I reserve for another occasion.
ihe history of our globe, especially during the time when chemical
''^"^ were yet in the ascendant, and were preparing it for the reign of

^g^mc life, offers considerations of great interest which I hope soon to

^ able to develop at greater length than I have done in these few lines.

^' On the Amount and Frequency of the Magnetic Disturbances and
V [he Aurora at Point Barroto, on ihe Shores of the Polar Sea ; by
^i^jor General Sabine (Proc. Brit. Assoc, Athen., No. 1659).—Point

foi

and the Makenzie Kivcr. It was the

arrow i^ the most northern cape of tliat {.art of the American continent
«inch hes between Behring's Strait a.. ^

uiT ^^- ^^- ^- ^^^^'*^''" ^'0"^ the summer of 1852 to the summer of

th t K^"'^
to the Captain, Maguire, now in the Section, and officer of

wh- K
T' ^^^^^' ^^'^'^ indebted foi- tlie very valuable series of observations

^
ich he was now about to lay before the Section, and in part discuss.

^y were furnished with supplies of provisions, &c. for Sir John Frank-
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lin's ships, had they succeeded in making their way through the land-

locked and ice-encumbered channel, through which they sought to effect

a passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific. In this most dreary and

otherwise uninteresting abode, Capt. Maguire and his officers happily

found occupation during seventeen months, unremittingly, in observing

and recording every hour the variations of the magnetic and concomitant

natural phenomena, in a locality perhaps one of the most important on

the globe for such investigations. Their observatory, placed on the sand

of the shore, which for a long tract nowhere rose much over five feet

above the sea, was constructed of slabs of ice, and lined throughout

WMth seal-skins. The instruments had been supplied by the Woolwich es-

tablishment, with the requisite instructions for their use; and the obser-

vations were made and recorded precisely in the same manner as those of

the Colonial magnetic observatories. These were sent by Capt. Maguire

to the Admiralty, and were in due course transmitted to General Sabine,

by whom they were subjected to the same processes of reduction as those

made in the Colonial observatories.

The author then exhibited to the Section six long rolls, containing the

results of this discussion, giving the reduced observations at each ot the

hours of the twenty-four. A sufficient body of the larger disturbances

having been separated from the rest, it was found at Point Barrow as

elsewhere, wherever similar investigations had been made, that in regard

to the frequency of their occurrence, and the average amounts of easterly

and westerly deflections, the disturbances followed systematic laws de-

pending on the hours of solar time. The laws of the easterly and west-

erly were also found at Point Barrow, as elsewhere, to be distinct aud

dissimilar. The author explained how these observations, which mani-

festly related to those arising from what Avere called "storm," were sepa-

rated from the rest ; and when that separation was eftected. the law of

the true solar variation was shown distinctly to be observed. But upon

instituting a comparison between the disturbance laws at Point Barrow

and Toronto, it was found that the laws of the deflections of the same

name at the two stations did not correspond ; but, on the other hand,

there existed a very striking and remarkable correspondence between the

law observed by the easterly at Point Barrow and the westerly at Toronto,

and between the law of the westerly at Point Barrow and easterly at

Toronto ; and this correspondence was shown to exist not in slight or oc-

casional particulars only, but throughout all the hours in well-marked

characteristics of both classes oi phenomena ; and it follows from the

correspondence in the hours at which opposite disturbance deflections pre-

vail, that the portion of the diurnal variation which depends upon the

disturbances, has opposite, or nearly opposite, characteristics at the two

.stations. The importance of eliminating these disturbances from the

regular march o{ the solar variation was then pointed out in both: for

Avhen the diurnal variation is derived from the whole body of observa-

tions at Point Barrow, retaining the disturbances, the w^terly extreme ot

the diurnal excursion, which, as ia well known, occurs generally in t^^

-extra-tropical part of the northern hemisphere a little after iP.J^-t^

/ouad to take place at 11 p.m.; but when these larger disturbances are

omitted, the westerly extreme 4lls at the same time as elsewhere—vi2^

f
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1p.m.; and the author suggested the probability that the anomalies
^vh^ch liave sometimes been supposed to exist in the turning hours of the

solar diurnal variation in high latitudes may be susceptible of a simihir

oxiilunation. It n]^pears, then, by a comparison of the Point Barrow and
Toronto observations, that in the regular solar diurnal variation the pro-

gression at the two stations is similar, the easterlv and westerly extremes
eing each reached nearly at the same hours, whilst in the distiirbauco

dniruji! varivitioii lliis proijfression is reversed. Another distinction exists

in their magnitudes, which is found in the soiar diurnal variation to be
as nearly ;us may be in the inverse ratio of the values of the horizontal
force at the two stations, (which is the antagonistic force opposing ail

magnetic variations,) whilst on the other hand the in«-.rease in the range
of tlie disturbance variation is many times greater than it would 'be ac-
cording to tiie same proportion. It would appear, therefore, that the
absolute disturbing force must be greater at Point Barrow that at Toronto.
The author then proceeded to point out the concomitant occurrences

01 the auroral manifestations. The observers noted at each hour whether
or not there was an auroral display: from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. no auroral
displays were ever observed; but the number of them was found progres-
sively to increase from 3 r. m. to 1 A. M., and then again in reguhir pro-

gression to decrease to 0, at 11a. m. The frequency of the occurrence
of the aurora may be judged of, when it is said that" during six mouths,
--pecember, January" and February of 1852-53, and the same of
8a3-54.^—tiiy aurora was seen six days out of every seven. The hour

Ot tlie dav at. wliicli »\/^ ci..i./^...,l .K.-,.,.1„.» ;„ «.,^« ,,T^.c-n»»Tnfl /i/^vi-ocnnnrla With

IS

^[
uie (lay at which no auroral display is ever observed corresponds w

J"e minimum of westerly disturbance, wdiile the maximum of both ..

'"uiHl at the same hour'of westerly disturbance—viz., 1 a.m. The ^vq-

qncncy of the aurora, also, and the amount of westerly deflection of the
™agnet also accord

; whilst on the other hand the auroral hours appear
^"'"e little or nothing in common with the turning hours or the pro-

gr<?^^ion of the easterly deflection,
\>lien Sir John Franklin was going out on the expedition which de-

F»'<?a Ills country of the invaluable services of himself and his brave

^wipanions, he had been furnished b}- the Admiralty both with instru-

^euts carefully adjusted and compared with standards, and with full in-

"iictions for their use, and for the making and recording hourly obsevva-
ns of the utmost importance in the several stations he might occupy ia

\t\ ^T^'
^^'^ '" ^'^" '^^* ^"^^^^^ ^^^^'^'^ ^^=^'-^ <^''^'' ^^"^^^ received from him,

e b;id expressed his determination to put up those instruments at the

J«f:u stations at which lie should winter. Now when his ardor in these
ni^uits and that of Oapt. Crozier, the second in command, and the other

oW^'"^'
^*"'"^ ^^^^^'^ '"^*^ account, there could remain no doubt that such

istTr-'^''^"^
li;id been made and recorded, and that these records still cx-

Sah-
'1 ^^'^ ^^ *^® P'^ces he liad last been in. When he (General

the
1^7^ with Capt. Parry, in 1818, they had made observations with

scie'^rfi •
"" ^^'^ (determining the fi-^ure of the earth, and others of great

,
"tmc importance, on their way towards Behring's Straits. They had

to l^^^^^^"^
^^ considerable risk of the ships being lost, and were about

mei^p
^ ^'^® ^'^^^ ^^^ proceed overland, and in preparation for this

y pi-epared to carry with them abstracts of the observations, leaving

'SCO.M) SESIES, VOL. IXV, NO. 73.—JAN., 1849,

14
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the original full records safely deposited in secure cases in the cabins of

the ships, to be found by those who doubtless would be sent out to look

for them. He had, therefore, no doubt that if the ships of Sir John

Franklin were still in existence, in their cabins were to be found tlioae

scientific treasures; and this was one of the reasons why men of sciecce

were so anxious to have the ships carefully looked for, and it was a sacred

duty even to the memories of those who had sacrificed their lives in pro-

curing such results to do them the justice and honor of having them re-

covered if possible.

At the conclusion of General Sabine's address, the President requested

Capt. Maguire to favor the Section with a portion of what he had ob-

served in these most inhospitable, but, to the scientific inquirer, deeply in-

teresting regions. Capt. Maguire, with that modesty so characteristic of

the British sailor, disclaimed for himself much merit, and assigned all the

praise of making and recording these hourly observations, through sucn

a very lengthened period, to his brother officers, ho himself only occa-

sionally helping, particularly when he was out with exploring parties.

He said he much wished he could convey to the Section any vivid im-

pression of tlie beauty and brilliancy of the auroral displays in those re-

gions. It was never seen during the hours of daylight, or those hours

which corresponded to mid-day, but towards evening its displays began,

at first towards the north; it then extended in splendid arches spanning

the entire sky, and seeming to end in beaiUiful coronpe towards the ze-

nith ; these were occasionally of the'^most brilliant and varied tints and

colors. It spread gradually more south, and at length died away towards

the morning hours in the south. Such were the beauty and interest o'

these displays, that men and officers constantly, with the tliermometer at

and below 4U° below zero, stood out for hours witnessing the gloriou*

scene. During these auroral displays he could not say that he had ever

witnessed those violent agitations of the needle that others had described,

but the easterly disturbance of the variation seemed to be simuItaneou3

with its northerly display, and the westerly to its influence when it had

passed to the south. At some distance from the ships, say about five

miles, the water shoaled, and the ice had been driven up into beautiful

rocky pinnacles ; beyond this, again, the water was always free of ice,

and its temperature was frequently found to be 28° above zero, when that

of the air above was even 40° below zero; the consequence was, that it

had all the appearance of a boiling sea, so great was the quantity of va-

por thrown up from it-

Admiral FiTz-RoY, Mr, Gassiot, and other members of the Section,

epoke of the most important interest which these inquiries had in a scien-

tific point of view, and could not help thinking that if the Admh'^W
had been more strongly pressed upon the subject, they would not have

persevered in declining to aid in the expedition which had gone out this

year.

10. 071 ike Dir€Ctlo7i of Gravity at the EartKs Surface ; by Prof He^'"

NESSY (Proc. Brit. Assoc, Athen., No. 1559).—If the eartli's surface w
considered to coincide with that of the liquid which covers three-fourths

of the entire spheroid, gravity should be considered as perpendicular to ij

at every point. If, however, the earth were stripped of all its seas ana

^
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oceans, Ae surface would present considerable inequalities. From what
is now known regarding the depth of the ocean, the continents would
appear as plateaus elevated -above the oceanic depressions to an amount
which, although small compared to the earth's radius, would be consider-

able when compared to its outswelling at the equator, and its flattening

towards the poles. The surfiice thus presented would be the true surface

of the earth, and would not be perpendicular to gravity. If a kind of
mean surface be conceived intersecting this, so as to leave equal volumes
above of elevations, and of depressions below it, it is not allowable to

assume that such a surface is perpendicular to gravity. The mean sur-

face of the solid crust of the earth would not be perpendicular to gravity,
It, after the process of solidification had commenced, any extensive changes
m the distribution of jnatter in the earth's interior could take place. If

the fluid mutter in solidifying underwent no change of volume, the forms
of the strata of equal density within the earth \'0uld be the same at

every stage of its solidification. But if, as observation indicates,
_

such
fused matter, on passing to the solid crystalline state, should diminish in

volume, the pressure on the remaining strata of the fluid would be re-

lieved, andthey would tend to assume a greater ellipticity than they liad

when existing under a greater pressure. The general result of this action

J'ould manifestly be to produce a change in the direction of the attractive

forces at the outer surface of the solid crust. The direction of a plumb-
iine would be slightly altered so as slightly to increase the apparent lati-

tudes of places over a zone intermediate between the equator and poles.

M. D'AuBADiE stated several cases which he had met with, where mon-
uments existed which showed that the direction of gravity at some former
penod must have been very different in relation to these particular por-

uons of the eai'th from what it now was. Other members also noticed

deviations of the plumb-line from its normal position, and some of them
*hich seemed to depend on the season of the year.

Ihe President, Dr. Robinson, stated that he was the first to direct at-

trition to those changes of level which depended on the season of the

year. This he was led to observe from the fact, that the entire mass of

jot^k and hill on which the Armaoh Observatory wjis erected was found
to be slightly, but to an astronome° quite perceptibly, tilted or canted at

one season to the east, at another to the west. This he had at first at-

tnbuted to the varying power of the sun's radiation to lieat and expand
tne rock throughout the year; but he since has had reason to attribute it

j^her to the infiltration of water to the parts where the clayslate and

"mestone rocks meet. The varying quantity of this tlirongh the year he
jow believed exercised a powerful hydrostatic energy, by which the posi-

"on of the rock was slightly varied.

II. MINERALOGY A2h'D GEOLOGY.

fj'
^''"^^"'^ a^ Woo'fs Mine, Chester Co., Pennsylvanicr.- -In a letter

"om Dr. \V. D. Hartmann of Westchester, Pa., he states that Brucite

;5"'^ »t Wood's iMine in seams in serpentine from one to four inches m

J ^^^^ fiiineral is broad foliated, folia several inches square bemg
^siiy obtained, and either opaque silvery white or translucent to tr.-ms-

P'^ent. Ocf^n^innaiUr u !.„. „ c_„ „^.„ *;„f xhe vcia has an outer layerP; ent. Occasionally it has a fine rose tint.

^ S^^emsh chlorite-like mineral.
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2. Descriptions of Neio Species of Palmozoic Fossils from the Loiver

ffelderherffy OrhJcany Sandstone^ Upper Helderherg^ Hainiltoh and Che'

mung Groups ; by James Hall. 146 pp. with woocl-cuts. Extracted

from the Report of the Regents of the University. Albany, \So1,—This

pamphlet is issued by the State in advance of the third and fourth

quarto volumes on the Palaeontology by Prof. Hall, of whicli the third is

now nearly ready. It contains a large number of new species, though

but a part of what those volumes will embrace. Prof. Hall here adopts

Suess's genus Meganteris, and the Airypa elongata of Conrad character-

istic of the Oriskany Sandstone [Terehratula ovoides of Eaton in his Geo),

Text-book, 1832), is named the Meganteris ovoides ; and the Feyitamerus

elongatiis of Conrad from the Onondaga limestone, is the 3feganteris

elongatus.

The parapldet closes ^s\\^\ a short paper by Mr. Hall on his genn-^ Tel-

Iinomya (see Pal. N. Y„ vol. i). The paper was published originally in

the "Canadian Naturalist and Geologist." From recently discovered

specimens, he Las found that the teeth of the hinge have a close relation

to those of the genus Nucula, and he is enabled to give the following

corrected description

:

Tellixomya.—Shell equivalve, equilateral or subequilateral, closecl,

smooth or marked by lines of growth, ligament external ; liinge-line

curved, sometimes subangular, with a continuous series of small curved

transverse teeth, which diminish from the extremities to the beak, be-

neath which, they are much smaller. Muscular impressions double, two

anterior and two posterior, one large and strongly impressed, the other

smaller, lying above and between the larger one and the Idnge-liue;

pallia! impression simple.

He refers to it, Cienodonia of Salter.

3. Cosmogony, or the Mysteries of Creation; by Tiios, A. DavieS.

416 pp., 8vo. New York.—Thure is quite an extensive show of science

throunrh this large volume, but by one ludicrously ignorant of its first

principles and correspondingly presumptuous. The following are some

of the sage conclusions argued out from the author's scientific materials:

That the theory that boulders or rounded stones are water-worn rocks *'is

entirely untenable;''—that ail "vegetable mould was made undoubtedly

in connection with the veo-etable kingdom in the primitive creation," and

that we may as well say miik comes from granite as ingredients tliat im-

prove or make soils;—that fossil bones and shells, ancient sea beaches

and ripple marks, etc., are primitive creations, spoken into existence as

they are, as types of future existences;—that the coal of all coal beds

"must be the slow but mysterious carbonization of the clay slates!'

Similar views (the last excepted) in the biblical scholar not claiming ^^i

knowledge of science should have respectful consideration; but not so,

when the product of scientific pretense.

We have quoted a few of the surface ideas only of the w^ork. Its plii"

losophy makes profound plunges; and one of the jewels of knowledge

gathered from the mud, to which a page of capitals is wholly devoted, is

the order in which the laws of matter* were establi:=hed in the course of

the first four daj-s^of creation :—namely, Attraction of Gravitation ofier

Form, Color, Electric Attraction, Cohesive Attraction, Endosmosis and
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Exosmosis; Electric attvaction, etc. after Chemical affinity; Chemical
affinity after Aggregated Existence; and Motion and Equilibrium last.

The author is to be coin mended for hi.^ desire to sustain sacred truth
;

but lie has made a stu]>id book that -will damage the cause.

4. On the Existence of Forces capable of chavfjing the Sea level during
different Geological Epochs; by Prof. IIexnessy (Pi"oc. Brit Assoc,
Athen., No. 1559),—If, in assuming its present stale from an anterior
condition of entire fluidity, the matter composing the crust of tlie earth
underwent no change of volume, the direction of gravity at the earth's
surface would remain unchanged, and consequently the general figure of
the liquid coating of our planet. If, on the contrary, as we have reason
to believe, a change of volume should accompany the change of state of
the materials of the earth from fluidity to solidity, the moan depth of the
ocean would undero;o 2:.'adual thouo-h small chancres over its entire e:stent

at successive geological epochs. This result is easily deduced from the
general views contained in other writings of tlie author, whence it ap-
pears, that if the surface stratum of the internal fluid nucleus of the
artli should contract when passing to the solid state, a tendency \voukl

exist to increase the ellipticity of the liquid covering of tlie outer surface

of the crust- A very small change of ellipticity would suffice to lay

hare or submerge extensive tracts of the globe. If, for example, the
mean ellipticity of tlie ocean increased from t^^^ to ^^tj-, the level of the
fiea would be raised at the equator by about 228 feet, while under the
Parallel of 52^ it would be depressed by 196 feet. Shallow seas and
anks in the latitudes of the British isles, and between them and the

pole, would thus be converted into dry land, while Inwdying plains and
islands near the equator wouKl bo submerged. If similar phenomena oc-

curred during early periods of geological history, they would manifestly

influence the distribution of land and water during these periods, and
}vith such a direction of the forces as that referred to, they would tend to

increase the proportion of land in the polar and temperate regions of the

earth, as compared with the equatorial regions during successive geologi-

cal epochs. Such maps as those published by Sir Charles Lyell on the

distribution of land ' . - ^ ,_ „„ .u. *...*:...,. ,.^,.;...i ....i

those of M. Elic de B........... --

if sufficiently extended, assist in verifying or disproving these views

III. BOTANY AKD ZOOLOGY.

1. Monographic de la Famille des IJrticees ; par IL A. "Weudell (Ar-

chives du Museum, torn, ix, livr. 1-4), 4to, 1856-7.—Dr. WeddeiTs pre-

liminary studies U]>on the proper Urticacece were published a few years

?*go in tho Annates des Sciences Naturelles, Since then, botanists,

aware from this and his other wurks tliat the subject was in most able

hands, have been anxiously waiting for his full monograph. This, wo
understand, is now completed, although the last fasciculus has not yet

veaclied this country. The greater part is before ns, and an admirable
nionograph it is, wortliy of n place in the Archives which contain that

niodel one on the Malpighiacew of his lamented botanical master. It

illustrates in detail about 470 species, under 40 genera, and is accompa-
liiod by 20 well-filled plates, drawn by the author. It opens with a Con-

naps as inose puoiisiieu uy oir v^jjuuco a^^v^ii ..-.i mu
and water in Europe during the tertiary period, and

Beaumont, contained in Beudant's 'Geology,' would,
. ; .^ . 1' '. ^^ ...'
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spectus of the members of the great group to "whicli the true Urtkacem

belong (which the author inclines to receive rather as the orders of a

class than as suborders of an extensive order, fully admitting, however,

their close affinity inter se)^ followed by a brief indication of the principal

investigators of these plants, and of the resources at his own command.

A general account of the organs of vegetation and reproduction, of the

affinities, of the geographical distribution of the plants of the group, and

of their properties and uses, conclude the preliminary matter. The body

of the work is occupied by their systematic arrangement and description*

Apetalce being viewed as degenerations of Polypetalce^ our author

searches among the latter orders for the nearest relatives of the great

Urticaceous order or alliance, and finds them in the Tiliacece^ that is, in

the group of orders of which the Malvacece arc the highest development.

According to WeddelPs happy illustration, Malvacece crown the summit

of a three sided pyramid, with SterciUiace(£^ Byttneriacece^ and Tilidce^

just below them, one upon each face; under the Bj/ttnertacece he ranks

the EuphorhiacecB with the Antidesmece^ and under these, at the very base

of the pyramid, the Scepacem^ the lowest degradation in this direction of

the Malvaceous type. On the adjacent face, under the Tiliacese, and on

the same level with the Euphorbiacese he inscribes the Urticace(B^ with

the Cupuliferce perhaps underneath them. Upon this ingenious plan of

representation, the apetalous orders throughout may be most conveniently

and instructively ranked under their superior types ;—bearing in min^

that some types degrade as much within an order (e. g. Uupkorbiac€(B,

Ona^ace<^ mdn^xve o^ Haloragew^ Caryophyllacem \Xi^\x^\x\g IlUcebn<^

as others do through a series of two or three orders, or even as the same

group does (e. g. Caryopliyllacece) through a series of orders on the other

sides of the pyramid.

The reason why this mode of representation will exhibit botanicnl

affinities so well is, that (as we have elsewhere remarked) the vegetable

kingdom does not culminate,—as the animal kingdom does,—and there-

fore offers no foundation whatever in nature for a lineal arrangement even

of its great groups. But it would appear that the Dicotyledonous orders

might be arranged under a considerable number of short series, in group*

converging upon the most fully developed or representative order of each

type, so as to exhibit what we now kuow^ of the system of nature much

better than in any other way.
We think that Dr. Weddell's idea of the affinity of Urticace<B is a good

one. The floral and seminal characters, the true criteria of affinity ^^
not abhorrent, but present some strong points of relationship, as do the

organs of vegetation. These, once established, allow us to feel the force

of the striking coincidence in the bast-tissue of the bark, so remarkable

in all this alliance for the length, fineness, and toughness of the fibres,

their union end to end, and their lateral independence, admirably adapt-

ing them for their use as textile materials, in which Urticacece vie witB

Malvacece and Tiliacece,

As to geographical distribution, Europe is very poor in Urlicece, pooj^^

even than would at first view be supposed, as the autho\ remarks.
*^^

as nettles^ like an enriched soil, the five or six European species of ^^^^^

and Parietaria so abound around habitations that they make up i^ ^ns

v
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miiltitude of individuals for the paucity of species, and pertaps cover
nearly as much ground as the great number of intertropical species; t^'o

or three excepted, which also are weeds in the tropics. Temperate North
America is not much richer in species than Europe. The greater part
are found in the torrid zone, and in islands rather than continents; the
Malay region, India, Mexico, and the West Indies together possess almost
two-tbirds of the known species.

Our remaining remarks shall he restricted to one well-known plant de-
scribed in the work, and to another, of recent discovery, which unfortu-
nately was not communicated in season to find a place in it.

The first is our common Pilea pumila. Dr. Weddell has overlooked
the fact that Rafinesque had founded a genus {^Adke or Adike) upon it,

although the name is mentioned in the work, cited by him, where the
plant was first published as a Pilea, and although Dr. Torrey had adopted
Kannesque's genus, and figured the species, in an earlier and more con-
siderable work {Flora of ^the State of New York), which, having unfor-
tunately been published by the State, and in a large edition, has in

consequence remained almost unknown to science. Considering that the
three sepals of the fertile flower in this species are nearly equal and not
gibbous, it may be doubted whether the single species of Blume's genus
-Achudemia, difering only in having five sepals, should not rather be
appended to Pilea. We dare say that Dr. Weddell would have so ar-

ranged it, if Blumo had not published the genus.
Since the appearance of the third part of Weddell's monograph, but

before it had reached this country. Dr. Torrey lias published, in the Ee-
^rt on Dr. Bigelow's fine California collection made in Lieut. Whipple's
J^ailroad Survey to the Pacific, a new Nettle, allied to Bcehmeria but with
tje penicillate stigma of Uriica, viz. his Heaperocnide tendla (Pacific

y'- Reports, 4, p. 139). This little plant, it now appears, comes near-
tet to Wight's monotypic genus Chamahaim of India, of which better

Retails than Wight's as to the female flowers and fruit are figured in the

present monograpli. The stigma is intermediate in character between
oat of Chaimebaina and that of Urtica ; and, moreover, as the sepals of

«»e male flower want the pointed gibbous tips of the former, the stipules
are inconspicuous, and the cotyledons are not only reniform but (which
s unnoticed in the published description) pretty strongly emarginate at

e summit also, the genus will probably be retained.

^V\^\
thanks are due to Dr. Weddell for his labors upon this family,

oich he found in a most unsatisfactory and difiicult state, and has left in

«ch condition that Nettles and their allies are easy and inviting objects
study. Meanwhile, his other undertakings are carried on with spirit.

'^^^ Gkloris Andim, a flora of the higher Andes, three hscknU have

th^' fi

"^ "^'^^^ °"^ former notice of the work, and w^e understand that
e nrst volume is completed. In this work the author handles the

T^J?''''
'''^^' ^'-^rked ability. a. o.

f
: ^^crs Flora van Mderlandsch Indie, or Flora India: Balavce,^

^l

^'^''^ ^"teh and Latin title-pages, has made no small progress

Pea? Tf ^?"^^'^' ^"^'^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^*^^''^- *'i^'G P^''^^ i^^'^ "^^''^^ ^^*''*^ ^^'

Petal 1
^''^*' ^'^I'^me, which is devoted to the Dicotyledones Poly-

^ ^^^ ^"^petaUe conjoined ; and one more fasciculus will apparently

(
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complete tins volume. The second, devoted to tlie Monopeialce lias ex-

tended to the tliird fnsoicnhi>» Tlius far it is mainly occupied ^-ith the

Compodtce^ Rnbiacece^ Apocynece and Aadepiadcm. iJeanwhile tlie inde-

fatin:al)Ie author has issued two parts of the tldrd volume, devoted to the111
Moaocotjfledones. The work aj^pears to be faillifully ehiborated, and

iiuist be hi<^hly useful to systematic botanists and creditable to the audior,

A. 0.

3. Wolpers : Annates Botaiiices Systematkce.—The second fasciculus

of Dr. Mueller's continuation of tliis work has come to hand. It extends

only from the NympJueacece to the StercuHacece,—at which rate a series

of volumes will be required to bring up the arrears of scattered species

publislied since the year 18o0. a. a.
^

4. Jahrbacher far WcssenschoflUche BotaniJc : lierousg, von Dr. ^.

Pringsubim. Berlin. Voh I, part 1, 1857, large 8vo, pp. 138, with 10

plates.—This new work is to be devoted to ori2:inal articles upon scienlinc

botany in the strictest sense, and especially to the departments m whicH

its editor is so distinguished, viz. Vegetable Anatomy and Morphology
mi. _ n.. ± _- a' T - .• r i v t* • ^ • N • _ i/» _ t* _ _ _ * _ ^ !• „ .^f^ikn-

pOl

ijidtv:;^. AAA'-' f-^^j •'-

iLions upon the devel

vestigation of the morphology and development of the (Edoyonicce (CEdo-

goniam and Balbochcele) ilhistrated by six colored plates. The very im-

tant and curious results of Prinirsheim^s invesliiX^ili"

opment and fructification of the lower Algoe, need to be presented m
connexion with the contemporary ones of Cohn and Braun, which to-

gether have thrown new light upon this part of vegetable physiology,

demonstrating that their reproduction is as truly sexual as that of higher

plants and more directly comparable with that of animals.

The remainder of this fasciculus is occupied by New Researches upon

the forniation of the Embryo of Phanerogamous Plants, by Ilofmeister,

of Leipsic, with four plates:—one of them illustrating the impregnation

and development of the embryo of a Balanophoraceous plant, Cynomo-

rium. lie thinks that in some cases traces of a cell-wall may be detected

upoa the germinal vesicle anterior to their fecundation by the pollen.

A. O.

5. Radlkofer ; on The Process of Fecundation in the Vegetahle Ki^9'

dom, and its relation to that in the Animal Kinydom (Leipsic, 1857, 8vo).

Translated by Arthur IIenfrey, F.K.S., &c., and published in the Annals

and Magazine of Natural History for October and November, 1857.-;-

This gives in English, and in an accessible form, a systematic and histori-

cal survey of the whole subject of vegetable fecundation, including the

recent discoveries of Pringsheim, Cohn, Braun, and Bary, referred to in

our previous article.

As to Fanyi and iecAerje.?,—thanks to the observations of Itzi^olm

upon the latter, and the most careful and persevering investigations ot

Tulasue upon both families,—the analogues of male organs in all proba-

bility are discovered, and their general presence recognized; but the f^^^*

of fecundation is not made out.

In the lower or green Alyc^^ fecundation was first demonstrated hj

Pringsheim. The '^ horns" of Vaucheria which Vaucher half a century

ago observed and conjectured to be male organs, Pringsheim proved lO
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be so, Laving seen tliem open at the summit and emit a great numliGr of
fr3e-nioving corpuscles (spermntozoids), many of M'liich found their 'way
into the now open orifice of the protuberance wliich contains the forming
spore, and were seen crowding against it, after wliich a meinbrane of eel-

lulose appears over the surface of tlie mass of protoplasm and completes
the spore. "Whether one or more of the spoimatozoids actually pene-
trates the protoplasm and so is included within the cell-membrane is un-
certain

; but Pringsheim thought it was the case, from having detected a
colorless corpuscle like one of the spermatozoids inside of the membrane.
Next Prino^sheim demonstrated a similaj* fecundation in (Edoaonium.

IS results, briefly published in the Proceedings of the Berlin Academy,
and thence translated into French and English, are now given in detail in

tlie first part of his Jahrbacher^ noticed above. (Edogonium consists of

a row of cylindrical cells. Some of these cells, usually shorter than the

rest, become tumid, and, without conjugation, have their whole green

contents transformed into a large spore. Piingsheim has ascertained tliat

other cells of the same individual plant have their green contents trans-

formed into a multitude of active corpuscles or zoospores, which, from

their subsequent evolution and office, he names androsporcs : these escape

by the opening of the mother cell, moving about freely by the vibration

of a crown of cilia attached near the smaller end. One or more of these

androspores fix themselves by the smaller end upon the surface of the

cell in which a large ordinary spore is forming, or in the vicinity, and
germinate there, growing longer and narrower at the point of attachment,

while near the free end a cross partition forms, and sometimes another,

making one or two small cells; this is the true antheridium ; for in it a

crowd of spermatozoids are formed, also endowed with motivity by means
of vibratile cilia. Now the top of the antheridium falls off as a lid, the

spermatozoids escape; the spore-cell at this time opens at the top; one

of the spermatozoids enters the opening, its pointed end foremost ; this

becomes stationary upon or slightly penetrates the surface of the young
spore, into which its contents are doubtless transferred, and a coat of cel-

lulose is then, but not till then, deposited upon it, completing its organi-

zation as a spore, which in due time germinates, and grows directly into

a plant like the parent.

But in BulbochcBte, and especially in Sphcerojylea, so beautifully inves-

tigated by Cohn (see Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 4, vol. 5), the spore does not

directly develop into the normal or fruit-bearing plant. Instead of this,

by an alternation of generations (to adopt that well-undcrstood#phrase),

the spore proceeds to convert its contents by successive division into a large

number of zoospores, ditierent from the androspores, viz. small, oval or

oblong bodies, furnished with tw(> long cilia on a short beak at one end,

and for a time moving actively about by their vibration. Coming to rest

these zoospores germinate, by elongation and the formation of transverse

partitions, into adult threadlike plants, consisting of a row of cells. In

Spkcerojylea the whole contents of the cells of some adult individuals con-

dense into laro-e green spores, as yet without a coat; while those of dif-

ferent individuals give rise to myriads of slender spermatozoids, moving
by means of a pair of cilia fixed at the narrow end. The latter esca{>e

from the parent cell through a small perforation which now appeal's,

SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 73. MJ^., 1858,

15
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enter the spore-bearing cells of tlie fertile plant through a similar perfora-

tion in them, play around the spores, and at length one or more of them

drives its pointed extremity into their naked suHace; after Avhich, ft^rtili-

zation being accomplished, a thick coat of cellulose is deposited to com-

plete the spore. "Cohn does not consider that observations justify his

assuming a direct penetration of the spermatozoids into the primordial

spore-cell. It rather reeuied to him as if they attached themselves on

the outside of the spore, and Avere finally converted into mucilaginous

globules,^'

Reproduction by conjugation of course had long been familiarly known

in the lower Algcz. But it was questioned whether this was really analo-

gous to sexual reproduction, since what appeared to be similar spores are

often formed of the contents of a single cell ^vithout coniiifvation. Ares-

choug shows that these are abordve spores, incapable of germination;

while those which result from actual conjugation will grow into new

plants, without further metamorphosis, Vancher's old observations to tlii3

effect having been confirmed by J3raun and Pringsheim.
That in the Facacece or olive-green Algce^ the large spores are fecunda-

ted by spermatozoids, produced in antheridia, was demonstrated by

Thuret in the year 1850. And in more recent memoirs he has shown

that the fertilization takes place through direct contact of the spermato-

zoids with the naked surface of the unimpregnated spore, then having

only a protoplasmic coating; and that these spores will not develop nor

hardly acquire a cell-wall unless so fertilized. His experiments npoii

dioecious species are perfectly decisive upon these points. He observed

the lively spermatozoids playing over the surface of the still-naked spore,

fix themselves to it by the ciliated end, apparently by. one of the cilia,

and at h^n^th come to rest in contact with it; but he could not detect

any material penetration of them into the body of the spore. Pring-

sheim, confirming all Thuret's observations, also thinks that the sperma-

tozoids actually penetrate the spore-mass; but there is no direct proof ot

it. Indeed Tlmret, in a very recent article (in Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 4, vol.

7, 1857,) indicates the grounds of Pringsheim's probable mistake. The

most interesting point in this last article by Thuret relates to the sudden-

ness with which the cell-mombrane is formed on the spore of Facus after

the access of the spermatozoids and the accomplishment of the act of

fecundation. In six or eight minutes traces of the formation of the mer^'

branc are recognizable upon a considerable number of the spores. I^

ten mintites the presence of a membrane, may be clearly made manifest

by the applicjition of chlorid of zinc. In an hour the membrane has ac-

quired considerable firmness and thickness, and the presence of cellulose

is revealed by the action of sulphuric acid and iodine: an hour later and

the blue coloration under the test is decided.
,

In^ the higher Cryptogamia and in the Phanerogamm, Radlkofers

treatise, though interesting for the history, offers nothing new to oni*

readers. In fact its dat^ precluded it from containing much of what is

referred to in the preceding paragraphs. But the subject is still to be

continued. a. g*

6. Natural History of the Spongiad(t.—J. S. Bowerbaxk, Esq., ^[

Highbury Grove, London,—eminent in this and related departments ot
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microscopical research^—is preparing a general wort upon the Sponges,
and is very desirous of obtinning specimens from this country. The fol-

lowing instructions for their collection and transportation are extracted
from a circular issued by Mr. Bowerbank

:

*' Sponges are exceedingly various in their external form and appear-
ance: they are either massive, branching, fan-shaped, cup-shaped, or
coating other substances, and are frequently parasitical on horny zoo-
phytes or sea-weeds. In substance they are light and elastic, ri2:id, ijela-

iinous, fleshy, and sometimea hard nnd stony, and arc irequently very
vividly colored ; and they vary in size from the tenth of an inch in

height or diameter, to several feet. Thev are procured by dredsritiar in
iroin two or tiiree to several luunlrcd fathoms deep; and they are found
lu considerable quantities attaclied to rocks or sea-weeds, &c., between
'iig'i and low water marks, and in the line of sea-weeds and other mat-
ters thrown up by the sea at high water mark. In every case tFie more

,
they contain of their fleshy or gelatinous matter the more valuable thej
are. They should never be washed in either salt or fresh water, and
especially not in the latter, as it makes them hard and brittle. They
should be dried as speedily as possible, either in a shaded, breezy ])lace or

'n a slack oven, after havin<y been well drained of salt water; and if at-

tached to small stones or other substances they should be preserved in the
attached state. They may be packed in boxes from one to three feet

square, or, if longer, a partition may be put in ; and the best packing is

^it, dried sea-weeds that liave not been washed in fresh water. The
small sponges should t>e placed in the cups or Iiollows of the lai-ger ones,

Id, if very small or delicate, in chip or card boxes, or a screw of stout

Pf_P<i/. Sawdust or cotton should never be used. The box should bo

_"P and closely packed, but without crushing. In selecting from

hould

filled

{^e rejected matter at'high-tide mark, i>lenty of horny zoophytes should

^ put in, and especially those which are full of parasitical matters, as

sucii have frequently growing on them the most minute and curious

species of the sponge tribe, and also niimerous minute and beautiful

corals. If a large stone be ar)pended to the sponge it is best to secure it

"1 a corner of the box, by borin.r two or more gimlet holes near the

*ngie; pass a string round the stone and through the holes, and drawing

^1 tight from without, plug the holes and string firmly with woodet?
pegs an,] c„t off close to the box.

Ihe writer would also \>q particularly obliged by specimens of Spon-
fetiia, or fresh-water sponires, as he is engaged on a Monograph of that

7 them just as they come from the water. If it be (Feemed neci^ssnry

n>;inne or

iter
^ r''<»erve pnrta or the whole of delicate specimens of either m^inne

Jl'
i-water si>ongHs in fluid, the best material is strong sinrit, or w:

''^\^cms;derahle excess of undi-ssohed salt in it. but never alum. Jars

h]J\
""'^^ ^•'"'^ ^«^i'e^ ^^^n corked and sealed, or tied over wUh

'•laaer, are tlie best vessels for the purpose."
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The Editors of this Journal, or Prof. Gray of Cambridge, will gladljr

receive collections of Sponges and Spongillas made in this country, and

forward them to Mr. 13owei*bank. There are indications of two or more

species of Spongilla in our lakes and streams, different from the two Euro-

pean species, and as yet undescribed; and the present opportunity for

their thorough investigation should by all means be improved. A, o.

7. Seemaii^s Botany of the Voyage of the Herald ; parts IX, and X.

—

The latter just issued, complete this creditable botanical work. It ex-

tends to 483 pages, and to 100 plates, all well chosen and well executed-

The 9th fasciculus finishes the collections in North Western Mexico, and

give a general introduction to the Flora of Hong Kong: the 10th com-

prises what purports to be a synopsis of the known plants of this island,

778 in number, a full index to the volume, and 14 pages reprinted to

correct erroi-s and give additional informationi^ In one of them is cor-

rected a mistake by which a Tej^hrosia was taken for so peculiar a plant

as our Galactia marginalis^ Benth. The Hong Kong Cowpositce are

elaborated by Dr. Steetz, with his usual conscientious care and good

judgment; the Orchidacece hy the younger Reichexihach; the Cyperace(^

and Grarainem by Col. Munro; and the Ferns by Mr. John SmUh. Ifl

a neat preface Dr. Seeman takes just credit to himself for having pro-

posed only a very limited number of new genera and species, considering

the extent of his collections and the number of little-known countries

visited.* He attributes this in a good degree to his having had "the

advantage of free access to the largest herbarium in the world, that which

the liberality of Sir W. J. Hooker has thrown open to the scientific pub-

lic ; an advantage enabling me to identify most of my plants wnth already

described ones, and preserving botanical literature from a series of syno-

nyms with whiclj under less favorable circumstances, it must and would

have been hampered. * ^ Hence what at fii-st would appear an unfevor-

able feature, will on second consideration prove perhaps one of the best

recommendations of this work." We may add that this advantage wouW
have been of small accountj^'^cept for the untiring industry of the author

and the great knowledge of tliose who helped him.

Dr, Seeman,—now personally known to the naturalists of the United

States, which he has recently visited as the representative of the Linn^ean

Society to the Montreal meeting of the American Association,—is tlie

editor of the Bonplandia, a Botanical Journal, now in the fifth year of

its existence, published at Hanover, in monthly numbei-s, of sujall folio

size. This, we learn is to be enlarged this year, and to contain some

floricultural matter. In its new form we trust' it will find additional sub-

scribers in this country. The only drawback is the language, of which

the German is the staple; but most of the technical matter relating to

systemati-^ botany is in Latin; and articles are admitted either in French

or in English. A, G.

8. Dr.J.D.RooJcer: On the Structure and Affinities of Balanopho'

rc(t (separately issued from the Transactions of tJie Linncmn Society oj

\
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London, vol. xxii). pp. 68, 4to, 16 plates.—Altliongh read before the

Linriffian Society nearly three years ago, this fine memoir was publislied

only last summer. Tiie delay has probably been owing, in gieat part, to

the time requisite for the engraving of the very beautiful and elaborate

plates which illustrate the memoir. It is a clear, patient, and philosophi-

cal elucidation of an extremely anomalous group of plants, and a succinct

exposition of the principal lessons to be learned from their study, both

organographically and systematically; and it bears the impress through-
out of the spirit, freshness, and independence which so distinguish this

autlior, and make all his writings so attractive and instructive. While
the whole subject is developed in proper order, the divisions are not quite

clearly marked out in the essay. The first sectional heading is " 1. Para-
sdisni and Structure of the Rhizomer But there is no section 2 answer-
ing to the first, which, moreover continues, without a break, to treat of
the general anatomy, organography, and morphology of these plants, the

structure of the flowers, ovules, and seeds, and of the diverse doctrines

which have been propounded respecting them. The Affinities ofBalan-
ophorecs are then considered, under a special heading; their Classification

IS then the subject of a few general remarks; also their Geographical

^distribution and Variation. Then a Synoptical Table of the genera is

given ;. and the 14 genera with their knmvn species (28 in all) are finally

Qescribed and illustrated.

As_ to the structure and affinities of Balanophorca:, and the curious

qijestions that have arisen about their place in the natural system, Dr.

Hooker, in the first place, affirms them to be truly phajnogamous. It now
seems strange that this should ever have been doubted. The arguments
to the contrary, says our author, " all appear to have originated, on the
one hand, in mistaking feeble analogies between the forms of organs that

areiiot homologous, for affinities; and, on the other, in overlooking a

multitude of positive characters. These arguments may be summed up
js:.— 1. An erroneous view of the nature of the seeds, by Endhcher,

-^artius, Biume, and others, who describe them as asporuliferous mass
a term which, even if it were applicable, has no meaning. 2, An erro-

neous view of their origin beino- in a diseased state of the plants they

pow upon, adopted by Junghuhn and Trattinick. 3. A supposed sirai-

'anty m appearance to Funr/i, and an erroneous idea that their appear-

ance IS meteoric and their growth rapid ;—a theory advanced by End-

fher, who says of the horizontal rhizome of Hclosis and Langsdorjfia,

Qiycelio Fungorum quara maxime analogum." 4. The resemblance be-

t«een the articulated filaments on the capitula of the Hchsidece an<l the

praphyses oi Alasci ; and between the pistils of j5«fe»op7;o?w and tho

P'stillidia of iMosses ; strongly advocated by Griffith and Lindley. 6. The

J^'''-mblance of the cellular and vascular tissues in some of their charac-

^"^ to some of those of Filices, as indicated by Unger and Goeppert.

/ ^y'^'T peculiar view of the nature and relations of the parts of the

"'male flower entertained by Weddell ; who hence considers Balanopho-

[J»
(together with Rafflcsiacece) to approach nearer to Gymnosperms

"^an_ to any other group of plants." Instead of discussing at length

^pinions which " liad the authors w ho advocate them been sufficiently

irinshed with specimens and facts they would never have entertauiod,
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Dr. Hooter merely recalls attention to the essential facts that these plants

exhibit true flowers with stamens and pistils, genuine ovules, and even em-

bryo, and so accord in no one particular with Cryptogams. He shows

moreover that the embiyo is dicotyledonous in the few cases where it is

sutBciently developed to manifest the character, and that the stem is con-

structed upon the exogenous plan. Even "with these facts before him

Lindley has retained his Rhizoffens^ as "logically a class;" as an interme-

diate form of organization between Endogens and Thallogens^ and char-

acterized by vegetation rather than fructification. But there is little or

nothing really peculiar in their vegetation; and, as Lindley himself re-

duces the ditierences to questions of degree, it suffices to say that classes

are not founded upon degradation of type, but upon chnnge of type.

Viewing Balavophorccc, then, as degraded members of the Dicotyledo-

nous class, Dr. Hooker follows Brown and Griffith in regarding Boffl^-

siacece a» near to Aristolocldacem, and in denying all affinity between these

and Balanophorem. In searching for the affinities of the latter, Dr.

Hooker is guided by the sound rule of disregarding '^the negative char-

acters, as those may be termed which are fouuded on the imperfection of

organs;" and he takes the most perfectly developed species as the best

exponents of the typical structure of any group,—a principle laid down,

Tve believe, by Mr. Brown, This gives a substantial scientific basis for

the estimation of affinity. Agreement in plan of structure is just what

constitutes affinity; agreement in grade of evolution may indicate only

distant analogy, can indicate only collateral relationship,—not to be neg-

lected, indeed, but in itself of no account in assigning a family to its true

position in the system. The principle as applied in the present case lead*

Dr. Hooker to the conclusion that the nearest relatives of Balanophoreti

are the Haloragece^ a group itself " consisting for the most part of reduced

forms of Onagrarie<By^ or more strictly speaking, that the link whicli

connects these plants with the higher forms of vegetation is furnished by

Gunnera. The qualifying phrase above is appropriate; for it is hard to

conceive of Gunnera with its minute embryo as a reduced Ovograce<t

while it is impossible to sever the cliain of evidence which binds the genus

to Loudonia and Haloragis, Be tins as it may, Dr. Hooker has surely

made a happy hit, in seizing upon Gunnera as the key to the true affin^'

tics of Balano2}hore(2. Of all the objections that may be urged agJii"^'

this approximation not the strongest, but rather the least valid, in our

opinion (so long as the question is one of alliance and not of co-ordinA-

tion), is that to be derived from the habit and the imperfection of _tli«

foliar organs. Any type is liable to have its parasitic phase, and this ^^

generally a degraded'one in these respects; the Gesneriaceous has it iii

Orohanche(B,\\\\\c^\i it might with the greatest propriety include; the

Scropluilariaccous graduates insensibly into similar ])arasitic forms; the

Ericaceous has them in Monotropea ;\x\^ the Cornaceous or Ohicaceous

degrades through SanUdacca into Lorantffacece.

It is quite probable that our author would deny the degradation in y^^

latter case, judn;ing from some points which he makes when consi*^'enng

}

whether the group of Bolanophorece, " putting aside any consideration oi

its relatiousliip with other orders, and regarding it per'se, - . *
.show'"

abstractedly be considered as ranking high, or tlie contrary." This is aU
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abstraction of vvlu'cli we arc Lardly capable,—that of determining the

rank of an order jDcr se. Still our author's ideas are clear and clearly

expressed: the comparison is really between these plants and the ideal

plant-type. And what is wanting to make the comparison practical is a
settled idea as to what constitutes the highest style of plant, and what is

the relative importance of deviations from it;—questions too large to be
entered upon here, if indeed the science is yet ready for their discussion,

bnt which underlie the most important inquiries wlncli good systematic
ootnnists are everywliere tentatively prosecuting. "Assuming that the
conventional definition of perfection in use among zoologists is applicable
to the vegetable kingdom, and which argues that a high degree of speci-

fication of organs and morpliological ditierentiation of tliem for tlie per-
formance of "the highest functions, indicate a high rank, Dr. Hooker
ingeniout^ly argues that ''^ Balanopliorea may in some respects be consid-
ered to hold a very high one;" and the points nre presented under seven
Heads. Now we will not deny that tlje principles are logically applied
lu the present case, nor that considerations of the kind are perhaps as

«pphcable to the vegetable as to the animal kingdom. But we should
dpnori expect that principles of fundamental importance in the latter

could have no sound application to the former; that even such as relnte

to functions common to the two, or to structures analogous, would require
to be based each upon its own ground- As to morphology, and as to

^rhat constitutes perfection of type, we should look to the fundamental
differences rather than to the resemblance of the two for our starting
point.

Plants, for obvious reasons, are constructed on the principle of extension
ot surface. Concentration or consolidation, wherever it occurs in the veg-
etable kingdom, is a special provision against some peculiar danger.
^"imals, on the contrary, are formed on the principle of restriction of
surface. As if to withdraw them as much as practicable from the direct

action of the external world, their shape is compact, their extent as indi-

viduals strictly limited, the external organs by which they take their sus-

tenance comparatively few and small, while the most essential organs are
salely sheltered within. Consolidation of orLnvus and even their restriction

,
by the indefinite repeti

y
the former, for the tvpe of the plant is realized only in tlie distinct

pmination of leaves from the axis. A Melon-Cactus, and a Cuscuta are
0^^ forms of plants as to vegetation. As it is a fundamental character

^
plants that their organs of reproduction are only specialized organs of

jj'getation
; as the higher great divisions of plants are those in which the

ut-type js most apparent throughout; ns the perfect accomplishment of
e end m view,—the productioiT, protection, and nourishment of the era-

Jl "^^^^ ^^ ^^''^ Iiighest or most developed kind,—does not require the
"'luence of homogeneous parts, why should sucli confluence be regarded

_
itKlicatmg higher rank, merely because the type is more disguised in

DlanfT^^'
^^'^ ''^^^ ^"^ sufficient ground for ranking a monupotalous

re» 1-
^ *" ^^*^" ^ polypetalous one on that account; and still less for

S^J"uiug a Zoranthus or a Visctim as the highest style of plant. On

*
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th€ contrary, we incline to look upon the consolidation of heterogeneous

parts in the blossom not as liigh specialization at all, but as want of de-

velopment, i. e. imperfect elimination ; and in this light those who main-

tain an inferior ovary to be one iumiersed in a receptacle, must needs re-

gard it.

Again suppression or abortion of organs which belong'to the type of

the blossom cannot be considered as other than an imperfection, althougli

the loss of the corolla is no great matter, and the abortion of one ot the

sexes little more. Still hermaphroditism is plainly in the type of the

highest style of i)lant; while the opposite is the case in the animal king-

dom. But we cannot here enter further into the discussion of tbis class

of questions. No one feels more deeply than our author the want of

fixed and philosophical principles for the subordination of characters and

the study of affinities in plants; and no botanist of his age is more com-

petent, or so well placed and furnished for the investigation of this prob-

lem, to which we invite him, as to a task worthy of his powers.

As to the rank of BalanophorecE^ if our author has demonstrated any-

thing, it is that they belong to the highest class of plants, but that they

are probably the most degraded members of it. A. g.

9. Boasmigault : Researches upon the infiuence v:hich assimilahlc m-

trof/en in inannres exerts upon the production of vegetable matter^ and (2.)

Upon the quantity of nitrates contained in the soil and in water of various

kinds (Ann. Sci. Naturelles, ser. 4, vol 7, No. 1, 1857).—Several vears

ago Boussingault demonstrated, in the clearest way, that plants are inca-

pable of assimilating the free nitrogen of the atmosphere. Two years

ago, in a paper communicated to the French Academy of Sciences, he

showed that nitrates eminently favor vegetation. He now shows, by de-

cisive experiments,

(1.) That the amount even of ternary vegetable matter produced by^

plant depends absolutely upon the supply of assimilable nitrogen (ammo-

nia and nitrates). A plant, such as a sunflower, with a rather large seed,

may grow in a soil of recently calcined brick, watered with pure water,

so far as even to complete itself by a blossom; but it will only li*^^'^

trebled or quadrupled the amount of vegetable matter it had to b^gia

yvith in the seed. In the experiments, the seeds weighing 0-1 OV grammes,

in three months of vegetation formed plants which when dried weig'"^"

only 0'392 grammes,—a little more than trebling their weight. Tbe

carbon they had acquired from the decomposition of carbonic acid of tne

air was only 0-114 grammes; the nitrogen they had assimilated from the

air in three months was only 0-0025 grammes,
<2.) Phosphate of lime, alkaline salts and earthy matters indispensable

to the constitution of plants exert no appreciable action upon vor^etatioji,

perfectly sterile soil adequately supp
phosphate of lime, alkali in the form of bicarbonate of potash, and sm
from the ashes of grasses, resulted iu onlv 0-498 p'rammes of dried vege-grammes oi uii^^ —o ,

table matter, from seeds weighing 0*] 07 grammes; and had acquire

only 0'0027 grammes of nitrogen beyond what was in the seeds.

^

^

/

¥
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(3.) But nitrate of potash furnishing assimihible nitrogen, associated
with phosphate of lime and silicate of potash, forms a complete manure,
and suffices for the full development of vegetation. Parallel expcnmcnts
witli nitrate in place of hicarbonate of potash, resulted in the vigorous
growth of the sunflower plants, and the formation of 21*248 grams
of organic matter, from seeds weighing as before only 0*107. This
2]'lll grams of new vegetable matter, produced in three months of
vegetation, contained 8-444 of carbon derived from the cai-bonic acid
of the air, and 0*1066 grams of nitrogen. The 1'4 grams of nitrate
of pottish supph'ed to the soil containc<C0'19G9 grams of nitrogen, leav-
ing a bahuK^e of 0'0303, nearly all of which was found unappropriated
lu the soil.

^

^
rinally Boussingault made a neat series of comparative experimeutSj

introducing into calcined sand the same amount of phosphate of lime and
carbonate of potash, but different propoilions of nitrate of soda, or in
other words of assimilable nitrogen, and watci'ing with water fvnQ from
ammonia but containing a quarter of its volume of carbonic acid. The
80^! divided among four pots, each having two seeds of sunflower, (/T.

f^rgophylltis was the species used in all the experiments) ; tlie pot

No. 1 received of nitrate of soda, 0*00 grams."2
.

*^ « 0-02 "
a

6i

«fc3 u u Q.04

4 « U Q. 1 g «

Ine results of fifty days vegetation are given in the rate of growth, size
and number of the leaves, weight of the product, &c.

:

No, 1 made of new vegetable matter 0*397 grams.
u

ii

a

2 « 0-720 "

3 « l-]30 "

4 « 3-280 "

int k^'
^ ^^ ^'^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ milligrams of assimilable nitrogen introduced

^^0
the soil enabled the plant to double the amount of organic matter,

^^e proportion of the weiirht of the seeds to that of the plant formed
^asm

-I,

No. 1, as 1:4-6 gr.

« 2, « 1 : 7-6

« 3, " 1 : 11-3

. " 4, " 1 : 30-8.
^n no case did the nitrogen acquired by the plant exceed that of the

"•tjate added to the soil.
^

^
In the experiments where no nitrate was added to the soil, the two

monfr*^
™'"'gnims of nitrogen acquired by the plants during three

nitr I
°^ ^'^g«tation, came in all probability from.ainraouiacal va[)ors and

enJ ? *^^'«ting or formed in the atmosphere. To establish their pres-

^^<^ boussMigault arranged an apparatus whicli detected llie production

sand
"1

"l^"'''^^^-
^ntl, in exposiixr to the air 500 grains of calcined

^
«» ^^^"=li liad 10 grams of oxalic acid mixed with it, in a glass vessel

abov*^^"
^^-^ s"''^iee equal to that of one of the flower-pots used m the

of
J.*'-^P^'i"ienLs, tlie sand took 0-0013 gi'aius of nitrogen from the air,

^^nicii a part was certainly ammonia.
SCOND SERIES, VOL. XXV^ WO. 73.—JJl.N., 1958.
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The object of the researches of which a summary is given in the second

paper was, to determine the quantity of nitrates contained, at a given

moment, in one hectare of cultivated ground, one of meadow, one of the

forest-soil, and in one 'metre of river or spring water. The quantity in

the soil was of course found to vary extremely with the extremes of 'vvet

or dry weather. Giirden soil, highly manured every autumn, contained

on the 9th of August, 1856, after fourteen dry and warm days 316'5

grams of nitre in a cubic litre of soil. On the 29th of the month, after

twenty rainy days, the same quantity of the same soil contained only 13

grams of nitre. The greater part had been dissolved out of the supe^

ticial soil.

Some specimens of forest-soil, in a state of nature, furnished no indica-

tion of nitrates: others gave O-Y and 3-27 grams of nitre to the cubic

metre.

The soil of meadows and pastures afforded from 1 to 11 grams of

nitre to the cubic metre. Nineteen specimens of good cultivated land

gave, four of them none; others from 0*8 to 1'33 ; the richer ones from

10'4 to 14*4, and one fallow, of exceptional richness, as much as 108

grams of nitre to the cubic metre. To the latter much calcareous matter

had been added.

The soil of a conservatory, from which the nitrates would not be

washed away by rains, contained 89, or 161, and some rather deep soil

185 grams of nitre in the cubic metre.
The sources of the nitre are not difficult to understand when we reflect

that a manured soil, esjiecially a calcareous one, is just in the condition of

an artificial nitre-bed. The ultimate result of the decomposition of ordi-

nary manure is a residuum of alkaline and eartliy salts, phosphates, and

nitrates, the latter, with the ammonia furnishing the assimilable nitrogen,

all-essential to productive vegetation. In incorporating with the soiHi^"

decomposed manure, instead of the ultimate results of the decomposition,

less loss is suffered from prolonged rains washing out the formed nitrates.

The soluble matters washed out of the soil are to be sought in the

water. River and spring waters therefore act as manure by the silex ana

alkali, the organic matter, and the nitrates which they hold. The spring

waters poorest in nitre of those examined contained from 0-03 to O'U

milligrams of nitre to the litre; the richer ones from 11 to 14 grams

in the cubic metre.

held 12 grams, the Seine

1

As to river-water; the Vesle in Champagne
at Paris 9 grams the cubic metre. These were the richest. The Seme

at Paris carries on to the sea, in times of low water 58,000 kilograius

in tim«9 of high water 194,000 kilograms, of nitre every twenty-fo"^

hours. What enormous amounts of nitre must be carried into the sea

by the Missibsippi, the Amazon, and by every great continental river; a^*^

how active, beyond all ordinary conception, must the process of nitritica-

tion be over all the land
; and how vast the supply of assimilable nitrogen

for the use of the vegetation !
^\^'

.

10. Action offoreign Pollen vpon the Fruits—In the last number ottnis

Journal, p. 443, some facts were referred to wliich led to the suppos^non

that pollen applied to the stigma may exert some specific action upon i^^

ovary itself, independent of its action upon the ovules determining t"
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formation of the embryo. This was mentioned as furnishing the most
probiible due to the explanation of the reputed fact that squashes are

spoiled (that is the quality and appearance of the fruit altered) by pump-
kins growing in their vicinity, and vice versa ; and even that mL'lons are

spoiled by squashes; and this notwithstanding tlie fact, ascertained by
Kauclin, that distinct species of Cucurbltacea refuse to hybridize, although
the varions races of the same species cross with the greatest facility* It is

generally agreed that the alteration of the character of the fruit is imme-
diate, i. e,, that it affects the ovary itself which ]}as been contaminated
by strange pollen. It might then equally affect tlie fruit whether the
seeds Avere any of them fertilized or not; and in Nandin's experiments
the application of pollen apparently caused the fruit to set, even when
no ovules were fertilized.

Now a similar case of direct ajtion of alien pollen upon the fruit, or

gfain, occurs in Indian Corn, and is familiar to every farmer in the

country, in the form of grains of different varieties on the same ear. A
dj^cisive instance is before us in a small ear of Sweet Corn, grown in the

vicinity of a patch of the common liard yellow variety; in consequence
from three to six grains in every row have become yellow corn, while the

rest retain the characteristic appearance of the sweet variety. It is not

rare, where several sorts of maize are cultivated together, to find nearly
all of them separately represented upon one ear. This must be the result,

either of cross-fertilization of the previous year showing itself, not in a

blending of the characters of the fruit of the progeny, but iu a complete

separation into the constituent sorts in tlie fruit resulting from one seed,

}^hich would be a wonderful anomaly, but no impossibility ; or else, of an
immediate action of the pollen the present year, as is reputed of squashes
^iid melons. But the occurrence of three sorts of corn upon one ear

oes far towards excluding the first supposition, since there can have hi^en

'^t two immediate parents to one embryo, -*• ^•

11. Structure and development of the Floiver and Fruit of the Fear;

7 ^' I^^CAisNE. From a communication made to that active association,

Jne Botanical Society of France,—of which an abstract is published m
the Gardener's Chronicle of Nov. Hth. we learn that Decaisne has

proved by direct observation of the development, the correctness of that

view respecting the structure of the pomaceous fruit which we have
always maintained on general morphological grounds. The pips are the

pe pistils: they are separate and free at their first appearance: a hltle

iater a growth fronf the receptacle forms an open cup around them, ends

^ completely investing them, and becomes tlie tlesh of the core. In the

Y**^'-,

as the base of the at first sessile flower-bud elongates into a pedun-
cle, the upper part of this thickens with the bud itself, and forms the

japenng lower part of the pear, which therefore, below the carpels, is

JO'-mea of the stalk, as absotutdv as in Anacardiim or Hovenia. From

\tli* I
• ' ^ *^ 3S not necessary lo can iui^ wv-w^i.^ w»»v -«

-

^|ch IS at the present day so often and so willingly appealed to for ex-

Piaunng the structure of flowers and fruits ;" that " it is not impossible to
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bring under the common law of orgnnization the ovaries with a free central

placentn, u^hose differences from ordinary ovaries are more apparent than

real;" that most probably placeiitation always, in spite of appearances,

belongs to the ovarian leaves. We are pleased to find that tlie experi-

ence of this eminent botanist has brought him into agreement, as regards

the conception of species, with the views of those whom we must regard

a? the soundest workers and writers of the present day, and those on

whom the hopes of the science rest. He states that if he had the -P/cf»-

taginecs to elaborate anew, he should not liesitate to reduce consideraLly

the number of species, '*and perhaps to refer some ontirc sections to a

single specific type " Perhaps even tlie greater part of two sections, ^ve

may add ; for of two sections in the Prodromus, one is founded upon

suLsterile and the other upon truly fertile forms of the same species, of

set of species: and in another part oftthe genus one wide-spread Ameri-

can ppecies fiirnrcs under at least a dozen names. See notes on Eeports

of Pita fie Railroad Explorations, vol. 4, p. 1 17.* A. o.

1 2, }iu tiirhistoriske Bidrag til en Belkrivelle af Grbvland ; af J. R^ix-

HARDT, J, C. SciiioDTE, 0. A. L. MoRCH, C. F, LiJrKEN, J. Lange, IL RI^'K•

8vo, pamph., pp. 1'72, with map. Copenhagen, 1857.—This work con-

tains a complete catalogue of the fauna and flora of Greenland as far as

known, together with some account of the geology and meteorology. W

is a work of great importance to Xorth American naturalists, relatini]: as

it does to our northern Fauna and Flora, and containing many valuable

remarks upon the genera and species, particulai-ly in regard to their

synonymy. The zoological portion only will be noticed here. The M^ni-

malia, of which there are 27 species, Birds, 111 species, Fishes, 69 species,

Ciustncea, 138 species, and Annelida, 87 species,—^are elaborated by Rcin-

hardt; the Insects by Schiodte ; the Mollusca, 21 1 species, and Acalepbs^?

33 species, by Morch; the Echinodermata, 29 species, and Polypi, 7 spe-

cies, by Liitken,

In the catalogue of testaceous molluscs, our conchologists will not oe

surprised to sec many of oiir familiar species appearing under strange

names. In this department of zoology, the names, particularly those of

the genera, seem to undergo a periodical change. Of Pulmonates thero

are eleven species, seven land and four freshwater. Vitrina angelic^

hardlv differs from V. jwllucida ; if distinct it is probably identicaM^'iy^

V. limpida, Goukl The ^arious divisions o^ Helix, as Conulus, Ilelicem

and Helicogena^ are adopted as genera.
Our Bulla iriticea is I'cgarded as the same as the European Cylichna^

(tlha. B. Reinhardi, Moll., is catalogued as " Cgl insculpta, Totten,

which however is only a synonym oi Bulla soUtaria, Say. Dcndronotiis

Rei/TfoMsii, Couth., is considered a distinct species from the European or-

lorcfirens, to Avhich it is generally icferred by our naturalists. Four species

of VduixTia are mentioned, V.fiexiUs, lanigera, haliotoidcs and zonQt<^*

The classification adopt(>d is singular in some respects;* for exninple

it is somewhat startling to see Liiioriiia introduced bc^tween VduU^^

and Naiica; while Risma and its allies are placed between Naiica and

Cerithium. Natica is divided into four genera, Naiica, Lunatia, Gmjj

* Tlie==e volumes some of them contain much interesting botanical matter,

may call attention to them when the remaining volumes are published.

rt*
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Mamma^ Klein, and Amauropsis, nov. gen. Our N'atica clausa hl^.o^t-
nts (Neriio) Gmel. N.gronlundica, Beck., is fi Lunalia, JV. imraaculaia^
Totten, is said to be the young of iV', [Mamma) horcalis^ Grny, 1839 ; if

so, Totten's name lias priority, Naiica helicoiden, Johnst, is called Amau-
ropsis hsiandica {JVerita), Grnel. Adcorbis costulnta is placed in Cyclos-
trema^ Marryat. Mangelia turricula of our coast is regarded as distinct

from the European Fusns turriculus and styled Defrancia scalaris. Mull.
The name Tritonium is adopted for Buccinum^ including B. glariale^

JJonovaui^ undatum, gr'dnlandicum^ Ha-ncockii, temte^ undulatnm^ Hum'
pkreysianmn^ and ciliatum ; wliile the name Fusus is retained for F. de-

spectus^ tornatuSj islandkus^ no7*vegicus^ etc. The niles of nomenclature
>vould liowcver seem to require that Buccinum should be retained, being
tlie older name, whether Tritonium be preferred to Fusus or not, Fusus
dathratiis \i^ placed under Jfw?'e;r. SpirioUs Gouldii^ Stimpson, is cor-

rectly referred to Limacina halea ; but we cannot see why tlie name He-
terofusus of Fleming, founded on an error, should l>e preferred to the
inore euphonic one of Souleyet, Margarita undulaia is M. gronlandica^

Chemn., 1Y81. The names M, cinerea and argentata of our naturalists

are acknowledged over European synonyms.
Patella Candida is regarded as identical with P. cceca and arranged in

Lapeia^ Gray [Cryptohranchia, Midd.). Owiorm, Leach, is retained over

I)iadora^ Gray, Only two Chitons, C. marmoreus and C albus, are cata-

ogued, and the subgenera of Gray are adopted. Eight species of Cepha-
lopoda are found in the list, which seems a large number in view of the

^ct that only three are known to occur on the eastern coast of the United
States. The Greenland Teredo is set down as '' T denticulata, Gray,
1850," with r. c///a/a^a, Stimpson, as synonym; an error of date, the

'^^tter name having been publislied, with description, in Oct. 1851 ;
Gray's

i^ame in the Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist, for Nov. 1 851, with no description.

hrtodaria of Daudiu is i-etained for Glycymeris, Lamk. Tellina prox-

ma is T. {Maco7ua) sahulosa, Spengler, according to Morch. AVe are

jot aware however of its having been called PsamiJiobia sordida Mier
by Couthouy or Gould, Tellina fusca (gronlandica, Beck) occurs under
tile name of T. Genera, Leach, in RozeVs Journal, 1818, Should this

janie hold, our common species T tencra. Say, 1821, must receive a new
resignation, and might be called T agilis in view of its quick and
sprightly movements!^ Serripes,li^c\ is preferred to Apkrodita, Lea;
^'Jiich latter name liowever has priority, and should stand unless rejected

^ account of its occurrence in other departments of the animal kingdom.
-^^culana, Link, is retained over Leda, Schum.
^everul of our New England moHusks, wliose limits were not before

*fiown to extend so far north, are mentioned in the catalogue: ns Bulla
^^cul2}{a, Folia Bostoniensis, E. salmonacea, Eissoa eburnea, Thracia
[runcaia^ Montacuta devata and KelUa phnuhla. Many other points of

interest to our malacologists maybe found in the catalogue, but our

P^<-^e will not permit of further notice of ihem Iiere.

>ve will add a few brief remarks upon Liitkeu's catalogue of the Echi-

^ociermata. Of this class we find 9 lIolothurida^N 1 Echinus, 8 Asteriadffi,

JJ^^JI

1 1 Ophiuridae, Cacumaria is retained instead of 7^^n/ac/a,'Goldfuss,

notwithstanding the latter Las priority^ C. ICoreni, Ltk., nov, sp., i3

t
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Pentada calcigera^ St., Bost. Proc, 1851. Ctivieria is united to Psolus

and with good reason. The new genus Eapyrgus seems related to Psolus;

Myriotrochus of Steenstrup to Chirodota, Asieracanthion grbnlandkus^

Stp., scarcely differs from A, littoralis^ Stimpsou, Synopsis Inv. of Grand

Manan, p. 14, wliile A.pTohUma,^ nov. sp., is identical with A. alhnlu^

St., loc. cit. Ophlura Sarsii^ Ltk, n. s., is connnoii on our coast and

here considered a variety of 0, ciliala, 0. squamosa^ Ltk., nov. sp., is

common at Grand Manan, and is 0. rohusta of the Synopsis. O.robiista

of Ayres seems to include both 0. squamosa and nodosa of Liitken. It is

proper to state that tlie above identifications are established upon actual

comparisons of specimens. w. s.

13. Contributions to The Natural History of the United States of

America ; by Louis Agassiz. First Monograph in three parts: I. Essay

on Classification; IL North American Testudinata; III. Embryology of

the Turtle. In two volumes 4to of 640 pages, with thirty-four plateB.

1857. Boston: Little, Brown & Company, London: Triibner & Co.

Subscription price, per volume, |12.

These two quarto volumes on Ainerican Zoology are the fii-st of a senes

of ten volumes, which Prof. Agassiz has in course of preparation. It 15

most honorable to the country and a high tribute to the author, that this

great wort is appearing under so liberal auspices.

Eleven years ago Prof. Agassiz landed in America: since then his la-

bors have been incessant, and as a consequence, a large amount of draw-

ings and manuscripts connected with American zoology had accumulated

on his hands. The seashores here opened to him a field in zoology ^^

had not hitlierto enjoyed, the rivers and lakes were full of life that had

new revelations for him, the whole land in every direction tempted a mind

in love with all forms of nature, and nearly every department of zoology

had therefore been the subject of special researches. Encouraged and aided

by a distinguished friend, Mr. Francis C. Gray of Boston—since deceased

—the plan of publication by subscription was set on foot. Prof. Agassi^

alluding to his benefactor and the subscription, says, in his Preface:

*^He took the whole direction himself, awakening attention to it by

personal application to his friends and acquaintances, by his own liberal

subscription, by letters, by articles in the journals, and by every means

which the warmest friendship and the most genuine interest in science

could suggest He was rewarded beyond his utmost hope or mine, by

the generous response of the public to whom he appealed. We had

fixed upon five hundred subscribers as the number necessary, to enter

upon the publication with safety ; and we had hoped that the" list might

perhaps be increased to seven or eight hundred. At this moment it stands

at twenty-five hundred: a support such as was never before offered to

any scientific man for purely scientific ends, without any reference to goj'-

<3rnment objects or direct practical aims,—althouo-h I believe no scientinc

investigations, however abstruse, are without practical results. My g«»^
rous friend did not live to witness the completion of the first voluuie oi

the series, which witliout his assistance could not have appeared, but be

followed with the deepest interest every step in its progress, to the daj^

his death ;—he did live, however, to hear the echo which answered ni»

appeal to the nation, in whose love of culture and liberality towards a
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intellectual ol)jects_lie had felt so much confidence. From all the princi-

pal cities, and from towns and villages in the West, which a few years

since did not exist; from Californiaj from every corner of the United
States,—came not only names, but proffers of assistance in the way of

collections, and information respecting the distribution and habits of ani-

mals, which have been of the utmost assistance in the progress of the work."
Prof Agassiz, from his first arrival, has identified himself with Ameri-

C^in science. He left Europe behind him, and cared not even to seek
European channels for his publications, although they have the advan-
tage of wider circulation and repute. He has often spoken with strong
disapprobation of that petty ambition sometimes seen on this side of the
waters, to contribute to a foreign periodical, rather than those of the land.
His lot and mission were here ; and the response he has met with from
the country is testimony, not simply to his science, but to the noble feel-

ings of the man. On certain of his views men may differ; but as to

honest purpose in research, thoroughness of investigation, breadth of phi-

losophical ideas, and beauty of actmd results, there can be but one opinion.

The work as projected, was to consist of ten volumes of about 300
quarto pages and twenty plates each. The' subject intended for the fi^rst

volume expanded under the hands of the author through the extension
of his researches, and also still more from the introduction of a series of

chapters on the pluio?.ophy of classification and a kindred topic of general

interest growing out of it—Creation the work not of physical agencies,

but of a personal Cj*eator. The text was thus enlarged to the size of two
volumes and the plates also were increased in number to nearly double
tnat projected. The publishers have therefore issued the whole in two
volumes. Prof. Agassiz states in his Preface that in the third volume,
^'|||ch is already far advanced, the deficiency in the number of plates

™l be fully made up, the subject requirin^r yQvy numerous illustrations,^

.r
"^^' Agassiz, besides bis many acknowledgements of aid received in

Jj^
^vay of specimens and information, mentions Mr. James E. Mills and

Mr. H. James Clark as valuable assistants in his scientific researches, the

latter especially in microscopic dissections and drawings. He gives high

commendation to Mr, A. Sonrel, the artist, whose labors as draftsman

J^ye contributed to his works now for twenty years. The beauty and
^^m of the plates fully justify the remark respecting Mr, Sonrel in the

preface-^" The mastery he has attained in this department, and the ele-

gance and accuracy of his lithographic representations, are unsurpassed,

» they are anywhere equalled,"
As we shall return to these volumes again, we here give only a list of

^e topics of which they treat,
*ol> I, Part I. Ussay on Class!fica lion.
Uiapter I. The fundamental relations of animals to one anotlier and

^ the world in which they live, as the basis of the natural system of ani-

^^'3 : under which head, the author treats of—the actual foundation in

mature of the true zoological system or classification,—the unity of plan

^/oughout the diversified types—the distribution of the sanie types over

l^^^y *J^^^^>'se geographical regions, and as widely diverse geologiciil

reN'"~'^
Pernmnency of tvpes and the immutability of species,—the

ations between plants and animals and the surrounding .world,—-em-

1
i
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'bryology a basis for determining tlie rank of species—succession in geo-

logical time a basis for deciding approximately upon rank;—all of whicli

topics, besides others not here enumerated, are so handled as to bear di-

rectly on the question of creation by physical agenciesj giving it a de-

cided negative reply.

Chapter H. Leading groups of the existing systems of animals—

a

pln"h)sophicaI disquisition on the true significance of the grades of subdi-

visions in the kingdoms of life, the nature of species, genera, fatniliesj

orders and classes.

Chapter IIL Notice of the principal systems of zoology, including ob-

servations on the systems of Aristotle and Linnieus; the anatomically^-

terns of Cuvier, Lamarck, Ehrenberg, Burmeister, Owen, von Siebold and

others; t\\Q physio philosophical systems of Oken and McLeay ;
and the

embrT/olojical systems of Dollinger, von Baer, Vogt, etc.

. Part K, North American Te<^tudinata.

Chapter I. The Order of Testudinata, its rank, classification, general

characters, anatomical structure, geographical distribution, geological his-

tory, etc.

Chapter IL The Families of Testudinata.

Chapter IIL N'orth American genera and species of Testudinata—then*

cliaracters, distribution, etc., for the several families.

Part IIL Etubryology of the Turtle,

Chapter L Development of the Qg^ from its first appearance to the

formation of the embryo.
Chapter IL Development of the embryo from the time tlie e^g leaves

the ovary to that of the hatching of the young, including the laying

of the eggs,—the deposition of the albumen and formation of the shell,

—the absorption of albumen into the yolk sac,—the transformations of

the yolk in the fecundated ^gg,—segmentation of the yolk,—the whole

^gg is the embryOj-^foldings of the embryoinc disc and successive stiiges

of growth of the Turtle,—formation and development of the organs,—

histology,—chronology of the development of the embryo.

The young of various species and the several successive phases in em-

bryologlcal development are illustrated with details in the plates, all of

which are crowded full of figures.

In another number, we propose to give an abstract of some of the view's

brought forward in these volumes.

IV, ASTRONOMY.
1. Neiv Asteroids.—1\\Q number of small planets already discovered

14

The 46th was discovered by Mr. Norman Pogson, Oxford, Eng., Aug-

,
1857 ;—the 47ih (of 11th magnitude,) by Dr. R. Luther, Billf, Sept.

15, 1857;—the 48th (11th magn.) and 49th (lOtli raagn.) by Mr. H-

Goldschmidt, Paris, Sept. 19 and 22, 1857;—the 50th (Virginia,) of lUli

magnitude, by Mr. .James Ferguson, Washington, D. C, Oct. 4, 1857.

New Cornets.—The Fifth comet of 1857 was discovered by ^ii"-

Kliukerfues, Gottingen, Aug. 20, 1857. In Septemhor this comet became

visible to the naked eye, and had a tail about 3° in length.

The Sixth comet of 1 357 was discovered by Mr. Robert Van Arsdale,

Newark, N. J., Nov. 10, 1857. It appeared like a faint nebula.

i-

f

i
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3. Mxv Double Stars discovered by Mr. Alvan Clarl, Boston, IT. S,;
with apppiidcd Remarks, by the licv. W. II. Dawes. (From tlie Proceed-
ings of the Royal Astronomical Society of London. Vol. xvii. No. nvLondon, Vol. xvii, No, 9).
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**The places of these difficult objects have been from time to time

communicated to me in letters from their discoverer, who has iKlopted

the plan of testing the efficiency of his object-glasses wlien oom|)!utcd by
sweeping for nctv double stai-s of tlie last degi'ce of difficulty, rather than
by the examination of objects whose character was previously known.
At first, under the impression that every such object in the nortliora

hemisphere visible with telescopes of moderate aperture must already

have been picked up and registered during the careful examinations of

that portion of the heavens by the Struves with tlie l)orpat refractor of

9'G inches aperture, and with the Poulkova of 15, Mr. Clark confined his

search to the southern hemisphere; and his diligence and skill were

I'ev.arded by tljo discovery of several interesting objects, which, it miglifc

be supposed, would hardly have escaped the Dorpat telescope if tlicy Jiad

been as decidedly double in 1S2C as they are now. Latterly, however,

having ventured to extend liis researches noilliwaid, lie has made some

discoveries which are almost
iiiinute companion of ft Jlcrculis), and are sutticient to snow mat uiere is

niuch which may be acljtevcd by a diligent use of iustrumcnLs of modo-

I'ate dimensions, provided they\are also of extreme perfection. A few

notes on some of the most interesting: of these objects may not, perhaps,

be unacceptable.
'' 1. Tills star lias a good altitude at Poulkova, and its magnitude en-

titles it to a place in Otto Struve's catalogue. Its omission there may
i-easonably lead to a suspicion that it has a binary character, and has of

late years come out from a state of apparent singularity. I have ob-

tained an apjM'oximate measure of this star, but have not examined it

under sutKciently favorable circumstances.
*'2. Of 05 Ceti I have repeatedly obtained measures; but it is a deli-

cate object; and from its moderate altitude here requires fine circum-

stances. The small companion, which has a ]>urplish tint, is faint and
<^lose, and mav, therefore, have easily escaped detection at Dorpat.

"5. Notwithstanding the moderate meridional altitude of 8 S xtantis

at Dorpat (about 24'^),"it may reasonably be doubted whether its duplicity

)st startlimr (especially the du]>licity of the very

crcidis), and are sufficientto show that there is
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would have been left to be discovered with a 4f-inch object-glas^, how-

ever perfect, if no change had occurred in its appearance since Struve^s

scrutiny of that part of the heavens.
" Y. The position and distance of the small star with respect to fi Her-

culis were observed by Struve at Dorpat on one night in 1829, on two •

niffhts in 1832, and on three in 1836 : and also on one night at Poulko-

va with the 15-inch refractor in 1851. Yet no suspicion was recordea on

any occasion of the companion being double. It is, therefore truly aston-

ishing that Mr. Alvan Clark should have detected its^nsuspected duplic-

ity with an object-glass whose aperture is only 7|-inches! I have suc-

ceeded in raeasuriftg it pretty well in position, but only approximately iJi

distance; the faintness of the components almost forbidding the slightest

illumination, though they bear a high power on Clark's 8-inch object

glass,—about YOO suiting them best. My results are Pr=:58°'97; Vf:=-

1"'85±. It has been shown by Struve {Pos, Medice, p. ccxvii,) that."

and its companion have a common proper motion ; so that in this respect

they are similar to <« and ,«2 Bootis ; and as the companion of ,« Ilerculu

has now been discovered to be double^ it only remains that it should prove

to be binary to render the resemblance complete. It is, therefore, earnestly

commended to the attention of those observers who possess telescopes

competent to deal with it. As the small star precedes the large one, the

former is properly fi^^ and the latter, ^2^ if that nomenclature be adopted.

" 8, This star is about as difficult as the closest of the Poulkova cata-

logue; and though on a fine night elongated with the 8-ineh object-glass

I now have in use, would require the full power of a 15-iuch refractor

fairly to divide it. That it attracted Mr. Clark's attention as a doubU

«tar is sufficient to prove that his eye as well as his telescope must possess

extraordinary power of definition,

"9. Tim double star forms a good introduction to the small one ot f\

HercuUs ; its components being brighter by about half a magnitude ot

my scale. W '

P—229°-48: D=l''-119.

n
aperture. My measures in 1854 gave, Pz^lYS'^-lO ; D=:0''-425, the lat-

i

ter a mean of two estimations.
" 12. A neat and not very difficult object ; it ought certainly to Ii^^®

been seen at Dorpat if it were as separate then as it is now. My ^^^ i

nrements with Clark's 'ZA-inch object-glass gave in 1854, P=i333°''oi i

D=0"-863;'
"Haddenham, Thame, July 9, 1857."

Y. MISCELLANEOUS SCIEXTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Prof. Richard Otven of JVashville, Tennessee, on the Otdlincs^f

Continents.—In noticing in our last number the communication of 1

Peirce on the tangency of the great circles in which the coast ^'"^^

with the Arctic and Antarctic circles, we stated the fact that the
^l*^^

view had heen brought out in a work published by Prof. Owen, but
.^

mistake made the publication of Prof. Owen's work subsequent ij™ Q;*

to the first announcement of Prof. Peirce^s views. A communicati

from Prof. Owen makes it clear that his publication has the priority, J

s lie
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two or tliree months. His account is explicit. As some general interest

is attacliecl to these views, whatever their bearing or geological import-
ance, we cite a few paragraphs from Prof. Owen's work. Aiming to

bring out the "fixed rules" in the earth's structure he says; p. 30

—

"The first step, in accordance with the above plan, is to collect the
facts regarding the Direction of the Coasts^ in their great outline*; also

of the niduntain ranges, rivers, etc.

"Here we at once perceive, if we elevate the north pole of the globe
23^° above the horizon, that, when we revolve the globe, we bring many
of the great continental coasts, as Avell as shorter gulf and island coasts,

successively to the horizon, proving their parallelism: for instance, the
vieat of North America, (California,) part of the -western coast of South-
ern Africa, (coast of Guinea), west coast of Arabia, India, Birmah, Malaya^
Sumatra, Corea, Australia, and Borneo.
"Now depress the north pole 23^° below the horizon, and you Bring

the eastern coast of North America, (Atlantic seaboard of the United
States,) the east coast of Southern Africa, and the general trend of the

eastern Asiatic coast, (between Behring's Straits and the Gulf of Siam,)
succes.si vely parallel to the horizon. *

"A third set of coasts will be found parallel to the horizon, when we
elevate the equator 23|-° ; in which case the west coast of Central Amer-
ica, the Northern coast of South America, the general direction oi the

Mediterranean coasts running from east to west, will be included in the

number, and will be observed to be chiefly intertropical; while those pre-

viously pointed out are, for the most part, between the etjuator and the
arctic circle or the equator and antarctic circle."
The origin of this system of lines is attributed to- " solar influence in

some of its modifications."
Prof. Owen also brings in 23j-° as a distance, making what appears to

"^-^

^
^f^'^rdwX or unmeaning use of it. He observes, p. 44,

.
'Not to weary the reader with similar details, which he can multiply

^definitely at his pleasure, it will suffice to enumerate a few prominent

distances spanned by 23+°, and several smaller measurements which seem
w> be the eighth part of eeA", or nearly 8i° ; near euough at least for

practical purposes.

, "f.fae former of the two measurements, viz., 23^^ will Be fomid to be

Jae distance from the Alps to Palestine, as well as, in a due south direc-

^OD, to the Tropic of Cancer; also from the Alps successively to the

Jladeira Islands, to Mount Hecla Id Iceland, to near the Malstrom, to

^e Onega, and to the eastern shore of the Black Sea.
it also measures from Palestine to the Baltic, to the Sea of Aral, to

tbe south coast of Arabia, and to the Gulf of Genoa, and indicates tie

aistance from Africa to the nearest point in South America.
Ihe smaller measure (about 8+°) will be found to reach from the

north of Scotland to the 'British Channel ; from the west of Ireland to

t), P r '
^"^^"^ ^^« ^^'e*t of Scotland to Denmark ; from the Malstrom to

g
^altic; from the Baltic to the Adriatic; from Calais to Genoa; front

rest to Marseilles; from Cape Finisterre to Cape St, Martin in Spain;

tU A 1
'^^^ ^*^ E'°a '> ^rom Tunis (ancient Carthage) to Barca

;
and from

tKn Ai — -^i-ua , uuiu iunis lanc
^« Alps to the Gulf of Tarento," etc.
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As we Lave expressed our dissent from the general principles of the

Avork, we cite fuither a few paragraphs in order to give more definitoness
J

to our objection, and at tlie same time to show tliose who may be inter-
^

ested, the nature of some of the discussions in the vohime. *

The subjects of the chapters of tbe work are— 1. Physical, Staticnl or

Geograpliical Geology; 2. Dynamical; 3. Anatomical; 4. Botanical;

5. Zoological; 6. Anthropological and Ethnological ; 7. Pathological anJ

Therapeutical ; and last (8.) Ethical Geology.

Almost immediately following the last citation, in the 2nd chapter, he

states, and afterwards discusses this announcement, p. 45

:

" The different successive geological periods will he found more recent^

arid less dense in structure^ as they leave the vorih pole and approach the

equator. Although certain layers probably invest the globe, in a succes-

sion never inverted, yet, where upheaved, the edges or vertical sections of

these formations appear to have been brought to the surface along con-

centric (or subconcentric) lines, which are parts of great circles, inter-

jecting each other in sucli a manner as to form equilateral spherical

triangles on the earth's surface : each angle of intersection being equidis-

tant #om our present north pole; also in such a manner as to cause

hypozoic outcroppings in the smaller triangles, paheozoic in the next, and

cainozoic in the laro^er,"

On the next page occurs the following strange paragraph :

''By carefully laying down, on accurate maps, all the ]>rominent points

at which the Hypogene rocks are found in close proximity to Secoiulary

rocks, and the latter again to Tertiary rocks, rejectii>ix ^^ few anomalies

which occur cliiefly at or near the above described longitudinal lines of

upheaval ; by carefully noting the chief localities in which coal and the

ordinary inetals have been found, there seems no doubt that thes^e geo

logical lines of junction and of greatest metalliferous surface-wealth, turni

as already stated, equilateral spherical triangles, the three sides of each of

whicli are formed by the intersection of great circles, and the apex of

which is to be found very nearly if not quite at the terrestrial North

Pole ; it is consequently probably the apex of a nucleiform spherical

tetrahedron, on the curved faces of which there appear to have accuniula*

ted successive layers of deposition. However, whatever the theory may

be, the practical result is, that bv followinuf the lines indicated on the n^ap

we connect nearly all the points at which mineral wealth has thus far been

found, and in which ranges therefore we may most reasoiiably expect

again to find it, at intermediate points or on extensions of those lines. ^

Chapter IIL is devoted to "Anatomical and Physiological or Strati-

graphical Geology—an attempt to demonstrate the analogy between or-

ganic structures and geological strata ;" and after dibcussing the general

nature of organic structures, the author draws out the analogy in the

following geological extravaganza (pp. 84-88)

:

, .

*' Our planet, ]>erhaps, typifies an ovule from the solar matrix :
i" ^^

earlier igneous, chaotic state, it bore analogy to the yet undevelo])^^^

amoridious structure of vegetable ovules and the animal ovum.
^

bike

them it had at an early period a nucleus, on which, after a time, air ana

moisture deposited additional materials, derived from the matrix. At f

yet later period, a part of the^^e same materials w^re carried in mechani-

?
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cal mixture, pnrtly in chemical solution, to promote tLe development of

later formations, forming new continents, etc.; just as a portion of the

seed (the albumen) and the food-yolk of the egg go to nourish the ex-

panding germ.

*'The sepnration of continents typifies the propngation bj offshoot?,

or artificially by cuttings, in plants; and seems to tescmblc the fissiparous

mode of reproduction observed among the lowest animals. In some of

the earlier cataclysms, we have tlie type of the ruptured Graafian vesicles,

^lule at a final convulsive deluge, the period when the Western Conti-
nent and Australia were detached, and when possibly the moon, as a ter-

restrial ovule, w^as thrown into space, we readily recognize the type of
ruptured pericarpal dissemination of seed, in the vegetable world, of com-
pleted incubation and parturition in the animal kingdom.
"But the analogy may be carried much farther: the earth, like man,

has its mountain masses giving stability to the length and sometimes the

breadth of the land, just as the skeleton forms the" framework oi attach-

ment for muscles, etc. The materials solidified at the earliest periods are

crystalline, depositing materials around central points, as the earliest

bones, those of the liead, commence their ossification by the arrangement
of cells around a centre, or as the earliest animals partake of the radial

type.
^
At a later period the same materials (the serous layer of the germ-

yolk in the animal, the detritus of igneous materials in the mineral

J^orld) furnish an ample deposit, which, in the long bones of the limbs,

(temur and humerus,) in the muscles, etctc, now partake of a lamellar ap-

in layers, viewed in their verticalpearance, the result of cells arranged in la}
s^tions. On the earth's crust, these deposits are carried by aqueous ac-

tion from the high and hard mountains, and are afterwards cou.solidatcd,

^7 lieat, pressure, and electrical forces, into the sedimentary rocks of ihQ

canons later periods.
" When an abundant supply of c^arbon has been furnished for the

growth and subsequent decay of vegetation on the earth's surface, we
^liGn have the type of an extrivuteriiie nourishment.

,
We have the coal period formincr its vast layers of carbonaceous de-

I^Jts, which, by slow chemical action under a portion of the earths
c^ust, the evolution of various gases, and the formation of new compounds,
aid m keeping up the temperature of the internal earth. The water,

wkling through the earth's pores, dissolving and carrying many saline

jnd other ingretlients to the ocean, is the tyj^e of the early lacteal pro-

^^cts in the animal mingling with the venous blood, to be carried to^the

pHt centre of circulation, the heart, as the small streams unite into

^;ge, and carry tlie dissolved materials to the great deltas, and finally

^iito the ocean gulfs.

''Turning our attention first to the "Western Continent, ^vc find, as just

^^ated, the smaller streams anastomosiuir, (as the veins do to form the

enacava,) and at last dischargino' tho^chicf waters of North America,

7)^f,.^>^^'^^sippu into the Gulf ot^Mexico; while the Orinoco, Amazon,
*«d liio de la Plata send the inosculated waters of South America aUo
toward the same gulf, throui^l, the currents tending to the Caribl>ean Sea.

Here we have the type of that venous or vitiated blood, which is now
^«>wn into the great centnil heart, and thence propelled, in the Gulf-
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Stream, chiefly nortli and east, toward those regions where the ocean la

less salt, as the Baltic ; entering aba the Mediterranean, and leaving

there large saline deposits, the water of the ocean is evaporated by the

heat of the sun, increased in intensity by reflection from Africa's sandy

Sahara; and, thus purified, the aqueous vapor mingles with the atmos-

phere, to be carried along by its currents, until the accumulated humid

contents of a cloud (typifying arterial circulation) descend, when its tem-

perature has been depi'essed to the dew-point, as a pure deposition of

aerated water, upon the thirsty earth, and filter through the loose soil, to

carry nourishment to that earth, its plants and animals, and again per-

form the same circulating course of evaporation, purification, and con-

densation.

"The atmosphere, then, besides forming the type of aerial communica-

tion between parent and offspring, as indicated in the tabular view, is the

type too of the great aerating organ, the lung, (whether under the form

of external brancUial tufts or internal parenchymatous structure, forming

pulmonic sacs.)

"If the above he true, I would ask the scientific man not to sneer,

when I hesitatingly inquire, whether it is possible that in the Western

Continent we have the male type, of greater length with less breadth,

even the type of the air-breathing aniraal, with its vast central air-caverns;

and whether, at a former period, it foreshadowed the usual foetal curva-

ture iniUero^ before extension; whether in the Eastern Continent ^^^

have the maternal type, the cretaceous period corresponding to that of

lactation, the greatest pelvic width typified in the highest Himalayas,

and the water-breathing type with its central intercommunicating whirl-

pool s ?

" Well av/are of the ridicule to which I expose myself, and feeling

keenly the criticism of those competent to decide, I yet am impelled by

a sense of duty to ask these questions, not as mere matters of speculative

interest, but as queries, the answers to which may lead to important prac-

tical hygienic results, such as it will be attempted more especially to de-

velop in some of the remaining chapters.

"Should the probability of any of the above analogies be admitteot

Australia at once establishes its claim to the placental type, as well as on

account of its former position, and the great evidences that the upp^^

layers have been torn away, leaving an arid country around the D^^^

Sea some thirteen hundred feet below the level of the Mediterranean; as

also by the marked peculiarities of its flora, (for instance, its leafless aca-

cias, the petioles of which retain'the nourishment that they should trans-

mit to the leaves,) and of its noted ftiuna, among which so many belong

to the order Marsupialia, exhibiting a tendency to an extra-uterine pouch

or enormous development of the nipple integument, while other animals

of that anomalous continent, and its detached jS'ew Zealand, form the

link between the oviparous hird and viviparous mammalia, the Mono-

tremata.

"In the attraction exerted by the moon over the tides, vvu have the

type of the periodicity, to be enlarged upon more in the Chapter on

Pathological variations; and it may suffice now to ask agau), whetb^

we have not, in the periodical flux and reflux, the tvpe of normal and ^^
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normal, regularly recurring exacerbations, as in intermittent and remittent
fevers, in the pei'iodical excretions, alvine, urinary, etc., in the catamenia,
and even in the arrival and departure of epidemic agency ?

''To recapitulate, in a more connected form, this comparison of inor-

ganic with organic phenomena, "we observe that the older rocks (the Hy-
pogene, crystalline, non-fossiliferous) are chiefly found in the arctic and
antarctic regions, (although, also, more or less accompanying every pe-
riod

;) next to those come the Secondary, (Palieozoic and Mesozoic rocks,)

chiefly in the north temperate zone; "vvhile nearer the tropics are chiefly

developed the Tertiary and newer formations. The Hypogene rocks,
being of all ages and forming the hardest and highest mountain ranges,
as well as in other particulars to be pointed out below, resemble the
serous layer, which forms the great framework and consolidates at differ-

ent periods of life. The Secondary formation resembles the vascular
layer; and the Tertiary is the analogue of the mucous layer, although in

the animal it is more frequently an internal than an external layer."

Remarks on these passages are unnecessary.
2. On the Supposed Meteorite from MarUchead ; by A. A. Hayes.—

A part of the mass of this substance, which was first described in a Salem
paper a few days since, having been sent to me for chemical analysis, it

has proved to be an artificial product of the arts.

The piece examined was externally black ; its surface w^as channeled
owing to numerous semicylindrical elevations, produced by the flow of
jets of fluid mineral matter. Internally the color was blackish grey, the

compact parts being crystalline; while numerous elongated and spherical

bubble cavities rendered other parts porous and uneven. Much of the
recent as well as the exposed part of the fracture exhibited a pseudo-me-
tallic lustre of the color of copper, which also appeared in the cavities.

A part of the exposed surface was coated by a light yellow ochry cover-
ing, easily removed from the black glazed surface below. When frac-

tured, the glazed surfeces of the small streams of once-fluid matter were
found in every part of the specimen, sliowing that the structure was made
?P,by the material being successively added on previously cooled parts

^^ jets or small streams.

.
When subjected to chemical tests, iron in a metallic state was found;

jts composition was that of cast iron containing carbon, without any
t^ace of nickel. The other constituents were in an oxydized state, ex-

cepting a minute portion of sulphur compound, while traces of copper

^ere found in every part of the substance.
It was composed of silica, proto-peroxyd of iron, lime, alumina, magnesia,

sulphur, copper, which are the bodies present in the slags of copper fur-

Jaces.^ Like those slags, the specimen examined was readily decomposed

^y acids, in which the bases flissolve with a portion of silicic acid
;
no

^'^tural minerals remain. The composition of this compound, the pres-

ence of crude iron with its carbon constituent, and its mechanical struc-

^re, offer positive evidence of its being of artificial origin,

^n the absence of niekeliferous or chromiferous iron, simple minerals of

J;

"^^gnesian class, and a natural internal structure, we have the nega-

^^Q evidence. Both leave no doubt that this body is. a furnace product
rmed m smelting copper ores, or iron ores containing copper.

>.
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3. On the Volcano of ITilaiiea, Hawaii; \)j the Rev, Titus Coa!T.

(From a letter to J. D. Dana, dated Hilo, Sept. 1, 1857.)—I Avas at

Kilauea with tlie younger Binghams and others in June last. Pde Avas

rather qniet. The hitest chanj^e is the sub?>ideiice of the vast dome, some

300 feet higli and two miles in circuit, wlncli covered the area of the

ancient fire-lake, Ilaleinaumau. All that area is now a deep basin, en-

circled by a rim consisting, in some places, of a bold perpendicular preci-

pice, and i!J others of an inclined plane of unequal angles, rent into

numerous yawning fissures and strewed with immense masses of debns.

The bottom of this basin is rent and smokinir, and studded with a few

cones. Near the centre, and enclosed by a jagged rim from 20 to 50 feet

high, is the lake of fire, which has burnt from time immemorial. It is

abuut 100 feet below tlie rim and some 500 feet in diameter. AVlicn our

party approached it, there was very little action; but in about half an

iour, mother Pele, as if to give us a special benefit, began to fire up in

earnest; the great cauldron boiling furiously on the southern side; the

glaring fusion rolled in a fiery wave over the black and hardened cin^t

which covered the lake like ice, breaking it down b}^ sections, and tilting

it at an angle of 30°, carried it under the burninor flood, until the ^vholc

surface of the lake was aglare and all boiling together with vehement

heat. This whole process did not occupy more than three minutes. ^^^

a square inch of hardened crust remained. All was glaring fusion; nntl

so intense was the radiating heat, that our whole party were driven p^'^"

cipitately back from our j»oint of observation on the windward or north-

eastern bank, and more than 100 feet above tlie lake. No person coii'i

have approached the southern bank. After a little season, all was qu't.^^

again and the surface of the laka blackened and crusted over ; Pele iis^

dropped her curtain. These scenes were repeated in the night, as we

could see from the great brilliancy occasionjilly displayed.

Mr. Coan, in the same letter, states it as his opiiiion based on his sur-

vey of th^ region, that the lavas of the last summit eruption of Moun^

Loa, which began in 1855, and continued on for fifty miles, all flowed

from a Hingle opening,—that of the first great outbreak.

4. Earthquakes.—About four o'clock on the morning of October 8,^
shock of an earthquake at St. Louis, Missouri, "made the more substantial

buildings tremble." Seven minutes later there Avas another shock. Th*^_^

shocks were felt at Springfield, Illinois, and elsewhere. At Centralia, H'l'

nois, there were three distinct shocks at intervals of five minutes, at about

the same hour in the moi-ning, the first of the three being poweni^'

enougli to throw down chimneys.
On the 23d of October, soon after three o'clock in the afternoon, ^^

earthquake shock ^^as felt at Buffalo, N. Y. It was also perceived to tbe

westward in Ohio, at Dayton, Forestville, etc. .

Another sJmck occurred at Cliarleston, S. Carolina, on the morning ^^

the 10th of December, about nine o'clock. ,

It is mucli to be desired that some person in the region of these earth-

quakes should collect all the information respecting them, especially
^vltu

reference to the time and intensities of the shocks at difl'erent places,

these times accurately determined, being the data necessary for deducing

the direction from which the earthquake came, its coui-se, breadth, ^»

progress, and the intensities, giving the point of greatest action.

n
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5. Tables of the Division of ITanJclnd into RaceSy Branches, Families
and Nations, with an approximative statement of the Population; by M.
D'O.srALius d'Hallot, (BuU. de TAcad. Roy. Belgique, tome xxiii, 1856,
p. 812.)

L Division into Races and BrancJteM,

White Race.—European branch, " 289.586.000
Araniean " 50,390,000
Scythian " 80,747,000 = 370,723,000

Yellow RACE.-Hyperborean branch, 1 60,000
MiingoUan " 7.000,000
Sinic « 338,300,000 = 34^,460,000

Baowx Race.—Hindoo branch, 171,100,000
Etlnopian ** 8.300,000
Maby « 25,600,000 = 205,000,000

Red Race. -Sonthern •* _. 9,200,000
Nortliem " 4LO.O00 = 9,600,000

l^ucK Race.— Western " 56,000.000
Eastern « 1,000,000= 57,000,000

HvBaiDs, Mulattos, Z^imbos, &c 1 2,217,000

Total, 1,000,000,000

II. Subdivision of the White Race into Families and Nations^

1, European Branch,
Tkutoxtc Famtly.

Germans, including: tlie Dutch, ,. ^

.

54,000,000
Scandinavians.—Swede? 3.634,000

Norwegians, * . . 1.56:?.00a

Danes 1,709,000
English, including the Scotch, 88,014,000= 98^920,000

Celtic Family.

Cymry.— Welsh, 650.000
Kretous, ,

l.OOO.OoO

Gaels.—IrUh . 9,600.000

Highlanders, !.\ .!.'*!/' \! '!.
'! 500,000= 11,750,000

I^ATix Family.

French 39,900.000

Spaniards, including the Portu^uVVe! ! !
22,865,000

Italian^ 26.16n.000

Wallacks,
.'

'.

'. V.'. V.V.V.V.V.'-* 7,095,000 = 96,020,000

Greek Family.
Greeks,

^
2,900.000

Albanian.s !!!!'.!!!!!

!

.] ! .//. /. V. 1,480,000= 4,470,000
Slavic FAxirLT.

"'*'

Russians including the Rnsniaks and Cossackp, . . . 49,874,000
Rulgarian? 3,387,000
ServiauH ////////,[ll 5.500,000
Slovenians, '.'///,'/.'.'///.'/. 1,^06 000
"^Vends, !.','!!*'.'!•.'!! 1 42,000
Cbechs.— IU>hemi'ms,' [[[...[.[[[[/,.,.. 3,144,000

Moravians, .//.'./."! . 1,000.000

Hanaks,
. .

280.000

Slovaks.. 2.400,000
l^ole^ , , _ *yy ' _ _ 9,304,000
Lithuanians,—Litliunni'ans* properly'".* 1,217.000

Lettish ....,//. 872,000= 78,426.000

Total, 289,536,000

•ECOND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 73.—JAN., 183S
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775,000

2. Araviean Branch,
Basque Famit-t.

Basques, , - . .

.

Berbers.—A mazirgh?, 4,700,000

Kabjles, 1,500,000

Tuarics, ." 300,000

Egyptians.— Copts 1 50,000

Foliahs, , 1,500,000= 8,160,000

Semitic Family.
Arabs, 14,650,000

'. Jews, .,.. , , , 4,074,000

Syrian?, , . .

.

500,000

Maltese 106,000 " 19,33t),O00

Persian Famii-y.

Tnjikj!, , 8,775,000

Afghans.— Asians, properly, , 3,500,000

Belouchis, !!.......• 1,500.000

Patans 5,f100,000

Kurds, including the Lures, 1,500,000

Armenians, 1,228,000

Orsetiuns, S'2,000

Georgians, including the Mingrelians and Lazians, ,

.

600,000 = 22^^5^000

Total, 5O,S9O,000

3. Scythian Branch,
CiaCASSTAN family.

Cherkcssians, , 800,000
Chetchpnt.s 200,000
LtTKbians,

^ 500,000 = 1,500,000

Magyar family.

ilag^-ars,
^

TcnKZ£li l-AMIl.Y.

5,000,000

V

O -m.-jnli, 9,500,000
Turcomans, 1 ,500,000

Tari'kaioelia, 1,000.000

Nogai, 1,470.000
Kiriris 1,000,000
Usbek?, 5,500.000
Alatys, S0,000 = 20,000,000

FiXXlSIl FAMILY,

Finns of Siberia
Teleoutp, 1,000
Sagais; Kachiats, etc , 20,000
WoguK 1 2,000
O^traks* 103,000= 136,000

Finns of E^isteru Russia.
Biislikirs, 392.000*
Teptiairs, 104.000
Metcherifiks, . ; , 80.000
Chruvasehs,

^ 430.000
Chereniisses, ,,..... ] 65.000
Mordufn? ' 480.000
Pormiaks, 52,000
Sirijiincs, 71,000
Votiaks, \...\.\\\.\\.. 19l]000 1,965,000

Finn^ of the Baltic.

Livonians,
^ 2,000

Esthonians 654.000 ft.KnoO
Kyrials; Ymes; Quaines, 1,490,000 2,146,000=3^1^

Total
30,747,000

{
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III. Subdivision of the Yellow Race into branches, families and nations.

HrPEUBOREAX BRAXCn.
Lapponic family,

Sanioyedic '*

Yenisei *'

Yukiiiiir "

9.000
15,1.00

38,000

3,000
Koriiik " Koriaks, 8,000

Chutchi?, ?,000
Knmtschatkau family, 5.U00
Esquimaux " Namollo? 2,000

Chugu??ic3 , 3,000
Kuskovintzep, 7.0uO

Aleouts, ^S^O
Esquimaux , . < 20,000
Greenhmders, 5,(-00

Kurilian f^imily.— A'inos, 40,000= 1GO,000

MOXGOLIAX BRANCH.
Yakut faniily.—Yakuts, 90,000
Mungoliau family.—Kalmucks, ] 7().000

MonfTolians, 2.560.000

l^urattish, ] 20,000
Tungusian family.—Tungusians 60,000

Mantchui-ians, 4,000,000 = 7,000,000

Slmc branch.

Chinese family,
, 282,000,000

Coreaii "

Ja panose
/

6,000.000

25,000.000
-Anamitic « '\ 12.00a,000
Siamese " /.V V.V.V.V.'.'

I^irman " . .\.\\\\\\\\\ \ \ \ [ [ [ ] [ [ [ [

*

[ [ ]

.'

2.500,000
Thibetan " ',!,..!!!!!'!!! 6,000,000=^38,300.000

4,300.000

500,000

Total, 345,460,000

Hindoo

IV. Subdivision of the Brown Race {?i(o branches, families and nations.

BRANCH.

Hindoo family 3 Hinf'ees; Guzuvats; Mabrattns; ) j^j :00,000
. i Bengalees; Oriyas; ITaigaiies, J

*

T._ , , , Teliitgas
; Canuitics ;

Tamils ; ,

l^alabar family.^ ?Singale?e; ?Gunas; ?Blullsi j-
60,000,000=171,100,000

^ t Paharias ; ? Kacharis, etc. . .

.

Ethiopian- braxch,

Abyssinian family i ^''^''''^tras; Tibboos; Abyssin- ) 4 goo.OOO^
' \ mans

;
Galias, etc )

Fellan family.—Fdlahs
; Ovas, etc 4,000.000 = 8.300,000

Malay branch.

( Malays; Bnttas; Javanese; Macas-
)alay family. J pars; Bugis; Turajas; Dayaks;J. 24,600,000

( Bissayis
; Tagalis, etc

f N. Zealandors ; Tongas; Bougninvilli-'

Polynesi-in I ""^5 Cook's Islanders; Tahitianj^;

family, i
P-^umotuans; Mnrquesans; Sandw'li V J,000.000 = 25,600,000

Islanders; Caroline Islanders; Mul-

gravians, • . . ^ ^^ _

Total 205.000,000

M,
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V. Subdivision of the Red Race into branches and families.

SOLTHEIIX BUAXCri.

Aztec tiniily,

Elavil **

Quidma **

Antisian **

4.435,000
SOO,(iOO

2,6:*0,000

1 i)0,UO0

Araucanian family, * 340,000

]\in.I>e{m " 250,000

Cliiquiteaii « .• , 20.000

Miixean « 30,0(0

Guaranian « 1,105.000= 9,200,000

I»*01lTHFnV Bi.'ANCri.

Floridiiui family,

Iroquois "

Lennpe "

Athabascan "

Sioux "

l^awnees "

Kolu^ht^n "

Wakash
Californian "

^0,000

6,000

40,000

40,000

S5,000

80,000

50,000

20,000

60,000 400.000

Total. M00,000

VI. Subdivision of the Black Race into branches^ families and nations.

WESTEaX BUANCH.

^
Hottentot**-^' J ^ ^^^S^ num'ber of nations, of wlioin the most / 56^000,000

Negro « ( ^''^ unknown, ,

^
Eastern nuvxcii.

Papuan family. !
Feejeeam; Now Caledonian. ; New Hebrides

'^ -^
{ am

;
Salomon Islanders ; rapuas .q

Andam'inian (
^"^^*'^"^^"^ *'*f ^^^ Andaman Isl., Indo-Chinn, r ^*

'

f./^.n^r
'

i ^^'^' Guinea, New Holland, Van Diemena
(umily,

) j^^^^j^ ^ J

Total, 57,000,000

^6. Ariesia^i Wells in Sahara, (Atljcn., No. 1,5(52).—The Moiiitenr Ay

<7mV« brings an interestiTig report on llie newly-bored Artesian wells ^^^

the Sahara Desert, in the" province of Constantine. The fust well ^^'^^

bored iii ttie Oasis of Oued-Rir, near Tmnerna, by a detncbnient of tne

Foreign Legion, conducted by the engineer, M. Jus. The works were

begun in May, 1856, and, on the 19th of June, a quantity of wntejo

4.010 litres per minute, and of a teni])erature of 21° lieanmur, rusbe

fonh fj-oin the bowels of tlie earth. The joy of the luxtives was un-

bounded ; the uews of the event sprend towards tlie South with unexA^'

l»K'd rapidity. People came from long distances in order to see tn

miracle; tlie Marabouts, witli great solemnity, consecrated tlio ne^vl}^

created well, and gave it the name of "the well of peace." The secen

well, in Temakin, yielded 35 litres, of 21° temperature, per "ii"V*^;*'^\

from a depth of 85 metres; this well was callvd "the well of bliss.
^ ^

third experiment, Dot far from the scene of the second, in the Oasis

Tamelhat, was crowned with the result of 120 litres of water per "^'""j^

The Marabouts, after having thanked the soldiers in the presence of 1

1^
whole j)OpuIation, gave them a baB<.|uet, and escorted thera in soleni
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procession to the frontier of tlie Oasis. Tn another Oasis, that of Sidi-

Nachedj whidi bad boon completely ruined by the drought, the digging

of *' the well of gratitude" waa aeeompanied by touching seenes. As
soon as the rejoicing outci'ies of the soldiers had announced the rusliing

forth of the water, the natives drew near in crowds, plunged themselves

into the blessed waves, ;ind the mothers bathed their children therein.

The old Emir could not master liis feelings; tears in his eyes, he fell

down upon his knees, and lifted his trembling hands, in order to thank

God and the French. This well yields not less than 4,300 litres per

minute, from a dejith of 54 metris. A fifth well has been dug at Oum
Thior, yielding 108 litres per minute. Here a part of the tribes of the

neighborhood commenced at once the establishment of a village, phinting

at tlie same time hundreds of date-palms, and thus giving up their former

nomadic life. Tlie last well is tliat of Shegga, where soon an important

agricultural centre will spring up. There" is no doubt but thai these

wells will work in these parts a great social revolution. The tribes

which, after the primeval custom of their ancestors, kept wandering from

one place to another, will gather round these fertilizing springs, will ex-

change the herdsman's stati* for the plough of the farmer, and thus take

the fn-st steps towards a civilization, which, no doubt, will make rapid

progress in Northern Africa.

7. Ascent of Chimborazo, (Ed.N. Phil. J., vi, 3V0),—The Echo du Pa-

ojique of (he 3d January, gives the following account of an ascent of

Ghiinborazo, made on the 3d November, 1856, by a French traveller, M.

Jules Kemy, accompanied by M. Brenchley, an English traveller.

^ pomteci rocK, wnicJi
]

they were unable to ascend above 5909 uietres of the mountain, then re-

garded as the higliestin the world, and which still occupies a principal

place among the o<»lossi of America. , „ . ,.

"Thirty years later, on the IGth of December, 1831, M. Boussmgault,

nfter a long- and skillful examination of the Cordillera of the equator, en-

deavored to accomplish the ascent in which his predecessor had tailed.

He reached the enormous height of 6004 metres, that is to say, 9o me-

tres higher tlian the others; but he was arrested by rocks as they had

been, and could not get beyond this limit, which was then the most ele-

vated point ever attained by man on mountains. ^ -,, ,

"The accounts of these famous travellers liad deprived us of all hope

of reaching a height so considerable; but, after Jiaving observed tlie snowy

and rounded summit of Chimborazo from Guayarpul, we could not help

thinking tliat it was accessible from some point or other. M. Brenchley

and myi^elf were thus led to form the design of attempting a tliird ascent

view of discovering any pccidiar i>!aces on the suitace ot its gigantic

dome which mio-hr afford us a passage.

"Tlie routelTlioweJbyMM. lluiuboldt and Boussiugault, seemed to

us at first to be greatly the most easy and desirable ou account of it3
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regular declivity ; but the barrier of rocks, Avhicli we readily distinguislicd,

presented no outlet to the eye. When we had made nearly the entire

circuit of this mighty mountain, and without success, we resumed our

journey towards Quito, reserving the execution of our p!nn till we should

be better fortified against the rigorous climate of the higher Cordilleras.

"After visiting Pichincha, Cotopaxi, and other giants of the Andes, we

again found ourselves, on the 2d of November, at the foot of Chiinbonizo.

AVe pitched our camp at a height of 4700 metres, a little below the line

of perpetual snow, in a valley between Arena! and the point where m
Riobamba route separates from that of Quito. We intended to ppend

tlio following day in collecting plants and hunting deer and birds, en-

deavoring, at the same time, to determine beforehand the places whicfl

might atibrd us the most easy access to the summit.
'' We took up our quarters under a huge inclined rock, which aftorded

us sufficient protection against the northwest wind, but gave us no shelter

in the event of rain. Rain had fallen in the afternoon. The weatlier

cleared at night-fall, the sky became sprinkled with myriads of stars, and

Chimborazo was delineated, in all its splendor, on the azure and spark-

ling vault of the firmament.

''On the morning of the 3d of November, at five o'clock, when daj

had not yet dawned in the equinoctial regions, we left our camp in cbargo

of our people, and departed on our exploring expedition, carrying \vitn

us a coffee-pot, two thermometers, a compass, matches, and tobacco. A

Steep hill, sandy and rough with pebbles, which separated us from the

perpetual snow% occasioned us so much fatigue at our outset, that two of

the natives who accompanied us became discouraged and turned back.

*' When we had surmounted this hill, we descended on some soft sand

to the bottom of a valley, which we followed, and from the extremity of

which, we distinguished A^ery clearly the surqmit of the mountain, entirely

free from snow.

"After w^alking half an hour on the snow, vegetation suddenly ceased,

and we saw no other living tiling but two larsre partridfres, and on the

rocks a few lichens of the families Idiothalamus and nymenothalumus.

At this point of our ascent we collected some dry branches of chuqin^^'

gua, and made a bundle of them which we tied to our backs. We h^^

still to scale an immense rock of trachyte, from the top of which thj

summit of Chimborazo appeared to us so near, that we thought we could

reach it in half an hour.
"Our ascent was so rapid, that we were soon obliged, from fatigne,to

make frequent stoppages to recover our hreath. Thirst also began io be

severely felt, and in order to moderate it, we almost always kept snow m

our mouths. But we felt no symptoms of illness or any morbid aff^^^JJ^

such as is spoken of by the majority of travellers who have asceud^

high mountains.
'^ After halting a few seconds, without even seating ourselves, we ^S^^^

started not only with renewed ardor, but even a kind of furious deter-

mination inspired by so near a view of the summit. It appeared eviden

to us, by this new instance confirming so many previous ones, ^^'^^\^^

these heights the atmospheric column is still sufficient to prevent any ^^'

pediment to respiration, and that the shortness of breath andorg^^^^
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affections -whicli aie so generally complained of at considerable elevations,

must be ascribed to some other cause.

"Always rapidly ascending, we now began to overlook the peaks of
the Cordilleras, and to discover a distance furnished with immense valleys,

when some light vapors, which at first appeared only like spiders webs
on the sides of the mountaiihs, soon began to detach themselves m the
form of white flakes, stretching nearer and nearer to each other, till they
at last arranged themselves like a c'lrdle alonix the horizon.

AH of a sadden, about eight o'clock, this curtain enlarged itself, and
approached Chimborazo; then in a few minutes, it mounted to us, thin
at first, but becoming pei'ceptibly more dense. We no longer could per-
ceive the summit. We continued, however, to mount upwards, enticed
by the hope of attaining our object much more easily than we had sup-
posed on leaving our ericampment.

''The fog continued to increase; we could not see twenty paces from
us.

^
At hah^-past nine, it had become so thick that it was almost as dark

as Tught at the distance of a few meters. Confident of finding our foot-

steps again to guide our descent, we travelled on with additional stub-
bornness; but we had every moment to examine the compass, in order to
avoid a precipice which we" had left on our right before reaching the ter-

Dimal depression by which we resolved to gain the summit.
**It seemed to us that the declivity became less steep, we breathed more

Jreely, and walked with less effort. Some dull detonations began at in-
tervals to be heard in the distance. At first we ascribed them to the ex-

p!06ions of Cotopaxi ; but soon reverberating peals, such as are heard
pii'y m the vicinity of the equator, convinced "us that thunder was rolling
^n the lower regions. A terrible storm was in preparation.

' la the fear that the hail or snow would efface the marks of our feet,

and thereby expose us to the risk of losing ourselves in the descent, we
determined, with regret, to halt for a while- We hastened to kindle our
C'Hiquirngua wood, in order to melt the snow in our coffee-pot. At ten
^^*ock, tlie thermometer which, at five feet above the snosv, indicated 1'7,

^^ phmged jn boiling water where iha mercury stood at 77-5.

At five minutes past ten, our observations terminated, and we begau

^0 descend with giant strides in order to regain our encampment as

^P^^echlyas possible. We arrived there in the midst of the thick fog
j^.^out an hour after noon. The thunder rolled almost without interrup-
^^n, the flashes of lightninir describing dazzlinij zigzags around us, never
seen Alc/i,t,K,.«.. _. i- °. ., *. ^ , ^ . . . . ° ^
^^,f

^j^^^^'^i^fo so di::tinctly "defined except in pictures.
About three o'clock, a fearful tempest of rain, hail,, „ .^„..„. .^.»j. . - , and wind assailed

s under our rock. It continued throughout a part of the night with a

1 i^^^V^^*^^ seemed as if it could never be allayed. We were literally

^^'^Z iQ water. On the morrow, at day break, our eyes rested every-^W on a vast field of hail.

t^,'

^'*^*^^? indications of another tempest made us abandon the idea of

Q^.^^^S/^gain the ascent of Chimborazo, which we henceforth regarded as

for r '^^P''^'^^^^^^^'^- "^^'e ma<le all haste to break up our camp and make

a co^r^^'^"'^'^'
^^'^lere we arrived about three o'clock, travelling through

la and dense fo^-, which prevented us for that day admiring one of
^' ^ost beautiful vtews in the world.
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*' When we calculated our observations, we were not a little surprised

to find that wc had reached the summit of Chimborazo without being

aware of it. According to personal researclies, made at first in the Ar-

chipelago of Hawaii, and afterwards repeated among the Cordilleras of

the equator, the co-efficient of the sum of degrees or fractions of a de-

gree in the centigrade thermometer, reckoning between the point to wliich

the mercury rises when the instrument is immersed in boiling water, and

the boiling point of water at the level of the sea, is found to be 290'8;

that is to say, each degree below 100 indicates a difference of level eqn^^l

to 290*8 meters, or about 29 meters for the tenth of a degree, hence the

formula

a'=:(100-B) (290-8)

which gives us 0543 meters for the absolute vertical height we had reached

on Ciiimborazo. This figure places us quite on the summit, the altitndo

of which, above the sea level, according to Ilumboldt^s triangulations, is

6544 metres. But whatever degree of confidence may be conceded to

our calculations, the unquestionable fact resulting from our ascent is, tiiat

the summit of Chimbornzx) is accessible."

8. New Electrotype Processes, (Proc. Brit. Assoc, in Euin. N. Pn^'*

. Jour., Vol vi, No, 2, p. 306).—M. L'Aebe Moigno read a paper upo'^

Three New Electrotype Processes^ and exliibited specimens of considernble

interest. The first of these improved processes consists in the einino)'-

inent of platina wires instead of copper, and of making a skeleton fig^^^^

resembling roughly the outline of the cast sought to be obtained, by

means of whiclu accord in^r to M, Lenoir's process, busts, statues, atiu

groups can be produced in full relief by a single operation. The secoini

of these consists in M. Ondrey's process for galvanizing or coppering iJ*^°

and cast-iron to any thickness required without the eyanid bath. U*^

added remarks upon its employment in coujuierce and in the navy. The

process was not fully communicated, as it is commercially desirable to

keep it a secret, but sufficient was communicated to show that the cyfin^d

bath, which is not only expensive but dangerous, can be dispensed ^^'t'*'

and that the present system, according to which there is a great wnsteot

material, is avoided, although the substance that is placed upon the u'on

to induce the deposit of the copper is not stated. The last branch of toe

paper treated of Messrs. Christofe and Bouillet's process for strengtliening

electrotypes, the principle of which is to leave an opening in the back o

the tliin electrotype obtained by precipitating, and to put into it various
^

little pieces of brass, which, on being melted with an oxyhydrogen M/*^'

become diffused all over the interior surface of the copper without injur-

ing it in any way, and thereby impart to it the strength of cast-iron»

9. On a new method of ^Refining Sugar; by Dr. Daubenv, (P**^^"

Brit. Assoc, from Edin. N. Pliil. Mng., vi, 304).—Dr. Daubeny gave a«

account of a neto method of refmng sugar^ conducted at Plymouth ')

Mr. Oxland, and known by his name. It consists in tho adoj>tion of ^^
superphosphate of alumina in conjunction with animal charcoal, as asu^

stitutc for the albumen usually employed for that purpose. In both c^^^^'

the object is to separate and carry down tlie various impurities wluc

s

color and adulterate the pure saccharine principle present in the sy''"^^

expressed from the cane or other vegetable which supplies it. As, i^^
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ever, bullock's blood is the material usually procured for the purpose of
supplying the albumen, a portion of uncoagulated matter, together with
certain salts, is left in the juice in the ordinary process of refining, which
impairs its purity and promotes its ferraentatiou

—

tlius occasioning a cer-
tain loss of saccharine matter to result. Nothing of the kind happens
^hen tlie superphos]>hate is substituted, and so much more perfect a pu-
rification of the feculent matters^ under such circnin.sfances, takes phice,
that several varieties of native sugar, which, fi-om being very highly
charged with feculent matters, are rejected in the ordinary process of re-
fining, are readily purified by this methocL The employment of super-
phosphate of alumina also gets rid of so much larger a portion of the
impurities present in the sugar, that much less animal charcoal is subse-
quently required for effecting its complete clarification than when bul-
lock's blood I)as been resorted to. The quantity of superphosphate neces-
sary for effecting the object is, for ordinary sugai-s, not less than twelve
ounces to the ton; whereas, for the same qmmtity, as much as from one
to four gallons of bullock's blood is found to be required. Dr. Daubeny
suggested that tliis reaijent mioht be advantai^eousK^ resorted to not only
m the purification of sugar, but also in other processes of the laboratoiy,

when the removal of foreign mattei-s, intimately mixed with the solution

of a definite component, becomes a necessary preliminary in its further

examination.

10. Report on the Beveloiyment of Heat in Agitated Water; by Mr.
G. Renwie, (Proc. Brit. Assoc, A then., No. 1550).—Mr. Rennie, in allud-

ing to his former papers on the subject, read before the Section last year,
at Cheltenham, stated that the subject of the mechanical or dynamic
force required to raise a given quantity of water one degree of Fahren-
heit had long been the object of the research of philosophers, ever since

Count Rumford, in his celebrated experiments on the evolution of heat m
boring guns when surrounded by ice or water, proved the power required to

raise one pound of water one degree, and which he valued at the dynamic

equivalent of ],03i lbs. M. Moya was the first who announced that heat

^as evolved from agitated water. The second was Mr. Joule, who an-

nounced that heat was evolved by water passing through narrow tubes,

and by this method each degree of heat required for its evolution a me-

chanical force of 770 lbs. Subsequently in 1845 and 1847 he arrived ata

<l.ynamical equivalent of 772 lbs. These experiments have since been con-

fimied by other pliilosophers on the Continent, In the present paper

fir. Rennie stated that his attention was called to the subject by observ-

ing the evolution of heat by the sea in a storm, by the heat from water

running in sluices. lie, therefore, prepared an apparatus similar to a

patent churn, somewhat similar to that adopted liy iMr. Joule, bnt on a

'arge scale. In the first case he experimented on fifty gallons, or SOU lU.

of vvater, inclosed in a cubical box, and driven by a steam enpjine instead

of a weight falling from a j^iven height, as in Mr. Joule's experiment j

secondly, on a smaller scale, "by 10 lbs. of water inclosed in a box. The
large rnachioe or churn was driven at a slow velocity of eighty-eight

revolutions per minute, and the smaller machine at the rate of 232 revo-

lutions per minute, so that the heat given off by the wwter iu the large

t^x was only at the rate of three and a half degrees per hour, includiug

SECO.N0 SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 73.—JAN., 1839,

19
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tlie heat lost by radiation; ^vhereas the heat evolved by the ten galloss

of water contained in the small box agitated at 232 revolutions was fifty-

six degrees Fahrenheit per hour. Thus the temperature of the water in

the large box was raised from 60 degrees to 144 degrees, and the tem-

perature of the water in the small box to boiling point. As an ilUistra-

tion, an egg was boiled hard in six minutes. The mechanical equivalent

in the first case was found to approximate nearly to that of Mr. Joule,

but in the latter case it was considerably above his equivalent, arising, very

probably, from the difficulty of measuring accurately the retarding forces,

11. Fossils of South Carolina ; by M. Tuomey and F. S. Holmes.

Along with Nos. 13, 14, 15 of this fine work,—the most beautiful in style

of any work on American Palaeontology,—we have received the follow-

ing circular from Professor Holmes, and have the pleasure of adding that

the Legislature has authorized its continuation. There will be two more

volumes issued, one on the Eocene and one on the Post-pleiocene, The

volume just closed contains figures and descriptions of 203 species; 42

per cent, are still living.

Circular.—We have great satisfaction in announcing to the subscribers

the publication of our fifteenth and last number. This completes one en-

tire volume, devoted to the Pleiocene Fossils of South Carolina.

In the accomplishment of this cherished design, we have labored assid-

uously for more than five years, and expended a large sum of money

The receipts will apparently do no more than defray actual expenses; but

we do not repine, being recompensed for our toils by the success of pub-

lishing a scientific work at home, in the best style of art. To the accom-

plishment of this object, all our endeavors have been directed.

Should the Legislature continue the subscription in this State, it is pro-

posed to proceed with the work and publish ^one volume on the Post-

Pleiocene, and one on the Eocene Fossils. Should this be the final de-

termination, due notice of our purpose will be given in a prospectus; a^^

we shall hope to receive a continuation of the patronage so liberally

given to the first volume.

12. On the Direction and Velocity of the EarthquaJce in California of

January 9, 1857; by Dr. John B, Trask.—The earthquake which oc-

curred in various parts of this State on the morning of the 9th of J^J^^'

ary last, excited at the time considerable attention. This arose from two

causes ; first, from the varied reports that appeared on the following day

through the press of this city, detailing its occurrence in remote inountaia

towns, and for which there was no foundation ; secondly, from the gi^^^^

extent over Avhich the commotion was felt, as was subsequently proved.

Immediately following the occurrence of the phenomenon, letters were

addiessed to all the principal towns between Mariposa and Downie^nll^T

east of the valleys, for the purpose of learning how for the shocks niav

have extended eastward of this city. These letters were forwarded by

the Pacific Express Company to their agents, and through them ^"!,^^'*^^

were returned in every case but two through the same source. Fr*^^

the facts thus obtained, it was found that in no locality east of the foot-

hills, was any ahock felt whatever on that day or niyht.
^

,

Another report, equally unfounded, reached us on the arrival of t

^
Fteamer from the southern coast, to the eflect that several houses na
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Lcen demolished in San Diego from its violence, while the facts in the
case are, that the steamer left that port twenty-four hours before the shock
occurred there.

This earthquate, or more properly speaking, the series of shocks that
began on the night of the 8th in thfs city, and which continued in tho
south part of ih^ State during the following day and night of the 0th,
was probably the most extensive of any on record on this portion of tho
Pacific coast, excepting, perhaps, that of the wave of the Simoda earth-
quake in December, 1854, The linear distance over ^vhich we are able
io trace its course, amounts to six hundred and two miles, and its breadth,
so far as now ascertained, is two hundred and ninety miles. It has all

the appearance of having been the terminal, movement of some more
violfent commotion at a distance from our coast.
From the best evidence attainable at present, it seems (o l)ave hnd its

ongm to the west and travelled in an easterly direction. This is conclu-
sively proved from the fact that it was felt earlier at San Francisco, than
at any other locality east of this city within the State. We have no
record as yet of its occurrence along the coast of Mexico or Oregon.

^
1 have been able to determine, with considerable accuracy, the period of

hme, at which the shock between eiglit and nine o'clock on
pf the 9th took place, at four localities east of the city of San Francisco,
in this State

:

the morning

the

,
the shock at that hour seems to have been more gene-

rally noticed than those which either preceded or followed it, here or else-

where, though at this city, it was much less marked than the shocks at

l^ 33^, 4^ iSm^ j^„(j
Hh^

^]^^g^ ^j^j,^g \^Xi{iV occurring at those hours of

'morning when most persons are sleeping. The shock at 7^ produced
a circular motion in the pendulum, the diameter of which was about five

inches. The oscillations of the pendulum in all the others were in air

easterly and westerly direction,

.

-Ine precise period of time at which the shock took place at San Fran-
c^sco, between eight and nine o'clock, is determined by the stopping of a
"me-pjece belonging to J. W. Tucker, whose rate of error was three sec-

onds fast. The time at San Diego was furnished by Mr. Cassidy of the

^^y, and that of the Tejon Reserve is by persons at that post. To pri-

^^te gentlemen at Sacramento and Stockton we are indebted for the time

J

^^^^^ places. The accompanying table of latitudes and longitudes, of
ocalities named, gives the hour at'^which the shock took place at each;
jne difference or elapsed tin)e, from which the velocity was deduced, are

°^ mean times corrected for the places named, the time as given above
^ey|g taken as the standard at San Francisco.

^^ ^s proper here to state that three minutes four seconds was tho
g»*eatest error in time found, and the least was twenty-two seconds:

isco,

i

37 48
San Franc

Stockton,
'•"•' ^^^-

^^J'>n, .

*

i^^un Di

37 62
35 00
82 42

Lon.

122 25
ItZl 23

121 34
118 46
117 13

Time of sbocK-lElniisca time.i Velocity.

8

8

8

8

8

13

20

23

45

50

30
00
00
00
00

7

9

32

36

8.

00
:^o

30

so
30

tiults.

00
66
65
60
f
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The velocity is given in miles per raiiuite; and by dividing llie sum of

the same by theii' number, it "will be found that the movement of the

tvave at that time averages a fraction over 6*2 miles per minute.

The results obtained from the above data approximate closely to tlie

deductions of PrOf. Bache on the wave which reached our shores resulting

from the earthquake at Simoda on the 23d of December, 1854, and

which will be found in a paper read by that gentleman at the meeting of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science, during the

early part of last year.

From the facts before us, there can be little doubt of the direction

of the commotion, and that it proceeded from the west, or a little south

of that point. The motion of the earth, as described at the different

localities at which it was felt, with the motion of the pendulum—'^vhich

was slightly south of a west line—leads to the latter conclusion. Time

is an important element in aiding us to form correct conclusions regard-

ing their phenomena, and it is to be hoped that our friends in different

parts of the State, in reporting the same, will be precise in this particular.

Of the incidents attending the shocfo, many and varied reports luive

reached us; and it seems to have acted with greater violence in the vicin-

ity of the Tejon Reserve and upper -Tnlare counly than at any other

places. It is most remarkable that so small an amount of intensity ^'^s

manifested when the area over which it extended is taken into con-

sideration.

The effects were felt in San Francisco several hours before they are re-

ported to have been observed at any other place north or south. Ihey

began here at twenty minutes past eleven, on the night of the 8th, ana

continued till thirteen minutes past eight the following morning—six

ghocks occurring in the interim ; wliile to the south, the first shock th*^'

was noticed at the Tejon Avas at 6 hours 30 minutes, on the 0th. In Los

Angeles they continued at long intervals through the day until 23 Lours

30 minutes of the same date, I have learned from persons who ^vere

present in Los Angeles at this time, and also at the shock of the 14th ot

July, 18;55, that the severity of the latter exceeded that of the 9tli of

January last

13. Action of Lirjld.—XiKPCE de St, Victor, distinguished in photo-

graphy, has recently made some farther discoveries with regard to the

action of liglit. The question which he has aimed to answer, is this,

Does a body, which has been exposed to light, preserve any of the effect

when carried to a dark place? Phosphorescence and fluorescence are

well known* examples of such an effect; but these are not all. On ex-

posing to the sun's rays an engraving which had been for some davs^ip

the dark, one-half covered with an opaque shade, and then applying ^.^^

engraving (o very sensitive photographic paper for twenty-four houi^ in

the dark, the white parts of the portion not covered are reproduced in

black; while the same engraving treated thus, without exposure to toe

light, produces no effect. Pictures on all kinds of paper, wood, i^'*^*"?"'

parchment, produce the same result, through in different degrees, but tio^

Avhen on metals. An interposed plate of glass, mica, quartz ^*T^^'* ^^
yellow glass colored with oxyd of uranium, prevent the action, as ^^^y^,

do, as recently proved, the phosphorescent property. A coat of coUodio
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does not interfere with the result, though common varnish does. Tlio

effect takes place if the sensitive paper is not in contact with the engrav-
ing, A design traced oh white paper with a fluorescent liquid, as sulphate

of quinine, exposed to the sun and then applied to the sensitive paper
reproduces itself much more rapidly and stiongly than the white paper;
if not first exposed to the sun there is no effect. Luminous lines of phos-
phorus act without exposure to the sun, but not if glass be interposed.

U. General Vieio of the Animal Kingdom ; Ly A. M, Redfield, A
chart, measuring 5 feet by 4^. New York City and Hartford, Ct. : E! B. &
E. G. Kello^^nf.—This handsome emrraved chart is an exhibition of the

f:

Qj^. *..*^ ^^w.x^^vx.t^'^ v...^

classification of the Animal Kingdom, by an arrangement of branching
spaces divided off accorditig to the classes, orders, families, etc. The four

trunks, of the Radiates, Mollusks, Articulates, Vertebrates, with their suc-

cessive subdivisions sweep gracefully over the chart, without any fanciful

shaping out of a tree ; and in addition to the lettering of the branches,

^hich is quite detailed, there are well engraved figures of species in large

numbers, making an exhibition of the Animal Kingdom of real value for

class instruction. The figures amonfr the Mammals include half a dozen
fc»

"«-^..Q
species of Monkeys, fifteen or twenty of Carnivora, nearly as many of
Ungulata or hoofed Quadrupeds, and so oh through all the grou];)s in

each of the Sub-kingdoms. The plan is excellent, aod it is well carried
out by its accomplished authoress. AVe could wish some small changes
inade in the classification. But the chart, as it is, will be found of great

assistance to the teacher, and should be in all the academics and higher
schools of the land/ It speaks to the eye, and more impressively than a
volume of text, ^

15. Reports of Explorations and Surveys to ascertain the most j^radlca-

p ^"f^
economical route for a Railroad from the Mississip>pi River to the

fyfc Ocean, made under the direction of the Secretary of War in

1853. May 31, ]854,

gton, 1855, 1856.

l8o3-4, according to acts of Congress of March 3,
antl August 5, 1854. 4to. Vols. 2, 3, 4. Washin
iiie surveys for the railroad to the Pacific have already been briefly no-

J^ced m this Journal. The Reports, before published in brief, are hero
brought out with full details, and include a large amount of natural sci-

^nce as well as general geographical information. The collections we
Understand have been great, and now constitute part of the very large

^bmet of American Natural History at the Smithsonian Institution. The
o^lowing are the contents of the volumes here announced.

^ oh II. 1. Report of Explorations near the 38th and 39th parallels of

pth latitude made by Capt. J. W. Gunnison, Topog. Eng., made by
J^.^^iit. E. G. Beckwith, Third Artillery. 128 pp. with plates.—Capt, Gun-

^^% It will be remembered, died at the hands of the Indians while car-
yng forward his surveys. Paire 94 to 112 are occupied with tables of

^^teorological observations.

lit
P'^/*^ ^^ ^^^ Ji"Q of the 41st parallel, Ly Lieut. E. G. Beckwith.

^
pp. witli plates: Meteoroloo^ical observations occupv pi^ges U to 95 ;

na^'"^ n^'^''^
li^port by James Schiel, M.D, Geologist of the Expedition,

y f^-lll. and a letter on Infusorial Fossils by Prof J. W. Bailey, on

l^ ' ^-^ ^' ^^^^ P^P^^' ^y ^^- Schiel is illustrated by four lithogi-aphic
^s contaming figures of some Carboniferous and Cretaceous fossils.
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3, A Report on the Botany of the two Expeditions by John Torrey and

Asa Grny, covering pages 119 to 132 and' illustrated Ly ten plates.

4, Synopsis of a Report of the Reconnaissance on the route from Pnget

Sound via South Pass to the Mississippi river, by Fred. W, Lauder, Civil

Engineer. 44 pages.

5. Report of Exploration on tlie route near the 32nd parallel from tho

Bed River to tlie Rio Grande, by Brevet Captain John Pope, Corps Topog.

Eng. 15G pages. It concludes with a Report on the Botany of the Expe-

dition by John Torrey and Asa Gray, pp. 157-118, with ten plates.

6. Report on the Geology of the route near the 32nd parallel, by ^Nca.

P. Blake. 50 pages, with a map, and a section across the mountains.

7, Report of Explorations near the 32nd parallel between Doila Ana

on the Rio Grande and Piuias Villages on the Gila, by Lieut. John G.

Parte. 28 pages.

8. Extract from a Report of a Military Reconnaissance made in 1846,

1847, by Lieut. Col. W. H. Emory. 22 pages.

Vol. IIL Report of Lieut. A. \V. Whipple, Topog. Eng., on the route

near the 3oth parallel. 30, 136, and 77 pages, with plates.

2. Report upon the Lxlian Tribes, by Lieut. A. W, Whipple, Thomas

Ewbank, Esq., and Prof. Wm. W. Turner. 127 pages, with plates of

Indian relics, vocabularies of the languages, etc.

3. Report ou the Geology of the route by Wm. P. Blake, 175 pages,

including, with Mr. Blake's account, the Report of Jules Marcou, and de-

scriptions of the Fossils by James Hall, and illustrated by maps, sectionSj

and plates of fossils.

Vol. IV. 1. Report on the Bota^' of the Expedition under Lieiit-

Whipple. Embracing—1. General descriptions of the Botanical character

of the country, by J. M. Bigelow, M.D. ; 2. Description of Forest Trees,

with a map illustrating Geographical Distribution, by J. M. Bigelow, jM.D-i

3. Description of the Cactacej^, with 24 plates, by G. Engelmann, M-Dm

of St. Louis and J, M. Bigelow, M.D. ; 4. Descriptions of the General

Botanical Collections, with 25 plates, by John Torrey; 5. Description of

the Mosses and Liverworts, witfi 10 plates, by W. S, SuUivant-

2, Zoology of the Expedition. Field notes and explanations, by C-^'

R, Kennerly, M.D. (17 pages).—The remainder of the Zoological Report

is deferred to another volume; and w^e doubt not that the volume will be

one of great scientific value.

3. Appendices to the volume, including astronomical, magnetic, ^"^^

dimatological observations.

AVe rejoice that the General Government has carried forward so lih^^"

ally publications like the above, illustrating the geography, history ^"^^

natural productions of the country. And we trust the work may goo^

under the same auspices, and on a scale no less liberal, until the land i3

thoroughly searched out, and a series of volumes covering fully the grea

subjects shall be in all its prominent libraries. , .

16. Report of the Geological Survey of the Slate of Vermont
;

J)
ED^yARD Hitchcock, State Geologist. 12 pp., 8vo. Montpelier: lo^^*

—The Vermont geological survey has been in progress during the p^^

year under the direction of Prof. Hitchcock, This Eeport is a b^e^

statement with respect to the funds and means necessary for the conti^

ation of the survey.

"t*:--
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*^17. Flora from the AppalacMan Coalfield ; by James P. Kimball of
SalcQi, Mass. An Inniigural Dissertatiou for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy, addressed to the Pliilosopbical Faculty of the University of

Gottingen. 32 pp., 8vo, with 3 lithogn^phic plates.—A number of species

of fossil plants from Pennsylvania are described and figured in this pam-
phlet, pertaining to the genera Neuroptcris, Alethopteris, Hemitelites,

Sigillaria, Syringodendron and Lepidodendron.
18. On the Determination of Altitudes^ fi^om Ohservations taJcen loith

tic Barometer ; being Chapter VI and Appen(Jlt E of the Report of
Lieut. Henry L. Abbot, Corps of Topog. Eng.,snpon Explorations for a
Railroad Route from the Sacramento Valley to the Columbia River, made
by Lieut. R. S. Williamson, Topog. Eng., assisted by Lieut. Henry L.

Abbot, Topog. Eng., in 1855.
19. Uber neue Echinodermen des Eifder Koikes ; von Joh. Mxjllek.

30 pp., 4to, with 4 plates. Berlin. From the Transactions of the Ko-
^igl. x\kad. Wisseusch. ?.\x Berlin, 1856.—Prof. Muller has described in

this paper several of the Crinoids from the Eifel (Devonian) limestone.
The species are of the genera Taxocrinus, Hexacrinus^ Trichocriniis

(Miiller), Ranocrimis {Muller) and Foteriocrinus. Besides these, Lcpido-
centrus Eifelianus (Muller) is an Echiniform species from the EifcL

20. Tojwgraphical and Geological Bejoort of Chester Co,^ Pemnylva-
ma; by W. D. Hartman, M.D. 12 pp., 8vo, with ^ colored geological

l^^p. Philadelphia, 1867. Extracted from the Transactions of the

Pennsylvania State Medical Society.—Chester County, Pennsylvania, has
great interest to the mineralogist, on account of the large number of fine

Minerals it affords in connection mostly with its serpentine and limestone
^Tid lead and copper veins. This paper, though mainly medico-topo-
graphical, contains valuable mineralogical and geolo.ixical observations;
ftod a geological map gives it special value,

21. Determinative Mineralogy : TshhB fur the determination of mine-
rs by help of simple chemical experiments; by Franz von Kobell,™ of Mineralogy in the University of Munich. Translated from the
last German edition and the Autlior's manuscript notes, and prefaced by a

<^omplete treatise on the Use of the Blowpipe, by Professors G. J. Brush
and S. W. Johnson of the Yale Scientific School—This work—one much
iieedediu the country—we understand will soon be published.

22. Volcano of Hawaii.—In the article on page 136 respecting the

Volcano, Mauna Loa, it is stated that the Rev. Mr. Coan regards the lavas

^ the late eruption as having flowed from a single opening. It should

.
^dded that he supposes this opening may have'been a fissure or series

^f fissures extending ten or fifteen miles from tlie highest point ; but that
j^r the lower forty miles there were no openings supplying the flow of

.
23. Organic Morphology.—Tha work on Organic Morphology noticed

^11 our last, voluuie at page 443, was by John "Warner.
^^^ Chemistry.—iS^n accomplislied student in Science, who has spent

!^
^J^^^l

years in the laboratories of Professors Liobig and Agassi;^, is desirous

^.obtaming a situation as Professor of Chemistry, or of this and Natural
^^story combined. Reference may be made to Professors Agassiz or

^^y of Cambridge, or to the Editors of this Journal.—Eds.

^

jut^^^mm^^^^^^a^
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^^*—-^^^ Arldress in Covimemoration of Professor J. Tl'!

Bailey, late President of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science; hj Dr. A. A. GouLD.

[Delivered before tlie Association, August 19, 1857.)

, ^^^- Pt Gsident and Gentlemen of the American Association for
iiie Advancemeut of jScievce—Wc^nre called upon, at tliis time,

advert to an event snch as lias not before occurred in llie
Lstorv of this Association during the ^^eventeen 3-ears sin:e

J s inception. ITe who was elected at our last session to preside
at tins meeting, has in the mean time been taken from us. He,
wtiomwe all delighted to honor, though besought not public
lonors from men, and who required no higher stimulus to his
ambition nor reward of his toil than the satisfaction derived

Not^
,°^^'s^^o^'erv and elucidation of the works and laws of

Gol
-^^^ ?"^'

J^''^^
^^^^ this arena of trial and doubt to meet that

Ji V^r
'" '^'•'^ presence, where faith is turned tosi^ht, we may

do t T^'^'
that he is unfolding with deliglit, unmingled wit'h

wV 1
^ "^'^^ wonderful works and perfectly harmonious laws

wnicii so cngnged and delighted him on earth.
is becommg that wc should bestow a few moments in com-

him"°^'''^^?"
of Iiis life and labors. There are others, who knew

stur^^"i^
better, and were more conversant with his special

as in
1^ "lyself, to whom this office properly belonged; but

iii^to
''^"^^"^^^^'^ 'section I had gathered some ofthe'items of his

I ha -"'^'l^"'

^^^^ noted the results of his scientific investigations,

r ^® "®^^ requested to present them on this occasion.
SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 74.—MARCH, 1858.
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15 1 An Address in Commemoration of J. W. Bailey.

Jacob ^Y^TT^AX Bailey was born April 29, 1811, in the

old tcjwn of Ward, Mass. (now Auburn), at the residence of his

randfcither, Eev. I^aac Bailev, the first minister of that town,

n infancy he wns removed to Providence, and there received his

eai-ly cductition in the ordinary schools of that day. The lim-

ited resources of his family rendered it necessary that he should

early engage in some employment; and, at tlie age of twelve

years he was phaced at a Circulating Library, where he attracted

the attention of visitors by his studious devotion to boohs. At

this time also he began a collection of shells and insects. During

a visit of the AVest Point cadets at Providence, he became ac-

quainted witli some of the officers, and then decided to seek

admittance to tlie Military Academy. He received an appoint-

ment as cadet in July, 1823, and' graduated July, 1832. He

was appointed second lieutenant in the Artillery, April 1S33,

and was promoted to first lieutenant, February, "^1837. During

this time he was stationed at Old Point Comfort, Bellona Arse-

nal, nnd Fort Moultrie. Bui WMtli the development of his

scientific tastes, military life had few attractions for him; ana

in 1839 he received the more congenial appointment of Professor

of Chemistry, Mineralo^gy and Geology in the United States

Military Academy, which appointment iie held, first as assistant,

and soon afterwards as principal, until his death. He was mar-

ried in 1835, and, with his wife and only daughter, then ^^

teen years of nge, was on board the steamer Henry Clay which

took fire on the Hudson river, July 28, 1852. After having

lowered them succcsfully to the i\'ater, and received from them

the assurance of their safety, he proceeded to folio a^ when sud-

denly a volume of smoke and flame veiled tlieni from his view

and they were lost. He had previously been subject to^ a

bronchial affection and occasional spitting of blood, for wdiich

he had resorted to Florida the previous winter with decided ben-

efit But the exertion and exposure on this occasion, together

seven-

I

^ith the intensity of his bereavement, gave liim a shock, froni

Avhich he never rallied. With the exception of an occasional

resort to the sea-shore during vacations, he was afterwards

obligvd to exclude himself almost entirely from society.
^

H'^

health steadily declined; and, feeling the certainty of the i^^^^i

lie emf)loyed his leisure in arranging his papers, Ids microscop-

ical collections, and his Alg^, so that thev might be prncticniij

available to his successors. He died on ^thc 27th of Febrmxr}

last, at the age of forty-six.

^
As a man, he was remarkably unobtrusive and modest, gcti

in hirf manners, truthful in his character, cordially beloved by

tie

all

good
But it is more with his scientific position that we ^^5^^-

corned. His taste for science was very early developed. l^^E^
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ning with botany and mineralogy, and passing from tbeso to
geology, chemistry, and microscopy, he traversed a hu'ge po]ti(ni

of the field of natural science. Jn the departments more espe-
cially relating *

" "^
.

^^ .

and his pabi ^ _ ^ ^, .,..^

mentsiii chemical manipulation. His correspondence, too, shows
that he was extensively consulted by men of science on some o:^

the most difficult points of analysis and general physics. His

to his position at West Point, he held a high ranic,

ications show tliat be introduced many improve-

f

observations were always of the "most careful and accurate char
acter; and he early began the important ])ractice of making
notes of them, accompanied by delineation?, leaving nothing to

recollection or mere indefinite statements; thus having always
at hand permanent data for his' subsequent papers. The vol-

ume containing these, which he denominated "Microscopic
Sketches," is, of itself, a surprising evidence of his industry and
skill. There are four hundred and fifty sheets, containing about
three thousand sketches. By his great skdl with the pencil be
rendered himself independent of artists, an accomplishment, for

JJe
lack of which, many of the best observers lose their labors.

-Tnese drawings date back as far as 1838. twenty years ago, and
enable us to trace out the course of his studies, as well as his

}vanderings; for wherever he \yent, his microscope or his collect-

ing bottles went with him. At first, wc have mostly sketches
of vegetable and animal tissues, and occasionally an entire ani-

njal or nknt. -In January, 1839, while examining some aqnatic
plants, he perceived a curious object, a Gonqihonema as it subse-

quently proved, which he did not understand. This excited his

attention in that direction, and soon we find many others of the
^ore common Diatoms delineated. In March. 1889, he sketched
a new one, to which Ehrenberg gave the complimentary name
'^mroxcma BaUeyi ; ami finally he devoted himself with great
2eal to the varied (objects included under the ^-eneral term Infu-

"I'l'l'^
and also to a department almost cqnallv demanding his

^^'U as a microseopist, nanielv, the Algie. So far as the Infusoiiu
"'ere concerned, he stated, in 1848. that no one else in tins conn-

l^'
''=^^1 studied them; and that it was almost inipo.^siblc Id pn>

C'ire any works relntincr to ihcm. Ehrcnbcrvi's work he had not
seen though he mod^sllv utters the thought that Khrenhcrg

;
[gi't som^'time see and correct his p^per. He, however, -rndu-

Tl!o^"^-"^^'
^^'^^^ collected from every q

the

ontribnt'on:

jnndimi h';:d

Lieut Berrvman's line of soundings
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fiCTOss the Atlantic, made in reference to tlie laying of the tele-

grapliic cable, occupied his attention. In pursuing these exam-

iuations, he found the relics from the bottom so well characterized

in certain localities and at certain depths, that he suggested the

possibility of being able, in some instances at least, to determine

the safety or otherwise of a vessel, by an examination of the

organisu^s brought up on the sounding lead, when prevented by

darkness, snows or fogs, from deciding by ordinary obser-

vations.

iNot a little of the obligation of microscopists to Prof Bailey

is due for his labors to improve the microscope. At any rate,

few among us have ventured upon the purchase of a valuable

instrument, without first coasuUing him in reference to it, and

perhaps taxing him with unwelcome. negotiations; and his letters

show that numerous applications of this kind must have been a

most serious tax upon his time. It is said that his own early

observations were n^ade with globules of glass blown by himself

After he became possCvSsed of a proper instrument, many modi-

fications in the construction of the stage and its movements,
and in other appendages, were made by him ; and it is to his

experience and scientific deductions, coupled with the genius

and incomparable optical skill of Spencer, that we are indebted

for the most j)o\verful microscopes that have yet been made.

His masterly and triumphant defense of them against the de-

tractions of transatlantic pens, also exhibits his complete mastery

of the subject. One of his last essnys was to construct an Indi-

cator, by means of which the place of any object on a slide

might readily and certainly be found. No one, in looking at the

card, would credit the labor and tliought which he, in conjunc-

tion witli his friends, Judge Johnson and Mr. Gavitt, bestowed
iipon it. Many futile effoils were made, and many quires were

^ised in correspondence, before ihe accuracy of its measurements,
and a method for the unerring application of it, were satisfacto-

rily accomplished.
At a very early date, Prof. Bailey began to publish the results

of his observations,-—a duty too often neglected by scientific

men. His published papers are very numerous,—more than

fifty,—extending as far back as 1S37, and up to his very last

hours.^ They were, for the most part, very brief, free from os-

tentation, aiming to communicate facts in the simplest and most

dn-ect manner. In the words of his friend, Prof. Gray, "they

are all clear, explicit, and unpretending as they are thorough;
and every one of thera embodies some direct and positive con-

tribution to science." Most of them were terminated by a con-

densed statement of the general facts elicited, so as to show, r.t a

glance, the subject and result arrived at. They are mostly to

ba found in Silliman's Journal of Science, or in the Smithsonian

jt
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Contributions to Knowledge, except one in the first volume of
t!ie Transactions of the Association of Geologists and Natural-
ists, which embodied his previous papers on the Infusoria of the
United States, with additions, and which gave him at once a
iiigh position as a scientific naturalist. •

His Microscopical Collection will constitute his most splendid
monament. The slides, of which there are five hundred and'
£%, are arranged in boxes in the form of octavos, of which
there are twenty-four volumes. More than three thousand ob-
jects, lixcd upon slides, are catalogued and noted with reference
to Bailey's Indicator, thus enabling any one readily to find with
certainty the identical specimens described by him. There are
also very many other slides not included in the regular collec-
tion. Being objects either described by himself or given to him
by other describers, this collection must always possess the high-
est authority, and must be our ultimate reference in all cases of
aoLibt.

J^ne collection of Algte is equally complete and authentic. It
consists of thirty-two portfolios, containing about 4,500 speci-
"^ens; and it may safely be said that ie\y collections in the world
are superior to it.

"is probably well known that Prof. Bailey bequeathed his

^Ucroscopical Collection, his Collection of Algx, liis books on
many and Microscopy, his Me
espondcnce, to the Boston Society of Natural History. While
'^e Society intends to keep this bequest sacredly, it raea

emoranda and his Scientific Cor-

to mal
means also

h T'l'p
^^ '^^ extensively useful as possible. I hesitate not, in

^"'iif of the Society, to invite all who are pursuing similar re-

earches to consult these collections, whenever convenient,—and
/^give assurance also, that any questions which may be solved

J
It may be freely addressed to the Society. A large collection

Though materiaf for microscopic research, from many of the
aos. interesting localities, is also in the possession of the Society,

'J^

^^'dl be distributed to micros i-opists and societies,

/^uch arc some of the principal events in the history of our
distingwished associate and President, and such are some of the

accumulated fruits of his scientific labors,—labors which were
J'^norrned in addition to the full duties of a professorship, exe-

him iJ'^^^^
military precision and punctuality. He has won for

inr^^ 1
^ P^'"^^"^ ^y the side of the most eminent microscopists

Fhl
^plogists of the old world, and may well be styled the

nrenberg of America. He will always stand, in this country,

^Je father of those branches of Natural History which relate

^i^e icorld of atoms, and must for ever remain the standard

tW 'r ^^^^'^ i^i relation to them. Let no man think hg-htlv of

cern!^7''^^''"s« t^iev relate to little things, too small to be dis-

"^^^ by the unassisted eye. Are they not equally the handi-

1
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Avorlc of liira who made and sped the spheres, and formed man

in his own image? And if he, by the microscope, demonstrated

the vegetable structure of coal, illustrated the lowest iiabitable

deptlis of the ocean, settled the nature of some of the important

geological strata, and of the vast deserts otherwise deficient in

geological indications,—questions of practical importance in our

investigations of the crust of the earth,—let him receive a corre-

sponding rank with liim who points the telescope to the mighty

orbs above, determines tlieir magnitudes and movements by sci-

entific induction, and thereby enables us to determine our place

upon tliat crust.

I cannot refrain from quoting, in conclusion, the words of an

intimate friend in a letter to him, on learning of liis appoint-

ment as President for this meeting. He says, *'I am sure every

one acquainted with what you have done for the advancement of

science, American science, and American scientific character, will

say, that no appointment, at the present time, could be more ap-

propriate or just. I hope the great Disposer of events, whose

minute works you have done so much to place before our eyes

in all their exquisite beauty of form, of workmanship, and of

adaptation, will give you j^et many years to enjoy the honors

you have so honestly acquired, and to add many more discover-

ies to those you have already secured." And may I not respond

for you all, Would that this desire had been granted

!

Art. XV.—Oa some remains of Batrachian Bepliles discovered 'tn

the Coal Formation of Olrio^ hy Dr, J. S. Nctvherr}) and Mr. C. M-

Wkeailei/;^ by Jeffries Wyjiax, M.D., of Cambridge, Mass.

One of the most interesting subjects presented to the paleon-

tologist for investigation, is that relating to the'<letermination ot

the period when the Creator gave forms to organized beings, ana

placed them in definite relations with the earth and its atmos-

phere, and made them living things. But the history of geology

shows, that generalizations as to the time and circumstances^^!

the creation of given animal forms have approached precision

only, as the depths of the ancient lakes and oceans have been

faithfully explored, and the shores and dry lands which coexistea

with them have been accurately explored.
life

rcac per expioJ^^^'

''T^

tions are carrietl, the less luunerous are the remains of repti

found to be, and it has been assumed within a few years evcu,

A short verbal account of these fos.^ils ^as given to tlie Am. Assoc f'^'" *
'

Advana'meot of Science at their meeting- in Albany, in 1856,
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that tlieir creation took place during the triassic period. Tho
coal formations Lad been Jargelj examined, thousands ol^ fishes
and still lower animals had been discovered, before the first
traces of reptiles came to light in the remains of Apateon and
Archegosaurus.^ After these, there were found the footprints
and other remains of other reptile?:, discovered or described by
Goldfuss * Burmeister,t Dr. King,^ Sir Charles Lyell,§ Mr. Lea,
Herman Von Meyer, •[ Profs. Dawson,-^^' Owen,tt 11. D. Eogers:};^
and E. H]tcheoek.§§ The Telerpeton, discovered by Dr. Man-
tell was obtained from the npper layers of the Elgin sandstones;
and these some of the leading English geologists have referred
to ihe Old-red. Doubts have recently arisen as to their real age,
so that, in the present state of knowledge we cannot refer reptile
^ne to a period older than the Coal. However, in view of our as
yet imperfect knowledge of the Old-red fauna, the question
"^^y stiil be raised whether we have even now reached the
period of primoidal reptiles.

Ihe remains described in this paper are important additions
to the proofs of the presence of reptilian life during the Carbon-
ilerous epocii, showing the existence of at least three species and

Beitriige zur vorweltlichen Fauna des Steln-kohlengcbirge. Bonn, 1847, 4to.

^»J0in Leonliitrd and Broun Jar]»buch, 1847. p. 400.

a7l ^-'ibyrintlwHlonten aus dem saarbruckcr Stein-koblen^ebirge, Pt. Ill,

n ;,
.^*^'''ptu>n of fossil footmarks (of Thenaropux helerodacft/Iurn) found in the

Joir 1 T'"^
series, in Westmoreland Co, IVnn., by AIAvd t. King, M.D., Am.

So **[^^'^'"^^-. vol. xlviii. p. 343, and in vol. i. new series, p. 268.

int) r ^viJ^'Ht-e of fos^^il footmarks of a qunrlruped allied to Clieirotlieriuin

Qf
'^«. < oal strata of Penn^^ylvania, by Charles Lyell, E?q.. F.II.S.. &c., Am. Journal
^uenoe, vol. il, mtw series, p. 25.
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160 X Wt/man on Batrachian Reptilesfrom Ohio,

two genera, not hitherto noticed. Two of the species were dis-

covered by Dr. J. S. Newberry of Ohio, and a third by Mr. C.

M. Wheatiey of New York, who have entrusted them to me for

description,

Raiiiceps Lyellii,—This was found by Dr. Newberry in com-

pany with many other remains, for the most part of nshes, and

was regarded by him as Batrachian, lie gives the following de-

scription of their geological position. ''The locality which

furnishes the fossil fishes and reptiles is at Linton, Jefferson Co.,

Ohio, on the property of the Ohio Diamond Coal Co., at the mouth

of Yellow Creek. This point is about fifty miles distant from the

northwest margin of the Alleghany coal-field, and therefore

about as near the centre of the basin as any part of Ohio. The

hills bordering the Ohio at the moutli of the Yellow Creek, con-

tain six workable beds of coal, while there are at least two

others which lie beneath the bed of the river. Of those exposed,

the fourth in the ascending series contains the fishes and reptiles;

it is known on Yellow Creek as the *' big run" being nearly

eight feet in thickness. Of this thickness, the lower four inches

is of Cannel coal, and this forms the nidus of our fossils. The

*'big run" I have traced over several hundred square miles, and

there can be no doubt of its position. The animal remains of

this deposit lie in immediate proximity to the most characteristic

carboniferous plants and shells." Dr. Newberry also gives a

section of the different strata, which lie in the following order

from above downwards. 1, Shale and sandstone; 2. coal; 3.

shale and fire-clay; 4. sandstone and shale; 5. coal; 6. shale

and clay; 7. sand-rock; 8. shale; 9. coal with reptilian and

fish remains; below this, ten additional strata are mentioned, in-

cluding three of coal "Geographically, as well as stratigrapbic-

ally, these fossils come from near the centre of the basin."

The skeleton (fig. 1,) was exposed on splitting open two lam-

ina} of matrix, and in the act of separation, the tail (if it had

one), some of the dorsal vertebne, and a portion of the pelvis

were destroyed. As is usually the case with fossils from the

coal, all the bones were verv much obscured by compression and

by their intimate union with the substance in whicli they are

imbedded. They are seen from the underside and measure
about four and one half inches in lemrth.

The Batrachian characters are strongly marked, and were re-

cognized by Dr. Newberry; yet they do not strictly conform Avith

either one of the two great groups, but rather combine the

features of the Urodel and Anourous types; the first predomma-
tin.cr in the trunk and extremities, and the latter in the bead. ^

The general form of the head resembles that of frogs ; it is tn-

angnlar, and its greatest breadth nearly equals its length. E^^^^t-

mg Urodels are characterised by having the lower jaws either
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project

\\'ards

the

back-

beyond
occiput, as

is also tlie case
with the fossil.

In both toad
and frogs the

being

angles of the
jaws are slightly

concave on their
outer surface,

but in the fossil

^0 such curve
exists, the whole
outer border of
the jaw
convex as m
TJrodel

_
^y-. The ptery-
goid bones are
^jss expanded
than in Urodels
pit more so than
jnAnoura. The
^entar bone ap-
pears to be close-

Y united withunited
tbe one behind
^t, as in Urodels
«^erally and in

1.

shorter than the cranium, so that the tympanic bones to which
these are articulated are directed obliquely forwards; eras in

Menopoma where the jaws are longer, they are directed out-

"vrards; in toads,

the jaws are as

long as the cra-

nium, but in the

Ranidaearedeci-

dedlylongerand

Baniceps Lyellii

ipa among An-
°?^ T!ie po-
^tionofthejaw
prevents the al- . .,, , j,
J-eolar margin from being seen; therefore it is impossible to de-

wrmine either the presence or absence of teeth.
. ,,

Theupperjaws arebut imperfectly uncovered, e^P^^
f
Ij ^a

*^^ ^glit side ; the two are s ightly separated from each other

XXV MARCH, 1658.
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and are provided with small single pointed teeth. That on the

left side is sufficiently exposed to show that it is bifurcated

towards the median line, as in Anoura.
The palatine bones could not be traced. The atlas is in close

apposition with the occiput so that the articulating surfaces nre

not visible. The expansion of the atlas indicates however, that

two condyles probably exist. No portions of the hyoid bone or

of branchial arches were recognized.

The vertebrae are very imperfectly preserved, and are remark-

ably small in proportion to the size of the animal, and though

several of them are destroyed, it is estimated that about twenty

existed between the occiput and the pelvis. The transverse pro-

cesses, if any exist are not visible, nor is there evidence of ribs.

The Anoura are destitute of ribs, but these are replaced by very

largely developed transverse processes.

A slightly raised outline appears to be the only thing to indi-

cate a sc;i]}u]ar arch, bnt there are no details of structure. The

arm is better preserved, the humerus is much contracted in the

middle as iu Batrachians generally ; the i^adius and ulna are sep-

arate as in Urodels, and not united as in Anoura. In conse-

qut^nce of the displacement or concealment of some of the

phalanges the number of fingers could not be ascertained with

precisii^n. There were certainly four, but a fifth is doubtful. It

would be of great importance if a fossil should be detected with

five fingers, since no .existing Batrachians have more than four,

^vhiIe many of the supposed Batrachian footprints of the coal

formations have five. Tlie pelvis was destroyed, but traces of

the right and left femur and of tlie right tibia remain.
From the above description it appears that this, one of the

earUest created reptiles, combines in the same individual some

of the characters of both of the two principal groups of Batra-

chians, viz: Urodels and Anoura. It agrees with the latter m
the sliape of the head, the length of the lower jaws, and in the

absence of ribs; and with the former in the regular convex

outer border of the lower jaw, and in the separation of the bones

of the fore arm.
If the anatomical characters of the species just described are

in any way remnrkable, tliose of the two closely allied ones

which remain to be noticed deviate still farther from kno\yn

forms. One of them was discovered by Mr, Wheatley and the

other by Dr. Newberry, in the same locality as the fossil already

mentioned in the preceding pages. In both instances about

twelve or fifteen dorsal vertebrae and the corresponding ribs are

the only parts of the skeleton which are preserved ; but as there

are only y^^vy slight differences in the successive vertebriB ano

nbs in each specimen, it is probable that several additional ones

were necessary to complete the series, and this w^ould indicate
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2.

that the animal had a very long and slender bodj. There arc
no traces whatever of limbs, head or tail, in either" case.

The specimen, of which a small portion is represented in the
accompanying figure (fig, 2, seen from
above) is about two and a half inches
Jong. There are in all thirteen or four-
teen vertebrae with their ribs, these last
being but very slightly displaced. The
arches of all but three of ilie vertebrae
are broken. The entire vertebra has a
quadrangular form, is a little broader
Denmd than in front, is surmounted by a
spinous process formino-
ridge,

a longitudinal
on each side of which posteriorly,

are two rather large lobes forming the.
articulating processes which overlap the succeeding bone. The
transverse processes are well preserved throughout nearly tho
"^nole length of the specimen, and are situated near the anterior
extremity of each vertebra, just exterior to the posterior border
ot the articulating processes.

J-heribs, well developed throughout, are remarkably well ore-
served; each has a short head, and behind this, a well marked
^oercle, showing two points of articulation, and consequently
warranting the inference tliat the transverse processes had like-

f'lf.V^^'^
''articular facets, though these are not apparent in the

ossil. The shaft of the rib is very much curved, flattened and
Impressed with a deep groove along its whole length near the
jonvex border. The sternal portion of the rib is broader than
^centre, as if for the attachment of a cartilage,

to tl
S®"<^^"!il form of the vertebra^ presents closer resemblances

1 lose of Batrachians than of any other vertebrates, but the

T} developed ribs difte naterially from those of any

)nrates them from the Anoura. and

)r the first have no ribs and the

, v"v^pv;u riu.-3 uuier very maiermiij jium luvo>^ wi <i.ij

nowii Batrachians, viz: in their great length, and the curva-
re,—m ^^.j^i^i, j.^g ,^^ ^i,^ resemble those of scaly reptiles.

4''^ \ery existence of ribs sqi ' "' "
"'"- ^^'^ ' ^ "''

seel' ''f'
^''"^" ^''^'^^'^^

;
f'

wi only very short, and for the most part pointed ones.
r tuither invesiijntion should j)rove tliem to be the r.-mains

si
f/^'-'^^^'ians, with which they have some aflinities, then we

tCv 1
/^ 'I type <.f which there is no living ropresentalivo. Ij

) iH'long to a group liigher in the series, ihey luvomc std
rt interest; n£f, aiid give evidence of the existen.-e m the Coal
^^"ation of animals hitherto referred to later periods.

specimen consists of a portion of the skeleton of

e discovered bv Dr. Newberry, clos^-ly allied {o the

and wiih vertcbraj jirescnting the

'V'^chiaii ft-atnres^in'tlie rid^ie-like spinous processes iind

The third

tliei
" '''^inan ^*''^tnres ni tlie ruiLie-iiKe spinou> |.iocrs>v^ ;iuu

"r«ad lobes of the articulating processes, but having also com.
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bined with ttem largely and similarly developed T\hs. In this

case, the transverse processes if any existed, are not visible, as

the vertebral column is turned a little to one side, and thereby

one half of them is concealed in the matrix, while, on the other

side, the parts are so much broken or covered up by the loose

ribs as to prevent examination.
I have given no names to these last two reptiles, notwithstand-

ing tbeir great interest, as their remains were not sufficiently

complete to enable me to determine with anything like accuracy

their specific or generic characters. To add names to parts of

animals, unless the remains are very characteristic, can only

serve, as the history of science shows, to impede its progress and

encumber it with useless synonyms.

Abt. XVI

—

FicMelite^ a fossil carlo^hydTogen found in the ^^Fich-

telgehirge'' of North Bavaria ; by T. Edwaebs Clark, Ph.D.*

The rare fossil resin, which is the occasion of this paper and

"which I obtained for analysis through the kindness of Professor

Liebig, was collected by Mr. Schmidt, apothecary in Wunsiedel.

Near the neighboring town of Redwitz are beds of turf several
O"""^' o

feet in thickness, which contain large quantities of wood—stems

and branches—in various stages of preservation.

The greater portion of this is pine wood, which is so little

changed after lying in these turf beds for certainly hundreds oi

years, that, to all appearance, except that it has become quits

dark in color, it does not differ from well dried wood of the same

species which is still growing in the vicinity. It cuts and splits

the same, burns about as well, and is little inferior in toughness.

Professor Unger,f w^ho has made a microscopic cxaminatioa

of this wood, says that it evidently belongs to the still living

species Pinus sylvestris ; that it is very well preserved, but that

in certain parts of the larger vessels a peculiar change has takeji

place, which has caused the walls of these vessels to lose their

coherence and texture.
The other woods found in these turf beds are in a much wors^

state of preservation. The remains of birches (Betula albajj

alders (Alnus glutinosa), and hazlenut (Corylus ayellana), are

q^ute numerous. The same species exist at present in the neigl^-

borhood. It is in this pine wood, which is still growing so plen-

tifully as to give a name to the mountains of North Bavaria

(Fichtelgebirge), that this fossil resin is found. It occurs pnna*

pally in the form of shining scales between the annual rings,

* A portion of thJs paper first appeared ia tho " Annalen der Chemie und Pbar-

toacie " of August, 1857-

lii
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which have separated from one anotlier. The method of ex-
tracting it, and its crystalline form we will consider farther on.

In 1837, Trommsdorff* received from Mr. Fikentscher a fossil
resin, which was found, under exactly the same circumstances,
in the well preserved stems of buried pines. The analysis,
which he caused lo be made, shows, however, that it is the same
substance which was found some years later in a brown coal bed
near Utztiach in Switzerland, and that it differs both in its com-
position and in its melting point, 107° C, from the resin which
we have analyzed.
In 1841, Bromeisf examined a fossil resin, which was also re-

ceived from Mr. Fikentscher, and which was found, like the pre-
^ous, in the light brown colored pine stems, between the annual
npgs, often in the form of flat prismatic crystals, colorless and
Without taste or smell. It proved however to be quite distinct
irora^ that analyzed by Trommsdorff, both in its composition
^nd in its meltino; point, 46° 0. Bromeis proposed the name
Fichtelite for this.

In 1843, Schrotter:}: became possessed of a fossil resin also

1??^ ,yeclvvitz. This was extracted from the wood by ether,

t was found to be composed of

^„, ....V, .,. „L..v.w could not be crystallized, but went
Qovvn as an oil. This he considered to be identical in composi-
tion with Fichtelite; but erroneously, for he overlooked the fict

and allowed to crystallize, when i

wo substances, one of which coul

in the analysis by Bromeis the old atomic weight of carbon
^'as used. The crystalline portion of the resin received by
^chrotter contained oxygen as well as carbon and hydrogen.
yom this we see that at least three or four different carbo-

^ydrogeu fossil resins have been obtained from the turf beds of

JJ^edwitz; and all have been found in the well preserved stems of

.^ one species of pine tree. But the same has been remarked
in other places where similar fossil resins have been found.

,
in the neighborhood of Utznach in Switzerland is a bed of
°^" coal from two to three feet in thickness, which contains

^.'imerous remains of pines, firs, birches and other trees, in va-
jous stages of preservation. The pine stems are almost un-
jnanged. This bed of coal has long been considered to belong

the Tertiarv formation, and is so spoken of by those who have
"°"ced the fossil resins found in it. T^iie remarkable state of
preservation of the pine wood, and the occurrence of fossil resms

j! 'S identical 'with or very similar to those discovered m the
Ji'ie stems of the turf beds of Eedwitz, have led me to iuvesti-

fca^ more closely the age of this bed of brown coal.
_

.^ round that an examination of the plants contained m it has
recently been made by Professor Heer,§ who lias published a

Annalen d. Phar, vol xxi p 126 f Annalen i. Phar., vol. xxxy'n, p. 304.

8 Va!"'^^"
«!• Phys. u. Chem., Tol. lix, p. 55. ^ ^^^^ „,,

« -^eues Jahrbuch fiir Mineral u. Geol T. Leonhard u. Bronn, 1846, p. 213.
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fine work on the "Tertiarj Flora of Switzerland." He remarks

that *' the pine whicli Goppert describes as Pinites sylvestris^ is

evidently the same which we have in our brown conl at Utznach,

and which is in every respect not to be distinguished from our

living pines. The same is. true of the birches and firs. We
have found very few animal remains, but these appear to belong

to species which still exist with us." Thus showing, as I antici-

pated, that this brown coal is of the same age as the turf beds

of Redwitz.

Stromeyer"^ was the first to call attention to the existence of a

fossil resin found 'in the wood preserved in this coal bed. To

this he gave the name Scheererite.

Later in 1828, Kunlein,f who had charge of the working of

this bed of coal, described a resin which he had discovered ns

early as 1822 in the stems of pines occurring in the brown coal.

For this, not knowing that Stromeyer had already described a

fossil resm from the same bed under the name of Scheererite,

he proposed the name of '^Naphtaline resineuse prismatique,

from its resemblance to naphtaline. Neither Stromeyer nor

Kcinlein gave an analysis of the resin which they described.

In 1829, Macaire Princep4; analyzed a resin which he, like

Stromeyer, had received from Colonel Scheerer, as coming from

the brown coal bed of Utznach. Its melting point was found to

be but 2 degrees lower than that of Fichtelite. Macaire Princep

accepted the name scheererite which Stromeyer had proposed.

Further, in 1838, Krauss§ analyzed a substance wliich he had

obtained from the same locality. This resin in appearance re-

sembled scheererite, but the analysis showed it to be different in

composition. In this as well as in the melting point, it does not

differ materially from the substance analyzed by Trommsdorff,

which was found in the turf beds of Redwitz. 'Schrotler, who

considers the tw^o identical, proposes the name Konlite for thern.

While scheererite distills undecomposed, konlite yiehls a sub-

stance which melts by the warmth of the hand, and has a com-

position perhaps identical with that of tehorctin, which we have

yet to notice. Krauss proposed the name pyro-schecrerite for

this latter.

Lnter, Ilaidingerll in an article comparing the crystalline form

of Iiartite with that of what lie supposed to be sclicererite, and

which he had received from Utznach, remarks that the latter

melts at 46'' C.

Steenstrup,^ who has written considerably on the mnrslies

and coal beds of Denmark, discovered in the stems of the pm^
trees, which are found in these in an almost perfect state of pres-

KaRfnerV Archiv.. vol. ix, p. \n, \ Ann. d Phy?. u. Chem.. vol xii,
V-f^"^'

X Ann. (I Phy?*. u. Ch-m.. xv, p. 204. § Ann. d. Phys. u. Uht-m., xUii. P-
l"*^*

I Ann. d. Pliys. u. Chem.. vol. liv. p. i?6!.

% Videnskab. Selbkabs naturvid. og Math, Afhandlinger. 9 Deel, 1842.

i
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ervatioa in the neighborhood of Holtegard, a fossil resin which
was supposed to be scheererite. The other woods occurring
with this pine (P. sjlvestris) nre the same as those of Eedwitl
and Utznach. The resin found by Steenstrup was shown by the
analysis of Forchhammer to be composed of two carbo-hydro-
gens, and both quite distinct from scheererite- They were sepa-
rated by dissolvin.ir in boihng alcohol and.allowing to crystallize.
Tekoretin, being less soluble than phylloretin, crystallized first.

Ihe former melts at 45" C, the latter at 87° C.
rrom this cursory view of the different carbo-hydrogcns dis-

covered in the three localities which have been mentioned, we
perceive,^ that in each place a fossil resin occurs which melts at
4'^ or 46° C.—viz., Fichtelite described by Bromeis from Eed-

3 (?) by Baidinger from Utznach, and tekoretin}vitz, scheererite
Dy i!orchhammcr from Holtegjird. The relation which ihey
biD"ar to one another, through their actual composition, is noticed
Dejond.

> o r )

.

We have still another locality to mention where a fossil resin
js jound, from the fact that tins fossil, which was analyzed by
^hrtitter,* was considered by him to be very similar to scheer*
6"te and to have the same composition as tekoretin.
^n 1841, Haidihgerf discovered a fossil resin resembling

^peererite in the brown coal beds of Oberhart not far from

beds

called hartite is found. These coal beds have at present an
^^'Ciinatiou of 70°, and are considered to belong to the tertiary

ineT?
"^'^ "^^^^ P^^^ ^"^^^^^ ""' which the resin occurs wns exam-

acp
•'V^^oei't and pronounced to belong to the species Pence

-'Ma, Ug., which is very common in the brown coal formation.

is tl
'
^^^"^^^ ^^'^^ analyzed by Schrdtter, melts at 74° 0. This

hart °v!-^'
carbo-hydrogen fossil found in the coal beds of Ober-

Lav h
^^ Redwitz there are at least two ; at Utznach three

of k- r
described, including one derived from the distillation

T?„^?^'"^ei '^ud from Holtegard two have been analyzed by

in tl!

%^^'^^'^ ^^"^ briefly alluded to the various fossil resins found

sarv t
•

'^ clifferent localities mentioned, because it will be neces-

tJ.\^Peak of the relation which they bear to one another

comn*^ • • ^^^'^stance which we have analvzed. As to the actual

mo
p^I^^on of several of these fossils much doubt exists, for

°^ the analyses were made at a time when the atomic

* Ann. d. Phys. u. Cliem., vol lix, p. S7.

i Ann. d. PLys. u. Cliem., vol. Hv, p. 261.

t Ann. d. Phys. u. Chena., vol. Ik, p. 41.

I
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^v^eidit of carbon was considered to be 6"125, and the metliod of

analysis was much less perfect than at present.

We shall now proceed to notice more specially the substance

which we have received for analysis. It is found principally

between the annual rings of the wood, which have separated or

are still looselj^ joined to one another. Here it forms layers,

often one-tenth of an inch in thickness, of shining transparent

scales, having more or less of a yellowish tinge, and lapping

one over the other. In some parts of the wood are what ap-

pear to be minute granules of this resin mixed with woody mat-

ter, bat when exnmined under the microscope they prove to be

small crystals, with their faces obliquely inclined to one another.

I did not succeed in finding any that were large and regular

enough for determining the crystalline form.

-But this substance is not confined to the annual layers; for if

the wood is split in any direction whatever, numerous shining

points appear, showing that it is completely saturated with it.

In order to obtain this from the wood, the latter is finely cut u

with a turning lathe, or by any other convenient means, an

then boiled in ether for several hours. The extract is then

poured off, fresh ether is added, and again submitted to two or

three hours boiling. The two extracts are now poured together

and considerably concentrated by distilling off a part of the

ether. Strong alcohol is added to this till all remains dissolved.

From this it was found impossible to obtain crystals, although

exposed to a temperature below 0° C. ; a reddish oil went down

instead. So in order to separate the resin from other organic

bodies, wdiich were presumed to be present, and which were sup-

posed to prevent the forming of crystals, the acetate of lead was

added. The large and heavy precipitate, winch went down

^vas tlirown on a filter, and the filtrate, after being freed froin

the excess of acetate of lead by sulphuretted hydrogen, and

boiled w^ith the precipitate for a time to decolorize it, ^vas^ ex-

posed to a cold of a few degrees below 0° C, when long prism-

shaped crystals were formed.
Any foreign substance, or a crystal of this resin thrown into

the alcoholic solution, assists the first forming of crystals very

materially. ,

Before cutting up the wood, it is best to scrape off as n^uca

1

resin as possible, for this portion, dissolved in alcohol and ether

crystallizes (juite easily.
i

- %
'sThe precipitate occasioned by the acetate of lead, whicb ^

not soluble in ether, was mixed with alcohol and decomposea

"by a current of sulphuretted hydrogen. In the filtrate of tm^

^ew precipitate, crystals were formed when exposed to a tern*

pcrature below 0"" 0. These we have not yet examined. ^

•
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The crystals of this resin thus artificially formed are oblique
rliombic prisms with orthodiagonal faces. Sometimes an oblique
end face is present behind. In the prevaihn^ form the angles
of tlie side laces m: m= 97° and 83°: the end face 7J to the or-
thodiagonal face 0^127°: the second oblique end face behind
t: 0=128°; and jd: 2-=105^ The ortho-
diagonal face cuts off tiie acute side angle
of the prism m. The crystals are length-
ened in the direction of the orthodiago-
i^al: m in most very short. If the face
;> IS adjusted in the sUuroscope with the
sides aa^ the cross stands normal ; a proof
tliat the crystallization is not triclinia
ihe measurements could be made only by
the reflection of candle light with the use
of the lens.

The melting point is 46° C. ; but the temperature at which
^•^'^.^^tstance solidifies again is much lower, viz. 3fc)° C, making
Qinerence of ten degrees between the melting and freezing

points. These observations were carefully m- de by experiment-

ing on several different portions of the resin. This som3\vhat
range behavior has already been observed in other bodh^s, e. g.

Oleic acid when melted does not solidifv till cooled to 4° C;
Its meltmg point is 14° 0. : doeglinic acid; which melts at 16° C,
congeals a few degrees above 0° 0.

-^0 determine the boiling point of this substance, about five
grams were put into a small retort holding a thermomet 3r run-

j?'"g up to 820° C. The latter wns lowered almost to the sur-
.ce ot the melted resin, and the heat gradually increased till

andT^^^''-^
reached 310°, when the thermometer'was taken out,

coll l^-

''^^^^'^ ^"^^ strongly heated. Soon, oil drops bsgan to

p in the neck of the latler, which on cooling assumed more

dLs T *?^-^ crystalline structure. The distilled portion when
solved in alcohol and ether crystallized like the original sub-

)ssT^'
''^"^ possessed the same melting and freezing points;

^^''"" that it suffered no change by distillation. We maying

;^"^^y say that the boiling point is above 320° C, for the ther-

but^^*^^
^^''^s rapidly rising when it was taken out. A peculiar

smail°r^'1^^^^
odor was given out during the distillation, and a

^»n„ i^^'"*'
^^ ^l^e resin was decomposed, accompanied by the

^^Paration of coal.

ll^g
'J->'^^''ous sulphuric acid produces a total decomposition of

this^t?
''^"^^' A small portion was put into a test tube, and to

reaot-
^^^^P^^^^nc acid was added, when, although cold, a violent

«md tt"
^°^^ P^^°^' ^^^^^ of sulphurous acid were given out

^oe whole tube was blackened with coal.

^^OND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 74.—MARCH,
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To another portion Nordhaiisen acid was added, and tlien

heated in the water-bath. Sulphurous acid was slowly given

out, and the solution became deep red. In order to see if any

combination with sulpliuric acid had taken place, water was

added and the whole heated with carbonate of baryta. The

precipitate was separated, but the filtrate, which was greatly

concentrated by evaporation, yielded no crystals of any soluble

salt of baryta.

This experiment was often made in different w^ays, but with-

out obtaining any combination with sulphuric acid.

To another portion of this resin fuming nitric acid was added,

and heated carefully in the water-bath. Soon a violent reaction

took place, red fumes of nitrous acid were given out in large

quantity. After the action of the nitric acid was finished, the

Avhole was evaporated to one-third its volume, and water added,

causing a white precipitate. This was thrown on a filter,

washed out, and dissolved in alcohol and ether. The reddish

solution was boiled with animal carbon to decolorize it, and then

exposed to a temperature several degrees below 0° C, But in-

stead of crystals being formed, an oily substance, which proba-

bly holds nitrous acid, was sent down as the ether evaporated.

The filtrate of the precipitate caused by the action of water on

the nitric acid solution, was evaporated to dryness over

water-bath
;
the residue was found to contain oxalic acid.

If tliis rcsin is thrown into cold fuming nitric acid and allowed

to stand for two or three days, it dissolves entirely; but when

precipitated from this solution by water, and dissolved in alcohol

and ether, it behaves like the last, goins; down as a reddish oil.

the

ds
nitric acid alone.

Although we have not succeeded in obtaining combinations

^vith nitrous acid, which we know to be such, yet we do not

doubt but that they are formed, from the fact that they have

been obtained from other substances which are very similar to

this.

^
Chlorine gas in contact with this resin in a melted state com-

bines with it. The experiment is best made by putting a fe^^

gi-ams in a small Liebig's drying apparatus, the lower partol

Avliich rims horizontally. This is placed in a water-bath, th^

temperature of which must be kept above 46^ C, With this

l)eiit tube a retort, in whicli chlorine gas is generated, is con-

nected. A higher or lower compound of chlorine is formed, itx

accordance with the length of time that the gas is passed over

the rnelted aubstance; or two or three compounds may ^^

formed at the same time. Fumes of hydrochloric acid app^^^

at the open end of the tube.
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The action of bromine is of course similar to tliat of chlorine,
Hjdrobroraic acid is given out, and higher or lower compoui^da
are formed, as the quantity of bromine used is greater or less.

The substance should be melted in a flask and the bromine
added from time to time.
This resin was obtained pure for analysis by several re crystal-

h^ations from its solution in alcohol a"nd ether. The combus-
tions were made with chromate of lead, and with rolls of fine
oxjdized copper wire in the frorjt part of the tube. Three out
of several analyses are here given.

L 0*3324 grm. of PHb?tance gave
l'059l " carbonic acid and
3319 " water.

IL 0-4314 " of substance gave
l'376l " carbonic acid and
0-49S0 " water.

Ill 0-4008 " of substance gave
1 2869 " carbonic acid and
0-4689 " water.

These give the following percentages:
I. 11. in.

Carlx>n, 86*89 8700 87 50
Hydrogen, 12 86 12-83 12 99

The average of the three and the corresponding formula are
as follows,

r o

Avprage. U;ilciil<'iteil.

Carbon, 87-13 " Cs 87-27

Hydrogen, ^ l'>86 H" 12 73

This gives as the empirical formula for this resin CjHt. The
otiier analyses confirm this result.
.vVe will now proceed to compare tliis formula with those ob-

jamed by others for several of the fossil resins already men-

zed by Broineis, witli hartiteCloned, viz., with Fichtelite analyze
^naljzed by Schrotter, and with tek. J ^^uL^LL^-,^ emu vvitii tcii^oretin and phylloretin anal-
yzed by Forchhammer. Bat first, we must allude to a matter

Yn Y^ Siven us no little trouble.
Ail the above mentioned resins, with the exception of hartite,

^ere analyzed when the atomic weight of carbon was held to

^^
o"125, hence too much carbon was almost always obtained ui

?n analysis. Now in books on organic chemistry, and in chem-

tJ'
journals when these fossils are alluded to, this fact seems

generally to have been overlooked. We will gi^'C two or three

^stances out of the very many which we have noticed,
^

^chrutter,* who analyzed hartite, compares his jesTtlts w-ith

JJQse obtained by Forclibnmmer for tekoretin, and rennnks that
"e two substances are verv probablv identical in comjwsition,

2, P% differ in their melting points. We give the results as
^btamed by each

:

* Ann. d Phjs u. Chein, Vel lix, p. 44,

J*'
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Hartite. Tekoretin

Carbon, 87 47 87-19

Hydrogen, 12 04 12-81

Now if we overlook the fact that in the analysis of hartite

the atomic weight of carbon Avas taken as 0, but in the analysis

of tekoretin as 6'125, tlien Schrotter's remark seems to be cor-

rect. The actual difference in composition will be seen if we in

both cases take the atomic weight of carbon as 6.

Ilariite. Tekoretin.

87-47 85-89

1204 12 81
F

Again Gerhardt* commits the same error, but in a difierent

way. On noticing scheererite (konlite)he gives the composition

in one hundred parts ns obtained by Krauss, who took the atomic

weight of carbon as 6'125, but affixes to this a formula in which

it is taken as 6 : e. g.
'

nK^ H
Carbon, 92-45 92- 3

Hydrogen, 742 7- 7

Tekoretin, phylloretin, and other resins are noticed in the

same way bv Gerhardt. Lowis in his '^ Organic Chemistry" h^^

many similar errors. The same oversight is also common m
works on mineralogy.

Let us now compare the result which we have obtained with

the composition of several similar fossil resins. Those analyses

which were made when the atomic weight of carbon was held

to be 6-125 we have recalculated. The four substances whicli

bear perhaps the nearest relation to that which we have analysed,

are Fichtulite, hartite, tekoretin, and phylloretin. Their compo-

sition in one hundred parts is

FichleUtc. Havtite. Tekoretin. PhyUoretin.

C 87-95 87-47 85 89 8888
H 10-70 1204 12 81 9-23

Thev require probably the following formulas :
Fichtehte

C5H4;hartite CeH^, tekoretin CH, phylloretin CaH^. Though

|he numbers obtained from the analysis of Fichtellte by Bromeis

indicate a different formula, yet we are disposed to consider it

identical with the substance which we have analyzed; for they

both occur under the same circumstances and in tlie same peai

beds; and moreover they have a common melting point. Ficn-

telite also distills without being decomposed, and' behaves towaril

alcohol and ether as does this resin.

The difference in composition, indicated by the analyses, mar

perhaps be accounted for by the fact that Bromeis analysed

Fichtelite just as it was obtained from the wood, without re-

r

• Traite dc Cliemie Organique, Tome quatri^rae, p. 398.
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crystallizing it, and hence it was necessarilj impure. Eather
than increase the confusion already existing in the nomenclature
of these and allied substances, we shall adopt the name given,
t>j Bromeis.

We should not forget to notice that Trommsdorff has also
analyzed a fossil resin coming from Redwitz, and found under
the same circumstances, in the stems of Plnus sylvestris, and leav-
ing the same outward appearance as Fichtelite; but in its melting
point, 107° C, and in its composition, it differs greatly : viz.

Kiinlite (?)

Carbon, 91-05

Hydrogen, * 1-57

The formula obtained for hartite stands nearer that of the fos-
sil resin which we have analyzed; its crystals are also mono-
chnic; towards alcohol, ether, and sulphuric acid it behaves the
^ame; and during distillation but a small portion is decomposed

;

out its melting point is much higher, 74° C, besides it occurs in
another fossil pine, Pence acerosa, Ug., and in another geological
formation, being as to its origin much older.

Tekoretin resembles this resin in every particular except in

^^JPosition. Its melting point is 45° C; it distills at nearly

i ' possesses the same solubility in alcohol and ether; the
enect of nitric acid and chlorine gas is the same, forming two

'

fonipouuds with the latter, which Forchhammcr did not succeed
11 separating; and it is also found in the buried stems of P. syl-

^^striH; but the formula required by its analysis obliges us for
"e present to consider it as another resin.

. Y^vUoretin, which like the latter is found in the pine stems
m the marshes of Holtegard, though distilling at a high tempe-
rature and forming compounds with chlorine, differs not only in

composition, but in its melting point, 87° C, from the fossil resin
^l^ich vve have described. >

'Ve have still another carbo-hydrogen resin to notice, which
jas the first described of all these in 1827. This was called

"CQeererite. It melts at 44° C. and distills, without being de-
composed, at 90° C.

th t
?^ confusion exists with regard to this fossil, from the fiict

^^^ Krauss* has given the analysis of a substance under the

°^"?\of scheererite, which had, it is true, been obtained from the
^°ai beds of Utznach, like that described bv Stromeyer and
^ucaire Princep, but which melts at 107° C; is decomposed by
J^^^UJation, and has a composition quite diiferent hom scheerer-
"^ as given by Macaire Princep

:

Schecrerite.

CnrW). '7^9^

Hydrogen, 24U0

Ann. d. Phvs. u. Cliem., vol xliii, p. 141.

I'j
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The inexactness of the analysis leaves much douot as to its

true composition. The substance was very volatile, and only

one analysis was made. Macaire Prhicep himself was not satis-

fied with the result. Since he made the analj^sis, no substance

has been found in the coal beds of Utznach which melts at 44°

a and distills at 90° C.

We give here a table of those fossil resins to which we have

referred, together with their melting and boilinj:; points, and also

the effect of chlorine, nitric and sulphuric acids on them. We
have thought the percentage of carbon and hydrogen found

would give a better idea of the relation of these fossils to one

another, than their formula, for manj of the latter, deduced from

the amount of carbon and hydrogen obtained, are doubtful

Carbon.

Fichteliie by Bromcis,

Fichtelite by Clark,

Tekorettn,

Scheurorite by Haidinwer,
Scheererile by Princep,
Hiirtite,

Phylloretin,

Konlite n)byTromTnsdorff,

Kan[ite by Kramt,

87 '95

SMS
85*39

unknown
71-91

87-47

as -33

9105

91 12

Hydro-
gen.

10 70

12-56

12 81
unknown
24 00
12-04

922

7-57

7-421

Mr It Eifect of
point

:

^*^^''"S P""*^- Chlot ine.

46° 0.;^^"'^""'*""°* unknown

46=* C; Above 320^ C. combines

45° C Ofquicksilver. do.
46° C. Unknown, unknown
44° r. 90° C. do.
74° C. Very hiyh. do.

Of quicksilver, combines

Of Nitric Acid.

Unknown.
i

Ofculphi

ric aciil

5 Oxalic acid, and
t,|ackeii'i

TO. /•«nnliiti»rinri :1

87° C.

i NO4 combination .?)

do
Unknown,

do.

107° C.i^y"'^"'"-"funknown

114' C. ]
^^ ^^^° ^'
dec imposed.

do.

unknowi

do.

blacken'i

do.do.

^ Oxalic acM, und ^piinown

^N04combiiiuiion(0,

No effect.

Di8!iolves it.

biackenV.

do.

The rational formula for any one of the fossils which we have

mentioned has not yet been determined. We only know the

empirical formula. None of the products resulting from their

combination with cbhjrine, bromine, sulphuric or nitric acids

have been analyzed. For this purpose we have formed ^and

analyzed several chlorine and bromine combinations of Ficjn*

tehte. Chlorine gas was passed over a few grains of it as already

described, for the space of one-half honr. It was then dissolved

in alcohol and ether, and stood in the cold to crystallize. A/ter

standing several days, all the undecomposed resin crystallized

out.

From the mother liquor two combinations with chlorine were

obtained, neither of which could be crystallized, though exposed

to a cold several degrees below O"" C. The first of these combi-

nations is a clear colorless transparent oil; the other, which is

of a yellowish color, we did not obtain in sufficient quanty lor

analysis.

Over another portion of Fichtelite a stream of chlorine gas

was passed for two hours. This w^as then dissolved in alcohol

and ether as the last. Two oils were obtained, neither of whicU

'could be crystallized. The one which was first precipitated
^vai
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m

of a deep yellow color and perfectly clear; the other was of a
dark red color. There was too little of the latter for analysis.
For determining the amount of chlorine and bromine con-

tamed in the oils obtained, the combustions were made with
caustic lirne. For determining the amount of carbon and hy-
drogen simply chromate of lead was used, having the combus-
tion tube longer than usual.
Before giving the results obtained, I must remark that it is

greatly to be regretted that I did not succeed in obtaining these
combinations in a crystalline form ; for then there could be no

^

doubt as to their purity. As it is, a small portion of Fichtelite
may have been held in solution by the oils, and so of course
have affected the results obtained. I therefore present the fol-

lowing analyses with the hope that some one may hereafter be
^ore fortunate than I have been in forming crystalline combi-
i^ations of this resin with chlorine and bromine.

I^^irsl chlorine comhinatlon.

I

Hence

L 0-4192 grm. of substance gave
li86S " carbonic acid and
4216 " -water.

II 0*6903 " of substance gave
0-3156 " chloridof silver.

Calculated. Found.

Cso = 77-055 77-213

H68 = 10-987 31-173

Cl2 = 11458 llSOi

Hence

Secoyid chlorine comhination.

I 3933 gnu. of substance gave
10013 '* carbonic aqid and

3443 " Trater.

II. 0-541 1 " of substance gave

04432 " chloriJ of silver.

Calculated. Found.

Cso = 69-783 69433
Hs5 = 9-595 9-7*26

Cl4 = 20*621 20-250

Hd k'^^^
*^ obtain bromine combinations, the resin was acted

v^^^ / bromine as previously described, and dissolved in alco-

Y^ua ether. Afte

th Ji"^-^^
out. By treating the mother liquor as in the case of

jj ^
1
^^^ compounds, two oils were obtained :

one of a light

Cons
^^^ penectly clear, the otlier dark red and much more
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First hromine comhination.

I. 0*4169 gvm. of substance gave
l*16i6 " carbonic acid aud
0'415l " water.

1

Hence

II. 3909 « of substance ^ave
10886 " cai•bunic acid and

f
0-3867 " water.

1

Calculated.

F

Found.

I. II.

Cjo : 76-315
jt

76186 75 95
H-9 = 10970 11063 10-99

Br := 12-715 12751 ia06

Hence

Second bromine combination.

0*4823 grm. of substance gave
0*257 " bromid of silver.

Calculated

Cso = 67*801

H63 = 9-605

lira — 22 592

Found.

22-673

o

Calculnlcd

C.^0 ^ 87*273

H70 —
r

12-727

We have tlius obtained the four follow inir formulas for the

chlorine and bromine compounds:

CsoHeoBn, CsoHesBrs, CsoHesCk, CsoIIeeCU.

Hence the rational formula for Fichtelite would seem to be

Found.

87*13

1286

^
This is of course quite an unexpected resultj although the ra-

tional formula for none of these fossil resins has previously been

determined. Other carbo-hydrogen substances have however
been described wdth very high formulas, e. g., Melene and Cerene.

The formula for till former is CdoHco, and for the latter Csi

Hs 4, Moreover both of the substances, like that which we have

analyzed, have many of the properties of paraffine, and form

compounds with chlorine.
There are two objections to reducing this formula to C4 cHas.

The first is that it gives an uneven number of hydrogen atoms,

and secondly that in the first bromine compound 'it requires one-

half an atom (Br^) of bromine. Laurent and others have how-

ever e:xpressed half atoms in various formulas.

r
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Am. XYII— On the Characters, Principles of Division^ find Pri*
mary Groups of the Class Mammalia; by Professor Owen,
F.R.S., F.L.S., Superintendent of the Natural History Depart-
ments in the British Museum.^

(Concluded from page 18.)
F

Primary .Divisions of the Mammalia.—The question or prob-
iem of the truly natural and equivalent primary groups of the
class Mammalia has occupied much of my consideration, and
has ever been present to my mind when gathering any new facts
in the anatomy of the Mammalia, during dissections of the rarer
lornis which have died at the Zoological Gardens, or on other
opportunities.

I

he peculiar value of the leading modifications of the mam-
^alian brain, in regard to their association with concurrent modi-
_

cations in other important systems of organs, was illustrated
w detail in the Hunterian course of lectures on the Comparative
Anatomy of the Nervous System, delivered by me at the Eoyal
'-oJlege of Surgeons in 1842. The ideas which were broached
or suggested during the delivery of that ooiirse, I have tested

7 every subsequent acquisition of anatomical knowledge, and
pw feel myself justified in submitting to the judgment of the

^innean Society, with a view to publication, the following four-

^
d primary division of the mammalian class, based upon the

our leading modifications of cerebral structure in that class,

e brain is that part of the organization which, fcy its supe-
""

" om all the ia-

an which I now

Th
r development, distinguishes the Mammalia fr

r"^^ classes of Vertebrata; and it is that orgai. . -

th°K°^^
to show to be the one that by its modifications marks

^best and most natural primarv divisions of the cla^s.

Da -f-

1?°^^ ^n^^mmals the cerebral hemispheres are but feebly and
^itially connected together by the ' fornix ' and 'anterior corn-

is t^rl ^^ ^^^ ^^^t ^^ t^^ ^^^^^ ^ P^^* ^^^^^^ 'corpus callosum'

Bar f
' ^^^^c^i completes the connecting or * commissurar ap-

paratus.

^^\'th the abse t

nienn I,

^ remarkable modification of the mode of develop-

amn
offspring, which involves many other modifications

;

and tf
^ ^'hich are the presence of the bones called 'marsupial,'

ibe non-development of the deciduous body concerned in

nourishment of tlie progeny before birth, called 'placenta;

of LondlP'^Pf '^ <^'*ed from the Journal of the Proceedings of the Linnean Society

f "On ;u
^^'^ February 17th and April 2l6t, 1857.

. ^, , ^
p. 87.

'^^ Structure of tlie Brain in Marsupial Animals," Philos. Trans., 183V,

'^OND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 74.—MARCH, 1S48.
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the young in all this 'implacental' division being brouglit forth

prematLuely, as compared with the rest of the class.

This first and lowest primary group, or subclasSj of Mnmninlia

may be termed, from its cerebral character, LyencephALA^^
signifying the comparatively loose or disconnected , state of the

cerebral hemispheres. The size of these hemispheres (fig. 1, a)

is such that they leave exposed the olflictory ganglions {a\ the

cerebellum (c), and more or less of the optic lobes (b); their

surface is generally smooth ; anfractuosities, when present, are

few and simple*

2.—Brain of Beaver.

!•—Brain of Opossum,

The next well-marked stage in the development of the bram

is where the corpus callosum (indicated in fig. 2 by the dottea

lines c7, d) is present, but connects cerebral hemispheres as httie

advanced in bulk or outward character as in the preceding sud-

class; the cerebrum (a) leaving both the olfactory lobts («) a^^

cerebellum (c) exposed, and behig commonly smooth, or witn

few and simple convolutions in a very small proportion, cc"-

riAeofl r^e +K^ 1 ,-i. 1 _r 4.U„ ^^^,-,r^ NMifi mnmmalSThe mamm
com

so

characterized constitute the subclass LlSSENCEPHALA f

_
In this subclass the testes are either permanently or

^^"^P^^J"
rily concealed in the abdomen: there is a common external gj
t;;*„ „_: • . . !.._: /(oMriPTinr or

'inary aperture in most; two precaval veins C^^\E^^^^^ g.

jor vense cavce') terminate in the right auricle.
^

The sq

Inosal in most, and the tympanic in many, retain their primin

nito-uri

*anteri

* ituj, to loose, and lynl(pakog^ brain,

I
Aicraoff, smooth, and iyiy<falogj brain
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separation as distinct bones. The orbits Lave not an entire rim
of bone. Besides these more general characters by whicli tlie

Lissencephala, in common with the Lyencephala, resemble Birds
and Eeptiles, there are many other remarkable indications of
their affinity to the Oviparous Vertebrata in particular orders or
genci'aof the subclass. Such, e.g.^ are the cloaca, convoluted
trachea, supernumerary cervical vertebrte and their floating ribs,
in the three-toed Sloth; the irritability of the muscular fibre,
and persistence of contractile power in the Sloths and some other
l^ruta; the long, slender, beak-like edentulous jaws and gizzard
of the Anteaters; the imbricated scales of the equally edentu-
lous Pangolins, which have both gizzard and gastric gfauds like
the proventricular ones in birds; the dermal bony armor of the
Armadillos like that of loricated Saurinns; the quills of the
"orcupine and Hedgehog ; the proventriculus of the Dormouse
and Beaver; the prevalence of disproportionate development of
the huid-Iimbs in the R^dentia; coupled, in the Jerboa, with
confluence of the three chief metatarsals into one bone, as in
Difds; the keeled sternum and wings of the Bats ; the aptitude
ot the Cheiroptera, Inscdivora, and certain Rodentia to fall, like
t^eptiles, into a state of true torpidity, associated with a corres-
ponding ficulty of the heart to circulate carbonized or black
blood :—these, and the like indications of co-affinity with the
^encepjif^l^ to the oviparous air-breathing Vertebrata, have
mainly prevailed with me against an acquiescence in the eleva-
lon of different groups of the Lissencephala to a higher place
n the Mannnalian series, and in their respective association,

J'^rough some single character, with better-brained orders, ac-
cording to mammalogical systems which, at diffi.Tent times, have
oeen proposed by zoolo^^ists of deserved reputation. Such, e. g.,
^- the association of the long-clawed Bruia with the Ungidata,-*

Z,]^^^ shorter-clawed Shrews, Moles and Hedgehogs, as well
'[s the Bats, with the Carnicora ;\ of the Sloths with the Quad-
2^iana;X of the Bats of the same high order ;§ and of the In-

,

Sj^^ora and Rderdia in immediate sequence after the Lmnean
/^nmates,' as in the latest published 'System of Mammalogy,'
^om a distinguished French author."

HuJ^f^t^' ^'""- 'T'-^ns., voLxvi (1833); Gray, Dr. J. E., Mammalia in the British

Ip"'.!-'"". 1«43, p.xii.

!DeR.'"'-^i^"«Amn,al, 18'29,p. 110.
+ ^e blainville, O..t6o<r„,pi,ie, 4to, fiisc. 1, p. 47 (183^).

? V'";^'u.s. Systema Natiraj. '

"

«1 em." I

'''^^''' 2ool.>gie et Pal^ontolopie Franyni^e, 4to, 1852 p 194. Th,s

«'e£ f r'^^'^^'i'y an adoption of that proposed by Profmor J .!n.T..hrar.K m

»Pnpe '"l'."r
of the 3nl .4ries of the • Ann.U-s des Sciences Nntur.lles. 1844 .u

mS ^''-''^ 'Considerations sur quelqnes Principe, reh.t.f:* a la Ciass.fica urn

^''at M n
^'^^A"i'naux.' ic; in referril.g to which, M. G.rva.s .tates la. conv.ctum

^i-^rsMn '^'l^'^"-*^^.
"« "^!^ I'O'-^ de doutc les rapports de.. Runjrour. avec Jes pre-

^''™'"if^ies."_Aunales dcs Sciences Naturellss, s«r. iii, vol. i. p. 23L The

fj

*
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The third leading modification of the Mammalian cerebrum is

such an increase in its relative size, that it extends over more or

less of the cerebellum ; and generally more or less over the olfac-

tory lobes. Save in very few exceptional cases of tlie smaller

and inferior forms of Quadrumana (fig. 3), the superficies is folded

into more or less numerous gyri or convolutions,—whence the

name GyeeNOEPJIALA^^ which I propose for the third subclass

of Manomalia (fig. 4).

4.—Chimpanzee.

3.

In'this subclass we shall look in vain for tliose marks of affin-

ity to the Ovipara^ which have been instanced in the preceding

subclasses. The testes are, indeed, concealed, and through an

high and justly-earned reputation of both these naturalists renders it incumbent on

me to state the doubts with respect to the actual affinity of the Rodentia to the

Quadrumana -which remained on my mind after an attentive perusal of the argU"

Jnents urged by Milne-Edwards. The first of these arguments is based upou an

alleged resemblance of placental structure, expressed by the term "a placenta dis-

coide." applied as a cliaractcr to the Bimana, Quadrumana, Cheiroptera, Insectirora

and Rodentia, collectively.
The degree of resemblance in outward form, betvreen the placenta of the Rat o

Hare, on the one hand, and the Mycetes and Macacus on the otiier, seems to me i

be more than counterbalanced by the difference of structure. The pedmiculate ana

cotyloid placenta of the Rat consists of fcetal parts exclusively; tlie maternal areo-

lar portion is as distinct from it as it is in the cotyledon of the Ruminant, and ir^

^
persistent structure of the uterus. The discoid placenta of the Monkey i"^'"''^^.^|

large proportion of maternal cellular structure, which comes away with the la- <

portion. The difference in the organic interblendinc; of the circulatory organs u

mother and offspring, between the Rodentia and Quadrumana, i? of much more xe^

miportance than the degree of superficial similarity. Still more significant, m r

gard to genetic grounds of affinitv, is the great difference in the development an

function of the vitellicle or umbilical sac in the foetal membranes of the two orders

But, as regards outward form, the cotyloid placenta of the Mur'idce differs m
from the thin. pvnnncUH «n^ q«k^;,.;j..,i ^u^«r>f« ^f 4!.n TTarP than it doesiroi"

Marmoset

'0&-
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obvious adaptive principle, in the Cetacea ; but in the rest of the
subclass, with the exception of the Elephants, they pa^s out of
tlie abdomen, and the G^yrencephalous quadrupeds, as a general
rule, have a scrotum. The vulva is externally distinct from the
anus. With the exception, again, of the Elephants, the blood
Irom the head and anterior limbs is returned to the right auricle
by a single precaval trunk. The mammahan modification of the
\ ertebrate type attains its highest physical perfections in the
prencephala, as manifested by the bulk of some, by the destruc-
tive mastery of others, by the address and agility of a third
order. And, through the superior psychological faculties—an

fro^ similarity of form, that there are t^o distinct discoid placenta in CaUlthrix as
Q Urcopithecus, Macacus and Sentnopitkecus ; whilst in Mycetes, as in Troglodytes,
tl^er^

13 but one such placenta.
^ ' ^

'
^ ^ '

i he structure of the discoid placenta in the Pteropm, like that of the Rat, raore
semoies that of the fo-tal portion of the cotyledon in the Cow than that of tJ^e

^^mo-vascular spongy placenta of tlie Quadrumana; and this difference, with the

the
I'^P^^^^p"' ^^^^ t)f the larger umbilical sac, appears to me to greatly outweigh

infa^^^^f 1 ^^^^^'^^^^^^CG in mere outward form of the placenta. Any argument

^
' vor of the affinity of tlie Cheiroptera to the Qaadnimana, based on that ile^reo

'^xCoi^' niust be affected .by the prevalence of the double discoid placenta

of i/
^"**"'*'*'^«?2ff. Since Hunter first made known that modification* in a species

of ti^^p^"*'
^'^'^^i? from a comparison of the foetus now preserved in the Museum

uie Koyal College of Surgeons, 1 believe to be the * Wrinkled Baboon' oof Shaw

arate^^r^ .f^^'
Desm.), Professor Rreschet has described and figured the two sep-

^fittrewT K^\ n^';^^^"'^
^" the small South American Sauirrehmonkey (C«//27Ar?>

loncrn I \f
^" *'^^ Green Monkey (Cercoj:)j/A^cwa sabicus, Desm.), and in the

the ?pn 1
^(^nkey (Sonnopitheciis nasicHs). Yet this well-marked modification of

mart L.
^'^^^^*''''" Pl'-^centa is not constant iiin the Quadrnmana, or even in the pri-

Kuhli h^^^'"
°^ *^*^ order, lu the Platyrliines, e.gf, the Howler {Mycetes senlculu.%

tlie Ch'
^^ ^ '"^"^o^^ placenta; nntl amongst the Catarhines, I have ascertained that, in

The'fi^^^lf^^
(^^o^Wy^es nigcr) tlie placenta is single, as in tlie Human subject.

centie ih m i^
pliit-^^utal lobes, virtually as distinct as if they were separate pla-

^inffle'h 1
*^* resemble more the subdivided placenta of the Sloth than the

centaof h'^ u^*^*'**^
pedunculate placenta of the Rat, or the flattened circular pla-

^entk of tl

^*^^^'^^'' Monkey. In short, the observed differences oi form in tlje pla-

4K_ ^"e Rodeyitin Tr^^^^tivora, Cheiroptera ami Quadnanana by no means justify

ThfJ' ^^x^
general term as applicable to the Tvhole.f

^^« With t^ Z^^'^™^"* ^^^ *^ association of the Insectivora, Cheiroptera and Roden-

"Le c
v^^<^<^ruOTana is taken from jilleged conformity of cerebral structure,

^ne resG rf
^^ ^'^" Rongeur differe a peine de celui d*un Insectivore ;

il existe aussi

Quadnin'^ n^
extreme entre Tencephale d'un Insectivore et celui de certains

'csembl-m^^k " "^^^"^^ i^ i^ meant to be inferred, that there is the same extreme

^» the ' R -
^*^^^*^^^ t'^e brain in Rodentia and certain Quadrnmana. In my paper

(PU n Q-n"^!^^
*^^ Marsupialia; (Phil. Trans., 1837.) I have described and figured

i^uUsr i
^™" "^^ ^^ Beaver (see fig. 2, p. 178) and that of a small Mortkey

both. /*/^//^^'*"^ fig. 3, p. 180), showing the absence of cerebral convolutions m
other

/^/'^""

Klasse IT
'

1
^'^*-"'"^*^ compar^e sur le genre Stenops, in K Verband. der Iste

tie Quar!?"'"
^' ^^^^"^^^^ tn^t. Amsterdam. Oct, 1843), there is, to that extent, in

tbeijor .^''*^*^"^ order, a superficial resemblance to the non-convoluted brams of
^nha and bisectivora ; but it is attended by that more important difference

t Biid*^^^ "^^^^^^^^J' ^*t«» 17S0. f Annales des Sciences Ifat^tom. cit., p. 96.

I Com P ^^^ ^^ ivennis van den Potto van Bosraan, 4to, 1851, V.der Hoeven.
^Ptes Rendus de TAcad. des Sciences, Janiver 19, 1852.
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adaptive intelligence predominating over blind instinct—whict

are associated with the

Gyrencepha la aflbrd
higher development of the brain, the

tl] ose Avhichspecies

have ever formed the

most cherished com-
panions and servitors,

and tlie most valuable

sources of wealth and
power, to mankind.

In Man the brain

presents an asconsive

step in development,

5.—Xeirro.

higher and more
strongly marked than
that hj which the pre-

ceding subclass was
distinguished from the

below it Notone
only do the cerebral

hemispheres (figs. 5
and 6, a) overlap the

olfactory lobes and
cerebellum, but they
extend in advance of
the one. and farther

6,—Side view, Ifegro.

one,

back than the other

(fi^. 6, c). Their pos-

terior development is

so marked, that anato-

mists have assigned to

that part the charac-

ter of a third lobe; it

is peculiar to the ge-
nus Homo^ and equally peculiar is the * posterior horn of the

lateral ventricle,' and the 'hippocampus minor,' which charac-

in the form antl proportions of the cerehral heml^plieres. of whicli T express my

tiiuate by the system of Classification proposed in tlte present paper. , . .

The smooth hemispheres of the brain of the Midas (fig. 3, A) *' extend, i^s m m^^

of the Q>.iadruma?ia, over the greater part of the oerebelhim (C),'*
( v, */

^g.

1837, p. 9.3); it resembles, in short, the brain of the Human embryo before tlie

rebral surface begins to be folded; wljereaa in tho LisecUvora, ".^*^**^
Y^'^^^^V^aJ

even in the Capybara, in which there are a few shallow anfractuodities, the cere

hemispheres leave the cerebellum qnlte exposed. . , rjar-

With re;^ard to the allej^ed contrast between the brains of the FodenUa [^"^

nimra, in the breadth of the anterior and middle part of the cerebral hemispB

a comparison of the brains of the Beaver and Coatlmondi. a»d of the f ore i

particular
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tenze the hind lobe of eacli Iiemispliere. The superficial grey
matter of the cerebrum, through the number and depth of the
convolutions, attains its maximum of extent in Man.

I Peculiar mental powers are associated with this higliest form
of brain, and their consequences wonderfully illustrate the value
of the cerebral cliaracter; according to mj estimate of which, I
am led to regard the genus JJomo^ as not merely a representative
ot a distinct order, but of a distinct subclass of the Manunalia,*
lor which I propose the name of 'AECllEiVCEPHALA'f (fig. 6).

With tills preliminary definition of the organic characters,
^hich appear to guide to a conception of the most natural pri-

Jjary groups of the class Mamvialia^ I next proceed to define
the groups of secondary importance, or the subdivisions of the
foregoing subclasses.

.

-^^ the Lyencephalous Mammalia some have the 'optic lobes'
simp e^ others partl}^ subdivided, or complicated by accessory
ganglions, whence they are called ^bigeminal bodies? The Ly-
^^cephala with simple optic lobes are 'edentulous^ or without
^^citied teeth, are devoid of external ears, scrotum, nipples, and
^^^rsupjal pouch: they are the true 'testiconda;' they have a
oracoid bone extending from the scapula to the sternum, and
so an epicoracoid and episternum, as in Lizards; they are un-

g 'culate and pentadactylc, with a supplementary tarsal bone
Pportmg a perforated spur in the male. The order so charac-

^,jt]
^/^'"'''P^^ f^^m the common presence of t)ic clavicle in them, as contrnsted

in a]i % *^^^"^tant abr^cnce in the Carnivora and Uvgulata, The clavicle is present

Mammfr T'""^'
^"^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^ ix^culiar characteristic of the higher forms of the

ispreV f" ^ ' ^^ ^"^ '^^^^^^ '"^''^ constant in tlie chu^s of Birds and Reptiles: it

iZecth
"^ ^^^^ ^^onotTCjnes, in 3farmpial.^, and -in mo^t £ruta. An affinity of the

Iherefi.Tu
^^*^^ ^^ ^^^' claviculate Rodeniia \vith a lower vertebrate type, might

andfMi
'"^^^'^*^'^ ^™" ^'^^ clavicle, at least with as much reason, as wilh Apes

-^rm"" ^^ *'^ ^'**^ shape of the articular cavity for the mandible, the Rodeutia

i»resnp^r p
"^ ^'^^ Q'tadnimana in this particular than the Carnimra do; wliilst,

Roikltt A^^^^
^J2e, form, and persistent individuality of the tympimic bone, the

Cq,^'/' P**^*"ly show their more essential relations to the oviparous type; the

Pai.ic n'>?
^^^^^^Wing the Qnadrummia in the early coalescence of the petro-tym-

Such
i^qnamo^al elements of tlie temporal bone,

^Mue tl '^^\r^^^^
^^ ^'^^ considerations -which have rnduced mo to set a difTorcnt

favor of ?u
^^^'""^'^^^

*l*^^»i <>n the arguments adduced by Prof. Mitne-Edwards in

Primarv
^^^^^^ciation of the Rodeniia with the Quadrumana, in a higldy placed

: ^'-^^up of the Mammalian class.

iea] nhl^^^''"S ^^*^e to appreciate, or conceive of the distinction between the psych-

Win m"^^-^'"'^
**^ ^ Chimpanzee and of a Boschismnn. or of an Aztec with arrested

<^m Iy.Z ^^ ^^™S "f a nature so es-^eutiul as to preclude a cnmparisou between

BiirniL,
^ ^^'"^S other than a ditterence of degree, I cannot shut my eyes to the

itrictlv
?"" ""^ ^^'"^ all-prrvadin^ similitude of structure-every tooth, every hone,

^^/ *'"")"l^i?ous,^which nuikes the detemination of the d»ff»Tenco between

for th/r
/''^^^^^•«'* the anatomist's difficulty. And, therefore, with e^very respect

'^Usami r'.^f the -Records (»f Creation." {8vo, 1816, pp. lS-21.) I follow Lin-

^d clA.l-ft
"^'^^ ^'i regardin^r man as a legitimate subject of zoological comparison

rtiisiucatiun.

J ?irw, to overrule, and iyxiq^aXogj brain.
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terized is called 'Monoteemata,' in reference to the single ex-

cretory and generative outlet, which; however, is by no means

peculiar to them among Mammalia. The Monotremes are insec-

tivorous, and are strictly limited to Australia and Tasmania.
The Marsupialia are Mammals distinguished by a peculiar

pouch or duplicature of the abdominal integument, which in the

males is everted, forming a pendulous bag containing the testes;

and in the females is inverted, forming a hidden pouch contain-

ing the nipples and usually sheltering the young for a certain

period after their birth : they have the marsupial bones in com-

mon with the Monotremes; a much-varied dentition, especially

as regards the number of incisors, but usually including 4 true

molars; and never more than 3 premolars:*^ the angle of the

lower jaw^ is more or less inverted.f .

With the exceptiqn of one genus, Didelpliys^ which is Ameri-

can, and another genus, Cuscus^ which is Malayan, all the kno^wn

existing Marsupials belong to Australia, Tasmania, and Ke\v

Guinea. The grazing and browsing Kangaroos are rarely seen

abroad in full daylight, save in dark rainy. Aveather. Most of

the Marsupialia are nocturnal. Zoological wanderers in Austra-

lia, viewing its plains and scanning its scrubs by broad daylight,

are struck by the seeming absence of mammalian life; but dur-

ing the brief twilight and dawn, or by the light of the moon

numerous forms are seen to emerge from their hiding-places and

illustrate the variety of marsupial life with which many parts of

the continent abound. "We may associate with their low position

in the mammalian scale the prevalent habit amongst the Marsu-

pialia of limitincr the exercise of the faculties of active life to

?

the period when they are shielded by the obscurity of night.

The Lissencephala or smooth-brained Placentals form a group

which I consider as equivalent to the Lyencephala or Implacea-

tals; and which includes the following ordiQrs Rodeniia^ Insedi-

vara, Cheiroptera and Bruia. The Eodentia are characterized

by two large and long curved incisors in each jaw, separated by

a wide interval from the molars; and these teeth are so con-

structed, and the jaw is so articulated, as to serve in the reduc-

tion of the food to small particles by acts of rapid and continued

gnawing, whence the name of the order. The orbits are not

separated from the temporal fossae. The testes pass periodically

from the abdomen into a temporary scrotam, and are associated

with prostatic and vesicular glands. The placenta is commonlv

discoid, but it is sometimes a circular mass (Cavy), or flattened

and divided into three or more lobes (Lepus), The Beaver ana

^Outlines of a Classification of the Marsupialia," Trans. Zool Soc, vol. ii,
1^39.

t For other Osteological and Dental characteristics of the Marsupialia, see i

|aper above cited, and that " On the Osteology of the Marsupialia," Trans. /-<>"

loc., vol. ii, p. 379 (1838).
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Gapybara are now the giants of the order, wliicli cliiefly consists
of small, numerous, prolific and diversified unguiculate genera,
subsisting wliollj or in part on vegetable food. Some Eodents,
5. g. the Leamingg, perform remarkable migratiou.s, the impulse
to which, unchecked by danger or any surmountable obstacles,
seems to be mechanical. Many Eodents build very artificial

nests, and a few manifest their constructive instinct in associa-
tion. In all these inferior psychical manifestations we are re-

minded of Birds. Many Eodents hibernate like Reptiles. They
are distributed over all continents.
The transition from the Marsupials to the Eodents is made by

the "Wombats ; and the transition from the Marsupials is made,
by an equally easy step, through the smaller Opossums to the
b'SECTivoRA. This term is given to the order of small smooth-
hrained Mammals, the molar teeth of which are bristled with
cusps, and are associated with canines and incisors: they are

unguiculate, plantigrade, and pcntadactyle, and they have com-
plete clavicles. The testes pass periodically from the abdomen
into a temporary scrotum, and are associated with large prostatic
and vesicular glands : like most other LissejicepJiala, the Insecti-

vora have a discoid or cup-shaped placenta. Their place and
office in South America and Australia are fulfilled by Marsupi-

T^l
^^^ ^^^^ Insectivora exist in all the other continents.

The order Cheiropteea, with the exception of the modifica-
tion of their digits for supporting the large webs that serve as
^mgs, repeat the chief characters of the Insectivora ; but a few
ot the larger species are frugivorous, and have corresponding
modifications of the teeth and stomach. The mammae are pecto-

^^ in position, and the penis is pendulous in all Cheiroptera,
^ne most remarkable examples of periodically torpid Mammals

^ to be found in the terrestrial and volant Insectivora. The
Jfugivorous Bats differ much in dentition from the true Cheirop-
!«ra, and would seem to conduct through the Colugos or Flying

J^niurs, directly to the Quadrumanous order. The Cheiroptera
are cosmopolitan.

-the order Brtjta, called Edentata by Cuvier, includes two
gnera which are devoid of teeth ; the rest possess those organs,

^^ich however, have no true enamel, are never displaced by a
f^cond series, and are very rarely implanted in the premaxillary

"^l^^s. All the species have very long and strong claws. The

r^^A^.
^^ ^^ell as the ilium unites with the sacrum ;

the orbit is

Z T'^^^ fro"^ the temi>oral fossa. I have alre^idy adverted to

S' i^ii-^tration of affinity to the oviparous Vertebrata which the

^J^ree-toed Sloths afford by the supernumerary cervical vertebra?

^"Pporting false ribs and by the convolution of the windpipe in

^^ thorax
; and I may add that the unusual number—three and

ischi

*Eco:i D SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 74.— MARCH., ISS^*.
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twenty pairs—of ribs, forming a very long dorsal, witli a short

lumbar, region of the spine in the Two-toed Sloth, recalls a lacer-

tine structure* The same tendency to an inferior type is sho^n

by the abdominal testes, the single cloacal outlet, the low cere-

bral development, the absence of medullary canals in the long

bones in the Sloths, and by the great tenacity of life and long-

enduring irritability of the muscular fibre, in both the Sloths and

int-eaters.^

The order Bruta is " but scantily represented at the present

period. One genus Manis or Pangolin, is common to Asia and

Africa; the Oryderopus is peculiar to South Africa; the rest of

)

the order, consisting of the genera Myrmecojphaga^ or true Ant

eaters, Dasyptis or Armadillos, and Bradyjpiis or Sloths, are con-

fined to South America.
Having defined the orders or subdivisions of the two foregoiBg

subclasses, I may remark that the Lyencephala cannot be regard-

ed as equivalent merely to one, of the orders, say Bodentia^ of

the Lissencephala, without undervaluing the anatomical charac-

ters which are so remarkable and distinct in the marsupial and

monotrematous animals. The anatomical peculiarities of the

edentulous Lyencephalaf appear to me to be, at least, of ordinal

importance. In these deductions I hold the mean between those

who, with Geoffroy St. Hilaire, w^ould make of the Monotreinata

a distinct class of animals, or with De Blainvillc, a distinct sab-

class {(h-mthodel-phes) of Mammals,:{: and those who, with Cuvier

would make the Monotremes a mere family of the Edentata^ or,

"with Mr. Watcrhouse, a family of the Marsupiata.% In like

manner, whilst I regard the Lyencephala {ifarsupiata of "Water-

house) as forming a group of higher rank than an order, I do

not consider it as forming an equivalent primary group to that

formed by all the placental Mammalia.
It appears to me that the true value of the Lyencephala or

Implacentalia is that of one of four primary divisions or sub-

classes of the Mammalia ; that its true equivalency is with the

Lissencephala, and that all its analogical relations are to be found

more truly in that smooth-brained subclass than in the Placenta-

lia at large.

* This

Thus

1

Tital character attracted the notice of the earliest observers of these

-.--, Marcgrave and Piso nan-ate of the Sloth:—'* Cor motum f^uum ^'^^^

issimd retinebat, postquam exemptura erat e corpore per tioniihorlum '^^^/^P
^

©orde caiteris viscenbus, miilto post se movebat et pedes lonte contrahebat sic

dorrnituriens solet/ Buffon, who quotes the above from the 'Historia ^^^"^11
BrasiUffi/ p. 322, well remarks, " Par ces rapports, ce qTiadnipt'^de se rappwbe no

seulement de la tortuc, dont a a la leuteur, mais encore des autrf s reptiles et

tous ceux qui n'ont pas uu centre du sentiment unique et bien distinct/'—iiist, ^

urelle, 4to, torn. liii, p. 45. . ^.,,
t See my article Momtremata, in the Cycloptedia of Anatomy, part xxvi, 1&-*

+ Osti5ographie, fascicule premier, 4to, 1839, p. 47.
Nat. Hist, of Mammalia, parti, 1S46. p, 18.
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The following table exemplifies tlie correspondence of the
groups in the Ljencephalous and Lissencephalous series ;

—

Ltencepiiala. Lissencepiiala.

Rhizophaga'^ Burrowing Rodentia.
Poephaga"^ Dipodidce and Leporidce.
Peiaums^ Pteromys.
Phalangistidce Sciuridce and prehensile-tailed

arboreal Eo€ents.
J^ascolarcios Bradypus.
Pei'avieles and Myinecobius Erinaceidce.
Charop^is Macroscelis.
Jjtdelphjs and Phascogale SoricidcB.
JMsyurida; Centetes, Qymnura.
Echidna Mams.
Ormthorhynctis Orycteropm.

^7Q^ •
^^^^.^^^ication proposed bj M. Gervais, already cited (p.

• J' 1°, which the Rodentia^ Cheiroptera, and Lisedivora are asso-

.^^.-^^ ^^6 same high primary group with the Quadrumana
Jiimana, is avowedly adopted from that previously proposed

Yrof. Milne Edwardsff ^

cenf f^^^
proceeding to consider the subdivisions of tlie Gjren-

^
pnala, we seem at first to descend in the scale in meeting with

but ^^ °^ unimals in that subclass, having the form of fishes
;

this f
S^^^a of mammalian organization is masked beneath

ktr f^' -^^^ Gryrcncephala are primarily subdivided, accord-

for ]
^*^*^^^^C''^tions of the locomotive organs, into three series,

wUich the Linnean terms may well be retained; viz. 3Iutilata,

olS 1
^^^ Ungutculaia, the maimed, the hoofed, and the

<=^a^v-ed series. -^
'

subr
^^'^racters can only be applied to the Gyrencephalous

^QQt\ 'J'
^' *^®^ ^^ ^^^ indicate natural groups, save in that

Lis-^'^ -L

^^'® Mammalia. To associate the Lyencephala and

Prim^^^^
"^ with the tmguiculate Gyrencephala into one great

and "^ .Si'oup, as in the Mammalian systems of Eay, Linnseus

that ^V^?'
^^ ^ misapplication of a solitary character akin to

Placp r^
would have founded a primary division on the discoid

^nta or the diphyodont dentition. So one has proposed to

J^iate the unguiculate Bird or Lizard with the unguiculate

asso'- T ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^ ^i"^<^ less violation of natural affinities to

pri
^^'"® the Monotremes with the Qaudrumaues in the same
lary

(unguiculate) division of the Mammalian class.

»
,.

See th

%

ii,p. 232
" ^^'^^^'ficiition of the Marsupialia," in the Zoological Transactions, vol.

^ ^«« note at p. ng.
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The three primary divisions of the Gyrencephala are of higher

value than the ordinal divisions of the Lissencephala
;
just as

those orders are of higher value than the representative families

of the Marsupials.

The Miitilata^ or the maimed Mammals with folded brains, are

so called because their hind-limbs seem, as it were, to have been

amputated ; they possess only the pectoral pair of limbs, and

these in the form of fins : the hind end of the trunk expands

into a broad, hoi*^ontally flattened, caudal fin. They have large

brains with many and deep convolutions, and are naked, and

have neither neck, scrotum, nor external ears.

The first order, called Cetacea, in this division- are either

edentulous or raonophyodont, and with teeth of one kind and

usually of simple form. They are testicond and have no 've-

siculse seminales,' The mammse are pudendal ; the placenta is

diffused; the external nostrils—single or double—are on the top

of the head, and called spiracles or '^blow-holes." They are

marine, and, for the most part, range the unfathomable ocean;

though with certain geographical limits as respects species

They feed on fishes or marine animals,

^The second order, called Sirenia, have teeth of different

kinds, incisors which are preceded by milk-teeth, and molars

with flattened or ridged crowns, adapted for vegetable food.

The nostrils are two, situated at the upper part of the snout

;

the lips are beset with stiff bristles; the mammie are pectoral

;

the testes are abdominal, as in the Cetacea, but are associated

with vesiculse semiuales. The Sirenia exist near coasts or ascend

large rivers, browsing on fuci, water plants or the grass of the

shore. There is much in the organization of this order that in-

dicates its affinity to members of the succeeding division.
_

In the Ungulata the four limbs arejiresent, but that portion ot

'She toe which touches the ground is incased in a hoof, whicn

blunts its sensibility and deprives the foot of prehensile power.

With the limbs restricted to support and locomotion, the Un^*
lata have no clavicles: the fore-leg remains constantly in tne

state of pronation, and they feed on vegetables, .

A particular order, or suborder, of this group is indicated b

certain South American genera, e. g. Toxodon and iVe5oJw,*^witii

long, curved, rootless teeth, having a partial investment oi
rootless teeth, having a partial

enamel, and with certain peculiarities of cranial structure

:

name Toxodoxtia is proposed for this order, all the representa-

tives of which are extinct. '.

y^A second remarkable order, most of the members of fWcn
have, also, passed awaj, is characterized by two incisors in tii

form of long tusks; in one genus {Dinotherium) projecting from

PLilosophical Transactions, 1S53, p. 291.
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tlie under jaw, in another genus {Elephas) from tlie upper jaw,
and in some of the species of a third genus {Mastodon)^ from
both jaws. There are no canines; the molars are few, large and
transversely ridged ; the ridges sometimes few and mammillate,
often numerous and with every intermediate gradation. The
nose IS prolonged into a cylindiical trunk, flexible in all direc-
tions highly sensitive, and terminated by a prehensile append-
age like a finger : on this organ is founded the name Peobos-
CIDIA given to the order. The feet are pentadactyle, but are
indicated only by divisions of the hoof; the testes are abdominal

;

*^?^Pl^centa is annular;* the mammas are pectoral.
Both the present and preceding orders of JJngidata may be

called aberrant : the dentition of the Toxodon, and several par-
ticulars of the organization of the Elephant, indicate an affinity
w the Rodentia ; the cranium of the Toxodon, like that of the
i>mothere, resembles that of the Sirenia in its remarkable modi-
ncations.

The typical Ungulate
^6 odd or ftVPn Tmr>-.V>flr.

quadrupeds

t
oaa-toed at least in regard to the hind-foot,—the dorso-lurabar
vertebra} differ in number in different species, but are never

th^^^
^^^^ twenty-two ; the femur has a third trochanter ;

and
^e medullary artery does not penetrate the fore-part of its shaft,

r yOre-part of the astragalus is divided into two very unequal

I

D H
^^ magnum and the digitus medius wtiicn it sup-

ports are large, in some disproportionately so, and the digit is

jnimetrical
: the same applies to the ectocuneiform and the

JJgit which it supports in the hind-foot. If the species be

0^ nf '
*^^® ^^^^^ ^ smglQ

; or, if there be two, they are placed
° the median line of the head, one behind the other, each being

^f. f^
ocld horn. The nasals expand posteriorly. There is a

u-developed post-tympanic process which is separated by the

t/®,"^^stoid from the paroccipital in the Horse, but unites with
e Jower part of the paroccipital in the Tapir, and seems to
Ke tue place of the mastoid in the Rhinoceros and Hyrax.

intn ^^ V
^^^^^' °^ ^ l^^g^^ proportion, of the palatines enters

wh k
^^rniation of the posterior nares, the oblique aperture of

mmt J'^jnmences in advance either of the last molar, or, as in

anri fk-
1 ^ penultimate one. The pterygoid process has a broad

r^^ ttnck base, and is perforated lengthwise by the ectocarotid.
^e crown of from one to three of the liinder premolar;? is as

cho
hcircular

^^lephan"
^^' ^^ '^^"^'^ »* *ierived additional attachment to the uterus, m the

id*,
^"^ ^f?*ffffo5cixTvAof qui dieitos Labet impaies numero

;
and figrto;, par

""^^Aos, digitus.
'
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complex as those of tlie molars :'^ that of the last lower milk-

molar is commonlj bilobed. To these osteological and dental

characters may be added some important modifications of in-

ternal structure, as, e, g. the simple form of the stomach and tlie

capacious and sacculated caecum, which equally evince the

mutual affinities of the odd-toed or perissodactyle hoofed quad-

rupeds, and their claims to be regarded as a natural group of the

Ungulaia, The placenta is replaced by a diffused vascular "vil-

losity of the chorion in all the recent genera of this order, ex-

cepting the little HyraXy in which there is a localised annular

placenta, as in the Elephant, But the diffused placenta occurs

in some genera of the next group, showing the inapplicability of

that character to exact classification. Many extinct genera, e, g.

Goryphodon^ Plioloplius^ Zophiodon^ Tapirothenumj Palceotherium,

Ancitherium^ Hipparion^ Acerotherium^ Elasmotlierium^ &c., have

been discovered, which once linked together the now broken

series of Perissodactyles, represented by the existing genera

Rhinoceros^ Hyrax^ Tapiriis^ and Equus,
In the even-toed or * artiodactyle' Ungulates, the number of

the 5.orso-lumbar vertebrae is the same, as a general rule, in all the

species, being nineteen. The recognition of this important char-

acter appears to have been impeded by the variable number of

moveable ribs in different species of the Artiodactyles, the dor-

sal vertebrae, which those ribs characterize, being fifteen in the

Hippopotamus and twelve in the Camel. And the value of this

distinction has been exaggerated owing to the common concep-

tion of the ribs as special bones distinct from the vertebra, and

their non-recognition as parts of a vertebra equivalent to the

neurapophyses and other autogenous elements. The vertebral

formula3 of the Artiodactyle skeletons show that the difference

in the number of the so-called dorsal and lumbar vertebriB does

not affect the number of the entire dorso-lumbar series :
thus,

the Indian Wild Boar has d, 13, I 6=19 ; the Domestic Hog and

the Peccari have d, 14, I, 5— 19 ; the Hippopotamus has d. lo, <.

4-19 ; the Gnu and Aurochs have d. 14, I 5= 19 ;
the Ox and

most of the true Ruminants have d. 13, I 6=19; the aberrant

Ruminants have d 12, I. 7=19. The natural character and true

affinities of the Artiodactyle group are further illustrated by the

absence of the third trochanter in the femur, and by the place

of perforation of the medullary artery at the fore and upper part

of the shaft, as in the Hippopotamus, the Hog, and most of the

Rumitiants. The fore part of the astragalus is divided into t\^o

equal or sub-equal facets; the os magnum does not exceed, or i

less than, the unciforme in size, in the carpus : and the ectocu-

neiform is less, or not larger, than the cuboid, in the tarsus.

The extinct TiOnllinHnnfo fnrm +1io c^la l-nriCTTTi nvi^oTnvfinn \c\ thlS rul€.
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The digit answering to tlie third in tlie pentadactyle foot is un-
symmetrical, and forms, with that answering to the fourth, a
symmetrical pair. K the species be horned, the horns form one
pan or two pairs ; they are never developed singly, of symmetri-
cal form, from the median line. The post-tympanic does not
project downward distinctly from the mastoid, nor surpersede it

111 any Artiodactyle ; and the paroccipital always exceeds both
those- processes in length. The bony palate extends farther
back than in the Perissodactyles ; the hinder apierture of the
nasal passages is more vertical and commences posterior to the
last molar tooth. The base of the pterygoid process is not per-
lorated by the ectocarotid artery. The crowns of the premolars
are smaller and less complex than those of the true molai-s, usu-
aily representing half of such crown. The last milk-molar is

tnlobed.

.
To these osteological and dental characters may be added some

important modifications of internal structure, as, e. g. the com-
plex form of the stomach in the Hippopotamus, Peccari, and
liuminants

; the comparatively small and simple ctecum and the
spirally folded colon in all Artiodactyles, which equally indicate

Jhe mutual affinities of the eyen-toed hoofed quadrupeds, and
J^eu- claims to be regarded as a natural group of the Ungulata.
.J- ^e placenta is diffused in the Camel-tribe and non-ruminants

;

^ cotyledonal in the true Ruminants. Many extinct genera, e. g.

Y^ropotamus^ Anthracotherium, Hyopotamus^ Entehdon, Diclio-

2^,^-^ferycopotamus, Xiphodon, J)ichohune, Anoplothermm, Micro-
'^num, kc, have been discovered, which once linked together
me now broken series of Artiodactyles, represented by the exist-

^JJg

genera, Hipjoopotamus, Sus, Dicotyhs, Camelus, Auchenia,
^oschm, Camehpardah's , Cervus, Antilope, Ovis, and ^05.
A well-marked, and at the present daj^ very extensive subor-

^iiiate gToup of the Artiodactyles, is called Ruminantia, in refer-

°ce to the second mastication to which the food is subject after

. v^^^g been swallowed ; the act of rumination requiring a pecu-

f
a% complicated form of stomach. The Ruminants have the
^wven foot,' i. e. two-hoofed digits on each foot forming a sym-
^trical pair, as by the cleavage of a single hoof; in most spe-
les two small supplementary hoofed toes are added. The meta-
arpals of the two functional toes coalesce to form a single

^annon-boue,' as do the corresponding metatarsals. The Camcl-

S tt S'®
^^^^ ^PP^^ incisors reduced to a single pair; m the rest

^. ,"^%R"niinants the upper incisors are replaced by a callous

WK ^^'^^^^ canines are contiguous, and, save, m the Camel-

t'p
similar to the six lower incisors, forming part of the same

Jininal series of eight teeth, between which and the molar
!^es there is a wide interval. The true molars have their

s ^cUng surface marked bv two double crescents, the convexity
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of which is turned inwards in the upper and outwards in the

under jaw.
Artiodactyl

differed from the Ruminants chiefly bj retaining structures which

are transitory and embryonic in most existing Kuminants, as,

e. g.^ upper incisors and canines,"^ first premolars, and separate

metacarpal and metatarsal bones ; these are among the lost links

that once connected more intimately the Euminants with the

Hog and Hippopotamus.
The Pacliyderms in the Cuvierian system included all the non-

ruminant hoofed beasts ; they were divided by the great French

anatomist into the Proboscidia^ Solidungula^ and Pachydmviaia

ordinaria^ the latter again being subdivided according to the odd

or even number of the hoofs. t
duced evidence to show that the right progression of the afl&ni-

ties of the Ungulal
ruminant

Artiodactyl
value had been assigned to the Euminantia by making them

equivalent to all the other Ungulates collectively

4

The third division of the Gyrencephala enjoy a higher degree

of the sense of touch through the greater number and mobility

to which thev are
w

* In a Dew-born J>rome&^rj {Camelm DromedannStl*,), -vrhich perished in the

birth at the London Zoological Gardens, the following was the state of the dentitiou.

In the upper jaw tl)ere were six deciduous incisors (3—3), which were calcified, and

ond {d. 3) and third {d. 4) molars were ihi^-,

In the lower jaw the six incisors and two

rly equal teeth, with overlapping leaf-shaped

presented a Larger proportional size than any rudiments of those teeth that have

teen noticed in ordinary Ruminants, and they leave conspicuous alveoli in the pre-

maxillaries: the deciduous canine and first functional milk-molar {d. 2) were small,

the latter with a simple crown ; the second (d 3) and third (d 4) niolars were large,

bilobed, and each lobe was bicrescentic. ^ —' ' ' ^' - -^- :--: ^^.A two

canines fonn a sens icircular series of neai_^ .^ ,

crowns, the deciduous canines more resembling the incisors than the permanent on^

do: the functional molars are but two in number, on each side; the first is pniai,

simple, conical, compressed, notched behind; the "second is very large and three-

lobed, each ]obe being bicrescentic, and the last the hrgeBt Only the summits oi

tlie crescents of the molar teeth had pierced the gum (Catal. of Osteology, Mus.

Rot, Coll, of Surgeons, vol. ii, p. 577, 4to, 1853).

f Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, December, 1847. _ ,

t Since the communication of my paper on the classification and affinities of tn

hoofed animals to the Geological Society, Nov. 3, 1847, in which the grounds fortne

divjsion of the Ungulata into two orders, according to the parity or imparity of tne

digits, as proposed in my 'Odontography,' are given in detail, the idea has been v«°

Watedand more or less adopted by M. Pomel (Comptes Rendns de TAcad- ae-

Sciences, June 19, 1848), and by M. Gervais (Zoologie et Paleontologie Franfaise. p-

42). The latter experienced pafeontologist, extending the term *Pachydernies

include all the Ungulates, divides them into * Pachydermes herbivores' and
'J^paermes omnivores; respectively equivalent to my PerUsodactyla and Artiodacl}/^^

\vhich latter terms M. i' mel adopts. M. Gervais writes: "Les pachydermee o

nivores se Irent d'une maniere si intime aux Ruminants par les Chevrotains ei

derm Op, ciL, Expl de Planche, xsxvi, p. 6, 4to, 1854
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bj hornj matter. This substance forms a single plate, in the
shape of a claw or nail, which is applied to onlj one of the sur-
faces of the extremity of the digit, leaving the other, usually
the lower, surface possessed of its tactile faculty ; whence the
name Ungm'culaia, aj)plied to this group, which, however, is
more restricted and natural than the group to which Linna?us
extended the term. All the species are ' diphyodont,' and the
teeth have a simple investment of enamel.
The first order, Caenivora, includes the beasts of prey, prop-

^^v^^ called. With the exception of a few Seals, the incisors

^^® 3Z3 in number; the canines \^^, always longer than the
other teeth, and usually exhibiting a fall and perfect develop-
^^nt as lethal weapons ; the molars graduate from a trenchant
to a tuberculate form, in proportion as the diet deviates from
one strictly of flesh to one of a more miscellaneous kind. The
clavicle is rudimental or absent ; the innermost digit is often ru-
yimental or absent ; they have no vesicals seminales : the teats
are abdominal

; the placenta is zonular. The Carnivora are di-

J'laea, according to modifications of the limbs, into ' Pinnigrades,'
-t^lantigrades,' and ' Digitigrades.' In the Pinnigrades (\Yalrus,

^eal-tribe^ both fore and hind feet are short, and expanded into

.^^^^^^obed paddles for swimming, the hinder ones being fet-
terea by continuation of integument to the tail. In the Planti-
pdes (Bear-tribe) the whole or nearly the. whole of the hind
oot forms a sole, and rests on^he ground. In the Digitigrades
J^at-tribe, Dog-tribe, &c.) oidy the toes touch the ground, the
aeel bemg much raised. '

-It has been usual to place the Plantigrades at the head of the
armvora, apparently because the higher order, Quadrumana, is

Plantigrade
; but the afiinities of the Bear, as evidenced by in-

th c
^J^^cture, e. g., the renal and genital organs, are closer to

"6 feeal-tribe ;* the broader and flatter pentadactyle foot of the

J^

antigrade is nearer in form to the flipper of the Seal than is
the

-clawed, long and narrow
hin^T'®

perfect digitigrade, retractile-ch
ua loot of the feline quadruped, which is the highest and most

typical of the Carnivori ^

latP r T^^ perfection which is superinduced upon the unguicu-

diro r
^^ ®^^^^ ^ modification in the size, shape, position, and

-ction of the innermost digit, that it can be opposed, as a
thumb
t«ml i'

^ ^^^® ^*^^er digits, thus constituting what is properly
^^^ a ' hand.' Those Unguiculates which have both fure

I8S4' ?*i^i2S"^ «f *^ie Pliysioloffical Series,' Mus. R. Coll. of Surgeons, 4to vol. li,

of til'/'
" '• ^r. Watcrhouso, in noticing the projecting process on the under side

tnarig »'^?' ^ ^'^tle in adrance of the angle of tlie lo^er jaw in the Imdct, re-

f*! oth"r~
^ ^^^^ character is also found in many Seals (Phooda), which in seve-

g
respects appear to approach the bears." -Proc. Zool. See, Sept. 1839.

"^OND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 74.—3IAKCH, 1358.

25
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and hind limbs so modified, or at least tlie laind limbs, form tlie

order QuadeumaNA. They have ^^ incisors,* and 3^3 broad

tnberculate molars ;f perfect clavicles, pectoral mammse, vesicu-

lar and prostatic glands, a simple or slightly bifid uterus, and a

discoid, sometimes double, placenta,:}; The Quadrumana have a

well-marked threefold geographical as well as structural division.

The Strepsirhmes are those with curved or twisted terminal

nostrils, with much modified incisors, commonly ^3; premolars

3_^ or^ in number, and molars with sharp tubercles; the sec-

ond digit of the hind limb has a claw. This group includes the

Galagos, Pottos, Aye-Ayes, Loris, Indris, and the true Lemurs;

the three latter being restricted to Madagascar, whence the group

diverges in one direction to the continent of Africa, in the other

to the Indian Archipelago. The Platyrhines are those with the

nostrils subterminal and wide apart; premolars ^ in number,

the molars with bkmt tubercles; the thumbs of the fore-hands

not opposable or wanting ; the tail in most prehensile; they are

peculiar to South America. The Catarhines have the nostrils

oblique and approximated below, and opening above and bemad

the muzzle: the premolars are ^^ in number; the thumb of the

fore-hand is opposable. They are restricted to the Old World,

and, save a single species on the rock of Gibraltar, to Ainca

and Asia. The highest organized family of Catarhines is tail-

less, and offers in the Orang and Chimpanzee the nearest ap-

proach to the human type.

The structural modifications in the genus Ilomo^—the sole rep-

resentative of the ArchencephalaJ—move especially of the lower

limb, by Avhich the erect stature and bipedal gait are maintamed,

ai"e such as to claim for Mak ordinal distinction on merely ex-

ternal zoological characters. But as I have already argued, fli3

psychological powers, in association w^ith his extraordinarily de-

veloped brain^ entitle the group Tvhich he represents to equ^^?'

lent rank with the other primary divisions of the class Mammom
founded on cerebral characters. In this primary group 3lan

forms but one genus, IJomo, and that genus but one order, calie

BiMANA, on account of the opposable thumb being restricted

.the upper pair of limbs. The testes are scrotal; their scrou

sac does not conmiunicate with the abdomen ;
they are associate

with vesicukr and prostatic glands. The penis is pendulou.,

* "With few exceptions in the anomalous Lemuridce.

T Reduced to ^3^ ^" *^® Marmosets {IJapale, Mr/das),

X Among the Platyrliines, the placenta i$ single in Myccie^ double in CV^^'y^'.

among the Catarhbes, Uie placenta 13 double in Macaciis, Ccrcopithccvs, aDa>^

nopuhecus, single in Troglodytes.
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and the prepuce Las a fraenum. The maramjB are pectoral.
The placenta is a single, subcircular, cellulo-vascular, discoid
Dodj.

Man has only a partial covering of hair, which is not merely
protective of the head, but is ornamental and distinctive of sex.
i he dentition of the genus Homo is reduced to thirty-two teeth
by the suppression of the outer incisor and the first two premo-
jars of the typical series on each side of both iaws. the dental
lormula being

;

o
,• 2-2 ^ 1-1 2-2 3-3 Qt>

All the teeth are of equal length, and there is no breai in the
series

;
they are subservient in Man not only to alimentation,

but to beauty and to speech.

verted as in ^
ks; bears vfirtir-

:rade

the
Ji^e toes are short, but with the innermost longer and much
^'ger than the rest, forming a 'hallux' or great toe, which is
placed on the same line with, and cannot be opposed to, the
otiier toes;, the pelvis is short,, broad and wide^ keeping well
^art the thighs; and the neck of the femur is long,, and forms

^ open angle with the shaft, increasing the basis of suppoj t for

J^e trunk. The whole vertebral column, with its slight alter-

W V "i?'^^'
and the well-poised^ shorty but capacious subglobu-

SKull, are in like harmony with the requirements of the erect

anH
^^°^* The widely-separated shoulders, with broad scapulre

V, conaplete clavicles, give a favorable position to the upper

J
^ "ow liberated from the service of locomotion, with coni-

atH K*'^'^^^
for rotary as well as flexile movements, and termin-

mp ; -I
^ ^^^^ of matchless perfection of structure, the fi.tinstru-

ent for executing the behests of a ratioxual intelligence and a

nvl]r\' ^®^^V, though naked,, Man can clothe himself, and
.

J^ all native vestments in warmth and beauty, though de-

and K
^^' ^^^ ^^^ ^^"^ himself with every variety of weapon,

fulfill ^T-"^^
the most terribly destructive of animals. Thus he

nils his destiny as the supreme master of this earth, and of
^tie lower Creation.

toiV^T ^^^cavors to comprehend how Kature has associated
o^iiier her mammalian forms, the weary student quits his ta.sk

? a conviction that, after all, he has been rewarded with but

^^ imperfect view of such natural association. The mammalian

W, existed, probably from the triassic, certainly from the

formi
^ ^^^^ P^^^^d ; ''^nct has changed its generic and specific

life-WA^'°r
^^^""''^ °"ce in the long lapse of ages, during which

^^oric has been transtvcted on this planet by animals of thaU
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high grade of organization. Not any of the mammalian genera

of the secondaiy periods occur in the tertiary ones, Ko genus

found in the older eocenes (plastic and septarial clays, &c.) has

been discovered in the newer eocenes. Extremely few eocene

genera occur in miocene strata, and none in the pliocene. Many
miocene genera of Mammalia are peculiar to that division of the

tertiary series. Species indistinguishable from existing ones be-

gin to appear only in the newer pliocene beds. Whilst some

groups, as, e. g.^ the Perissodactyles and omnivorous Artiodac-

tyles, have been gradually dying out, other groups, as, e. g.j the

true Euminants, have been augmenting in genera and species.

In many existing genera of different orders there is a more

specialized structure, a greater deviation from the general type,

than in the answering genera of the miocene and eocene periods;

such later and less typical Mammalia do more effective work by

their more adaptively modified structures. The Euminants, e.ff.y

more effectually digest and assimilate grass, and form out of it a

more nutritive and sapid kind of meat, than did the antecedent

more typical or less specialized non-ruminant Herbivora.

The monodactyle Horse is a better and swifter beast of draught

and burthen than its tridactyle predecessor the miocene ffipp^'

rion could have been. The nearer to a Tapir or a Ehinoceros m
structure, the further will an equine animal be left from the goal

in contending with a modern Racer. The genera Felis and Ma-

chcerodusj with their curtailed and otherwise modified dentition

and short strong jaws, become, thereby, more powerfully and

effectively destructive than the eocene Hyceiiodon with its typical

dentition and three carnassial teeth on each side of its concomi-

tantly prolonged jaws could have been.
Much Ji.dditional and much truer insight has, doubtless, been

gained into the natural grouping of the Mammalia since pak^^i^*

tology has expanded our survey of the class ; but our best char-

acterized groups do but reflect certain mental conceptions, whicb

must necessarily relate to incomplete knowledge, and that as ac-

quired at a given period of time. Thus the order which Cuvier

deemed the most natural one in the class Mammalia becoines

the debris of a group, known at a subsequent period to be a

more natural order.

We cannot avoid' recognizing, in the scheme which I i\c>^

submit, the inequality which reigns amongst the groups, wlncU

our present anatomical knowledge leads us to place in one hn

or parallel series as orders. I do not mean mere inequality a^

respects the number and variety of the families, genern,_and spe-

cies of such orders, because the paucity or multitude of instance

manifesting a given modification or*' grade of structure in "^

essential degree affects the value of such grade or modification.

/
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The order Monotre^nata is not tlie less ordinarily distinct from
the Marsupialia^ because it consists of but two genera, than is
the order Bimana from that of Quadrumana, because it includes
only a single genus. So likewise the anatomical peculiarities of
the Prohoscidia, Sirenia^ and Toxodontia call, at least, for those
general terms, to admit of the convenient ex2)ression of general
propositions respecting them ; and some of these general propo-
sitions are of a value as great as the organic characters of more
expanded orders.

1 here are residuary or aberrant forms in some of the orders,
w^nich, to the systematist disagreeably, compel modifications of
Hie characters that would apply to the majority of such orders,
ihe flying Lemurs {Oaleopitheci), the rodent Lemurs {Cheiromys),
the slow Lemurs {Loris, OtoUcnus), forbid any generalization as
to teeth or nails in the Quadrumnna, whilst they continue asso-
ciated with that order by tlie character of the hinder thumb

;

;«_mch, by the way, they possess ia common with the pedimanous
Marsupials. The large, volant, frugivorous Bats {Fleropus) are
equally opposed to the application of a common dental character

^ the Cheiropto-a. They are associated with the insectivorous
Bats

_

on account of the common external form arising out of the
modification of their locomotive organs for flight, just as the
^^igongs and Manatees are associated with the Cetacea on account
01 their resemblance to Fishes arising out of the same modifica-
lon of the locomotive system for an aquatic existence. The
erbivorous Cetacea are now separated from the piscivorous Ce-

^^«« as a distinct order ; and with almost as good reason we
^^ght separate the frugivorous fi-om the insectivorous Cheiropte-

'^Z the cases are very nearly parallel.
^ ature, in short, is not so rigid a systematist as Man. There

^e peculiar conditions of existence which she is pleased shall

br
?°7®^ ^J peculiarly modified mammals ; these peculiarities

reak through the rules of structure which govern the majority
species existing and subsisting under the more general condi-

°^^ of existence, to which the larger groups of Mammalia arc
actively adjusted.

an t?^
^l-'^s of organs seems to govern one order, another class

otiier order ; the dental system, which is so diversified in the

gJ'"'^"F«?ia and Bruta, is as remarkable for its degree of con-

th??
^"^ *^^® Bod.entia and Insectivora. But, as a general rule,

e Characters from the dental, locomotive and placental systems

tho-^°^^
^iosely correlated in the Gyrencephalous orders than in

J"^ in the inferior subclasses of the Mammalia.
^n the subjoined tabular view of the classification of the Mam-

ag {?'
*^G groups below the ranks of orders are inserted merely

or a ,f
^'^tions of those orders, not as equivalent subdivisions,

j^^ the most natural subdivisions of those orders, into which
^ liot been the aim of the present paper to enter.

*
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Table of the Subclasses cmd Orders of the Mammalia.

Class, Subclass. Oedek.

fArchencephala * Bimana

MAMMALIA \

Gyrencephala f 1

Homo,

fCatarrhina.
PlattjYrhina.

Streps'irhina,

,
..^ „™. , j,;^lt;^rada.

(^CARNiTOttA ,,.•? Planiigrada,

f
Pinnigrada.

r i I Omnivora.

I

Abtiodactyla .

-J

\ Perissodacttla
j j^^u^,,'g^a.

Rummaniia*

Ungulata . . ^

Pkoboscidia

(^ Mutilata

.

TOSODONTIA

t Sirenia . ^

,

Ckikquk

fBilUTA

Liesencephala \

Cheiroptera

Inskctivora

(_
RODENTIA

f Marscpialta

( Elepkas,
"

\ DinotKerhm.

} Tozodon.

Nesodon,

( Manatus,
''

j
Halicore,

j J)e!phinidce.
•

I BalcBfiidiB,

iBradypodid(£*
Dasypodid<s.

Edentula.

liyencephala^

j Frngtvort.
'
\ Jnsedivora.

!TaIpid<s,^
Erinaceidtx.

SoricidcB,

i N'on-clavicvloiO"

'

j
Clavictdata,

{Pklzophaga.
Pofphnga,
Ca/rpophaga.

Entomophagd'

C Echid7ia,
Monotremata .

I
ornithothjncm'

AnT. XVIII,—Om Chalcodite; by George J. Brush.

The name Chalcodite was proposed! in )y Prof. C. U-

tad previously been referred to Cacoxene by Beck.T Prof- bbep*

ard's analysis showed the mineral to be a hydrous silicate ^^^^
and magnesia. More recently, Prof. Shepard has published- an

analysis made by Dr. Mallet which gave the composition

:

§i 39-77. te 40-84, Stn ^r, Xl 8-52, Ca f$-98,% l-9t. ft 6-51 == 102'59,

part of the lime was supposed to be as carbonate and probably

* ^Q'/u)^ to over-rule» h^'xitpa'kog, the train.

f yv<i6o), to wmd about, lyyJcfulog.

I Report Proc. 5th meeting Am. Assoc Ad.
if Bock's Jlincralogy of New York, p. 402.
** Shepard'3 Min.. 3d edition, p. iil

Xvu), to loose, l^Hicfdlo;^
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a small portion of the iron existed as sesquioxyd. Dr. Mallet
also communicated Lis results to Prof. Dana* with the remark
that he had too little of the mineral for a satisfactory examina-
tion, and that the results of his analysis could hardly be depend-
ed upon for even a probable formula.

_
Daring the past summer I have had an opportunity of exam-

ining this mineral at its locality in Sterling, and from the speci-
mens there collected I have obtained the following physical and
chemical characters :

—

-the mineral generally occurs as a thin velvety coating on
specular iron ; occasionally it is disseminated through calcite, and
not infrequently it is implanted on quartz in small radiated
hemispherical masses. Its structure is sometimes radiated but
usually the coatings are made up of an aggregate of minute
scales; the surface of the coatings often presents crystalline
plates, not however, suflS.oiently well marked to determine the
crystalline form. The scales are translucent. Cleavage very

m."^*
'^^ ^^® direction, eminently micaceous.

.
-there are two varieties of the mineral, one has a green color

iDchning to bronze, while the other has more of a yellow color,
^nd strongly resembles aurum musivum. Streak olive-green to
yellow. The lustre of both varieties is submetallic. Hardness

"^i: „^P' g^'- =^2-76 (at 16° C).
-oeiore the blowpipe in the closed tube, gives off water ; the

gj"een variety is changed to a brown or yellow color; the color of

.
yellow variety darkens on heating and yields the same pro-

_ijct_as the green. In the forceps it fuses readily in both the ox-

l reducing flame
!^.^^^^a|neticbead; dissol

Dh ? ^^^ °^^^^ shows a trace of manganese ;
with salt of

Phosphorus gives reactions for both iron and silica.
-I was unable to get enough of the lighter colored variety for

Q analysis in the wet way, but of the green variety I was fortu-
ate in obtaining through the kindness of Dr. George K Hub-
ara of Natural Bridge, K Y., a specimen in which the Chalco-

lencrfl^^J^^^
rectangular crystals of more than half an inch in

in t)
•

1
"^ ^ ^l^arter of an inch in breadth, and about half a line

thickness. These crystals are evidently pseudomorphs, but

t^
¥^gles are so rounded that it is hardly possible to determine

^vhat species they belong. The mineral forming these crys-
^is IS perfectly fresh and unaltered, the exterior of the crystals

PPears drusy, while interiorly they seem to be made up of mi-

aT ^^^ irregularly disposed scales. The pulverized mineral is

^ecomn^o^.3 T_ •, ^ ,.
;____:; ithotit gelatinizing; a quahta-

preseuce of silica, alumina, protoxyd

jaizmg and reducing flames to a black glass; on charcoal fuses
w a mncrn^t,-^ i__.T T^ -.^^g -^ borax giving an iron reaction

;

tiv„°^P^f
ed by hydrochloric acid w

analysis showed the presence

* This Journal, vol. xiiv, p. 113
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and sesquioxyd of iron and magnesiaj witli traces of manganese

and lime.

In the quantitative examination in ISTo. 1, the mineral was

decomposed by hydrochloric acid, the iron and alumina -weighed

together and subsequently separated by potash. In No. 2 the

water was determined directly by ignition in a stream of dry air

and collecting the vapor in a chlorid of calcium tube. The igni-

ted mass was found to be no longer decomposable by hydro-

chloric acid, and was accordingly fused with carbonate of soda.

The iron and alumina were weighed together and the iron after-

wards determined volumetrically, by means of permanganate of

potash. For the determination of the protoxyd and sesquioxyd

of iron as given in Nos. 3 and 4^ portions of the mineral were

dissolved in pure hydrochloric acid in a stream of carbonic acid

gas, and the amount of protoxyd determined volumetrically as

in No. % The whole of the iron was then reduced to the stat^

of protoxyd by sulphuretted hydrogen gas, the solution boiled

to expel the sulphuretted hydrogen, allowed to cool free from

access of air and the whole amount of iron determined, the dii-

ference between w^hich and the amount of protoxyd first obtained

gives the amount existing as sesquioxyd.
The results of the analyses are as follows

:

(
1.

45'06

8-56

88-85

Quantity taken in milligr'm^, 435

Silica,^

Alumina,

Sesquioxyd of iron,

Protoxyd of iron,

" of manganese,
Lime,

Magnesia,

Potash and Soda,
Water,

trace.

trace,

4'55

trace.

2.

591

45ol
3-68

38-61

• • * •

trace.

0-28

4-57

3.

838

4.

217

« *

20-92

16-04

• # • •

2002
16-91

The

Si

iln

9-22

of tliese analyses gives

:

Oxygen.

•

45-29

S-62

20-4

1

16-47

trace,

28

4-56

trace,

9-22

99-91

Oxygen.

23-53

1-69

614
3-66

# « # •

•08

1-82

2353

7-83

Ratio.

3

1

6-66 «

•

818 8-18 1

This ratio gives a formula whicli may lie expressed by

2llSi+SSi-f-3fl.
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This composition approacTies " that given bv Eammelsbem *
(analyses 1, 2, 3, and 4,) and SiegeiLf (analfsis 5,) for StiJp-
nomekne:

Si Si Pe f'e ]&g 6i S,Na f[
1. 4S19 816 .... 3V05 3-34 M9 .... 695 ^ ^ ^, ,

2. 46-50 1-19 .... 33 89 1-89 20 .... 7.90 / From Obergrund, near

3. 45-43 5-S8 .... 3538 1-68 O'lS .... 9-28 C
Zuckmantd m Au^

*• 46-17 5-88 .... 35'82 2-67 .... 0-15 8-12)
t^'a" Silesia.

5. 42'01 4-92 41-08 .... 0-94 l-6t .... 8'4T P'?°'
^^"'^'^^ in

oiegert assumes the iron to exist as sesqnioxjd while Eam-
melsberg gives it as protoxyd, with the remark that if it be cal-
culated as f'e3Pe, the analyses will give an excess, and therefore
perhaps it only exists as protoxyd in the mineral.

-It js evident from the results of analyses 1 to 4 that the stilp-

nomelane analyzed was not entirely free from foreign substances,
and Eammelsberg mentions that it may possibly have been mixed
With some chlorite, and that this is the reason for the difference
in the results.

Analyses 3 and 4 correspond very closely with the analysis of
chalcodite, and it is possible that if a special examination were
Diadeto determine the proportionate amounts of protoxyd and
sesqmoxyd of iron in stilpnomelane, the two minerals might be
lOUnd even mnrA r>aoT.7-,r T..,U+^/-l

. , . - ^^^... .^ .^ but imperfectly decomposed by
cws, while chalcodite is entirely decomposed, may be due to the
«itreme delicacy of the scales in the latter; the same cause will

S^^Jt for the difference in hardness. The specific gravity is

'^---3'4 Glocker, or according to a more recent determination

jy iireithaupt, 2-769. Chalcodite has a density of 2-76. Stilp-

nomelane occurs both foliated and compact ; its color is blackish-
e^een, streak olive-green to greenish -gray ; it has a pearly lustre

^la^perfect cleavage in one direction."' A specimen from the

rJ.^ V^^o locality which I have in my cabinet bears a very strong
^semblance to the screen variety of chalcodite in its external
appearance.

^

The marked similarity in chemical, as well as in many of the

bl ti?'^^
characters of these two minerals renders it not improba-

tii i-^
^ reexamination of pure stilpnomelane would remo-v^e

^aose discrepancies which at present prevent their being united
^^^der one species.

^e Analytical Laboratory, Dec. 15, IS.")?.

* PoggeuJ. Ann., xliii, 127.

t Rammelsberg, Mineralogie, Fifth Suppl., 203.

^^COND SEKIES, VOL. XXV, KO. 74,—MARCU, 185S,

"^la even more nearly related,
ihe fact that stilpnomelane is

20

\
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Art. XIX.

—

Agassizh Coniribuiions to the Natural History of the

United jStates.

*

The publication of the first two volumes of tlie *' Contribu-

tions to the Natural History of the United States" by Professor

Agassiz was announced in our last number, and a statement, m
brief, made of their contents. The philosophical merits of the

work, as well as its national character, entitle it to a more de-

tailed notice.

"While the special subject in American zoology selected for

the volumes is the Embryology of Turtles, the first of the two

is mainly occupied with general considerations on the system in

the kingdoms of life—a topic of wide import to science, making

an appropriate introduction to the great work,
Thes« opening chapters have also a peculiar interest for the

sketch they indirectly give of the author. Deep topics in science

occupy his thoughts. But through all, appears that love of

truth, which is the living force of a philosopher; that faith m
nature as God's work, which gives to science its highest dignity

-

that desire to read the minutest tracings in the great volume

which the knowlediie that all the sfrandeur of creation is brought

J

J

^^ „.^ ^^W Q
out through infinitesimals, naturally inspires ; that sensitiveness

of mental organization which perceives the faintest voices ol

nature, and thrills to the profound harmonies in which those

voices combine to utter the deep thoughts of creation. These

qualities all shine forth from the pages as they could not from

any portrait or biography.
^

.

A successful searching out of nature's laws requires faith m
the fullness of the revelation, and in finite mind as the interpre-

ter, Tliis faith, moreover, should be coupled with a profound

sense of nature's oneness in law, purpose and Author, i^^

mind should also be open to the slightest breath of truth from

whatever source, quick in its perceptions of parallelisms an

analogies, and just in balancing fact against fact, relation agains

relatioD, so that all shall take their true position, and evolve, Irom

their mutual action, the thought of whicli nature, not the nund, is

the author. It is true that complete perfection of action is no^

tuman: for minds almost necessarily run in channels that Inui

their thoughts and vision; they are apt to be drawn aside i?J

the delight of special views, and too often seek novelty ajij

selfexaltation in place of truth: and all systems of
P^^Jj^^^^f^^

suffer more or less from tliese sources of evil. He is the tr

student of nature, although thus imperfect, who seeks thatnatur^

should speak through him, and strives to express the sentimen

that come forth at her dictation. And far profounder is his app^

hension of truth when he realizes, in all its significance, that

^
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Spirit—infi speaks tbroiigli
nature to man's heart as well as mind. Only a sliort-siglited
naturalist fails to perceive that the aEfections and moral senti-
ments, in tlieir perfection, are among the creations, and that pre-
emmentlj thej manifest the character of the Creator.
In striking contrast with the searching philosopher is the one

who stands aside and doubts researcii, while he dictates self-
wroaght thoughts; Professor Agassiz, in several of his chap-
ter, points his forcible arsjument against such a one—a distin-
gnished physicist of Oxford, England. Neither geology nor
zoology has discovered a foundation for the principle that spe-
cies pass into other species by gradual change : but Ae says^er-
ms they do in the course of a great length of time. Geology
nas not detected the smallest fact to sustain the so-called devel-
opment theory: but he says, perhaps it is still true. And then

th ^K^^-
°^^ ^^ P^f'pound his views, building up his theories on

e basis of a. perhaps, itself baseless, in direct opposition to the

ffT^^r
^y^^^^'^ of philosophy which he would sustain.* So we

nnd others, instead of taking the facts as they are known, and
enving from them the impression they are calculated to make

anfj the laws they dictate, saying, perhaps geology in the end will
nu^the f)ast very much like the present, with no system of pro-

gess m me life of the globe;—while they cannot go from case

.?^® ^^ ^ cabinet illustrating this life according to the ages,

sm iT^
^^sing the progression at every step. The mind becomes

stp 1 r^ ^"Jer a j^erhaps, and rests in darkness and doubt, in-

iW 1

coming out to the light and using it. Such men have
eir place, for they are checks on hasty theorizing; while the
re theorist that (5ciies or disregards nature, is only following

law
^^ ^'^rch-light to error. As all our knowledge of nature's

^s rests upon inductive reasoning, a mind that will doubt the

Pnblijj[^ T^''
^^^^^ '"" "iany minds when the "Vestiges of Creation" was first

sxacti
V •

t

"^"^'"" ®"^^ ^ development theory might not be true. But the facts

the fl
^^/Preted were soon found to be ngamst it, and erery year has added to

have .h r^^ demonstration. The sweeping de.^tructions of species ia geology

tinent vnf ^^^^^ "^^^ '^ Creative Power that could reinstate the hfe of a con-

"aianll f
'" P'"S fcack to the Monad. The K American continent gives a striking

l»as foil
^,°™ ^ flestruction in tlie catastrophe which swept off Palaeozoic hfe, and

^e ren n
*^

T'^ V ""* » single old species or peculiarly Paleozoic genus, but by

iwntienoi f''^
^'"''^^ "^ *^e Triassic or Jurassic. These fticts aiKl the actual mde-

^aentific ^, l"y*^r'?'
'^^cor^iinS to both geology and zoology, sojtaml before the

«och ,',.v.i
' science, before he can, in the spint of his piiriosopny, yrui^uuu a^.j

atid f.ncl
!?'".*'"* *'^«'°«-y. Let him study out facts respecting rariationa <.f species

sndthil?
•'-'' *" stand upon, and then ho may march .safely to his conclusior^;

the fack "f''*^^* ^"'^iect fur stud v. But to push forward the view m advance of

I^t bim V "^^ '^"*'^«^ ^he present array of facts, is indulging in deluding specidatton.

"ther TT. i"^
°"* 1"« la^v, as a resuft of ?tudy, and tcl! us, what spocies of ojt of

S'JLS&iZ
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firmest conclusions on the ground that tlie contrary may still be

light, is hopelessly impregnable to truth. The two modifications

of skepticism above alluded to, the speculative and the matter-

of-fact, have each their remedy, in a principle which will prove

nature

the first

je about nature,—whence

to attempt to lead off, instead of follow, is presumptuous:—the
second, that the universe, however complex to common view, is

as above observed, an expression of unity of law, both in plan

and history, and that a grand purpose of facts is to illustrate this

unity. These two principles are united in Prof Agassiz, and in

connection with his habit of exact and untiring research, make

him what he is in science.

The first volume of the Natural History of the United States

is devoted mainly to classification taken in its most comprehen-

sive sense, including whatever Illustrates those relations of spe-

cies upon which classification depends, as well as the nature of

classification itself.

The author declares, in the outset, his views of the world of

^
existences, which science aims to comprehend. . With much ear-

nestness, he discourses upon nature as a divine system; on

thought as no property of matter, and God as not nature. He

pronounces the study of natural science the study of the thoughts

or ideas which the Creator has embodied in his works, and a

true classification of objects in nature as an exhibition of the

^ plan ordained by Ilim in his omniscience and wisdom. On page

10 we read:

—

r

"I disclaim every intention of introducing in ttis work any evidence

irrelevant to my subject, or of Rupporting any conclusions not immedi-

ately flowing from it ; but I cannot overlook nor disregard here the close

connection there is between the facts ascertained by scientific investiga-

« tions, and the discussions now carried on respecting the origin of organ-

ized beings. And though I know those, who hold it to be very unscien-

tific to believe that thinking is not something inherent in matter, and that

there is an essential difference between inorganic and living and thinking

beings, T shall not be prevented by any such pretensions of a false philos-

ophy from expressing my conviction, that, as long as it cannot be shown

that matter or physical forces do actually reason, the manifestation of

thought is evidence of the existence of a thinking being as the author of

such thought, and I shall look upon an intelligent and intelligible con-

necfion between the facta of nature as direct proof of the existence of »

thinking God, as certainly as man exhibits the power of thinking when

he recognizes their natural relations."

^
Througli the discussions wliich follow, the question of crea-

tion by means of physical forces or agencies is considered, tto

page 13 he says

:
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"It is the object of the following paragraphs to show that there are
neither agents nor laws in nature kaown to physicists under the influence,
and by the action, of which, these beings could have originated ; that, on
the contrary, the very nature of these beings and their relations to one
another and to the world in which they live, exhibit thought, and can
therefore be referred only to the immediate action of a thinking being,
€ven though the manner in which they were called into existence remains
for the present a mystery,"

The arguments bearing on this topic, which are numerous and
variously illustrated, are recapitulated in brief on pages 132 to

In recapitulating the preceding statements, we may present the fol-
lowing conclusions :

—

1. The connection of all these known features of nature into one sys-
tem exhibits thought, the most comprehensive thought, in limits trans-
cending the highest wonted powers of man.
., ^; The simultaneous existence of the most diversified types under
Identical circumstances exhibits thought, the ahility to adapt a great va-
"ety of structures to the most uniform conditions.

3. The repetition of similar types, under the most diversified circum-

th ^t'
^^'^"'.^ ^^ immaterial connection between them; it exhibits

nought, proving directly how completely the Creative Mind is indepen-

«/ i'*^
influence of a material world.

_ , k^,
"iihy of plan in otherwise highly diversified types of ani-

51s, exhibits thought ; it exhibits more immediately premeditation, for

° P'^n could embrace such a diversity of beings, called into existence at
sochlong

intervals of time, unless it had been framed in the beginning
with imrnediate reference to the end.

in fl'
correspondence, now generally known as special homologies,

ttie details of structure in animals otherwise entirely disconnected,

diat°i
^^\^^^ ^^'^^ minute peculiarities, exhibits thought, and more inime-

nu Z power of expressing a general proposition in an indefinite

the? H
'^^- ^^^^^' ^1^^^'y complete in themselves, though differing in all

an' ^*i

'^^^^
^'"^"o^is degrees and different kinds of relationship among

DoxT^
y^^'ch can have no genealogical connection, exhibit thought, the

P 'wer of combining difierent categories into a permanent, harmonious

« 7 ' ^'^^ though the material basis of this harmony be ever changing.

V
The simultaneous existence, in the earliest geological periods m

^^ichaniraals existed at all, of representatives of all the great types of

coiit?'^^^
^"igJom, exhibits most especially thought, considerate thought,

" fl'^ii^,^
PO^'er, premeditation, prescience, omniscience.

^

Kpt "V^e gradation based upon complications of structure which may

estS^'n ^"'''"S animals built upon the same plan, exhibits thought, and
pecially the power of distributing harmoniously unequal gifts,

th. S'^^ <Jistribution of some types over the most extensive range of

J swace of the globe, while others are limited to particular gcograi)hi-

r>rJ'^^^ a°<:l the various combinations of these types into zoological

mm I
°^ "^eqU'-il extent, exhibit thought, a close control in the distn-

of the earth's surface among its inhabitants.

*
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"10, The identity of structure of these types, notwithstancling tlieir

wide geographical distribution, exhibits thought, that deep thought which,

the more it is scrutinized, seems the less capable of being exhausted,

though its meaning at the surface appears at once plain and intelligible

to every one.

" 11. The community of structure in certain respects of animals other-

wise entirely different, but living within the same geograpliical area, ex-

hibits thought, and more particularly the power of adapting most diversi-

fied types with peculiar structures to either identical or to different condi-

tions of existence,

''12. The connection, by series, of special structures observed in ani-

mals widely scattered over the surface of the globe, exhibits thought,

unlimited comprehension, and more directly omnipresence of mind, and

if

^^Iso prescience, as far as such series extend througli a succession of geo-

logical ages.

."13. The relation there is between the size of animals and their struc-

ture and form, exhibits thought : it shows that in nature the quantitative

differences are as fixedly determined as the qualitative ones.

" 14. The iiidependence in the size of animals of the mediums in which

they live, exhibits thought, in establishing such close connection between

elements so influential in themselves and organized beings so little affected

by the nature of these elements.

"15. The permanence of specific peculiarities under every variety of

external influences, during each geological period, and under the present

state of things upon earth, exhibits thought: it shows, also, that limita-

tion in time is an essential element of all finite beings, while eternity is

an attribute of the Deity only.

"16. The definite relations in which animals stand to the surrounding

^orld, exhibit thought; for all animals living together stand respectively,

on account of their very differences, in different relations to identical con-

ditions of existence, in a manner which implies a considerate adaptation

of their varied organization to these uniform conditions.
" 17. The relations in which individuals of the same species stand to

one anothef, exhibit thought, and go far to prove the existence in ^^^ r/
ing beings of an immaterial, imperishable principle, similar to that whicii

is generally conceded to man only.
"18. The limitation of the range of changes which animals undergo

during their growth, exhibits thought ; it shows most strikingly the inde-

pendence of these changes of external influences, and the necessity that

they should be determined by a power superior to those inflnencos. ^

" 19. The unequal limitation in the average duration of the life of in-

dividuals in different species of animals, exhibits thought; for, however

uniform or however diversified the conditions of existence may be under

which animals live together, the average duration of life, in ditfercnt spe-

cies, is unequally limited. It points, therefore, at a knowledge <^}

J^^^

and space, and of the value of time, since the phases of life of ditleren

animals are apportioned according to the part they have to perform ^V^

the stage of the world.
"20. The return to a definite norm of animals which multiply in rnn-

ous ways, exhibits thought. It shows how wide a cycle of modulation
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may be incliidGd 5n the same conception, without yet departing from
norm expressed more directly in other combinations.

21. The order of succession of the different types of animals and
plants characteristic of the different geological epochs, exhibits thought.
It shows, that while the material world is identical in itself in all siges^
ever different types of organized beings are called into existence in suc-
cessive periods.

22. The localization of some. 'types of animals u2)on the same points
01 the surface of the globe, durrfeg several successive geological periods,
exhibits thought, consecutive thought: the operations of a mind acting
ID conformity with a plan laid out" beforehand and sustained for a lonff
period. \

23. The limitation of closely allied species to different geological
penodsj exhibits thought; it exhibits the power of sustaining nice dis-
tinctions, notwithstandinir the interposition of irreat disturbances by phys-
ical revolutions.

"^ ^
^ ""

24. The parallelism between the order of succession of animals and
plaiits in geological times, and the gradation among their living represen-
tatives, exhibit thought; consecutive thought, superintending the whole
development of nature from beginning to end, and disclosing throughout
a gradual progress, endin^y with the introduction of man at the head of
the animal creation.

25. The parallelism between the order of succession of animals in

^'^jogical times and the changes their Hving representatives undergo
mirmg their^ embryological growth, exhibits thought ; the repetition of
^e same train of thoughts in the phases of growth of living animals and
^successive appearance of their representatives in past ages.

^^^ The combination, in many extinct types, of charactei-s which, in

aterages, appear disconnected in different types, exhibits thought, pro-
Pfletic thought, foresiMit : combinations of thought preceding their man-

•
T^'^'^ri'^

living forms.

ch
parallelism between the gradation among nnimals and the

^"^"ges they undergo during their growth, exhibits thought, as it dis-

uses everywhere the most intimate connection between essential features

/^J^^^^s which have no necessary physical relation, nnd can, therefore,

^

be understood otherwise than as established by a thinking being,

p' T^^ relations existing between these different series and the geo-

« apiHcal distribution of animals, exhibit thought; they show the omni-
presence of the Creator.

fortK •
^^ut-^ial dependence of the animal '^"^ vegetable kingdoms

all
^^''..^^^^tenance, exhibits thought; it displays the care with which

hA;.*^'^^^^^^^^^
^^ existence, necessary to the maiutenauce of organized

thoi
• dependence of some animals upon others or upon plants tor

^lil'
^^^^^^nce, exhibits thought; it shows to what degree the ujost cora-

Pend
'^^''"^^^'"ations of structure and adaptation can be rendered inde-

«
W* ^^ *^*^ physical conditions which surround them,

^ ^

Bfili r ^^y ^^^« up the results of this discussion, up to this pomt, m
^^^ ttiwer words :—
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"All organized beings exhibit in tbemselves all those categories of struc-

ture and of existence upon which a natural system may be founded, in

such a manner that, in tracing it, the human mind is only translating into

human language the Divine thoughts expressed in nature in hving realities.

"All these beings do not exist in consequence of the continued agency

of physical causes, but have made their successive appearance upon earth

by the immediate intervention of the Creator. As proof, I may sum up

my argum(mt in the following manner:
"The products of what are commonly called physical agents are every-

where the same, (that is, upon the whole surface of the globe,) and have

always been the same (that is, during all geological periods); while or-

ganized beings are everywhere diflferent and have differed in all ages.

Between two such series of phenomena there can be no causal or genetic

connection.

"31. The combination in time and space of all these thoughtful con-

ceptions exhibits not only thought, it shows also premeditation, power,

wisdom, greatness, prescience, omniscience, providence- In one word, all

these facts in their natural connection proclaim aloud the One God^, whom

man may know, adore, and love; and Natural History must, in good

time, become the analysis of the thoughts of the Creator of the Universe

as manifested in the animal and plant [and crystal] kingdoms."

If after all, we liear it said stilly

—

that ]9erhaps creations may

have beeu due to physical forces—we would repeat, that the

notion comes not through science or true inductive philosophy;

in all the search thus far, no authoritj^ for such an inference nas

been found. Electricity and its associates we know, but nothing

about life-creating force j tlie daily progress of science is defining?

with increasing clearness, the physical agencies of nature, ^"^^^^

the same time stripping them of their old fabulous virtues. The

method of creation of a living species appears now, more than |

ever before, to be a subject beyond the pale of human research--

the limit in which man seemingly comes to the precincts of the

Infinite- We may look for knowledge ;
but until nature opens

to us a new avenue, this perhaps should be set down among

man's presumptuous dreamings.

Another topic introduced in connection with the discussions

on classification, is that of the relations of the grand system oi

life and also individual history in species to geological progress.

Although the subject is but briefly and collaterally brought m
it is of too much general interest to be passed by ^i^^^^^^i

^
mention of the views sustained by the author. We arrange the

points with reference to their geological bearing.

Professor Agassiz argues with truth that the oldest fossils rep-

resent the beginning of animal life on the globe, so far at le^^

as to give a correct exhibition of the earliest tyjDes. For v

series has its initial point in the same kinds of species on all
^

continents, reaching down, on each, to salt-water Articulates,

)
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Molluscs atid Radiates, if not also to salt-water Vertebrates
(J^]slies).

^
The great Branches of the animal kingdom thus begin

in the inferior or salt-water species; and r.nj obliterated records
below, if such there be, could only extend onward this idea, or
modify it by limiting somewhat more the range of types.

_
The author also observes, that the series, thus begun, 3reached

Its end in man, and that it admits of proof on anatomical evi-
dence that man is the last term in the series ; that upon the
earth no material progress beyond is possible in the plan upon
Wmch the animal kingdom is constructed, except in man's own
Intellectual and moral development. This conclusion follows in
tact from the simple progression of form among Vertebrates from
iye lish onward ;—for there is first the horizontal or prone posi-
tion of the nervous cord with which the series begins,—then the
gradual elevation of the cephalic extremity with the new types
introduced, and at last the vertical position in man—a necessary
umit to the series.

J-ne actuality of the progress of life is touched upon and
saown to be illustrated through the whole range of geological

Jf -T*^' .^ descending or ascending series of numbers, part of
Jiich series is understood, may be easily followed by the mind

towards its limits. Of this nature are the facts in geology. The
iscovery of a type of form at a lower level in the series of strata

^Qan before known occasionally takes place ; but in no case has
6 new fact tended to alter essentially the law of the ascending

ti

series.

ngiosperms^weeds
: fi^erns and ConifercB:- A,.^....^.. ..- - -

^^ IS a brief statement of the series in the plant kingdom.
j^-^'<^tomosiraca : Tetradecapodh, Anomoura, Macroura: Lower
rackyura

: Higher Brachyura ;—is the series in Crustacea.
Jfishes: Bqjiiles: Quadrupeds: Man;-~\s the series among

Vertebrates.
' ^ -f

The same general idea is illustrated among all the great groups,

tur
and then a fact appears that startles the timid, as if na-

ure were not going to prove true to herself There has been
Gently discovered a number of new mammalian fossils in the

th!
® ^f Stonesaeld, England. But though of great interest,

Sam T^^^ ^^^ *^^6 following out of a discovery made in the

Z^^ beds thirty-five years ago ; and during the interval, mani-

7 1?^ remains have been traced only into the Trias, the beds

fo„,7?ext earlier period. In all, fourteen species_ have been

in^ '1^ ^ layer—once evidently a dirt-bed—which is only Jive

r^r"'^ ihick, and from an area only 500 square yards in extent

f°V'\cts, instead of flworing the idea of discovering related

•Jfa mthe Carboniferous, renders its probability almost infi-

,
;^ij small. For if such a bed, five inches thick, affords so

^ge a number, then strata like the Coal Measui-es, abounding
^^COND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 74.—UAKCH, 1658.

27
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in dirt-bed?j thick and tliin, and witli numerous great beds of

land vegetation also, througli a series of strata five^ to fifteen

thousand feet thick, a large part of which strata are not marine,

ought to afford fossil mammals without limit. It is easy to work

out the proportion ; and in doing so, it should be remembered

that no beds of rock have been more explored, man's cupidity

giving great activity and thoroughness to the investigation.

The answer to the simple problem would be, some hundreds if

not thousands; and yet, notwithstanding all the chances, and all

the labor thus far. bestowed, not a specimen has been found.

There being some system of progress, the great c[uestion is,

What is that system ?

Is it a law of uniform progress for the Animal Kingdom as^a

whole? No:

—

for each of the four Eranches, as Professor Agassiz

observes, are wholly independent of each other in their whole

system of structure and progress.

Is it a law of uniform progress for each of these Branches? or

for each of the Classes they contain, as for the class of fishes, or

of birds, or of mammals, etc.? The same argument which is

used above for the Branches, holds in fact against any such kind

J

of progress for the Classes, Orders, Families and Genera of the

Animal Kingdom. For the groups, of either grade, have usu-

ally a degree of independence similar to the Branches—a princi-

ple which Agassiz insists upon as universal for all natural groups

and which certainly holds as a general truth. We should there-

fore no more look for lineal progression between different Ordei^

.
in a Class, or different Classes in a Branch, than between dit-

ferent systems in the heavens.
In addition to this, a class has' not generally been first mtio-

duced through the creation of its very simplest species.

On this point, Professor Agassiz says: '^The earliest repre-

sentatives of these classes do not always seem to be the lowest

Yet through all the intricate relations, there runs an evident ten-

dency towards the production of higher and higher types, until,

at last, man crowns the series." And he closes this paragraF

with the sentiment which seems to be ever dwelling in his mina.
^ sue

the

" Who can look upon such series, and not read in them the

cessive manifestations of a thought expressed at diflferent tirnes

in ever new forms, and yet tending to the same end, onwards to

the coming of man, whose advent is already prophesied m
first appearance of the earliest fishes?"

,
ii

This general truth, that the progress is not always, '^v^.^^^i^

say, not commonly, even for small groups, a lineal one,^ is olt^

misunderstood, and made the basis for reproaches against any

idea of progress. Every growing embryo has its superior nn^

also inferior developments; and something analogous is od^

ouslj true in zoological history. Each type has usually oeeu

^

I
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mtroduced by creations of species that belong to one of its infe-
nor groups, but yet, when so, these earliest forms were not gen-
erally the very lowest ; and as the expansion of the type after-
ward took place through new creations, there were downward
Bteps as well as upward, though the upward were eminently the
most marked.

rrof, Agassiz appears at times to insist upon an invariably
upward progress ; but in the above citation, he recognizes the
want of generality in the law. If our announcement of the prin-
ciple IS a modification of his view, it appears to us to be one
involved in his own statements. As examples of it, the Trilo-
Dites were not the lowest of Crustaceans; nor the old Ganoids,
the lowest of fishes ; nor the Acrogens of the Coal Period, the
lowest of land Cryptogams, Mosses and perhaps other orders
coming m much later; so also snakes were of later creation than
saurians. Quadrupeds, according to the fossils thus far discov-
ered, first appeared in the Marsupials (implacentals), the lower
order of Mammalia, and perhaps also in lusectivores, one of the
inferior types of placental mammals. But Edentates, the lower
w the placentals, and but a single grade above Marsupials appear

?fl i!^-
^^^^ introduced after Carnivores and Ungulates, and

l^ad their time of fullest expansion in the Post-tertiary period,
further discoveries may modify our knowledge respecting this
parUcular case. But the principle is too generally brought out
*p view, to bo set aside, that, through the successive creations,
fle expansion was to lower as well as higher forms, while mainly

^Jae higher; in all cases, it brought out a purer development

B® *JPe and a fuller exhibition of its various capacities.

-Ihe feet of progress is none the less true under such a system.

^ '"Actual law is daily receiving ne\^ illustrations from geological
discoveries and becoming gra'clually intelligible to us in its va-
jous details. A hope, which some seem to have, that new facts

5.1" throw despite on all general views, is of shallow growth.

mf need fear that nature will ever prove her own lawlessness.
-^ fle miportant principles connected with this system of pro-

m^% brought out by Prof. Agassiz, are as follows

:

y^^T, "^ parallelism between the geological succession of animals
na the embryonic growth of their living representatives:' The

^y^'^g Comatula, Prof. A. observes, has first the form of a Cgs-

man; next that of the Platt/crinoid of the Carboniferous; next
'Qat of the Pentacrinus of the Lias and Oolite with their whorla

I
cirrhi;

and^flnally, there is the free Comatula, the highest of

,f ^"n^ids. With reo-ard to Asterioids and Eehinoids, he ob-
^^^ves,

p. ix4.___

].
"The investigations of MuHer upon the larvas of all the families of

tvT. fsterioids and EcLinoids enable us to extend these .comparisons to

Jiiglier Echiaoderma alsa The first point which strikes tho observer
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in the facts ascertained by Miiller, is tlie extraordinary similarity of so

many larvae, of such different orders and difierent families as the Ophiu-

roids and Asterioidsj the Echinoids proper and the Spatangoids, and even

the Holothnrioids, all of which end, of course, in reproducing their typi-

cal peculiarities. It is next very remarkable, that the more advaiiced

larval state of Echinoids and Spatangoids should continue to show such

gi'eat similarity, that a young Amphidetus hardly differs from a young

Echinus. Finally, not to extend these remarks too ftir, T would ouly add,

that these young Echinoids (Spatangus as well as Echinus proper) have

rather a general resemblance to Cidaris, on account of their large spines,

than to Echinus proper. Now, these facts agree exactly with what is

known of the successive appearance of Echinoids in past ages ; their ear-

liest representatives belong to the genera Diadcma and Cidaris, next come

true Echinoids, later only Spatangoids. When the embiyology of the

Clypeastroids is jinown, it will, no doubt, afford other linfe to connect a

larger number of the members of the series."

The yonng Ganoid of our lakes and rivers has the prolonged

caudal vertebral column of the ancient Ganoid ; and all the an-

cient fishes have cartilaginous internal skeletons instead of bony,

being thus like the young of the later osseous fishes. Again,

among Reptiles, the tailed Batrachians appear to have preceded

the tail-less, as the tad-pole precedes the frog in development at

the present day. The crab.^ in their growth pass tlirough a ma-

croural and anomoural form, starting oflen from an Entonaostra-

can ; and the same is the order of creations in geological history.

The earlier quadrupeds, as well as other species, in many cases

present peculiarities of strueture which, are now known as em-

oryonic or only tcmponuy conditions in the growth of existing

species ; Professor Owen alludes to facts of this kind on page 19*^

of this volume.
It is seen from the preceding and following remarks, that this

law, while true as a great principle, has its limitations.
^ ^

Second. A pafalhltsm between the geological succession of animals

and relative ranlc diuong grotips or species. This law is in fact in-

volved in the preceding, in connection with another princij)le,

first propounded by Prof Agassiz, that the series of successive

forms in embryological development affords a scale ioT ascertain-

ing the grade of species in any given order. If the progr^s was

on the whole from the lower to the higher, and if the grades aie

marked off in the stages of embryonic growth, then the geologi'

cal progress should have a degree of parallelism with the succes-

sions in embryo development. Agassiz hence finds criteria lo

ascertaining the rank ot groups or species in classification, bota

in the stages of embrvonic growth, and in the stages or steps^^

the geological history of life. Eelations of form or structure to

theearlier steps in the iovmitv, or the earlier types in the latte ,

indicate inferiority of grade, and relations to the later, super
-
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ontjj according to a scale easily apprehended. The worm-like
larve, a lo\rer stage of an insect, attests that worms and crus-
taceans are inferior in grade to insects. And in general, a multi-
plicity of segments and laxity of parts are proofs of inferiority:
as m close accordance, the Trilobites, the earliest of Crustaceans
iiavean excessive multiplication of segments.* But to use the
cnterion of geological history with success, the principle already
stated, that the order of progress is only in a general way from
the lower to the higher, that is, that the earliest are not always
the very lowest, must be borne in mind.

.

'^^'^ pnneiple or general truth in embryology is based upon anotLer of a po-
lential and therefore more fundamental character,—one which the writer has ilius-

« li-^^T^'^
U. S. Expl. Exp. Report on Crustacea (chapter on Classification, p. 1395;

ana this Journal, xxii, 14). It is this, that cephalic elevation as to quality or grade
concurrent with—and we may say, that in individual growth it is potentially con-

nected with—caudal or posterior abbreviation ; and attending it, there is, also, a

and^^^\fT^^'^-^^^"^
of the body and often contraction in size. It is concentration

cephalization, and hence progresa All development from the young upward i$
a Jarge degree this kind of cephalic progress,—an elevation in the sensorial or-

gans and the anterior extremity of the body, as well as a compacting of the struc-

andP '^
*^ ^^ "^ *^^ insect in passing from the larva to the imago; in tlie frog

from >
"^ fish iu passing from the tadpole to the adult ; in the crab, in changing

m Us macroural larve to the perfect animal, and so, generally, through the Ani-

morp^^
°^* <^0Hi paring groups of species together, tlie principle conies out in a

jgg^^^^F^'^einsive form. The tape-worm, a worm without a proper head, is in-

reor \

'" '"S*^b ; moreover each segment is equal to its neighbor and capable of

aCTu"^ ^jy itself tlie complete animal. But in worms of higher grade, having
^aa there js a limit to the length, and this power of self-reproduction does not

Iratin ? X

^^"^s^^^Ci^i there is a still smaller number of so.ijments, and concen-

\m\T^n
^"*^*^''i<»r part into a circumscribed cephalothorax. In the Crab, the

aMr
,"^^'^^^^°. the effect is carried to its extreme m the Crustacean type, the

cenS^^ V^^^J^g become very small and lost its members in the extreme thoracico-

thL in fu
'"; ^" ^^^ ^^s^^t> tl^« ^o^^y 59 "i«ch 8hortet,and every way lar emaller

to a i
/ Crustacean, and besides, there is a concentration of the antenor part m-

«fetinct head, separate from the thoi-ax. Again, the lizard has fewer segments

and a
^^^^^' "^^^ ^^^^^*^^ quadruped has more vertebne coalesced in the sacrum

Crustli^^^?,
^™^y compacted cranium than the inferior quadruped: that is, as m

Eiore r
*^^P^alothorax, viewing its whole length to the caudal extremity, is

conipacted and abbreviated as the grade rises.

tween ?-ff"^'I^^^ explained appears to be a general one. But the comparisotis be-

epecifts
• [^°* species or groups afford right conclusions only ^hen made among

te aeotlf'
^ ''''^^

^yP^'^^1 series ; for when a type as a whole is inferior in ^rmA^

*... ^.^^^ we cannot nf rr.nrc^ ,.ucc r.--.m nn.. f.o the other in drawmtr such ii
cea. M

cannot of course pass from one to the other in drawing such inferen-

or denn^^^^''^^
^^^^^ ^ype l»as its degradations (that is, species representing degraded

to thft*
. ^^'^^^^ ^^™')

i antl i» this depauperation there is an abbreviation analogou5t

OQe of fT^"?^
^'^"^ ^^« opposite principle, cephalization. While the tape-worm is

than a .i t^^*-^^^
^^^

^P^cies, there are others still inferior which arc little better

It ri.eVi5 ^^g^^ent of the tape-worm. While, again, the Decapod Crustacean as

80 at \h P^*^' ^^^ ^ts abdomen shortened till it becomes memberless m the Crabs,

*rimn ifu
''^^'' ^^J f>^ the saile of Decapods (the Schizopodous group), there arc

in a Xj„ /P®^'«s which have a mcmberleis abdomen. The principle is then that

''^^^mZV'^^ shown in concentration anteriorly, and abbre-

With an .^
"""^'^y

' «^J a degradation in a relaxation or multiplication of parts.

Wennl """Sration posteriorly; a still tlirther enfeebling is manifested in an obso-

"^^gans a^^i^^'^^^^^^^y.
^^^ sometimes so anteriorly, as well as a general debdity of

others ihf
?y^^^^'- It is hardly necessary to add that no change of species into

^^oued ^[j^^*^^ ^^ ^^^""^ implied, but that actual species represent the conditions men-
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Third. Thefrequent synthetic character of the earlier types. The
Ganoid fishes are a familiar illustration, being often called Sau-

roid fishes, as they include certain reptilian characteristics in

their structure. They are synthetic types. To the Ganoids (and

in other cases when a future group is foreshadowed), the term

prophetic type is applied by Agassiz. In after time, fishes corae

out purely fishes in the Ctenoids and Cycloids, and this is, in

part, the kind of expansion or evolution the Fish type under-

went. The arborescent Acrogens of the Coal Period appear also

to have been synthetic types, combining certain Coniferous char-

acteristics with those of the Fern type. In this case the two

component types, the fundamental one and the collateral, were

of the same geological age. The Cycade^e, which prevailed es-

pecially in the Middle Reptilian Age, while properly Coniferous,

have features of both the Fern type and that of the Palms, the

former of these from ancient time, the latter prophetic of the

future. The Trilobitcs constitute, as appears to us, another syn-

thetic type, being Entomostracan, with some peculiarities also of

the Isopods (Tetradecapodan). In the Reptilian Age, the Anom-

oura—a group made up of degraded Brachyura, in which there

are many Macroural characteristics— preceded in general the

most of the Macroural types as well as the Brachyura. Thus m
the early Faunas and Floras the types covered we may say a

wider range in their characters; as time moved on, the same

space was occupied with analogous types restricted to narrower

and deeper channels, that is with stronger, purer, and a more

limited range of characteristics ; while others, both of superior

and inferior grades (and many of them distinctly foreshadowed),

were introduced to fill out the scheme.
In the most comprehensive terms, the laAV is The geyieral before

the special^ the great principle in embryological development,

^'hicb, as Professor Agassiz observes, von Baer first studied out

and thoroughly elucidated * It is" not presented in geology i^

a manner to favor the notion of tlie creation of species from spe-

cies, but rather as ah exhibition of unity of idea between growtft

in the individual, grade of species in the system of nature, an

progress' in the geological history of life. r

A FOUETH law is that of the culmination and disappearance oj

types in past time. The Trilobites, which begun and ended _m tje

the

Pal
^

xtinct—ai

examples. This is obviously parallel with the fact in embrV^

logical development, that parts may fulfil their end and disappe

* This subject is iUu^^trated in its geolosical bearings at some length in Carpe

ter'a Comparative Physiology, 4th edition.
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before the final adult stage is reached. Professor Agassi^;, in his
remarks on the succession of types, appears to argue that through-

Animal
of grade among the species to the last ; that is, among the species
now existing as representatives of an order, the higher are of
superior rank to those representing that order in any earlier time.
But perhaps this Doint reauires a farther survev of the facts. Itperhaps this pouit _^^..^„ „ ........ ^^.,^j ^ .^^.^. ^.
does not seem to be established that the Carnivora of the present
age are superior in grade to those of the Post-tertiarj, or the
Cephalopods of our own seas to those of the Reptilian Age.

After considering many of the laws of relation among animals
and between the animal and plant kingdoms, Professor Agassiz
introduces an illustration of still wider unity embracing the
pnysical world at large, first suggested by his associate at Cam-
bridge, Professor Peirce. As the facts have not been published,
in this Journal, we cite a few paragraphs from the chapter. It
IS well known that the leaves of plants are arranged in spirals,

and that the intervals between two successive leaves in the spi-

rals for different plants, varies between -| and -Jd of the circum-
rerence; the actually occurring numbers afford the mathematical
series

^, ^^ |^ 3^ j^^ _8__^ ^|^ y_^ etc.. in which the numerator and
tlenommator of each term equals severally the sum of the nu-
merators, and of the denominators, of the two terms next pre-
ceding,

"Now, upon comparing this arrangomeiit of the leaves in plants with
jne revokitions of the membere of our solar system, Peirce has discovered
jhe most perfect identity between the fundamental laws which regulate

,*"' a* roay be at once seen by the following diagram, in which the first

coiumn gives the names of the planets, the second column indicates the
actual time of revolution of the successive planets, expressed in days, the
^iird columu the successive times of revolution of the planets, which are

^em'ed from the hyjpothesis that each time of revolution should have a
ratio to those upon each side of it, which shall be one of the ratios of
^elaw of phyllotaxis; and the fourth column, finally, gives the normal
"es of fractions expressing the law of phyllotaxis.

Neptune, 60,129 62,000
Uranus, 30,687 31,000 ^
Saturn, 10,759 10,333 i
Jupiter, 4,333 4,133 f
Asteroids, 1^200 to 2,000 1,550 I
^fars, 687 596 A
Earth, 865 SC6 TJ i _8

Venus, 225 227 ^? )
^^

Mercury, 88
8'^ M

"?n this series the Earth forms a break; but this apparent irregularity

J"iits of an easy explanation. The fractions J-, ^, f, I tV /r^ ^. etc.,

^^pressing the position of successive leaves upon an aiis, by tlie short
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way of ascent along the spiralj are identical, as far as their meaning is

concerned, witli the fractions expressing these same positions, by the long

way, naraely, J-, f , f , f , ^, ^f , f|, etc.
^

" Let us, therefore, repeat our diagram in anotJier fornij the third column

giving the theoretical time of revolution.

Neptune, ^ 62,000 60,129
(C

^ . 62,000

Uranus,
J- 31,000 S0,C87

"
I 16,500

Saturn, f 10,333 10,759
u 6,889

Jupiter, f 4,133 4,333
« 3

I 2,480

Asteroids, | 1,550 1,200
M

f 968
Mars, f^ 596 687

Earth, -^-^ 366 365

Venus, if 227 225
'

J-f 140

^

Mercury, f^ 87 88

"It appears from this table, that two intervals usually elapse between

two successive planets, so that the normal order of actual fractions is t,

^' I' h Ai ^tc, or the fractions by the short way in phyllotaxis, from

which, however, the Earth is excluded, while it forms a member of tbe

series by the long way. The explanation of this, suggested by Peirce, is

that although the tendency to set off a planet is not sufficient at the eua

of a single interval, it becomes so strong near the end of the second in-

terval, that the planet is found exterior to the limit of this second interval

Thus, Uranus is rather too far from the Sun relatively to Keptune, Saturn

relatively to Uranus, and Jupiter relatively to Saturn, and the planets

thus formed engross too large a proportionate sliare of material, and this

is especially the cavse with Jupiter. Hence, when we come to the Aste-

roids, the disposition is so strong at the end of a single interval, that tne

outer Asteroid is but just wnthin this interval, and the whole material ot

the Asteroids is dispersed in separate masses over a wide space, instea

of being concentrated into a single planet. A consequence of this dis-

persion of the forming agents is, that a small proportionate material is

absorbed into the Asteroids. Hence, Mars is ready for formation so tar

exterior to its tiue place, that when the next interval elapses the residua

force becomes strong enough to form the Earth, after which the norma

law is resumed without any further disturbance. Under this J'i^\^^^[^
can be no planet exterior to Neptune, but there may be one iuterior

Mercury,^—pp. 128, 129.

The subjects to wliicli we have thus far alluded in our notice

of Professor Agassiz's work are, as before said, incidental to to

author's main purpose, the illustration of the relations of sp^^J^
}vith reference to principles of classification and the fundamental

ideas of system in nature. To this topic we now turn.
r

{To he contimicd.)
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Art, XX.— Contributions to the History of Ophiolites. Part I; by
T. Sterry Hunt, of the Geological Survey of Canada.

In the published reports of the Geological Survey of Canada,
Sir W. B. Logan has already shown that tbe serpentines of
the Green Mountains occur in the form of beds, and that they
occupy a constant position in the series of altered Lower Silu-
nan strata which make up the principal part of the Green
Mountain chain. These metamorphic strata consist of feld-
spathic, inicaccous, epidotic, chloritic, talcose and argillaceous
schists, with quartzites, limestones, dolomites and magnesites

;

besides varieties of euphotide and diorite, pyroxenite and dial-
iage rocks, and others consisting essentially of a white lime-
alumina garnet. Intercalated in this series occur the different
varieties of serpentine roclis about to be described.
Up to the present time, geologists, with few exceptions, have

looked upon serpentine as a rock of igneous origin ; but this
View IS clearly inadmissible for the serpentines of the pah-eozoic
rocks of Canada—whose magnesian strata are, as I have endeav-
ored to show, the result of the alteration of beds of silicious

Qolomite and magnesite, which have been transformed into sili-

^tes under the influence of solutions of alkaline carbonates, a
rocess which requires no very elevated temperature, and ena-
'les us to explain the production of those silicates of lime, mag-

Jesia and iron which play such an important part in the mineral
^tory of the crystalline stratified rocks.*

-Reserving for another occasion the discussion of their mode

^}
formation, I propose at the present time to describe and give

}^ results of my examinations of some of the so-called serpen-

^me-rocks of the Green Mountains. The following pages are

SfPied from the recently published Keport of Progress of the
geological Survey of Canada, for the years 1853-1857, pp. 432-
**^- The same " volume contains the results of the chemical

J^tl mmeralogical examinations of various diallages, diorites,

garnet-rocks, talcs, chlorites, dolomites, magnesites, etc., from

^ formation just noticed. In addition to these, will be found
oe description of an analogous series of rocks from the Lauren-

.J^
system, where the serpentines, dolomites, euphotides, d_JO-

"jes, etc., are repeated with certain diiferonces, offering an m-
^J^fi^ctive parallelism with the corresponding Silurian series, and

tt^^'J^gthat the chemical conditions during the deposition of

^7 oldest known sedimentary rocks were similar to those which
prevailed during a portion of the Lower Silurian period, and

Har ?' 1 ell' J^^^al (2). volxxiii. p. 437, Proceedings of the Royal Society for

^^' ^^57. and the Report of the Geological Survey, cited below, p. 477.

SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 74.—MARCH, 1858.

28
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liave since been repeated many times in tlie world's geological

history. The materials of this report may furnish the subject

of farther communications.
The mineral species serpentine is a hydrated silicate of mag-

nesia, whose composition according to the received formula is

represented by silica 437, magnesia 43'3, water 13-0 = 100*0;

a portion of protoxyd of ii^on, sometimes amounting to ten per

cent, generally replaces an eq^uivalent quantity of magnesia.

The rocks known as serpentines are nowever variable in their

constitution, being sometimes composed almost entirely of the

silicate just mentioned ; at other times this is mingled with other

silicates^ such as garnet, diallage or hornblende, with quartz,

or with carbonate of lime, dolomite or carbonate of magnesia.

Mineralogists have therefore distinguished these rocks by the

general names of ophiolite and ophkalce. Thus we have, besides

a rock which is composed essentially of serpentine, and may be

regarded as the common or norrdal ophwlite^ varieties character-

ized by admixtures of garnet, diallage, hornblende and chromic

iron ore, which may be respectively designated as grenatic or

garnetiferouSj diallagic^ Jiornhlendic and chrowiferous ophiolites i
to

these we must add the quartzose ophiolite of Brongniart, which is

composed of nodules of quartz in a base of serpentine. The

gabbro of the Italian geologists is a dialla^ic ophiolite.

The name of ophicalce has been given by Brongniart to rocKS

composed essentially of carbonate of lime and serpentine or talc.

Crystalline limestones which hold disseminated grains of serpen-

tine, are designated by him as (jraiiular ophicalce^ while under

the name of redcidated ophicalce he has described an aggregate oi

rounded masses of carbonate of lime, cemented by a base of tal-

cose serpentine. In addition to these, the^same author describes

an aggregate of rounded masses of quartz, green jasper and sili-

cious slate, cemented by serpentine, and several breccias, con-

sisting of angular fragments of quartz, of serpentine, and ot

jasper, in a paste of serpentine. These rocks he^separates from

the preceding species under the name of anagenites and hnccio.^^

But such aggregates, in which serpentine is sometimes ^^^^ P?^^
and sometimes the imbedded mineral, cannot be separated irom

certain varieties of ophicalce. Again, in this last species, tbe

calcareous matter is often replaced by dolo)nite, and even D)

crystnlline carbonate of mngnesia, forming varieties of rocK:

which the name of ophicalce is no longer nnpropriate. ^ W
fore propose to unite all these varieties under the general nam

of ophiolite, and to describe them as calcare.ous, dp^^'^^^^^^

magnesidc ophioUtes^ which may be granular, gneissoid, congio
*

erate, or brecciated in their s'tructure. I l)ave been thus p^
_

ticular in distinguishing these different varieties, because tn^^^

have doubtrless a common origin, and because their study ^^

I
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aid lis in getting an idea of the mode of formation of serpentine
rocks.

The ophiolites of the Green Mountains often contain diallage,
and more rarely actinolite and garnet. Calcareou?, dolomitic
and raagnesitic varieties are common, and are granular, gneissoid,
and sometimes conglomerate in their structure. Small portions
or nickel and chrome are seldom or never wanting in these
rocks, which often contain grains and even beds of chromic
iron. Foliated and fibrous varieties of serpentijie are also met
With there, constituting the varieties which have been named
ommorife, 'picrolile and chrysotik. A fine collection of ophiolites
from the township of Orford, where these rocks are very exten-
sively displayed, has furnished me with a large number of the
specimens aboiit to be described.

J- he analysis of the serpentines was generally effected by
treating the mineral in fine powder with sulphuric acid diluted
Tf'th its own volume of water, and heating the mixture in a pla-
num capsule until acid fumes were evolved ; it was sonietiines

^^S^f^^^'y to repeat this process with the undissolved residue.

,
-I- he purity of the separated silica was in all cases determined

oy dissolving it with the aid of heat, in a solution of carbonate
01 soda. The action of a boiling solution of nitrate of ammonia
Jpon the mineral, either before or after ignition, was generally
^ad recourse to for the determination of any earthy carbonates
^mch might be present.

J-

Normal OphioUte.^A very beautiful and homogeneous ra-
"ety of serpentine rock from the tenth lot of the eighteenth

fl °f
of Orford, was found to have a density of 2-597. It wa3

J^oelj granular in texture, and had a scaly conchoidal fracture;
^oior deep olive-green, with small bluish veins; it was sub-trana-
j^^cent,^ and had a highly argillaceous odor. This serpentme

an-i 1
^^ ^'^'"•^ '^^^^all quantity, disseminated grains of magnetic

na chromic iron ores, and contains a little nickel, but no cobalt.

T^ueu Ignited and boiled with a solution of nitrate of ammonia,
gave a trace of magnesia, but no lime. Its analysis yielded :

Silica, 40-30

Magnesia (by difference). - - ' " 3907
rrotoxyd of iron,

'^'^^

•26

(traces.)

13 36

0*> d of nickel, -

" chrome,
^'ater, by ignition.

lOOiiO

2. A fragment of pure serpentine from a conglomerate dolo

Ct¥''^^^^o about to be described, had a density of 2 62^, a

ackish.green
color, a conchoidal ' fracture, and was almost

m^^- The pulverized and ignited mineral yielded to nitrate

ammonia, 040 of carbonate of lime and 0-27 of carbonate of

^ni
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.

M

magnesia. This serpentine contains a small quantity of chromic

iron. The oxyd of nickel, determined upon four grams of the

mineral, gave no trace of cobalt before the blowpipe. It^^ analy-

sis gave as follows :

Silica,

Magnesia,

Protoxyd of iron,

Oxyd of nickel, -

Chromic iron,

Loss by ignition,

42-90

36-28

•15

•25

iyi4

100-19

3. I may cite in this place the analysis of a serpentine given

in my Report for 1852, p. 99. It forms the rock in contact with

the bed of chromic iron ore in Ham, has a hardness of 3
'5, and

a density of 2 '546. It is massive and compact, with a sphntery

fracture; color greenish-white, and translucent. The analysis,

which failed to detect either chrome or lime, gave as follows

:

Silica, 43-4

Magnesia (by diifeieuce), ... - 40*0

Aluniina and oxyd of iron, - . - - 3*6

Water, - - - - - - - IS'O

100-0

The
cent

bait

4. A characteristic fibrous serpentine {picrolite) from the sev-

enth lot of the eighth range of Bolton, has a hardness of 4, ana

a density of 2'607. It breaks into ligneous masses several inches

in length; very compact; fracture splintery; fibres stiff ana

elastic; shows an oblique cleavage. Color celandine-green; l^Sj

tre vitreous, silky ; transparent in small fragments ; tough, ana

difficult to pulverize. The finely-sifted powder is completely

decomposed by sulphuric acid, and the silica retains the form

and lustre of the fibres ; the mineral contains apparently as

much nickel as 1. Its analysis gave

:

Silica,

Magnesia,

43*70

10-68
I

3-51Protoxyd of iron, . . - - -

Oxyd of nickel (undetermined).

Water, - ..... 12-45

100'34

5. Calcareous OphioUte.--ThG specimen of this variety whicb

I have analyzed is from the tenth lot of the sixteenth range^

Orford.

acture. Color, mottled greenish

i
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with an occasional purplish tinge. Translucent on the edges,
and resembleSj except in color, many common limestones. In
powder, the rock effervesces with acetic acid, even in the cold,
and by the aid of heat fifty-seven per cent of the mass were dis-
solved, consisting of carbonate of lime with a little magnesia
and a trace of iron. The residue effervesced in the cold with
dilute nitric acid, whose action, aided by a gentle heat durin
ialf-an-hour, dissolved 10-76 per cent of carbonate of lime an
ii^agnesia, with a little iron, corresponding to a ferriferous dolo-
mite. The pale-green residue from the action of the nitric acid,
jnen dried at 212^ R, equalled 32-00 per cent. It was readily
decomposed by sulphuric acid, without any effervescence, and
liad the characters of serpentine. Its analysis gave :

—

Silica,

Magnesia,

Protoxjd of iron,

Lime,

Alumina,

Water, -

41'20

3216

1116
•65

2-67

12"70

100-54

^Tiie portion soluble in acetic acid (I.) and that dissolved in
Citric acid (IL) had the following composition for 100 parts:—

I. II-

Carbonate of lime, -....- 91-33 4945

magnesia, S'67 4368
" iron, - - - . (traces) 6'87

100 00 100 00

It will be seen that the dilate acids attack but sliglitlj the

^T^entme, and tliat the nitric acid dissolves an intermingled
do]

taken parate
^om the carbonate of lime in a crystalline magnesian limestone,
"^flose analysis is given in my Keport for 1854. The proximate
J^alysis of the rock in question shows it to be a mixture of car-

Donate of lime, dolomite and serpentine, and we have for 100
parts:

Soluble in acetic acid,

" nitric acid,

Insoluble, serpentine.

67-00

10-76

32-IJb

99-76

I

,5 Dohmitic OphioUte.~Th.\s granular variety is from the

Ul °i Erompton Lake, in the seventh range of the thirteenth
»t ot Orford. It is fin^ o-rained and greyish-green like the la_st,

hut

^t

greyish _
Its

^^e IS uneven and sub-conchoidal, presenting grams of a
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crystalline spar, A fibrous coating is sometimes apparent in tlie

joints of the rock. Its hardness is about 4. When reduced to

powder it did not effervesce with acetic acid like the last, but

was readily attacked by dilute nitric acid, which removed carbo-

nates of lime, magnesia andiron, with effervescence, leaving a

residue of serpentine. A proximate analysis gave 51'9 parts of

serpentine, and 48-1 of dolomite = lOO'O!^ The nitric solution

contained some manganese and nickel.

The composition of the serpentine left by the nitric acid

was

Silica^

Magnej=ia (by difference), -.

Protoxjd of iron with nickel,

Water,

4320

3611

8 29

12-40

10000

The dolomite dissolved, gave for 100 parts

Carbonate of lime,
u

M

" magnesia, -

" iron With manganese,

49-58

46-32

4-10

100-00

although rounded, are more or less anovular in form.

7. Dolomitk Ophtolite.—-Tliis rock, also from Brompton Lake,

on the twelfth lot of the eighteenth range of Orford, has fur-

nished some fine blocks for ornamental purposes. It is a con-

glomerate, made up of fragments of serpentine thickly disserm-

Diated in a greenish-white dolomitic base. The masses of ser-

pentine vary from a line to more than an inch in diameter, a"d
^

- - Their

Colors ai-e various shades of dark green, sometimes appearing

nearly black when polished. The analysis of one of these im-

bedded masses has already been given (No. 2). This rock con-

tains both nickel and chromic iron. . .

An average sjiecimen of the conglomerate was pulverized tor

examination. The powder eifervesced even in the cold, witQ

acetic acid, which with the aid of heat, took up by prolonged

digestion, twenty per cent of carbonates of lime and magnesia,

and 0-2 of oxyd of iron. The soluble portion contained carbo-

nate of lime 88-30, carbonate of magnesia 11-70. The residue

from acetic acid efter^resced slightly with warm dilute nitric acw,

and the solution was found to contain a quantity of magnesia

equivalent to 5-68 per cent of the original mass (ll'TOpcr ecu

©f magnesian carbonate), besides 1-36 of peroxyd of iron a"^

0'60 of alumina, but no lime, the whole of that base havmo

been removed by the acetic acid! Tlie residue from the actio^

of nitric acid, was decomposed by fusion with carbonate
and gave

:

of soda,

/

-" \ H
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Silica, --•.... 45-1

Q

3lagnesia, (by difference), . • . - S4 es
Protoxyd of iron, - . , . . .

Alumina, - . . . . .

Water, -

612
•80

1330

10000
This residue -when ignited, yielded bat a trace of magnesia to

a boiling solution of nitrate of ammonia, showing that it retained
BO carbonate; but from the excess of silica it Avas evident that
a partial decomposition of the serpentine had been effected by
tne mtric acid. In confirmation of this, I found that a second
portion of the jmlverized rock, when submitted to a prolonged

Slfo^P^^
^ith acetic acid, left 75'5 per cent of matter dried at

V ]
'

^'^^^ rcsidue gave a feeble eflervescence witli nitric acid,
^aich bj prolonged digestion, took up 13'0 per cent of magne-
^^, although when previouslv ignited, the residue gave to a
solution of nitrate of ammonia only a trace of lime, and but 0-3

n cent of magnesia. Its analysis by fusion with carbonate of
soda gave:— ^ J

Silica,

Protoxjd of iron.

Water. .

4310

35 52

8-82

11-90

99 S4

d

iniy
^- grams 01 it were digested i or a ....^ .. ^

--

;J/^f
^^^c acid ; the insoluble residue, after levigation, was sub-

d il ? ^,^^^0"^ time to the same treatment. The matters thus
"^^^v-ed for 100 parts of the mineral, were:

Carbonate of ]ime,

" magnesia,

iron,

A

7-35

7-72

1-78

16-85

J-Q nitrate of ammonia, which dissolved a portion of lime

boboTiit
"""^""i^c ui magnesia; niaiviug i* i-^un v^ xv I'w v.* -...

tin. °i
"magnesia to 7-65 of carbonate of lime. The serpen-

eavV?'^"^' ^till containing these 3-56 percent of carbonates,

"^ « ^y analysis with carbonate of soda, the following results :~

?;'''^a. (by difference),

J^otox^d of iron,

"me,
^sa by ignition.

43-03

7-83

(traces.)

12-60

loo-go
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A portion of tiie powder of this last specimen of the con-

glomerate was ignited for ten minutes over a spirit-lamp, and

then boiled with a solution of nitrate of ammonia, so long as a

erceptible odor of ammonia was evolved ; there were dissolved

J this means 6-50 per cent of carbonate of lime, and 7'65 of

carbonate of magnesia.

Yeins of from four to six lines in breadth are often met with

in this conglomerate. Their walls are covered with a thin layer

of pale green serpentine, having a fibrous structure perpendicu-

lar to the sides of the vein ; upon this is deposited a bluish-white

fine grained dolomite, while in the middle a nearly pure cleava-

ble calcite occurs. The analysis of a portion of this dolomite

gave:

Carbonate of lime,

" " magnesia,

" iron, .

59-32

34*15

4'S3

98*30

. 8. Magnesitic Ophioltte.-—In the three preceding specimens we

have examples of ophiolites which are mixtures of serpentine

with carbonates of lime and magnesia ; in the first the lime is

greatly in excess, in the second the two carbonates are united m
the proportions required to form a dolomite, while in the third

the magnesian carbonate predominates, but from the action of

cold acetic acid, it would appear that a portion at least of the

carbonate of lime in this specimen, is not in chemical combina-

tion with the magnesian carbonate. The history of these rocKS

would however be incomplete without the dcwscription of another

variety, in which the carbonate of lime is entirely wanting, ana

which" consists wholly of sihcates and carbonates of magnes^^^

andiron. This remarkable rock has not yet been noticed m
Canada, but is found in Vermont, in the southern prolongation

of the Green Mountains, and constitutes the so-called serpentine

marble of Eoxbury in that state; it has been examined by ^^'

C, T. Jackson and Dr. A. A, Hayes of Boston.
Br. Jackson (this Journal, [2], vol. xxiii, p. 125,) succeeaeu

in separatincr from the rock a mineral having the composition oi

ded

serpentine, and describes veins composed of ferriferous carbonate

of magnesia, and others of ferriferous dolomite, which travei^e

the mass. According to Dr. Hayes, (ibid, [2], vol. xxi, p. Sb^^'

the rock is an aggregate of fibrous and compact asbcstus, t^i
,

chlorite and chromic iron, with angular fragments of talc-scbis

and argillite, the whole cemented by carbonate of ^^^c^^S
which forms according to him, on an average, 38 p. c. oi t

xnass. He has also shown that the ophiolites of Cavendish, an

of Lynnfield in the same region, contain carbonate of magn^^i ,

without any lime. Through the kindness of the above-name
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gentlemen, I have been furnished with a series of specimens,
which have permitted me to make a careful examination of the
Eoxburj ophiolite.

Some portions of the rock appear as a mottled granular mass,
having a hardness of about 4-0, with an uneven fracture, and pre-
senting^ cleavable grains of magnesite; the colors vary from
blackish-green to greenish-white, and the rock is susceptible of a
nigh polish. Other specimens are white and crystalline, with
numerous greenish-grey bands, the whole arranged in parallel
I'ljers, as if stratified, and resembling closely some varieties of
gneiss. The rock cleaves with these layers, which contain ser-

pentine and talc, intermingled with carbonate of magnesia. This
mineral, as described by Drs. Jackson and Hayes, is nearlv pure
in the white portions, and has a hardness of 4-0, and a density
of 2-99— 3-00, according to my determinations. Dr. Hayes
found for its composition, carbonic acid 48*80, magnesia 45*60,
tale and a little silica 8-60, silicate of protoxyd of iron 1-96
= 99;96. ,

^

This result corresponds closejy with my own. I obtained from
100 parts, 2-76 of talc, and 1-82 of silica, besides 240 of per-
oxyd of iron, corresponding to 3"48 of carbonate of iron, the
^pst being carbonic acid and magnesia, with a little manganese.
A he greater portion of the iron exists here as carbonate, as is

evident from the fact that it is dissolved by a boiling solution of
iiitrate of ammonia ; but there is also present a portion of sijicate

0' iron and magnesia, decomposed by acids. In my analysis the
Powdered magnesite was digested for a long time at a boiling
eat with hydrochloric acid ; the insoluble portion was then

DoiIed with strong sulphuric acid, and from the residue the
suica was removed by a solution of carbonate of soda, the talc

femamino-.

rpent
^essive treatments with hydrochloric and sulphuric acids and car-

jonate of soda, w^as gently ignited, and then decoinposed by
'*sion with carbonate of soda ; it gave :—

Silica,

Magnesia,

-Alumina and oxjd of iron,

^'at«r and lo=is, -

62-60

31-30

4-0*

100-00

Hayes just cited, the 48-80 parts of car-

r^\c acid are sufficient only for 44*36 parts of magmesia,
weaving 1-24 of this base in the form of a silicate decomposable
"/ sulphuric acid. In order to determine the composition of
Qis sill .^^ a dark-green portion of the rock was pulverized
^^ boded for a long time with dilute nitric acid, which dissolved

29
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a large amount of magnesia with disengagement of carbonic

aci

and a trace of nickel, but no lime. The undissolved residue

was then boiled with a solution of carbonate of soda, which

took up a considerable amount of silica derived from the silicate

which had been partially decomposed by the nitric acid, and left

a dense granular matter, mingled with silvery scales of greenish

talc, which were in great part removed by washing. The

denser silicate was then dried at 250° F,, and submitted to analy-

sis. By ignition it lost 1140 per cent, and then gave to a boiling

solution of nitrate of ammonia a quantity of magnesia equal to

1'21 of carbonate. Another portion was decomposed by sul-

phuric acid, and the silica separated from the insoluble talc by a

solution of carbonate of soda. The results of the analysis were

SiB

? Silica,

Magnesia,

Protoxyd of iron,

Oxyd of nickel,

Talc, -

Water, -

Carbonic acid,

39-60

S6-72

4-86

(traces.)

6S0

10-77

63

99-38

Deducting the talc, the carbonic acid, and the amount of mag-

nesia required to form with it 1'21 of carbonate, we have for the

dried at ^50° F,

:

Silica,

Magn
I

Protoxyd of iron,

Oxyd of nicke],

Water,

43-34

S9-55

532

(traces.)

1179

10000

This is the composition of serpentine, and the ophiolite oi

Boxburj
mixud V

-asbtstus

In the

Others, SI
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Art. XXL

—

The Chalclnhidtl of the ancient Mexicans: its localittf

md association , and its identity with Turquois; hy W. P. Blake.

The Navajo Indians in tlie northern and western portion of
jNew Mexico wear small ornaments and trinkets, fashioned out
of a hard, green stone which tliej call Chaldnhuitl.'^ It is

esteemed among them as a gem of very great value, holding a
rank equal to that of the diamond with us. It is more highly
pnzed than gold, and is often used in trade among themselves,
a string of fragments large enough for an ear-ring being worth
as much as a mule. Few or none of these stones are obtained
by strangers, for they are never disposed to give for them what
ioe Indians require.
The descriptions of this stone led me to regard it as Turquois,

and learning that it was yet procured in small quantity by the
Indians from a mountainous district not over twenty miles from

m^^
Fe, I visited the locality and collected several specimens.

Ihe mountains form a group of conical peaks and are known
as Zo5 Cerrilloa. They are southeast of Santa Fe, and north of

J^ne Placer or Gold mountains, from which they are separated
DJ the valley of Galisteo river. The rocks of which they aro
composed are yellow and gray quartzose sandstones, and por-

PTO in dykes. The sandstones are probably of the age of the

J^arboniferous, and are much uplifted and metamorphosed, so
'oat their sedimentary character is in great part obliterated.

•Jn reaching the locality I was struck with astonishment at
pi^e extent of the excavation. It is an immense pit with precip-
^wus sides of angular rock, projecting in crags, which sustain a
growth of pines and shrubs in the fissures. On one side the
^ocks tower into a precipice and overhang so as to form a cave;
at another place the side is low and formed of the broken rocks
Mich were removed. From the top of the cliff, the excavation

JPpears to be 200 feet in depth and 300 or more in width. The
ottom is funnel-shaped and formed by the sloping banks of the

^ebris or fragments of the sidt-s. On this debris, at the bottom

anH
\P'^' P^^^ ^^^^^ over a hundred vears old are now growing,

rpTf
the bank of refuse rock is similarly covered with trees.

^j^^'s great excavation is made in the solid rock, and tens of

jousands of tons of rock have been broken out. This is not
.'le only opening

; there are several pits in the vicinitv, more
^laued m extent, some of them being apparently much more

,
Traces of the ChalcMiuitl were found among the broken rocks

^' almost every fragment of large size and good color had

^/i "/??' '^ "«^ pronounced chahche-we-te bj the_ Indians, and c/.ar-c/ie-^e-i*

"« of the K-cw Mexicans. The Indiaa pronunciation is pneferred.

y
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been carefully collected. A recent heavy shower had, however,

brought many small pieces of the miaei^l in view on the smface,

and other specimens were procured by breaking open the rocks.

The specimens present in color various shades of appl^-green

and pea-green, passing into bluish-green. Some fragments hav-

ing a blue color were found, but these are not so dense and hard

as the green. Some of the specimens very closel}^ resemble crusts

or coatings of chrysocolla both in fracture and color; differing,

however, very essentially in the hardne^ss. Some of the bluish

specimens arc very soft and earthy, and appear to be the result

of partial decomposition of the green portions by long exposure.

One of the compact green fragments has been successfully cut

by a lapidary ; it takes a fine polish, and has a pleasing color and

lustre suitable for jewelry. The hardness is a little less than

that of feldspar, and the specific gravity varies from 2426 to

2"651, the compact, green fragments giving the highest numbers.

Before the blowpipe, it fuses with intumescence on the thm

edges only; in other respects, the reactions ai^e similar to those

of turquois. An analysis of it for me by J. M. Blake of the

Yale Analytical Laboratory shows it to be nearly identical with

turquois in composition, being a hydrous phosphate of alumma

and iron, colored with oxyd of copper.
The fragments which were picked up do not exceed three

quarters of an inch in length and one quarter of an inch m
thickness. They appeared to have formed crusts upon the sur-

faces of fissures or cavities in the rock, or to have extendea

through it in veins. It was so found in the rock, ramifying in

various directions in seams from the thickness of a card to three

tenths of an inch or more. It is not accompanied, so far as could

be ascertained, by any minerals, except in some cases by per-

oxyd of iron and' a little quartz, the former being apparently

the result of the decomposition of pyrites. ' The^ seams m the

rock are compact and homogeneous, and the mineral ^adheres

closely to the walls on each side. It is therefore difficult to

break out fragments of large size. In some places the
^[^f?^

does not form a continuous seam or
1

In some places the mineral

^ .^^ xwixii .1 wiiuiixuv^un ^ccuii ^i crust, but is implanted in

.rregularly circular spots, or reniform masses along the ^^'^^^^^^

the
^
fissures. At one of the openings most distant from tne

ancient excavation, it occurs in small, irregular nodules,
^J?.^^^'

ernous portions of the rock where there is much peroxyd of iron.

It is occasionally seen isolated and completely enveloped m t

body of the rock, but near either a fissure or a cavity. In a

cases it is compact and without any trace of crystalline structur^

breaking with a smooth conchoidal fracture. Several ot tu

specimens are nearly identical in appearance with the turqu

from Steine in Silesia, for a fragment of which 1 am indebted

Prof a. J. Brush.

i
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On breaking open one of the dark green fragments a small
cavity was found in the centre, like the interior of a geode, with
the color gradually shading into white. The interior "surfjice is
smooth and finely mamillated, reminding one of the inner sur-
lace of nodules of chalcedony. There are not any distinct layers
as m agate but the color gradually diminishes from the surface
. ^ ^V£. ^^"^^^r- -^ variation in the amount of the coloring matter
in different specimens according to the circumstances of forma-
tion IS thus indicated, and it is seen that the composition of the.
mineral cannot be regarded as constant. This variation of color,
and the structure, indicate an .origin, or formation, similar to
that of chalcedony and agate,—a deposition in thin layers from
either a vapor or liquid.

inere did not appear to be any principal vein or well defined
deposit of the mineral ; it is apparently distributed in thin seams
through a great body of the rock. It is possible that there is a
jarge vein or seam covered from view by the debris. Tlie rock
^ a granular porphyry, yellowish, gray and white, in color;
porous and earthy in texture. It decomposes rapidly by weath-
^fing, and very much resembles a sandstone. Veins of copper
Pyntes associated with gold, and veins of argentiferous lead oc-

^Th^
^^6 same mountains, but there are no indications of ores

J
tije locality. The sides of the pits were carefully examined

P tl^termine whether it was possible that the excavation had

J^SQ m part made for ores or the precious metals, but it was evi-
^ent toat the chalchihuitl was the only mineral which had been
sought for.

"^

The evident antiquity of this excavation, and its extent, ren-

/^^ It peculiarly interesting. Little or nothing appears to be
f"^^n of it ill that region, and I am not aware that it has ever

visited except by the Indians and New^ Mexicans. It

hardly possible that such an amount of rock could have
emoved by men without the aid of powder and machinery.

been

^ he evidences were, however, conclusive that it was the work

J^

the aborigines long before the conquest and settlement of

1^ country by the Spaniards. It does not a})pear that anything

"^ been done in the great pit for a long time. This is shown

Pr / • 7 ^y *^e pine trees growing in it, but by the lichen-cov^
"^ea Sides, ^nd by the piles of rock, gray with age, around the

'argin. Fragments 'of ancient Indian pottery can easily be

tr^f- fnaong the rocks at all of the excavations. It is said that

^^^indiaiis have a tradition that eight or nine of their tribe were
^°ce suddenly buried by a fall of rocks from the side of the

pt.Pit. Since that time they have .been afraid to work m it.

.

Gis IS probable, and it is indicated by the condition of the local-

'{;. -t^he place is, however, occasionally visited by Indians from
distance, but their operations appear to be confined to the sur-

%
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rounding openings, or to breaking up masses of rock wWcb
were former!}' removed. The fragments which they procure ara

taken to*one of the ladian pueblos on the Rio Grande, where

the art of grinding and perforating them for beads is yet known-.

How this is accomphshed, I could, not ascertain. Two or three

Indians, only, go to the locality at one time, and while there they

live in the cave or recess in the face of the cliff. At one side oi

this there was a litt-er of cedar boughs, and on the other, a great

accumulation of ashes, the residue of camp-fires. A more pic-

turesque abode can hardly be imagined. The entrance fronts

upon, and overlooks^ the ancient excavation, with its crags and

forest of pines; the broad sloping plain or plateau of Santa F^

stretches out to the north, with the lofty peaks of the Rocky

Mountain chain rising above it. On the west and southwest the

country is open towards the Rio Grande, the monotony o^ the

broad plains being relieved by the Sandia or Albuq^uerque

mountains.

On my return from New Mexico I became curious to know

whether any mention of the ancient excavation or of the chal-

chihuitl was made by the early historians or travellers in Mex-

ico. I was much gratified to find that the mineral is mentioned

by Bernal Diaz, the companion of Cortes, and others. Bernal

Diaz states that, on the landing of Cortes at San Juan de UHoa,

the ambassador from Montezuma brought presents of richty

worked mantles and trinkets of gold, in addition, four chalchi-

huitls intended for the Spanish Sovereign. These, the ambassa-

dors said, were each worth, more than a load of gold.*^ Diaz

remarks that they were a species of green stone of uncommon

value, which were held in higher estimation among the Indians

than the smaragdus [emerald] with tlie Spaniards.

Torquemada makes frequent mention of chalchihuitl and re-

garded it as a species of emerald. He states that the Mexicans

gave the name Chalchihuitl io Cortes, intending thus to show

their respect for him as a captain of great valor^ "for ChalcDi-

huitl is of the color of the emerald, and emeralds were
^^^^f^

reat esteem/'f Offerings of this stone were made by tiie

ndians in the temple of the goddess Matlalcueye^ and it was

their custom to pLace a fragment in the mouths of the di^tin-

guishcd chiefs who died. Torquemada, in recording this tact>

says that these stones were emeralds but that they were caiie

chalchihuitls by the Indian8.§ When Alvarado and Montezuma

played together at games of'^chance, Alvarado paid,^if ^xAm chalchihuitl stones, but received gold if he won.f The India

History of tbe Conquest of Mexico, by Eerual Diaz, Lockhart's translation,

h p. 93.

+ Torquemada, Monarcbia ludiana, ii, p. 435. . ,^o
X Ibid, p. 288, § Ibid, p, 521, \ Ibid, h P-

^^-

ol

t

-^«

#
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stated that the art of cutting and polishing chalchihuitl was
lit them by the god Quelzalcohuatl. Sahagun considered

the stone to be a jasper of a very green color, or a common
smaragdus.* He remarks that they are green and opaque, and
are much worn by the chiefs strung on a thread around their

s, being regarded as a badge of distinction.!
n the year 1539 Friar Marco de Ni^a made a journey among

the Indians of New Mexico, and in his narrative frequently
mentions green and bluish stones which were worn as ornaments
by them, pendant from the ears and nose. He also mentions
seeing many " turqueses'^ which there is little doubt he consid-
ered the green stones to be. These turquoises were worn not
only in the ears and nose but as necklaces and girdles. They
^ere called Cacona by the Indians and were obtained from the
kingdom of Ccvola. On arriving at this place De Niga observes
that "the people have emeralds and other jewels, although they
esteem none so mucb as turqueses wherewith they adorn the
^'alls of the porches of their houses and their apparel and ves-

f^ls, and they use them instead of money through all the coun^

""J-t Coronado, who visited Cevola in 1540, denies De Niga's
statement respecting the turquoises upon the porches of the
houses, but he obtained turquois ear-rings and tablets set with
tae stones. ^

,

o

The emeralds, turquoises, and chalchihuitl of the different
juthors were doubtless one and the same mineral—the chalchi-
fluitj There is little reason to suppose thr.t there was more than
^"e locality; that which has been described was probably the
source of all the specimens. To supply the great demand for

^em among all the tribes of New and Old Mexico, must have

l^^'^ired a vast amount of quarrying, fully equal to that at the

^'ames similar to chalchihuitl, or derived from it, were com-
^on among the ancient Mexicans and the word is doubtless of
I^ZLec origin. It is differently written by the early historians,

^orquemada gives Chalchihuitl as the Indian name but fre-

quently writes it chalchihuite. Lockhart. the translator of the nar-

^Jtive by Bernal Diaz, writes chalcfnliuids, but says that the
wnes were called chalchuiies by Diaz. It is singular that De

.1
5a and Coronado do not mention this name; it would appear

^Qatit
;,.as not in iise in the region they visited. The mention

"^l^^e fact that the stones were called cacona by one of the tribes

Indians renders this more probable. As the stone was recog.

i 2fJ"""]^
^e ^a Conquista de Mexico.

I qJ T,*'^
JV'ueva EspaJin, lib. ii. r.np. 8.

, ,• i , i^, t j-

ReW,'\^'^^'-«c^s from Ihe Jcurnulof Friar Marco de Mga, published in theTnd.aa

p, JJJ'.^^y
L'eut. A. W. Wbipple, Pacific R. R- Exploratioas and burveys, vol. ui,
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nized as identical with turquois by these travellers, it is possible

that they neglected to give the Mexican name. It is also possi-

ble that this Dame originated in Mexico and not among the tribes

near the locality, although it is now in use there. It is desirable

that this ancient name should be retained and I suggest tliat this

New Mexican variety of turquois may be appropriately know'n

among mineralogists as chuIchihiniL

Art. XXIL— On a method of Preparing and Mounting Hard

Tissues for the Microscope ; by Christopher Johnston, M.D.
p

Having for several years occnpied my leisure moments with

what are usually denominated *^ microscopical studies," I beg

leave to offer, as the result of successful experience, a simple

and certain method of preparing and mounting hard tissues, such

as bone, teeth, shells, fossilized wood, &c.

I am aware that treatises upon the microscope give a few in-

dications for making- sections and embalming? them in Canada_ K^V.V.V.^^^K. V^**^^ ^..*^V..^^^^--^

To

balsam; but they are unsatisfactory either by r.eason of their

brevity or their want of precision. Specimens may be procured

ready-made from the hands of Topping, Bourgogne and others,

but while they are expensive, persons in remote situations are

obliged to purchase by catalogue without the opportunity of se-

lection. Besides, it is oftentimes difficult or else impossible to

obtain series of particular objects; so that the student must

either limit his researches or "prepare" for himself: in the lat-

ter case he may increase his number of objects indefinitely, aiKl

supply himself with many such as are not attainable from abroad,

and divided in any direction he may require. -

A microscopic section should be as thin as the structure o

the object will allow, of uniform thickness, and polished on hotfl

sides, whether it be mounted in the dry way or in balsam,

meet these requirements I proceed as follows

:

Being provided w^ith . i^

1. A coarse and a fine 'Kansas hone, kept dressed flat witu

fine emery

;

2. A long fine Stub's dentist^s file;

3. A thin dividing file and fine saw
; .

. . ^.x.

4. Some Russian isinglass boiled, strained, and mixed wi

alcohol sufficient to form a toUrahhj thick jelly when cold

;

5. A small quantity of Canada balsam

;

6. Slides; 7. Cover glass; .
.

8, One ounce of chloroform ; 9. One of RF. aqua ammonia

,

10. Some fragments of thick plate (mirror) glass 1 mch square

or. 1 by 2 inches ; and finally,
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11. An ounce of " dentist's silex," and
12. Thin French letter paper, of which 500 or more leaves are

required to fill tip the space of an inch : I examine the object
and decide upon the plane of the proposed section.

Coarse approximative sections may be obtained with the saw
or dividing file (excepting silicified substances), but these instru-
ments are not applicable to longitudinal sections of small human,
or other teeth, small bones, &c. Take now the object in the
lingers if sufficiently large, and grind it upon the coarse hone
T^\th water, to which add "silex" if necessary, until the surface
conicides with the intended plane. Wash carefully : finish upon
the finer hone; and polish upon soft linen stretched upon a
smooth block.

If the object be too small to admit of immediate manipulation
"Should be fastened upon a piece of glass with isinglass—or
^hat is better, upon thin paper well glued with the same sub-
stance upon glass ; and a piece of thick paper or visiting card,

perforated with a free aperture for the object, must be attached
to the first paper. This is the guard, down to which the speci-
men must be ground with oil : and its thickness and the disposal
01 the object require the exercise of good j udgment. Hot water
wiil release everything ; and chloroform remove the grease from

IJe specimen, which, like that ground with water, is ready for
tne second part of the process.

w'l
.^^''^f^lly cover the surface of a piece of the plate glass

f^ thm French letter paper ; next apply a paper guard, as be-
lore stated, but not thicker, for teeth and bone, than ^U^^ ^nch;

Jjen trace a few lines with a lead pencil upon the first paper in

g
kittle space left in the guard so that the increasing transpar-

J^cyof a specimen being prepared may be appreciated; and

"^'t moisten the "space" with isinglass to the extent of the
'*--''

on the groundoject, which must be delicately brushed over oi

°^^iace and at the edges with tolerably thin isinglass before it 13

^rnented in its place. Gentle pressure should now be employed,
*°a maintained with a wire spring, or thread \round round about.

^Q two or three hours the second side may be ground in oil;

^^^ may be employed at first, or even a file ; but these means
^"st not be persevered in, and the operation must be completed
yi^ the bare hone. When the second side shall have been

J^^'Ped with chloroform it may be polished with a bjt of silk

^'Po'i the finaer: and after snontaneous
? ^ot water the specimen ought to be well washed on both

'}^f
^-'th a camel's hair pencil and soap water, dropped into

eh n
^'^''' ^"^ thence extracted to dry. After immersion m

!J^^f"form for a moment, and examination for the removal of

'^^ niountiDg.

^^^OKD. SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 74.—MARCH, 1858.
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Before proceeding to this step, a few precautions are necessary

about particular sections. Transverse sections of teeth or bone

should be dried^ after the preliminary washing, between glass, ia

I-

order io avoid the disadvantage of warping. Very porous parts,

such as cancellated bone, or fragile bodies, such as the poison fang

of serpents, require that the whole structare, or the canals, be

saturated with glue and dried. Sections may now be cut with a

saw, ground in oil, and cemented io the holding-glass subseq^uent

to immersion in chloroform.

Mounting.-—-Spread a sufficient quantity of old Canada balsam,

or of that thickened by heat (not boiling), upon a slide, and,

when coldj impose the section. Have ready a spatula bearing a

quantity of equally inspissated balsam warmed until it flows,

with which cover the specimeuj and then immediately warm tbe

slide, being careful to employ the least possible heat. Nov7

carefully depress the section and withdraw every air bubble

with a stout needle set in a handle towards the ends of the slide:

put on the cover glass, slightly warmed, not flat, but allowing

one edge to touch the balsam first, press out superflaous balsam,

and the specimen is safe. The slide may now be cleaned with a

warm knife, spirits of wine, and ammonia.
This communication would be incomplete without some very

important hints concerning '^ cover glass.'' It is easy to cleaa

small covers, but very thin glasses or large ones, one or two

inches in length, are not so safely handled. All danger ol

breaking is, however, avoided by placing a cover upon a large

clean shde, and wiping one side only with a bit of linen damp

with aqua ammonia, and then with a'^dry piece. The other side

may be cleaned after the mounting. .

In the next place, all preparers are aware of the difficulty a

-

tending the use and application of large covers. I beg ^^^""^^

assure the inexpert that the following method will insure ^'^l^^^V

Having prepared the cover glass and superposed it, let it nrst

gently pressed downwards at many points with the flat end o

lead pencil: it will be found, however, almost impossible to ilatteu

it without breakinof, consequently too much balsam wdl ovei

and underlie the section. ^ ' ' '
'"^'^ —^ ^'^ ''^^

over the cover and upon th

be applied to both the elides, over and beneath the ^P^|^*^j^^g!

direct pressure evenly exerted with the fingers (or spring ^^^^\

pins) will force out all unnecessary balsam, and leave the sec

and the protecting cover perfectly flat aijd unbroken.
^^.^

The reader will not deem me too prolix when he attempts^
^

first preparation, or when, after having followed the P^^^^

scantily given in the books, he feels the need of something P^^

tsisely 'definite. It is certain that neither Canada balsam

jgum mastic will retain the first ground side of a specimen up

Let now a piece of thin paper be laia

his a thick slide ; if a moderate Hea^

1 _ _„,-i 1 4.1, +Vio ijnpcinieni

I

1
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a slide long enougli to enable the preparer to reduce it to the
requisite thinness, and with both these substances heat must be
emploj^ed, which is objectionable because most objects are
thereby warped or cracked ; and furthermore the paper guard,
much I hold to be indispensable for limiting and equalizing the
thinness of a section, is not mentioned in treatises, in which, if
Known to the author, such a measure should be noticed. But
It IS possible to fasten agate, fossil wood, &;c. with hot ^um shel-
lac, so that they may be ground upon l-oth sides with a water
stone; but even in these instances invidious cracks may endan-
ger or destroy the beauty of a choice preparation.

^ am confident that my specimens are second to none in any
respect: and the highly creditable performances of friends, to
wtiom I have given the method forming the subject of this com-
munication, lead me to believe that with the facilities it affords
the observers of our country will need no Topping for objects
"t^'ithm their reach, and I beg leave to add tliat the profitable
pleasure I have enjoyed induces me, tl

•Journal of Science, to "invito participation.
Baltimore, K-qv. 15th, ISaV.

through the American

-^RT. XXlll.—Blod'jet's Climatohjy of the United Stites and of
we Temperate Latitudes of the North American Continerd.*

Tftis work relates to a subject of great practical importance
to th- people of the United States, and one which hitherto has
received but partial attention. In 1842 there was published a
yolnmc on "the Climate of the United States and its endemic
if'tliicnces, by Samuel Forrv, M.B." This w:is an octavo volume

^^0 pages, more than tw'o-thirds of which were devoted to an
?Pphcation of the laws of climate to the' elucidation of disease,
tlie general subject of the climate of tiie United States was
^"eref.jre treated in a very brief manner, and the materifds for

extending the invc.«ti;?at;on mnch beyond the Mississippi Valley

''^i'f
very imperfect.

the work of Mr. Dlodget contains a summary of the statistics

01 'Meteorological Observations, furnisiiing the mean temperature
0^ each month at 250 stations scattered all over the United States,

S"->^-*-- -nni^^ .' :^;. i.;duain, . Surnn,ary of the Statistic, c.

S ffi"'"f
^^=^' "bservat;,.n. i,. the TTnito-i Stnte^. c,,n..».c-Jfn.n> recent sc,em,fic

pS M "'' PuWications. Rr LoR,N Bu>»cniT. 5.!5& pp. large 8ro, witb maps. 185t,
'"'''*•'' pWa, J. B. LippiD(;ott & Co. ; LoudcLondon, Trlibuer & Co
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and at 150 stations for other portions of the northern hemi-

sphere
;

also the average amount of rain for each month at 200

stations in the United States, and more than 50 stations on the

Eastern continent. It contains an outline of the Physical Geog-

raphy of the United States ; it describes the general character of

the climate of the Eastern IJnited States; as also that of the in-

terior and of the Pacific coast ; it institutes a comparison between

the arid and interior areas of the two continents ; between the

Eastern United States and the West of Europe, and also a com-

parison between the basin of the Grulf of Mexico and that of the

Mediterranean sea. It describes tlie distribution of heat in the

United States, for each month and for the four seasons, and a

comprehensive summary of the results is presented in a series of

isothermal charts. It describes the distribution of rain, for each

of the four seasons, and also for the entire year, and the results

are exhibited upon a scries of rain charts.
^
It notices the winds

and the winter storms, together with the hurricanes of the Lni-

ted States. It discusses the relations of climate to vegetation,

particularly to the grand staples of the United States, Indian

corn, sugar cane, cotton, ivheat, etc. It treats briefly of the de-

pendence of disease upon climate ; and discusses the question of

the permanence of climate. It is seldom that we find introduced

into a single volume such a variety of topics, calculated to inter-

est the great mass of an intelligent commnnity. The author

moreover assures us that ''no part of this worh is the residl of

hasty or superficial discussion^ and that all the steps of analytical

investigation and detailed criticism required for such a purpose

as that of constructing an approximate climatology have been

taken in advance." We could not ask for stronger assurance

than this, and we address ourselves to an examination oHh^

work in the confident expectation of finding much new hg^^

shed npon many subjects which have been hitherto but imper-

fectly understood.
The distribution of temperature in the United States is shown

to be extremely irregular, and the isothermal lines pay very htti

Tespect to parallels of latitude. Throughout the whole country

east of the Mississippi, these irregularities are less remarkawe,

and the position of the lines of equal temperature is substantially

the same as has been long since assigned them ; but between

Mississippi and the Pacific Ocean lies a territory which until re-

cently was almost wholly unexplored. The publication ot tD'

Army ]\[eteorological Register in 1855, furnished materials AvU^ca

indicated the most prominent features of the climate of tins

ion. We will mention, briefly a few of the most important* tac

rought to lioiit by the publication of the Army Meteorologica

Register and the Climatoloiry of Mr. Blodget.
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I
1. In latitude 33^ witlain 150 miles of the Pacific coast, is a

distncfc whose mean temperature during the three months of
Slimmer is 90^ This is shown bj the observations at Fort Yuma,
i^ort Yuma is situated on the west bank of the Great Colorado,
eighty miles from the Gulf of California in latitude 32° 43', „._
longitude 114° 36'. The locality- is a rocky bluff, 75 feet above
the river, and 120 feet above the sea, with sand hills and rocky
^^"^"^J^o^'dering the wide valley, and connecting with an immense
sand desert on the west. The following are the results of three
years observations.

Mean temperature of

June.

i85a

J 853
i854

Mean of »t .„
n Maximum
J summer ^ ,.

montha. itemp'ture.

87-00

89-49
85-4o

88-65

94-! 3

94-o5

jlean 87' 29 [ 92-27

108

121

i\3

In order to appreciate the importance of this result, we niust
^nipare it with observations made in other parts of the world.
yon no other station on Hie American continent do we find ohserva-
^^^s indicatinrj a mean temperaturefor summer so higit by more than
iioo degrees. On the Eastern continent a few instances of higher
temperature are recorded. Professor Dove has furnished us the
^^au temperature of nearly 1000 stations scattered all over the
globe, and^ among these the following are the only instances
^iiich furnish a mean summer temperature as high as 90°-

tapper Egyp;,
^busheher,

Mosul

Latitude.

«

ir 56 w.

33 21 N.

?.6 o N.

38 i5n.
36 19 N.

Longitude.
Mean temperature of

79
44
33
5o
43

5aE,

22

4o

54
10

June.

o

95 40
92-08

90 5o

8978
(

8710

July.

93^80

93-20

94-44

9.374
94-10

August

o
92-00

94" 10

9 [-06

92-48

90-64

sept

89-50

8735
86-56

88-52

80-98

3 SumniGi
nionths.

Xo. of;

year«.

93

90

73
i3

02

01

6t

4^ each of these stations the observations embrace only a
^fioa of one year, and it is not improbable that the results

Olid bo somewhat reduced by observations continued for a
jonger period. In conclusion ^\'c find that Fort Yuma is the
^ottest place at present known on the Western continent, and

^ exceeded bj only a very small portion of the Eastern con-

J- The racan temperature of the coast of California during

Rummer, ig about twenty decrrees colder than at places 100 miles
iQtbe

the fni mg comparison.
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Fort Humboldt.
SanFranciscO. .

Mont y
San Diego

On the Coast, Summer
temp.Lat. Long,

o /

4o46
37 48
36 36

32 42

O 1

124 9
!22 26
121 52

n7 t4

57-4

57-3

58-6

71-2

Interior.

Lat.

Fort Reading
Sacramenlo

.

Fort Miller. .

Fort Yuma.

.

o /

4o 3o

38 34
37 o
3243

Long.

122 5

121 4o

1 19 4o

ii4 36

Summ'i Differ

temp. enCB.

800
73-0

85-5

90-0

22'6

i57

269

m

8. Through about 20 degrees of latitude, the mpan summer

temperature of the Pacific coast is nearly constant, and indeed

increases slightly in going from California to Oregon, This will:

appear from the following observations.

Monterey
San Francisco .

Fori Humholdt,
Fort Orford , , .

Astoria

Siika

Mean |

Latiturlo, Lnn^itude. Summar
itemp're.

1

/ 1

36 36 121 52 586
37 48 122 26 57-3

40 46 124 9 574
4a 44 124 29 599
46 II 123 48 616
57 3 i35 18

: 542

Years.

5

4

2

I

7

4. The mean temperature of the California coast is nearly con-

stant for six months of the year—from May to October,—and at

some places the warmest month of the year is either May, Sep-

tember or October. This will appear* from the following ob-

servations.

Monierey
Siin Fnncisco .

Fort Homholdt. » «

May
1

57°8

56 8

58 6

July.
r

Aug.

596
57 a

57

Sept.

56 8

553
55-3

58-5

57-9

56 7

593
58-3

570

Oct.

58°4

57-9

53 o

Years

5

4

At Monterey in 18^7, and also in 1850, Scj.itember was the

warrasst month of- the year; and in 1849 May was the warmest

month. At San Francisco in 1853 and also in 1854, October

was the warmest month of the year. ,

These remarkable anomalies respecting the temperature of tne

Pacific coa.st are at least in part explained by the prevalent west-

erly winds combined with the temperatnre of the neighboring

ocean. The' mean temperature of the ocean on the 9^
.'/["i!^,

coast in latitude 40", during summer is 56°-5
;
which it will d^

observed is a little below the temperature oH the coast station

given above. ..

The distribution of rain on the Pacific coast presents anomaiit»

quite as remarkable as the distribution of tem{)ei-ature. At som

places not a drop of rain falls for three months or more
^^^ j

cession, and the total fall for the year does not exceed from rf t

_^

inches ; while other places are literally deluged with rain. /
^^

will appear from the following table, showing the fall of ram

sixteen stations near the Pacific coast.
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Lat. I

Fort Yuma... 32 43
San Diego . . . 32 4j
SmiLuisRey. 33 i3

Long. .Alt'e- May.

**

'I feet.

ii4 36| i3o; O'oo

'17^4 i5o

June I

34
35

36 36

3

Del Chino

fort Tejon . .

.

Wonterey

Fort Miller... 37 o
San Francisco 37 48
Benicia 38 3

^8 33

1 17 •^5] 20

0-57

• • •

i-i4

4

I

117 ao 1000
M8 48i447lo-6i
121 52! i4o'o-53

4o2 1-36

o-oo

o-i5

CarapFarWesi|39
Fun HiimboIdiMo 46
Fori Orfura . .

,

Steilacoom

SjLka

Thu

7
1^

11940
122 26
122 8
121 20
r2o 18

124 9
42 44|i24 29

i5o'o-48

64 0-59

5o O'oi

i5o|o-86

5o 1-96

5o 5-24

5o 5-95

3oo r86
20 5 29

O'OO

o-oo

01

3

O'OI

002
001

July

o-i6

001

Aug. Sept Oct. Spr'g. Suro'r Aut'n.'Win'i

im3o"58
0-39 o-o3

0-1

3

0'o5

«

0*00

ii5
i*o6

3-85

I -97

3-79(

O'OO O- 00 O'OO

0*00 0'09 000
O'OO 0-00 I '00

008
O'OI

O'ooooi o 07
0*00 O'OI

0*00 O-OO

0-20

000
oo5

O'OO

o-oo

0'27

2-74

0-2I

4-59

5-97

o 00 O'OI o 33. 4 4^
o*ooo'o5o'i6! 9'57

o63; 8-8i

0*69 6-4o

0'20J 7-0!

o-oOjO-ooo-36p 06 10 66|

o-ooo'65i2i I i3-5iO'OO

0'i6

O-OO
0'34

P78 3-34;7'3i

1*1 5 r87i6'70

19-12

f6-43

i-3o

o55
O'OO

009
O'OO
0-21

002
oo3
001
O'OO

00c
fib
3oo
4'00

0-86

QQYear E

1-24

3-46'

I 67
2-6i

1-65

2-8o

275

1

0'72| 3'i5

5-90 10-43

3 261 6 95

5

]

7-42 i3-77

I2-2(>5-91

9 7CJ2 2'1^

ir25 2284
2-65j 7 56 16 62

6 6iii2-ii 25 73
2'4o; 6-79|r9-85

4 87;i5-o3 34-56

i9-92j29 5971-63
2 ['77 44-1 5 »6'35

i'54 2 67|4-43;ii-i9 3-85 i5 83|22-62[53 49
4'i5!7 8i u*.7'.2-3,|i8*32.i5-75 32-io,33-77|S9 94! 7

US it is seen tliat for a period of two yenrs no rain fell at Del
Chino during tlie months of June, Jul^, September and October,
and only ^9- incli in August; that is, only x!o i^^*^^^ f^i' ^^'^

^ontbs. At San Luis Key no rain fell daring the months of
Julj, August and September. During May and June the obser-
vations are supposed to have been suspended. At Sacramento

Jo rain fell durino^ July, August and September. Only rh inch

jl^ll in May, and during June the observations appear to have
jeen suspended. At Fort Tejon and Camp Far West no rain

Jell during the months of June, July and August At eleven of
^^e preceding stations, we find the aggregate fall of rain for five

^onths of the year was less thnn one inch, viz. at Del Chino OW;
g^^nLuisRey ()-21; Sacramento 0-i>l ; Fort Miller 0'23; Camp
JanVestO-42; Monterey 0*55 ; San Francisco 0'58; BeniciaO-61;

m, ?S^ 0-63
; Fort Tejon O'Gfi ;

Fort Yuma 0-87.

^s nearly as remarkable as the absence of rain at places farther

^"Wh. On the Atlantic coast in latitude 45'', the average annual

le large amount of rain at Sitka, Astoria, and Fort Orford

fall of rain is about 36 inches.

^11 the flicts with reference to the distribution of temperature
®^a rain are palpably exhibited to the eye in a scries of charts,
^or which Mr. Blodget deserves great credit. Wc cannot how-
^^'er avoid the impression that some of the anomalies which are

Jjaicated upon these charts will disappear when we obtain the

"lean of observations for a longer period of years.
_ ,

f would afford us sincere pleasure if we could dismiss this

^oiurne with no other lan<ruao-e than that of commendation ;
but

^somewhat careful examination has convinced iis that the exe-

cution of the work is not equal to its pretensions. We have

f'aj-ked a pretty long list of flnilts more or less serious, and
some of these we propose briefly to mention. It may seem a

^'iperfluons act of £ult-fmdinc^ to criticise the literary merits of

J

4
4

41

5

I

I

J

2

r

(Z
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a work devoted wholly to science, but we cannot avoid express-

ing our regrets that the h'terary character of this work should

be such as seriously to impair the pleasure of a perusal. The

style of composition is often harsh and even slovenly; many
words are used in an improper sense: and it is frequently no

easy matter to discover the author's meanincr. We will illustrate

these remarks by a few examples.
On page 89 "'Mr. Blodget speaks of the Rocky Mountain

plateau tnrowing out some exceptional^ districts." We suppose

he means exceptional districts. On page 487 he speaks of **the

ratirtg of instruments/' that is, thermometers. We have often

heard oi rating chronometers and verifying thermometers^ but never

before heard of rating thermometers. On page 92 he says ''the

great plains of the Columbia River form a dimatological basin.

It has puzzled us not a little to ascertain what is a dimatological

basin. We can only guess that it must be a Lasin having a cli-

mate; but this does not remove the difficulty, for we are no less

perplexed to determine what is a basin not having a climate. On

page 345 he saj^s, '^ As a pendant to the general notices of the

quantity of water foiling in the winter months, some distinctions

should be made/' etc. Here again we were forced to consult

Webster and found eight significations of the word ''pendant;

but after a strenuous effort to determine in what sense Mr.

Blodget designed the word to be understood,, we abandoned the

1

atmosj)! a

contact 0^

etc. We are not sure that we fully understand the force ot

the words we have here italicised, and we cannot avoid thiaJ^"

itig that the phraseology is susceptible of improvement. Mr-

Blodget makes very frequent use of the word 'symmetrical a5

applied to the distribution of rain and heat. Olten the wora

occurs several times on a single page, and frequently in suea a

connection as fails to convey to our mind any definite idea. "

some instances we fancied the word was used in the sense o

uniform^ but we have searched our dictionaries in vain i^^/*Jv

authority for such a use. As examples of the kind alluded to,

we will refer to pages 346 and 347. Mr. Blodget frequently uses

the Avord 'tone,' in a very peculiar manner. Thus on P^SYnot
he says, "The demonstration of tbe constancy of the suns nea

cannot be undertaken here, and though it has not yet been ma

]n any direct manner, the
be •f V ^'oof-

could form any distinct idea of what 'that tone of proof rnea^^^^

to, but the meaning of the phrase could not be more
concealed if it were written in Chinese.

effectually
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e will pass over a variety of passages in which there i
..„^ j^^^^ ^YVi a, vaiici/j Kji j^aaauges lu WJUCU mere 13

apparently some typographical error, as on page 308 where the
word

/ Observatories' should evidently read 'Observations;' but
there is a large number of passages of which we are unable to
aivme^ the meaning, and • where if there is any typograpliical
error, it is not "obvious what the error is.

.
^^ P^ge 20 we read of "a record of meteorological observa-

tions mainly for the interest its startling phenomena gave, is a
sort of interest it will never fail to have, and in which though
aavmg a philosophical air, there can he no progress as positive
^^lerice. On page 162, we read that "the localization of all the
jeatures of the climate is, from this point of comparison, the
fading pomt of difference after that of the contrast in humidity."
^n pa^e Soo we are told that "in a fluid mass which is aeriform

told
fle distances originating in the tropics as hurricanes, and the
general rains originating inland, is merely one of degree." On
page 519 we are told that "the winter and summer would mark
tiese extremes of accumulation of heat first, and refrigeration

h^t
^^^-^^ ^^* ^^^^ retarded by the operation of laws inherent

ine fluid or condition we designate as heat.^' We would respect-
Huly suggest to the author that in case a second edition of the
Climatology should be called for, it would be desirable to add a
^^ notes explanatory of the above passages.

ij, P^^^
the class of passages already cited in which themean-

g of the author is obscure, there is another class in which the
Cleaning is apparently obvious, but which bear marks of having

s^^
,y^^tten without due consideration. Thus on page 502 he

ays
'« the winter period is always less than that of summer ;"

ut if -jve refer to the table on pa^e 500 we shall see that out of

?^ stations there mentioned, at 22 the winter is stated to be
/^nger than the summer. On page 522, he says, " there must
ecessanly be much discrepancy in the modes of determining
ese points," viz: the days of maximum and minimum tem-

P rature. We suspect that the discrepancies referred to do not
J^se from diflerences in the modes of determination, but rather
om the fact that some of the results are derived from short

periods and others from longer periods of observation. On page

.r "e speaks of "the isothermal lines as being more dejimte
"ail a numerical quantity," that is, more definite than degrees

yhe thermometer. We have always been accustomed to con-
«er the temperature of melting ice to be quite definite,_and are

ypnsed to hear that isothermal lines are more definite. On
gge 292 he says "there are no sufficient data for comparison

an! T^^^^ latitudes in Europe," referring to the first appear-
^^ OT frost in autumn. We presume Mr. Blodget did not

*«f^OND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 74.—MARCH, 1858.
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Intend to question the existence of sncli materialsj but simpljto

state that they are inaccessible to him.
On page 156 he states that ^'the difiference between the wet

bnlb thermometer and the temperature of the air sometimes

reaches 30°." We have searched the book with considerable

care in the hope of finding some particulars of these observa-

tions, but in vain. We do not intend to express tmy doubt of

the accuracy of the above statement, but we think that a degree

of dryness so remarkable is worthy of a more extended notice.

On page 396 he says that "at Goldsborough, N. C, snow feU for

an hour or more on the evening of Sunday, Aug. 31st, 1856.

Among the many remarkable facts stated in the Climatology,

this is one of the most remarkable, and we think Mr, Blodget

should have been more careful to give his authority for the

statement. On page 482 he says, "It is certain that no changes

of subsidence, elevation, or continental outlines are now in pro-

gress." We cannot help regarding this conclusion as the most

important addition which has been made in modern times to

the science of geology. Perhaps some would question it.

On page 481, he says, ''Laplace has shown that the mean tem-

perature of the mass of the earth cannot have changed in auy

appreciable measure within the entire period embraced hy astromm-

ical calculation, and that none can occur^ while the planetary

movements remain what they now are," And on page 484 be

adds, '' Laplace has shown that the heat of the earth cannot have

changed for the vast period over which astronomical calcuJalion can

reachy In order to comprehend the full force of this statement

we must know how vast are the periods over which astronomic^

calculation can reacK The period of time to which astronomical

-calculations can reach is not h'mited to ten thousand years, nor

* hundred thousand or a million of years; we can assign it
^^

limit. If w^e enquire for the periods over which astronomi^l

calculations have actually extended, we shall find them sutn*

ciently long. Leverrier has computed that the eccentricity oi

the earth's orbit will continue to diminish during the penod oi

23,980 years. See Connaissance des Temps, 1843. Laplace founo

that the eccentricity of Jupiter's orbit has a variation wlio^e
^

iperiod is 35,000 years. Lagrange found that the secular ^n^^^?^'

ities in the mean motions of Jupiter and Saturn extended to tne

period of 70,414 years. The secular inequality in the rnoon»

mean motion has a much longer period than this. See Oran

History of Physical Astronomy^ page 63. , -.

Now Laplace has shown that the mean heat of the earth ca

not have changed sensibly in 2,000 years, and that is all U^ ^^

not shown that it may not have changed sensibly in 10,000 J^^^^^

and geological phenomena unequivocally prove that the ^^^^1^^

atttre has chanced sensihh within a ncriod which IB not long ^^^
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compared ivitJi the entire duration of ike earth Mr. Blodget's state-
meat is here most seriously in error.
On page 356, it is stated that Professor Dove has expressed

nis dissent from the generally received theory of the trade
wiadsj Tvhich theory requires a'belt of prevalent westerly winds
m the middle latitudes of the temperate zones. This statement
has excited our unqualified surprise. In a volume published by
rrofessor Dove in 1837 entitled "Meteorologische tTntcrsuch-
unjen" he has given a very fall account of the trade winds
and of the prevalent westerly winds of the temperate zones, and
6ndors

ject w
sub*

+ 1
^^^^ ^^^ fi^st distinctly stated by Hadley. In his preface

to that volume page v, Prof Dove says, "In the year 1730, Had-
ley established a theory of the trade winds founded upon the
it)tation of the earth and the unequal temperature of the differ-

itself (Welche sich selbst im Detail der
£irscheinungen als die richtige bewahrt Iiat.) Those who are
laniiliar with the writings of Professor Dove do not need to be
informed that the same genei
pressed in nil }ii"= mAmr^ivc , The
passage which Mr. Blodget quotes from one of Dove's memoirs
Was never designed to convey the idea which Mr. Blodget has
jniputed to it. Professor Dove merely insists that there may be
|ocal exceptions to the general law of prevalent westerly winds

local
general law of the trade winds in the torrid zone. We assure
^ir. Blodget that he has misrepresented the views of Professor

^^e quite as ec.'i/-w.-.c.T,r oc i,^ v.n^ +iin loVmrQ nf T,nnhiee.

^e come i.„„ „^
seriously the scientific characteT of the work. Mr. Blodget

mor©'

treated somewhat briefly of tornadoes; of the winds; of the

cause of rain, and of seasons of unusual cold ; as well as of the
taws of our winter storms. . .

. y'^ page 400, he mentions several cases of heavy weights

^ng lifted up by the force of hurricanes m the West Indies.

f.'J

f>ne instance "a piece of lead 4000 pounds in weight was

'^Jted and carried 1800 feet
" and he adds, '^otlier agencies than

*'fnply the force of wind must account for tliese extraordinary

^^es of lifting weights, nnd the cunvedive electric di-^herjeisan

f^^'^ and adequate solutkm of the fuctsy If xMr Blodget had

^osed this sentence with the v^or^ perhap'^, it would have seenied

^ore appropriate than in some causes where so introflnced bee

P^ges lU, h08, etc. As he ha* not given the reason for his

opinion we shall not enter into any argument onthe subject, but

fo^tent ourselves with recording our firm conviction that elec-

tricity in au7 form does not afford an adequate solution of the facts.
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On page 402, lie says that "tornadoes are often evolute, throw*-

ing trees outwardly from the centre, instead of inward," We
will not deny that the centre of a tornado often vibrates to and

fro across the line of progress, giving sometimes the appearance

of trees thrown outward from the centre ; but that the force of a

tornado ^s ever really exerted in a direction from the centre^ we

do not believe, and we challenge Mr. Blodget to the proof. On
page 403 he says, " the permanence of a forest trace of a tornado

could be relied Mponfor at hast five hwidred yearsP Mr. Blodget

may have evidence on this subject of w^hich we are ignorant, hut

we confess we are very skeptical.

.
On page 355 Mr. Blodget expresses great contempt for Ae

winds, and says 'Hhey deserve much less attention than has here-

the} o entirely." TV

in some decree

success iu studying the laws of storms, to which we shall pres-

ently refer, may be ascribed
' "

. -.
•

i x t^

of the agency of winds. W » ^
views w^nich he has expressed on the subject of winds on differ-

ent pages of his book. On page 382 he says *^None ofthe

winds [of the United States] from other than westerly points are

winds of propulsion^ or propagated from their apparent point of

origin—they are all, includin^ *
'^ '" ~" ^-:^^- -f

aspiraliony JSTow as throughout ^ --

States, the prevalent winds are from the west, we should infer

from
' " ------

g a portion from the west, winds oi

out nearly the whole of the United

Bounce
the preceding statement that Mr, Blodget intended to pro-

:;e at least one half of all our winds to be winds of propul-

sion. But on page 372 he says,
'*

existence of any winds of

2/

saj3

" no such winds [as winds of propulsion] are now recogmzea any-

where inJeed." It would be interesting to know how tnese

different statements are to be reconciled. . . ,

Mr. Blodget's views of tlie origin of rain are quite original.

These views are not given in a very complete and systematic

form, yet some general idea of them may be derived from toe

following extracts. On page 358 he says, " the higher strata o^

clouds come uniformly from some westerly point. The loy^'^'^

clouds are from various points, two strata of different movement

often lying beneath that from the west, yet the stratum frovi a

westerly point -usually deposits the rain.'" On page 359 he sav^

"the rains of the eastern United States fall mainly from tne

upper or westerly cloud, in all cases." On page 360, he say^

"the water must necessarily fall from the upper cloud, ft i

impossible that such a storm should receive its principal suppij

of water from any other source than the mass of air moving iro

the west. The prevalent westerly winds must therefore d

largely charged with vapor, and must exhibit a nearly coastan
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precipitation either as clouds or rain." On page 367 he sajs
the high rain-bearing clouds are borne on a westerly current

for all seasons." It seems clear from these extracts that Mr.
^lodget means to convej the idea that the moisture which is
precipitated in the form of rain comes almost exckisiyely from

x^ugiauu^moves almost mvariably Irom the w^est. The cause of
tnis precipitation is hinted at on pages 391 and 2, where he sajs
tais class of storms [winter storms] originate in changes of the

exterior
J-ne presence of a rarefied and humid mass, from which rain
^ul fall profusely hy the natural loss of temperature which must
ensue after a brief presence in the temperate latitudes, will in-
duce condensation first, winds from adjacent areas next.''

-bet us give this theory of rain a moment's attention. This
^pper stratum of air whose westerly direction is not interrupted
by the easterly winds which prevail at the earth's surfiice during

? Vj'^lent winter storm, is the upper half of the atmosphere, and
^ts lower limit may be estimated at not less than three miles in
^levation. The mean temperature of the surface of the earth in
"ie month of January on the parallel of 40° is about 32°. The
^screase of temperature as we ascend is about one degree of
Fahrenheit for 300 feet; or 53 degrees for an elevation of three

JJiles, making the mean temperature of January in lat. 40'' at
<itie height of three miles —21 . In order however that we may

of
No

vapor of water is equal to yf o-
ioch of mercury, or less tlian

iaU

temperature

fjH it would cover the earth with less than one inch of water.

that
winter

over a circle of 500 miles in diameter, the average fall of

J^m exceeds one inch. It is very evident then that the upper

„ — does
^or the simn
tai&ed

nis upper stratum contains well nigh as ranch moisture at the

conclusion of a rrreat storm, ns it dil
seasons of extraordinarv

^ions are not stated with

l^n great clearness. On page 807 he says, " the ongiu oi these

«OQ-periodic oscillations \s exterior to Oie continent, and they have

,°, Fogi-essive movement. In no case is it apparent that these

;°^^ extremes come from the north, or are caused by north

^fids, or an inflection of the polar atmosphere southward. Mr.
Bl pm of seasons
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(as for example the winter of 1856,) is exterior to tlie continent

that is, it does not come from the continent; but we cannot find

that he Jias any where intimated from what point it does come." ~" * ProfessorAs Mr, Blodget appears to entertain some respect for Profes

Dove, we will extract a single sentence from Dove's ^EssaJ on

the Distribution of Heat over the surface of the Globe/ page 18.

**The different degree of severity in the winters of different

years, depends so evidently in our latitudes on the prevailing

direction of the wind in each case, that tJiere can he no doubt as to

the more immediate or proximate cause of this diversity."

Mr. Blodget regards the subject of winter storms as worthy of

very little attention. On page vii. he says, " the surface dynam-

ics are of very little importance." On page 394 he assigns a

reason which if substantiated would entirely warrant the above

conclusion. He says, '^ Forcible as the evidences of dynamic

agency appear in this class of storms it is believed that they are

not sulject to such lawsy And again on page 391, " This class of

storms originate in changes of the measures of heat and moisture

introduced from exterior sources^ and these changes are absolutely

non-periodic and cannot he foretold. The ceaseless oscillations m
the measure of heat and of aqueous vapor in the air of temper-

ate latitudes from exterior causes, must render the computation

of the elements of a perturbation so induced, utterly beyond cal-

culation; since the primary and indispensable elements of the

change are beyond the ^possibility of being hnown.^^ This is a

gloomy picture of the prospects of meteorology.

He however mentions some conclusions which we regard as

of great importance with reference to the phenomena of storm^t.

On page 195 he says, " On the Pacific coast, rain always begins

earlier at the northernmost stations than at the next southward;

and on page 381, he says, "the general winter storms of the

United States come from a point north of west at the Mississippi

river/' If Mr. Blodget means by these statements ^'hat m our

ordinary winter storms on tlie Pacific coast and near the ^^^\[
sippi river on the parallel of 40 degrees, the point of g»*^'^^^

barometric depression travels from northwest to southeast,

confess that this is something new to Us, and invite him to nam

a case and produce his testimony. ^
On pnge 387 Mr. Blodget states that about the 1st

<>Y^"^^^^^
1855, storms were experienced well nigh simultaneously <^
Pacific coast, throughout the Mississippi Valley, along \^% ^

lantic coast, in England, on the Baltic Sea, and even to the ^a

Indies and the Sandwich Islands; and seems to intimate tho
^^

in a somewhat guarded manner, that all these
<^^'!f

^^"
^^^]e

effect but one great storm. If Mr. Blodget can identify a
Ji"^^^

storm, tracing its progress clearly from day to day ^^'^^,
i^ith-

distance here named, he will accomplish what no one has

erto succeeded in doing.
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On page 182 Mr. Blodget says, " The great winter storms are
special proofs of the uniformity of the field over which the mass
of our atmosphere, and the elements of heat, moisture, and^er-
haps magnetism which move it, pass through their succession of
changes." If Mr. Blodget can show any necessary connexion
between our winter storms and the phenomena of terrestrial
|CQagnetism, he will make a positive addition to the science of
Meteorology, and will have done something to show that storms
are subject to laws.
On page 380 he says, "In the colder months the change of

condition, both as regards temperature and the quantity of
aqueous vapor suspended, aifects the whole mass in greater

a

degree than when the rain is deposited in showers. For this
reason the range of the barometer is greater, and this range is a
very direct measure of the relative condition, so that the readings

^<^y he taken as simple representatives of the quantity of heat and
fnoisture present compared with the ava-age.^^ Mr. Blodget here
seems to advance the doctrine that the oscillations of the barom-
eter which are so common in winter are adequately explained by
toe changes in the temperature of the air and in"the amount of
jqueous vapor. If this is Mr. Blodget's view, we differ from him
totally. Changes ^in the temperature, of the air and in the
jraount of aqueous vapor, would doubtless cause changes in the
^^ight of the barometer; but these causes are inadequate to

«2£plain the actually observed oscillations of the barometer. In
some parts of England the observed range of the barometer is

n mches, indicating a variation of pressure to the amount of
over one ninth part of the whole quantity. During tropical hur-
ricanes the barometer has been observed to fall about two inches

f
^^^ orfour hours. It is easy to show by numerical computa-

"OQ that no admissible supposition respecting variations of tem-

P^t^ture or moisture will account for such extreme oscillations

0^ the barometer. Moreover it is not uncommon in Europe for

• ^all of the barometer to be accompanied by a fall of the ther-

^ometer
; so that the barometer may even fall in spite of an in-

'^^^^ed specifc graviiij of the air.
in conclusion, we will sum up our judgment of the Climatol-

^y m a single sentence. The field which Mr. Blodget has

^Y^^^ is a new one, and portions of it have hitherto been
wiiolly unexplored—Mr. Blocfget has enjoyed unusual advanta-
^s .for this research from his connection with the Smithsonian

nstitution, and the Surgeon General's office at Washington ;
and

;^ regard his isothermal and rain charts as cou.stitutmg an im-

P^tant addition to the science of Meteorology :
but his book is

T^e m style and oflen obscure ; it contains many careless and
sometimes erroneous statements : and the views which it em-
"P^ies respecting the causes of the most common meteorological

i^'^eiiomena are radically erroneous. ^
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Aet. XXIV-—Preliminary/ notice of a new hase containing Osmv
um and the elements ofAmmonia ; by Wolcott Gibbs and F.

A. Genth.

An investigation of the ammonia-cobalt bases, the results of

which have appeared in this Journal, has led ns to direct our at-

tention to the production of similar compounds with other metals.

We have in particular studied the action of the mixed oxyds of

nitrogen, NO2, NO 3, and NO4, upon ammoniacal solutions, and

have obtained results which w^ill form the subject of a future

communication. In the course of an extended study of the pla-

tinum metals, for which we have enjoyed peculiar facihties, i^'e

have remarked that osmium forms with ammonia a well charac-

terized base, all the salts of which appear to be highly crys-

talline.

The chlorid of this base is a yellow crystalline salt first ob-

tained by Fremy in 1844, and described in his memoir* on the

metallic acids, under the name of osmiamid. To this body Fre-

my attributes the formula NH4CI+OSO2 .NH2, according to

which it is to be viewed as a compound of chlorid of ammonium
wath an amid of osmious acid.

We have however found that the substance in question is »

true chlorid which yields a beautiful salt with bichlorid of pla-

tinum, and which by double decomposition with salts of silver

enables us to form a well defined sulphate, nitrate, oxalate, &c.

The best method of forming these salts however is precisely that

which Fremy employed for the chlorid, and consists in adding a

solution of osmite of potash to a cold solution of an ammoniacal

salt, when the new salt, is immediately formed and crystallizes

from the solution.

The salts of the new base have a very beautiful orange yellow

color. They are nearly insoluble in cold water ; hot water dis-

solves them more readily, but the solutions are easily decompose<3

with evolution of osmic acid. We are not as yet prepared to

pronounce with certainty upon the constitution of these saiw,

the analyses being difficult and tedious. We may however re-

mark that Fremy's analysis of the chlorid appears to be correct,

and that we attribute to it the rational formula

2NHrOs02,CI,
according to which the base will be uniacid. The results of our

complete investigation will form the subject of another comin

nication. Iridium and Rhodium form with ammonia and Q^

Study of which we are also occupied.

Xanthocobalt, th the

^j
Annales de Chimie et de Physique, 3d series, voL xii, p. ^21
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Art, XXY.—Review of the Operations and Rmdts of the United
States Coast Survey.

[Concluded from p. 83.J

Ihe publication of maps and cliarts constitutes, as may be
supposed, one of the main objects of the survey. Upon the
preparation of these an immense amount of labor is bestowed,
lae value of tlie work consisting chiefly in the accuracy of the
uetails. In fact the whole subject may be fairly considered as
constUuting a special branch of science, Avith a system of signs
and a mode of expression peculiar to itself The most advan-
tageous methods of presenting to the eye an easily intelligible
View of the topography and hydrography of the coast have of
course occupied a very large share of attention. The general
treatment of the subject, the arbitrary signs and other details

Jeing once settled, and the triangulation and plane-table work
oeing finished, the Inaps are drawn and the work of tlie engraver
"^g^na. Ill order to render the results of the survey useful and
accessible as soon as possible, and at the same time to exhibit
ne progress of the work, three classes of charts are engraved,
lese are termed sketches, preliminary charts, and finished

inff 'f^'

'^^^ sketches are of two kinds
;
progress sketches show-

o horn year to year the advance of the work, and sketches of
parts of the coast whether connected or detached. These are
generally engraved by apprentices in the office of the survey
ai^Q serve as subjects for practice. Thev are added to, year by

IdT^-''^^^
lithographic transfers published in the annual reports,

this manner it rarely happens that a year elapses between a

J-^r^^ey and its publication in some useful shape. The prelim-
arj charts serve nearly the same purpose as the sketches, but

dre Jarger and more finished.

ar ,f
^^^jied charts are divided into three classes. The first

^e^ called inshore or coast charts, and are drawn to a scale of

J^'ooo. They embrace the shore line, the interior as far as the

fro^'"'^^^
"^'^iu road, and the hydrography for about fourteen miles

^^
^ the shore. The second class embraces what are termed off-

thn^^ general coast charts, drawn to a scale of g-jo'oosr.
giving

Dia ^k
^^ ^^"^ ''^"'^ ^1^^ general topography of the coast, so that it

ar,/ • .^^cognized by the navigator, but omitting minute details

TK !!'''"S the soundings to the depth of at least 120 Mhom^.
ue third class is composed of minutely detailed charts of har-

"Jurs. nn^-u « ^, ., ... .-, uuding, tides and currents,

of the adjacent country,the n '^^J^^^^^ge, &c., exhibiting the sour

in 1 "^^ °^ ^he shore, the topography - - -,

charf^^*'
P^^s^nting the complete results of the survey.

^ are drawn on scales varying from ^ oVtt to jrio?-
^^COND SEEIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 74.—MAKCH, 165S.

These

32
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The finished cTiarts require the work of first class engravers.

These are so difficult to procure that in spite of the urgent neces-

sity of the case and the unceasing efforts of the superintendent,

there were but four first class engravers in the office at the be-

ginning of the year 1856. Even these were only obtained by a

special agent sent to Europe for the express purpose. With a

wise liberality the charts are sold at the lowest possible rates,

'while the gratuitous distribution of the annual reports of the

Coast Survey gives a still wider circulation to its graphical

results.

As the greater number of maps and charts are engraved upon

copper, and as the softness of this metal renders it impossible to

obtain more than a limited number of impiessions from a single

plate, a method' of reproducing the plates themselves becomes

indispensable- Such a method is found in the electrotype pro-

<5ess, which is now applied in the office of the survey upon a

very large scale, and which has there received a development

and a perfection which leaves little to be desired. We believe

that we hazard little in asserting that as regards the thickness

and quality of the metal precipitated, the size of the plates, the

prevention of adhesion between the original plate and that de-

posited, and the absolute command of the whole process, the

electrotype operations of the Coast Survey are unequalled in any

country.

It has very recently been found possible to print from thm

electrotypes merely folded over the edges of a stout plate ot

metal which serves as a support or back. In this manner plates

of the first' quality can be furnished for about one-third of the

cost of those deposited of the usual thickness. Processes are

also employed by which small plates can be pieced out in any

direction and to any desirable size, no line of junction being

visible between the original and the addition, . ,

The particular apparatus and arrangements employed in tne

electrotype department have nearly all originated in the dcpar
*

ment itself, and have been fully described in the annual reports

of the survey and in this Journal. It cannot be doubted tim^

they have exerted a positive influence upon the progress oi t^^

branch of art. ,
^

It was just that an elaborate and complete survey of the pbe^

nomena of the Gulf Stream should be executed by a descendant

of Franklin, and it may well be conceived that the pcculiantiej

of that magnificent current, alike interesting from the P^^^^^S
and the scientific point of view, have engaged a special share

attention. In accordance with the direction of Congress tM^^

map exhibiting the state of our knowledge of the Gulf
?^^J;

should accompany the report of 1853, the work of investigat^^^

was pushed forward during that year and results of great m
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est obtained, and illustrated in two charts appended to the .^
port. These results show that the Gulf Stream is not, as gen-
erally supposed, a single broad current of warm water jQowing
in a northeasterly direction, but that it is in reality an aggre-
gate of separate currents alternately cold and warm, and exhib-
iting a certain degree of parallelism. The method of exam-
ination employed was the very obvious and natural one of

J'l^'^'l^'^o
numerous sections across the Stream and observing

^e depth of the water and the temperature at different depths,

j
he number of positions observed in each section was made to

aepend upon the more or less rapid changes of temperature, and
tne temperatures were observed at the surface and at depths of

I'i^"' ^^^®"*J' thirty, fifty, seventy, one hundred, one hundred
and fifty, two hundred, three, four, ^ five and six hundred fath-
oms, so as to reach into the cold polar currents lying beneath,
n this manner ten sections were surveyed, the temperatures
being determined for moderate depths with Six's self-registering
tDermometers, and for greater depths with Saxton's metallic ther-
mometers. If we employ the term Gulf Stream in its broadest
*nse and understand by it the aggregate of all the warm cur-
rents flowing from the Gulf of Mexico into the north Atlantic,
» glance at the Coast Survey map shows us at once the existence

? ^t least four distinct warm currents separated from each other
"7 cold bands, a fourth cold band separating the first or inner
^^rni baud from the shore. Each warm band is narrowest and
*artnest in its inost southerly section—that of Cape Canaveral

—

^nd becomes broader and cooler in its progress northward and
^astjard, while its boundaries become less and less clearly de-
ned The most cursory observation shows that these bands aj-e

parallel to the outline of the coast, and that as we recede from

^ shore upon any section they become broader, cooler, and less
^narply separated from the intervening cold masses. The Gulf
^^ream proper forms the second warm current in order from the

^f^-.-^^^
might naturally be expected from its greater density

e coi(jgj. ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ occupy the lowest pasition, but instead

>j .f
''"^^ug a level plateau it follows the irregularities of the

wm. This again determines the vertical distribution o! the

as

section gradualh
Qti if sndflenlv d

irrp^i : "' ^^'here the bottom of the ocean
J^guanties. Thus the depth' on this

-,^ , ^

Uhu "^'.'^^nce of fifty-three miles, when it suddenly descends to

Zf^ of six hundred fathoms. Ninety-six miles from the
?^t we find a range of hills, ha\-ing a height of eighteen hun^
^ teet and a base of about eleven miles on the seaward sid&.
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One hundred and thirty-six miles from the coast occurs another

range of hills fifteen hundred feet high and twentj-eight miles

base toward the shore, and six hundred feet high with a base of

about seventeen miles on the outer side. Bevond this there is a

more gradual rise. Now the forms of the curves of equal tem-

perature resulting from multiplied observations at different depths

along the section correspond exactly to the outline of the bottom.

Perhaps the most remarkable peculiarity of the Grulf Stream

is what has been appropriately termed the *^cold wall," a mass

of cold water lying between the warm water and the shore, and

sharply defining the inner boundary of the great current The

change from the warm water of the stream to the cold body

of water inside of it toward the shore, is particularly sudden and

well marked in the northern sections, but may also be easily

distinguished south of Cape Hatteras. In the cold water in-

shore from the Gulf Stream a current setting southward has

been observed, as also in the cold band outside the axes. It ^

not yet certain however that these are permanent currents.

Another remarkable fact is observed in comparing the temper-

atures of the northern and southern portions of the Gulf Stream.

Taking the maximum temperatures at twelve or fifteen fath-

oms beneath the surface, there is, as a general rule, an increase ot

temperature in passing southward. But in successive years we

find the highest temperature at twelve fathoms, on the Cape

Henry section, higher than at Hatteras, while the temperature m
the axis of the stream at Sandy Hook in July, 1846, was higher

by five and one half degrees than at Charleston in June, 18^3-

The underlying polar currents are as distinctly marked in^ t'^^

southern as in the northern latitudes. Thus in latitude 37 20

the temperature at a depth of four hundred fathoms below the

warmest water of the Gulf Stream in Aucfust, 1846, was 49

Fahr., while in the same position in latitude 28^ 20^ it was 48i

Fahr. The fact that the side limits of the polar current rececie

from the shore as the depth increases is clearly marked on all tlie

sections.

It is hardly necessary to observe that much remains to be done

to complete the survey of the Gulf Stream. But it may oe

justly asserted that the results obtained by the Coast Surrey

have placed the whole subject in an entirely new point of vie^

and have contributed greatly to the solution of one of ^^^ S'^T
^J

est problems in physical geography. It may be ^^^"^
.fae

this place that the most recent observations fully confirm ^

Atlanticv>uiu iii Lue j^iianuc, reiurnmg again ro us sourct;. ^^ ^^— ^^
the main current is however thrown out tOAvard the coasts

Ireland and JN'orway, and is thence reflected toward the Arc
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to the open polar sea, to tlie discovery of whicb so much atten-
tion has been recently directed, and wMch appears to be in fact
only a forgotten real i ty

.

We have adverted to the observations of latitude, azimutb
and longitude as requisite to determine the position on the earth's
surface of the stations, the relative situation of which as to dis-
tance and direction is ascertained bv triangulation. They serve
thus incidentally to determine ihQfyure of that portion of the
earth over which the work extends. While in other countries
extensive operations have been executed for the special purpose
of measuring arcs of meridians and parallels, the Coast Survey
furnishes those important additions to one of the highest depart-
ments of physical knowledge, without any expenditure not ab-
Bolutely necessary for the perfect attainment of its most direct
and practical objects. An individual arc of 3|- degi-ees from
Nantucket to Mt. Blue in Maine—another of l\ degrees from
t'le head to the capes of Chesapeake Bay, which maybe ex-
tended 1| degrees farther to Cape Hatteras, and an arc of the
pai'allel extending 4° from Nantucket to New York are among
tae results already obtained. They exhibit a general conformity
to the elements of the earth's figure deduced from all previous
measurements, while they show marked local variations which
aave become the subject of special study.

Inese variations in the direction of the plumb-line are found
to be not only such as would result from want of uniformity in
the geological structure in the immediate vicinity of stations,
out to extend like undulations over considerable regions.

.
"^ order to obtain these "statign errors" as free from residual

instrumental errors as possible, the capabilities of various instru-
i^ents and methods for determining latitude have been succes- '

^i^'ely tried, large vertical circles, repeating circles, the prime
Vertical transit, the zenith telescope (or equal altitude instru-
^^iit), and Airy's zenith sector. The latter instrument is the
jjiost perfect of "its kind, possessing many improvements on the
^nith sector of the British Ordnance Survey, the only other of
?e kind in existence. The accuracy of its results, however, is

H'ailed by those of the zenith telescope, the appHcation of which

J^
observations of latitude by equal meridian altitudes of stars

I ^^l
north and south of the zenith is of American origin and

^ been greatly perfected in the Coast Survey. Combining
portability and focility of use, with great accuracy, it has become

J"e tavorite instrument, and no observer, who has ever used it,

Willing to return to others.
^n order to bring out the various elements of error, observa-

tions have been made at the same stations with different kinds
^i instruments, with the same instrument by different observers,
^^ by the same observer with two different instruments of the

»fU
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same class. Bj a consistent application of the method of least

squares, the observations have been severely scrutinized, and

their relative values determined without the admission of any-

thing like arbitrary preference.

Lookingj^at the observations of azimuth we again find the

Coast Survey testing the relative value of known methods and

perfecting them or devising new ones, not ovi\y proving but im-

proving all. Abandoning the methods by observations of the

sun at low latitudes and by transits of stars over the verticals of

stations, as involving too largely the difficult element of time^

the observations of azimuth have been made principally on

close circumpolar stars, especially the pole-star. The reduction

of observations made near the time of the star's greatest eastern

or western elongation, has been greatly facilitated by the use of

a simple formula. An elegant method has been introduced, of

observing the star at corresponding equal times before and after

either culmination, by which arrangement the labor of compu-

tation is almost entirely saved, the mean of each pair of corres-

ponding observations giving at once the meridian. The observ-

ations of azimuth have shown irrecnilanties to exist in the diree-

tion of the plumb-line sinular in kind and amount to those in-

dicated by tbe latitude observations.
One of the most important and striking features of the methods

of the Coast Survey is the total absence of eclecticism, which m
former times was an acknowledged principle with observers, and

to which there is even now a strong leaning in some quarters.

The observer may indeed choose circumstances favorable to his

purpose and may affix to the observations a statement of facts

affecting their quality, but here the influence of his judgment or

bias ceases. The observations are made to tell their own story,

and by the searching test of the method of least squares their

relative weight is ascertained, and rejections, if necessary, are

made according to Peirce's criterion. The step is taken or com-

bination made ; but the reasons for it are such as to be neces-

sarily arrived at by every one, according to the principles laia

dow.n. All observations are liable to more or less uncertaiut}^

and there are probably classes of errors which no number o

observations or variety of methods can entirely eliminate ;
it >^

always be necessary to discriminate, and to apply small correc-

tions to the results in order to make them fulfil the theoretics

relations existing between them. When this is done '^i^'^^^"^"!

to fixed mathematical rules all uncertainty vanishes, a°'^^''%

must be the gainer, while on the other hand when it is allowe^

to be done according to personal judgment or bias, results m^^

vary with different computers, and tlie door is opened to taisw'

cation and fraud.
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The Coast Survey is at present under the general control of
the Treasury Department, which appoints its officers and regu-
lates their compensation. The Department furthermore author-
izes all expenditures, approves the plans and estimates of the
superintendent, and makes general regulations for the work un-
der the law.^ The immediate agent of the Treasury Department
13 the superintendent, who arranges the plan of conducting the
work, attends to its business details, issues instructions for its

execution, and is responsible for the scientific accuracy of the
whole. All persons and parties employed report directly to the
Superintendent, who in turn presents an annual report to the
department, offering a complete and detailed account of the
^ork done during each year. The annual reports are amply
Illustrated by maps and charts, and are extensively and gratuit-
ously distributed. The distribution is made by the assistant in
charge of the office who has all the reports in his possession and
'«fho distributes them according to a prepared list.

In addition to the laborious duties of the general direction of
the survey, and inspection of the parties, the Superintendent

i}^^^^
Personally assists in the execution of the work, taking

the field and making observations as required. The different
parts of the work are entrusted to assistants who act as directed

) the Superintendent and are responsible to him, the office of
e survey being considered as a party with an assistant in

CDarge. Each field party consists of a chief, who may have one
or more assistants, and of several hands. In the office, comput-

g^' draughtsmen," engravers, printers, mechanics, clerks, &c., are
ii^ployed as occasion may require.
In the organization of the survey three classes of persons are

Recognized by law. These are civilians, officers of the army,
}^ officers of the navy. The civilians form the permanent nu-
Sjeus of the survey. Their salaries are under the control of the
Apartment, and they are promoted or lowered according to their

^

^rit as measured by the results of their work. As they ara
ot, save only in exceptional cases, subject to frequent changes,

^
ey form a constantly efficient and trained body and preserve

^
itormity in the busmess and methods of the survey. Such a
cieus IS obviously indispensable as the whole work might

of
2^'^se be disorganized by calls for the professional services

th u'^'^^"^
°^ ^^^ ^^"'y and navy. Thus on the breaking out of

Jv^Gxican war all the officers of the line of the army and part

^
mose of the staff, servln^r on the Coast Survey, were detaclied

^or active military service.^ _ , , , ,

^.^ne ofiacers of the army and navy are detailed by the heads

int ?^ respective departments on the application of the super-

^^ndeat through the Treasury Department. They receive no
^^^ emolument from the Coast Survey and are of course liable
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to be frequently cbanged. Their ernployment is, however, very

advantageous both to the Survey and to themselves, since they

furnish to the former active, intelligent, and zealons assistants,

while they of course profit by the peculiar scientific training

offered in the service to which they are detailed.

In fact it is easy to see that there is no part of the hydrogra-

phy or of the topograj)hical surveys wnich does not furnish

advantageous practice to an officer in either branch of the

service. The topographical engineer finds employment in his

own department. The survey of harbors and the study of tides,

currents, shoals, entrance channels, and all those peculiarities

which distinguish the different seaports, are of the utmost import-

ance in determining the proper sites for fortifications and perma-

nent defenses. They furnish weapons of offense as well as de-

fense. In the recent European war the success of several im-

portant operations depended wholly upon the skill and prompt-

ness with which surveys were executed by naval officers. But

even in time of peace the advantages of having on board ot

every ship thoroughly trained hydrographers can hardly he

overestimated, for commerce, and therefore civilization, profits

by every new harbor surveyed, every channel sounded, eyerj

current whose course and velocity arc traced. The law requires

that as many officers of the army and navy be employed as may

be compatible with the successful prosecution of the work.

The work of the Coast Survey is naturally divided into fielct

and office work. The field work consists in the actual sur-

veys and observations of various kinds and is either orign^^l or

of verification. The methods of conducting the work are laia

down in general instructions by the superintendent who also

directs what scientific processes 'and instruments are to be em-

ployed. The assistants make monthly reports in prepared lorms

and keep daily journals which are placed on file in the omce.

A general report is also made to the superintendent on taKiflo

and leaving the field, and in the month of October of each year

for the annual report.
The. office work consists of computing, drawing,

^"f^/)^''^f
printing, &c., and is for the most part under the care ^i t^^^.'.r

sistant havino' charge of the office. The publication and disin

bution of maps and the care of the accounts and P^^H?
J!- .^g

placed in the charge of the general disbursing agent who gi

bond to the Treasury Department. . . ^^.
The minute attention required to secure accuracy in tbe

putations of the Coast Survey is well exhibited in the sy^^^"^

checks employed. The field parties in the first place ^o^^.P i^.

their

pen

ade in
r own work and a second computation is then ^P^^ j.^
-dently by persons having no connection with the field '^

The assistant in charge of the office then examines ana cu
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paresthe two computations and reports anj discrepancies to the
superintendent for examination. The records of observations
and calculations are put in form for publication by the assistant
in charge of the office under the direction of tiie superintendent,
but the records and results now publishing as a separate work
are under the charge of a special officer. Drawings are first exe-
cuted by the field parties and redactions of these to the scale of
publication are then made by regular draughtsmen in the office,
and these drawings arc finally revised and veriiied. It is almost
needless to mention that all the topographical signs, forms and
si^zes of letters, &c. are prescribed by rule so as to be uniform,
•this subject, as already mentioned, is one which required special
study. Thus the scale of shade is made to express the degree
01 slope b}^ the strength of the hachure lines and the distance
between them. The engraving of the maps and charts is under
the charge of an assistant who verifies all engraved maps; from
aim they pass to the assistant in charge of the office who finally

^^^m!'^
them to the superintendent.

'he prices of the maps and charts are fixed by the Treasury
j;'epartment upon the general principle that the sale should pay
05 the cost of paper and printing. The small maps are sold for
nueen and tl,<. i...^^. ^^„ +,..,.^.„ to fiftv cents. Besides the dis-

arded to literary, scientific,
•^"u commercial institutions, as designated by the Treasu
Partnient.

°

in all cases the original records of observations and field work

th
i''''l^^'^i^^^cd to the office after du])licates have been made by

]

"^Jd parties. These are deposited in a fire-proof building in
j^argeof the general disbursing agent. The instruments be-
onging to the Survey, properly marked and numbered, are also
^posited in a fire-proof budding, the repairs being almost always
executed in the office,

int 1

S^^eral estimates for the Survey are made by the super-
^endent who controls the expenditures for field and of&ce work,

jj^^^^'^iving his instructions for work, v.-hich usually state the

Tin V^^ expenditure, the assistant makes an estimate for the
number of hnn/l^, ;_„,1 1 e^^ +U^ ^^v,«t.o1 o^nonooa i-\^ Inis

rj,,
"c auitiority

rec
'^^

k^
of the work require that a voucher in the form of a

eipt be presented for all sums exceeding one dollar.

Init
^^^^"^^ °^ e^ch party keeps an account of the party uis

sun r"*^"^
and transmits it to the general disbursing agent who

Ppiies funds, audits accounts, and is responsible to the Treas-

\ I^epartment.
^^^eside the very numerous duties of supervision and of per-

*^ exertion which are discharged by the superintendent, there
^^COND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 74,—MARCH, 1S58.
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Are many special subjects which are under his immediate direc-

tion and in charge of a special assistant. Such are the researches

upon the tides and the Gulf Stream ; the preparation of the records

and results for publication; the longitude work both astronomi-

cal and telegraphic; experimental researches on various practical

subjects bearing directly upon the survey; the expansion of

paper and the various modes of making and prepanng it; the

covering of copper plates with surfaces of iridium; improve-

ments in different kinds of engraving, and other matters too

numerous too mention.
The amount of labor, skill, and care required to maintain the

harmonious action of the different parts of an organization like

that of the Coast Survey may easily be imagined, and we may
not unreasonably ask how many scientific men in our owti, or in

any other country, possess the extent and variety of knowledge

combined with the tact and the executive capacity which such a

work demands, and which it has called forth.

. The Coast Survey is a national work of which we may well

be proud. Ko other geodetic operations have ever been con-

ducted upon so gigantic a scale, or have yielded such fruits of

usefulness and honor. The work is worthy of the national spirit

which originated it and which it illustrates. It is one of the

great ideas whicli we have carried out. Like every great work

it has a permanent value, and if national in conception and ni

execution, is universal in its example and its utility. It is esti-

mated that if the annual appropriations are continued upon the

Present scale, the survey can be completed in about twelve years.

May we not hope that it will continue to command the sympathy

and support of every patriot, and that it will be permitted glori-

ously to complete that which has been so worthily begun.

RT. XXYL—Description of New Carlomferous Fossils from the

iTpalachia7i^ Illinois and Michigan Coal-fields; by R. P- SteVE>9-

Bellerophon.—^. ghhosa, n. s. Sbell globose, s3^ininetTical.

small umbilicu

inflated. Sinus wide. Pillar lip smootn,

—^ ^..j.....^.„.otbc mouth of the shell. Surface, ex mt>

itmg ridges, extending from one umbilicus to the «ther, sligWiV

curved backwards on the dorsum. Fo carina. Width v'i

;ely

an inch, height 0*6 of an inch.
Geological

Localitj:: LasaUe, 111!

percarinatus, Mjalii

I other carboniferous
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AcLis (Loven).—1. A. minuta, n. s. Shell turreted, elonga-
ted, slender. Whorls 10, rounded, gradually diminishing to
apex and ornameuted (on the bodj whorl) with 12 very minute
longitudinal lines, which are stronger on the lower half of each
whorl. Apex polished,
whorl) 0-05 of an inch.

(body

Position and locality: roof of the Danville, 111. coal seam,
which is the third in the ascending series.

2. A. rohusfa, n. s. Shell turreted, tapering. Whorls 7, body
whorl more robust than the others, one-third as wide as the total
length of the shell. Ornamented with longitudinal lines, which
are obsolete on the upper side of the apicial whorls. Pillar lip
curving outwards to meet the labrum, which is thin and regular
and united to the body whorl at right angles.
Dimensions

: length 0*3 of an inch, width of body whorl nearly
0-15 of an inch.
Position and locality as the preceding.

CiiEMXiTZiA (D'Orbigny).— (7. attenuata, n. s. Shell turreted,
elongated, slender. Whorls 12, flattened, regularly diminishing
^ntil lost in a smooth, minute apex. Whorls exhibiting numer-
ous scooped indentations, which are continued to the upper edge
^^^^ch volution, giving at the suture a nodulated appearance.

Dimensions
: length 03 of an inch : body whorl, width 0-1 of

an inch.

local

LoxoNEMA (Phillips).—!. L. Newbetryh] n. s. Shell robust,

eiongated, spire tapering and acute. Whorls 8, slightly rounded
^f|d exhibiting, under the glass, minute oblique striae. Body
J'horl, scarcely inflated, once and a half as long as the spire.

Apex minute, polished. Columella with two distinct folds, with
^ coiresponding groove between them and gently prolonged to
^eet the outer lip at an acute angle. Labrum thin, not effuse.

Dimensions
: length 1-3 of an inch, width of body whorl 0-5

an inch.
^

Position and locality as the preceding.
.

f-
L. cannata, n. s. Shell robust, elongated, spire more rap-

f^y
tfipering than ia the preceding species. Whorls 7, slightly

|;ounded, and at their suture bearing a sharp carina extending
^roni the upper angle of the mouth to the extremity of the spire.

^o«,th twice as long as wide. Columella with a distinct fold.

i^imensions
: length 1 inch, width of body whorl 04 of an inch.

position and locality as the preceding.
.

,
^- X. Danvilhnsis, n. s. Whorls 7, rapidly diminishing, gen-

y rounded, ornamented with numerous oblique hair-like striae.

polished.Bol ^"-M ^f uamenieu wiiu uuuicjvu^ v^>^

J^p whorl inflated equal to the spire. A\
^^r hp with a slight fold. Labrum thin iand effuse.

r—
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o

Dimensions : lengtli 0'45 of an incli, widtli of body wliorl 0'20

of an inch, width of mouth O'lO of an inch.

Position and locality as above.
This shell is the shortest of the family wliicli has come imder

my observation, and for some time it was classed nnder the Mac-

rocheilus : but after examination of numerous specimens it is

placed among the Loxonema.
4. L. poUta^ n. s. Shell slender, elongated. Whorls 6? ob-

lique, slightly rounded, under the glass exbibiting numerous

filliform stria:?, which converge at the sutures. Apex? (wautin

in the specimen). Labium with a slight fold and slight!}'^ re-

flected. Labrum thin and not effuse. Mouth one-half the width

of the body whorL
Dimensions: length 0*5? of an inch, width of body whorl 02

of an inch, width of mouth 0"2 of an inch.

Position and locality: roof of Danville coal.

5. L. nodosa^ n. s. Shell robust, elongated.^ Whorls numer-

ous, flattened, and exhibiting rudimentary nodes. Mouth and

body whorl equal. Pillar lip smooth.
Dimensions: length I'OO? inch, width of body whorl 040 of

an inch.

Position : in the unproductive shales between the upper and

lower coal series of the Appalachian coal measures.

Locality: Summit, Columbiana Co., Ohio. ^
6. L. tejnn-carinata. Shell slender, elongated. Whorls Oi^

very slightly rounded, a hair-like carina at the sutures. Apex,

(wanting). Body whorl not inflated. Pillar lip smooth.

Dimensions : length 0*50 ? of an inch, width of body whorl '\)t

of an inch.

Position and locality as above. ,

7. L. minuta, n. s. Shell small, slender. Whorls 6,
smootii,

gently rounded, body whorl more than one-half the total leng
J

of the shell, apex minute, suture well defined, columella smootn

and gently curving outwards to meet the labrum. Mouth one-

half the length of the body whorl. .^
Dimensions : length 0-2 of an inch

;
width of body whorl U U^

of an inch.

Position and locality: in the roof of Danville coal and upp^^

shales of Sangamon Co., 111.

AcRocLxrA (Phillips),-!. .1. trigonalis, n. s.
^
Shell pleated.

W horls scarcely two. Beak incurved, sinistrally inclined. do^I

yhorl rapidly enlarging, inflated. Surface covered by roug^

imbricated lines of growth, which proceeding from the ^^^^'
curve first downwards and then upwards, crossing_ on the a

sum and giving there almost the appearance of a carina. ^^^

subtrigonal.

V
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Dimensions : beiglit 0-7 of an incl], width of body \yLorl 0*5
of an inch.

Geological position : in a thin band of argillaceous limestone
twenty feet below the Danville coal seam.
LocaHtj: Danville, III.

2. A, ovalis. n. s. Shell galeated. "Volutions two and one-
naif, contiguous, the last Avhorl greatlj inflated. Spire delicate,
depressed.- Surface smooth, mouth oval.
Height 010 of an inch, width of body whorl 15 of an inch.
In Archimedes beds of mountain limestone.
tnion Co., Ill

Xatica (Lamarck).

—

K Magister^ n. s. Shell very robust,
ventricose, short. Whorls 3, the apicial small, body wborl rap-
wly increasing, inflated, extended below. The suture is well
Qetined. The body whorl exhibits a strong prominent ridge,
equal in width to one-fourth of the body whorl. Surflice orna-
D^ented with coarse striae which gently curve upon the dorsum,
and mounting over the ridge converge at the suture. Pillar lip
^nd umbilicus in the specimen covered with the matrix. La-
wum thick. The surface is of cinnamon color and polished.
^eight 1-00 inch, width of body whorl 1-20 of an inch.
bocality and position as the preceding. Near Macanda, III,

IfiCTEx (Muhler).

—

P. carhon(ferus, n. s. Shell sub-orbicular.
•Uinge-line straight, auricled. Anterior auricle equal to the ante-
^or width of the shell. Posterior auricle wanting in the spcci-
^sn, ^-hat portion is left is rugose. Eight valve: beak acute,
oppressed to the hingedinc, polished, l^isk rounded, surilice

parked by 15 acute ribs, which are ornamented with three series
^i j^narp and more than semicircular scollops, of which the fn-st

and more robust series are at the ventral margin, the second is

not tar removed, the distance of the third and lightest series is

jrom the second double that of the second from the first. Um-
one and apex smooth and polished.
Lenph 015 of an inch, height 0-35 of an inch.

geological position : in the upper shales of the coal measures,
^^ brooked Creek, Marion Co., 111.

Leda (Schumackcr).—1. L. helUstriata, n. s. Shell twice as

^g as wide, equivalve, inflated at the urabones. Beaks ante-
lor to the middle of the shell, sharp incurved, appressed, pomt-

,?g towards the posterior extremity. Margins smooth. Ilinge-
'ne curved, armed with twenty-five teeth, about five of them

|fe clustered under the beak, and weaker than their fellows,

^scutcheon long, deep and narrow. Surface marked by numer-
^s sharp longitudinal stride, strong on the disk but fiidmg before

^J reach the escutcheon and posterior extremity of the shelL
gnterior extremity broadly rounded. Posterior produced, at>

^^ated and acutely rounded.
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Length 0'7 of an incli, Iieiglit 04 of an incli.

Geological positions ; in the roof of the Danville coal, a;

. unproductive shales; Summitj Columbiana Co., Ohio.

2. L. dens-mamillata^ n. s. Cast twice as long as wide. Beak
nearly equal to the anterior of the shell, obtuse, does not touch

the hinge-line, surrounded at its base with 7 distinct nodes with

corresponding pits—impressions of the pedal muscles. Hinge

ornamented with 25 mammillary teeth, slightly elevated and

surrounded by a faint ring. Teeth under the beak are feeble,

all are posterior. Anterior extremity slightly projecting beyond

the beaK and truncated. Posterior slightly produced, thin and

rounded. Shell inflated at the umbones.
Length 0'9 of an inch, height 0;5 of an inch.

Locality : Battle Creek, Mich.
Geological position : in ochreous shales belonging to the coal

measures of Michigan, as is supposed, although found farther

west than these are generally thought to extend. It is associated

with an Orthoceras, Nautilus and Bellerophon Urii, -which la

evidently carboniferous, and the following fossils.

8. X. nuculce/ormis^ n. s. Shell inflated at the umbones, nearly

twice as long as wide. Beak at the anterior third appressed to

the hinge-line. Anterior and posterior extremities nearly equally

rounded. Posterior slightly produced and attenuated. Hin^e-

line curved, with 25 teeth posterior and 5 anterior. Under the

beak the teeth are feeble and more robust proceeding backfrards,

the last 10 are large, sharp, and set obliquely to the hinge margm.

Length 1"4 inch, height 0*6 of an inch.

Battle Creek, Mich.
4. L. paridorceformis^ n. s. Shell (cast) flat but moderately in-

flated at the umbones. Beaks near the middle of the shell, wide

at the umbones. Anterior extremity broadly rounded. Poste-

rior much produced, attenuated and rostrated. In the cast a

strong ridge is seen, descending from the beak and curving wuQ

the hinge-linej reaches the posterior extremity. Another strong

ridge descends from the beak more abruptly to near the vei^|^^

margin and then proceeds parallel to the former ridge, until lost

in the rostrated extremity, leaving a wide deep; fossa between

them. Shell exhibits on the surface strong longitudinal hnes oi

growth, arranged in triple series. Cast resembles the r'^"*^??'

and hence the specific name. Teeth scarcely visible, probaDij

10 anterior, 20 posterior, long and slender.

Battle Creek, Michigan.

KucuLA (Lamarck).—JV. IToughtoni, n. s. Shell equivalje,

longer than wide. Beaks obtuse, not incurved. ^"^^^^'^^
gt

tremity truncate. Posterior acute. Surface smooth, ^-"^p^^.
shows pedal muscular impressions at the base of the beak.^ i^^^

:ular impression strong, elevated, semiciromus
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Jar, situate at tLe posterior extremity of the Linge-line. Ante-
rior adductor scar fainter and smaller. Hinge-line armed with
9 robust triangular teeth, hollowed at the base and strengthened
by strong lateral ridges. Teeth pointing towards the beak, and
rising in an arched form from the hinge-line: the inner 3 bein^
Ui of - - -

-

lot an inch high, while the outer are only 0*5 of an inch.
Length 0-7 of an inch : height 04 of an inch.
Battle Creek, Mich.

Chonetes (Fischer).— C: Michiganensis, n. s. Shell small, in-
(?quivalve. Cardinal area formed at the equal expense of both

l^^-
^^eceiving valve with the disk highly and regularly

arched. Hinge-line straight, not equal to the width of the shell,

f^ars rounded, thin. Ventral margin regularly rounded. Sur-
lace ornamented with numerous delicate ridges, which are alter-
iiately more robust, arising at the beak, increasing in number as
taey cross the disk, and ou reaching the ventral margin amount-

3-4

the

Wg to 80-90, and minutely punctate. Seven slender spines are
.seen on each side of the beak, on the hinge-line, of which the
^nner 3 are grouped together and point towards the beak, the
on Pr 5 ,4 „^..-..i . , farther apart and point more ob-

- ^ ight angles to the margin. The
«er spine is only to be seen in mature specimens—spines more
onspicuous on the casts. Interior of receiving valve is deeply
oilowed._ A strong septum extends from the beak to the ven-

^rai margin. The punctate striae are more distinct than on the
exterior surface. Two conspicuous lateral teeth on each side of

•• ^eltidium project inwards and downwards. One arises from
e outer the other from the inner edge of the cardinal area.

^Qe cast of this valve exhibits a deep fissure caused by the
eptum with the impression of the punctate strise strongly and
egularly impressed upon the margin. Entering valve slightly
^^ncave. Hinge-line straight, not equal to the width of the
^^^^J- Beak slightly projecting, ornamented with numerous

a s^if
^ striae, similar to the opposite valve. Interior exhibits

snaJio;v sinus, beginning at the beak and increasing in width

.^^ approaches the ventral margin, well defined by a sharp

stK
°" ^^t^er side, and bearing within it 8-10 filiform punctate

^J^\ " vventy rows of robust, short, tubular spines on either

mk ^^ ^^ ^^^ reach the margin by the space of 0-05 of an
en, which space is marked by 80-90 fine, regular stri». Im-

^ ssions of tubes and strite best seen on the cast,

i^ength 0-5 of an inch ; height 0-4 of an inch.» Creek, Mich.
^^ , n .

J,

-^^is 18 one of the most beautiful of the Chonetes family, and
^^ily distinguished from all other species by the rounded

^.^, the
^^^a to be inly
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Chitox (Liniirens).-—1. C. carhonarius, n. s. Anterior valve

semicircular, broadly rounded in front, arched. Middle valve

subquadrate, elevated into a well defined ridge on the dorsum

ending posteriorly in an acute apex and overlapping tlie suc-

ceeding valve. Posterior valve rounded behind, the margin

strengthened by an elevated carina of a horse-shoe ehape and

extending in front two-thirds of the length of the valve. The

dorsum is elevated, somewhat conical, a ridge extending from

the anterior edo'c to the middle and ending- in an acute apex

From the apex the. valve slopes regularly to the margin. The

last seven valves have on either side of the ridge and projectin rr

o

anteriorly from the lateral areas an accessory plate, which whea

detached is smooth, thin posteriorly, wide and round in front,

where it is attached to the preceding valve. The surface of all

of the valves is ornamented with fine granulations arranged in

rows parallel to the margin, causing the suspicion that the living

animal was spinous or hispid.

Plates, length O'o—0"8 of an inch; shell 4—6 inches.

Modern Chitons, as is well known, have apophyses on the

front, lateral margins which strengthen the attachment of the

valves. The C. carbonorius has accessory plates which are firnil/

attached (anchylosed?) to the posterior plates by their acute ex-

tremities, but loosely attached by their rounded extremities to

the anterior valves.

In the roof of the Danville coal.

2, C. parvus^ n, s. Anterior valve semicircular conical. ^P^^
.pointing posteriorly, slo[)ing regularly to the margin. Mulclie

valves acutely subrhomboidal, scooped in front, sharp belnnot

dorsum elevated, terminating posteriorly in an acute apex, xos-

terior valve semicircular behind, abrupl; in front, rising into an

acute ridge, extending to the middle of the valve, terminating ^|i

an acute apex, from which the valve slopes to the margin, wnic i

is thickened and turned up. Accessory plates more t)roacUy

rounded than in the preceding species. Surface under, the glass,

is minutely granulated.
Length: plates, O'l of an inch: shell 1-2 inches.

Archirnides limestone, Bergen Hill, Ind.

Aj)pendix.

AvicULA (Klein).—1. A. orliculus, n. s. Slicll circular, M-
tened, thin, attenuated at tlie margins. Ilingc-linc straigj^t, 'J^^

half the width of tlio shell. Auricles small, corrugated, beai^

small, scarcely prominent, surface smooth.
Dimensions: height 0-75 of an indi. Width, ditto.

^
Position: in tlio calcareons shales, between the "PP!,^,^^^.

lower coal series of the Appalachian system, at Summit, Colun

biana Co., Ohio. In the upper black shales at Springfield, li'-
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2. A. triplistnata, n. s. Shell small, inequilateral, hinge line
straight, and sloping posferiorlv. Anterior'auricle the largest,
bordered by an elevated ridge, umbones moderate, beaks hidden.
Anterior portion of the suriace ornamented with 30 crenulated
striie for the most part arranged in triple series. The posterior
portion has 12 crenulated striae, which are stronger than those
01 fhe anterior portion.
Dimensions: height 0-5 of an inch; width, ditto.
rosition and locality: in calcareous shales at Summit Station,

Ulumbiana Co., Ohio.

PosiDoxoMYA (Bronn).—P. striata, n. s. Shell small, subdis-

Tlf -n"^^"^^"^'"®
straight, nearly equal to the width of the

snelJ Beak? obscure, surface ornamented with 15 strong striie,

omous be-

numerous
concentrical lines parallel to the margin,
wmensions

: height, 0-4 of an inch ; width, ditto,
-t^osition and locality same as the preceding.

• ^^^yi^LA (Defrance).— (9^. Auricula, n. s. Shell elongated,
ated, almost cylindrical, apex appressed to the hinge-line, near

e anterior extremity which is rounded and earless. Posterior
xtremitv prolonged, curved, acute

;
posterior ear winged, reach-

ing one half the width of the shell ; hinge-line straight. Surface

V °°"^f s^ve at the anterior extremitv, where a few incremental
^i"es are visible.

iJimensions: length, -75 of an inch ; height 0-20; length of
^inge-lme witli ear, 0-45 of an inch.
/^osition and locality : in the roof of Danville coal, Danville, 111.

^orth EgremoQt, Mass., Dec. 10, 1857.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY A^TD PHYSICS.

terj^- f'^'''^^^*
o« indices of refraction.—Jamin has undertaken to de-

^ ^
'ne the refracting power of water when compressed or when reduced

^i!ilvT\
'^^^ experiments were executed by means of the author's very

Coinm ''ll,^P'^'"'^^us for interferences described in the 42d volume of the

tube
^^ '^'"^- ^'^i« water extinn'ned was enclosed in Uvo parallel

pres
^"'^ *^*' ^^^^'^^ ^^'^^ ^Pen while the other was subject to variable

njenT"T-
^^^ ^^'^''^ change of pressure the fringes underwent a displace-

pow
•'

^'''^^ measured and ivom which tlie variations in the refracting

tlie T
*^' ^^^

^'*i"i^^ could be calculated. To avoid the error arising from

ply "^l^fse in the length of the compressed column, the two tubes were

tjig
j**'^' 'nto a trouivU full of water, so that the interfering rays traversed

^"gdi of the tubes and the spaces separating their extremities from

^"^OSO SERIES, VOL, XXV, NO. 74.—MARCH, IM*
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the sides of the trough. If one of the tubes changes its length hj a

small quantity, the external space diminishes by the same quantity and

thus the effect of the dilatation is sensibly destroyed. The author finds

that with this apparatus one millimetre of pressure, more or less, produces

-an interval of y^^ of a fringe which is easily observed : for an entire at-

mosphere there is a displacement of 28 fringes. The sensibility of the

apparatus could be still more increased by giving the tubes a greater

length than that of one meter which was employed. The author found

that in all his experiments, the difference of path produced by pressure

"Was sensihly proportional to the pressure, so that if we calculate the com-

pressibility of water from the optical experiments, we find the coeflBcient

to be 0-0000500 for common distilled water and O'OOOOoll for water

depi'ived of air. According to the direct measures of Grassi this coeffi-

cient is 0'0000504. Jamin has also measured with the same instrument

the index of lefiaction for the vapor of water. Two tubes were employed

4 meters in length r one of these was filled with perfectly dry air; the

other with air charged ^tith a known proportion of the vapor of water.

Tlie diffei'ence in tJie refractive powers could then be observed by the

change produced in the fringes. There was generally a difference of 8

fringes between dry and saturated air. More than fifty measurements

made under very different circumstances of temperature, pressure, and

hygrometric condition, agreed in assigning to the refractive power of

vapor at 0° and 160^^ the value 0-00052L The author finds farther

that the diminution in the index of refraction of air by saturation with

vapor would only affect the seventh decimal of the nunber 1'000292 » .

.

found for tliat index, and that consequently in astronomical refractions it

is useless to trouble oneself about the vapor of water.— Coniptes Mendus^

ilv, 892.

2. On the density of the vapors of certain bodies.—Deville and Troost

have communicated to the Academy of Sciences a memoir on the densi-

ties of the vapors of certain cblorids which possesses great ^^^^'j^l'

The authors employed in their experiments a new and ingenious niethoa

"which appears in point of accuracy and convenience to leave little to L)e

desired. The principle of this method consists in plunging the bal oo||

containing the substance into the vapor of some other substance whicn

boils at a high temperature without decomposition. In this manner no

thermometer is necessary. Tlie authors employ for this purpose ^"'P""

nnd mercurr, tlie former boiling according; to Dumas at 440"" C, and tie

latter at 350^ The apparatus used consists of a mercury bottle cut on

near the neck so as to form a cylinder closed at the bottom. In {'*^ '"^
rior there are two diaphragms pierced with holes, which serve t*-y'^'^

!^^'

balloon at a height of G or 8 centimetres above the bottom of the botti^

To cut off the furnace iK-at from the vapor cyHndrical Jamiru-e are phic

parallel to the sides of the bottle. The upper part is closed ^J."?^^"!^g
a plate of cast-iion provided with two holes, through one of which pas^^

the narrow neck of the balloon, and through the other the stem ot^

^^
air thermometer which need not be graduated and which serves <^"v

,

indicate the constancy of the temperature. The authors subequ^"
)^

omitted the thermometer as unnecessary. An iron tube is ^^^'''^
j,

the upper part of the bottle to carry off the vapor of the mercury or

^^^
phur fur condensation ; one kilogram of sulphur and one or two k
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irams of mercury are usually employed. In this manner the following
densities were determined. Sesquichlorid of aluminum in the vapor of
mercury 9-35; in the vapor of sulphur 934: the calculated density (Ala
U3r=2 vols.) is 9'31. The density o^ sesquichlorid o^ iron was found to
oe 11'39; the calculated density (Fes Cl3=2 vols.) is 11-25. Protochlo-
nd of mercury gave a density of 8-2 1=4 vols.: Mitscherlich found 8'35.
liie density of the sesquichlorid of zirconium was found to be 8' 15 which
leads to the formula Zr Cl2=2 vols, for this chlorid. The authors propose
to employ the vapor of zinc instead oi that of sulpliur or ofmcircmy, and
to use porcelain balloons which can be sealed up by the oxhydrogen blow-
P'pe.^ Chemists will anxiously await the result of these experiments which
proDu'se to be of great theoretic \&\nQ.— Comptes Rendus, xlv, 821.

3. Memoir on the egnivalents of the elements.—Dumas has presented
to the Academy of Sciences a very interesting paper upon the equivalents
of the elements which not merely contains several re-dcterraiuations of
the equivalents themselves, but points out leraarkable numerical relations

Ofetweyn t!ie atomic weights of bodies belonging to the same natural
group. The author gives the following as the results of his numerical
determinations

:

Silver, 108 Fluorine, 19 Tungsten, 92
Chlorine, 35'5 Selenium, 40 Manganese, 26
Bromine, 80 Tin, 59 Boron, 11

Iodine, 127 Molybdenum, 48 Silicon, 21.

Sulphur, 16
Tne equivalent of silver was calculated from Marignac's analyses by tali-

^Dg nitrogen — 14 and oxygen= 8. To determine tfie exact number for

<5h onue the author heated weighed quantities of silver in a current of
«hIonne gas, maintaining the temperature until the resulting chlorid was
completely fused. This very beautiful metho<:l requires but three weigh-
'"gs and leads precisely to the number 35-5. The equivalents of bromine
^"a lofliue were determined by heating weighed quautides of bromid
awd lodid of silver in a current of chlorine and fusing the resulting cMo~
"a. These numbers agree with those found by Marignac. The equiya-
lent of fluorine was determined by the analysis of a very pure native

«"or spar as well as by that of crystallized fluorids of sodium and potas-
sium The number 16 for sulphur was verified by burning a knowa
^eight of silver in a current of the vapor of sulphur. Direct experi-

jnents on the formation of chlorid of selenium gave the number 40 for

J"e equivalent of that element: the author thinks that the difference be-

^een his residt and that of Berzelius is due to the fact that he «as able

employ a purer selenium. The equivalent of tin was fouud by the

^ethod of Berzelius, that is to say, 'by heating the bichiorid vvJth nitric-

:'"^ and iguitinff the resulting stannic acid. The acid ignited in a mat-

to

Sf hard glass gave precist>ly the equivalent found by Berzelius, viz.,

a!,
'

o"^
^" %»'tion in a platinum crucible the oxyd la-^es traces of water

y^ fter this correction tU equivalent becomes 59. Ihe equivalent of

J
7Uienum was determined by k^nt\ug molybdic acid m a currentof

2?'-ogen and was found to be 48. [This result differs by two enUre

"I"ts from that of Svanberg and Struve who found 45-92, and from that

Berlin who found 45-&8 —w. c] The eq,uivaleut of tungstea was.
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determined in a similar manner. [The author's result in this case agrees

with those of Schneider and Marchand.] In the case of manganese the

number 26 was found by igniting an artificial binoxjd in a current of

hydrogen so as to reduce it to protoxyd, [Dumas' equivalent for man-

ganese differs so greatly from that of Berzelius, 2V-6, as to make further

researches desirable.—\v. a.] The number 11 for boron is calculated

from recent analyses of the chlorid by Deville : that of silicon was de-

termined by analyses of the chlorid and found to be between 21 and

21*2. The author found it however impossible to remove from the chlo-

rid traces of chloroxycarbonic acid which it holds in solution, and the

presence of which is easily shown by agitating the chlorid wuth water

when carbonic acid gas is disengaged.

The author is still engaged "vvith the subject of a revision of the equiv-

alents and the publication of his results—which cannot be looked for till

the close of the present year (1858)—will be awaited by chemists with

special interest.

In order to exhibit the numerical relations beiw^eon the equivalents of

the different elements the author, after referring to the previous inve.'^tiga-

tions of Prof. Cooke, takes up in the first place the examination of cer-

tain groups and series presented by organic chemistry. If w^e consider

the homologous series C^Hs, C4H6, CeH?, &c., we remark at once that

there is a common point of departure for and a common difference be-

tween the equivalents of the successive terms. The formula a-\-nd rep-

resents the generation of all these radicals, a being the equivalent of the

first, and d the difference between the first and second term. The author

remarks that if we did not know the law of progression we might easily

be led to think that the ratio between the numbers 141 and 281, 127

and 253, 113 and 225, is the simple ratio of 1 : 2, especially as chemis-

try can hardly decide with absolute certainty whether an element has,

for example, the equivalent 225 or 226. The formula deduced from tho

simple progression above mentioned would not account for the generation

of the elements as Prof. Cooke supposed. But the organic radicals are

not always produced by addition but sometimes by substitution as we see

in the comnound ammoniums. We mav have for instance the following
1

ammoniums

a a-\~d a+2d a+ 3t/ a-{-id

a+d' a-j-^-j-i' a4-2^+^' a+3^+i
a+2d' a4-d^2d' a+2^+2rf

a+3i' a+d+3d
^d+d'+d''4-d f/f

^here a represents ammonia NH4, and d, d\ &c. represent the equivalent

of ])jcJrocarboiis of the series Cnlln.
.

, ^
In the next place there are certain radicals in organic chcraistryjvne

the fundamental molecule itself chancres as well as the bodies ««"*^^_

or substituted in it. Thus tin and ethyl form six molecular gi-oiips pos-

ffanic radicals. If we represent tm DJorgamc
and ethyl by d' we have for the six species of stannetbyl the formulas

a-^d' 2a+d' 4a^d'

ia4-od
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[m-^nd') being the general formula. With these premises the author
proceeds to compare the equivalents of the elements. The elements F,
CI, Br, I, do not form a single progression. The relation between their
equivalents is however exhibited by the scheme a, a-f-i, a-^2d-\-d\
2a^2d-\-2d', or in numbers,

Fluorine, - - - 19

Chlorine, .... 19-}-16-5=:35-5

Bromine, - - . 1 9 -f33+28= 80
Iodine, ... - 38-|-33-f-56=:127.

"^^'^^gsn, phosphorus, arsenic, antimony and bismuth form another natu-

^1 ^roup, and for their equivalents we have the scheme, a, a-\-d, a-\-d
•fi

, ai-d-{.2d\ and a-\-d-{-id', or in numbers,

Nitrogen, - ... 14

.Phosphorus, . - - 14+ 17=31
Arsenic, . . - 14+17+44=75
Antimony, - - - 14+ 17+88= 119

Bismuth, . - - 14+17+ 176=207.
Ine author gives similar series for carbon, boron, silicon, and zirconium,
** well as for tin, titanium and tantalum, which we omit. For oxygen,
^u'phur, selenium, and tellurium we have either of the series a, 2a, 5a,
8a, or a, a^d, a-[-4c?, a-\-7d. Analogy points out the latter as prefera-
We, and we have in numbers,

Oxygen, _ . . 8

Sulphur, ... - 8+8=16
Selenium, - - - 8+32=40
Tellurium, - - - 8+56=64.

A MmmoQ ditFereuce of 8 also connects Mg, Ca, Si, Ba, Pb ;
thus we

Magnesium, - - - 12

Calcium, - . - - 12+8=20
Strontium, . - - 12+32=44
Barium, ... - 12+56=68
Lead, - - - - 24+80=104.

Jithiuin, sodium and potassium belong to a similar series with a common
diff,erence of 16.

Lithium, ... 7

Sodium, - - - - 7+16=23
. Potassium, - - - 7+32=39.

i°!>J^enum, tungsten, chromium, and vanadium form a similar series of

"'cn the common ditlerence is 22, the progression being 26, 48, 70, 92.

?« author considers his results as favorable to the idea of Dr. 1 rout,

JO supposed the equivalents of all the elements multiplesby a vvhole

111 'I
""^ ^^'""^ of hydrogen. In the case, however, of ch onne and per-

aE'^.r""^ «ther elements the unit of reference is less than the eqmv-

£ '^ ''^'^J'-^gen «»^1 i« pvobably 0-5. la all the series the first mon,ber

j;term,ne.s the chenncal Sharacti of all the other_ terms These cons.d-

^y, the author remarks, will have more weight when he presents

I
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exliibits the connection between the physical properties of the elements

and the position which each occupies in the series of which it forms a

member.— Comj^tes Rendus^ xlv, 70&, Nov.^ 185Y.

4. Oil new compounds of silicon,—Buff and Wohler have continued

then- investigation of the compounds of silicon with chlorine, &c., and

have arrived at many interesting results. When crystalline silicon is

heated below redness in a current of chlorhydric acid, a volatile liquid is

formed which appears to be a mixture of various compounds. On distil-

lation this liquid usually begins to boil at 28^^ or 30"^ C; the temperature

rises, however, rapidly to 40^-43°, when the greater portion of the liquid

passes over. The boiling point finally rises to over 60^, and in one case

even to 92°.

The new chlorid is a colorless mobile liquid of a penetrating smell,

fuming strongly in the air and covering everything around with a white

deposit. Its boiling point is 42° C, and its density l'6o : these numbers

however are only approximately accurate. The liquid is a non-conductor

of electricity ; its vapor is as inflammable as that of ether, and it burns

with a faintly luminous greenish flame, giving off silica and chlorhydnc

acid. The vapor of the chlorid explodes with oxygen very violently: the

residual gas is fuming and consists of the ordinary chlorid and chlorhy-

dric acid, so that half the silicon is oxydized to silicic acid. AA'hen the

vapor of the new chlorid is conducted through a narrow glass tube

heated to redness, it is very easily decomposed, giving a brown fi'r^\^*

amorphous silicon. Fused aluminum also decomposed the chlorid with

great ease, hydrogen being set free, chlorid of aluminum formed and sili-

con deposited. AVater decomposes the chlorid immediately into muriatic

acid and a white oxyd which differs greatly from silica in not^ being

gelatinous. The author^s analyses lead directly to the formula Si^Cls-f-

2HC1, so that the new substance is not properly a chlorid of silicon as

at first supposed. , -

A corresponding bromine compound maybe prepared in a precise y

similar manner, and is a colorless fuming liquid. The iodine compound

Si2l3+ 2Hr is a dark red brittle mass which fumes in the air, becoming

at first cinnabar-rad and finally snow-white. It melts easily and beconies

crystalline on cooling; it maybe distilled without decomposition.
1>^'

sulphid of carbon dissolves it in large quantity with a blood-red color,

from this solution it crystallizes on concentration.
'

.

The hydrated sesquioxyd Si203+2HO is a snow-white
^^^J'jP^J!^^

body
: it is very light and voluminous and floats upon water. Alkali

and their carbonates, and even ammonia, dissolve it with strong ettcne

cence of escaping hydrogen to silicates. Acids in general exert no nctio ,

but fluohydric acid dissolves it with evolution of hydrogen. '^^l^^^J^'
.;\,may be heated to 300^ without losing its water or otherwise changing-

When more strongly heated, it ignites and glows with a phosphore^c

light, while hvdrogen is given off and burns with explosion. ^
,

When heated in oxvgen it burns brilliantly. When heated ^"
^.[^^{j

H^gives off a gas which fumes in the air but does not inflame,
^"J.^M^^^.

appears to be a mixture of spontaneously inflammable siliciuret ot nj
^

gen and hydrogen. The hydrate is slightly soluble in water ana
^^^^

powerful reducing agent, reducing selenious and tellurous and even ^

ient
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phurous and hypermanganic acids. The authors have made several ob-
servations which render it probable that there is a lower chlorid than that
already described, and consequently also a lower oxyd. In one case an
oxyd was obtained which appeared to have the foVmuIa Si304-f 3II0.
When amorphous silicon is used instead of the crystalline in the prepa-
ration of the chlorid scarcely any liquid chlorid is obtained, but only a
gas which on condensation in water gives an oxyd containing 52'75 per
cent of silicon, and which burned mo're brilliantly than any other. This
percentage is nearly 2 p. c. higher than that in the hydrated sesquioxyd.
^he authors further remarked in one case the existence of a chlorid
^aich when mixed with air exploded on gentle heating. Chemists will
^ait the final results of tliis important investigation with especial interest.

Ann. der Chemie und Pharmacie, civ, 94.
5. ^€w Researches on Boron.—Wohleb and Dkville have communi-

cated to the Academy many additional facts of interest in relation to the
chemical history of boron. To obtain amorphous boron the authors mix
100 grams of fused and coarsely powdered boric acid with (iO grams of
^^5^' ^"^/^nd project the mixture into, a red-hot cast-iron crucible. The
^uole is then covered with 40 or 50 grams of fused common sal

l^e crucible closed. After the reaction, the fused mass is stirred wi

jl'on rod, and the fused mass poured into wv^ter acidulated with chlorhy-
^nc acid and contained in a deep vessel. On filtering, the boron remains
^n the filter and is to be washed first with acidulated and then with pure
^ater. The boron may now be dried upon a brick at ordinary tempera-
^fe, as it uiight otherwise tate fire and burn rapidly. Amor]»hous boron

Y ^^ transformed into crystalline boron by lining a crucible with it

J^J putting in a piece of ahiminum. At a high temperature the ahimi-

H"^ becomes charged wnth boron from which it is easily separated by
^cids.

^
Iq this experiment the boron which has not undergone the trans-

^J^mation is found to have become wJjite, and to have absorbed nitrogen
^ii(^a has passed through the walls of the crucible. Boron heated in a

^vT-?"t
^f ^nimonia appeared to take fire, nitruret oF boron being formed

"lie hydrogen is set free. This nitruret when treated with caustic pot-

^« disengages torrents of ai^imonia. Boron heated in a current of nitro-

alt and

ith an

p.^ forms the same white infusible compound, and a similar result is ob-

Jned wdien a mixture of charcoal and boric acid is heated In a current

Jitrogen or of ammonia. From all this it appears that it is impossible

«m boron in ordinary crucibles or furuaoes without the formation of a
truret. The only mode of overcoming the difiiculty consists in sur-

unaing the crucible containing the boron with a mixture of rutile and
^^^n, in which case the nitrogen is absorbed by the free titanium.

^

At a red heat amorphous boron decomposes the vapor of water, bone

r>ol f\"^
^y<1»'ogeu being formed. Sulphid of hydrogen is al^ decom-

;J:7
^7 l)oron with disenirarrement ot hydrogen and formation of a sul-

^"^^- Chlorhydric and bi-omhydric acids are decomposed under the same

;
"l^utnstanctes. The chlorid thus formed is that already well known, but

,f^«.fudthe bromidare not erases, as heretofore supposed, but volatile

If'^h the chlorid boiling at 17^ C, and the bromid at 90^ C Their

Wdeasities correspond to 4 volumes. There is also an oxychlond, au

-.X^^^oiicl, an oxviodid and an oxyfluorid, which however are not de^

•"^C^ed m the uotiJe before us.
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Amorplioiis boron reduces tlie clilorids of mercury, lead, and silver, at

a high temperature with production of chlorid of boron. Galena is re-

duced iu a similar manner, metallic lead being set fveQ and a sulphid of

boron formed; In conclusion the authors direct attention to the fact that

iiitroo;en, hitherto considered a passive and ineit substance, may under "cer-

tain circumstances become an active agent. They announce the discovery

of a sim[>le mode of preparing the nitruret of silicon which will form ihe

subject of another memoir.— Comptes Rendus^ xlv, 888. w. g,

6. Oil the Magnetic Induction of Crystals ; by Professor Julu'S

pLircKRR of Bonn, For. Memb. R. S., Hon. M.R.L, &c. (Proc. Roy. Soc.

in PhiL Mag., voK xir, p. 477).—The author commences by referring to

his discovery of the peculiar action of magnets on crystalline bodies, .and

to the researches to which he was thereby led.

form in which he enunciated the law regulating the action of a magnet

on a uniaxal crystal—that the optic axis is attracted or repelled by the

poles of the magnet—he disclaims any intention of assigning a physical

cause to the phenomenon, or doing anything more than expressing the

results of observation, which are as if such a force existed. In the case

of crystals of a more complicated character, he was led, in the first in-

stance, to assume the existence of two magnetic axes, possessing a similar

character as to attraction and repulsion with the one axis of optically

imiaxal crystals. But finding that the proposed law did not hold wbeQ

the crystal was examined in all directions, and not solely along pecunar

axes, he abandoned, nearly two years ago, a hypothesis respecting wlucn

serious doubts bad arisen long before. For the hypothesis of one or two

axes acted upon by the magnet^ he substituted another similar hypothesis.

In the case of uniaxal crystals he now conceived an ellipsoid ot revolu-

tion, consisting of an amor])hous paramagnetic or diamagnetic substance,

and having within the crystal its principal axis coincident with the pnn'

cipal crystallographic axis. It is easy to verify that both crystal and

ellipsoid, the poles of the magnet not being too near each other, \viil be

directed between them in exactly the same waj. In the generahzatioti,

an ellipsoid with three unequal axes, having a determinate direction in

the crystal, must be substituted for the ellipsoid of revolution. In tins

hypothesis too, two '' magnetic axes" are met with, that i^j,^^^-^''^^"^^]^

the new definition, directions w^hich possess, in common with ^h^ ^^"|^,

crystallographic axis of uniaxal crystals, the property that if ^\^p.
^

.
be suspended so that either of these axes is vertical, and the body^ is

liberty to turn freely round it, no extraordinary magnetic action is e
-

hibited, but the crystal behaves like an amorphous substance.
^ .^

According to observation, a ci'vstal under favorable circumstance^

directed in the same way as the "smallest of its fragments. ^'^^^^'^
.^^

cording to the new hypothesis, each of its particles may be ^^S^^^^^^^^^^

acted on like an amorphous ellipsoid. But such an amorphous nioiec

^^
<n!ipsoid, when influenced by a magnetic pole at a finite distance, -vvi

^^
directed like an ellipsoid of finite dimensions under the "^('"^'"/^

^ije

-'nfinitely distant pole. Here Poisson's theory presented itselt tor^

^^
verification of the hypothetical conclusions and their w^^^T^^^tjiid.
^v'hich the author had been led by considerations of a ^'S*^*'*^"

^iD^
This verification had the most complete success. But l»^/^^^ P5^\!^^^
to it, it was found necessarv to confirm Poisson's theory itself (or

1
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the results following from it), Tvith respect to an ellipsoid of finite dimen^
sjons influenced by an infinitely distant pole. By means of a beautiful
theorem lately published by Professor Beer, by which the re^sults relatiri
to the influenced ellipsoid are simply and elegantly expressed by means
01 an auxihary ellipsoid, the author was enabled to deduce imnuHliately
i^e analytical expressions. These were after\vards compared with ex-
periment, by observations made on two carefully worked ellipsoids of soft
^fon executed hy M. Fessel of Cologne.

1 lie results thus obtained from theory, and verified by experiment,M reference to an amorphous ellipsoid, were compared with the results
ained from the observation of crystals, and manifested a complete

cf!'!T^.^^'
According to this theory, the magnetic induction within a

J^tal IS, like the elasticity of the luminiferuus ether, determined by

ont'^"^]^^!
^^^- ^^^^l^^^^y ellipsoid. As there are three rectangular axes of

P caJ elasticity, so there are three principal axes of magnetic induction,

^'^^ r^^^ ^y *^^ property that if a crystal be suspended along any

K ^ ^ ^^^' ^^^^ others set, one axially, and the other equatorially.

an] 1
^ ^^^ ^^^'"^ ^P^^'^ ^^^^' situated in the plane of the axes of greatest

^ast elasticity, so there are two mairnetic axes, characterized by the
property already mentioned.

!|^^"^ crystals, the author selected for special examination red ferro-
J'jnid of iron, sulphate of zinc, and formiate of copper. The first is

3j
'^'"^S^^tic, the second dianiagnetic, . and in both cases the principal

svrn
'^^gnetic induction are determined by the planes of crystalline

aad'^f*^'^'
"^-'^^ setting of elongated prisms, as well as of long cylinders

from u
'**'

^•^'^''^'^^^'s or circular plates, cut in various selected directions

cire ]•

*^''^*^^^^^' ^s described in detail. The use of both cylinders and

ject
P'^**^^' ^^^ ^^itli their axes in the same direction, obviated any ob-

sinc'°°
^^'^^^ might bo raised attributing the setting to the external form,

^ouW
^^ ^'^^- ^ ^^^^ *^"^ *^ ^^^^ ^'-"'™' ^ <^y^^°<i^'' ^^^ ^ circular plate

p
®^t rrith their axes in rectangular directions.

PW^'^^t^^^
of copper differs from the former crystals in having but one

pal
^.? *^''istalline symmetry, and accordingly in having but one princi-

exist^^'^
^^ niagnetic induction determined by the crystalline form. The

men?'^^^
^^ ^^^'^^ principal magnetic axes, having the property already

two ^T-^f'
^^^ demonstrated experimentally, and the directions of those

by p^ .
"^'^^^ liot determined by the crystalline form, were ascertained

^J^experiniem^ In this crystal the axes of greatest and least induction,

the
'^"^^^"^"tly the maguetic axes, lie in the plane of symmetry ;

and

-Kcr.
^]^^^^^^ of two magnetic axes was demonstrated, and their positions

J
-ermjned.

fied according to

order of maffni-
their

'^^'^ ^' "^^^'^
> t^^e author gives a list of crystals, classi

tud. I'^'^f^agQetic or diamagnetic characters, and the _

He .1
^ "^ iW'-'goetic inductions in the direction of their principal axes.

I
a'so remarks that some crystals, of which instances are given, though

Drin,-^",°
according to their form to the biaxal class, have two of their

Li.t T.™''^'^^^^ic inductions so nearly equal that they cannot be distin-

lonl
''*'" n^agnetically uniaxal crystals; while others, though not be-

«qull^
*^^ tesseral system, have all their principal inductions so nearly

Y ''^at they cannot be distinguished from amorphous substances.

^^OND SEEIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 74.—MARCH, 1S58. .

35
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II. GEOLOGY

L Quarterly Joimml of The most
important memoir in this number is one by Dr. Falconer on the Specm
of Mastodon occurring fossil in Great Britain^ which is to be followed by

another on the species of EK^jjhant, Tiie author reviews the generic dis-

tinctions and nomenclature of t!ie Proboscidea in genera!, and then enters

iipon the fossil Mastodon of Great Britain. The number of existing spe-

cies of Proboscideans is but two, while of extinct species thirteen are

enumerated. Dr. Falconer subdivides both the genera, Elephas and Mas-

todon, according to the teeth, remarking, at the same time, that the two

groups graduate into one another in the forms of these parts. The two

subgenera of Mastodon are Tr'dophodon and Tetrahphodon, the first

having three ridges to the intermediate molars, the latter /o?;r. The sub-

genera of Elephas are Stegodon (approaching the T\[astodons most closely),

Loxodon and Euehphas. Of the extinct species, the Miocene has afforded

Trilophodon fapiroides (Europe), T. angusiidens (in '* immense abun-

dance" in France, Germany, Switzerland), T,pyrenaicus (Europe); Tel-

ralophodou longirostris (Eui'ope), Tet, latidens (Southern India), Tet.Pe-

rimensis (Southern and Western India), Tet. Sivalensis (India) ;
Siegodon

hifrons (India and Sewalik Hills), SJ O
odon planifrons (ibid); Euehphas Hu

Cliftli (— Mastodon latidens of Clift \\\ part, Southern India, Ava), o,

Lo.

cene have been found, the Trilophodon Borsoni (Europe, Southern India);

Tetralojykodon Arverncnsis (England and Europe) ; Stegodon insignis{see

above), Loxodon meridionalis (England and Europe), L, prisons (England

iind Lombardy); Euelephas ontiquns (England and Europe), E.No^<^^'

icus (Centraf India). Probably of the Pliocene, are the Trilophodon

Pandionis (Southern India), and the Tetralophodon Andium. To the

Postpliocene belong, Trilophodon Ohiotictts, Blnmb. (=r Mastodon gig?^"-

teus, North America), Eaelephas primigenius (Enrope, Asia and Nortn

Americn). The Trilophodon Hurnholdtii (Sontlt America), and Euelephas

Columbi of Mexico, Georgia and Alabama, (to which E, Jaclcsom, de-

scribed in Amer. J. Sei., 1838, xxxiv^ 363, is referred with a query^) are

regarded as probably PostpHocene.
'

, ..

The British species of Mastodon is the Tetralophodon Arvernens^s, it

occurs in \vhat is called the Older Pliocene " Red Crag," at Felix^tow ana

Sutton in Sntiulk, and in the Newer Pliocene ''Flnvio-marine^' or '^Main-

maliferous Orag" in vaiious localities near Norwich in Suffolk, and is as-

sociated with the remains of the Elephant, Loxodon ?neridionaliS. I -

Falconer discusses the age of these d*^po.^its and concludes that they ar^

^ahke pliocene, nnd agree with the great pliocene Fauna of Italy as^^'

Iiibited along the valleys of the Po and Arno, The mixed ^^"^^^^^^
,^

the lied Crag, including Mammalian remains of different strata ^^'^^^
j^,^

Eoceiie period upwards (whicii have led to the suspicion of an eai ^t^

age) are inferred to have been deposited in the reconstructed strata, ^^

^vithin tlie Pliocene period. "The Red Crag sea appears to have ^>''^j*^^^^j

a previously established and populated Pliocene land, and to have bui

the boues referable to various epochs in the same sea bottom.''
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This paper bj Dr. Falconer is preceded by tlie able anniversary address
Of the President Colonel J. E. Portlock—a review of various geological
papers published during the year preceding, and occupying 123 pages.
Following it, there is an article by Prof. T. H. Huxley, on a new Crusta- ^
ceaii of the Lias bone-bed at Aust Passage, which is macroural or ano-
inoural, probably the latter, and is named' 7Vo;?//ct- Iccvis. Also another
species from the Coal Measures at Medlock Park Bridge, named Pygo-
cephalus Cooperi^ wliich he regards as related to the Squiliidie.

2. Annual Report of the Omlogkol Survey of the Stale of Wistcomin^
for the year ending Dec. 31, ] 8o7 ; by Edward'Daniels, Geologist. 6-2

PP-, 8vo._ Madison, 1858.—This Annual Keport by Mr. Daniels, for 1857,
treats briefly of some Iron Ores of Wisconsin. 1st. The red argillaceous
or 'seed ore" of Dodge County, which is believed to belong to the same
age as the Clinton group, like the similar ore of Central New Yoik. The
bed IS generally ten to fifteen feet thick; it lies between a massive grey
iiinestone above, equivalent to the Niagara and Clinton groups and a soft

"|"e shale of the age of the Hudson river group. An analysis of the
ore by Dr. C. T. Jackson afforded peroxyd of iron T2-o0, lime 056, oxyd
^manganese 1-40, alumina 840, magnesia 0-64, silica T-75, water 8 75
-- 100. The same kind of ore occurs also at Hartford, Washington Co.,
fourteen miles southeast of Iron Ridge, where the bed is six to seven feet

*jj'ck
; and in the town of Depere, eighty miles north-northeast of Iron

^'Jge, six and a half feet tliick.

2nd. Magnetic and specular iron ores, in Azoic or crystallized rocks,
^hey occur at Black River Fulls, in chloritic and mic iceous schists, over
^0!*h in some parts of the region the Potsdam sandstone occurs, resting
nearly or quite horizontally ou the uptin-ned edges of these schists. The
^•e is conformable to the lamination of the schists and is sometimes
landed with quartz; the beds are six to forty feet wide, occurring in
^everal alternations, and are inexhaustible. They are related in character
to those of the Lake Superior region described by Foster and W'iiitney,

and also to those of Northern New York.
3tl. Specular and titaniferoos ores occur in Baraboo valley in quartzite

^nich is the hardened Potsdam sandstone. It is laminated, slightly

*^\'ing, and has a hio-h lustre; it is slightly magnetic. The ore is not

abundant.
= » o

^ .

f
th. At Ironton, iu the town of ^larston, Sauk County, hydrated oxyd"

01 iron (limonite) occurs in tlje Potsdam sandstone. The bed averages

^^'«^«ta in thickness.
3. On the Nemr Pliocene and Post-pliocene deposits of the vmnity of

^ontreal; by J. W. Dawson, LL.D., Principal of McGill College, (Cana-

Jl»fJ Jaturalist and Geologist, ii, 401.)—Mr. Dawson has added much by
°'^' '^bors to oar knowledrre of the Post-pliocene deposits of the St. Law-
pee vallcvj. about Montreal. In his paper, he reviews the facts before

Known and gives descri,)tions of some new fossils find their localities,

^^gt'tner with general remarks on the region. We cite some of th&

«atements.

. y^ 'nwmtain back of Montreal has strongly marked sea-margins at

f'ghts of 470, 440 38G and 220 feet above Lake St. Peter on the St.
^^^'""^"-

' '
' - - above the rlvef at Montreal). The

of

l\T^^^'^ (or 450, 420, 366, and 200 a

S°est contains sea shells of existing species
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One hundred feet helow the lowest spreads the plain of Lower Canada,

containing abundant marine shells, all of them, with one or two excep-

tions if any, recent. It consists (1.) of a sand deposit, sometimes gravellj

beneath, and containing marine shells in its lower part; (2.) an unctuous

calcareous clay, "with some marine shells; (3.) compact boulder clay

filled with stones of the crystalline rocks, usually partially round and

often scratclied and polished.

The trap boulders derived from the Montreal mountain, as Dr. Bigsby

early pointed out, were drifted southwest, and bave been traced 270 miles

to the south sbore of Lake Ontario. But the terraces ai-fe most distinct

on the northeast side. Under the boulder clay the surfaces are striated,

and northeast of Montreal mountain, the directions observed were S. YO^

W., to S. 50^^ W.
The deposits of the plain appear to be in part at least of littoral or

shallow water origin.. This is indicated for the upper layer, near the Tan-

neries, by the great numbers of Saxicava rugosa. But the clay below

abounds in Nttcida [Leda) Portlandica^ which probably lived in muddy

bottoms 10 to 15 fathoms in depth. The same arrangement is observed

at other localities. Mr. Daw^son names the upper layer the Saxicava

sand^ the lower the Leda day.
From the Leda clay near St. Denis, at the cutting of the Montreal and

Ottawa railway, Sir W. E. Logan has obtained a number of caudal ver-

tebrae of a Cetacean, part of the pelvis of a seal, and fragments of wood

of the cedar (Thuja occidentalis). At one locality, the following species

were obtained from the upper layer: (we indicate below by an asterisk

the species not before reported as Canadian ;) 2\llina Groenlandica, Saxt-

cava ruffosa, Mya arenaria^ Mytilus eduUs^ Astarte Laureniiana, TelliM

calcarea, Trichotropis borealis, Fusus borealis^ Fusus tornahts^'^ Bulla

Oryza,^ Leda Portlandica. At another, near the house of James Logan

Esq., '' an intermediate deposit," the above occur along with Balanus ere-

natus (5. miser of some lists), 3f]/a truncata^ Spirorbis sinistrorsji'*' (on

stones and valves of Mya truncata), Natica clausa, Buccinum ciliatim^

B^ undaiuiyi^ Admete viridula^^ Acm<2a cceca* Nucula miiiuta^ Lacuna

neritoides,^ Natica helicoides ?'^ Fams scalariformis* Serpula vermicu-

laris,"^ Marganta arctica,^ Modiolaria discors, Rissoa minuta,"^ Bulla de-

UlisJ'f^ Trichotropis arctica,"^ Cytheridea Mulleri?'^ Velutina zonaia.

besides several species of Foraminifera,* masses of siliceous spicula of

sponge (Tetha^a*), From the associated shells it appears that the cele-

t>rated locality of the Capelin {Mallolus viUosus) and Lump-sucker (Cy-

clopterus Lumpus), at Green's Creek on the Ottuwa belongs to this level,

Its elevation being lis feet above Lake St. Peter; it has afforded also

small specimens of Leda pygimBa ; remains of probably an Ophiura-^like

btarfisli;* also of the plants Popalus halsamifera'' and PotentiUa ^ot'

vegica"^ witli Alir;e.* htsus harnularius, Menestho ^Chcmnitzia) albuia.

>

a

o - Fusus harpularius, Meneslho (Chcmnitzu
Amcula vestita (Chiton Emersonii of Gould), and Leda minuta,

otber reported species of the Canada post-tertiary. . ,j

The localitj at Beauport near Quebec, described by Captain K^V'
and Sir C. Lyell, belonjr to this same level, and has afforded, besW^^

others already named, Ihe following not enumerated above : f%"V
Mameri, Natica Qroenlandica* lYatlca Heros* Turrilella crom* ^<:<^'
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Tta Groenlandica, Litforina palliata, Cardtum Groenlandkum, Cardium
Idandkicm^ Pecten Islandlcus^ Rhynconella psittacea^ EcJdnus granulatus.

^

A locality at St. Nicholas, fifteen miles above Quebec, on the south
side of the St Lawrence at an elevation of 180 feet, 400 yards from the
m-er, has aftbrclcd TelUna calcarea (most abundant and large), Balanus
ffamen (abundant), Mya truncata^ Saxicava rugosa, Asiarte Lauren-
iiana^ Trichotropis horealis and Buccinum undatum. The bed—of hard-
ened clay—was probably formed in deep w^ater.

At the terraces of 220 and 386 feet on Montreal mountain no shells
have been found. But westward of Montreal, near Kemptville, Sir W.
E. Logan has found littoral shells at 250 feet above Lake St. Peter.
Another locality in Winchester is 300 feet; another in Kenyon 270 feet;
two others in Locheil 264 and 290 feet; at Hobbes Falls, Fitzroy, at 350
feet; at Dulham Mills on the De L'Isle, at 289 feet above the'St. Law-
rence; on the Portland and St. Lawrence railroad, near Upton Station, at
257 feet; still farther east, on the river Gouffre, near Murray Bay, at 130
8nd 360 feet above high tide.
The terrace of 470 feet, the highest observed, consists of (1) 8 feet of

angular stones and sand; (2) fine gravel with shells principally Saxicava

J^^gosa, 5j- feet; (3) 6 feet of stratified sand with few shells. On the

J^ttawa, in the 4th concession of Nepean, 'Logan has found a similar
beach at 410 feet. " On the west, the highest terrace observed by the U.
o. Geologists on the south side of Lake Ontario, appears to correspond
^ith this sea level, and the gravel and sands containing elephantine re-
m^.^o *^"~" ^ '"

have been washed into its western extremity

^ ^ _,_, Marine shells have not yet been found west
^^ Kingston.

Among the shells, Leda Portlandka and Astarte Lanrmtiam belong
to the Leda clay, and are suspected to be extinct, the first, if recent, is

seated to be the i. truncata^ and the other the A. sukata. All the de-
posits overlie the inferior or "unmodified drift"
ims valuable paper is accompanied by two plates, containing figures

several of the species noticed.
4. Crinoids of JVew YorL—We have received some sheets of Prof,

^ames Hall's forthcoming (third) yolume on the Palaeontology of New

^aias near namilton, may
irotn the neighborlnir land."

of

lyf^\ and learn that it is making rapid progress towards completion,
^lie volume will include the fossils of the Lower Helderberg Rocks or the
wpper part of the Upper Silurian, and the Oriskany Sandstone, generally

I^gnrded as Devonian. The autlior remarks that the subdivisions of the

J;«wer Helderberg beds (into Upper Pentamerus limestone, Encrinal

iQiestone, Delthyris shaly limestone, Pentamerus limestone and Tentacu-
"te or water limestone) are distinguishable only for a short distance,

J^*iile the fonnation as a whole reaches widely from the northeast to the

southwest. The Oriskany Sandstone appears in some places to pass mto

, f
iielderberg roclcs below, and in Maryland some of the fossils of the

Jtter beds occur in it; and they may yet prove to blend inlnnatcly. But

^^ separation of them in successive groups, " is fully justified by their

Physical condition in the State of New York." _
,

in the southwest, the Oriskany sandstone contams many Gnnoids simi-

*^ '0 genera to those of the Lower Helderberg limestones. Among the
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peculiar forms in both, is the genus Edriocnnus (Hall)—"a crhioid whicli

IS sessile In its young state and finxily attached to other bodies by the

base of its cup, but boconies ^vee as it advances and gradually loses all

evidence of a cicatrix; the base becoming rounded and smooth, or very

rarely preserving a depi-essiou or pit near the centre, \vhlch marks the

original point of attachment.

The following is a list of the genera and number of species of Crinoid^a

and Cystidea in the Clinton and Niagara groups, and the Lower Eelder-

berg and Oriskany Sandstone.

1. Clinton and Niagara grovj)^.—Closterocrinus 1, Glyptocrinus? 1,

Homocrinus 2, Glyptaster 1, Thysanocrinus 4, Dendrocrinus 1, Ichthyo-

crinus 1 (+ 1 ?), Lyriocrinus 1, Lecanocrinus 4, Saccocrinus 1, Macro-

stylocrinus 1, Eucalyptocrinus 3, Stephanocrinus 2, Caryocrinus 1, Me!o-

crinus 1 ; Ileterocystites 1, Callocystites 1, Apiocystites Ij Hemicystites

1 ; Palseaster 1.

2. Lower Helderherg Group and Oriskany Sandstone,—Honiocnnus

1, Mariacrinus 8, Platycrinus 4 (the first occurrence of this genus);

Aspidocrinus 2, Edriocrinus 2, Brachiocrlnus 1, Coronocrinus 1 ;
Anomaio-

cystites 1, Sphasrocystites 1, Apiocystites (=Lepadocrinus) 1; Pi'*^-

taster? 1.

The new genera are

:

MARiACRixrs,—the Astrocrinites of Conrad but not of other Author.

Basal or pelvic plates four. Radial plates three in five series (SX^}-

Interradial plates three or more. Anal plates numerous. BrachinI plates

two resting on each third radial; beyond this point the structure diliei-s

in ditTerent species. Surface of plates marked by elevated radiating

striae or ridges which are more or less prominent, or by nodes or short

spines. Arms varying in structure in different species. Resembles most

Glyptocrinus^

BRACHrocRiNus,—Bodj unknown or none. Arms composed of numer-

ous articulations arranged in single consecutive series (or of pentagona

joints in double series ?). Ba^e of arm rounded, without articulating sur-

face. Tentacula composed of thickened node-like joints.

Edriocrinus.—Body subconical Base solid, without division into

plates : upper margin marked by six angles, w^ith depressions bstween tor

insertion of radial plates. Radial plates five, inserted in the five larger

depressions on the upper edge of the calyx. Anal plates two, the 1-;^^

one mserted in the smaller of the six impressions on the upper margin o

the calyx; the second anal plate placed on the upper edge of^the ti'^'

Brachial plates numerous, consisting of thin plates in consecutive ser

resting upon the upper concave edges of the radial plates: P^^^^^^f

'

divided above. Tentacula unknown. Proboscis unknown, tolui

none.

AsriDOCRixus.—Base broadly circular, depressed licmispheric or

telliform: upper margins plain or plicate exteriorly; the '^''^'^",*^^^jj

edges irregular. Radial plates and arins unknown. Point
^(..f

^'*^ L^^
for column distinct, .^malh The specimens are broad scutelhtorm p .

of Crinoids, sometimes near hemispherical.

i
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CoKOxocRiNus.—Body very broad, hemispherical? towards the upper
Biargms composed of numerous plates. Arms nnmerous, proceeding
from the upper margin of the body : summit flat, composed of numerous
small plates. Column and base unlinown.

+

Sph^erocvstites.—Body spheroidal, wider than high. Arms in two
pnncipal pairs, with numerous bifurcations. Brachial sulci obliquely
iooed. Mouth longitudinal? apicial : anus subapicial: ovarian opening
^pon the ?5ummlt. TSasal plates four; those of the series above not deter-
mined. Base depressed. Column unlcnown. The species have the gen-
eral aspect of Callocystites or Lepadocrfnus.

AxoiiALocYSTiTEs.—Body seralelliptical or semiovoid: sides unequal;

the

e or

xne vertical outline oval or ovoid, planoconvex or concavo-convex;
transverse outline semieillptical, the base of wln'ch is straight or nior
^ss concave

: the two sides composed of an unequal number of plates.
•oasal plates three on the convex side, two on the concave side: second
series, two largo plates at the angles, and four (or five?) on the convex
™^; third series, four on the convex side, one at each angle, and a large
plate oil the concave side ; a fourth, fifth, and sixth series of plates on the
<)ODvex side, and a fourth series on the concave side. Base oblique, with
^convex side longer, and a deep concavity fur the insertion of the col-

^^n. Pectinated rhombs apparently none^ Arms tmknown. Column
^^^Py inserted into the bod\\ composed of lar^'e joi
sn^aller below, •
Lepadocrinus, noticed in the Annual Report of Mr. Conrad for 1840,
the same as Apiocystites, and has the priority of this last name in time.

5. On the Cervns eimjceros ; by Prof. Dk Morlot, (Proceed. Imp.

^f^I- Instit. Vienna, June, 1857, in Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. xiii, p.

joints above, becoming

^•;—M. de Morlot tlms announces the discovery, by MM. Uhlraann and
arm, of remains of the gigantic Elk {Cervus euryceros— Megaceros hi-

ffticw.v) in association with worlcs of hnnian industry. On partially
araininor, Jn ]856, a small lake near Moosseedorf (Canton of Berne), aa
/^^ of about 70 foot in length and 50 feet broad along the bank of the
^.*^er extremity of this lake was found to be paved more or less closely

'Iti
_

posts of oak, aspen, birch, and elm, driven tlirough two beds of
P^at into the marly bottom of the lake. A peat-bed, 3 or 4 feet thick,

^ exclusively vegetable origin in its upper part, includes many relics of
^iiinan industry and art in its lower portion. Dr. Uhlmann collected

^^•ly a thousand specimens; viz., fragments of pottery, stone-chiscJs,

«>ne-arro\vheads, j.icccs of cut bones, and perforated bear-teeth, without

p traces of metallic objects. The lower ends of tlie posts Jiave evi-

„,^"t'y been also worked into their pointed shape by means of stone-tools.

'ie upper poiiion of the bed containing these remains exhibited traces

^ombnstion and contained caibonized grains of barley.

^^gether ^^\a^ the above-mentioned works of art were found many

W U
"'*^'' '''"'inals still undetermined. An atlas and jaw, however, sent

1 ^. Trogou to Prof. Pictet, of Geneva, were ascertamed by this emi-
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nent palaeontologist to belong to Cervus ettryceros. The length of the

atlas is 0'265 metre, and its breadth 0*088 metre; both differing only by

T^xsTs f*"^^ the measurements stated by Cuvier.

6, Former Connection of Australia^ New Guinea and the Am Islands.

Mr. A. R. AVallace in a paper on thg Aru Islands, a group 150 miles

South of Western New Guinea (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., xx, Jan. 1858

p. 473), shows that the zoology of the Islands is closely related to that of

New Guinea and Australia; and that shallow seas not only connect the

two last, as others had before stated, but that they extend and include

the Aru group. The depth of water over the whole to Australia is very.

nearly uniform at about thirty to forty fathoms. Mr. Wallace says:

" But there is another circumstance still more strongly proving this con-

nexion : the great island of Aru, 80 miles in length from north to soutb,

is traversed by three winding channels of such uniform 'width and deptb,

though passing through an irregular, undulating, rocky country, tliat

they seem portions of true rivers, though now occupied by salt water

and open at each end to the entrance of the tides. The phenomenon is

unique, and we can account for their formation in no other way than by

supposing them to have been once true rivers, having their source in the

mountains of New Guinea, and reduced to their present condition by

the subsidence of the intervening land,"

Nearly one half of the Passerine birds of New Guinea hitherto de-

scribed are contained in the author's collections made in Aru, and a num-

ber also of species in the other tribes.

The author farther observes on the absence of the peculiar East Indian

types. "In the Peninsula of Malacca, Sumatra, Java, Borneo and the

Philippine Islands, the following families are abundant in species and m
Individ Eials. TJiey are everywhere common birds. They are the Buce-

rida, Picidce, JBucconidce, Troffonidce, Meropid(E, and Euryhimida; but

not one species of all these families is found in Aru, nor, with two doiiW-

ful exceptions, in New Guinea. The whole are also absent from Austra-

lia. To complete our view of the subject, it is necessary also to consider

the Mammalia, which present peculiarities and deficiencies even yetjnor^

striking. Not onQ species found in the great islands westward inhabits

Am or New Guinea, With the exception only of pigs and bats, not a

genus, not a family, not even an order of mammals is found in common-

No Quadrumana, no Sciuridie, no Carnivora, Kodentia, or Ungulata m-

habit these depopulated forests. With the two exceptions above men-

tioned, all the mammalia are Marsupials; while in the great westeru

islands there is not a single marsupial ! A kangaroo inhabits Aru ^an

several New Guinea), and this, with three or four species of ^^^^"^L
or three little ratdike marsupials, a wild pig and several bats, are all in

mammalia I have been able either to obtain or hear of." , . i

7. Earthquake in Italy, (Athen., No, 1577.)-The P^'^^^^f
^^ ""^^^^

preceded and have followed the disastrous earthquake which has str

Kuch a panic throughout this kingdum, have a remarkalde and a.^^P^T.^

interest from that of the afflicting details of the suffering ^ccasionea ;

rt, as many things occurred to show that before the event there was g

subterranean agitation going on. Similar indications of existing ^^
^

tion now continually manifest themselves. That Vesuvius has been

1

JlZ_j_
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state of chronic eruption for nearly two years, and the wells at 'Rqs]esina

hil!

bef

for the last few months nearly dried up, I have already noted ; that the
kingdom has been in this interval, in various parts, alarmed by minor
sliocks of earthquake, may not be so generally known, but such is the
fact, and to those signs of impending danger the Official Journal of the
30th of December adds the following: "The Syndic of Salandro (one of
the Communes which has suffered much from the recent scourge) reports
that for nearly a month at about two miles distance from the town a gas
aas been observed to issue from a water-course ; the temperature of it
^as about that of the sun. A few days since, too, from another similar
losse,^ the same kind of gas issued. These exhalations were observed
only m the morning, however; during the rest of the day they were not
perceptible. On the 22d of December, they ceased altogether, and there
^as an expectation that hot mineral springs would burst forth from that
spot. The Otiicial Journal of the 2d of January relates another remark-
aule fact. In the territory of Bella, about two miles from the town, the
earthquake on the night of the 16th of Decembc. levelled the neighboring

[*t rolled the earth over and over, and formed "deep valleys. Half an hour
-tore the shock, a light as bright as that of the moon was seen to hover

oier the whole country, and a fetid exhalation like sulphur was perceived.
D the morning following the shocks, which were accompanied by loud

J^hlings, a large piece of land, fnll 600 moggia (a moi/ffia is something

^ than an acre), and at about the same distance from the town, was
ouiid encircled by a trench of from ten to twenty palms in depth, and
|Qe same in width. A letter from Valio, now lying before me, and writ-

" fniich in detail, speaks of " those two terrible shocks," and of the in-

numerable minor shocks which have continued from the 16th of Decem-
^^ up to the present time—the letter being written on the 29th of De-

cember. "A few minutes before the first shock," adds the writer, "a

J'f
ing sound was heard in the river, as if vast masses of stones were

J^'ng brought down by a torrent. It is to be noted, too, that all the

2^ f the neighborhood howled immediately before the first awful

Let us visit some of the ruined places at the centre of the disaster ;-

f^ \
^''^ ^Peak in the words of a gentleman who has just returned : "I

U"d the country seamed with fissures, which had at first beeu wide, b^it

mch gradually closed. The ground was heaving during the whole time

fy
visit to Polla. Once a beautifully situated township, with 7,000

ah!
' ^^ ^^ "°^^' ^^'^'^ ^" ^""1*' ^^^ ^^'^ survivors were sitting or walking

,
"^nt, telling us of tlieir misery, and lamenting more that there were no

^ands to take out the dead or rescue the living. Two country people

groping amotigst the stones of a building; on© found a body, and

''og a stone to^vards the face called the attention of the other, lliat

Were

throw

perh^foaps is some relation of yours,' but the body was not recognized. I

7;^ to g,t food at a trattoria, the only house standing, at the corner of

? 5«et; but the proprietor, who was by our^side, repulsed me, and re-

shl, l""
SO in, saying that the moon has just entered the quarter, and we

ilTl
^'^^« another earthquake. In most of these places,_ as in Naples,

oni'?' lieavy rumblings which preceded and accompanied the earth-

^'^^ke have been much dwelt upon." On the night of the 2Gth of De-

*'^COND SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 74.—MARCH., 1858.
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cember, the little town of Sasso, near Castelabbate, consisting of OBe lotig

street, was separated in two by tbe sudden opening of a fissure tbroiJgS

its entire length, each side remaining separated from tbe other by a con-

siderable interval—and so it stands. On the 28th and 29th of Decem-

ber, both in Sala and Potenza, strong shocks were felt, followed by n}any

others of a less intenSe character, and these still continue. The consequen-

ces will be that even those houses which were only cracked will give way

^nd those which were feeble will be reduced to ruins. In Naples, too,

the shocks continue producing vibrations of the dooi's and windows; and

in one instance, I have heard ringing of the bells. The common report

is, that since the 16th of December we have had eighty-four shocks in

tbe capital. It is not at all improbable if every vibration is counted as

one, and if the great subterranean agitation, which is now going on, be

taken into account. Every one looks really with anxiety to Vesuvius, and

prays, not for curiosity only, for an eruption. " The indications of so de-

sirable a result seem to be on the increase. A person who resides at

Resina says, that on the night of the 29th, from 10 p. m. to 5 a.m. of

the 30th ult., the whole town was in a state of continued vibration.

Every three minutes a sound was heard as of a person attempting to

Wrench the doors and windows out of their places, followed by a quiver.

The next morning the mountain w^as observed to vomit forth much smoke

find a cloud of ashes. Friends, too, who reside at Capo di Marte, near

the city, speak of the deep thunders which they hear from the mountain

in the stillness of the night. The same phenomena are observed at

Torre del Greco. I must, also, advert to the manifest lowness of the sea,

which seems to-day to have receded from the land. I noticed this fact

in my last letter, and tried to explain it as consequent upon the neap

tides: but the same thing continues; and unless it has been occasioned

by the long continuation of a land wnnd, the conclusion is inevitable that

there has been an upheaving of soil. It would be rasli, however, to come

speedily to so important a decision. How this state of things will ter-

minate, it is impossible to say; but that some great change is pending,

there is but too much reason for supposing. >

Some English gentlemen wlio have just returned from ^^^^ ^'^*^^t.*^^

disaster give the folluwing iuterestiug though harrowing details:—
-

^^'

fore arriving at Pcrtosa, we found the houses on either side of ^'^^,^*^^^

thrown to the ground; the Inndlord of a tavern now abandoned }^^^}!,

that he had the good fortune to escape with his wife, but that his cbua

^nd servant had Imm both killed. He himself bore the ''''^'^^''[^

heavy bluw on bis face. The population of this place was about 3,w

anil 14.3 bodies only had lean dug out on tlje 1st of January ;
wtu^

200 more were known to be missing. The whole town was destroje ,

^\itJi the excr])tioii of six Jiousos, which were in a frilling state. •^^^''^1

eitos;i and Pulla the strerigtl! and Ciiprice of the eartliqnake were m
-fuifest in a remarkable way. Crossinir a deep ravine, we founa

P

road on the o]iposite side carried off 200 feet distant from its f*^'"^^

^^^
sition; the mountain above it had been cleft in two, revealing ^'^ ^

f ^g
<3epth tliG liniestone caverns in the bowels of tbe earth. The ground

seamed with fissures; and we could put our arms into tbem "P 7 ,,^3

shoulders. PolJa bas a population of 7,000 persons :—1,000 had tai
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victims, of whom 567 tad been dug up and buried ; the work of disin-
terment was continuing slowly, but' the stench here and elsewhere, from
the bodies, was insufferable. Three shocks of an earthquake were felt on
tbis day, January 1. The first was very early in the morning; the sec-
ond about half-past 12. When we were standing on the ruins of a
church, the ground began to heave under our feet and the subterranean
thnndm to roll. We" immediately fled from the spot, but were nearly
overwhelmed as the wall of a bell-tower fell close upon our heels, and a
Jeanin^r house, in an inclining state, came down within twenty feet of us.
ihe frightened people immediately formed a procession, and headed by
tne priests, bearing the crucifix and an image of the Madonna, lashed
themselves with ropes as they walked. On leaving the town, we rested
on the wall of a bridge just outside, where some priests begged ns to
^e, saying we were in danger, for the ground was continually trembling,
j'^'tiik sitting there, we felt the third shock, and required no other hint,"
At the last moment, I add, from official documents, that upwards of
^0,000 are returned as dead, and 250,000 living- in the open air.

,^- ^rendle Artesian tvell, (Athen., No. 1577.)—The artesian well on
^De plain of Grenelle, at Paris, built in the years 1831 to 1841 by the
engineer, M. Merlot, has become the finest ornament of the Place Breteuil.
According to the plans of the architect, M. Joon, a c;ist-iron tower, of
^wut 140 feet in height, has been erected on the stone basis, in the cen-
•c of which a winding staircase with three landing-places, each of which

/* 'ts own fountjiin, lead;* to the platform of the graceful building. On
e top one enjoys a beautiful view, and, under the three watery tents,

? Miiced by the three jets cfcau of the well, tiie coolosi; and most refresh-

^H of shades.

^- Chemiiche und Ckenmck- Tech nisc fie Untersuchung der Ste'mkohlen
^«cA«ens; von W. SrEry, Prof, der Chomie an der Konigl. Polytechn.
fctiule zu Dresden. 98 pp., 4to. Leipzig, 1857.—This memoir con-
jns the results of an extended research into the composition, and the
conomical value for fuel and lighting of the coal of the Saxon coal beds,

« following are a few of the results of the analyses

:

Cu^m
^"'^h Ash Carb. Ilyd. Nit. Os, en]pi^.

Z^ijy^"^^^^^^^, 28 571 55-984 3878 0-233 11-334 2-269. G.=I-2l7
"i" coat

?• Zwickaii, 2-640 '77-211 5-149 0-242 13-321 1-789. G.= l-294

Pi'
"

4-950 81-410 5-222 0-345. &-735 2-955. G.= 1192-
'«fen coal.

*- Banichei),
i2 607 71258 3-882 0-493 11 478 1-149. G.=I-S63

•mscliappel, 14.521 6C-696 a-48l 0225 15-046 0-796. G.= l 340

28^an^''? P'-oducts of distillation in 2, 32-518; in 3, 37-333; in 4,

^8600;. n 5^ 21-531.
, ^

.

nntivF"?^^' 0/ the American Ukphant.-Jii^miims of the Amencanex-

On. fi

'P^^^"t (or Mammoth) occur 60 miles north of the City of Mexico.

«« fine tooth in our possession, received from Mr. E. L Plumb, comes
°in the Barranca of Roo-la, near Real del Monte in that region. Others

oundin beds which Ire overlaid by lava.—Eds.
^

. .

l'\:
Second Jiepori on the Geological Survey of Renimky, m^^^^^yxx-

g the years 1856 and 1857; by David Dale Owk:.. Prmcipal Geolo-

<^*^ assisted by Robert Peteb, Chemical Assistant, Sidney S. Lyox,,

\
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Topographical Assistant. 392 pages, large 8vo.—The geological survey

of Keutueky, as this second report evinces, is carried forward with energy

and ability, and with important results to the State. The general report

by Dr. Owen, takes up first Agi-icultural Geology, under which after a

chapter of general remarks on soils, he treats of Kentucky soils ; next

chemical economic geology, comprising coals, iron ores, limestones, mine-

ral springs and w^ell waters; next stratigraphical geology.

The Falls of the Ohio are a noted locality for fossil corals. The follow-

ing is given as a section of the rocks at that place, commencing above

with the Devonian black slate, a well knowm horizon in the west.

1. Black bituminous slate or shale.

2. Upper crinoidal, shell, and coralline limestones, consisting of

a. White or yellowisli-white earthy fractured layers, containing vast

numbers of Crinoids [Actinocrinus ahnormis^ most common), a

Favosite^ a large LejAana^ and Alry2)oprisca.

h. Middle layers ; containing a few CystqjJiylla.

c. LoAver layers; containing many Cystiphylla^ a Synngopora^ and

on Corn Island, remains of fishes, hence called the Upper Fish bed.

3. Hydraulic limestone, an earthy magnesian limestone; contains

Atrypa jyrisca^ a Spirifer^ &c. Thickness 21 feet and less.

4. Lower crinoidal, shell, and coralline limestones; consisting ma
great measure of comminuted remains of Crinoids, and containing Spi^'-

ifer cultrijuffatus^ Atrypa prisca^ a Leptana near etighjpha^ and remains

of fishes. Thickness 3 to 11 feet.

5. Olivanites bed; thickness 6 inches near the mill on the south sia^

of the Ohio, 6 to V feet on Fourteen-Miler Creek.

6. A cherty band, charged with Spirifer gregaria^ and many small

hemispherical masses of Favosites spongites^ thickness Ifoot; ne^^ ^^

low, a layer containing Conocardium suhlriyonale^ with large heniispner-

ical masses of Stromatopora and a Ceriopora? 3 to 5 feet thick ;
next, tne

Lower Fish Beds, a limestone stratum 10 feet thick, containing a large

and beautiful species of undescribed Turbo^ a laige Murchisonia^ a Cono-

cardium^ Spirifer grcgaria, a LcptcBna and some small CyaikophylM^'

The Conocardium layer is light gray; the Lepta^na layer is ^^^ **f

above it. The Fish remains are mostly about three feet above the TurDo

bed, but are also distributed in other parts of the stratum.

7. Main beds of coral limestones : consisti-ng of ..

a- Dark grey bed, containing hemispherical masses of ^^J''^\

maxima of Troost, Zaphrentis gigantea, immense masses ^^^^^

&ita basaltka, sometimes as white as milk, Favosites polymorpti^^

b. Black coralline layers, being almost a complete mass of ^^^^j.-

corals, including Cgsflphylla, Favosites corydgera, Zaphrentis g^'

gantea^ Syrhuppora^ et(i. . *^^
Those Devoniati beds rest upon an Upper Silurian stratum containn^s

the Chain Coral (Catenipora).
Other sections are given and much important detail. . j.

The chemical report of Dr. Robert Peter, exln'bits a large and aitu

incredible amount of research. 206 analyses are reported, 7 of iron o

43 of soils, 31 of limestones, 30 of coals, 16 of mineral waters ann sa^^

and others of rocks and ores. In the analyses of coals, the autuor
^
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not only ascertained the proportions of moisture, volatile matter, ashes
ana coke, but also the chemical composition of the ashes, the proportion
of sulphur, and the relative proportions of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and
iiitrofjen.

The Breckenrldge cannel coal afforded h^ proximate analysis (p. 211) :

Moisture 1-30, volatile couibustible matters 54-40, carbon in the cote S2-00,

asbes 12-30=100.
Hamming other specimens, the volatile matters varied from SS'TO to

71wO per cent, the coke from 28-30 to 44-30, the ashes from 7-0 to 12-30
per cent, in the undried coal. The ashes contained

Silica 3-49, alumina and oxyrl of iron T'TS, lime 0-55, magnesia 39= 12-21.

By ultimate analysis it afforded
Carbon 68-128, hydrogen 6-489, sulphur 2"4'76, nitrogen 2-274, oxygen and loss 5-83S,

asbes 14-800 = 100.

l^xcluding the ashes and sulphur, the Breckenridge coal and the Bog-
^eaa of Scotland compare as follows :

*

^ Carbon. Hrdrogen. Nitrogen. Oxygen-
^r-ckenridge, 82^55 7-844 2749 7051
Boghead, 80 487 11-235 0-874 6*726

ihe Breckenridge coal is already noted for the mineral oils obtained
™m it by distillation. It affords per 1 00 lbs. 32 lbs. of crude oil. About
dOOO gallons of crude oil are distilled at the company's works near Clo-
^erport per week, and manufactured by distillation and purification into
enzole, naphtha, illuminating and lubricating oils, and paraffine.

Haddock's caunel coal (Owsley County) is also a coal yielding a large
jmouut of oil, it giving 55 to 60 gallons of crude oil (or 27 to 30 purified)
^^ t"e ton of coal In the following table different Kentucky coals are

compared as to their yield of oils, from 1000 grains each.

Qrn^Q nils, Ammoni'ical Coke. Gas

T» wuter. (cub. in.)

^^eckenridgo cannel, SI 8-20 52 10 455 445
^addocVs cannel, 248-50 5450 589 370
^nion company^ coal, bottom part, 143 38 750 465
^^Iford's fiv^..f„ot, or main coah n^'h(^ 64'75 684 667

f"wrt s, or Muddy river coal. 10210 119-80 669.50
i^e H ouse coal, 108 '73 714
loughjoghonj coal, 136 52 TlO &4S.

The topogmphical report of Mr. Lyon contains an account of observa-
^'ons upon the Eastern and Western Coal Fields, tracing out the beds of

base ed a total tliickness
of o

^ ^^^ ^^^^ measures in v^aritT v^u., ou^ncu « ^^^ —
°t 2,520 feet; of this 100 were the soft beds of the coal m^a^ures; 75

^ 100 millstone grit (but thinning out to 14 feet on the Ohio near the

7"th of Tigert's creek) ; 100 feet muddy shale with thin beds of lime.

«^°e; 350 feet subcarboniferous limestone (thinning oxxi to 12 feet on

fbe Ohio); 20 to 75 feet of grindstone grit; 725 Waverley sandstone of

yf>^;
120 black Devonian shale ; 700 bulf porous luuestoncot Lewis,

Fleming and Bath Cos.; 75 limestone producing red earth by disintegra-

^"^J 100 slaty mudstone, thin-bedded;
15"' ^'Lower Silurian, containing
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Leptcena alternata^ Orthis occidentalism Orthis {^Spirifer) Lyra^ and also

Murchisonia bicincia ?

Ti)is volume is to be soon followed bj another giving tbe remainder of

the Report.

12. New species of Fossil Plants from the Anthracite and Bidaninous

coalfields of Pennsylvania ; collected and described by Leo Lesquereus,

^v'ith Introductory observations, by H. D. Rogers, (Jour. Bost. Soc. Nat.

Hist., vi, No. iv, 409).—This memoir contains descriptions of 106 new

species of coal-plants from the coal-fields of Pennsylvania. Prof. Rogers,

iu his introductory observations, states that M. Lesquereux has found that

out of over 200 species examined by him, 100 are ''identical with species

already recognized in the European coal-fields, and some 50 more of

them show differences so sliglit that a fuller comparison witli better speci-

mens may result in their identification likewise;" moreover "those new-

species which seem to be restricted to this continent are every one of

them inclose relationship with European forms," The new species are

of Calamltes 2, Asterophyllites 5, Annularia 1, Sphenophyllnm 2, Noeg-

gerathia 3, Cyclopteris 5, Neuropteris 13, Odontopteris 2, Sphenoptens

8, Hymenophyllites 3, Pachyphyllum (new genu?) 5, Asplenites 1, Ale-

thopteris 5, Callipteris 1, Pecopteris Y, Crematopteris 1, Scolopendrites 1,

Caulopteris 2, Stigmaria 5, Sigillaria 9, Lepidodendron 10, Lepidopbyb

lum 6, Urachyphyllum 1, Cardiocarpon 3, Trigonocarpum 1, Rhabdocar-

pus 1, Carpolithes 3 ; and Pinnularia 5 (named but undescribed).

The new genus Pachyphyllum is thus described. Frond large, thick,

membranaceous, broadly oval or lanceolate in outline, either pinnntely or

irregularly lobed; radical or borne on a thick rachis? divisions shor^

lanceolate, obtuse, or long linear-flexuous; nerves thick, compound and

parallel near the base, separating above and solitary in each division or

disappearing totally. The Schizopteris Lactuca of Sternberg is referred

to this genus.
. .

13. Illinois Geological Survey, Abstract of a Report on IlhnoiS

Coals, with Descriptions and Analyses^ and a General Notice of the Cocff-

fields; by J. G. Nor^tood, M.D. 94 pp., 8vo. Chicago, 1858. PiJ^^'

lished by order of the Governor.—Fi

occupied with analyses of coals from
notices of the localities. The few points noticed in the analyses are ios*

in coking, total weight of coke, moisture, volatile mnitQrs, carbon ni co^e,

a^hes, carbon in the coal, with the specific i^ravlty. The specific
g^^\^^l^

vary between 1-21 and 1*3, excluding a few^very impure ;
and the voIaUio

matters between 30 and 44 per cent; the ash mostly 5 to 8 per cent.
^

.
'-^^^^ Report contains a small colored treologieal map of the State, g^^

ing the general outlines of the coal-fields and of the iormatwris on

borders. The author remarks on the fact, that the coal-field is not

continuous one, but throughout its extent is broken into patches by ttp

ifty-eight pages of this Report are

different beds in Illinois, with bnei

Its

of

hav
the millstone grit aud carboniferous limestone; the d'sp''^'^^'".

.

'ing been so irreat as to oroduce tilliii'rs at all andes up to yerti
•

He states that the lower coal-beds were deposited in basins "^"^ ''''' J
that there was then a farther displacement and erosions, aud these

^^
valleys and basins were tilled wiih new deposits of coal, and ^o o" "P .

the termination of the carboniferous epoch. We regret that the K^P
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is geologically so meagre, as a few facts and sections proving tlie exact
age of these uplifts would be of great interest. The details are promised
"3 the full Geological Report.

These uplifts were alliuled to at the Albany meeting of the American
Association by Mr. Worthen, who stated that the strike of them was
northwesterly, and therefore parallel to the Rocky mountain range.

14. Denkschriften der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschoften Math-
^^^iiscknatiirwmensckafiliche Classe. Vols. 11 and 12. 1856.—The
Volumes of Trant^actions of the Vienna Royal Academy are not exceeded
Dj any others in the world in typography, beauty of illustration, or the
value of the science they contain. In Geology, the contents of the eleventh
m] twelfth volumes are as follows:—
On the Cephalopods of the Lias of the northeast Alps, by F. R. v.

Hauer, 86 pp. 4to, with 25 plates (of Ammonites and all highly beau-
llIUJ

y.

On the Paleontology of the Thuringian Forest, by R. Richter and Fr.
Ukger. 100 pp., 16 plates.
On the Fossil Fishes of Austria, by J. J. Heckel. 88 pages, with 15

plates.
' ^ ^

On the Gasteropoda of the Trias of the Alps, by Dr. M. Horkes, with
3 plates.

Oil Foraminifera of the Family Stichostegues of D'Orbigny, by J. L.
iNEl-GEBOREN, with 5 phltCS.

inere are also other papers,—^by Dr. K. M. Diesino on the Acantho-
cephala and Cephalocotylea (Intestinal worms) with many fine plates;
•t^rof J. IIvRTL on the Anatomical structure of the Monnyrus and Gym-
Ijarchus; K. Kreil on Magnetic observations at Vienna; K. Langer oa
tbe circulating system in the Anodonta; J. Grailich on the refraction

ethodeAM reflection of light by twin faces; Ignaz Heger, Auflosungsm
^i" Algebraische Buchstabenglelchuniren mit eiuer einzicreu unabha
^uchstab

ngigen

engrosse.

^5. On the part tvhkh the Silicates of the Alkalies may plarj in the

^^(amorpkism of Hods ; by T. Sterry'Hunt, Esq., of the Geological

'^"J^'ty
of Canada, (Proc. Roy. Soc, in L. E. and D. Phil. Mag., xv, 68.)

:^n my last communication to the Royal Society on the Metamorphic
"""nan Strata of Canada, I endeavored to show, from the results of

^°alyses of the altered and unaltered rocks, that It is the reaction between

}^
isiliceous matters and the carbonates of lime, magnesia, and iron of

i^edmientary deposits, which has given rise to the serpentines, talcs,

[j[''°*^'^ites, chlorites, and garnet rocks of the formation. I then cited
"e observation of Bischof that silica, even in the form of pulverized

\v"tT^'
^'°^^'y decomposes these caibonates at a temperature of 212° F.,

'tn evolution of carbonic acid ; the same author mentions tliat a solu-

lon of carbonate of soda has the power of dissolving quartz under simi-

r ^°"^''tions.* Desirin.T to verify these observations, 1 have since made
the foil'ouowing experiments.

, . , , ,

. .YOlorless crystalline quartz was ignited, finely pulverized, and thea
^°'ied for an hour with a solution of its weight of perfectly pure caibo-
"^^te of soda ; the amount of silica thus dissolved was PS per cent of tho

BiscJiof s Chain, mid Thya. Geology, Eng. Edition, vol. i, p. 7.
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f

t

quartz, but on repeating the treatment of the same quartz with a second

portion of the carbonate, only '35 per cent Avas dissolved. The object of

this process was to remove any soluble silica, and the quartz thus purified

^as employed for the foilowiug experiments, which w^ere performed in a

vessel of platinum.

I. 1000 parts of quartz and 200 of carbonate of soda were boiled with

water for ten hours, and the mixture was several times evaporated to dry-

ness, and exposed for a few minutes to a temperature of about 300° F.

The amount of silica taken into solution was 12 parts.

II. A hydrocarbonate of magnesia was prepared by mingling boiling

solutions of sulphate of magnesia and carbonate of potash, the latter in

excess; the precipitate was washed hi boiling with successive portions of

water. 1000 parts of quartz were mixed with about as much of this

magnesian carbonate and boiled as above for tea hours. An excess of

hydrochloric acid was then added, the whole evaporated to dryness, and

the magnesian salt washed out with dilute acid. The residue was then

boiled for a few minutes with carbonate of soda, and gave 33 parts of

soluble silica.

III. A mixture of 1000 parts of quartz, 200 of carbonate of soda with

'water, and an excess of carbonate of magnesia w^as boiled for ten hours,

and the residue, tieated' as in the last experiment, gave 148 parts ot solu-

ble silica. The alkaline liquid contained a little magnesia, but no sihea

in solution. That the soluble silica was really combined witti magnesia

was shown by boiling the insoluble mixture with sal-ammoniac, which,

dissolving the carbonate, left a large amount of magnesia with the silica.

This silicate was readily decomposed by hydrochloric acid, the greater

part of the silica separating in a pulverulent form.

The third experiment was suggested by some observations on the reac-

tions of silicate of soda with earthy carbonates. Kuhlmann has reraurked

the power of carbonate of lime to abstract the silica from a boiling so u-

tion of soluble glass,* and it is known that alumina exerts a similar

action. I have found that when artificial carbonate of magnesia in excess

is boiled with a solution of silicate of soda, the latter is completely de-

composed with the formation of carbonate of soda, and a silicate of mag-

nesia which gelatinizes with acids; and I have long since des(*inbed tins

reaction in the evaporation of alkaline mineral wateis.f This nnitu^

decomposition of carbonate of mao-nesia and silicate of soda, conjoin
^^

with "

' '"'

result

the power of carbonate of sod^a to dissolve silica, ^^^^^^}^ ^
^^^J^-l^^

^ ' If we boil for some hours a mixture of ignited silica, obtain

from the decomposition of a silicate bv an acid (and consequently reaai y

soluble in all alkaline carbonates), with a small portion of ^^^"^^"^.^^
^^

Rodaand an excess of hydrocarbonate of magnesia, we obtain a (i

^^
powder which contains all the silica united with magnesia, and mav

boiled with carbonate of soda and sal-ammoniac without decomposit^^^-

It is obvious from the above experiments that similar results may
J^^^^^_

tained with quartz, although the process is much slower; it would ao

less be accelerated under presF^ure at a somewhat elevated tempera

which would enhance the solvent power of the alkaline carbonate.

* Comptea Rendiis de FAcad. des Sciences. Dec. Srd and Dec. 10th, 1855, w ©^

wul be found many important obserrations on the alkaline silicates,

t Reports of the Geob Survey of Canada, 1851-53-51
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Silicates of potash and soda are everywhere present in sedimenfary
rocks, where dccoinposing feldspathic materials are sekiom wanting, and
tliese salts iu the presence of a mixture of quartz and earthy caibonates,
aided by a gentle heat, will serve to effect a union of the quartz with the

r^ Vt^'^^^' ^'•'^""'^^'"P^ carbonic acid. A small amount of alkali may
ip, like a leaven, continue its operation indefinitely and change the
cliaiacter of a great mass of sedimentary rock. Such a process is not
'I'y a possible but a necessary result under tlie circumstances supposed,

ana we cannot, I think, doubt that alkaline silicates play a very iuiport-
nt part in the metamorpliism of sedimentary rocks, which are composed
01 tlie most part of earthy carbonates, with siliceous, aluminous, and
leldspathic materials.*

ne direct action between the carbonates and silica must necessarily

»
'"^^ited by their mutual insolubility, and by the protecting influence
the first- formed portions of earthy silicate; but with the solvent action
a small portion of alkali, which is changed from silicate to carbonate,

oa then back again to silicate, the only limit to the process would be
e satisfying of the mutual affinities of the silica and the basic oxyds

present.
^

^6. On the Extinct Volcanoes of Victoria, Australia; by R. Brovgh
™VTH Esq.. C.E., F.G.S., (Proc. Geol. Soc, in L. E. and D. Phil. Mag.,

a I^' I

—^"^^ district in Southern Australia in which lavas, basalts,
)f othtv evidences of recent igneous action are found, extends from the

oii\?
'^y (^ tributary of the Yarra), on the east, to Mount Gambier

til T
7^^^' ^^^ ^^^^ northern point is Macneil's Creek (a tributary of

3go ^°f
<^\on), in 37° S. lat, and its most southern point is Belfast, in

,
^1 S. lat. Its extreme Icncfth is 250 miles, and its extreme breadth

^bout 90 miles.
^

^he following were enumerated and described as the most distinctly
"^ai'ted cratej-iform volcanic hills :—
.
^- A hill neai' the source of the Me)ri Crock, on the Dividing Range,
out 25 miles north of Melbourne, and already described by Mr. Selwyn,
e Government Geologist. 2. Mount Atkin, about 1500 feet above the
a-level.

3, Mount Poninyong, adjacent to the Ballarat Gold-fields,

cr
jf^^baramul or Mount Franklyn. 5. Mount Rouse. 6. Several

aterifovm
liill.s around Lake Koraugamito, and the often conical hills

^nown as the Stony Rises. 7. Tower Hill, hetween the towns of War-

st'a"^.
^ ^i^'l Belfast, and dose to the coast. In the last-mentioned in-

^'".ce the scoria lias been found by well-sinkers to overlio, at the depth

'xty-three feet, the original surface of the ground, covered with coarse

ta] ^"'^^^ '"^^ ^^^^^ "^'^ ^ound growing, and amongst this dry, fait not

•ched, grass the workmen are said to Jiave found some living frogs.
_

|j
,

^'; nt^arly the whole extent of Victoria there are masses of nitrusivo

tlo
'" ^^^^ P^^^^^ columnar, breaking through both the granite and

,.f.
i>al«ozoic strata, and occasionally through tJie o\-erly!ng Tertiary

V'Uiocone) beds also. Extensive denudation has destroyed the probably

^''^iiig portions of these old basaltic outburets, both before and after

tile e!!*?
^^'* ^"'^^'^ ^^^^ small portions nf alkalies arc

and eve i.^
*^''^*'^^' «"<=*» ^ serpentine, talc, pyroxene, .'

^eo beryl and corundum. See the metuoir of L.uhl

^^C0,\D SERIES, VOL. XXV, NO. 74.—MARCH, ISSS

seldom or never wanting in

_^ ^ _ ^ _ __^ asbestus, epidote, idocrase,
«vei} beryl and coTundumT^s'rethe memoir of Kuhlmann already cited.

37
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the tertiary period. A newer series of eruptive trap-roc'ks, sometimes a3

dense and hard as tlie older basalts, but more frequently vesicular and

amygdaloidal, pierce the old tertiary and also the post-tertiary beds, or
'

the later quartzose and auriferous drifts. These newer basalts and lavas

were probably erupted at a period when considerable areas, both north

and south of the main-coast range, were submerged ; and the lavas cooled

rapidly and not under very great pressure. These eruptions do not ap-

ear to have disturbed the Tertiary beds, which are usually found nearly

orizontal. After these newer basaltic lavas were erupted and denuded,

and after the deposition of the overlying pleistocene drift, some of the

volcanoes were still acting, though not so energetic as previously, emitting

porous lavas and pumice; and at a still later period, volcanic ash and

scoria, such as that which rests on the ancient humus at Tower Hill, and

that of Mount Leura and the Koraugamite district, were thrown out

when the igneous force was almost exhausted. Mr. R. 13. Smyth pointed

out the interest attached to the extinct volcanos of Victoria as connected

with the great volcanic chain extending fi'om the Aleutian Islands to

New Zealand; and concluded with some observations on the recent oc-

currence of earthquake-movements in Southern Australia, and on the

coast-line, as having reference to the probably not yet exhausted force of

the volcanic foci of that region.

17. On the occurrence of Marine Animal Fonns in Fresh-water.—^

translation of a paper by Dr. E. von Martens, on this subject, is published

in the Annals and Magazine of Natural Ilistory, [3], i, 50. The facts

are important in their bearing on the deterniuiation oi the marine or

freshwater character of geological formations from their fossils.

18. WollaHton Medal.—The Geological Society of London at the an-

niversary meeting, Feb. 25, 1857, awarded tlie Wollaston medal to >h

Barrande, the distinjruished palyeoutologist, and the balance of the pro-

ceeds of the Wollasr<>u Donation Fund to Mr. S. P. Woodward, author

of the excellent " Maniud of the Moliusca," and now engaged on a '' Man-

ual of the Radiated Animals."

IIL BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. DeCandolle's Prodromns, Part II of Vol XIV (pp.
493—T06) ^as

pnblislu-d near tlie close of the past year. It contains the ThymclMce

by M(,isner, the Flmig^wccce by xon Schlechtendal, the Gruhhiacm by i^^

Candolle, resting merelv on one of those outlydng or anomalous genej

^vhich there is too xjreat' tendencv to raise to ordinal importance, m^»'^)

because the author^ knows not what to do with tln-m,—nnd 5^'n/am':

by DeCanrJolIe. Of the first (;rder we Lave only Dirca, pecailmr to n^^^

country, and wit)* no congener known. There is nothing to add ';^^^^^^^

5ug our three species of EUvoanacem. As to onr few Sauialaccce, it i>

tei'csting to rem;n'k that one of our oharacreristic genera, ^•^''"
f^^'^.^j.^?-

Oil-nut). is found to have two representatives in the IHinalayn^ \^9
_^^^

carya^ Wall.), and apparently two more in southern India
(*^^^'^*'^^^^'^;.J

Comit'O.Arn.). Also that an European species is iijtroduced into our K^om

(the Thesium degam of Rochel), and the genus itself shown to be D^
;

""^^"^ ' ^'
' And harhya^Gray. published in this Jo^

uced to a subirenus of Comandra^—io \^^

distinct from Thesium.
twelve years ago, is red

- ^fc_^. I
-^ "Jrf^_JHF J ^^^
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are not disposed to object. But we take the new species of true Coman-
«'*«5 C, pallida^ to be a mere varietv of C. umbellaia : which, bv the wav.
^e did not state to be eight or tea/ ght
UeCandolh thinks that the hairs which connect the anthers of CGmandra^
and of most Tkesia also, with the perianth, belong to the L-itter, not to
tlie fonner, as the generic name implies. Our own observations, and
especially some made by Mr. H. J. Clark upon very young flower-buds,
confirm this view. The discovery, announced in this Journal in 1854,
that the striking genus Baclieya^ Torr., is truly dichlannxleous in the
female flowers, proves a capital fact for M. DeCandolle; who draws from
It the confident inference that the flora] envelop which in all other plants
^^ the order occurs alone, and has the stamens opposite its lobes, is corolla

^Jitl not calyx, and consequently so in the Loranthacece and ProUacece

p\ ^^'i' aiTtlior's views are presented in detail in an article, Sur la
J'iimdle de,s SanlulacecB, in the Biblioiheque Univenelle, puhlished last

antninn, and they appear well-nigh convincing. An analogous c^se is

tound in Zanthoxylum (only Jiere the suppression is the rare case), Z. Arner-

For

^mum plainly wanting that wliieh in Z. CaroUniannm is tlie corolla

[(genera Illustr. 2, p. 148). jSfy^m offers a good instance of tlic limb
or a calyx so reduced as to have escaped notife, until four years ago.
^nat to DeOatidoIle seem to be petals (p. 022, note in'cLar. of order
"cntalacete)^ were seen to be so, and the observations recorded in the 5th
volume of the Memoirs of the A inerkan Academy, p. 336, and after-

™] extended in the Manmtl Bot. U. ^., ed. 2, p. 102 (1S5G). It is

'ngtifar that DeCandolle should remain so uncertain of the }
'ace of

^ y^-n in the Natural System. If he will compare ir and J^fastixia with
^ornus he Avill surely be convinced that Nyssa is a true Coinaoeotis

p""s. So of Cevallia, the true place of which our author seems not to

^"<^^", although given in the Flora of North ATnnica many years ago,

"idcr the sanction (we may add) of the verv highest anttiority. Indeed,

,?P';'_in is its relationslii]) to Grouovia that Fenzl soon saw and conecUd
"IS nnstake \n referring the genus to Cahjccre(B. And if at this day any

fould doubt that these are Loasaceons plants, let them turn to the

'^jracters o{ Petalonyx, in Mem. Amer. Acad., 5, p. 31^.

fn f?""« these details, let us consider our pleasing prospect in respect

^
he continuation (at least through the Dicotylcdone<B) of the great

/J'"^'.iipoa which the DeCandoIIes, father and son, and other excellent

panists, have bestowed so mucli labor and talent. The great order of

/famatc was to liave been included in the pi-esent volume. It would

j~\\ extended the volume undulv. But, unfortunately, or fortunately,

"^"Jecase maybe, Professor DeVriese has G:one to Java on a govern-

°^«nt nii,,i^^ without finishing the work; and the indefatigable Meisner

Z ''''' '* '" '''-^"^J- It is to form the leading part of volume lo, the

^^o^mcece by DeCandolle liimself, and the Aristolochiaaic by Duchartre

ee^S/vppeiuled, and perhaps the Enpkorhiace^^, also by ,t>'-'^^'"J«"«' '^-

^'f/l>e genus EnphUla Ivhich Boissier undertakes. The 6fh volume

rf>'''ded to commence with the Urtkacece proper by ^^ -J/^^^U, or the

T^J^T"" ^^ Tulasne. We are pleased to learn that Prof And^-sson

•Stockholm
is to elaborate the Salkme<^ ; and we beg of all North

'^^eriean
botanists that they wlli collect for bim all the native Willow*

*i
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and Poplars of their districts, taking pains to procure "blossoms, foliage,

and fruit from the same trees. And for DeCandolle biiaself, who will

probably undertake the Cupuliferce^ we likewise ask for good and copious

specimens of every species or form of our American Oaks. Specimens

communicated to tlio writer of this article will bo duly forwarded, and

will doubtless be very useful. Such arrangements are made as to render

it probable that the Dicotyledonece may be completed in the Prodroraus

in the course of three or four years.' » a. o.

2. Dr, Iloohr^s Flora of Tasmania has been issued as far as to Part

V, which completes the first volume, and the Dicotyledonous class, Conif-

em included : 339 pages, and 100 adiuirable plates. The work is pub-

lished by Lovell Reeve, London, in the same form and style as the Flora

Antarctica and the Flora of Nexo Zealand. It is enough to say that the

w^ork is of the very highest character, and that it abounds with import-

ant observations upon the structure and affinities of plants. One volume

more will finish this series of high southern Floras, whicli—although they

embrace only a part of the author's botanical writings—would appear

sufficient to represent a lite-time of arduous scientific labors. A. g.^

3. Journal of the Proceedings of the Limicean Society (Botany); ^o.

6, 1857.—Dr, Thomson's interesting paper upon the embryo and gernu-

nation of Barringlonia h\\i[ Careya is concluded. The embryo is shown

to be'exalbuminous, essentially a macropodous radicle, destitute of cotyl-

edons, developing from one end a*near]y naked plumule, and fro»i the

other a primordial slender root, Drs. Hooker and Thomp-on contuiue, m
a second series, their Pra^cursorca ad Floram Jndicam. They here take

up a group of related orders, consisting of '' Saxifragem (iucludjng

JIgdrangece, &c.), Crassulacece^ Droseracece^ Parnassiec^, Grmulariece,

Hamamelidece^ and Philadelphece. The yery close relationship of ^
^^

group or alliance to Eosacece on the one hand and to Cornacec^ on the

other is pointed out. The resemblance of Parnassia to Saxfragn,^^

indicated by Brown, is insisted on, and the affinity strengthened by tae

discovery that the stamens advance in pairs to the stigma, as in
^^^f}^^^^

genus, and by tlie disposition to an adhesion of the calyx-tube ^Tith tn

base of the ovary, which (somewhat evident even in our P. CaroUniamj^

is very striking in several species. We are pleased to find, ^^^^^^^^^^V
.j^g

Dr. Hooker retains Parnama as a distinct order, on account ot

*staminodia' and the exalbuminous seeds. But he omits al! niention

the anomalous position of the stigmas, which is decidedly anthsaxi rageou^^

as also is the division of tlie. styles or stigmas in Droseracece. K^^^f.
an oversight or misprint on p. 78, in speaking of the ;>«Wf^a/ placentauo

of Elodea.) The transference of UroseracecB to the Saxifragal ^^'^''^"^,\

suite to Parnassiece, is surely a happy thourrht, naturally '^^^^^^'^^^^

our author's discovery of the perigynous character ^^ '^*^"^^
p "^

.^/a

si>ecies, and by tiic other obvious points of resemblance ^^'^^^J,^^'"'; '/^^
But we demur to tlie statement that '' Proseracece and ^'^''^^^^

-^^i.
seem to be rather aberrant members of Saxifragece in its

^-^^^^f^' ^Jess
ficance, than separate orders." But, if there be here '' too miicft

^^m admitting variations" of the order, there is on ih^. other hand, as it

^

to us, "too much stiflTness in refusing" to admit the Philadelphf<^^^ ^
as our authors limit the groups, are distino-uishable from Saxr^m^^'
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no one assignable character. If limited to Pknadelphus and to Carpen-
ima (winch is as it were a Phihdelphus with an almost free ovarv) the
group may indeed be distinguished b\' the convolute aestivation of the
petals

;
but this is of no great moment in such a case, especially since

rJamesm exhibits a transition into the ordinary imbricative mode. (See
i3ot. U. S. Expl. Exped., 1, p. 6G3, note.) In Pileostcgla our authors
bring to our knowledge an interesting new Hydrangeous genus. They
also have a new Crassulaceous genus, Triadina, a sort of Sedum with the
carpels reduced to three and connate half way up." So that, with this
genus, Pcnthoruin and Diamorpka, on the one hand, and Spirceanthemum

ifi

as respects technical distinctions, is completely bridged over. a. g.
I 4. Plantce Indies Batavice OrientaUs, quas erjjloiavit Casp. G. C.

Keixwardt. Digessit et lilustravit Guil, H. dk Vriese. Leyden. Fasc. I,
I806. Fasc. II, 1857, pp. 160, tab. 1-8. Roy. 4to.—The venerable Rein-
™tdied in the year 1854, and his botanical collections, made in the

.

^^^'^ ^^^^ Indies about thirty years ago, were bequeatod to the herba-
i^um of the Leyden Botanic Garden ; and their publication in very hand-
^onie style has been commenced by Professor De Vriese, aided by other
^'>j^ botanists. The first fasciculus comprises the Gesneriaceoe, Ternstroc-
^^dcecE, Sapotacete, Mtjrtacece, and Dilleniacece by De Vriese, and the
^i^pahcoe by Dr. Van der Sande La Coste. Sauravja, of which many
species are here described, is tahen as the type of a distinct order, but
nothing new is suggested in respect to its affinities. We suspect that
iatichon is right in considering it as of the Ericaceous type. Several

species are said to have their styles united at the base, and a trfgynous
species is said to have thera united up to the middle. This militates
agjvmst Draytonia. The second fasciculus contains the Araliacem by

Mu"j<= Musci Frondosi by
[ypcrace(s, Aroidecs. I

e

. - -, ^., „...,io, Jomhrctaccce, Saxifmgacece, dr., and Rub
pinmenced), by Miquel. Miqiiel's new Cunoniaceous genus Spimopsis
'8 iBuch closer to Weinmanvia than our Spirceanthemum. The plates

^^ this work are truly beautiful. A. O.

^' botanical Necrology for I85l.— Charles Girou de Buzareingues of
toe South of France.

—

A. 'JV. Desvaux, who was a botanist of some coa-
sequence in the earlier part of the century, when he was the editor of a

^} known Botanical Journal. In 1817 he became director of the Bo-
f^nical Garden of Angere where he remained until his death. Ilis son

""«e Desvaux, a very promising botanist, who elaborated the Grasses

Jr-„
Flora Chilena, died a few years ago, at an early age.—/T ir.

^^allroth, a well known German botanist, the monographer of Oroban-

^!j!.f'-^Targioyn-Tozeiti, the distinguished Florentine botanist— W. G.

yimus (born in 1769), the naturalist of Krusenstern's voyage of explo-

raiion in 1803-1806 !—X. W. DUlwyn (born in 1778), of Swansea,
«• ^^ales.—//. J) ^_ Ficinns, of Dresden, author of a Flora of the neigh-

J,^ihood of Dresden and other works.—jV". Graves, of Pans, a well known
rench botanist, but scarcelv a botanical author.
io this list we mav add the name of the venerable Madame de Jussieu,

*Wow of A. L. Juskeu, and the mother of Adrien, who died in Paris
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last year, at a very advanced age. The library and collections of tliia

distinguished family are now dispersed. The herbaria we believe have

gone to the Jardin 'dcs PlanteSy but the libj-ary, so rich in botanical

^vorks, and especially in separate memoirs, gathered with such pains by

at least three generations of botanists, is before this time widely dispersed

by the hammer of the auctioneer.

An equally venerable name is now to be added, that of the distin-

guished algologist, Mrs. Gri^lhs, of Torquay, England, who died in the

latter part of Januai^y, at the age of ninety. To her, almost half a cen-

tury ago, Agardh dedicated the genus Griffithsia^ a beautiful group of

plants of the family she loved so well and so successfully cultivr.ted even

to the last, continuing her scientific correspondence wiLli her friends dowa

to the last months of her long and actively useful Jift^^

AVe have also to announce the death, at the beginning of the present

year, of Dr, J, Forbes lioyle of London, author of Illustrations of the

Botany of the Himalaya Mountains, and of various other works upon the

botany, materia medica, and the industrial products of India. a. g.

6. Notice of the occurrence of Green-gilkd Oysters ; by W. J. Tayior*

—A curious charncteristic of the oysters of a locality in a sound on the

eastern shore of Maryland may interest naturalists. The sound is on

the Atlantic coast, and its principal outlet is Chincoteague Inlet. The

oysters in question were tatea from the latter named place where ther

had been planted to prepare them for the markets of New York and

.Philadelphia, They were planted about four years ago, at winch

time from some unknown cause numbers of them died. After a tune

they thrived greatly and wi^re prized for their superior size and fia«

flavor,

-^ After two years had elapsed, a peculiar green color was observed in the

gills which continues; it is particularlv intense and marked in the Wi

and winter when the mollusc is fat, and nearly disappears in the spring

and summer. The color is only in the gills, tlie mantle being white; Jt

may be termed a pea-green. By cooking it becomes darker; but it

nearly disappears when the mollusc is placed in dilute alcohol.

The oysters are planted on a hard sandy bottom which has a j^hg^n

coating of dark mud, in which grows a very small grass. The locahty is

within eight or nine miles of "Green Run" inlet, which is rapidly faih""*

^pwith sand, which already prevents navigation. The tide ebbs an

flows regularly about four inches. The same peculiar green color t^'^s

noticed in oysters at this locality fourteen years ago, after which tune i

disappeared. The same color not so strongly marked has been observea

near Chincoteague inlet.

7. Humming Bird of the U. States, (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist

XX, 520).—Mr. Gould having returned from a visit to the United btat^

wutherhe Lad proceeded for the purpose of studying ^^^^ '»^^'^^ *L
manners of the species of Trockilas frequenting that portion ot

American continent, detailed some of the results of his observations.

Having arrived iust prior to the period of the bird's migration^tr

Mexico to the north, and having had ample opportunities for ^^bservinu

m a st^te of nature, he noticed that its actions were very peculiar,

quite different from those of all other birds : the fli^^ht is performed
y*

o *
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a motion of the wings so rapid as to be almost imperceptible ; indeed the
muscular po\ver of this little creature appears to be very great in every
respect, as, independently of its rapid and sustained flight, it grasp?? the
simall twigs, flowers, &c., upon which it alights with great firmness, and
u wounded chngs to them with the ntmost tenacity : it appears to be
most active in the morning and evening, and to pass the middle of the
<iay under the shade of the thiuk leafy branches. Occasionally it occurs
in such numbers, that fifty or sixty may be seen on a single tree. When
captured,^ it so speedily becomes tame, that it will food from the hajid or
jttouth within half an hour. Successful in keeping one alive during a
long railway journey, in a gauze bag attached to his breast-button, for
three days, during wliich it readily ted from a small bottle filled with a

^yj*"P of brown sugar and water, Mr. Gould detcrnn'ned to attempt the
t^nnging of some living examples to England, in which he succeeded, but
unhappily they did not long survive their arrival in London, and died on
tile second day : had they lived, it was his intention to have sent them to
tlie Society's Gardens, "where they would doubtless have been objects of
pat attraction. Mr. Gould added that lie was certain that they might
*^^ readily brought to this country: that they would live in the gardens

^^
least during \he months of summer, and that the captains of any of

*^e great steamers now voyaging between England and America would
willingly render the a?;sistance requisite to effect this desirable object.

8. Leptoaiagon, Trask, nov. gen. (Proceedings of the California Acad-
^^y of Natural Sciences, vol. i, p. 99, plate vi.) —Described by the
author as a new genus of microscopic organisms referable to "the family

^ ^•;i^^taceas, their form and inorganic structure, with their configuration
seeming to warrant this, more pro][>erly perhaps than "among the zoophytes
^^ diatoms." They are said to be styliform, membrano-calcareous, with
^<ientral canal divided by transverse septa; the extremity armed with a

^^^^oveable mandibular process. Eight species are described occupying

/^» extended geograj)hiea] range, from Mexico to Japan." The figures of

J^*-' plate are well executed; and to judge from them, these forms must
^^e a remarkably close resemblance to the falcig^rous setfe of some
^finelules, Nereis for instance, both in form and structure. Thes^ setae

.
^'7 tnuch in character in the diflFerent rings of the same worm, so that

I ^^Y conjectures be true, all of these objects may belong to two or three

^P^eiesofAnnelides. ^y. s.

IV. ASTRONOMY.

J- ^^ote on the Periodidty In the Su7i's Spots; by 0. REicnEXBAcri,

>'""'muni"c'afod by letter elated Norristo^vn, Pa., Jnn. 15, 1858).—The

ymicy of "gpots" as observed mainly by Mr. Schw: be of Dessau, cm-
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The period is about 11 years, the nimiber of our year giving an ill*

defined mark. A period by a primary cause oscillates by seconijary

causes. The revolution of Jupiter, the largest planet, is 11'86 yeai-s.

There is affinity in these numbers. The maxima occurred in 1828, 1837

and 184r8; another draws near; farther off, six periods correspond to six

revolutions of Jupiter; but I may be mistaken, and by a constant accele-

ration seven periods may take place. When we try to combine the Jays

of observation, the number of spots and of spotless days, we find the in-

crease and decrease to be in a slow ratio before and after the maxiumin,

and the decrease and increase in a rapid ratio before and after the mini-

mnm, a coincidence with the requirements of elliptic motion.

In 1828, 1837 and 1848 occurred the maxima. In 1827, 1839,

1851, 1862, Jupiter passes its aphelion. The first numbers coincide,

The frequency of spots corresponds to the aphelion of Jupiter. The

pressure at the perihelion, as my theory supposes, expands and increases

the envelop; the aphelion condenses it, introducing a rapid alternation

of precipitation and evaporation ; the mass is thereby allowed to descend

and meet in the equatorial regions, and the temperature is there increased.

The numbers do not all coincide. But
(1.) Do the maxima by groups of spots correspond to the greatest

area and darkness? No days were spotless in 1829, 1838 and 1839, all

those yenvi^ produced spois of largest dimensions,

(2.) Thei'e is a number of other planets ; if we abstract from the far

and slow, and the near and rapid small ones, the second central planet

remains as the principal disturber. In 1827, Saturn was 10° {corres-

ponding to the aphelion of Jupiter) in advance of its perihelion, aiKl tlid

number of spots was considerably less than in 1837 or 1848. In 1839

Saturn w^as 23^ from its aphelion, advancing toward it. During^ the pre-

ceding years both planets advanced together towards their aphelions, and

the greatest number of spots occurred before 1839. The reason of this

anticipated maximum becomes obvious when we consult the position o

the two aphelions. When the two planets draw near each other, the a -

tractive force of the greater diminishes the spot-producing power of tae

smaller, the combined pressure on the sun is increased, the average d^^

tance diminished, the angular velocity of the greater augmented, whereas

both planets advance in 1837 towards their aphelions in the latter l)^

of the semi-orbits, but differ still about a quadrant in length,
^^f^^f^'producing effect culminates, they exercise the least pressure, the ^^fjy'

pulsion on the interior sun. In 1851 Saturn was 60° from its
peniielio

advancing towards it; beyond 48=^ its effect diminishes, the spot-prodtc

ing effecl^of Jujnter still advancing to its aphelion. la 1862 Saturn ,^vi

be 82^ from its perihelion (iu 1857-58 the time of the two penheiion

retty near coincides) advancing to its aphelion, and the maxunum ^

e delayed till near that time. There is here a coincidence witn

aphelion of Jupiter, but the maximum is in itself smalL The next peru ,

1874, is brought down to 1872. .

\^A relation between the "spots '' and the oscillations of magneti.u

«xi-^pected; Jt must exist. The planets must influence the ii^'^5"^^'^[^.J

the effect from Jupiter on the earth must be large, as the ^^^^^""^^^
j^s

times revolving, passes at one time between the sun and that planet i
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perihelion an! then in its aphelion. The earth is now prmed, now
eLih^d, ru envelop now expanded, now condensed, I)etsveen* those two ro*
tating halls, or iua|Tnets, or voltaic piles, or weights, or whatsoever they
Jire callul with reference to phenomena classed under those various de-
nomiuatiuns.

V, MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

L Telestereostcnpe,—Professor IlELMnoLTZ has described an instrument
(I*>gg. Ann., 1857, and Iliil, Ma<f., Jan. 1858) which he calls a Teleste-
reompe^ (Telescopic i^tereos(•ope), ih^- object of which is ''to present, ste-
reosc(.j)i(ja||y xjnited, two pictures of a landscape corresponding to two
ponits of view, whose distances considerably exceed the distance between
le two eyes." Tlie stereoscopic power of tlie eyes is small, because the

ajstanee between thcni is small. My the instrunil^nt it is widened, and the
^' ^^:t which a stereoscope j)ruiluces in a picture of a landscape is throwa

^^Y
the hmdscnpe itself. The instrument is made up of four mirrors

Jind two eye-glasses. Two mirrors placed, alike, at an angle of 45^ one
to t le i-iVht and the other to tlie left, receive the rays of hght from the
•'ji'I^cape. These mirrors throw the rays horizontally towards one an-

^^ I'er to two obliqne mirrors, which throw the rays through the cye-
gasses to the eyes. In a window, place on either side, say three or tour
*-'t-t or the widtli of the wind<nv apart, a mirror, at the angle stated, to
I'eeeive the rays from outside, the planes of the two mirrors converging

^} ^l^^'^^e
to a point in tlie room. TJie mirrors will liave the position of

tilt* half-opened shutters of the window. The rays from the scene outside

^V^^*^*'*"»g tliem will be thrown parallel to the window, those of one
|"»i*ror towards the other. Now by placing at the middle of the window

of 90"^ ^"i'lllei- mirrors roeetJng like the legs of a V, but at an angle

j»"« facing in the rodiii, the rays will be tlirown into tlie room; and if

''^'so two mirrors nra not too large or are properljr }>Iacc(J, the rays will

''^^e just ihe distance apart required to pass into the vjQ^ A box or
lanie may endost' the mirr()r^ and a couple oi lenses be inserted as.eye-

•"Ji-'*-'-*,
and the t^tfect thereby bo improved ; though the lenses should have

•• f"cal length of thirty or forty itichep. The nnrrors should b^ made of
^'.e U-st plate glass, 'hxa size may be mueJi larger than the brejidth of a

'2^'"^v; although not to any very great advantage,

^

lu see near objects in the tele^tereoseope, tiie reflectors must \>^ turned
.^Ufid their vertical axes i^o that the angle between their surfaces and the

J°"g
^ih^^i of the box is somewhat greater than 45^. The objects dien

P|H|;ir greatly reduced in size, but in surprisingly j^rominent relitsf When

ofV'o*'^
"li'ToiTs only are turned* the Fmall ones being left at the angle

^ ':^^ an exaggerated relief is obtained. If the dimensions m the di-

Pffion of the dei)th of the fiehl of view to those on the surface are to

f;""
their right relations, the large mirrors must always remain parallel

;" "'*-' f^mall ones. The aspects of near objects, particnlarly ot the huujan

;;£"«. are strikin<rlv beautiful in the telestereoscoiie. The nnpression

>» from thq r^l notion produced by concave glasses, in the cueuni-

^^^^^*i that it is not reduced pictures that the observer imagines he sees,

tiiHe

actually reduced bodies.
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It is oiily necessary lo plj^<;e a double opera-glass l>eUveon the eyes of tlio

cUservcr auj the small reflectors; it is still preferable for llie fieM of vieu',

to separate the eye-glass from the object-glass of the instniinent, and ?o

iix theiji in the telestereoscope that the light at each side lirs^t strike the

larg** mirror, then the object-glass, then the small reflector, and finally

the eye-glass; so that in this arrangement the optic axis of the telescoi»o

itself h bntken at a right angle. The greater the magnifying power, the

greater of course must be the jx*rfection of the plane reflectors, but then

it is not necessary to choose tliem larger than the object-glass of the

telescope.

These views, at the same time telescopic and stereoscopic, also exceea

to an extraordinary degree tlie common image of tlie telescope in vivid-

ness, in tlie wmjile teltiBcopic images, ditierence of distance disappears

totally: the objects look exactly as if they were painted on a plane sur-

face. 15y the ordinary combination of the two tlalileo's telescopes, the

r.ppearance of relief for nearer objects is in some di^gree obtained; and

hence it is that a doul)]o opera-glass gives a mnch livelier impression of

U'lief than a single one. Hut in the usual construction of the instrument

the relief is false: the objects aj)pear as if they were squeezed together

in the direction of depth. In the case of human faces, on which, for the

.most part, oj)era-gIasses are directed, tliis is very striking. AVhen they

are regarded from the front, they appear xiuieh" flatter than ihey really

-are. and when looked at in profile, they appear too narrow and sharp.

In both cases the expression of the countenance is essentially altered.

When a double opera-glass is turned round and the observer lo^'ks

'through the object-glass, "the deep dimensions of objects are magnified

out of i»r<>porti(tn. While, therefore, throuj^^h a simple telescope allot)-

f

1

jwts a|)|n;;ir as paintings, tlirough a double opera-ghiss, complete oijeds

arc S'.'cu as hus-nlk/ti, while by reveisiiig tlie opera-glass, objects aj'pt^ar

in liigb ix'litf.

2. Inqnhica into the QiiantHij of Air inspired througliout the Day ««'

N'ii.hl, and under the injlueme of Exercise, Food, Medicine, Tmperolun

Ac, by Kdwahd Smiih, M.U.. {Proc. Roy. Sue. L. E. and D. rbi'- W'^.S

-xiv, p. 5 4 (j).— 'J- 1 1 is coiniminlcation consists of tiiree parts ami coiitauis

tli»' results of 1200 series of observatious. The author was himselt the

Rubjoet of all the investigations. He is lljirfy-eight years of age, »«

f-yl in height, healthy and strong, and with a vital capacity of the lung^

-ot 280 i;ul,io inches, . i

The paper concludes with a summarv of the principal results oUain«

and a series of deductions, ai>plicable especially to ibu solution or eiut

dation uf hygienic questions. From tlie former the following f^'^^t^
'•^^

u.n.uii lyi jiyirifuic qu
extracted;

being made

it WilS

Tlie total quantity of air in-splrcd in 24 hours (allowance bein

forinteivals rtuiounting alto-a-ther to 40 minutes, during winch

not recorded) was 711,000 cub. ins. ; or an average of 20,027 c"t)-
1.

'

jK-r lionr and 403 G per minute. The quantity was much less during i

night tlian during the day. There was an increase as the "»'""'"^;
;^„t--*'•' " ly at a!>o";vanced and a d»auceu ana a decrease at al>out 8»> 30'" P. m., but most sucmeu'.y '" -
_^jn p. 51. During the day the quantity increased immediately after a m*- »
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flndtben subsided before the next meal; but in every instance it rose
again immediately before a meal. The rate of frequency of resjMiarion
generally corresponded with the quantity, but the extrcnjes of the day
and night rates were greater. The period of greatest paralleh'Mn was
between tea and supper. An increase was occasioned by one meal only,
Bamely breakfast. The average depth of respiration was 20-5 cnh. ins,
^ith a minimum of 18'1 cub. ins. in the ni<;ht, and u maximum of ^2 2'
cuK ins, at ]^ 30"' p. m. The mean rate of the pulse was 76 per min-
"te, the minimum at a^ 30*" a. m., the maximum at 8^ 45^^* a.m.; the
difference being more than one-third of the minimum ratt\ ^
^
bleep came on in two of the series of continuous observations, and \\\q

tnne ot its occurrence was also that of the lowest quantities of air in-
spired.

^

the amount of breathing was greater in tlic standing than in (Iio

Sitting po^^ture, and greater >itting than lying. It was increased by riding
^n horseback, according to the j)ace, also l>y riding in or upon an omni-
f>us. In railway travelling tlie increase was greater in a sec<)n<I- tijau \\\

a first-class carriage, and greatest in the third-class and on tlie t*?)gine.

An increase was also produced by rowing, swimming, walking, running,
carryuig vvciglits, ascending atid* descending steps, and the lalM)r of the
tread-wheel ; an<l in several of these cases the rate (»f increase was de-
termined for different degrees of exertion used. Heading aloud and
singing, and the movement recommended hy b>r- HhH for restoring mjs-

Pended respiration, increased tlie quantity; bending forwards whilst sit-

t'SR, lessened it.

^'\e quantity of inspired air was increased by exposure to the heat
^^d light of the sun, and lessened in darkness. Increase and decrease of
Jftificial heat produced corresponding effects; and the depth of m^pira-
^on was greatly increased by great heat. An increase in quantity was

J^used also by cold bathing, and sponging, and the cold shower-Uali

;

^y breakfast, dinner, and tea—when tea actually was taken, but when
€|>ffet; was substituted there was a decrease. Snp{-»er o^' bread and milk
^'so caused a decrease. Milk by itself or witli suet t^aused an increase.

An increase was ohtained with the following articles of diet, viz.: eggs,

oeefsteak, jelly, vvjiite bread (home-madi ). oatmeal, potatoes. ?^iV^\T. \v\\

^""^ (1 02). tho following causefl a decrease, viz.: butter, fat i>f beef,

<^'*ve oil, co^Mivcr oil, arrow-root, brandy (I oz. to ]| oz.), and kirrhen-

Jl'as^r. Ether (^draclim) increased the quantity and depth i^f in^pim*

tion. A decrease in quantity was caused by sp. ammon. co. (5iss), sjk

fi^iimon. feet (3iss), tincture of opium (20^1), morphia (^ and ^ gr.>

wtarize^l antimony (4 gr.V auil dilorid of sodium.

Urbonate i)f aunuonm V ! 5 iriains) caused a snvall increase at Iw^i nwd

^"^n a smnll .hw.H....cn. f'^Ki.;fu.r^ niP.H*'i»es liad a like etiet:t. ChU^T^^\orm

25

*n?fise t>i VN /o»j» i»^o y^ «« o**"rag6
^ff' a maxuninn increase ofGS cub. i«s. {^r inimiU-. CMonc kIk'Ms.v)

f'*^ vark'd tho QU;.mity, b"t ti.erc w:k. an avenige inore«s<' i>\ 1 /
vxi\y

^''^- !>er minute, and of" 1-8 per iniuuto, in the mte; «l.iUt l_lu- pul^ U-W

^f» tl,e average 1-7 per inin. Chlurofoim, by inl.al-ition (t<> ju-t s^hoit of

Unconsciousness) lowered the quantity a little duniig th« uihahitiun, auU
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more so flft<»rwards. The rate fvas unchanged, but tlie pulse fell, on nn

Rrerage, 1-7 per min, Amylene similarly administered and to the sjirae

degree, increased the quaiitity during inhalation 60 cub. ins. per min.,

but afterwards -decreased it to 100 cub, ins. j>er niin, less timn during tlie

inhalation. The rat« of respiration was unciianged : tlie pulse fell G per

min. at th^ end of the. observation.

Digitalis (infusion ^i) varied the quantity, increasing it at first and

then decreasing it. The rate of inspiration was unaffected, whilst that of

pulsation somewhat increased.

The paper is accompanied by tables of numencal statements, and by

diagrams exhibiting the results in a series of curves.

3. Fliiorest^nce.—Vro^. J. W. Mallpt states in u letter to one of tlio

editors of this Journal (dated Tuscah>osa, A hi., Jan. 21)) that an old solu-

tion of oil of orange-flowers (Oleum Neroli) in alcohol—one pnitof the

fonner to twelve or fifteen of the latter—fluoresces strongly with a be;ni-

tiful pale purplish light. Th^ solution was made some six or seven years

Ago, and did not exhibit this phenomenon at first.

4. A System of Insfructhn in the Practktjl Use. of the Blowpipe, hehg

a graduated course of anal^s for ike use of StadenU and oil those en-

paged w (h,e examination of metallic covihina lions, 268 pji., ]2mo.

jN^ew York, 1858. IL Baillicre.~The use of the blowpipe has been so

thoroughly perfected by Berzelius and Plattner that now-a-days it w

hardly pos&ible to produce an original treatise on this subject Those

who have hitherto undertaken to prepare blowpipe manuals, have wiselv

followed the accurate observations of these masters, and have reproduced

them in a more or less altered form and arrangement, 1o suit the conven-

ience of students. The book beforo us is acknowledged to be chiefly a

copy, but it is eminently and unfortunately original.

The work is due, as appears from the publisher^ advertisement, fo Prof.

J. Milton Sanders of Cincinnati, Ohio, though a modest S. appended to the

Preface ib all of the name the present volume contaim^. We had occasion

recently to criticise a publication issued over tlm same name; nnd we

could wish that now we had only to commend, liut we should not oe

just to good English or good science if we were so to treat it.

Besides much incorrect use of plain English, we find German idionis

Strangely intruded on the language of the laboratory, and also misunder-

stood, lie says, "If insoluble substances are fused with others fur the

j>urpose of causing a combination which is soluble in water and acid, tlj«

operation U called unclosing'' (aufschlIessK» ?). Again, " If wc detonate

(as it is termed by the German chemists) the sulphide of antmiony o

the sulphide of arsenic with nitrate of potash, wc get the nitrate of nnti

Tnony or nitrate of arsenic.'' We are not nwarc lluit either our own or

th« Latin lafiguage i» indebted to the Germans for the word dtlwale,'^

moreover we do not see any propriety in its use in that J>lace. The aiitlio

anay have meant to say deflagrate, tiiough this wmdd not be u to'"'
/*'^

the German chemists. The science of the passage is its tnost extniordnin
7^

ieature; for we have here announced iov the first time in the ^^^^^^^%^.

•chemistry, the existence of a fjasic oxyd of arsenic ami its nilrate—ti i

toot even mentioned in the 4tli Am*?rican edition of Gregory's Cheunsiry,

or

edited by Prof: Sanders himself!
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Scheerer Ix-ing

la<fe 100 we read: "Arsenic acid (AssO^) is a wliite mass which
readily absorbs _nioii=;ture nnd dissolves. It will not voiatiiize at a low red
imX,nor will it decompose. Exposed to a strong hoat it is decomposed,
yieldinij oxygen, and {>assing into arsenious acid." Under arsenious acid
^^e are told that *• Upon charcoal it instanihj volatilizes, and xvhen heated
U>e charactciistic garlic mMtW is perceived."

0' silver is said (p. 1 63), "- it is not oxydizable, veither at common tem-
porauires nor at those wliicli are considerably higher." The n»erest tyro
"ciiemistiy will liericeforth Lave an infallible means of recognizing this

list u iiK'tal. Oil page 59, in describing the behavior of silver on rliar-
coal heforc tlic blowpiiu', the hmguage'of Plnttner and Sc
'i^'"!}' followed, and also on page'^264, whei-e Blanford's account of tJie

J^actioiis of native silver is ©opied—tlie well known red deposit of oxyJ
M silvei- fo,.,n(.(l ^vhen the metal or its oxjds are strongly heated on char-
coal )s of course duly noticed ; bnt in the chapter ou Special Reactions,
^'"^h appears to be t!»e most ori^'na! part of the work, in giving the
piieral cliaiacters of his "nintli group" of Tnetais, viz., copper, silver

**"« gold, Pj-..f. S. states that: "In the reductiou of the oxyd of this
g^o'ij. no sublimate is visible on charcoal."

^
latinum rs repeatedly said to bo infusible. We are however in the

•ai'it of showing to our classes tlie fusion of a fine wire of tliis metal in
'jie flnrne of the nioutli blowpipe in accordance with the observations of
^'<?JI*^'', Plaitner an<l otliors.

Aofconiing to the antlior, Loracic acid bleaches brazil-wowl-pnper, bnt

J"5thnig is said of the action of sulphurous acid, the latter iiaving this

.1'"'i'"o ^'fft^ct whild the former has not. We also learn that phosi»horic
ac!(! tinges it yellow in the same maimer as hydrofluori<^ acid,

ihe blowpipe IS conciselv descriljod in the following language. "It is

generally made in theform of a tube bent at a riglit angle, but without
* -'^harp corner. The largest one is about seven inches long, and the

•^allest about two inclies." This of course refers to the common blow-
pl'c; but the hand blowpipe used for chemitsi! purposes does not seem to
^s "ma.ie in the form of a tube" if we rightly understand the following

^^^'•'ption. It " is composed of the fi.llowing parts : (tig. 1) A is a htile

'^eryolr made air-iiyht by grinding the partB into it."

Aher 178 paires of tlie nrouer treatise on the blowpipe, the author
"'iishes his

pages from liianturU on tlie Jieiiavior or iu menus i/ciui^ i"t^ .-p.un, -.,...,

^ ''"-'» Jiis pix^fice thus acknowledge??; we quote the paragraph as an

^•^"'npie of Ilia style: ''In Part Third of this work, commencing atW iOa, the student will find a J-ufSi-ieJ.tly cAplicit description ot the

^^^""T'pe reactions of those principal Mibstunces that wouhl be hkely to

J°="t^.6eaeui/, his attention. The following tabular t^tatement. of those

^t'JUijoiis^which we tMkefrom Seheerer and IManfords excellent httlo

^"^'•t upon the blowpipe—will be of great benefit, as a vehckfor con-

ft^dlioti, when the want of time—or dnring the hurrr of an examma-

;i»n--precludes the attentive perusal of the more lengthy de^-cnption m
the text."
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5. Lectures on Roman Ilushantlry—delivered before the University of

OxfonI, coinprelieriding such an account of the System of Agriciilnire,

ih^ Treatment of Domestic Anim-ds, the Horticulture, ete. pursued in

ancient times, as niny be collected from the Scriptures Rei Ilustic«'e, tlie

Geurgics of \'irgil, und other clnssical authorities, with notices of tlie

j»hints mentioned in Colunielhi and Viigil; l»y Professor Charles Dac-

BEXv, M.l)., F.Ii.S, etc., l*rofessor of Botany ant] liural Ec^jnomy in the

University of Oxford. 328 |)p,, 8vo. Oxford and London, 1857.—The
scientific and classical world are under equal i^hligations to the learned

author for his valuable and attractive work on the condition of agricul-

ture ;nul horticulture, nnd the breeding of domestic animals, in the most

flouri?ihing period of tlie Ki)num power. The author alludes in his pre-

face to liis indebtedness to the earlier treatise of the Kev, Mr. l^ickson on

the 'Mlutibandry of the Ancients/' published in 1788, but states that he

has embraced a wider range (.f toj)ics, adding to the subject of tillage

that of the culture of the vineyard and orchard, tlie treatment of domes-

tic animals of all kinds, the cultivation of the garden and otlier collateral

topics. Dr. Daubeny has brought to the task a familiar acquaintanco

\vith chisslcal learning as well as with the sciences pertaining to the sub-

ject. As a chemist and botanist and also a man of g<Mieral science be

has long been known. It is impossible, within the linjils of a brief no-

tice, to present an analysis of a work wljich is itself an analysis of the

ftncient authors on the subjects referre<l to. 1'he impression left on the

inind of the reader is, tlnit of an interesting and instructive review of an-

tiquity: we travel along pleasantly with the author tlirough his learned

and agreeable volume.
The work is illustrated by a plan of Pliny's Laurentian villa and

gromnls, another of a Villa Urbana Kustica and Kructuaria according to

Columella, of a Garden and Portico at Pompeii, pictures of agricultural

operations from Egyptian monuments, ancient Greek agricultural irnple-

ments, phm of an Egyptian garden, and drawings of plants inentioneu

by ancient authors. ^* ^'

' KoBKat

J"urutiil author lieie jtresents us
PI

f Lis
s witli a tiiorouglily revised edinonor «»

is DFfpared witli iireai care and m tneLexicon of medical terms. It is prt-pareU vvitii gi

widest afid im.sL catliolic spirit. TJie literary and tlie mecliaiiioa execu-

tK)i» of the work are remailvHl.ly accurate and s;itisfactory. Oood lexicon

and cnoyclupedic works gerierallv, are the most hibor-saving coiitnvances

Avhidi literary men cnjov ; and 'the laUir which is requiral ^^^ i![.*^*^":

them III tlie perfect manner of tJii-s c.\an)ple is sometliing ixf^^y
contemplate. The author tells us in his preface that he has adued al>o

fiix thousand tcrm:j and subjects to this edition which before Wiis conM

€re<l universally as the best work of the kind in any language.

7. (7(ys7/io.<r.— Ilmnboldt, in a letter to the German Associatjon ot

^^^^^

ready for publication. It will present, as a counterpart to the tJuru

iuali.>t3 and Pi
of the Cosnms (the

id PJiysicfans, recently published, announces that a new \

smos (the first AhiheilauQ of the fourth and last Band) ^^^^"
^_

,

^mu on Uranologie, an introduction to the special presentation ot i*^
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trial phenomenal. The contents are stated as follows. Book I: Size,
Shape and Tliickness of the Eartli, Internal Heat, M^in^notic Activity of
t|ie Earth, Intensity, Inclination, Declinaiion, Maouetic Equator, Four
Points of the Greatest Intensity, Curve of the Weakest Intensity, Extia-
ordinary Disturbances, Ma^jnetic Storms, Polar Liyht. Book M : Uvnc-
tion of the Interior of tlie Earth upon the Snifaas Earthquakir, Thermal
Springs, Volcanoes, Naplitha Springs, Volcanic Plu-noniena.

Iliti second part of tlie fourth vohnne, wljicli will complete the whole
^'o\% will contain, C]as>ificatIon of Monntainfi and Strata accordinrj to
Ineir different modes of orirrin, Confuimation of Plains, the Sea and its

v^urronts, the AtirK>s[>l)ore, Meteorolog^ical reflections, Isotliennal Lines,
%anic Life, Geoor,viphy of Phmts and Animals.

8.^ Graham''s Chemistry^ \o\. II.*—This lon^j expected volume is at last

puhHshed, forming volume xiii of Mr. J3nil!iere's 'Library of Illustrated

^H^Dtific Works,' It is a very acceptable addition to llje library of
*=t;un,lard books of every chemical student. Mn Wntt.s, well knf)wn as tlie

trniislator of tlie Cavendish S<»ciety edition of GmelinV Chejjo'stry—has
iiiHde in the Su[iplement an able resume of i]\e \yvogr^^'>> of the science
Since the publication of the first volume. It is plain i'rom tjje number
S"J iniportance of the topics there discussed that great pj'ogress Jias been
^^^Je in the interval both in chenucal pliysics and in general inorganic
t^hemistry. The best thiuir i\\^ enterniisinir l^ublislicr can now do is a^ prising )>u

^ooji as possible to repiint'the whole work and incorporate in their proper
places the various topics forming the Su[)plement of 320 pages. Put as
jt IS, no reader of English works on this science can afford to be without
Uiis edition of Prof. Graham's Elements, A mention of ^o}w of the

Y'y
*^'*'^^-"^^c^<1 \vi1I justiiy tin's assertion. We find iha new metljods

\\
y*^*'^^'^^^^''»^' Analyses detailed, with a descriptiori of I3unsen\s (Jeneral

J
ethod, the Mechanical Equivalent of Heat, the Mechanical stini Chenucal

Alt^asure of the etleets of the Electric Current, l^isteur^s observations on
^^^t-* remarkable rehitions between Crystalline foim and Molecular mtary
pOtt'er. The modern views of the constitution and classification of Cln^mi-

p
pmpounds are exphiined at considerable length cliierty according to

^^^niardt's Unitary Svstem. The work is beautifuHy printed, nn<l, as tar

^^ ^vo have examined it, praiseworthy In its freedom from typgraphical
errors.

^ ^

n^;,^'/^ of Dr. E, IC Kane; by Dr. Wm. Eldkr. Philadelpln'a, 1858.
'-iiilds

<fe Petersen. 8vo, pp. 416.—Every thing connected witli the ro-

^^'itic and self-sacrificing life of Dr. Kano is read with avidity !n; p<'op!o

^ ^11 conditions. Dr. EWer's memoir is a glowing eulogy of his ]ww.
^^i^ most valuable portions of it are the numerous extracts from tlie letters

•J'^V
"Manuscripts of Dr. Kane, picturing his various wanderings in Africa,

^^'a and Europe.
^0- American Association for the Advancement of Science.—The next

."S^^V^S
^f the Association will l>e held at lialrimore, commcucm- with

^P
last Wednesday in April. Prof. Jeffries Wvmak of Cambridge i3

^^sident elect for the coining year.

* Elemrnts of Chemistry, including the Application of the Sdcnce to tl:e ArU,

£ * »^. GuAHAM, F.Jt S L .t E *>J edition, edited by Uk.nkv W atts, B.A., F.CJs.

^ Y*>rk, Chas. E. Builiierc, 1867. 8vu, pp. 804.
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O- RsiciiENBAcn : Einige GednTiken oines IS'iclitgclelirten bei Lesung

des Kosmos, 138 pp. 12iuo. Philadelpbiu, 1857.

no.'ifon Joarval of Nntnral ///.f/on/, ^'ol. VI, No. IV. Contents.— Art. XXV,

New Species of F(»ssil Plaints from the Atitbnicite and Pntuniinous Coal tiulds of

rennsvivaniu, by Le«> Lksqukrm-x, with intrnductury ok^ervatiini?, hy IL D. Uogkks.

-Art!' XXVI. Ohservations on the Development of Awth/eps Grorwrni, hy JmuiKS

AVYNfAN.— Art. XXVn, On the Crui^tacea and Echlnoderniata of the ! V'liic ^hore^

of Nortli AmiTica, hy W. Stimpson.— Art. XXVIH. A list of the Fidies coIlecteJ

in CiliforniaLv Mr. K. S.unneK with descriptions of new specie:*, hy C. OrnAua

Jonrnnl of )he Acadenuj of Natural Siier.ces of PJoladelpIria. New Series. \oL

III. Part IV.— Art. XIX, Description^* ot Exotic Genera and Species of the Fannly

Uii'ionida\ with plates 1*1 t*. 33. hy I. Lka.— Art. XX. Oijservation-; on a group of

Cretaceous Fossil shells, found in Tippah Co., Miss., with devscnptiuns of htty-six

new species with olates 31. 35, by T, A. Co,nua!>.— Art XXI. On the Caducihran-

chiate Urodele Bat'raduuns by K HALLuwjau— Art. XXII, On Trigonophry^ rugi-

ceps. and plate 36, hy F. Uallowkll.
. r r-

!*

PiiocKEoiNGS AcAO. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1857.— p. 101, Six now species of hre>Ji-

water an I Laiul shells of Texas; /. Lea.— p. 102, Kxamin:»li<in of a Nickel Meteor-

ite from MisM.si.ippi ; IK /, Tat/lor—p. 109, Notes e.xplanutory of a Map and ^^*^ft"»»

illu^ratini; the Geoloirv of the Nebraska Territory: K V. Hai/deu.—p. \U. I'e-

Perij)tioui of New Fi>ssirs from the Nebraska Tertiary an.l tVetacei-us; JMk ana

}Ja,f,kn,^p, U8, On Xha Larva of Thyreus Abbottil; J, F. /r;;/^/ni.—p. U'J. loi).

l^me anl Cc»prolite from the New Red Sandstone of Pennsylvania; J, Levij/

p. 1 50, The Insectivorous mammal of the New Ued of N, Cart>lina. nameil Jinma-

thnhmi sifh^extre hy Emmons i-* closely allied to the Spahiciaherium oi Owen tnmi

Eujrlish Pinbeck beds of the Oolitic formation ; /. ieWy.— Chan^^'e »>i the

. 151,
the _..„

15'J,
generic name of fossil fishes Mikohpia to Eurjjhph; /. S, Newbttryr~p-

Notes on the Oeologv of the Mauvai'^es Terres, Nebraska; F. V. IJaydeift.'-p'

Prodromus tlescriptiJnis Animaliuiu evertehratorum. itc. Aime!ides; W. t:itnnp^'>n^

—p. 165, DL^scriptions of two new jjwiera of shelu, one including a si)ecies ne*

Anod<Mita from the Sacramento, the i>ther an EcfCene fossil hitherto referred
^''

J:^^"

tellaria, and named Cab/pfrapltorus (C\ velatufi, hmvr Rost. velatius, of Conrad. ItT .

Foss.,p.88, pi. 15, f 4); T. A, Coy^rad -p. 16«, Rectification of some ^'enericnanu

of U. S. Tertiary fo^.<iIs ; T A, Conrad— X new Mi/avilcii from the Ulack hhaie o«

the New Red Sandstone of Pemisylvania; 7! A. fcWn/J.— p. 1(^7, A new jena.

Ji^yA/7rim.n related to Mytilua; T, A. Co7*rad—p, MM, Notice of some reinainV»|

extinct Fidies a>etaceous. Tertiary and New Red); /. Ze/c/^y.-p- 103. Lxannn:inon

of Fnaryite; W. J Taulor.—p, 16'.i. Descriptions of 27 new species of Lniones to'i

Georgia; /.i:m.-p. 173, Fish scide from Red Saud>tone formation of GwynHj

Ta, probably identical wiih Jiad^olepiM apficiomx, Emmons, of N.Carolina; / J;^^

p 174, On three new species of Ve^pertiiionidai; John A«CW/<'.— Hectincatum »

the references of certain of the Extinct Mammalian Generu of Nebraska;
ffly]/^

-p. 176, Dentition of Mosasaurus; /. L^ldy.—p. 178. Note on Insect wax ot um^

-The Atlantic fishes, ExocetuK nciihiR, Prisb'poma Eodo. Ephjppna Faher. *"
, \.

Panama in the PaciS.-.-^p. 1711, Observations on the Wild Turkey, Gallopiva syivf<

tri^; / LeConle.—p, 181, 195, New Reptiles collected in Wilkes's Expl Exp
.

^

Oart/—p. 183, Noteson American Land Shells; W. G. Binney.-V-'^''^^/^^^^^^

of new genera and species of Marine and Freshwater Fislies from Western ^

America; C Girard^X new Cvpselus from l\i-et Si)Ui»d; C It ^•^- '^'""T;/^.
Notes on Oonliu^ larve.s of an (E'tnis in a pouched rat, a new animalcule ; '/• ^ '^'

p. 2U5.—p. 20r>, On the experiment of intruducinj^ the Camel into A"'*'!'^^*'
|p.'

JIamm'md.—p. 213, On N. .American Ppeciea of Archibuteo and Liuuus and ^}^^) K
*: t „ .. ... ni r /> • _. ^, r *T ... XT .„it. A ...,.*:^o-. W.intdes: /i- ^''*^

)JgtTs'
tion of a new Toucan; J. CVv.vu*.—p. 215. New North American lieptdes; 7

lowdl.—p, 2[Q. Prodromus Descriptionis An. evertel). &c, Ringgold aivl ^^' "
^^j

North Pacific Expcdition,"Specieri of Crustacea (J/ai(.;dv); U^. Stvnpson.-'JXi^'

Kepurts.
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APPENDIX.

I, On Permian Strata in Kansas Territory; by Prof. G. O. Sw-ailow.
(From a letter to J. D. Daxa, dated Columbia, Missouri, Feb. 16, 1858.)
Ihave just finished the examination of a collection of fossils from

Kansas Territory, made by Maj. Hawn, who was formerly connected with
our Survey. The larger part of the collection is from the Upper Coal
Measures

; but by far the most interesting part can not be referred to the
Carboniferous, or to any other formation heretofore known to exist in the
West.

From the beds in doubt there was but one known Carboniferous species,

Terebratula siibtilita of Hall, It is quite certain they are not Cretaceous.
After a somewhat careful comparison with the Permian fossils of Kussia^
we are satisfied that they are Permian,
Three out of the four species of corals, are without doubt Permian.
Thamnicns dubius^ King, is certainly in our collection.

^
Tkarnnicus. Species undetermined, but identical with a Permian spe-

cimen figured in the Geol. Trans., 2d Series, vol^iii, pi. xii, fig. 7.

^
Fenestella retiforiiiis^ King. Our specimens are identical with theRua-

fiian species referred doubtfully to this, by Mr. Lonsdale, Geol. Russia, p. 630.

Schizodus Mossicns, Vern., Geol- Russ. pi. xix, figs. 7 and 8. We have
niany specimens of this Permian species. Both varieties and the inter-

mediate forms are represented.
Avicula antiqtta. Geol. Russ., pi. xx, fig. 13.

Producfus horrescens, Vern,, Geol. Russ. pi. xviii, fig. 1. Our collection

contains specimens which are more nearly allied to these than to any
other known species.

We also have species which are very nearly if not quite identical with

MurcJilsonia subangulata, Vern., Mytilus Pallasi, Vern., Solemya biar-

mica, Vern., Ostodemia Kutorgana, Vern., of the Permian in Russia and
Cardinia Listeri of the English Lias. We also have one or two species

pf Monotis^ a genus seldom, if ever, extending down into the Carbon-
Jterous.

I can but feel that the above is sufficient to justify us in the decision

inat they are Permian. I know^ of no other formation in the country,

^'hose fossils would give so large a proportion of species identical and
analogous with those of any one locality in Europe.
We have as yet compared them with none but the Russian species by

Verneuil. When the examination is completed I will give you the result

^ore in detail.

2. ]!Tew Letermination of the Sun's Parallax.—In a letter to the Hon.
I- Toucey, Stcretary of the Navy, dated Feb. 18, 1858, Prof. J. M. Gilliss

<^nm3un]cates as one result of the observations on Venus and Mara made
h the U. S. Astronomical Expedition to Chili in 1849-1852, compared
^ith simultaneous observations in the Northern hemisphere, that the Sun's

Equatorial Horizontal Parallax is 8"'4950, or 0''-0762 less than the value

commonly adopted; corresponding to a mean distance of the Sun from
the earth of 96,160,000 statute miles.
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Iti
^^

13 proposed to give in this journal from time to time notices
new geographical discO\-cries aud explorations, particularly

jJl^ounts of scieruiiic ex|)editio)]o In different parts of the world.

Ell
^''^^j^'^'''%' these article?, free use will bo made of the best

edi^a'^t"
Jo'^i'ii'ds and especially of the excellent repository

ca by Dr. Petermann at Gotha, Die Geoaraphisclie Mittheil-
ungcn. ' "^ -^

We i !•
Periodical is new and not widely circulated in America

rnen^^r^
^*^ ^^^^ pjirticular att.iition to its valae. It was com-

Pete
'^ ^^^'^ ^^ Gotha under the editorial charge of Dr. A,

Jcal
['^^^"h ^vho has long been distinguished for his geograph-

inff
^^^^- Twelve numbei-s appear in the year, each contain-

The^'^r
^^ ^^^^ "t*^^' ni;^]xs, fur the most part admirably engraved,

^'orld
'^*^^ ^^t^s a wide correspondence in different parts of the

Gern
^^^ relations with various scientific men in England,

andil^r-^,';^".^
^^fnerica, are such that he is able to give early

In .,n'
• intelligonce in respect to all important explorations,

attend
•'^ to the discussion of specific questions, particular

uion IS paid tQ r^ review of new geographical literature.

ti„
.

necessity of giving, at the outset, a wide survey of inves-

a^fl J°'^^
^^'hicli are now^in progress, precludes, in the present

desir M possibility of so much detail as would otherwise be

^

'sirablc.

'^'^ON'D SERIE., Vou XXV. No. r^.-M.U", 1S.«.
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AFRICA.

BartKs Travels. Dr. Vogel—Particular attention is now di-

rected to"vrard Africa from all civilized countries, and explora-

tions are in progress at numerous points. The publication ia

Germany and England and the reprint in America of the first

three volumes of Dr. Earth's Travels in North and Central

Africa, followed immediately by the publication of Dr. Living-

stone's work on his journey and residence in South Africa gives

especial interest to all expeditions on tliat continent. These

important volumes being generally accessible it is unnecessary

to state here their character. It is however desirable that stu-

dents should know that the relations of Earth's work to other

previous and cotemporaneous journies are well shown in Map

No. 1 of the English edition, but this and all the other maps of

that edition are omitted in the American reprint An outline

map only, which originally appeared months ago in Petermann s

Mittheilungen, is given in the New York edition.

Kiepert's new Wand-Atlas^ Lieferung 2, embodies the more

important of Earth's topographical determinations. So to a less

extent does a map in the new Encvclopsedia Britannica, illustrat-

ing an article on Africa which is attributed to Dr. Petermann.

Letters have just been received in Germany which were sent

home by Dr. Earth three years ago. They contain much inter-

esting matter not before published, in respect to his final resi-

dence in Timbucktu and his journey on the Niger to Gogo.

They are printed in Petermann's Mittheil^ vol. iii, Nos. 9 and 10,

in advance of the publication of the fourth and fifth volumes ot

Earth's Travels,

Hopes are still entertained that Dr. Yogel, one of Earth's com-

panions, was not murdered as reported, but is still ahve. Direc-

tions have been forwarded by the British Government to their

Consul at Chartum directing him to make all possible inquiries

in respect to the fate of this intrepid traveller. ,

On the other hand, letters have been received in England ana

Germany from Cairo, mentioning the arrival of an Envoy irom

the Sultan of Dar Fur, who states that Vo^el was murdered at

Wadai by command of the prince of Wadai. .

later dates say that Baron Neimann, who has lately oee»

traveling in_Arabia, having heard that Yogel was yet m impns*

onmen

nounced will retui

t at Wadai, had determined to go and ascertam.
^ ,

Dr. Livrnrjstone's return to J/r^'^a.—Dn Livingstone_ it is aj

---- ---.. -..arn immediately to South Africa, His plan

operations there is thus stated in Sir II. I. Murchison's Anni\^

sary Address before the Roy. Geog. Soc. of London,
''/^^.f'when he returns to Quilimane and Tete in the spring ^^^^?\.^

the first period of the healthy season, and after he hiis rejom

.^1

"^-J
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his old companions tlie Makololo, who are anxiously waiting for
him, will be to endeavor to establish marts or stations bejond
the Portuguese colony, to which the inhabitants of the interior
niaj bring their goods for sale, and where they may interchange
them for British produce. At these stations, which will be ia
those i3anking, high grounds of the African continent that he
has described as perfect sanatoria, he will endeavor to extend
the growth of cotton, as well as to teach the natives how to till

their lands, taking out with him for these intents cotton-seed,
gins, ploughs, &c. He will further endeavor to bring to the
fc-ngHsh market a vegetable called Buaze, which posselfces so
tough and fibrous a tissue as to render it of great value even to
the natives in tlieir rude manufactures. Specimens of this plant,
which grows in profusion on the north 'bank of the Zambesi,
have been converted into a substance that has been pronounced
^J a leading manufacturer to be worth, when prepared, between
hity and sixty pounds per ton, and applicable to all purposes,
|or which flax is employed. In this material, therefore, alone,
to say nothing of indigo, cotton, beeswax, ivory, and the ores of
|fon, with much good coal, we have sufficient indication that no
tiine should be lost in establishing a regular intercourse with tlie

iiatives of so prolific a region.
'^hus, acting as the pioneer of civilization, Dr. Livingstone

'^lil first engage the good will of the natives through their love
ot barter, and, having secured their confidence by honesty of
purpose, he will the more readily be able to lead them to adopt
t^e truths of that religion of which he is a minister, and of the
value of which his whole life is a practical illustration."

.

-L>r. Livingstone himself, in a speech at the Farewell Banquet

f\!T
^^ ^'"^ ^'^ London, February 14, expresses a hope that he

snail find, through that part of the country which he has already
^'xplored, a pathway by means of the river Zambesi, which may
jad to highlands where Europeans may form a settlement, and
.here, by opening up communication and establishing commer-
ifu intercourse with the natives of Africa, they may slowly but

,

ot the less surely impart to the people of that country the

S^ f^Se and the inestimable blessings of Christianity.

l(X
the aid of Captain Bedingfield, who accompanies h?ra,

^e hopes to ascertain the principles of the river system of that
gi'eat continent

; and if he finds that system to be what he thinks

I
'^ ^e proposes to establish a depot upon the Zambesi, and

J^*^"!
that station more especially to examine into that rive^r svs-

"p. which, according to the statements of the natives, Would
^°^a, if discovered, a pathway to the country beyond, where
^"on, indigo and other raw material might be obtained to any
*^ount.
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Men experienced in geology, botany and pliotograpLy are also

to join in this expedition, and under a leader of such aoknowl-

edged ability important results may be anticipated.

It is proper to remark that Mr. W, D. Cooley, who has long

been distinguished for bis attention to African geography, dis-

putes* many of Dr, Livingstone's generalizations and inferences

in respect to the structure of the southern portion of the conti-

nent, and especially bis statement of the union of the Leeambye
and the Zambesi.

Niger Expedition.—A new expedition sent out by the British

Govemament under a contract witli Mr. Macgregor Laird is en-

gaged in exploring the regions watered by the Kwara or Niger

and its tributaries. It is commanded by Dr. Baikie who had

visited the same region in 1854, and is now accompanied by his

former companion Mr, May, E. N., and by other scientific men.

The objects of the expedition as organized by the English

Admiralty are, "to explore the river Niger and its tributaries,

to ascertain the natural productions and capabilities of the coun-

tries through which they flow, to enter into fj'iendly relations

with the Native chiefs, to facilitate the return of liberated Afri-

cans to their homes, and practically to show the advant;iges of

legitimate trade over the debasing and demorali^^ing traffic m
slaves."

An iron screw-steamer the "Day Spring," 170 tuns burthen,

combining 30-horse power with less than five feet draught ot

water, was originally employed by this party; but it has lately

been lost above Rabbat and its place Avill be supplied by auother

vessel, the ''Sunbeam."
.

,

The party, consisting of twelve Europeans and forty liberated

black seaman, was to proceed up the river to Rabbat. Snkiitii

^vas then to be visited, and also Isai and Busah. The neighbor-

hood of the confluence of the Benue or Tchadda and the Kwara

was then to be examined with reference to the estabhshment oi

an English commercial station. In another season the Benue is

to be ascended, and the regions of Adamawu and Hamarraw/i are

to be explored, and perhaps the higher part of the Old CalaDar

nver may be reached. ^The geological instructions of this expedition were prepare

bv Sir R L Murchison, who expresses the hope (in his annual

address before the Royal Geographical Society, from whicli soni^

of the above Hicts are taken) that much mineral wealth is to

found.

*^In fact," he says, "if the survey be completed in the manned

devised, the whole western side of Central Africa will ^^^'^
^ij|

so traversed, as to yield two important sections, which cannot

to give us the knowledge we desire. The Niger or Kwara no^

London Atbeaaixim. Feb. 18, 1858.
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m a gorge across siicli thick ribs of rocks as must surely enable
the travellers to read off a clear lesson, whilst an excursion from
tjie upper part of the Tchadda to the sources of the Calabar, on
the one hand, and to the heights of Aed Hamarrawa on the
other, will also afford an instructive parallel traverse of no less
importance."

The Esmyrac ex-pedition to the NiU.—An expedition, paid for
by the Viceroy of Egypt, and placed under the direction of tho
French geograplier Count Escayrac de Lauture, to explore the
sources of the White Nile, has been abandoned on account of
uissensions among the members of the party. Its appointed
^ead, in a letter to the Paris "Presse," expresses his belief that
an armed force is necessary to accompany such an expedition as
^e had under command.
I^man Catholic Mission to the Upper Nile.—A mission, founded

at Chartum in 1846 by Pope G-regory XVI, and continued in
that region until now under different leaders and in spite of
^^ny difficulties, has made known many interesting facts in
respect to the people and country of the Upper Nile, which are
published at Vienna in the Annual Eeports (from 1852 to 1857)
pi the Mariens-Verein fur Beforderung der katholischen Mission
in (^entral-Afrika. The three journies of Father Knoblecher to
Gondok

on Ileuglin, of the Aus
dokoro especially deserve mention.

.
^^(glin^s Journey in Abyssinia.—Th. Vwn xi^iagi..-, v.^ --«. --"-™ consulship at'Chartum made, in 1852-3, extended travels in

Abyssinia, with a view to the establishment of friendly relations
^'ith that country. We have just received an account of the

yj^y> published in Gotha. The flora and especially the fauna
that region are noticed by the author. The volume contains

«^ original profile of the country
" '

-^
•^

-^

JJ^J'/^o^va and the Takkasi valley, r

th

the

a map and some other illus-

^^jor Burton on the Coast of Za7izibar.—Major Burton, wdio is
''""'""

J
the coast of Zanzibar, has been heard from as far in

,e interior as Fuga, some eighty miles from the coast. His
°?ervations may be expccted'to settle definitely the disputed
^'M whether or not there are snow-covered mountains near the

Wot and the extent of the great sea Uniamesi.

fe^'^^^^''
^^ ^ 4/^6^5.—Special efforts have been made withm a

^^ years past by the French government to turn toward Algiers

t°f
stream of German emicrration which would naturally flow

JO vard America. With reference to this. Dr. Max Hirsch has
^^^iished a volume entitled "Skizzc der volksvvirthschaftlichen
ustande von Algerien," (Gottingen, 1857,) in which he briefly

^^^.^"^^7 important facts concerning the capabilities of Algiers,

Lk ^^'"§ a fuller account of his travels at no distant day. He
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1

Soi.indings and ^Surveys near the African coast—The following

infoi'mation is derived from the Address, before mentionedj of

Sir R. I. Murchison :

"On a recent route from Malta to the Dardanelles, Captain

Spratt had an opportunity of obtaining a line of deep-sea sound-

*ngs between that island and Candia in which the greatest depth

was 2170 fathoms. Tlie section is very striking; for a distance

of 60 miles to the eastward of Malta the depth does not exceed

100 fathoms, after which it drops almost suddenly to 1500 and

and continues near that level ieZoz^ the surfiice of

the sea until within 20 miles of the east end of Candia or Crete,

where the White Mountains and Mount Ida rise up to a nearly

equal height above the level of the sea. Between Crete and the

Dardanelles the greatest depth is 1110 fathoms.

On the North coast of Egypt, Commander Mansell in the

Brooker and Mr. Skead,

2000 fathoms,

Tartarus with his assistants leut.

have completed a survey of the coast from Damictta eastward to

El Araish, an admirable plan of the port of Alexandria, and a

survey of the Bay of Suez, a place daily becoming of more im-

portance, as our direct mail communication extends to India,

China, and Australia.

While on this subject I should mention, that in October, 1Sd6,

Messrs. Delamanche and Ploix, Ingenieurs Hydrographes of the

French Imperial Marine, carried a line of soundings across the

Mediterranean between Port Yendres in France and Algiers, m

the same as in the Levant,^^'hich the greatest depth was about
namely 1600 fathoms,^

#
In the Nautical Magazine, Captain Mansell reports the follow

ing soundings between Alexandria and the west end of Ehodes.

The first column gives the miles from Alexandria, the secon

the depth in fathoms, and the third the nature of the bottom.

10

20

30

50

70

90

] 10 Sand and mud.
200 Sand and coral.

450 Fine black mud.
850 Yellow mud.

1000
ISOO

iC

110
130
150
170
200

1550
1600
1600
1500
1300

Yellow mud.
a

u u

a

Between the west end of Rhodes and Nicasia he obtained these

soundhigs

:

10

30
500
920

Yellow mud. 55
15

1400 Yellow mud.

1350

ASIA.

The Brothers Schhginticeit in India.—The report of the broA

ers Schlagintweit (well known from their earlier journeys m m
Alps) in respect to their recent travels in India, and espec;ially

* T. Peterm. Mittb., vol iii, No. 12.
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their visit to the Trans-Himalayan chain of Kuenluen, may be
looked for at an early day. Notwithstanding the jealousy with
whicli this expedition has been regarded in Englaiid,* thei-e is

reason to believe that, it will make important additions to our
knowledge of that region.

In Petermann's Mittheilungen, 1856, p. 104, there is an' outline
map of the route which the brothers followed. Eobert Schla^int-
"vveit gave, before the British Association in August last, a brief
sketch of the journey, which is thus reported in the Athenaeum:
"In 1854 they reached India, and passed from Bombay to

Madras through Central India, each by different routes, making
geological, geographical, and other scientific investigations as
taey proceeded. On their sea voyage, previously, they had
made observations as to the specific gravity of sea water, and
also as to the currents of the sea, and continued these in the
^'oyage from Madras to Calcutta. On arriving at Calcutta, in the
beginning of 1855, Hermann Schlagintweit set out for the north-
''V'estern provinces of Bengal, and, having reached Sikkin, con-
tinued their researches all along the Himalayas, with a view of
ascertaining their height, and the characteristics of the places,
from that until they came to the high mountain of Nepaul,

J'hich was lately called Mount Everest by Col. Waugh, after

«js distinguished predecessor. This is the highest mountain in
the world at present known, being considerably over 29,000
reet above the level of the sea. The natives have two names
for It—one of them, Gorishanta, which is mythological, is to be
lound only in the Nepaulese, and the second name Chingofan-
^ara, is that by which it is known among the people of Thibet,
-^e name Deodunga, which was mentioned by Mr. Hodgson m
connexion with this peak, Avas not the name of it at all, but of
* small mountain some 8,000 feet high, which lies in the same
direction.

'

"After leaving Sikkin, Hermann, having examined part of
^Qostm, the Himalayas, and Upper Assam, returned to Calcutta,

2; -"J^f^^mapootra and the delta of the Ganges. Eobert and his

Ofother Adolphe, left Calcutta in March, 1855, and after passing
^rough the northwestern provinces, reached Natal, and then
jent to Milum, and thence to Thibet. Tliey investigated the

Seo^^raphical and other features of the country as they went on:
paying special attention to the alluvial deposit along the Tmmense

;^fy, the largest probably in the world. In this valley the

J?tlus and the Dihong both take their rise, and flow m the one
^'rection for hundreds of miles in parallel lines, separated only

H^ a small rise in the surface of the valley. They then went to

j^?iganuri, and havin^^ encamped on a glacier there, at the

°®ight of 19^220 feet, 1)n the evening of the ISth of August,

* Sec Athen., Feb. 6, 1868.
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they succeeded on tbe 19t]i of August in reacliing Abigannri,

at the height of 22,260 feet, the greatest height which had ever

been attained on any mountain. They returned by diflferent

routes, each pursuing his inquiries,

"He then entered into some details respecting a journey which
they took in the subsequent year to Central India, where they

visited the plateau of Amerkantak, which is only about 3,300 feet

in height above the level of the sea, though it is commonly su

posed to be 8,000 feet. Four rivers take their rise in the neig

borhood of this plateau,—the Nerbudda, the Soane, the Johilla,

and the Mohamaddy. From this tour they returned to Simla

by way of Delhi.

"H. Schlagintweit stated that he had arrived at the conclusioDj

that Western Thibet did not form a plateau, but was an undula-

ting country ; and one of the features of it near the Indies was

the depression of the snow line to 17,900 feet, owing to^ the

great amount of snow and rain which falls there. Sometimes

the heat in the great valley of Balkistan, at an elevation of

between 7,000 and 8,000 feet, even under the glaciers, is exces-

sive, the thermometer from the 1st of July to the 20th marking

73 to 75 degrees Fahrenheit at the minimum, the maxiniiim

being sometimes 90 degrees. The snow line at Karakoin which

they visited in a former journey after reaching the mountains of

Nepaul, is the highest in the world, being 18,600 feet. That

range of mountains it should have been observed, is called the

Black Mountains, in opposition to the Himalayan range, which

means the * White Mountains.' The two ranges run parallel.

Adolph Schlagintweit remained in India for some months after

his brothers, who returned to England in order that they might

prepare and publish the results of their observations.

In one of the latest letters published from him the followmg

particulars are given in regard to his recent course.*

"Having parted with my brothers at Rawul-Pindi in Decern-

her, 1856, I went to Peschawur. Here I spent the greater por-

tion of January, collecting with care as much geoI<:)gical ani

geographical information respecting the mountainous region to

the west of Peschawur as it was possible to do without V^^^^^^^

observation. ... In the Salt-Chain, near Dehra Ismail Chan, i

found much of geological interest; the stratified rocks are ricn

in fossil remains, and I secured many beautiful specimens trom

nearly every sedimentary formation, from the pali^ozoic to toe

miocene, i

"The lowermost visible rocks are paleozoic; to t^^J^^^'^^^^^^
of the Indus, these are found only along a narrow band, but

the other side of the river, as well as in the Kyber mountain^r

they have a much wider range. They contain a great vane j

Peteniiann's MittheiL, vol. iii, p. 2S7.
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variety of fossil species,—long-winged Devonian Spiriferre, Pro-
aucti, Orthites, Terebratuloe, but no Trilobites. Next above the
pal£eozoic strata we find gjpsura and vnst saliferous deposits.
Iheseare covered by a thin but distinct stratum of black slate,m which oolitic Ammonites and Belemnites abound. Close
above the slate and evidently of the same period with it, is
brown limestone in connection with coal. The coal is overlaid
^ith strata, of reddish sandstone, intermixed with occasional
iossils. Still higher up there are large masses of whitish and
yellow nummulite limestone, containing various fossils. The
'^jtole is covered with tertiary sandstone and conglomerate in
which we find remains of quadrupeds. There are two y&vj
tiiverse formations of coal in these mountains; the one as men-
tioned above is oolitic, the other occurs in connection with
tossils imbedded in the tertiary sandstone. But neither va-
nety, so far as my observation has extended, is ever likely to
possess any practical value, occurring as they each do, in such
tnmbeds. ^

'Many of the fossils that I found here, are such exact coun-
terparts of those that I had brought from the Himalayas and
irom Thibet, that I must conclude that the sedimentary stratified

^"^^ir"^
'T'll these regions were formed under the same ocean.

'From Dehra Ismail Chan I went to the Mandi district. I
lound the salt here similar in formation and date to that of the
^alt Chain. But the accompanying sedimentary strata liave un-
dergone extensive and multiform changes from the metamorphic
action of those vast snow-capped shafts of feldspar which rise

^.'?"jediate]y back of the salt-mines to the height of 17,000 and
iy.OOO feet. In fact the alteration of rocks and the phenomena
^^ nietamorphism are, in my opinion, nowhere more strikingly
Kianifest than in th i s locality,

'Having now finished my explorations in the salt-regions,

^J^'X
I am on my way to Ku'ki, whence I shall cross the lofty

'^in of the Dhauladhar and penetrate to the sources of thecha

RaVI in the Tschamba District."
River ^Tnur.—Russian travelers have lately examined the re-

6'Of^ of the Amur stream, in Eastern Siberia, and their observa-

tions translated from the Russian, form the basis of a valuable
^^"cle m Petermann's Mittheih, 1857, p. 296, in which the hy-
drography, ethnography, geology, zoology and botany of that

;

ver and the neighboring country are discussed. Aside froni

J^^e scientific value of these researches they have a commercial
"^^'•ing, an American steamboat having already ascended the

tj'^'cr and regular trade being planned between that part of the

^^sian Empire and the United States. An excellent map ac-

J^panies the article in Petermann.
^'OND SERIES, Vol. XXV, N«. 75.-.MAY, 1858.
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The Evening Post of March 19, contains a brief report from

P. McD. Collins, United States Consul on the Amoor River, pre-

liminary to a fuller report to be presented to the proper depart-

ment at Washington, on the characteristics of Eastern Siberia

and the feasibility of opening a direct trade with that country.

In this article Mr. Collins states that leaving Chetah, the capi-

tal of the Province, of Trans-Baikal, on the seventh of Ma^,

1857, he rowed, sailed and floated down the rivers Ingodah, Schil-

kah, and Amoor, to the Straights of Tartary, a distance of 2600

mileSj in fifty-two days- His comments on the tiatural charac-

teristics of the region are only general, but he is sanguine in re-

spect to the openings for American commerce, and states that the

Eussian authorities have listened with favor to his propositioa

to build a railroad three hundred miles from Irkutsk to Chetah,

thus establishing an easy connection between the interior of

Siberia and the Pacific Ocean.

EUKOPE.

Hofiuann's Expedition to the Urals.—The first volume of Hof-

mann's scientific expedition to the Northern Ural and the Co^t

Mountains Pae Choi, in the years 1847-50, was pubhshed in

1853. The second volume of the same work has recently ap-

peared. The folio vsdng facts are gathered from it.*

The Ural maintains its northern direction, nearly cojncident

with the 59th meridian east of Greenwich, as far as 65° N". lat.

Here it trends eastward, and at 67° 30' I^. lat. it touches the me-

ridian 66° E. At this point rises conspicuously the peak oi

Pae-Jer, visible from Obdorsk. Thence the range resumes its

former course from south to north, and at last terminates ab-

ruptly at 68° 32' N. lat. and 66° 20' E. long, in the Constantine

peak on the Tundra, without reaching the sea. From it, sepa-

rated by a plain forty-five versts broad, rises another mountain

system, the Pae-Choi, which extends in a northwestern directioQ

across the straights of Jugar to tlie island Waigatsch. -^^

direction and external form of this mountain prove its i^*^^P^f,

"

encc, although it i^ not distinct from the Ural as regards tne

geologic era of its formation. The Kortb Ural, despite its scac

breadth, which in its greatest extent at Sablja is but 75 veW
yet often suffers a separation into two or three parallel cUain^

In the north too are found the loftiest peaks of the whole raUo

with perhaps the exception of the Konschakowsky peak n

Bogoslowsk. The Tcill-Poss and Sablja exceed 5000 teei

^
height, the northern Pae-Jer reaches nearly the same ^|*^^^„a0q

do many peaks and even whole chains. We may take t>

feet as the medium height of the peaks, but no peak
V^'^^Y,^.

the snow-line and consequently there is an entire ^^^®"^^
-^J gon

ciers throughout the whole range. Its geognostic constitu

* Petermann, toI. iii, p. 270-
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amid great individual diversities presents as a whole a remarka-
ble uniformity. The Ural consists of metamorphic, talcose and
chloritic schist, quartzite and granular limestone, which with
a greater or less dip, run parallel to the a:sis of the range, and
which are broken or uplifted at intervals by granite, syenite,
serpentine, diorite, and porphyry. In relation to the forest line,
it has been observed at 64'' N. lat. it extends no higher than
1600 feet but at 65^° N. lat. that it ascends to 2000 feet. Far-
ther towards the north the forest retreats from the summits of

'

tile range, though in the gorges clumps of larches are found,
still, but no higher north than at the source of the Kara, above
0' K lat. On the east side of the Ural the forest line running
north is higher up than on the west side-

On the Tundra there are no species of wood found but dwarf-
oirches and willows, which flourish as far north as the sea of
Kara. Many esculent fruits and plants are found in the more
southerly parts of the North Ural The fauna of this region
IS closely related to its vegetation.
Russian measurement of an Arc of Meridian.—From the year

1815 until 1855 the measurement of an arc of the meridian
25° 20' long. E. from Paris was in progress between the mouth
of the Danube and the Polar Sea. The work has been under
the direction of Struve and Tenner of Russia, Selander of Swe-
den, and Hansteen of Norway, and in some respects it may be
pODsidered as the most important of all geodetic enterprises.

_
It

|s now announced that the first two volumes, in quarto, pertain-

JJig to the survey, edited by M. Struve of Pulkova, and pub-
hsfaed by the Imperial Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburgh
are almost ready to appear. Two editions, one in Russian and
one in French, will be printed.

KORTH AMEEICA.

R^ort of the United States Coast Survey for 1856.—1. The re-

port of the Superintendent of the United States Coast Survey
lor 1856 has just been distributed. It contains, like the pre-

vious volumes, in addition to several important papers on As-
tronomy and Physics, a large amount of interesting geographical

niatter. Most of this is of too detailed and special a character
to be here referred to, but the following facts are of general m-
t^rest. Prof Bache states that on the coast of the Atlantic

^cean and Gulf of Mexico, the work of the survey is more tlian

^alf completed and the present rate of progress being more

JJPid than the former, he estimates that in ten or twelve years

*he field work will be essentially completed in all the sections

fut two. Forty-one plates have been completely engraved dur-

^^ the year, beside twenty-eight which have been m progress.
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2. The chronometer expeditions for the determination of longi-

tude begun in 1849, have been continued, but in the prospect of

telegrapliic communication between Europe and America are

now to be suvspended. The &nal longitude for these voyages i^

reported by Mr. G. P. Bond, as Cambridge, west of Greenwich
4.h 44ni 3i-y9s^ with a probable error of O'ly^; or from Liverpool

4^ 32«^ 31-84S, with a probable error of 0"19s, Prof Bache re-

marks that after a careful comparison of this and former results

he has come to the conclusion that the previous expeditions

must be considered as mainly preparatory, their nse having been

in pointing out the^.errors to which the methods were liable^ and

in suggesting the proper means of eliminating them.

3. The survey of New York harbor, conducted at the request

of the Commissioners on the Harbor Encroachments of JNew

York is still in progress. Important results have been reached

in respect to the welhestablished fact of the increase of Sandy

Hook to the northward, thus narrowing the main ship-channel

entrance. It is found that the deposit is caused by a slovyly

movincr northwardly current on both sides of the Hook, running

on the outer side more than seven hours out of the twelve, an

on the inner, eleven honrs out of the twelve, during both the

ebb and flood tides, find meeting at the point of the Hook. The

inner current is the one by which the flood and ebb tides Ara\v,^

by the lateral communication of motion, the water from Sandy

Ilook bay, and the outer is similarly related to these tides as

they pass""False Hook channel. Within a century the Hook has

increased a mile and a quarter, and at the rate ot about one-six-

teenth of a mile a year on the average for the last twelve years.

4. Dr. J. G. Kolil, a German traveler, for some tinrie past resi-

dent in this country, has prepared for the Archives o^ ^1"^

Const Survey and submitted to the Superintendent, three dis-

tinct memoirs on the History of Explorations and Discoveries

npon the Coast of the United States. The first relates to tie

Pacific, the second to the Gulf of Mexico, and the tlnrd to tne

Atlantic shores. Each memoir is in three parts,—Hi storica,

Hydrographical and Bibliographical. A .^synopsis of the ^'lernoir

on the Pacific ^vas given in the Report of the Coast buivej

for 1855. Synopses of the other two are given in the_rep

for 1856, It is proposed to publish the whole series as ' Hyui^*^

graphical Annals of the United States," r. , •,

;; T :.-... -o t._
p^^^^^j ^^^j,^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ll,e progress oi "

- - - in scientific journals, philosophical transaction^,

and works of a kindred character. This index will have pari

iilar reference to the wants of the Coast Survey, but the op
^^^

lions of that establishment bring under tribute so large a F^^^

tion of the arena of physical science, that the volume wu

of service to all who are interested in geodesy, geography

5. Lieut E. B
index to articles

,
navi-
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gation, Lydrograpliy and the various departments of physics,
it will not be at all a reference index for separate treatises which
must still be searched for in existing bibliographies. The value
of this great work will be apparent to all investigators, and its

early completion and publication are greatly to be desired.
6. A series of convenient tables for projecting maps of large

extent, arranged by Assistant J. E. Hilgard, are published in
Appendix No. 58. " They are based on a polyconic develop-
nient of the earth's surface which supposes each parallel of lati-

tude represented on a plane by the development of a cone hav-
ing the parallel for its base, and its vertex in the point where a
tangent to the parallel intersects the earth's axis. The degrees
on the parallel preserve their true length and the general distor-
tion of area is less than in any other mode of representing a
given portion of the earth's surface."
"When the polyconic development is extended to the whole

s^irface of the sphere a figure results which is represented on
sketch No. 65 of the report. The distortion unavoidable in any
|"epresentation of a spherical surface on a plane is here greatest
w the equatorial regions near the eastern and western extrem-
ities of the map. The circumpolar regions are well represented,
^jd it is believed that this projection will be found preferable to

-aiercator's for maps illustrating various points of physical geog-
raphy, the only kind for which representations of the whole
spliere are likely to be desirable."
purveys in California for the Pacific Failroacl—Volumes 5 and

6 have just appeared of Reports of Pacific railroad surveys un-

Jiertaken by tHe government of the United States. Vol. 5, con-
tains a part of the results attained by the expedition which Lieut.
it. b. Williamson commanded in 1858, the object of which was

JO cietermine routes in California to connect with the routes near
j.tie thirty-fifth and thirty-second parallels. The region explored

Jjes chiefly west of the Colorado River and the crest of the
Sierra Nevada. The first portion of the volume, by the com-
»iander, gives a general view of the country examined, Livmg
Pjirticular reference to the best course for a railroad. It is fully

Illustrated by tinted lithographs and wood cuts.

J^his is followed by a Report of Mr. William P. Blake on the

geo ogy, divided into two parts, (1.) an Itinerary, with general

foipgical observations, and (2.) Particular observations upou
portions of the route. Aside from the geology this report con-

Ijns much that is new and valuable in respect to the geogrnphy

?^ the region. A part of his observations on this journey vvere

P^bhshed by the author, Mr. Blake, in the Report of the U. S.

^oast Survey for 1855, entitled,
" Observations on the Physical

geography and Geolocrv of the coast of California from Bodega

% to San Diego."
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The chapters most interesting in a geographical point of view,

are the eleventh and seventeenth; of whicn the former is de-

voted to the orography and general features of relief of the

middle and southern portions of California, and the latter to the

characteristics of the Colorado desert.

Mr. Blake's views of the orography of the state are thus

briefly stated. **That portion of the continent which lies with-

in the limits of the state of California presents a greater variety

in the relief of its surface and in its climate and vegetable pro-

ductions than any other portion of equal area. The lofty chains

of mountains, towering into the regions of perpetual snow, are

perhaps not more striking and peculiar than the broad plain-like

valleys which lie at their base and separate the principal ranges.

The prominent orographic features are developed on a grand

scale and with such sim2:)le relations that a conception of them

is readily formed. The chief range, the Sierra Nevada, rises

like a great wall of separation between the State and the ele-

vated semi-desert region of the Great Basin and e^ctends from

the northern boundary as far south as the parallel of 35°. Par*

allel with this, and extending over a similar distance we find

the Coast mountains, the two systems of ranges being separated

by the broad plains of the Sacramento, San Joaquin and the

Tulares, but uniting in latitude SS"", thus terminating the ex-

tended interior valleys of the south. South of the junction of

the Sierra Nevada with the Coast Mts. there is but one promi-

jQent range, separating the coast slope from the Great Basin

and the desert plains of the interior. Its direction is nearly

transverse to the Sierra Nevada and Coast Mts., extending a

few degrees south of east for more than 100 miles to the peali

of San Bernardino. This is described in the notes as the Trans-

verse Chain, the Bernardino Mts. or Bernardino Sierra, ij^

peak of San Bernardino is separated from a high mountam soutn

of it, San (}orgono, by a considerable break or gap known as

the pass of San Gorgono or San Bernardino. From this pa-

southward the mountains form a continuous line througii^^

the peninsula of IjOwqt California to its extremity at Cape i^i.

Lucas. This line of elevation is described as the /^^^^^"'^

Sierra. There are other less extended lines of elevation in xa

Great Basin and separates it from the Colorado river. ^^^"S
^

are also found between the Peninsula Mts. and the C^'?^'^ :•„,..

all of these are only the southern extremities or pr_^^^"^f
^Jj^^

of ranges, which reach their greatest development bey^f^ ^^
limits of the State. The principal mountains in this

^^^^^^l
tlius be described under five groups or divisions, the bierr

vada, Bernardino Nevada, Peninsula Sierra, Coast Mts.

Great Basin Mts,"

*

I
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The following account is given of the two principal vallev^
of the state. '' The great vallej^ between the Sierra Nevada and
the Coast Mts. is traversed in its lowest portion by the Sacra-
mento and San Joaquin rivers, which, ilowing from the north
and south, unite in the latitude of San Francisco and empty into
tne bay. It however extends farther south than the sources of
the San Joaquin, its southern limits being determined by the

^1^^?^ ^f ^^e Sierra Nevada and the Coast Mts/under the par-
allel of 35"^, and its northern limits extending beyond the paral-
lel of 40° near to tlie head waters of the Sacramento, or over
fave degrees of latitude, a distance of more than 350 miles. Its
average breadth south of the mouth of the American river in

Jhe Sacramento is about fifty-five miles ; it being fifty miles at
the mouth of the Sacramento and Joaquin, at the sources of the
*^aTi Joaquin sixty miles, and across the Tulare lakes over sixty
iniles.

exceedsrp, — " ^^^'^^ Mfx wu/ kyjL\-/MCLk^_L y o--a^v>uuL4^ j.l/j\/w i^x^^aiaxvj a^axxw^*^

jfi'^erage elevation of these plains above the sea is not great."

1.
'^"allej of the Colorado desert is in many respects similar

It
d

r! !! properly the northern prolongation of the valley of the
^«if, reaching from its shores to the base of the San Bernardino,
fts length to the head of the gulf is thus about 180 miles, and
Its average breadth about 50 miles, giving its area 9000 square
niiles. Jf
ine southern boundary of the State. The elevation of this valley
js very slight and a portion of its surface is probably below the
evel of the sea. It is without any rivers and only one or two
small streams reach its borders from the pass of"San Bernar-
^no and the Peninsula Sierra, and these are speedily absorbed

^ the sand or evaporated. The trend of the longer axis of the
valley is nearly northwest and southeast, being parallel with

^ mountains on each side and coincident with the direction of
^e plams of the Sacramento and San Joaquin."
-Ln referring to this new volume on the Pacific Eailroad Sur-

^ys, we may mention a fact, which is stated in the December
timber of Petermann, p. 545. The draftsman of the expedition

of fig,

tookh

sketch

?5 These

Herr Mollhausen, whose sketches

;s ^illustrate vol. 2 of this great work,

Germany a large number o^ views and

•"Mendelssohn in T^pir^^iV on/^nnmanipd bv Mollhausen

rawin
commentary

inosra
^jj?e. Alexander von Humboldt has written a preface to it, in

^Qich he refers to the historic importance of the nations m Kew
^exico and the neif^hboring lands, because of their being on the x
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of ToltekSj Chichimeks, Nahiiatleksj and Azteks wandered, be-

tween the sixth and twelfth centuries, through southern tropical

Mexico, partially peopling it. The work will consist of sixty or

seventy sheets in quarto.

The sixth volume of the surveys is a report by Lieut, H. L. Ab-

bot on the expedition originally commanded by Lieut. E. S. Wil-

liamson for determining a route for connecting? the Sacramento

Valley and Columbia river. The surveys were made in 1855-6.

Of this volume, '^Part L contains the general report, divided into

seven chapters; of which the first contains a e'eneral description

of the difterent regions traversed during the survey. This syn-

opsis has been prepared partly to enable those wishing merely

to obtain a general idea of the country, to dispense Avith reading

a mass of details, and partly to render the railroad report more

intelligible. The second chapter is devoted entirely to a discus-

sion of the facilities offered for the construction of a railroad near

the lines of survey. The third, fourth and fifth chapters con-

tain a narrative and itinerary of the expedition. An attempt

has been made to give, in this portion of the report, a detailed

description of the nature of the country examined ; of the sup-

ply of wood, water, and grass near the trails; of the character

of the Indian tribes; and of various other matters, interesting

to those who wish to thoroughly understand the character ofthe

regions explored. The sixth chapter contains a statement of tiie

method used in computing altitudes from observations taken

with the barometer. The seventh chapter contains an account

of a former exploration of Lieut. WilliamsoUj near a portion oi

our line of survey. ,

'^ Parts II, III, and lY, contain geological, botanical, ana

zoological reports upon the regions explored.
" The various appendices exhibit, in a tabular form, the astrcj

nomical and barometric observations, M^ith the results dedace

from them by computation. . ,

''Two maps, constructed upon the polyconic projection, na

been made to accompany this report, the first illustrates tii

portion of the survey which lay in California, and the secoi

that in Oregon. The scale of each is one inch to twelve miie^^

'

: 760320. Two other illustrations of this report con jU

profiles of the most important portions of the routes j^^''^^.
j^

over by the surveying parties, and also of the most tavora

railroad lines found in the vicinity of the trails. The horizont^^

scale of each profile is the same as that of the maps, being tu e

miles to the inch, or 1 : 760320 ; the vertical scale is 1
:

1^^^

They are, therefore, distorted fifty times. , j w
'' The altitudes of the different stations were all determineu ;

barometric oBservations."

/

or 1

ruuieinc oDservaiions. . i j-yle

Both of these volumes are issued in fine typographical ^^ »

and are handsomely illustrated. ^' '

Tale CoUege Library, March 25, 1858.
i/T
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Aei. XXYIII. ^siz^s Conirihuiions to the Faiural History of
the United States.

(Concluded from p. 216.)

On the subject of classification^ Professor Agassiz "has thought
profoundly and brought out many original views. Regarding
tpe Author of nature as the author of the system of classifica-
tion in nature, and believing that the various subdivisions stand
in profound and orderly relations to one another, eminently be-
fitting kingdoms under a vast comprehensive plan, he has sought
to discover the philosophical significance of these subdivisions

—

the Branches, Classes, Orders, Families, Genera, Species—in or-
^^r that the terms may no longer be mere arbitrary symbols in
science, but expressions of exact and positive truths. Even if

^ principles may require a fuller expansion and more precise
nition to meet all the difficulties in this most difficult depart-

i^ent of science, Prof. Agassiz has the honor of pointing out the
||'ght way of thought and research aiid throwing light on the

the

I^LiDclamental ideas in the grand system. '^o\y that the subject
jas begun to take shape under his labors, it will be compara-
tively enc;xr fr.T* ^.,4,.^^ „^: ^^ 4-^ ^..,,1.1 +U;^ -.^nvf ^-r +lio /^fVl^it.y easy for future science to mould this part or the other

!k.^?
^^^^ ^^^^^ symmetry and truthfulness, which will be a per

O
feet-^expression of the plan in the ki

vVith regard to Classes, Orders, Fj

intrdoras of life-

amilies and Genera in classi-

nor,

vie vv.

„ - -O^-vi ^j. i,vy v>ia.OOCO, >^H.ICI.?, XtlliilJ-lv-o iiiiv* ^v..4^.^L.v ... >^*vv.—

^

flcation, Professor Agassiz holds as before stated, that thej have
a real although ideal existence, and that the groups are more
"^e the separate stellar systems in the heavens, one above the
other la range or comprehensiveness, than like the larger and
smaller branchings of a tree. The groups stand apart; and

^
*Qey graduate into one another, as they often do, they still

»a^'e their central type or cluster, and coalesce by their infe-
^"'' or what may be called marginal, species. Under such a

.
we have an important test of the naturalness of subdi-

JJisions in science. Reptiles do not approximate to Fishes
Jtirough the higher flimilies among the Fishes ; nor Monkeys to

j^^^JJ'ora through the higher Carnivora ; nor the Brachyural to

}^ Macroural Crustaceans through the tvpical Macrouransr

c

in

;^^ists
: and7still7iTlxprei'^erag€nemr truth with regard to the

.^tern of nature which cannot be overlooked without f\iiling

the

terns

approximations arc through inferior species in each type

«^e are here no linear series aay more than among the sys-

" "1 space. Man V exceptions to this rule will occur to natu-

rl^'y to appreciate that sj^stem-.

presented with relation to the-
. "'-* "^w upon tne views pic^^t.^i-v." "'"r, - ::. >^

^!T °^t^^<2 terms Branches, Classes, Orders, Families, Genera

ji^^^pecies, and first cite a summary of the whole, from page
'0:

^^Omi SERIES. Vou XXV, No. 75.-MAY, 1858.

41
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" Upon the closest scrutiny of the subject, I find that these divisions

cover all the categories of relationship which exist among animals, as far

as their structure is concerned.
^^ Branches or types are characterized by the plan of their structure,

" Clas^Sy by the manner in which that plan is executed, as far as ways

and means are concerned,
" Orders^ by the degrees of complication of that structure,

^' Families^ by their form, as far as determined by structure,

" Genera^ by the details of the execution in special parts, and
" Species^ by the relations of individuals to one another and to tha

world in which they live, as well as by the proportions of their parts

their ornamentation, etc. %
"And yet there are other natural divisions which must be acknowl-

edged in a natural zoological system ; but these are not to be traced so

uniformly in all classes as the former,—they are in reality only limita-

tions of the other kinds of divisions,"

1. Branches.—The Branches correspond to the ideal j?fon5 of

structure in the Animal Kingdom, without any reference to the

mode of expressing that plan in form or structure. They are

the four ArchetypeSj recognized by Cuvier, the Eadiate, Moi-

luscan, Articulate, and the Vertebrate ; the idea in the Jirst, a •

radiate arrangement in the interior structure whatever that struc-

ture, the second and others having a bilateral symmetry; Jn the

second^ a jointless bodj or a simple sac ; in the thirds a jointed

body, including a single cavity for the viscera and nerves; i

the fourth, a vertebrate system with two longitudinal bone-

eheatlied cavities,—a neural cavity above and a visceral below*.

In the course of his illustrations of the subject, Professor

Agassiz says

:

"As to the highest divisions of the animal kingdom, first ^ntrodiicejj

by Cuvier under the name of embranchements^ (and which we may

render by the good old English word branch,) he tells us hiznseJt tna^

they are founded upon distinct plans of structure, cast, as it ^^^?»^
^^

distinct moulds or forms. Now there can certainly be no reason ^^ ny

should not all agree to designate as types or branches all such grea
^ ^^

visions of the animal kingdom as are constituted upon a special plan,

It is almost superfluous for me to mention here that the terms P'^"'
^g^f^^rn),

means, or manner in which apian is carried out, complication of structur,.^

details of structure, ultimate structure, relations of individuals, f''f9}^®°^^j "^^^^^

the following pages, are taken in a somewhat different sense from their ^^^^^^ ^^q
;.,« .„ :_ always necessary when new views are introduced

_

in a
®|^*^"^^^,j.iible to

jf old expressions, in a somewhat modified sen^e, is fonno V^ J^ :^\

in

mg. as 19

adoption of old expressions, in a somewhat modified sen^e, is
*^V,, r/ !.precia-

framing new ones. I trust the value of the following discussion ^|'*,^*^PLenniy
br its intrinsic merit, tested with a willingness to understand what na^

^^^
^^^.^j^

aim. and not altogether by the relative degree oi precision and clearness w
^^ ^^-^

I may have expressed myself, as it is almost impossible, in a first^ ^
"r^pish also

kind, to seize at once upon the form best adapted to carry conviction. ^ ^^ ^^^

to be understood as expressing mv views more immediately with \^^^^.
^^^ (te

animal kingdom, as I do not feel" quite competent to extend the ^"*lj^^^

discussion to the vegetable kingdom, though I have occasionally aUua

far AS mj information would permit
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we should find practically that such groups may be traced in nature.
Those who may not see them may deny their existence; those who i

nize thera may vary in their estimation of their natural limits
; bi

ecog-

but all
can, for the greatest benefit of science, agree to call anj group which
seems to them to be founded upon a special plan of structuj-e, a type or
pranch of the animal kingdom ; and if there are still differences of opin-
ion among naturalists respecting their limits, let the discussion upon this
point be carried on with the understanding that types are to be charac-
terized by different plans of structure, and not by special anatomical pe-
culiarities. Let us avoid confounding the idea of plan with that of com-
plication of structure, even though Cuvier himself has made this mistake
iere and there iu his classification.

'The best evidence I can produce that the idea of distinct plans of
structure is the true pivot upon which the natural limitation of the
Dranches of the animal kingdom is ultimately to turn, lies in the fact
that every great improvement, acknowledged by all as such, Mhich these
primary divisions have undergone, has consisted in the removal from
aoiong each, of such groups as had been placed wi' '

considerations than those of a peculiar plan, or in co

ith them from other

consequence of a want
ot information respecting their true plan of structure. Let us examine
this point within limits no longer controvertible. Keither Infusoria nor
ntestinal Worms arei any longer arranged by competent naturalists
among Radiata. Why they have been removed, may be considered else-

where; but it was certainly not because they were supposed to agree ia

.
plan of their structure with the true Radiata. that Cuvier placed them

-•—^u,e, as cnaraoteristic of Kadiata,—the supposed aoseuce oi a nervous
^Jstem,^ and the great simplicity of structure of these animals ;—as if

'mpjicity of execution had any necessary connection with the plan of
^^ucture. Another remarkable instance'of the generally approved re-

tm f

^ a class from one of the types of Cuvier to another,
^

wa^s the

J-

'^^"^'"of the Cirripeds from among' the Motlusks
"Jata. Imperfect knowledge of the plan of strm

to the branch of Ar-

structure of these animals
asiiere the cause of the mistake, which was corrected without any op-

Positiou, as soon as they became better known."—pp. 141, 142, 143.

2. Classes.—JJnder this head, Professor Agassiz remarks

:

-'^^'"cture may be considered from many points of view: first, with

J'^fence to the plan adopted in framing it ; secondly, with reference to

^"6 work to be done by it, and to the ways and means employed m
"Gliding

it up ; thirdly, with reference to the degrees of perfection or

;?a>Plieation which it exhibits, which may differ greatly, even though the

2 be the same, and the ways and means employed in carrying out

irt,
%P^^^ ^^0"1J not differ in the least; fourthly, with reference to the

LT
'•^ ^^^ ^^<^^*^^ structure and its parts, which bears no necessary rela-

JP^ atall events no very close relation, to the degree of perfection of

^« structure, nor to the manner in which its plan is executed nor to the

ll
'tsolf, as a compatison between Bats and Birds, between T\ hales and

'^^^, or between Holothurians and Worms, may easily show; fifthly

1
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and lastly, with reference to its last finish, to the execution of the details

in the individual parts.

"It would not be difficult to show, that the differences which exist

araong naturalists in their limitation of classes have arisen from an in-

discriminate consideration of the structure of animals, in all these differ-

ent points of view, and an equally indiscriminate application of the re-

sults obtained, to characterizing classes. Those who have not made a

proper distinction between the plan of a structure and the manner in

which that plan is actually executed, have either overlooked the iraj>ort-

ance of the great fundamental divisions of the animal kingdom, or they

have unduly multiplied the number of these primary divisions, basing

their distinctions upon purely anatomical considerations, that is to say,

not upon differences in the character of the general plan of structure, but

upon the material development of that plan. Those, again, who have

confounded the complication of the structure with the ways and means

by which life is maintained through any given combination of systems

of organs, have failed in establishing a proper difference between class

and ordinal characters, and have again and again raised orders to the

rank of classes. For we shall see presently, that natural ojxlers must be

based upon the different degrees of complication of structui'C, exbibited

within the limits of the classes, while the classes themselves^ are charac-

terized by the manner in which the plan of the type is carried out, that

is to say, by the various combinations of the systems of organs constitut-

ing the body of the representatives of any of the great types of the ani-

mal kingdom ; or perhaps, still more distinctly, the classes are character-

ized by the different waya in which life is maintvined, and the different

means employed in establishing these ways."—pp. 145, 146.

An illustration next follows from among the Radiates.
_

ih^

Polyps and Acalephs constitute two Classes, differing not m the

complication of their structure, but in the manner in which the

Pvadiate plan is carried out The same is true for the ^Vora^,

Crustaceans and Insects, the three classes of Articulates; lor

Mammals, Birds, etc., among Vertebrates.

3. Orders.—In no department of classification is there greater

diversity of opinion among naturalists, than in that relating

the subdivisions termed orders. The following paragraphs are

from the section on this subject

"To find out the natural cliaracters of orders from that
^^^^'^^/^j'Jj

exists in nature, I have considered attentively the diff^*'^"^^^
j^.j^h

Zoology in which orders are admitted and apparently consideretM^^^^

more care than elsewhere, and in particular the Systema Nalurm o

njeus, who first introduced in Zootogy that kind of groups, ana
^^^^

Works of Cuvier, in which orders are frequently characterised ^^^^.jj^^

visual precision, and it has appeared to nie that the leading idea F'*:^'
^ ^^

everywhere respecting orders, where these groups are not adnu
^^^^^

random, is that of a definite rank among them, the desire }^ r^l^^^.^i^uperi

<!.

implies. The first order in the first class
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ing to tlie classification of Liniueus, is called by Lim Primates, expressing,
no doubt, his conviction that these bein^-s, among which Man is included*
rank uppermost in their class. Blaiuviile uses here and there the ex-
pression of *^ degrees of organization," to designate orders. It is true
Laraarck nses the same expression to designate classes. Wc find, {havQ^
tore, here as everywliere, the same vagueness in the definition of the dif-
lerent kinds of groups adopted in our systems. But if we would give
up any arbitrary use of these terniR, and assign to them a definite sci-
entific meaning, it seems to ine most natuial, and in accordance with
|ne practice' of the most successful investigators of tlie animal kingdom,
to call orders such divisions as are characterized by different degrees of
complication of their structure, within the limits of the classes. As such

yp"'^' 9*^^"^sider, for instance, the Actinoids and Halcyonoids in the class

J*^^%P\as circumscribed by Dana; the Hydroids, the Discophora^, and
theCtenoids among Acalephs; the Crinoids, Asterioids, Echinoids, and
ilolothuriag among" Echinoderms; the Bryozoa, Bracliiopods, Tunicala,
Lamellibranchiata among Acephala; the Branchifera and Pulmonata
Rmong Gasteropods; the Ophidians, the Saurians, and the Chelonians
Jimong Reptiles; the Ichtbyoids and the Auoura among Amphibians,
etc." * Hz H: ^

t be inferred

thatassume
, T

*^^" ^^^ preceding remarks respecting orders it migh
^^at I deny all gradation among all other groups, or that I
oiclers constitute necessarily one simple series in each class. Far from
asserting any such thing, I hold on the contrary, tluit neither is necessa-

ry
the case. But to explain fully my views upon this point, I must in-

troduce here some other considerations. It will be obvious, kom what
^«is ah-eady been said, (and the furtlier illusti-ation of this subject will
only go to show to wliat extent this is true,) that there exists an unques-
^^ouable hierarchy between the diff^irent kinds of groups admitted in our
systems, based upon the difierent kinds of relationship observed among
3«Jmals, that branches are the most compreliensive divisions, including

^^f^.
stn-eral dasses, that orders are subdivisions of the classes, families

s^ibdivisions of orders, genera subdivisions of families, and species subdi-
^isions of the genera: but not in the sense that each type should neces-
^^**^ly include the same number of classes, nor even necessarily several

^^asses, as this must depend upon the manner in which the type is carried
^^^^- A class, again, might contain no orders, if its representatives pre-

^ented no diftbrent degrees characteriml by the greater ur less complica-

l*^'*
of their structure ; or it may contain many, or few, as these grada-

Jjons are more or less numerous and well marked ; but as the representa-

''^'^'s of any and every class have of necessity a definite form, eac?i class

J^e case with q;enera and species; and nothing is more remote from the

J''?th Hum tlie^idea that a ffeniis is better defined in proportion as it con-

^8'ns a greater number of species, or tl)at it may be necessary to know
^veral species of a genus before its existence can be fully ascertained.

^ pnus may be more satisfactorily characterized, its peculiarity more

y ascertained, its limits better defined, when we know all its represen-full
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tatives ; but T am satisfied that any natural genus may be at least pointed

oiit» however numerous its species may be, from the examination of any

single one of them. Moreover, the number of genera, both in the ani-

mal and vegetable kingdom, which contain but a single species, is so

great that it is a matter of necessity in all these cases to ascertain their

generic charactei'istics from that one species. Again, such species require

to he characterized with as much precision, and their specific characters

to be described with as much minuteness, as if a host of them, but not

yet known, existed besides. It is a very objectionable practice among
zoologists and botanists, to remain satisfied in such cases with character-

izing the genus, and perhaps to believe, what some writers have actually

stated distinctly, that in such cases generic and specific charactei-s are

identical "—pp. 151-153.

4. Faviilies.—Professor Aga^siz, in Lis section on Families,

explains at length that forra is not the characteristic at the basis

of Classes, Orders, or Genera. He shows that the Classes and

Orders embrace a great diversity of form, as those of Bats and

"Whales for example among Mammals, of Sharks and Eels among
Fishes^ of Lobsters and Barnacles among Crustacea, of Butter-

flies and Beetles among Insects, and so on. Again, form is not

the fundamental characteristic of Genera; for in related genera

there is httle distinction of this nature. He asks

:

r

" Do, for instance, the genera of Ursina, the Bears, the Badgers, the

Wolverhies, the Raccoons, differ in form? Do the Pliocoidse, the Del-

phinoldae, the Falconinre, the TurdinjB, the Fringillina?, the Picinse, the

Seolopacin^, the Chelonioidse, the Geckonina, the Colubrina, the Spa-

roidse, the Elateridte, the Pyralidoids, the " Ecbinoidse, etc., differ any

more among themstlves? Cei '

"

are differences in the forin of the rep

Certainly not ; though to some extent, there

the representatives of one genus when com-

pared to those of another genus ; but when rightly considered, these ait-

ferences appear only as modifications of the same type of forms. Just

as there are more or less elongated ellipses, so do we find the figure ot

the Badgers somewhat more contracted than that of either the Beai-s, or

the Raccoons, or the Wolverines, that of the Wolverines somewhat moje

elongated than that of the Raccoons : but the form is here as completely

We
elude form from the characteristics of natural genera, or at least mtrodu

It only as a modification of the typical form of natural families."—p- l» '

Form is then laid down as the character at the basis of the

Family groups.

"Unless, then, form be too vague an element to characterize ar

of natural groups in the animal kingdom, it must constitute a F"!""!,.

feature of families. I have already remarked, that orders and tamu

r hr\d

.!

they have paid least attention, l^oey

not arise simply from the fact, that, on the one hand, the difi^erence
^^

tween ordinal and class characters has not been understood, and onJy
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Mimed to be a difference of degree; and, on the other hand, that the
importance of the form, as the prominent character of families, lias been
entirely overlooked ? For, though so few natural families of animals are
^ell characterized, or characterized at all, \ve canuot open a modern
treatise upon any class of animals without finding the genera more or
less naturally grouped together, under the heading of a generic name
With a terminmion in idee or vim indicating family and sub-family dis-
tinctions; and most of these groups, however unequal in absolute value,
are really natural groups, though far from designating always natural
^milies, being as often orders or sub-orders, as families or sub-families.
Y^et they indicate the facility there is, almost without study, to point out
tue nitermediate natural groups between the classes and the genera.
^m arises, in my opinion, from the fact, that family resemblance in the
ammal kingdom is most strikingly expressed in the general fonn, and
tuat form is an element which falls most easily under our perception,
even when the observation is made superficially. But, at the same time,
rorm is most difficult to describe accurately, and hence the imperfection
0* most of our fomily characteristics, and the constant substitution for
s^ch characters of features which are not essential to the family. To
Pjove the correctness of this view, I would only appeal to the experience
ot every naturalist. W - - -

^flat is. iha flt^*- ^^^^^^r.^: A^ ,,„^« „« \... +1.^;*. i'^^v,-. r^.trr. 11c ^^ once

before

^s, the first impression made upon us by their form, give us
0' correct idea of their nearest relationship? We perceive,

a verj

exarniiiiog any structui-al character, whether a l^eetle is a Carabiciue, a
f-on^corn, an Elaterid, a Curculionid, a Chrysomeline; whether a Moth
|s a Noctuelite, a Geometrid, a Pyralid, etc. ; whether a bird is a Dove, a
^wallow, a Humming-bird, a Woodpecker, a Snipe, aileron, etc., etc.

^^t before we can ascertain its genus, we have to study the structure of
^^^^ characteristic parts; before we can combine families into natural
poups, we have to make a thorough investigation of their whole struc-

y, and compare it with that of ^other families. So form is character-
!^"c of families; and I can add, from a careful investigation of the sub-
ject for several years past, during which I have reviewed the whole animal
^.i^gdom with reference to this and other topics connected with classifica-

Jp>
that form is the essential characteristic of families. I do not mean

iLie mere outline, but form as determined by structure; that is to say,

pat families cannot be well defined, nor circumscribed within their natural
^^its, without a thorough investigation of all those features of the inter-

^1 structure which combine to determine the form."—pp. lo9, 160.

^^ Genera.—The relations of Genera to the other grades of

^^odivisions are thus presented on pages 162, 163:

"I have stated before, that in order to ascertain upon what the differ-

^^t groups adopted in our systems are founded, I consulted the works of
such writers as are celebrated in the annals of science for having charac-

^^nzed with particular felicity any one kind of these groups, and I have

^eptioned Latreille as prominent among zoologists for the precision wjth

J*^»<;h he has defined the o^enera of Crustacea and Insects, upon which
^«ha8 written the most e-?tensive work extant. An anecdote whichJ
"^^^^ often heard repeated by entomologists who knew Latreille well, is
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very characteristic as to the meaning he connected with the idea of

genera. At the time he was preparing the work just mentioned, he lost

no opportunity of obtaining specimens, the better to ascertain from nature

the generic peculiarities of these animals, and he used to apply to the

entomologists for contributions to his collection. It was not show speci-

mens he cared to obtain, any would do, for he used to say he wanted

them only 'to examine their parts.' Have we not here a hint, from a

master, to teach its what geneva are and how they should be character-

ized 1 Is it not the special structure of some part or other, which char-

acterizes general Is it not the finish of the organization of the body, as

w^orked out in the ultimate details of structure, which distinguislies one

genus from, another? Latreille, in expressing the want he felt with refer-

ence to the study of genera, has o-iven us the key-note of their harmo-

nious relations to one another. Genera are most closely allied groups of

animals, diftering neither in form, nor in complication of structure, but

simply in the ultimate structural peculiarities of some of their parts; and

this is, I believe, the best definition which can be given of genera.^
^

They

are not characterized by modifications of the features of the families, for

we have seen that the prominent trait of ft\mily difference is to be found

m a typical form; and genera of the same family may not differ at all

in form, Nor are genera merely a more com[)reliensive mould than the

species, embracing a wide range of characteristics; for species in a natu-

ral genus should not present any structural differences, but only such as

express the most special relations of their representatives to the suiround-

ing world and to each other. Genera, in one word, are natural groups

of a peculiar kind, and their special distinction rests upon the ultnnate

details of their structure,''—pp. 162, 163.

^
6. Species.—Many topics are suggested in the section on Spe-

cies. Professor Agassiz commences by denying that there is

'^nn unfailing criterion of specific identity" in the laws of the

sexes or hybridity, stating that the idea ''is a complete fallacy,

or at least a petitlo principii^ not admissible in a philosophical

discussion of what trulj constitutes the characteristics of species.

But surely an assumption either side is, one as much as the other,

^ peiiMo principii The subject is one for investii^ation, and in

which direct study of the actual intercourse of admitted ^^^^"^^

species is but barely begun : science is far from a conclusion basea

on well established natural history facts. In an article entitiea

''Thoughts on Species/' published'in the number of this 'Joui^ai

for last November, we have appealed to general science ^^^ ^^

dence on this point; and all nature has seemed to ;;espona

the idea of permanence, against destructive hybndity.

fossor Agassiz would urge that the limits of hybridity are sorn

times too indefinite to allow of the safe use of this <^ritcnon ^^i

regard to species. We should claim that this is the pouit to

investigated; that the limit is so obviously distinct to
PJ^^^^^

knowledge in the great majority of cases, and so essential to^
.^

existence, of the kingdoms of nature, that its indcfinitcness

^Tij case requires special and cogent demonstraition.
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We would add, that tlie great question Avhether man is of one
species cannot in our view be decided adversely by science, until
the limits of variation and laws of variation m zoological spe-
cies are fai* better understood than at the present time ; not until
W'e know why it is that so many species, and in some groups all
the species of those groups, vary little, while others undergo
such diversities that naturalists have sometimes made a number
0* species and even genera ont of a single species before tli^

truth^that there was but one among them was finally known ^

fcnowmg that the variations in one species may be equal to spe-
cies- or genus-differences in others ; and farther, not until we
comprehend more thoroughly than now the causes that are oper-
ating to exterminate the weaker and more degraded races of
^^ii- Our ignorance of adequate causes of variation is an ever
Present argument with many on this subject: but as long as
there are ascertained varieties or abnormities, the ori^fin of which
^e cannot explain, the argument is i

others, and, plainly, therefore, has r

as much against these as the

no force ascainst either. As
suggested in the article referred to, we believe tliat the evidence
Jiicli science will hereafter furnish will strengthen the proof
^bat man is (1) of one species, (2) of one birthland, and (3) of
one original variety. The question (4) as io one first family un-
^er that one variety, it may not be'so able in itself alone to meet.
'^ne of the most prominent arguments against unity,—that from
^^ ideas of incestuous connections,—touches only this last

poiut. Professor Agassiz, it should be said, enters into no dis-

cussion of this subject in his volumes, and rather implies than
expresses the vicAvs which he has elsewhere presented at some
length. The main principles above referred to as lying at the
oasis of this discussion—both the actual permanence of species

^^ the necessity of studying out the limits of variations,—he
™% sustains. The question of the plurality of parentage or of
^ecies for the human race, he has rightly regarded as coramg
^thm the admitted range of zoological investigation, and de-

fnanding the most careful research. While expressing his opm-

„
freely on the side of plurality, at least, of parentage, he

leaves +>.« ^.,v- .. • -, • tr,- ._•
_-^' _^:n „^ ^..„« r^.-.o

U
first speaking of individuals

:

'I

o2f' ^^1 the individuals of any or of all species now existing me

;^
the successors of other individuals .vhich have gone before, and the

^'f^ecessors of the next generations ; they do not constitute the species,

.^yepresent it. The species is an ideal entity, asmuch as the genus,

sir
''''^' the order, the class, or the type; it contmues to exist, while

-O^D SERIRS, Vou XXV, No. r5.-3IAY, 185S.
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its representatives die, generation after generation. But these representa-

tives do not simply represent what is specific in the individual, they ex-

hibit and reproduce in the same manner, generation after generation, all

that is generic in them, all that characterizes the family, the order, the

class, the branch, with the same fullness, the same constancy, the same

precision. Species then exist in nature in the same manner as any other

groups ; tliey are quite as ideal in their mode of existence as genera, fami-

lies, etc., or qnite as real. But individuals truly exist in a different way;

no one of them exhibits at one time all the characteristics of the species,

even though it be hermaphrodite, neither do any two represent it, even

though the species be not polymorphous, for individuals have a growth,

a youth, a mature age, an old age, and are bound to some limited home

during their lifetime. It is true, species are also limited in their existence;

but for our purpose, we can consider these limits as boundless, inasmuch

as we have no means of fixing their duration, either for the past geologi-

cal ages, or for the present period, whilst the short cycles of the hfe of indi-

vmuals are easily measurable quantities. Now as truly as individuals

while they exist represent their species for the time being, and do not

constitute them, so truly do these same individuals represent at the same

time their genus, their family, their order, their class, and their type, the

characters of which they bear as indelibly as those of the species.

" ^5 representatives of SpecieSy individual animals bear the closest re-

lations to one another ; they exhibit definite relations also to the sur-

rounding elements, and their existence is limited within a definite period.

^'' As r€p>res€ntatives of Genera, these same individuals have a definite

and specific ultimate structure, identical with that of the representatives

of other species. ^ .

"^5 represeyitatives of Families, these same individuals have a denml^

figure, exhibiting, with similar forms of other genera, or for themselves,

the family contains but one genus, a distinct specific pattern.
^

^^ As representatives of Orders^ these same individuals stand in a deiim

rank when compared to the representatives of other families.
^

^^ As representatives of Classes^ these same individuals exhibit the pa

of structure o^ their respective type in a special manner, carried out wi

special means and in special ways.
^

.

"-45 representatives of Branches^ these same individuals are aJ org

ized upon a distinct plan, differing from the plan of other types.

'* Individuals then are the bearei-s, for the time being, not only ot
&pj^

cific characteristics, but of all the natural features in which animal n

displayed in all.its diversity.
. ,. .^ . .w

^^ Viewing individuals in this light, they resume all their *J^g"^^> '

jj^gi^

are no longer absorbed in the species to be for ever its ^^V^^f^^^^
without ever-being any thing for themselves. On the contrary it beco

plain, from this p(^t of view, that the individual is the
.Y'^^^j -^^^^^^^

for the time being, of all the riches of nature's wealth of hfe. y^^
^^

further teaches us how Ave may investigate, not only the ^^P*'^^^^ .,^^

individual, but the genus also, the family, the order, the
^\^?:%^^^^^^^

as indeed naturalist* have at all times proved in practice, wbil^'^t a )

the possibility of it in theory- • u nair
" Having thus cleared the field of what does not belong tt^^^f^^,^' '' ^w

remains for me to show what in reality constitutes species, and n

may be distinguished with precision within their natural limits.
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"If jve would not exclude from the cliaracteristics of species any fea-
ture Tvhich is essentia] to it, nor force into it any one which is not so. we
must tirst acknowledge that it is one of the characters of species to be-
long to a given period in the history of our globe, and to hold definite
relations to the physical conditions then prevailing, and to animals and
plants then existing. These relations are manifold, and are exhibited

:

ist^ m the geographical range natural to any species, as well as in its
pability of being acclimated in countries where it is not primltivelv foupnmitively found

;

^% m the connection m which they stand to the elements around thej7i,

n ?^^ ^"^'^^*^^^^t either the water, or the land, deep seas, brooks, rivers
Qu JaJces, shonls, flat, sandy, muddy, or rocky coasts, limestone banks,

<^oral reefs, swamps, meadows, fields, dry lands, salt deserts, sandy deserts,
oist land, foi'ests, shady groves, sunny hjhs, low regions, plains, prairies,

^gfl table-lands, mountain peaks, or the frozen barrens of the Arctics,
^^c.; 3d, in their dependence upon this or that kind of food for their sns-
Penance; 4th, in the duration of their life; 5th, in the mode of their
^^ociation with one another, whether living in flocks, small companies,
l^nsolated

; 6th, in the period of their reproduction; 7th, in the changes

^y
undergo during their growth, and the periodicity of these changes

.^ "^^eir metamorphosis ; 8th, in their association with other beings, which
*• n^ore or less close, as it may only lead to a constant association in
mp ^.].-i„. .._ _., .. ... ... specific character^

n the proportions of

xf
^^^ parts to one another, in their ornamentation, etc., and all the varia-

t^ODs to which they are liable,

full

^^^'^^.^^ ^^^ the facts bearing upon these different points hare been

}y ascertained, there can remain" no doubt respecting the natural limit-

^^^n of species ; and it is only the insatiable desire of describing new
P^^cies from insuflicient data which has led to the introduction in our
)stems of so many doubtful species, which add nothing to our real

owiedge, and only fto to swell the nomenclature of animals and plants

""^'f^^^
so intricate.

Assuming then, that species cannot always be identified at first sight,

Ji^e, whilst in others it amounts to parasitism; 9th,
sties are further exhibited in the size animals attain, ir

estiofations to ascertainIt may require a long time and patient iuv
^.

are

^^^'^^'^^ limits; assuming further, that the features alluded to above

^ among the most prominent characteristics of species, we may say,

the ^^V^^ ^^"^ ^^«^ upon well determined relations of individuals to

rpl^r
'^'^'^ around them, to their kindred, and upon the proportions and

relati
upon

V racive
; they ought to assume the character of biographies, and attempt

t'acethe origin and follow the development of a species during its

.
'^^'e existence. Moreover, all the changes which species may undergo
course of time, especially imder the fostering care oi man, m_ the state

'domesticity and cultivation, belong to the history of the spec.es; even

"'^anomalies and diseases to which they are subject, belong to their cycle,

i

;*<^1I as their natural variations. AmJug some species,_variation of color

ac,
f^^'^^^^-others never change,-some change penodically,-other3

^'<lerital!y; some throw off certain ornamental appendages at regular

'^^.—the Deers their horns —some Birds the ornamental plumago they
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wear in the breeding season, etc. All this should be ascertained for eacli,

and no species can be considered as well defined and satisfactorily char-

acterized, the whole history of which is not completed to the extent

alluded to above"—pp. 16 7-1 G 9.

^
In the citation on page 822, it will be observed that other sub-

divisions in classification are liere recognized, namely, subclasses^

suborders^ subfamilies^ subgenera^ subordinate to those already

mentioned ; that of a subclass being based on a character hke

that characterizing a class, but of less comprehensive character;

and that of a suborder on ordinal characters: and so on. Ee-

specting them we cite a single paragrapli

:

*' These distinctions have long ago been introduced into our systems,

and every practical naturalist, who has made a special study of any class

of the animal kingdom, must have been impressed with the propriety of

acknowledging a large number of subdivisions, to express all the vanous

degrees of affinity of the different members of any higher natural group.

Now, while I maintain that the branches, the classes, the orders, the

families, the genera, and the species are groups established in nature re-

spectively upon different categories, and while I feel prepared to trace the

natural limits of these groups by the characteristic features upon which

they are founded, I must confess at the same time that I have not yet

been able to discover the principle which obtains in the limitation of

their respective subdivisions. All I can say is, that all the different cate-

gories considered above, upon which branches, classes, orders, families^

genera, and species are founded, have their degrees, and upon these de-

grees sub-classes, sub-orders, sub-families, and sub-genera have been estab-

lished. For the present, these subdivisions must be left to arbitrary esti-

mations, and we shall have to deal with them as well as we can, as long

as tlie principles which regulate these degrees in the different kinds o

groups are not ascertained. I hope, nevertheless, that such arbitrary

estimations are for ever removed from our science, as far as the categories

themselves are concerned."—p. l^l.
*

The citations which have been made are unavoidably an ica;

erfect presentation of the subject of classification as developea

y Prof Agassiz, and we must refer our readers to his own

rords for full explanations. Many, while admiring the clear-

sighted vision which has perceivecl, in the midst of so muc

detail in nature and so much confusion in science, the great ideas

brought out, will find difficulties in applying the scheme. V\e

feel them ourselves, and shall need to give the system a mo^^

thorough study, before we can fully appreciate all the bearings

of the principles. Professor Agassiz acknowledges his o^emDa
rassment in adapting them to the Vegetable Kingdom. yV e eni

therefore into no proper discussion of the whole subject,
j

only throw out a few thoughts by way of suggestion, or ^^
f.^^

further explanations. As Prof Aeassiz has stated, the trutni

^^

? . > otiTT mrticu
ness of the system of ideas, and the correctness of any par
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jar application of tliem, are Wo distinct questions ; and if tlie

Wr ^^ ^^^^^^islied, discussion becomes restricted to the latter.

_

Wliile perceiving tliat science has here derived views respect-
Uig Branches, Classes, and the other subdivisions, which will
contribute much to her progress, and also believing that inde-
pendent types of structure (using this word in its most general
sense) are the true basis for the subdivisions which are to be co-
ordinated into system, or rather to be recognized in their natural
'^

Wi!^^^^
and subordinate relations, we are still led to inquire—

Whether the number of primal subdivisions is necessarily in
all departments of life only those stated? whether the number
? Pnmal subdivisions between Order and Genus is in all cases
out one, all others being subordinate to Order and Family? In
jwit sense the idea of rank, made characteristic of the Orders,
amers from the all-pervading idea,

'
'

^ranches downward, until it fades oul
distinguish

which reaches from the

becai:ise

Moll
I'^g a distinct ordinal relation among themselves ; so the Classes
^nder these branches (as Insects, Crustacea and Worms in the
^rticulate)

; so the Orders, the same ; and so also any subdivi-
lons under Orders, (see beyond,) even in some cases to Families
and Genera ? Whether the ordinal characteristics may not fail to

^ishabl
an now understand, even in divisions as high as Orders, and
"^J^ether it is not for this reason, in part, that the system is not so
^^liy applicable to the Vegetable Kingdom in which the criteria
*^^ grade are nnt fnllTr morlo ^nt9 WKptiioT t.hp. idea of order

^ unsatisfactory definition of any one grade of subdivisions,
^cept under other restrictions than those mentioned ? Whether
fle lacihty with which we mark off distinctions of grade or
rcuual relations in subdivisions under the different classes of
Qimals does not depend in some degree on the extreme dif-

rence of grade between the highest and lowest species,—raul

lej
Q this

eene^s easily divided off into grades than if distributed betw

\Z\ ^'"^remes, and especially if, at the same time few m n

^^( Whether, when we leave the grand levd upon which

"^^ species of an Order or group have been mostly developed,

al ^^^^ <^^^t the degraded forms of the same group, we do not
Seaerally find difference of rank coming out prommently to
j^ew, and so provincr that some actual difference exists among
^e multitudes, even when not to be detected by any known
"jetliods ? Whether one of the grand subdivisions of a Class,

J-
an Qp^er, etc., does not ofi;en stand apart, as an expression of

neworintriiflAr? ;a^^ r,^+ i-n^mK-pd in either of the other grand
J
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subdivisions, and often coming less distinctly into ordinal rela

tions Avith them? Whether

fi
yerselj, rise in defined value,—being an element even in the

idea of the Branches ; and in the succeeding divisions becomin
increasingly appreciable, each in succession having a more an

more narrowed system of variants ; and whether it is not as a

member in this series, that the Family (a grade of subdivision

based on those variations of the essential parts or material of the

structure out of which form proceeds, and not on profounder

differences,) has the family likeness marked in external fornij as

Agassiz claims? And also, whether, in connection with general

form, it does not happen that the form or structure of organs,

besides being an additional expression of the same idea, some-

times requires the dividing off of a family group, when external

form would not seem to demand it ?

We throw out these queries without attempting to give them

a formal answer. We
fulness of the grand idea laid down^for the Branches, or of that

for the Classes, or of the importance of ordinal relations, or of

form, as characteristic of the Family group, or of superficial

structural details as the basis of Genera. Instead of attributing

less importance to these ideas we are led by the views them-

selves, from which we have derived profound instruction, to sus-

pect even a more comprehensive meaning and use of them than

has been presented. The idea of ordinal relations seems to rise

tY^Tj where, in the divisions above Orders, as well^ as below

;

and with diminishing distinctness as we go downward in the scale

of subdivisions ; so as to suggest the consideration, why Classes

are not Orders under the Branches; and y^hythe first range

of Orders under Classes should be a primal division and not tlie

second range, and so for others. So again with regard to Form

:

it, 1« an iVli^rkl £:^larv^/^*^+ /^xr/M^ no -nf\f^c^^Aa o ci-inrn'(^G fiTni?ft With GaCU
as.^o

there is a ransre of variations more or less wide. But the ran^e

in species is extremely small, compared with the range in

Classes : and with each step downward, it is becoming less ana

less of a mathematical abstraction, and therefore more easii^

cognizable bj the mind. The variations in the higher subdiuj

sions embrace the existence and non-existence of fundamen

parts; but as we descend, we come to a range in which these
.^

_

constant, and then the variation is in the relations of ^'^^ P?
j j

at this grade of subdivisions then, form maj be of that ^w
^

which strikes the mind of one but little accustomed to ^e^ g

eralities, aod this is most prorainentlv the Family &^^\.T.L.
it may be one of higher degree. If then we give to ordinal r^

^

bearinsc we are only ex

.nee. We
altmg

tliat
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ideal plan, structural type, order or rank, form, and diversity
01 details and adaptations, are "all tlie categories of relatioi
sinp winch exist among animals, as far as their structure is
concerned."

There is a freedom in nature in the use of form, structure and
aiflerences of grade in her systems of groups, which teaches tbat
all general principles of classification'should be liberally inter-
preted, and not be allowed to become rigid and thereby artificial.
Aloreover, under this freedom, we find so much divereity in the
^aiue of the same organs among different groups,—one group,
.or example, exalting certain characteristics that are valueless
|n others,—that we are compelled to allow each, for itself, to be
in a sense its own interpreter. These facts make it the more
iftcult to give general principles that comprehensive form of

e^'pression which shall not encounter objections; and at the
same time they enhance the difficulty of applying those principles
When once brought out to view. It is especially essential to have
|n mmd, as a foundation for correct judgment on these topics,
"IS one truth of comprehensive bearing, which has been already
deterred to, that natural groups are based on distinct types, or are
expressions of distinct purposes or ideas in nature ; and that only
groups of this kind—and not those made by reference to some
special organ in the structure—can be satisfactorily compared

t? f
^?f another in the determination of ordinal relations ; also,

^at while a type may run down into degraded forms, mere de-
gJ'aaation is not a reason for breaking the group in two, an upper
ana a lower portion ; and that types of very unequal rank may
escend in their lowest species nearly to a common leyel.

A brief reference to the class of Crustacea, which has been

al^
^P^c^^l study, will serve for a few illustrations. This class,

although not one of the most prominent in the Animal Kingdom
s one of the best for the study of general principles of classifi-

cation, because of its great diversities of grade. The spiral
*fJ|n|ement of vegetation is but faintly distinguished in flowers,

^^ the mathematical law would not have been learned at all

JJ^ere it not for the leaves, which show us the spiral drawn out

^^Qg- The class of Crustacea is somewhat analogous in being
* Class drawn out long. It reaches in one direction to the

«iemberiess animalcule (the Rotifer), and in the other to the

J-;Obster and Crab :—and in cubic dimensions its members vary

1?.^ ten-millionth of an inch to 200 inches, or in ratio from

^•^000,000,000, at least 1,000 times greater than that for lu-

u J ; and while the extremes are thus widely^ separate, the

'^Qole range from one limit to the other is occupied by a num-

^ of species not exceeding one-fiftieth of those of Insects

^Qere is reason, therefore, for expecting a magnified display of

P^nciples.
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tliat is, tiiey embrace a distinct idea engrafted on the ordinary

Brachyural type :—their rank is probably between that of the

Maioids and Cancroids.

Among the MacrouranSj also, there are four types, the Asta-

coids (including Scyllarus, Palinurus, Astacus), the Caridoids

(including Palaemon, etc.), the Pena3oids, and the CallianassoidSj

and they are parallel with the four subdivisions of the Brachy-

urans. From the Astacoids to the Pen^Boids, ordinal relations

are exceedingly distinct ; the three types depend on three sys-

tems of modifications of one general plan of structure, and, like

the above, rest, as we have elsewhere shown, on different grades

of cephalization. The Callianassa group is out of the line, an

intrusive or aberrant group like the Leucosoids in the Brachyura.

In mean or average grade the species may rank with the Can

grade They have

some relations to the Squilloids—the aberrant Order among the

Decapods."^

First

Crustacea

range of size as well as grade of quality is a fundamental idea.

Second grades

centration in the structure, and affecting the structure of the

body as a whole, the cephalothorax and abdomen
Third, a third ord' '

-
-. ^

degr

jphalothorax

The
The crroi:

CRUSTACEA.
Order I. DECAPODS.

Okders of 2d grade,

I. BRACHYURANS.
Orders of 3d grade,

1. Maioids.

2. Cancroids and Grapsoids.

3. Corystoids.

4- Leucosoids. Aberrant
Appendix, hnomonm—-Embryonic m vjp^-

D. MACROURANS,
1. Astacoids.

2. Caridoids.

8. PensBoids,

4. Callianasaoids. Aberrant
Appendix. SchizopodaSmbri/omc tn i^

-

III. GASTROURANS ox SQUlLLOiDS.

IL TETRADECAPODS,
la ENTOMOSTRACANS.
IT, ROTIFERS,
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Form, under rather wide limits of range, distinguishes the
Orders

; with narrower limits, the next grade of Orders ; very
distinctlj, the third grade, the Maioids being called triangular
trabs, etc., and still more distinctlj and usually without the aid
ofordinal distinctions, Families, or the next range of subdivisions.

v\ e do not undertake at this time to inquire i^articularly into
tne subordinate groupings.

l^ue Brachyura, on what may be called their normal level, are
greatlj^ multiplied in species, and among either the Maioids,

Jf^^'^oids or Leucosoids, difference of rank is little apparent iu

:
great majority of species. Here Families may be distin-

giiished by/or??i, though hardly by this exclusively. But there
^re genera in which the groups decline from the normal level,
3Qd the decline once begun, goes on with rapid increase from
one genusto another. Among the Maioids, tne decline is seen
' 'stinctly in the Parthenope group which has not the close com-
pact head and head organs of the Maioids, but approximates in
?^ese respects to the Cancroids ; it is more obvious still in the
jjienor genera of the group, Trichia and Oncinopus ; and from
aese it goes off by leaps through the Anomoural genera, Dromia,
and Lithodes to Pagurus.

-T ,9^^^^''*^ids and Grapsoids show more signs of grade among
°e ordinary genera than the Maioids. From the level of the
aneroids, on which the species are the most numerous, there is

dechning grade through the Grapsoids, from Gonoplax to Pin-
"Othera; and the declining curve at last descends rapidly
crough one or two Anomoural genera. The Corystoids have
stinct ordinal relations among the families and the lowest is

^onioural.
The same system of remarks applies to the Macrourans ; the

g^^^^ations about the Maioids, Cancroids and Corystoids, re-

"Pectively to the Astacoids, Caridoids and Penaeoids ; and those

ft
Q^ ^^ degradations of the Brachyura or the Anomoura, to

l^^ljizopods or degradations of the Macroui'a.
We hence note the following facts : (1) the great multiplication

J
species on what may be called a normal level, where grade is

T W ^^ ^ut slightly distinguishable : (2) the fall from this
^*el, becoming a more and more rapid descent, so that grade is

oserved even among Families and also Genera, because the type
« fiere " drawn out lon<r"

; (3) the small number of species exist-
ng below the normal level along the declining grade. The num-
f^.ot ordmal degrees of subdivisions in Crustacea—that is, sub-
'viaions in which grade is distinctly marked,—is not necessarily

gJ^T
f^r other groups, because, as before said, this class is few in

in
?^?'-^^^ is expanded over an immensely wide range of grade,

Qf
^'^ikmg contrast with the class of Insects. The same number
degrees of subdivisions might have existed without distinct

\

i

J
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ordinal relations, and tlien structural type would have been the

sole reliance in classificationj as it is in a great number of in-

stances.

In groups like that of the Crustaceaj or wherever the lines of

grade are declining or are long drawn out, and occupied by com-

paratively few species, there is a chance for naturalists to reduce

the groups called genera to one-species genera ; while in those

upon the normal level on which the principle multiplication of

the species occurSj genera naturally are numerous in species.

Nature seems to give us a caution here as to laying down un-

bending criteria for generic subdivisions, irrespective of the

group under consideration. When our system of classification

runs downs into numerous monotypic genera, it appears to us to

be failing of one great purpose, which is, to exhibit groups of

species, in their true relations.

The application of the views brought forward by Prof. Agassiz,

we suspect Avill give the greatest occasion for diversity of jndg-

ment. He has not sketched out the system in zoology in order

to exemplify his principleSj and has only mentioned hypothetically

the names of the Classes of Vertebrates, Instead of the ordinary

number, Mammals, Birds, Eeptiles, and Fishes, there are the fol-

lowing: Mammals, Birds, Eeptiles, Amphibians, Selachians, Ga-

noids, Fishes proper, and Myzontes,—the last four being dis-

memberments of the group of iishes, and the preceding two, of

Reptiles. The subdivision of the Eeptiles had been before sug-

gested; but the Fishes are here for the first time divided. On

this subject, he observes, p. 186

:

"The number and limits of the classes of this branch (the Vertebrate)

are not yet satisfactorily ascertained. At least, naturalists^ do not aU

agree about them. For my part, I believe that the Marsupialia^ cannot

be separated from the Placental Mammalia, as a distinct class, since we

observe, within the limits of another type of Vertebrata, the Selachians,

^hich cannot be subdivided into classes, similar differences jn the inode

of developnoent to those which exist bet^Yeen the Marsupials and the

other Mammalia. But I hold, at the same time, with other naturalists,

that the Batrachia must be separated, as a clas.s, from the true Uemes,

as the characters which distinguish them are of the kind upon winca

classes are founded. I am also satisfied that the differences ^'Ji^<^^/^!|*

between the Selachians, (the Skates, Sharks and Chimajrae,) ^^l^\}r
same kind as those which distinguish the Amphibians from the Reptiles

proper, and justify, therefore, their separation, as a class, from the tis

proper. I consider also the Cyclostomes as a distinct class, for simi

reasons; but I am still doubtful whetlier the Ganoids should ^®
f^PJ j

ted also from the ordinary Fishes. This, however, cannot he decia

imtil their emhryological development has been thoroughly ^^J^f^^lj
though I have already collected data which favor this view of

^^fJ^^'
Should this expectation be realized, the branch of Vertebrata wouW co

tain the following classes

:
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1st Class :Myzontes; witli two orders, Myxinoids and Cyclostomes.
2d Class: Fishes proper; with two orders^ Ctenoids and Cycloids,
Sd Class

: Ganoids; with three orders, Coelacanths, Acipenseroids,
and Saiiroids; and doubtful, the Siluroids, Plectogiiaths, and Lopho-
branches.

4th Class: Selachians; with three orders, Chiuia^ree, Galeodes,
andBatides.

6th Class
; Amphibians; with three orders, Csecilire, lethyodi, and

Anura.

6th Class
: Reptiles; with four orders, Serpentes, Saurii, Rhizo-

dontes, and Testudinata.

Jth Class: Birds; with four orders, Natatores, Grallce, Rasores,
and Insessores, (including Scansores and Accipitres.)

8th Class
: Mammalia; with three orders, Marsnpialia, Herbivora,

and Carnivora."
> r

>

j

_
iiere then, at the very first step, there will probably be a divi-

sion among naturalists as to the signification of the principles
jaid down. Some will assume, and correctly as we believe, tliat
ijie adult form of fishes and reptiles is the true expression of
tne poteutialities of the type, and should alone be regarded in
determining Classes, and that embryogeny can rightly come in

^1, ^^ ^"^^^ Subclasses ; while others may take as a basis the
Whole range of structure through development It is obvious
wo that there is room for wide diversity in the use of the other
stibdivisiops, down to genera and even species.
Again, if the subdivisions of fishes above mentioned are called

^^asses, some may ask, what name shall be applied to this entire

^^P: the rank of which would be between Branch and Class ?

Whatever may be the final conclusion on these points, the

S^^f^?^ which has been pursued by Professor Agassiz has

ghcr level than it had before attained,
*^^. given a force and direction to thought which will insure
apid progress towards perfection. The work proceeds next with
.s special topic, the North American Testudinata; and the sub-

irif
^^^"^^ Q^t ^^'^th that thoroughness of research and beauty

it
vj"'^^^^^^c>n, reaching even to the structure of the embryo and

^ whole course of development, which is just what is needed

^ a full demonstration of the truth, on the points in science still

pea to discussion. Moreover, the volumes by Agassiz which

J^e
to follow in the scries, will make still broader the foundation

1^ "iG true philosophy of nature. ^Ye shall look eagerly fur

^jast words on this subject from his searching mind.
J- he review of the Embry©logical part of the volumes forms a

fParate article, and is nrenared bv Mr. II. J. Clarke, Professor
:assiz

appear upon many of the pages and plates of the work.
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Art. XXIX.

—

Recapitulation of the ^^Ernhryology of the Turth^^^

as given in Professor Agassiz^s ^* Contributions to the Natural His-

tory of the United States of North Araerica^^^ Vol. II, Fart III;

bv H. James Clark, of Cambridge, Mass.

The following summary, of the ^'Embryology of the Turtle,"

"vvas undertaken at the request of Professor J. D. Dana^ one of

the editors of this Journal. For certain reasons, given below,

it will be seen that neither comment nor criticism upon the work
is in place here. The method adopted in writing out this sub-

ject, as it stands in the original work, is so far from the aphoristic

style that I find it will be next to impossible to make extracts,

which will give the pith of the matter, without inserting here a

great portion of the whole. On this account I shall be compelled

to rewrite, whatever may be presented, in a condensed form,

with perhaps here and there a short extract.

Had it not fallen to my lot, as Professor Agassiz's assistant,

to write out the embryological portion of these '' Contributions

I would not have dared here to take the liberty of reconstruct-

ing the fabric of the story of the development of the Turtle.

As it is, it will not be possible, for want of room, nor really

necessary, to render account of the whole history as originally

written, but I will confine myself mostly to what is new in this

department of science.

Whenever anything is presented to the scientific world as

new and especially controvertive of old and perhaps apparently

well established views, every caution is necessary in proviug

that all liability to error has been guarded against whilst pursu-

ing the investigations.

On this account considerable care has been taken, in the *^P^^"

ing part of the "Embryology,'' to state clearly, and how that

the egg and embryo, so called, were kept in as natural a condition

as possible. In the study upon the origin and development oi

the egg, "a young animal was resorted to on account of the

greater abundance of the smallest sized eggs and also because

the ovary is less opaque than in the adult."
,

.

The origin of the egg.—The ovary was cut out entire ana

floated in serum, so that the eggs might not be distorted by pres-

sure nor by pulliug and tearing in order to get them under tue

microscope. In the first place a comparative view was taken

the whole mass of the eggs, from the youngest to the olde^^

"vvith a low magnifying power, and in this manner a rapid ^^^^\^^

was made of the respective condition of each egg, and the nn

other or of the whole.
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^
The physiognomj of the egg in its younger stages is so pecu-

liar, with its thick dark outline, brilliant, strongly refractive,

homogeneous, yellowish contents, and the lateral nucleus, that
it cannot be mistaken for one of the cells, of the corpus graajSa-
num, which press upon it from all sides. " The initial form of
au egg is a dark, oily looking, granule-like, spherical body, situ-

ated among the interstices* of the cells of the corpus graafianum.
As the latter not only, but even their nuclei surpass such an
egg in size by several diameters, it is superfluous to debate the
Question, whether the egg may not be the nucleus of a cell of
tile generating organ."

^
At first the egg has no wall about it, but finally by a differen-

tiation of the superficial particles a consistent envelop is elabo-
rated and answers to the name of the vitelline sac.

The origin of the Purkinjean vesick.—About this time, or soon
after, the Purkinjean vesicle—germinal vesicle oftentimes called

becomes visible, by a condensation of a portion of the homo-
geneous yolk against the inner surface of the vitelline sac. The
^ode of origin of this vesicle is very important to notice, be-
cause it bears reference, in a very pointed manner, to the theory
of the origin of fi-ee cells. Here it is evident that tlie egg-cell
did not originate, as is usually stated of cells, around its nucleus,
but that its nucleus is the offsprinff of the cell which encloses it.

the

prm_
e Purkinjean vesicle always remains close to the parieties of

^ggj even to the time when it disappears, and in no way
points to a falsely claimed relation to fecundation and the origin
^f the embryo. The wall of this vesicle originates like that of
^te vitelline sac, about a previously conglomerated mass of
particles.

.

t J ^

The appearance of numerous vesicular bodies, known as the
^agnerian vesicles, upon the inner surface of the wall of the

J^kinjean vesicle, completes the operations, which have here
been going on, necessary to the perfecting of the egg-cell, and
jjie rendering of it, although a cell^ totally different in properties

^^ all other apparently similar cells.

/he development of the yolk—It will be more convenient after
ps, on account of the complicity of the contents of the egg, to

J^patof its different constituents separately. We will commence
^jth the yolk first, as that is the fostering substance from which
^ the other components essentially originate. Previously to

«

«

The
j--;ticai with those of the whole * embryo/ and they alone remain iree, circulating

ife^il
^^*^""«ls hollowed out in a mass of cells identical with themselves. These

^ tae first cells originating interstitially, but yet. after all, not essentmlly so, as is

^
e case with the egg; for each blood corpuscle is a segment of an original yolk-cell

j
J. ^^S' "^tich has gone through the process of self-division; whilst the egg originates
J^ t as the primary yolk-cell does, by conglomeration of particles, and the foruiatiou

a membrane around the narieties of this concretion;'

/
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the development of distinct yolk cells, the yolk passes through

some peculiar granulated phases, the most remarkable of which
is the gradual encroachment of granules, commencing at one

side of the egg, upon the hitherto homogeneous contents, till

they pass across the whole bulk of the yitellus. At one time,

during this progressive incursion of the granules, the egg appears

as if a half of two different eggs had been stuck together, one-

half being homogeneous and the other thickly granulated. After

the granular stages, at the time the egg is about one-sixteenth of

an inch in diameter, the oily looking granules gradually disap-

ear and at the same time minute hyaline, albuminous, vesicular

odies begin to develop. These again, as is the case with the

egg-cell and Purkinjean vesicle, originate w^ithout the interven-

tion of a so-called nucleus,^ and each one grows for some time

without the least sign of a second body within its wall.

^'Here then we have essentially, nay in every sense, a cell, a

hollow layer of spherical surface derived from the lateral adhe-

rence of the superficial particles of a homogeneous globule. It

is not a cell formation by the hollowing out of a solid substance,

forming at first a very thick wall, which would stretch by the

increase of the contents, as it gradually surrounds a larger space,

till it thins out to the ordinary crassitude of such envelops.

Never, throughout the whole range of cell development in the

egg, is there the merest hint of this mode of genesis. From the

beginning to the end of the growth of the ectoblast it ever pre-

serves the same thin stratum, apparently of a single layer of

corpuscles, and moreover the same tenderness and the same re-

fractory power. Nor can we compare this process to the re-

ceived mode of cell origin according to which a wall is con-

densed around and upon a 'nucleus,' for the mesoblast is often

* "Tling far we have emploj-ed, in our descriptions of the egg and its <^°^^^°^

the nomenclature generally in use to designate its different parts, and those of tn

cell. But this nomenclature, framed to express particular views respecting

mode of formation and the functions of these parts, is completely theoretical in it^

meaning. It appears desirable, therefore, now that we are about to consider mor

fully the origin and successive growth of the yolk cells, to discard every technical ex-

pression which may imply a theory, and to adopt such only as designate *^^ "^^^I.

relations of the objects under consideration, especially since the views to
^^'J^

have arrived cannot be reconciled with the theories which the current "<^"^^"^^^ H^^

is intended to express. These parts are therefore designated in the sequel ov
^^^

following names: ec^oJ/a^/ is applied to the outer envelop; OT<?5oWa5^ to the so-cai

nucleus ; entoblast to the so-called nucleolus; and, when this contains a still sma

body, this is called entosthoblasL . .v ^.q
In the nomenclature of the egg, similar objectiong may be raised against ^^^

^^_
of germinal or germinative vesicle and dot, as neither of these parts has the sug

^

est reference to the formation of the germ. We shall therefore
^^^^S^Ytv^^sne-

henceforth, as some embryologists do, by the names of the Purkinjean and "
^^^^^^

rian vesicles. Applying our nomenclature to a comparison of the egg with u
^

the yolk-membrane is to be considered as an ectoblast, the Purkinjean
^^f^f ^

memblast, the Wagnerian vesicle as an entoUasi, and the Valentinian vesicic ^

^ntosthoblastr

I
I
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absent in quite large cells ; in fact, an Q.gg little more than one-
sixteenth of an inch in mean diameter contains numerous cells
of considerable size, no one of which contains a mesoblast.
^or can it by any possibility be advocated, that these cells are
the contents of other cells, for no others exist ; even in a much
larger egg^ up to full grown ones, this holds good just as un-
doubtedly, for in such a mass of yolk as larger eggs contain,
the mesoblasts and ectoblasts have respectively very peculiar
and unmistakable properties, not to be confounded with any
other cell contents.'^

-No ectoblast, as these albuminous hyaline vesicles are called,
which has attained to a diameter of ^-Ao^h of an inch, is with-
out a mesoblast. This latter body, like the Purkinjean vesicle,
originates as a_ conglomeration against the wall of the cell,—the
ectoblast,—which directly encloses it, but as soon as it has be-
come well defined in outline it breaks away from its attachment
^^^takes up a position in the centre of the parent cell.

Notwithstanding that the mesoblast soon loses its globular
shape, which free cells usually assume, and passes through some
rather sharply angular phases, and finally ends with' becoming
more or less irregularly spheroidal, it appears to have a superfi-
cial layer of its mass so consistent as to constitute a wall. Inas-
J'lii^h as a cell wall has been found, here, in these investigations,
*o have no definite density and in some cases to be hardly difier-

jntiated from the substance which it contains, it has been thou '
'

Jest to extend the definition hitherto used, and characterize i_

iJ- hollow, more or less spherical layer, of indefinite density,
^nacity, and refraction, which surrounds the field of some defi-
nite though isolated and homogeneous function."

% the time the e^g has attained to its ultimate size, within
tae ovary, the mesoblast has grown so large as to almost com-
Fjietely fill the ectoblast. The size of the mesoblast, at this pe-
^od, IS enormous, far exceeding in this respect the mesoblast of

^y other free cell known, being about -.^sih. of an inch in
diameter.

> o

Perhaps the most remarkable of all the constituents of the

^gg are the entoblasts of the yolk cells. These bodies appear
*Dout the time the Qgg has reached from one-eighth to one-sixth

ght
t as

J^

an inch in diameter; a single one at first originates in the

?ni the time of their origin, which increases till they resemble
P'^^^lae

; and eventually fiH, to surfeiting, the mesoblast. Then,
Jf'ieu the egg has readied a diameter of one quarter of an inch,

*E?
angular, crystalloid entoblasts begin to lose their corners,

^^D SERIES, Vol. XXV, No. 75.-MAY, 185S.
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and many to disappear altogetlier, -vvliilst new ones, with rounded
angles and more equilateral, develop in place of these.

l%e Purhinjean vesicle.—We have already described the mode
of origin of the Purkinjean vesicle, and mentioned the appear-

ance of the Wagnerian vesicles. These last are developed at

first fcn^ in number, but subsequently they cover, like drops of

dew, the whole inner surface of the wall of the Purkinjean

vesicle. Like all cell development heretofore described, the

Wagnerian vesicle begins with a faintly visible conglomeration

of particles, wdiich eventually obtains a w^ell defined outline*

The Valentinian vesicle is remarkable for having very little re-

fi'active power, so as to appear like a flat disc in the midst of

the parent cell, the Wagnerian vesicle.

By the time the o^gg has become one quarter of an inch in

diameter, the Wagnerian vesicles disappear and give place to an

almost total homogeneity of contents in the Purkinjean vesicle.

From this time forward the latter grows more and more alhu-

minous, and may be hardened, by boiling the egg, so as to be

taken up on the point of a knife. This albuminousness is so

marked in" the mature ovarian egg that boiling contracts the ve-

sicle by nearly one-half, and the side next the yolk sac becomes

collapsed."^

The Zona peJlucida.—The zona pellucida, which eventually

takes the place of the yolk sac, when the latter becomes resorbed,

* "The clear space, observable in the egg of various animals just previous to

segmentation, to which the name of " embryo-cell" has been given, from its suppo^f

intimate connection with the formation "
"

' " "* "' ""^^ *''" ""

ed

of the germ, may be identical with the white

arved in Testudinata, We -^vould talre thisarea about the Purkinjean vesicle observed...
opportunity to express the opinion, that very probably too much stress has tlius mx

tion that the Purkinjean vesicle performs a peculiar anabeen laid upon the assumption that the Purkinjean vesicle perfo... ^ .

exclusive function in reference to the formation of the so-called embryo-cells; and,

moreover, that the Purkinjean vesicle is not to be so definitely separated, as regarJs

its essential element, from the immediately juxtaposed substance of similar appear-

ance, but should rather be looked upon as the crowning point of albuminous con-

centration, to which the opposite side of the e^g stands in the reverse extreme ot a

highly oleaginous nature. A reference to the mode of origin of this vesicle sno^-^

this conclusively ; for it is developed as a phase of secondary accession m tlie egg-

evolution, and not as the primary basis to a succeeding structure ever after retain-

ing a significance of superior import, and leading, as some would have it, to "^
,^

coming in the end the essential element in the genesis of the embryo, li^^s mou^

of origin alone, we maintain, is sufficient to show that the very foundatiou upo

which its importance is laid cannot be tenable, in this light. Tlie Pui-l^inj^"" T,^^*^

'

therefore, loses all lU advocated claims to preponderance over the vest of ^^^
f^*^f

constituents; to say nothing of the fact that it takes no part iu the ^"^^^^\"|.^P^]^o

rm, excepting that its discharged contents may become
^'^^f5*^ "li!" iij,

the blastodeni
elk cell^,

«ndosmotic and exosraotic interchanges of substances between the ^*'^^ •'"'^ w^jg
and the albuminous matter in which they float. True enough, the region about

vesicle exhibits a specialized nature ; it is there that the embryo first
^^^'*^^T,jo^

tain of its characteristics, previous to its further extension ; but it does not w
^^

that because the Purkinjean vesicle is situated thereabout, it is the basis of tn^^^^^

lution, or in any way causatively connected with it. On the contrary, ^^\^^^^r ^f
it itself rather the result of certain tendencies, for instance, the concentraiw

^^^^
albumen in that direction ; and its disappearance also is the consequence o-

consummation of thes* tendencie?^.**
• lA

_J^L^i]_~ ^r
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IS formed by a stratification of the inner cells of the Graafian
lollicle, and therefore is not developed inside of the yolk sac, as
has been asserted of it by some authors when treating of its
origin in the eggs of other animals. Eventually the zona ap-
pears as if made up of columnar cells, and thus remains during
the rest of its existence. It may be detected even as late as
when the amnios has begun to form.^
The Erahryonal Membrane.—The embryonal membrane is a

^ayer, originating by a transformation of the superficial part of
jhe yolk when the egg is hardly visible to the naked eye, and
the formation of an excessively transparent cellular tissue, which
envelops the whole viteUine mass. In its earliest stages it can-

J^ot be compared nor homologized with anything heretofore no-
|icea in the

^
eggs of animals, but when the embryo has begun

|o develop, it occupies the same relative position as the ^^Keim-
blase ' of BischoflP, or the ''Umhullungshaut'' of Keichert, and the
Jj^'^^sting membrane'^'' of English authors. Yet, insomuch as the
investing membrane^^ of these authors, according to them, does

l^ot develop till the embryo begins to form, it cannot, for a cer-
tainty be homologized with the embryonal membrane of the tur-

((.
^ ^gg* But it is remarkable that this membrane like the

Investing membrane " follows all the curvatures of the dorsal
j'^gion of the embryo and even becomes a lining to the spinal
^be. At the time the turtle is hatched this membrane may be
stected as readily as in any of its earlier stages.

^ec?/.;2c?a;/o?z.—Professor Agassiz's observations are so remark-

tli f'r^^^
the facts in regard to fecundation so unprecedented,

nat I think it worth wdiile to quote here the whole of the sec-
^ion he has written on this subject.

'Ever since I have known thnt our Turtles lay only once a year, I
^^e been struck with the fact that the ovary nevertheless contains eggs

of B*"Pf^P^°" (article Ovum in Cyclop. Anat. p. 78) compares the early yolk-sac
irds (which he harcjlv adniits as a true ^nenibrana vitelli, notwithstanding Meckel's

these
'^^ to the zona pellucida of Mammals, (the true primary vi

wlipt.
^!?^^^^^' interior to the zona, being totally ignored by him ; 64

vitelline sac of

see also p. ^0^

Mam ^^^^^scribes the zona as the original yolk-sac and the only one existing in

Tinn
^ ^^ and the secondary yolk-sac (the true zona) to the tunica granulosa of vi-

linin
^? ^^^t^l>rates. The secondary yolk-sac, he infers, is derived from the cellular

"g ot the Graafian follicle; but, since at the same time he makes it merely the

Telln
^^ ®*^^atum of a concentric series, the inner of ^vhich he in«tsts become the true

di
'^^ y^^k gJ-anules, (the primary yolk-sac, zona pellucida, a« he calls it, having

o.^PP^'^'*ed by deliquescence) it looks very much as if he had mistaken the devel-

tev.'/ 5 ^^^ 'membrauu investiens' for that of the membrana vitelli. Agam he

dl\^' 'f)>
' ^'^« external ed-e of the layer of prismatic cells, the length of which is

siderahly increased, is now surrounded by a narrow pellucid space mclosed by a

had k
"'^' P^'esenting the appearance as if a small part of the bases of these cells

^^.<^en fused together in a homogeneous film/ lliis probably is the true zona

as h !i
^^ ^^^^^ ; t^ havin*^ foiled to see the membrana vitelh (already disappeared

]^^ thinks), situated between it atid the layer of prismatic ceUs, from which latter

tra^^PP^^es* but without direct research, that the * pellucid space" because of ita

^ ^f hexagonal niarkin"^, is an immediate development

"
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of very different sizes. I was led by this observation to inquire into the

duration of the growth of the ovarian eggs, when I further noticed that

these eggs appear in well-marked sets of different sizes, each set being

equal in number to the average number of eggs laid by the species under

observation. It thus became evident that the eggs require more than

one year for their full development. Once upon this track, it appeared

practicable to determine how long a period this growth embraces; for,

as soon as it could be ascertained how many eggs different species of

Turtles lay, there was a standard of comparison obtained for the investi-

gation of the ovaries ; and, as I early learned that the species most com-

mon about Cambridge exhibit marked differences in that respect, I se-

lected these species for my first studies. Chrysemys picta lays always

between five and seven eggs. I have never observed as few as four, and

only occasionally eight. Nanemys guttata lays generally two or three

;

I havQ only once or twice found four eggs in its nest, and three times m
its ovary. There was therefore no chance of making any mistake, when

comparing the number of their ovarian eggs with that of the eggs they

lay, after I had ascertained that a few weeks before the breeding season

there are the same numbers of mature eggs to be found in the ovary aa

these species usually lay in the spring. I felt still greater confidence m
the possibility of coming to precise results, after I had found again and

again the very same number of eggs in the oviduct, and noticed that at

that time another set of eggs could be readily distinguished, of the same

number as the larger eggs left in the ovary. Indeed, the difference be-

tween this largest set of ovarian eggs and the smaller ones is so great,

even at the time when the eggs about to be laid are still in the oviduct,

that they are distinguished at the first glance ; for, though they have un-

questionably to remain another year in the ovary, they are already nearly

as large in diameter as those which have just left it

" With a knowledge of these facts, it was easy to arrive at a full un-

derstanding of the normal periodicity in the growth of the ovarian eggs.

It soon became plain, that shortly before the period of laying there were

not only two, but as many as four, distinct sets of eggs in every ^^^^j
and that, after the largest set had been laid, a new small set was startea

from among the innumerable smallest eggs of variable size. It^ no

seemed that a single question remained to be answered. What is tae

age at which the Turtle discloses for the first time such differences be-

tween its eggs? Upon opening large numbers of young Cbryserays

picta It was ascertained, that, up to their seventh year, the ovary contain

only eggs of very small size, not distinguishable into sets; but that wiui

every succeeding year there appears in that organ a larger and larger s^

of eggs, each set"made up of the usual average number of eggs wtnc^

this species lays, so that specimens eleven years old, for the first tim ,

contam mature eggs, ready to be laid in the spring. -,. ij

"Now another question arose, When are the eggs fecundated

.

observations soon taught me that this species copulates before it is etev^^^

years old; I have even seen those that were not over seven years^.^^

already performing the act, though I have never seen any in ^^P. ^. i^^

younger than these. Thus it appears that the first copulation "^^^^^^j^

•with a new development of the eggs, in consequence of which, it c^

" '^i-'j^
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Gumber of them, equal to tJiat whicli the species lays, acquire a lar-^er
size, and go on growing for four successive years before they are laid,
whilst a new set is started every year, at the period of copulation in the
spnng, enabling this species to lay annually from five to seven eggs, after
It has reached its eleventh year.

'The question was then naturally suijgcsted, whether fecundation is
the result of the first act of copu]ation,"or of the second, the third, or
the last; or whether the first copulation only determines the further
growth of a certain number of eggs, which require a series of successive
fecundations to undergo their final development. The second alternative
appears the more probable when it is remembered that Turtles were ob-
served which did not lay their eggs as usual, though the yolk had under-
gone all the regular changes through which it passes, up to the time the
^%g has entered the oviducts. This is another fact which tends to prove
that fecundation is a successive act. Though Turtles lay only once every
J€ar, soon after the period of copulation in the spring, copulation itself does

^01 take place once merely, every year, as in all the animals known to

.^S forth young once annually ; it is repeated a second time, every year,
'Q the autumn, shortly before the Turtles retire to their winter quarters

;

f^d this takes place without apparent connection with any marked change
m the growth of the egg at that season. So, in Turtles, fecundation does
^ot appear to be an instantaneous act, resulting from one successful con-
nection of the sexes, as it is with most animals. The fiicts related above
^^w, on the contrary, that, in Turtles, a repetition of the act, twice every
y^ar, for four successive years, is necessary to determine the final develop-
^^^t of a new individual, which may be accomplished in other animals
*>y a single copulation.

It may be suggested, that, by an investigation of the spermatic parti-
^^^s, additional light would be thrown upon these remarkable circumstan-

• But such investigations present greater difficulties in these animals
^^ti could be supposed at first; and notwithstanding the most diligent
^^^arch, my efforts to trace the spermatic particles through the oviduct, as
'gh up as the ovarian eggs, have been unsuccessful. Turtles do not

copulate in confinement; and those which I could catch in coitu in their
Mive haunts have only exhibited spermatic particles in the oviduct. I

^^'e, still less, been able to trace the sperm into the ^gg itself. Indeed,
^ere is no inicropyle in the egg of Turtles; and I must confess that I
^ve not yet seen the first fact which could lead me to admit that the

^Permatic particles penetrate into the ^gg. I am therefore obliged to
ostam from expressing any decided opinion upon the question of the

F^etration of the spermatic particles into the Qgg, which has of late at-

ces

tracted I can only say, that,acted so much attention among embryologists. I
_ _

J^twithstanding the high authority upon which it is asserted as a fact

«at the spermatic particles do pass into the substance of the egg through

*;f^^ite aperture of its envelope, I am still rather inclined to doubt it.

.
-^"« aperture observed in the outer memorane 01 me egg, wujcu ua^i

^^^1 called micropyle, has always appeared to me to be the result of the

^ration of the sac in which the egg is developed, and by no means to

Without the most careful examination
^<^t possible to perceive how complicated the sac x3, m which the egg
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is inclosed ; and I suspect that a kind of Graafian follicle, whicli in many
animals drops from the ovary with the egg, has frequently been mistaken

for a vitelline membrane. I believe, further, that the scar resulting from

the separation of that follicle forms the opening called micropylc, and

that this opening does not traverse the vitelline membrane. In Turtles

the perforated appearance of the yolk sac arises from the presence of the

Purkinjean vesicle near the surface of the yolk, and not from the exist-

ence of a real hole. After what has been said above of the lateral origin

of the Purkinjean vesicle, it is superfluous to insist upon the incorrectness

of the view of those who would ascribe its superficial position to the in-

fluence of fecundation. It is formed in that position, and preserves it as

long as it exists."—pp. 489-492.

Egg Laying.—By careful comparisons, it has been possible to

ascertain at what age at least one species begins to lay its eggs

and reproduce its kind. Clirysemys (Emys) picta does not hj
its eggs before the eleventh year. With other turtles the data

were not so complete, but in all probability they may be said to

lay their eggs from the eleventh to the fourteenth year, accord-

ing to the species. They all do this too in the spring, in the

month of June, both at the north and south
;

2^1^ys^^^^ difler-

ences not seeming to have the least effect upon this particular

function.

The formation of Albumen.—The mode of formation of the

albumen is very different from what it is among birds, there be-

ing no chalazae nor spiral arrangement of the layers. The shell

and albumen are both deposited at the posterior end of the ovi-

duct, and the albumen is not applied against the surface of the

yolk by direct contact of the inner surface of the oviduct, but

in a great measure infiltrates through the previously formed

shell membrane.
The albumen is composed of innumerable layers of amorphous

substance, in whicli are imbedded a multitude of elongate, oval,

coarse, granular bodies pointing in a particular direction in each

layer, some along the longer axis of the egg, some across the

same, and others in intermediate directions between these two.

The shell membrane.—This arrangement is carried out m a

beautiful manner in the shell membrane whose inner layers are

composed of the same sort of oval bodies, arranged end to end,

and forming a beaded thread. Going outwardly these oyai

bodies become more and more blended with each other tii

finally they form a mesh of uniform, even fibres, of excessive

thinness and nacreous aspect.

The shell~!I\x% shell is deposited in what appear to be ex-

ceedingly tender layers of albuminous substance originating

after the manner of the albumen and the sliell membrane. -|^^
shell is composed of characteristic groups of carbonate of Jj

^^more or less intimately soldered together side by side, ^^

'I

"1 1^^
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group or nodule consisting of concentric layers of columnar
crystals.

The absorption ofAlbumen.—The albumen is absorbed into the
yolk sac in a very peculiar manner ; the outer layers are re-
moved first^ at a point always above the embryonic disc, so that
Jfl the end an inverted conical hole is formed. From this hole
the absorption spreads centrifugally till all the albumen is drawn
into the yolk sac, or zona pellucida now, and the latter has dis-
tended so as to completely fill the shell. At or near the time
that the absorption of the albumen commences, the segmeijtation
01 the yolk begins ; and the embryonic disc is formed, in some
species, before the clear hyaline space appears under the embryo.

Self-division of the MesoUast—Before we describe the segmen-
tation of the yolk, it is proper to mention another kind of seg-

mentation never before observed in the eggs of any animal,
'e refer to the self-division of the mesoblast of the yolk cell,

IS takes place, at least to a certain extent, without the influ-
ence of fecundation within a year, but at the same time has been
seen only in those eggs which have been expelled from the ovary.
Moreover this happens before the so-called segmentation of the
yolk mass, and in fact is a forerunner, as if to prepare the way
tor the latter change.

-The mesoblast, whicli by this time so completely fills the cell
that the ectoblast appears like a bright and very narrow halo
i^oout it, usually divides at first into two equal portions, rarely
JQto three, each of these into two more, and they each again and
Jgain into two more till the ectoblast is filled by an innumerable
oost of mesoblasts. This process goes on slowly, and lasts as
tong as the young turtle is within the shell. It is completed
^rst lu those ectoblasts which enter into the formation of the
embryonic disc, and afterwards in those w^hich are added to the
^ter formed parts of the embryo. After the segmentation of

^ yolk mass, the ectoblasts become resorbed and the innumer-
J^Die mesoblasts are left in heaps, which are at first quite distinct,
^^t gradually they blend with each other till finally they form
uniform layer all over the disc and the whole extent of the

germinal layer.

th , ,
^'^^t PoicLt gained by these last observations, is to prove

nat these self-divided mesohlasts become the original cells, " the

m^aihve emhryonic cells" in the composition of the different or-

^^'L\of the body.
, ,^ ^\segmentation of ilie yoIL—The segmentation of the yolk

^j^s has been seen in the eggs of only one species of turtle, viz:

TOtemys (Emys) insculpta. This was observed for the first

^019 on the 27th of May, 1854, and afterwards during the two

,yfjing davs, in a series of eggs taken from three different

^^^duals. The process of segmentation is not so regular, and
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tliere does not seem to be alwaySj in the beginningj a symmetri-

cal halving of the embryonic area, as has been observed among
birds; but in other respects it resembles what takes place "within

the eggs of the latter animals, and finally results in shaping out

the embryonic disc. The most remarkable features to be noticed

in the e^g at this time, are certain phenomena which tend very

strongly to show that segmentation is not confined to the embry-

onic area, at the upperside of the egg, but that, as has never

before been noticed in oviparous allantoidian animals, the whole

mass of the yolk becomes segmented.
The whole egg is the embryo,— ^* Since we have shown in for-

mer pages, that the embryonic disc, and its extension, the germi-

nal layer, are formed by the original apposition of yolk-cell

mesoblasts minutely subdivided, and that these yolk-cells are all

the same through the whole yolk mass from centre to surface,

even to the very walls of the superficial Purkinjean vesicle; and,

moreover, since it is proved that segmentation obtains beyond

the embryonic disc, and very probably all over and throughout

the whole yolk, it is evident, that, in the egg of the Testudinata

at least, the region around the Pui'kinjean vesicle cannot be sep-

arated from the more exterior or inferior mass which constitutes

the greater bulk of the vitelline substance, and that the last

cannot be homologous to the contents of the Graafian follicle^

which bears no part whatever in the formation of the embryo^

but is totally exterior to the Mammalian egg. Again, as will

be shown hereafter, that portion of the yolk which is originally

excluded from the primary circumscription of the outlines of the

embryonic disc caimot be separated from the animal as an ap-

pendage, for it very soon afterward becomes an essential part ot

the ' embryo,' as the latter extends itself in the form of a gQTTQ^

nal layer and a vascular area, not only all over the surface of the

yolk, but in the case of the area vasculosa, throughout the whole

vitelline mass, the latter becoming a great spongy network oi

blood-vessels, formed by the lateral apposition of the cells com-

posing this large body. This vascular mass is finally drawn

into the body, and though gradually disappearing by resorption,

remains for nearly six months after birth as one of the essentia

portions of the organization of the freely moving animal.

The formation 0/ organs.—Tliq first step taken that indicates

the formation of organs, is the originating of a furroAV ^^.^^v

and close to the edge of the embryonic disc. The furrow ly^^

folding of the germinal layer as it begins to turn upward to lora^

the amnios. At this time there are two layers all over tlie f

^

fiice of the yolk mass; the outer one, the germinal
%^J[^

^^
'^^^f.

thin, excepting where it enters into the composition ^. .t
^^{j

bryonic disc ; the inner layer, the subsidiary layer^
is quite

j

and forms the basis of all the organs, except the cerebro-spi

'1

n
,
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marrow. The germinal lajer performs a triple office; in the
median^ hne of the embryo, it forms the basis of the- "primitive
furrovv" which is the incipient spinal marrow; exterior to this it
constitutes the musculo-cutaneous layer ; and more exteriorly
still, It folds upwards over the back of the embryo, and becomes
tne amniotic sac.

The vertebral lamina is formed by the separation of a broad
band, about equal in length with the embryonic disc, of loose,
unconnected cells, from the upper surface of the subsidiary layer,
i^rom this tlie vertebrae are developed after the usual man'ner
among vertebrates. The cells in the median line of the verte-
frai lamina become changed very soon, and more compact and
united, forming the chorda dorsalis, or the axis of the young
vertebrae, which are not as yet apparent. By the development
Of the chorda dorsalis, the vertebral lamina becomes equally
divided into two laminse lying right and left of the axis of the
bocly. In about twelve days from this time, when four or five
^^ertebraa have appeared, and the spinal marrow is closed over in

"^ anterior of the cerebral region, the subsidiary layer has de-
veloped a thick annular ridge on its under side all around the
embryo^ at a short distance beyond the confines of the original
embryonic disc. This ridge eventually becomes a hollow mesh,
like a sponge, and then constitutes the vena terminalis. Cotem-
Poraneously with the last, another change occurs in the subsidi-
ary layer by which it becomes separated along the median line

.
<^Qe ventral side of the body, from the vertebral lamince above

") and the heart and dorsal artery are hollowed out in its upper
^^e. Soon after this theomphalo-meseraic arteries are also hol-
OTved out in the upper surface of the same layer from which the
eart and dorsal artery originated. In these vessels a granular
«jDumuious fluid surges backward and forward; thus evincing

,
!"is early period a beginning of blood circulation in vessels

™Qich do not form a com2)lete circle with each other. It is very

^mV ^*^^^ t^at the heart is the impelling power in this case,

r ^°^ .mode of formation and development of the "Wolffian
pciies is so simple that it is a wonder there has been so much
'spiite among embryologists about their genesis. They originate

uT^® tliickenings of the subsidiary layer, around and obhque-

jy
above each abdominal vein, and leaning over toward the dor-

tT 'k^'^-^'- ^^^"S Jn the same layer with the arteries and veins,..

^e blood vessels of the two systems meet in these organs through
jefy smiple channels, running as yet direct from the principal

f'sjjy to the principal vein. About this time, when the heart

2^ become three-chambered, the vertebrae reach to the root of

J^.taj], and the eyes have become entirely enclosed in complete

2i^'
^^e allantois be^nns to grow. Its formation is as simple

^^'0 SERIES, Vol. XXV, No ZS.-MAY, 185S.
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as that of the Wolffian bodies, and developed in the same layer

"with these.

The subsidiary layer approximates its opposite sides and uni-

ting them, arches over a certain space so as to form a sac. At first

this sac does not project beyond the body. Soon after or almost

synchronously with its formation the allantoidian arteries and

veins are developed by simply hollowing out channels direct

from the dorsal artery into the allantois, and thence, all in the

same layer, into the allantoidian veins which course along the

edge of the abdominal opening. Now too the embryo turns

xvj^on its axis, and rests ahvays upon its left side. Why it rests

upon this side and not upon the other, sometimes at least, is

simply because this position belongs to its plan of development,

A little later the omphalo-meseraic arteries have joined their nu-

merous currents into one single vessel for a short distance from

the dorsal artery. The nostrils have begun to develop at this

period, and may be recognized as two simple indentations at the

end of the head. They have no communication with the mouth

at this time.

The vena terminalis merits attention at this time, inasmuch a3

it is as concentrated in its course as it ever will be. It never

has, from the beginning, been a single vessel, as occurs with

birds, but is composed of numerous closely set anastomosing

currents, running parallel wise to each other. Not long_ after

this time the vena terminalis, to one half of its circuit, sinks a

short distance below the surface of the yolk, carrying along with

it the afferent vein. The nostrils have grown deeper and broad

er, and communicate with the mouth, but only through a very

shallow furrow, nothing like the deep channel which has been

described in Mammals, but just deep enough to show that there

is a tendency to follow the type of formation prevalent among

higher Yertebrata. In the next step the nostrils become nar-

rowed at the aperture, and the shallow furrow, mentioned above,

is closed over, leaving a very narrow fissure to indicate its for-

mer position. The degree of communication between the moutli

and nostrils in this case, is intermediate between that which ob-

tarns among Mammals where the mouth and nostrils are all one

cavity during the early periods of development, and that ol

" Fishes, where these two openings are alw^ays independent of eaca

other. The shield begins to develop by a budding out ^J^teraliy

lusculo-cutaneous layer along the sides of the body, anof the musculo-cutaneous layer along
the development of n ^
the roof-like covering. i

The feet, or rather paddles of the lower forms of turtles, tm

ChelonioidsB, do not remain in a partially undeveloped state,

might be expected from what is observed among other vert
•

orates, but undergo what may be called an excess of develop-
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ment; the bones of the toes becoming very mucli elongated, and
me web,~which remains soft among some turtles with moder-
ately elongated toes,—is hardened by the development of densely
packed scales, so that the whole foot is almost as rigid as the
Dlade of an oar. About two months before the time they were
hatched, some young of Chelydra (Chelonura) serpentina, were
observed to move the head, feet, tail, lower jaw, tongue, and also
tne toes separately, and to roll the eyes. In a turtle a little older

ih
^ '

^^^ omphalo-meseraic vein runs in a direct line
"rough the yolk mass, and joins the exterior boundaries of the
vascular area at the lower side of the egg.
^y the time the shield has become broadly oval the embryo

assumes again an erect position in the egg, and thus remains
^j^i It IS hatched. The embryo of Chelydra serpentina already
s lows its predaceous propensities, by snapping at everything
yich touches it. Just before the young were hatched the edges
.
the jaws were cut open longitudinally, and disclosed a series

,
small cavities, into each of which, a branch from the maxil-

ary nerve ran. 'No doubt these indicate a typical tendency to
me formation of teeth. When the young is hatching a large
^ass of the yolk sac is still hanging outside of the umbilical
openmg; but within a few hours it is altogether drawn into the

.

ciy and occupies a large space in the abdominal cavity. The
JjrcuJation in the yolk sac at this time is in full tide of operation,
eternally the allantois withers and falls away, but, within the

uff t^irtle, its neck is persistent and becomes the urinary

..
The brain at this time does not extend in nearly a straight

^^% as is the case in the adult, but is still considerably bent
ownward at its anterior end. The eye presents some hitherto
nbnovvn peculiarities at this time; the capsule of the lens is a
riple membrane, excessively thin, very tough, glassy, and elas-

k • » ^^ ^^^^"^ membrane which support? the " raembrana pupil-
^is and not the hyaloid membrane as has been claimed for

^fne of the Mammalia. The "membrana pupillaris is a thick
oubie membrane and does not seem to be resorbing, but on the
ontrary, ^-Quld appear to be persistent through life, inasmuch

^
It was found in a turtle,—Trachemys scabra,—twenty years

JJistology,^± great part of the histology relates to the young
'"T^le about the time it was hatched. In the formation of nerve
°^^es or tubuli, the olfactory nerve furnished the most conclusive
proof that these tubuli ori<^inate by the soldering end to end of
joe nervo^g cells, and the°obliteration of the intervening walls

Xw ® point of contact. All stages of development were repre-

;f^tecl here, from cells arranged in a line end to end, with par-
t

wherfe
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the position of the cells whicli compose tlio tubuli, Tvere the

mesoblasts (nuclei) arranged in a line at regular intervals. In

the bones, the granular ossification presents nothing very remark-

able; but, in the ribs, the relation of the outermost fibrous layers

to the fibres of the corium of the shield, is very important to

notice. The only difference observable between the fibres of the

growing and widening edge of the ribs and those of the coriura,

was that the former were hardened by ossified granules deposited

in lines, and the latter were perfectly soft. In all probability

the wings of the ribs, which u.nite eventually and form in some

turtles, a solid. shield, are developed by the hardening of the

component fibres, by calcification. In fact it would be difficult

io determine how much of the shield is composed of the fibrous

layers of the ribs and how much of calcified fibres of the skin.

In the eye, the nervous fibres, which run in lines from the en-

trance of the optic nerve along the inner surface of the retina to

its anterior border, do not spring directly from the optic nerve,

as has been usually asserted in regard to the eye of Yertebrata,

but are tail-like prolongations from each retinal cell, which lies

abutting against the hyaloid membrane.
The whole retina, including the membrana Jacobi, is composed

of five apparently distinct layers of cells. When _
examined

closely these layers are seen to be only different varieties of cells.

The cells of one layer send tail-like prolongations into the layer

above and below, but in no instance have these prolongations

been seen united so as to form a continuous string of cells reach-

ing from the outer to the inner surface of the retina. In this

respect the retina is lower in degree of development than that ol

Mammals, where H. Miiller and Kolliker have seen the string ot

fibres in the greatest perfection. The epithelial cells of the

stomach and esophagus are endowed with an unheard of ar-

rangement of vibratile cilia. Instead of being scattered over

the whole free surface, the cilia are placed in a circle forming a

crown to the end of each cell. So that when seen face-wise tne

interior of the esophageal and stomachial cavity appears as ii

Imed with a net-work of vibratile cilia. The surface ot tne

lungs is covered by a thin layer of very pale round cells, ^vl

numerous dark granules intervening. Over the course ot tne

blood vessels these pale cells are almost hidden by denseij

packed dark granules, arranged in two, three, four, or five ray

star-like heaps. •,.

The blood corpuscles at first are very minute globular boaieb,

in fact, nothing more nor less than some of the cells of ^''^j:

sidiary layer, loosened from the sides of the original blood en

nels. The cells increase in size and grow transparent; then
_J

become oval, and the mesoblast leaves its lateral po?^^^^^
.j^jj

takes a central one, ao(J finally in the last month of mcuoa
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tHey begm to be flattened, and assume the discoid sliape proper
to the adalt state. A short time before the turtle is hatched
the muscles attached to the dorsal arch exhibit very clearly how
tne fibres originate from the soldering of the ends of the spindle-
shaped cells to each other, and the obliteration of the interven-
ing walls. The granular contents of these cells is partially ar-
ranged m lines parallel with the sides of the developing fibres.
In the muscles of the fore-leg the granules mvij be recognised as
cornponeDts of the fibrillas, and as such giving the fibres a trans-
verse striation.

iRT. aXX.—Abstract ofa MeteorohgicalJournal, kept at Marietta,
Ohio: lat. 3.9°-25 N. and Ion. 4°-28 W. of Washington Citv;
Dy S. P.- HiLDRETH, M.D.
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^!^e mean temperature for tlie year 1857 is 51''"43, winch is

^my one and a half degrees above that of the Dreceding year.

J^Q^a of these years are rather remarkable for the extremes of

temperature-both of heat and cold.

. ^«2^ and melted 5?zc?t^.—The amount of rain and melted snow
' lorty inches and /A, which is a little below the mean for a
^nes of years, three

et. The deficiency is lounu m me luioc. x..o.

year, which are remarkable for the small amount

period, being less than four inches: whereas m
. . .^^.^ .ae quantitv varies from eight to twelve inches.

Z''% t^e remainder of the year the rain was very equally di-

f^^ed, affordmg a full supply for the wants of the agricultural

^terests, and the healthy growth of forest trees. In the year
^^^6 the amount nf v«;r> wm onlv thirtv-two inches.

fall

Him
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Winter.—The mean of the winter months is 80°*35j "uhidi is

nearly five degrees above the preceding year, that being 25° '67

the lowest on record. The winter of 1857 was greatly modified,

by the mild weather in February ; the temperature of that month

being 42^73, while that of 1856, was 25'''50. It was also more

mild than the month folloAving, by nearly five degrees; a very

unusual occurrence, that for March this year being ST^^'Ql, and

amongst the coldest on record, while February is the most mild.

January was a very cold month ; the mercury falling below z^zo

on seven days, making the mean for the month 19^"10, while in

1856 the temperature of this month w^as IT'bl, Avith the same

number of days below zero, but of a lower grade. The means

of these two remarkable Januarys are the lowest on record at

Marietta by more than ten degrees, and a mean average ot at

least fifteen degrees for the last forty years.

The cold over the southern portions of Ohio was very intense

in January, much more so than in the year 1856. At Gastells-

bnrgh, Ky., lying at the mouth of the Big Sandy river and the

most southerly bend of the Oliio, one degree south of Marietta,

in lat. 38-30, the mercury fell to 30 degrees below zero—also at

Ironton five miles lower down, in Ohio: being the 19th and 23a

days of the month, while at Marietta a degree north, and eiglit;f

miles east, the temperature was at 8° below on the 19th, and 11

below on the 23d ; indicating currents of cold in the atmosphere,

like the currents of the ocean. This severe cold was felt many

degrees south of the Ohio. The Cumberland river was frozen

over at Nashville, so as to support men and horses in crossing,

at Ironton the mean for the whole day was 14° below zero, on

the 19th. This extreme cold destroyed the dormant fruit buds

of the peach, pear, plum and cherry, but many of the apple

escaped. In Washington county we had a fair crop of "^^^X
all our fruits, except peaches, which were injured on budcie

trees, but full on those of natural stocks. The amount of snmv

was small, not more than six or eight inches; the greatest tau

being about four inches. The ice in the Ohio river gave way

on the sixth of February, and by the eighth, steamboats com-

menced running, having been embargoed since the 19th ot ij6-

cembcr. This month in 1857 was mild and temperate, witb tne

Ohio clear of ice, and an abundance of water for navigation.

^r%.—The mean of the spring months is 45°'89, whic^ s

three and a half degrees below that of 1856, and five and a nai

below 1855, and is mainly attributable to the low temperature u

April, being 42°-83, while in the preceding years this rnontu
|^ ^

nearly 55°, a difference of twelve degrees. It has been remarKt^^

that the mean temperature of the month of April for a
^^^^^rrx^^

years, represents that of the whole year in this climate.

month of May was also below the average temperature- oe o

-«

i

'^
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only 52^'9o, whereas sometimes it rises to 67"^, and very rarely
falls below 60°. This low grade made the spring quite back-
^h ^H ^m ^^ ^ _ ^ I r W ^^V ^^V ^^H ^r^H ^^1 ^^H ^^V ^^V

Ward, retarding the labors of the husbandman very considera-

_ .

and causing much additional toil, as he had to replant his
cornfields once or twice, the seed rotting in the ground from a
lack of the heat necessary to its healthy germination,*
The blooming of fruit trees was much retarded. The pear

peacli, and cherry, not opening until the forepart of May,
whereas they are usually in this condition early in April, or by
the^ middle of the month. The apple deferred this important
period until the ninth of May ; and the locust was not in blos-
som until the ninth of June, nearly three weeks later than com-
mon. The disastrous effects of this extreme cold of winter was
again seen on many flowering trees and shrubs. The buds of
Magnoha conspicua were entirely killed, and a large portion of
tile M, tripetala destroyed; the latter being a native of this re-
gi<¥i was supposed to be entirely hardy. The Catawba grape
^nd peach suffered less than in "the preceding winter, but in
many localities the fruit of the peach was destroyed. The quan-
tity of rain for the spring months was nine inches and fifty-four

hundredths
; more than half of which fell in the month of Maj.

^ f"^"'2er.—The mean temperature of the summer months is

'2 -35
; which is a full average for this region, that of the ex-

treme hot summer of 1856, being only 73°-55y That of this
year was one of the most equable and pleasant seen for the last

* for a healthful growth

.. «..vc vt:gt;Lauj.uo ui. cui iviLxv^^, an abundance of rain,

^'thout sudden changes from hot to cold, as we sometimes expe-
^cnce. It ^Yas as near to a temperate tropical summer as the cli-

piate will allow. The warm weather early in June put new life

^ato the drooping corn crops, as well as other plants requiring a
greater heat than that afforded by the month of May. The pro-
Q^iction of all the cereals was abundant, as well as that of the
potatoe; which latter was never excelled in quality or in quan-
tity. "^' - - . -

^<J,rty years
;
possessing all the requisites

^\ plants and vegetables of all kinds, i

'ty. The latter part of June a moderate reduction of tempcra-
^i^re prevented the rust in wheat, and favored the filling of the
grains, so that the amount per acre was never exceeded. Sweet
potatoes were abundant and very fine. The apple crop is seldom

^Y^eded in amount, and never in quality—the fruit bemg not

°% large but of a very fair appearance, free of worms and dry

p Peaches were scanty in amount and not so sweet as in more
^•"y summers. Tlie grape crop was good, but not so abundant

f i^,sonie years, from the enfeebling effect of the winter. Man
^^d beast participated in the salutary results of this deliglitful

^^inmer, being more free from diseases of all kinds than m
Jj^^y

previous years. This healthful condition of the atmos-
P^ere seems to have pervaded the whole country, keeping off

11^"
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cholera and yellow fever witli all their collateral brandies, from

their accustomed haunts. It is a summer long to be remembered
for its blessings. The quantity of rain is fourteen inches and

sixteen hundreths, an ample supply for the consumption of the

most hungry vegetation, while in 1854 it was only nine inches

and ninety-six hundredths. The maximam height of the ther-

mometer was 96"* on the 17th day of July.

. Autumn.—The mean temperature of the autumnal months is

SS'^'SS, being nearly the same as in 1856, or53°'31. November
this present year was somewhat below the mean of that month,

but not so low as in 1842, when it was at ST^'-OO. The latter

part of the month was uncommonly cold; from the twentieth to

the thirtieth day the temperature was many degrees below freez-

ing every mornino- but one, on the twentieth it was at 12"^, and

on the 26th at 10 above zero: while a little west of Davenport

in Iowa it was at ten below. On the 19th snow fell to the depth

of two inches, greatly increasing the cold, as it seldom or never

becomes excessive when the ground is bare. By the 25th of the

month large sheets of ice had formed in the Ohio, and in two

days after was so full of it as much to impede navigation. One

steamboat was sunk a few miles below Marietta, the hull bemg

cut through by the ice. By the 26th the Muskingum river was

frozen over above town, but opened again with the mild weather

early in Decembei*.

The effects of this early severe cold was very injurious to the

potatoes, many acres of which yet remained in the ground, and

were in a great measure destroyed; others already harvested were

left in the open fields in barrels, and suffered nearly as much as

those in the earth, and many thousands of bushels were lost in this

way. The continual wet weather in October had retarded tbe

harvesting of this crop to a later period than usual; though we

seldom expect cold weather until the month of December. Mucli

of the corn crop w^as destroyed by the effects of the cold and the

wet weather that followed; and although cut up and placed m
shocks in the usual manner, yet the hard freezing injured the

immature grains, and with the warm wet weather which fo^^^^^\^^^

in December, caused it to mould and rot, rendering wor'

thousands of bushels all over the State of Ohio.

Floral Calendar.—"Sl^rdi 8d, Bluebird seen; 13th, Fe\vee

Heard; 21st, Garden Crocus in bloom; 23d, Ilepatica triloDa

,

25th, Forsythia viridissima opening its blossoms; 30th, bn^^ar

tree; 31st, Red Elm, Early Hyacinth. ApriUth, Forsytlua in

full bloom, much killed by the cold in January ; 13th, hard rosi,

thermometer 22^; 16th, Crown Imperial, two feet lug-h; l^^j

hard frost, thermometer 23"^
; 24th, Crown Imperial m i

bloom; 27th, Sanguinaria Canadensis; 30th, Peach, in ^^j^
exposures, begins to open. May 2nd, Peach in full bloom; ^^?
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Pear and Cherry
; 4tli, Pjrus Japonica, this Chinese flowering

shrub often opens earlj in April, Spirea Prunifolia ; 6th, June-
beny; 9th, Apple in full bloom ; 10th, Early tulips; 11th, Ra-
nunculus and Uvularia; 14th, Black Cohusk and Birthwort-
loth, Harebell

; 17th, Judas tree; 21st, Tree peony, var. papa-
\^racea; 23d, Crab apple and Quince; 24th, Black Haw; 25th,
White Oak, Horse-chesnut, Cornus Florida, Yellow moccasin
flower; 27th, Snow-ball, Rose-colored Peony. June 4th, yellow
Harrison rose, Magnolia tripetala, Purple peony, White peony

;

12th, Fragrant peony; 13th, Strawberry ripe; 14th, Syringa
Ijhilad., the fragrant variety was killed by the winter ; 18th,
Utawba grape. July 10th, Catalpa in bl'oom, Red raspberry
npe; 14th, Wheat harvest begins, late by two weeks; 21st,
Blackberry ripe.

Marietta, Ohio, January 6th, 1858.

m^'*
-^XXL

—

On the Extraction of Salts from Sea-ivater ; by
Huis

^HE manufacture of salt from the waters of tlie ocean has
from I ndustiy
tlie south of Europe. W „ o u~-v, ••-

^ay cite the salines of Venice, to which that republic owed the

^°/^^{jeucement of its greatness and its wealth. The lagoons
^'hich surrounded that city were enclosed and set apart for the
breeding of fish and for the manufacture of salt. Making a mo-
nopoly of this staple of life, the policy of "Venice was to obtain
possession of all those salines which could compete with her,

JJid we find the Venetians destroying such as they could not

t '"t^^

^^^ *^^' ''^^^ exacting from the neighboring princes, treaties

^0
the effect that they would not re-establish the suppressed sa-

'"^s. It -^-as only two or three centuries later that this power-
republic ordered, in the interest of her commerce, the sup-

pression of the salines of her own iagoons, and- augmented the
Foduce of those of Istria and of the Grecian Islands, which

^

ad become her's by right of conquest, still retaining in her own
'anris the trade in salt for all southern Europe. But with the
yownfall of Venetian power, we find the salines of Provence and

fall

lin

ful

had

tJ
JV^^o decay, so that when the Emperor IS^apoleon I. created

Qe kingdom of Italy, he had recourse to a French engineer from
^*a^seilles to re-establish the salines of Venice, which are now

•^e more organized on a vast scale.

o/rf^'^''^cted by the author from the Report of Progress of the Geological Siirvey

trial
p',' for 1853-56, pp 404-417, where it forms part of a report ou the Indus-

»^^OND SEIl,E.S, Vol. XXV. No. 75.-»UY. 186a
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It is liowever in France, and especially upon tlie sliores of tlio

Mediterraneanj that Ave shall find the most extensive salines,

and the most intelligent system of working these great sources

of national wealth. On the western coast of France, the salt

marshes of Brittany and La A^endee are wrought to a consider-

able extenty but the cool, moist and rainy climate of these re-

gions is nmch less favorable to this industry than that of the

southern shores of the empirCj where dry and hot summers offer

great facilities for the evaporation of the sea-water, which is

effected in all the salines of which we have spoken, by the sun

and wind, without artificial heat.

The salt works of the Lake of Berre, near Marseilles, were

those w^hose products attracted the most attention at the Exhi-

bition, not only on account of the excellent method there pur-

sued for the manufacture of sea-saltj but from the fact that the

important processes of Mr. Balard for the extraction of potash,

sulphates and other valuable materials from the mother liquors,

are there applied on a large scale. Having had occasion to ex-

amine carefully these products in the course of my duties as

Juror at the Exhibition, and having afterwards visited the saline

of Berre, I propose to give here some account of its construction

and mode of operation, as well as of tlie method employed for

the working of the mother liquors. I have to express mj great

obligations to my distinguished colleague, Mr. Balard, of the

Academy of Sciences, who most kindly furnislied me with every

information respecting the processes of his invention which are

there applied, and also to Mr, Agard, the enlightened and scien-

tific director of the saline.

The first condition for tlie establishment of a salt work is a

low, broad, level ground on the border of the sea, which can he

protected by dykes from the action of the tides, andas these are

considerable on the Atlantic coast and insignificant in the Medi-

terranean, the arrangements required in the two regions are

somewhat different. In both cases, however, the high tides are

taken advantage of to fill large and shallow basins with the sea

water, which there deposits its sediments, becomes warmed py

the sun's rays and begins to evaporate. From these reservoirs

It is led by a canal to a series of basins from ten to sixteen inches

in depth, through which it passes successively, and where by ^

action of the sun and wind the water is rapidly evaporated, an

deposits its lime in the form of sulphate. It then_ passes to an^

other series of smaller basins, where the evaporation is ^a^"

to such a point that the water becomes a saturated brine, wn

its volume being greatly diminished, it is transferred to sn

smaller sliallow basins called salting tables, where the salt is^^^

be deposited. In the salines of the Atlantic coast, the ^^^^^^^

basins are nearly on the same Diane, and the water flows ir
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one series to the other as its level is reduced by evaporation. In
the large establishments of the Mediterranean, the system is dif-
ferent; the basins are constructed at different levels, and the
waters having passed through one series, are raised by wooden
tj'mpans or drums from eight to sixteen feet in diameter, (moved

\

and conducted into the other basins.

establish a constant current, and in
this way greatly promote the evaporation.
But in whatever manner the process is conducted, the concen-

trated brines, marking 25° of Beaumd's areometer, are finally

conducted to the salting tables, where they begin to deposit their
salt in the form of crystalline crusts, which are either collected
^ith rakes as soon as they form, or as at Berre, allowed to accu-
jn^Uate at the bottom, until they form masses six or eight inches
in thickness. The concentration of the brines must be carefully
hatched, and their density never allowed to exceed 28°'5, other-

wise a deposit of sulphate of magnesia would be formed, render-
ing the sea-salt impure. The mother liquors, as they are called,

are run off so soon as they have reached the above density, and
reserved for operations to be detailed further on. When the
salt has attained a sufficient thickness, it is broken up and piled
^ipon the sides of the basins in large pyramids, which are cov-
ered with clay on the western coast of France, but left unpro-
tected during the summer season, in the dry climate of the south,
in these heaps, the salt undergoes a process of purification ;

tlie

^oisture from the clay or from occasional rains penetrates slowly
ttirough the mass, removing the more soluble foreign matters,

^nd leaving the salt much purer than before. In the south, it is

tjiken directly from these heaps and sent into the market, but m
jne less favorable conditions presented on the western coast, the

^nm layers of salt there collected are more or less soiled witli

earthy matters, and for many uses require a process of refinmg
oefore they are brought into commerce. For this purpose two
Methods are employed ; the one consists in simply washing the

<^rude salt with a concentrated brine, which removes the foreign

^^^ts, and a large portion of the earthy impurities. The otJier

--o...^^.i^ c^jtways present, --
rapidly boiled down, when a fine-grained salt separates,

_

or is

^J>re slowly evaporated to obtain the large-grained cubic salt

^^^^ch is used in the salting of provisions. The masses of

^oarsely crystalline salt from the salines of the south have no
Ped of these refining processes. .^ , ti

.
^li practice, the evaporation of the brines for sea-salt at BcTre

IS carried as fiir as 32° and the salt separated mto three qualities

between 25° and '>6° the brine deposits one-fourth of its salt
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whicTi is kept apart on account of its great purity, and sold at a

higher price than the rest In passing from a density of 26'' to

28°'5, 'sixty per cent more of salt of second quality are depos-

ited, and from this point to 32° the remaining fifteen per cent

are obtained, somewhat impure and deliquescent from the mag-

nesian salts which it contains, but preferred for the salting of

fish
J
on account of its tendency to keep them moist. • The aver-

age price of the salt at the salines is one franc for 100 kilograms

(220 j>ounds avoirdupois), while the impost upon it was, until

recently, thirty times that sum, and is even now ten francs the

100 kilograms.

Mediterranean contain, according to the

analysis of Usiglio, about three per cent of common salt, while

those of the Atlantic contain from 2-5 to 2*7 per cent. In the

waters of the Mediterranean there are besides, about 0*8 percent

of sulphates and chlorids of calcium, magnesium and potassium.

The quantity of w^ater which it is necessary to evaporate in

order to obtain a small amount of salt, thus appears to be very

great, but under favorable circumstances this is a small consider-

ation, as will appear from the following fact. The saline of

Berre is situated upon a small lake, communicating with the

ocean, but fed by streams of fresh water, so that while the waters

of the open sea have a density of 3°-5, those of the lake have

only 1^-5, or scarcely half the strength of sea water. Never-

theless the advantages of the position offered by the shores of

the lake for the establishment of a saline, are sufficient to com-

ensate for the deficiency of salt in the water, and to make oi

erre one of the most flourishing salines of the south of France.

The evaporating surfaces here cover 3,300,000 square metres,

equal to 815 English acres; of this area, one-tenth is occupied

Tyith the salting tables, but with sea-water, w^here less evapora-

tion is required to bring the brine to the crystallizing point,

one-sixth of the area would be thus occupied. The ^"^^^^^
of salt annually produced at the saline of Berre is 20,000,UUU

kilograms.

Owing to the dilution of the water of the lake of Berre, the

proportion of salt there manufactured is small, when wc consider

the area, and compare the produce with that of other sahnes

where pure sea-water is evaporated. According to Mr. Baiara,

2,000,000 square metres may yield 20,000,000 kilograms annu-

ally ; and Mr. Payen states that the same amount of salt ^^P^^'

daced at Baynas from a superficies of 1,500,000 metres, i^s ^

cubic metre of sea-water contains about 25 kilograms ot sai

,

the evaporation required to produce the above amount c?^^^
'

ponds to 800,000 cubic metres, equal in the second ^^^^^7^
given above, to a layer of water 040 metre, or 15f hn^^^^^

inches in thickness.

•

i

k
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The

the spring time of each year; in this way some three or
lour months elapsed before a sufficiently large amount of strong
onne was accumulated to enable the manufacturer to commence
toe deposition of salt on the salting tables, and as this latter ope-
ration can only be carried on in fine weather, the rainy season

a
^rge part ot the year the labors of the sahnes were suspended,
ine enlightened director of the works of Berre, M. FeHcien
;^gard, has however introduced a yqtj important improvement,
^^ the management of the salines, by means of which he carries
on the works throughout the whole year, and is enabled to in-
crease the produce by 60 per cent. During the months of the
autumn, the evaporation, which is still carried on, though more
Slowly, enables him to obtain brines marking 7^ 10^ and even

1 'A
^^^^^ ^^^ stored away in large pits, where the depth of

liquid being considerable, the diluting effect of the spring rains

warm
^iiese brines are raised into the evaporating basins, so that the
summ^T's labors are commenced with concentrated liquors, and
^^salt is all harvested in the months of August and September.

-In selecting the site for a saline it is of great importance io
cnoose a clayey soil, an earth of this character bein^ required to

,„ --- ,........, _.. 1
Of -Bene, a coriaceous fungous plant, to which botanists have
given the name of Microcoleus Con'um, was observed to vegetate
jjpon the bottom of the basins, and this being carefully protected,
^as finished by covering the clay with a layer like felt, which
protects the salt from contamination by the earth, and enables it

mf <^o^^ected in a state of great purity.
J- he conditions of exposure to sun "and wind oifered by the

jpcahty chosen for a saline are also to be carefully considered,
^or upon these will of course greatly depend the rapidity of

^^aporation. The salines of the lagoons of Venice, to which we
^ave already alluded, have recently been reorganized by Baron

^- ^1. Rothschild and Mr. Charles Astric, and cover an area
nearly twice that of Berre. The tides of the Adriatic are con-

^jaerable, and from the lowness of the ground, the labor of con-

^^ructmg the basins and dykes could only be carried on at low
^ater. The moist and rainy climate of Venice also offers seri-

^Jis obstacles to the manufacture of salt; to overcome these, two
Pians are adopted. The salting tables are so arranged that m
^e_of heavy rains, the concentrated brines can be rapidly run
°tt into deep reservoirs, while other reservoirs of saturated

^"ne at higher levels serve not only to feed the salting tables,

'^'it to coTftr wi+v, o ti,,-^v invpr those tables wbicli may contain
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a large amount of salt^ and thus protect tliem from tlie atmos-

pheric waters.

We
J
althougjb unknown in

; borders of the White
Sea, and may, perhaps, be advantageously employed on our own
shores. It consists in applying the cold of winter to the concen-

tration of the sea-water. At a low temperature a large quan-

tity of ice separates, but all the saline matters rest in the liquid

portions, so that by separating the ice a concentrated brine is

obtained, which may afterwards be evaporated by the summer's

sun or by artificial heat.

Treatment of the Bittern or Mother Liquor,-—The waters, which

have reached a density of 32^ in the salting tables, have aheady

deposited the greater part of their common salt, and now con-

tain a large amount of sulphate and hydrochlorate of magnesia,

together with a portion of chlorid of potassium. The admirable

researches of Mr. Balard have taught us to extract from these

mother liquors, sulphate of soda, and salts of magnesia and pot-

ash, so that although formerly rejected as worthless, these liquors

are now almost as valuable as the salt of which they are the

residue.

The production of sulphate of soda, which is directly em-

ployed in the manufacture of glass, and as a manure, and still

more largely as a material for the fabrication of carbonate of

soda, is the most important object of the working of the mother

liquors. Immense quantities of sulphate of soda are now pre-

pared in France and England by decomposing sea-salt with sul-

phuric acid, which is manufactured wnth sulphur obtained chieiiy

from foreign sources. In view of this immense consumption oi

sulphur, it becomes important, especially in time of war, when

this substance is required for the fabrication of gunpowder, to

find some source of sulphate of soda other than the decomposi-

tion of sea-salt by sulphuric acid. This process is besides objec-

tionable from the vast amount of hydrochloric acid disengaged,

which in most localities cannot be entirely consumed, ^and is very

pernicious to both animal and veo;etable life in the vicinity. .

It had already been observed that under certain conditions tne

reaction between sulnhate of magnesia and chlorid of sodium

could give rise to sulphate of soda; and Mr. Balard ^^^^^ ^'^^^^^^

that by taking advantage of this decomposition, the s^lp^^*^^"^,^^

soda can be advantageously prepared from the bittern ot t

salting tables.
,

. .

When the liquors of 82° are eva-porated by the summer s hear^

they deposit during the day a portion of common salt; but

coolness of the nights causes the separation of crystals ol s^
phate of magnesia, and the quantity of this latter salt g^^es

^^^

increasing as the evaporation advances toward 85"^. ^^^^ ^^"^ *

m

1
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tare of salts (A) is carefully collected, and reserved for tlie man-
mlicture of the salphato of soda.
When the bittern at 35° is still further evaporated by the heat

or the sun, it deposits a mixture which is called sd d'ete, and
contains a large amount of potash. By a second crystallization

01^ this product, a double sulphate of potash and magnesia is
obtained, which holds 24 per cent of potash ; but this mode of
treatiiig the mother liquors of 35° is less advantageous than the
Allowing, which is now adopted. The liquors arc placed in large
basins^ and preserved until the first frosts, when, at a temperature
of 35° or 40° Fahrenheit, they deposit the greater part of their
sulphate of magnesia in large crystals. This sulphate is either
sold to the apothecaries, or used to prepare sulphate of soda by
the process about to be described. When the sulphate of mag-
nesia has been thus separated, the liquid is run off into large
reservoirs, and preserved until the next summer, when it is again
evaporated in shallow basins by the sun's rays. It now deposits
a large amount of a fine granular salt, which is a double chlorid
or potassium and magnesium. This double salt can only be
crystallized from solutions containing a large quantity of chlorid
ot magnesium, and when re-dissolved in pure water gives pure
chlorid of potassium by evaporation. The double chlorid is

raked up from the tables and placed in piles on the earth, where
^he moisture causes the salt to decompose ; the magnesian salt

^ehquescing, drains off and the chlorid of potassium remains-
behind.

The mother liquors, having acquired a density of 88°, have
Jeposited all their potash, and are now evaporated by artificial

heat to 44° ; during this evaporation they still deposit a portion
oi common salt mixed with sulphate of magnesia (B), and on
cooling, the liquid becomes a solid mass of hydrated chlorid of
pagnesium, which may be employed to furnish caustic and car-

oiiated magnesia by decomposition. When calcined in a cur-
rent of steam, it is completely decomposed into hvdrochloric

M
^"^^ ^^ impure magnesia, still containing some sulphates and

^hlorids, which may be removed by water.

% mingling in proper proportions the solution of chlorid of

Magnesium at 44° with brine at 24°, nearly the whole of the sea-

^^t is precipitated in the form of minute crystals of great pure-

.^ess and beauty ; the mother liquors are then removed by wash-
jng with a saturated brine, and in this way a very fine quahty of
^We salt may be advantageously manufactured.
JJuring these successive concentrations, the volume of the

^•ater has become greatly diminished. 10,000 gallons of sea-

^^ter reduced to 25° (the point at which it begins to deposit

^^^M rneasure only 935 gallons; at 30°, 200 gallons; at 31°, 50
gallons; and at 34°, are reduced to a volume of only 30 gallons.

b
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Preparation of Sulphate of Soda.—For this process the cold of

autumn and winter is required. The mixtures of sea-salt and
sulphate of magnesia, (A and B,) together with the pure sulphate

of magnesia obtained from the mother liquors at 32^^, are dis-

solved in water heated to 95° F., with the addition of such a

quantity of common salt as shall make the proportions of the

two salts equal to 90 parts of chlorid of sodium to 60 of anh;;p'-

drous sulphate of magnesia. The warm saturated solution is

exposed in shallow basins to a cold of 32^ F., when it deposits

120 parts of hydrated sulphate of soda, equal to 54 of anhydrous

sulphate, or three-fourths of the sulphuric acid of the mixture.

in theory, about equal weights of the two salts are necessary for

their mutual decomposition, but an excess of common salt dimin-

ishes the solubility of the sulphate of soda, and thus augments

the product. From the residual liquid, which contains chlorid

of magnesium mixed with common salt and a portion of sulphate

of magnesia, the latter salts may be separated by evaporation.

The sulphate of soda is converted into carbonate of soda by the

usual process of calcination with carbonate of lime and coal.

The Potash Salts.—The chlorid of potassium obtained
^
by the

process already indicated, is decomposed by sulphuric acid, and

the resulting sulphate at once converted into carbonate of potash

hy a process similar to that employed for the manufacture of car-

bonate of soda. The carbonate of potash thus prepared is free

from sulphate and chlorid, as well as from silica and alumina,

and those metallic impurities which, like iron and manganese, are

always present in the salt obtained from wood-ashes, and render

the potashes of America and Russia unfit for the fabrication of

fine crystal glass. The double sulphate of potash and magnesia

may be at once decomposed like the sulphate of potash, by lune-

stone and coal, and both it and the chlorid may be directly em-

ployed in the fabrication of potash-alum, a salt which contains

nearly ten per cent potash, and of which five thousand tons are

annually manufactured in France. The high price of the salts

of potash has led the manufacturers of alum, to replace this al-

kali wholly or in part by ammonia, but the potash salts from

sea-water will furnish potash so cheaply as to render the use ot

ammonia no longer advantageous,
Tlie greater part of chlorid of potassium as yet produced m

the salines in the south of France is now, however, employe^

chieflv in the Imperial manufactories of saltpetre or nitrate oi

potash. The nitrate of soda brought in great quantities Irom

South America, is decomposed by chlorid of potassium, yielding

common salt and pure nitrate of potash for the fabrication oi

gunpowder. .-.

Yield of the Mother Liquors.—Accordmg to a calculation of M^
Balard the proportion of sulphates in sea-water corresponds to »

uFl
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quantity of aniiydrous sulphate of soda equal to one-efgnth that
of the common salt, but oa a large scale the whole of this can-
not be economicallj extracted: the saline of Baynas yields
annually besides 20,000 tons of sea-salt, 1,550 tons of dried sul-
phate of soda, or 7-75 per cent, instead of the 12 '50 percent indi-
cated by theory. Estimating the yield at 7-0 per cent the cost
of the sulphate according to Payeu, will be 30 francs the ton,
which will make the cost of the crude carbonate of soda 50
francs, while it brings in France from SO to 120 francs the ton.

The amount of chlorid of potassium obtained is equal to one-
hundredth, or to 200 tons for the above amount of sea-salt, and
the value of this salt is ^Q(} francs the ton. By its decomposition
It will yield 185 tons of pure carbonate of potash, which sells

for 1000 or 1100 francs the ton. Thus it appears that for 20,000
tons of sea-salt, worth at ten francs the ton, 200,000 francs, there

J5
obtained chlorid of potassium for the value of 72,000 francs.

Ihe potash, being a secondary product from the residues of the
processes for sea-salt and sulphate of soda, is obtained almost
Without additional cost. It has been shown by careful calcula-

tions that the sulphate of soda and the potash from the waters
of the Mediterranean, will alone repay the expense of extraction,
tne sea-salt first deposited being redissolved and carried back to

the ocean. A powerful company is now erecting works on a
great scale in the vicinity of Marseilles, where the marshes of
the Camargue offer a great extent of waste lands, valueless for

cultivation, but well adapted for this manufacture. Here it is

proposed to evaporate the sea-water solely for the sake of the

sulphates, the potash and the magnesia, Avhich it contains. Basins
^viiich are already covered with a layer of sea-salt, are very ad-

vantageously employed for the evaporation of the mother liquors,

from the ease with which the potash and magnesia salts may be
collected from it in a state of purity.
The amount of salt produced in France in 1847 was about

S'0,000
tons, of which 263,000 were from the salt-marshes of

the Mediterranean, 231,000 from those of the western coast, and
'6,000 from salt springs and a mine of rock salt ; there were

employed in these 1G,650 workmen. If we estimate the produce
^i the salt marshes in rouud numbers at bOOfiOO tons, the

amount of chlorid of potassium to be obtained from the mother
liquors at one per cent, will be 5000 tons, and that of the sul-

Phate of soda at 7 per cent will be 85,000 tons. The amount of

s^^lphate of soda annually manuflictured in France is 65,000 tons,

Requiring for this purpose 54,000 tons of sea-salt, and nearly

^4,000 tons of sulphur which is completely lost m the manufac-
^•^re of carbonate of soda.* If now the mother liquors, from an

*The
w-orks of

Chaunay
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area twice as great as is now occupied by all tlie salines in

France, were wrought with the same results as at Baynas, they

would yield, besides 70,000 tons of sulphate of soda, or more

than is required for the wants of the country, 10,000 tons of

chlorid of potassium, equal to 9,250 tons of pure carbonate of

potashj a quantity far greater than is consumed in France, and

would enable her to export potash salts. According to Mr.

Balard the consumption of potash in France amounted in 1848

to 5,000 tons, of which 3,000 were imported, and 1,000 tons ex-

tracted from the refuse of the beet-root employed in the manu-

factare of sugar.

The production of the two alkalies, potash and soda, offers

some very interesting relations. Previous to the year 1792, soda

was obtained only by the incineration of sea-weed and maritime

plants; but it was at that epoch, when France was at war with

the whole of Europe, that her necessities led to the discovery of

a mode of extractino; soda from sea-salt. Obliged for the purpo

ses of war to employ all the potash which the country could

produce, for the manufacture of saltpetre, it became necessary

for the fabrication of soaps and glass to replace this alkali b^

soda, and therefore to devise some more abundant source of it

that was afforded by sea-weed. It was then that the government

having offered a prize for the most advantageous method oi

extracting the soda from sea-salt, Leblanc proposed the process

above alluded to, which consists in converting the chlorid ot

sodium into sulphate, and decomposing this salt by calcining it

with a proper mixture of ground limestone and coal, thus pro-

ducing carbonate of soda and an insoluble oxy-sulphuret of cal-

cium. This remarkable process, perfect from its infancy, h^^

now been adopted throughout the world, '^and those who thought

to annihilate the industry of France were soon obliged to borrow
j^__ t .1 .

*^ , . 1 T^ 1 ^' "Unri in-
great

vented." {Payen^ Chimie Industrielh^ p. 209.) . ji

Soda has now replaced potash to a very great extent m au

those arts where it can without prejudice be substituted for tiie

latter; potash is however indispensable for the manufacture oi

fine crystal and "Bohemian glass, for the fabrication of saltpetie,

as well as for the preparation of various other salts employed in

the arts. The country people in France, having been ^ccustonie

to employ the crude American potash for the bleaching ol linen,

were unwilling to make use of the purer soda-ash, ^^^^. ^^^^ «

is that a great part of what is sold as American potash m r ranc ,

establishment of Tennant, at St. RoUox, near Glasgow, employs
**°""f'^J^^^jced

tons of salt, 5,550 of sulphur and 4,500 tons of oxyd of manganese. It P^,
^jj^gm 1854- 12 000 inno /^f cr,r4a.ocli ^ OHA /^f ^rT70+a]]i»^- ? *-'Vr?>Onate 01 SOCia, V^^

^u xons Ol chlorid of lime, pre
waste " ' -

pared with the chlorine obtained by aecu^-

;he soda-process by the oxyd of manganese.
The

cost of sulphur in England in 1854 was about twenty-five dollars the ton.
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is nothing more than an impure caustic soda, colored red with
sub-oxjd of copper, and fused with an admixture of common
salt, which serves to reduce its strength, and give it the aspect of
the crude potash of this country.
But notwithstanding the soda from sea-sMt is now replacing

potash to so large an extent, the supply of this alkali is scarcely
adequate to the demand, and the consequence is that while the
price of soda has greatly diminished, that of potash has of late
years considerably augmented, and it has even been proposed to
extract this alkali from feldspar and granitic rocks, by processes
which can hardly prove remunerative. The rapid destruction of
tne forests before the advancing colonization of this continent,
threatens at no distant day to diminish greatly the supplies of
tins as yet important production of our country, and it was thcre-
lore a problem oi no small importance for the industrial science
oi the future, to discover an economical and unfailing source of
potash. The new process of Mr. Balard appears to fulfill the
conditions required, and will, for the time to come, render the
arts independent of the supplies derived from our forests.

•A-RT. XXXII,

—

Contributions to Analytical Chemistry ; by
Sexry Wurtz, of New York City.

of the action of

I>URING the spring of 1850, while attempting to devise
_
a

^ethod for the easy separation of magnesia from the alkalies, in
the laborainr-o- r^fn,. W/^^nr^f+ a\\<\^= in ISTpw Vnrk Citv. T found
that the chlorids of magnesium and the alkali-metals were readily
^M perfectly decomposed by mixture with an excess of nitric
acid and subsequent evaporation. Intending to investigate the
subject thoroughly, and to make it the basis of a new method of

Reparation, I did not publish the observation at the time, and it

7path of investigation thus indicated.

his

American Journal

Smith of

-wiii oy evaporation of its solution witn excess oi niuic uuju,

^^^ followed shortly with another paper,* in which he showed
fhat the chlorids of potassium and sodium are also decomposed

V the same treatment, and converted into nitrates. My friend

^^' Gibbs, remembering, although not perfectly it seems, my
^^a previous experiments in his laboratory, was kind enough to

Am. Jour. Science for Nor, 1863, vol. xri, p. Si 3. ,
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append, without raj knowledge, a note to Dr. Smith's paper^

which reads as follows,
^^ Note to Dr. Smithes paper on the decomposition of the chhrids ly

nitric acid.—Dr. Smith's observation that the alkaline chlorids

are decomposed hj heating and evaporating with nitric acid is

not new, although I am not aware that the fact has ever been

published, Mr. H. Wurtz made experiments on the subject ia

TCij laboratory two years since^ and obtained the same results as

Dr. Smith. The complete decomposition of chlorid of mague-

Sium bj evaporation with nitric acid, was also observed in the

laboratory of the late Prof. Norton, a year or two I believe before

Mr. Wurtz studied the subject. The alkaline nitrates are easily

converted into chlorids, by boiling theniAvith an excess of chlor-

hydric acid, in presence of any metallic oxyd having a strong

affinity for oxygen. I employ the protochlorid of tin for this

purpose, and when the reaction is over, and gas (nitrous oxyd)

is no longer evolved, a current of sulphydric acid gas removes

the tin, and the filtrate contains only the alkaline chlorid and

free chlorhydric acid.

—

w. G,"^
I have introduced the italics for the purpose of directing

attention to what is apparently a misremembrance of date on

the part of Dr. Gibbs; my experiments in his laboratory having

been made, as above stated, about three years and a half previ-

ously, and so far as I can ascertain, no experiments having been

made in Professor Norton's laboratory. Although the matter is

of no great importance, it still seems right that the discovery of

the complete decomposition of chlorid of magnesium by nitric

acid, which was the starting point of the following investigation,

and which appears to have been first made by me, should not go

without a claimant.

AVith this brief historical introduction I will proceed to present

the results of my experiments, the object of which has been to

ascertain the character of the action of nitric acid upon a// the

metallic chlorids, in order not only to complete our knowledge

of this class of reactions, and enable us to generaliiie thenij but

also to furnish facts which may reasonably be hoped to have

apphcation in analysis; of which the separation of magnesia

from the alkalies already promises to be one instance.! , i

My experiments were made generally upon each chlorid bo

in the crystallized or dry state and in the state of solution, a

mode of proceeding equivalent in many cases only to the deter-

mination of the action of the nitric acicl in the concentrated ana

Arm, Jour. Science [2], xri, 416.^
Aiii, oom, science [lij. xri, 41^. . ^^q

t It would be wrong for me not to acknowledge here mv J»*^^^^*^""^fr -L R,
^f my friends, especiaUy to Messrs T. Sterry Hunt, George J. Brush

^^f,'^^^ g^^.
Brant, for the very generous manner in which they have supplied me "^^^^ P^Vw.
tiom of some of the rare metals, needed to render my investigation complete.

-1
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dilute conditions. The acid chiefly operated with was chemicallj
pure and of specific gravity =1-29, but in some cases a fuming
acid which had been rectified and of spec. grav. =143 was made
use of.

1. The Alkali-metals , Potassium, Sodium and Liihiuvi.—Dr. J.
Lawrence Smith, in the memoir of November, 1853, before alki-
aed to, mentions his having obtained the complete decomposition
of the chlorids of sodium and potassium, by nitric acid. It is

by no means necessary, however, as stated there by Dr. Smith,
that the nitric acid should be "boiled gently" with the chlorids;
lor a mere evaporation to dryness without ebullition effects a
complete reaction, and if the nitric acid be in sufficient excess,
and the chlorids are in solution, or hecorne dissolved during the
process, one evaporation is enough. These facts are of evident
ffiiportance in any proposed analytical applications.
Pure chlorid of lithium* behaves with nitric acid precisely

lite the chlorids of potassium and sodium.
Pure crystals of chlorid of sodium being heated gradually

}vith an excess of nitric acid of spec. grav. =1"29, (by immers-
ing the beaker in w^ater and applying heat to the latter), the fol-

lowing appearances were observed.
At about 75° C, small bubbles of gas were evolved, the evo-

hition becoming very copious at 100° C, and the salt rapidly
dissolving to a clear jc\\o\y liquid. On cooling, the evolution
ceased again at 75° C, and on further coohng small granular
crystals separated plentifully, which were washed with strong
alcohol, and found to contain but a trace of chlorine, and to

<ieflagrate with charcoal, being in flict nitrate of soda. A further

quantity of nitrate of soda was obtained by evaporating and
adding alcohol to the solution. I may remark here that Gmelin
states with regard to chlorid ofpoiassiumf that " aqueous (wasser-

haltige) nitric acid forms with it a potash salt with separation of

cmorohydric acid." Neither the authority for the statement, nor
^'^^ temperature at which the result was obtained, are given.

The gas evolved during the reaction is hroiun-yelhio , having

J?one of the reddish tinge of nitrous acid, nor perceptibly of the

jeeble greenish tinge of chlorine. Attemps made to isolate it

Y collection over hot water fiiiled, owing to its very rapid and
almost total absorption by the latter. No reasonable doubt can
^xist, however, that this brown-yellow gas is the same as that

f^olved by heat from aqua regia, in which Gay-Lussae found,

together with chlorine, his chloronitrous and hypochloronitnc
acids, NO^'Cl and NO=CP, especially when we take into consid-

* Two preparations were operated upon, made from specimens of the carbonate

Resented to me by Messrs Hunt and Brush, one of which was found to be pure,

^J
ihe other contained only a little carbonate of ammonia.

T Handbuch der Cheinie, ii, 56.
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eration that, according to Gay-Lussac, tlie products in the earlier

stages of the reaction are chiefly chlorine and NO-Cl^, the latter

consisting of equal volumes of nitric oxyd and chlorine, while

E. Dayy,"^ in an earlier examination of this very case, namely
tlie action of nitric acid upon chlorid of sodium, actually found

a gaseous product composed of nitric oxyd and chlorine in equal

volumes. ^ The color of the evolved gas moreover corresponds to

that attributed by Gay-Lussac to the gas evolved by aqua regiaj

namely brownish-yellow, and I find, upon comparison of the two

gaseous mixtures, that the only difference distinguishable by the

eye is a greater depth of color on the part of that evolved by

the chlorid of sodium. In order to ascertain whether the gas

contained either of the lower oxyds of nitrogen, a large quantity

of it was passed into a receiver over hot water, and by this

means was finally obtained a small portion which was not ab-

sorbed by the water nor by potash. Transferred to a tube this

was found to support combustion, " and even to produce an^ m-

creased glow upon a glowing splinter of charcoal introduced into

it, whilst no red color was produced by admixture with air;

from which is of course to be inferred the presence of nitrous

and the absence of nitric oxyd.
2. Ammonium,—In Dr. Smith's investigation of the action of

nitric acid upon sal-ammoniac, he has shown that the chief pro-

duct of this reaction is nitrous oxyd.f On bis results he has

founded his highly important method of removing sal-ammoniac

in the process of analysis, a method which I have frequently

used and consider to be of high value.
_
In fact if pure sal-ammo-

niac and pure nitric acid be mixed together and evaporated on

the sand-bath (much below ebullition), in most cases no resjdue

whatever is left. Cases however have occurred to me in whicn

a quantity of nitrate of ammonia was formed, that proved more

troublesome to get rid of than the original sal-ammoniac. li^

may have depended on the relative proportions of acid and chlo-

rid in the mixture, but of this point I have made no exam-

ination.if

Liebig und Kopp's Jaliresb. fQr 1847-48, p. 387.

Am. Jour. Science, [2], xv, 240, (note).
, „ pl^^

, With regard to the character of the reaction in this decomposition, vr. &.,

^^^
recounting the results of some partial experiments to determine the ^^^^^V^^^^^^
products, remarks as follows: "The character of the ^^composition ^^mcn

place, is somewhat curious and unexpected. At first I supposed ^^^^^f^^\.^^
fiition resulted in the formation of equal volumes of NO, CI, and N", but ^^^X^^-^^^

that such IB not the case, and that all hut a very small portion of the ^mmonia

its equivalent of nitric acid is converted into NO; the liberated ^7^''^
.*J^ ^ ^cid

mixing T^'ith the excess of nitric acid ; a little of the sal-ammoniac and
^^^^^^^^i\

does undergo the decomposition first supposed, and in this ^ay only can tn

amounts of chlorine and nitrogen be accounted for." ., , t j am
Upon considering this subject from every point of view at present avauaDie,

^^.^
led to ask the question whether all the reactions of this class, m '^^-'^^ °

l^Qgitive
comes into contact with another substance containing hydrogen or an electro-p

r
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3. Hydrogen.—Reasoning from the analogy of hydrogen to the
alkali-metals, chlorohydric acid ought to comport itself with
mtric acid like chlorid of sodium. In fact the method so longm use of freeing nitric acid from chlorohydric, by distillation and
rejection of the first portion, which contains all the chlorine,
plainly depends upon this relation; although of course, the true
theory of the method could not be understood until Gay-Lussac
nad published his elegant discoveries regarding aqua regia.

Some aqua regia containing excess of nitric acid was evapora-
ted on

^

the
^
sand-bath until the evolution of chlorine and Gay-

liHssac's acids had ceased, and the liquid, at first highly colored,
had become colorless. No trace of chlorine could any longer
be found in it

_
4. Magnesium.—A strong solution of pure chlorid of magne-

sium mixed with pure nitric acid of sp- gr. 1'29 and evaporated
^pon the sand bath, left a residue in which chlorine was still

^etal under the influence of heat, are not occasioned simply and solely by the com-
Dination of such hydrogen or metal with the^ oxygen of the nitric acid to form
^ater. Thus in the formation of XO^Cla ivomagua regia, according to Gay-Lussac
the reaction is

^ :/ '
6 j

3HCl+N05=:3HO+Cl+K'02Cl2
;

and in the formation of NO 3 01, SHCl+NOs^SHO-fCla-fXQsCL
.p*^^. *'^lso at Maumene's reaction between sal-ammoniac and nitrate of ammonia

4l!fh^
and Kopp's Jahresbericht for 1851, p. 321; Am. Jour. Science, [2], xiii,

^-j) m which are obtained five volumes of nitrogen and one of chlorine,

KH4Cl-f2(NH40,N05)™12HO-|-Cl+5N;
^^d at the familiar equation represeatinsr the formation of laughing gas from nitrate
of ammonia,

i^ a

3(NH4 0, XO 5 )=1 2nO+6NO.
J might probably multiply examples, but these will serve io illustrate my meun-

^g' It is obvious at a glance that in all the above cases all the hydrogen present
^comes water at the expense of the oxygen of the nitric acid, and the other ele-

ents arrange themselves according to their relations at the temperature. Now on
i^is hypothesis the action of nitric acid upon the chlorids of the alkali-metals, for
nstance that upon chlorid of sodium, the products of which, according to E. Davv
J*e chlorine and iS""© 3 01 2 for something having the same equivalent constitution),
^ould be

V to o T

3K"aCl+4iS'0 5 =3(Na0, ]S'05)+Cl+]S'02Cl2 ;

that of nitric acid upon sal-ammoniac would be

3NH4Cl+4N05=12HO-|-Cl+N"03Cl2+6]SrO;

J^o equations which present striking anulogiea Nor is it difficult to reconcile the
esuits of Dr. Smitli with this last equation. TJie gaseous mixture which he exam-
"ea was collected over hot water, which would absorb the NOaCl*. together with
P^'^ion of the chlorine, and the remaining ^gas would evidently be nearly all NO.

XKr'ii u
^^^^fication of this hypothesis seems to me a subject worthy of attention, and

Ul be kept in view throughout the present investigation, as this may develop facts

«^owmg light upon these reactions.
^ , , _I may add here that on careful comparison of the color of the gas evolved by

'^nc acid in its action upon sal-ammoniac with that of the gas evolved by aqua
,

5'|a. the two appeared, not only to my own eyes but to those of other persons, to

ti^t
•

^a^e, namely a mixture of yellow and brown, differing merely in shade, the
iQ the case of sal-ammoniac being much U^hten
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easily detectedj but on moistening tlie residue wifh the same
nitric acid and reevaporating, no trace of chlorine was found in

the second residue. With crystallized chlorid of magnesium
the same results were obtained. T\v'o evaporations with excess

of acid seem to be sufficient under ordinary circumstances to

complete the decomposition, and in favorable conditions it may
be effected by one. Thus pure crystals of the chlorid MgCl+
6II0j dried by pressure between folds of paper, were heated

with nitric acid of sp. gT. I'iS. They quickly dissolved to a

clear solution, which when evaporated to dryness left a residue

containing no trace of chlorine.

Pure crystals of chlorid of magnesium heated with excess of

nitric acid of sp. ot. 1-29 beg-an to give off p^as in minute bubbles

at 60 C, quickly dissolving to a clear yellow solution. Ine

evolution of gas however was not copious even at 100° C. ;
but

on heating a little above this temperature, it became rapid and

violent, the color of the gas given off being a brownish yellow.

On gradual cooling, the gas ceased to be formed at about 75° C,

As in the case of chlorid ofsodium, an attempt was made io col-

lect the gas over hot water, which failed for the same reason as

in that case. On cooling to the temperature of the air, no change

took place in the liquid, and none on the addition of alcohol ia

large quantity.

5. Calcium.—Experiments were made with a concentrated

solution of the pure chlorid, with the cr^-stals, and with the an-

hydrous salt. In each case, one evaporation expelled every trace

of chlorine.

6. Strontium.-—Parallel experiments, as in the case of calcium,

were made with this chlorid in solution, crystallized and dry,

and with similar results. ,

7. Barium,~\N {'Ja the chlorid in solution, crystallized, _
and

dry, results similar to those under (5) and (6) were obtained.

Chlorid of barium in the solid form appeared however to be

much more difficult of decomposition than the other salts of th?8

group, requiring generally one or more repetitions of the f^^P?*
ration with nitric acid to convert it entirely into nitrate, althougij

a dilute solution yielded with the greatest readiness. Tins tacc

was at first explained upon the belief commonly entertained tnaj

chlorid of barium, is very difficult of solution in nitnc acid, a

belief founded uDon the llxct that when a strong solution oi tn

dilute,chlorid is added to nitric acid, unless the latter be very cuiuie,

a precipitate ajjpears, which has been supposed to consist ot cm

rid of barium. Thus H. Rose says :* " When to a solution ^
a salt which is to be examined (for sulphuric acid) chlorohyan

or nitric acid has been added, it must still be remarked that upu

* Ausfiihrlichea Haodbuch der analytischen Cliemie, i, 485.

I

I
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then adding a concentrated solution of chlorid of barium or
citrate of baryta, a white precipitate of clilorid of barium or
nitrate of barj^ta may appear, because these salts are far less
soluble in free acids than in water."
As it seemed to me possible, however, that the precipitate pro-

duced by chlorid of barium solution in nitric acid might contain
some nilrate I determined to examine it. A quantity of this
coarse crystalline precipitate was therefore drained, dried by
pressure between folds of paper, and finally heated on the sand-
bath until it no longer reddened litmus paper. It then presented
the appearance of a fine white powder, which when heated in a
g^ss tube fused easily to a clear colorless liquid without giving
oil water. At a higher heat the liquid gave off bubbles of re _

• Its solution in water gave a very strong reaction for nitric
acid and one much less marked for chlorine. 1-0375 gram
gave 0;9233 of BaO, 80% which is equivalent to l-03i7 of pure

n.o i"^^^' "'^ '^^ attempt at a determination of the chlorine,
U"^97 gram of the substance gave one milligram and a half of
AgCl. We thus come to the rather unexpected result that this

precipitate, instead of being chlorid of barium as heretofore sup-
posed, is pure nitrate of baryta. In a subsequent experiment, the
precipitate formed by an excess of nitric acid in a strong solution
ot chlorid of barium was washed twice by decantation with pure
jjjtnc acid, then dried, first upon a slab of porous earthenware
biscuit, and finally upon the sand-bath. It was then chemically
pure nitrate of baryta and contained no trace of chlorine. The
nj'st liquid poured off" from it gave no reaction with dilute sul-
pniiric acid in the cold, but a cloudiness appeared on warming
"• At gave however with nitrate of silver a very strong curdy
precipitate. It is therefore evident that when strong nitric acid
IS added to a solution of chlorid of barium in excess in the cold,
yery nearly the whole of the barium is immediately converted
|?to_ insoluble nitrate, and chlorohydric acid is set free in the
iqmd. It is plain, also, that the reason why solid chlorid of
ariuiu resists decomposition by nitric acid is that it becomes
^mediately covered with a coating of nitrate of baryta soluble
^'ith difficulty in the acid. In order to ascertain whether the
Fesence of an excess of chlorid of barium modifies the result,
a strong solution of the chlorid was added in large excess to
^'tnc acid. The precipitate, collected on a filter, pressed strongly
^tween folds of paper and dried on the sand-bath, contained
^"^.t a trace of chlorine. The filtrate contained but little nitric

On experimenting with chlorid of strontium similar results were
otained. A stronger solution however, was required, and the

.
P^''Pitate did not appear so soon and was more coarsely crystal-

^^' It contained, after being rinsed with nitric acid, dried on
^OND SERIES, Vol. XXV, No. 75.-MAY, 1853.
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porous earthenware and then on the sand-batti, but a faint trace

of chlorine. The liquid poured off contained but little strontiay

giving a precipitate with sulphuric acid only after standing for

some tnne.

8. Alamiivhtm.—Pure chlorid of aluminium left, after one

evaporation with acid of 1'29 sp. gr., a nitrate beautifully crys-

tallized in thin plates^ wdiich contained no chlorine and deli-

quesced only in very damp air. These crystals were not farther

examined.
9. Glucinitm.—The pure chloridf was entirely converted into

nitrate by one evaporation with acid of 1'29 sp. gr.

10. Iron.—Experiments were made upon the green crystals of

the anhydrous sublimed sesquichlorid, and upon a solution of the

same. Any experiment with the protochlorid is obviously use-

less. In all cases it was found almost, if not quite, impossible

to expel all the chlorine. After frequently repeated evaporations

with acid of 1'29 sp. gr., traces of chlorine remained. When
the evaporation was conducted on the water-bath a large quan-

tity of a reddish brown substance insoluble in water was formed,

and water poured on the residue was exceedingly difficult to

filter clear. After filtration it had a brownish jed or exactly

port-wine color, and gave marked indications of the presence of

chloricl, but contained also a large proportion of nitric acid ni

as

xnc oxya oi iron witn ammoma. ine maigo lesi can nut u^^^j-

plied in iron solutions without this previous precipitation, botli

on account of their color, and because of the unexpected dis-

covery, which I shall more fully set forth in another paper, that

solutions of the sesqui-salts of iron themselves bleach solution

of indigo powerfully when no nitric acid is present.

The port-wine-colored liquid, I
tdoubtedly one of Ordvvay's polybasic sesquinitrates of nor

On adding to it a little chlorohydric acid a precipUale ivas aiji

form&l^ but on standing for a few minutes the liquid cleared t

agnin, at the same time changing its color to the clear pure brown

of scsquichlorid of iron. The portion of the residue msolut) e

in water leaving been washed, (in which operation it nearly a

ran through the filter,) until the washings uolonger gave a chio^

i-ine reaction, was examined and found to contain both chloriD

and nitric acid.

practivat nppli
the cofiimt'tircmeiit of this investigation. . ,. y„rk

f Made fntm pure carbonate obtained from Mr. James R. Brant of J>e\

•
r 1850

i Km. Jour. Scieuce, [21 ix, 32 ; tiebig and Itopp'a Jabresbericht for

p. 328.

I
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Another experiment was made witli the fuming acid of sj^ec.
grav 1-43, upon the sublimed sesquichlorid. It quickly dis-
solved in the acid to a brown yellow solution, which was evapo-
rated, at first rapidly, but afterwards very carefully at a heat
much below 100'' C, in order to avoid decomposiiion of the
nitrate formed. The brown gummy translucent residue, having
been exposed for some hours to a very gentle heat to drive oil*

all traces of free acid, Avas deliquescent in moist air, and gave
with water a clear dark brown solution leavins: little or no insol-
uble residue. It still contained a trace of chlorine.
Ihe influence of the cooperation with the nitric acid of some

other oxydizing agents was tried, but so far without success.
Ihose experimented with were the deutoxyds of lead and man-
ganese and arsenic acid. Chlorine was still present after four
cvnporations with the acid in conjunction with the deutoxyds,

11. Manganese.—Both the dry chlorid of manganese and its

solution lost all chlorine by one evaporation with excess of
nitric acid.

,12. Cb/!>a^^.~Chlorid of cobalt was also converted entirely into
nitrate by one evaporation. In applying the indigo test for
"itrieacid'— -^^' ' • - ' " . :,i_ .../=..r,... ...:.,.

** -Jjuiion ot ddond of nickel.

.
^^- AVc/ce/.—Chlorid of nickel behaved with nitric acid prc-

cisely like chlorid of cobalt. The green color of nickel solu-
tions interferes still more with the indigo test than the cobalt
^lors, but the difficulty is readily and eftectually overcom ^
^r. Gibbs's method, that is, by previously destroying the green
^^or by addition of chlorid oi cobalt.

/•i. ^inc.—Aher five repetitions of the treatment with nitric
acia of sp. ^rr. 1-29, the chlorid still retained chlorine. Pure
^JseU chlorid of zinc was then boiled with acid of sp. gr. 1-43.

J"
dissolved gradually, with evolution of brown gas, and gave a

^o^orlcss solution, which when evaporated at a gentle licat, left

J
crystalline translucent residue. Everv trace of free acid having

°een expelled, the residue was boiled vvith water. A white sub-

ri'^ce remained undissolved in considerable quantity. Ihc
^i'ltion contained both chlorine and nitric acid in large qnan-

b
contained

}Jt little chlorine and was most probably oue of the basic

^^trates of Grouveile and Schindler.f
. , ,

^•J- Cadmium,—T\iQ chlorid, like that of zinc, resisted fivo

^petitions of the action of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1-21). Pare
O^'talhzed chlorid of cadmium, dried at a gentle heat to expel

* Am. Jcur. Science, [2], xiv, 204. f Gm. Handbuch, iii, S2.
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its crystal-water, was boiled with acid of 1'4S sp. gr., and dis-

soh^ed with difficulty, giving off brown gas. The clear colorless

solution was evaporated slowly, raising the heat towards the

last until all free acid was expelled. The crystalline residue dis-

solved completely in water and the solution contained both chlo-

rine and nitric^acid/"

16. Cojyper.—Chlorid of copper proved to be difficult of de-

composition. After three evaporations with acid of 1-29 sp. gr.,

water poured on the residue dissolved it but partially, leaving

behind a quantity of a bluish green verditer-like substance, prob-

ably the tribasic nitrate of Proust, SCuO, NO^+HO.f The

filtrate contained but a faint trace of chlorine, and had a dark

greenish blue color, which upon the addition of chlorohydric

acid changed immediately to a widely distinct greenish hrown

hue.:|; By the indigo test much nitric acid was found in it^

The verditer-looking substance was boiled with water, and

washed until the washings no longer reacted with sulphohydnc

acid. Dissolved then in nitric acid the solution contained no

chlorine, but on solution in chlorohydric acid much nitric acid

was found.

Crystals of CuCl+2H0 were heated cautiously until converted

into the brown anhydrous chlorid, which then slowly dissolved

when heated with nitric acid of sp. gr. 143, with evolution of

brown gas, to a blue liquid. This liquid, evaporated to dryness

at a very gentle heat left a blue crystalline residue, which still

contained a trace of chlorine and was altogether identical with

the one above described.

17. Chrommm,~Tho chlorid of this metal yielded very ^^^^^v •

After the first evaporation with nitric acid no chlorine could be

detected.

18. Uranmrn,—'rhe residue after the first evaporation of the

terchlorid with nitric acid crystallized beautifully in lemon-yel-

low prisms of the well-known compound of nitric and uranic

acids. They contained no trace of chlorine.
1

,19. Subchloridof Mercury,—According to A. YogeU '^caiomu

dissolves in hot nitric acid with evolution of nitric oxyd as pro-

tochlorid and nitrate of the protoxyd,

Sng^Cl+4NO^=3ngCl+3(ngO,NO0+KO-/'

* The paper which covered the dish during the evaporation,
^'J^*^^f|^^,^,^^ aud

had never approached the boiling point of the Hqtiid, contained much cadmium,

ow by solution of HS ; a curious result which requireswas turned deep yell
firmation.

t Gm. Handbuch, iii, 417.
., ^, ^ i^r im-

X Gladstone (Liebig and Kopp's Jahresb. 1855, p."4150 describes the cok
^ .^

parted to copper solutions by excess of HCl as yellowish green, lo my y

appears as above. . ..
^ p^xt

I The application of the indigo test to Cu solutions as also to those ot

two metals, Cr and U, requires certain precautions to be described m a specu i^ i:

on the subject before alluded to, wliich is in course of preparation.

I Gm. Handbuch, iii, 512.
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Some pure calomel, which left no residue when heated on plati-Mm foil was boiled with nitric acid of sp. gr. 1-29. It slowly
dissuived, w'lth evolution of red-brown gas to a colorless solii-
non. This wlien evaporated left a residue mostly soluble in
water, the solution containing both chlorine and nitric acid.
When acid of 1-43 sp. gr. w^as used the solution took place very
rapidly. The colorless solution evaporated at a very gentle
neat let foil at first acicular crystals (HgCl), and dried up to a
crystalline residue, which w^hen treated with hot water dissolved

ajJ^^'"^-
?^^^' leaving a small quantity of yellowish residue min-

gled With some heavy black powder.- The solation contained
^uch nitric acid.

AO. Protochhrid of Mercury,—Experiments were made with
corrosivesublimate both in solution and in the sohd form. The
results with calomel had led me to expect difficulty in decom-
posing this chlorid, but I wes not prepared to find it totally un-
acted upon. Nitric acid, whether concentrated or dilate, was
ound to be wholly inert, and after the most prolonged and re-
peated evaporations, the corrosive sublimate was left behind, in
^e lorm of acicular crystals, entirely unchanged. AVhen the

*^ ^iorid was very finely pulverized, boiled for some time and
evaporated with acid of 143 sp. gr., the result was the same. In
^ case could nitric acid be found in the residues, except as a

f^jpute trace. In this connection the extremely difficult solu-
Uity of corrosive sublimate in nitric acid is worthy of mention.

Recording to J. Davy,* it " requires more than 500 parts of hot
Citric acid of sp. gr. 1-41 for solution."

^1. Lead.—Gmelin says, while treating of the purification of
jjitric acid, that " by means of oxyd of lead nitric acid cannot
t'e xreej from chlorine, because chlorid of lead is soluble in it

ana in the heat decomposable by iff ' A solution of chlorid of
®^d left^ after one evaporation with excess of dilute nitric acid,

^ residue containing no trace of chlorine. A quantity of pure
Precipitated chlorid was then digested with acid of 1-29 sp. gr.
on the sand-bath, and was observed to change rapidly during
the

'ma
operation into a granular crystalline powder. The acid hav-
been renewed several times until this change appeared com-

P^^te, a little hot water was added, which di&solved the whole
"ass, and the solution contained notliing but nitrate of lead,

^^"hout a trace of chlorid. The decomposition was surprisingly

J^P and complete, considering the insoluble character of the
substance.

„ 22. Silver.—'nia action upon chlorid of lead being so power-
"'' I "was by no means led to anticipate the result obtained with
Chlorid of ail iroT. n„ +!,« r>r^nt^-1rv T fert;iinlv expected to ob-

Gm. Handbuch, iii, 520. t
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tain some indications of decomposition. But on boiling for a

long time freshly precipitated chlorid of silver with nitric acid

of 1*29 sp. gr., renewing the acid frequently, not a trace of silver

could be detected in the filtrate, and on evaporating acid of this

strength repeatedly to dryness upon the same mass of the chlo-

rid, the residue yielded to water no silver. A quantity of the

chlorid (which had acquired a violet tinge by exposure to light)

was then finely pulverized and boiled with acid of 1-43 sp. gr.,

with the addition of a little chlorohydric acid to provide against

the possible presence of metallic silver or the subchlorid, for

twelve hours. Under the influence of the acid the violet tinge

very quickly disappeared, the mass becoming white. The mix-

ture was then evaporated to perfect dryness upon the sand-bath,

and water poured upon the residue- In the solution silver was

now easily detected with chlorohydric acid, but on examination

for nitric acid, not a trace could be found in the liquid. The silver

was found to be present in the form of sulphate^ the sulphuric

acid having been derived from a minute trace existing in the

nitric acid, which had distilled over with it during its rectifica-

tion.-^ It may then be asserted that boiling nitric acid of r43

sp. gr. is wholly without action upon chlorid of silver- We
have here then a now and striking distinction between the two

metals, lead and silver, which in many other respects approach

each other in their chemical relations and reactions.

23, 6^oZ^.—According to Pelleticr,t ''nitric acid, on account

of its easy volatility, has no action upon terchlorid of gold.^

Pelletier's/c?ci I find substantially confirmed by careful experi-

ments, but the explanation which he assigns may reasonably be

held in doubt. A solution of pure terchlorid of gold was evap-

orated at an extremely gentle heat (much below 100° C.) and the

residue, which was crystallized in beautiful radiating tufts,

treated with nitric acid of l'I3 sp. gr,, in which it dissolved to a

clear yellow liquid. This was evaporated, first on the sand-

bath, and when concentrated, at a temperature little above that

^
* TliI^ nitric acid wris prepared orii^inallj bj distilling saltpetre -vs'itli oil of v't*

l-iol, the first portions beinir rejected as containiiii^ chlorine, and w.os re-distdled car

fully, at theJowost possible temperature, until about two-thirds had go»f {^^^j

'

under the e-\-pectntion, wliich appears to Jiave been fallacious, that the sulpnu

acid Avould remain behind in tlie retort. No precipitate could be obtained nom

directly with nitrate of baryta, and the nunutc contamination would liave <-^"^

[
;

escaped disc<»very, but for the result of the experiment on AgCl. On evapouu
^

ahttle to dryness, liowevcr, after adndxture with liaO, NO-S and J"*:^^*^^'^^^''!!^:;^

distinct chjudiness appearetl. Gmelin, in the course of his directions for P>'*P''
^^,

strong nitric acid (Hnndbuch. i, 80r)), recommends that tlie acid which has ^^^."
.j^^.

cet.trated by distillation with HO. SO 3 fIiouM be freed from the latter bv r^"'^^*
.jj^.

tion, "either by itself or over saltpetre." It is evident from the above that cu^

tion by it-elf will not answer. Nitrate of baryta n^VM be better than ^^"P
j^

and nitrate of silver probably still better, because it would retain both the suip

acid and the chlorine.

f Gm. Handbuch, iii, 6?2.

^
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of the air. The residue, which crystallized just as before, as a
radiating fibrous mass, was deliquescentj and gave with' water a
clear yellow solution, leaving behind a yery little metallic gold
as a brown powder. This trace of metallic gold was the only
evidence of decomposition that could be obtained, as the solu-
tion gave only doubtful indications of the presence of nitric
acid,^ In fact, even if the decomposition had been considerable,
BO distinct evidence of nitric acid in the residue could be ex-
pected, for, according to Vauquelin and Pelletier,* solutions of
the nitrate of teroxyd of gold leave on evaporation a mixture
of oxyd of gold and metallic gold/

24. Platinum.—Bichlorid of platinum was as slightly acted
ypori by nitric acid as the terchlorid of gold. Upon operating
precisely as with the gold compound, a residue was obtained
^hich yielded to water unchanged bichlorid of platinum, with
110 distinct nitric acid. A very slight brown residue however
^'as^ left undissolved by the water which gave indications of
citric acid, and was probably a basic nitrate; for Berzelius saysf
that the nitrate of deutoxy^ of platinum on evaporation to dry-
tiess leaves a residue but partially soluble in water with separa-
tion^of a basic salt.

25. Tin.—According to Gay-Lussac,:{: *' bichlorid of tin, when
heated with nitric acid, evolves chlorine and nitric oxyd and
lets fall stannic acid." I have experimented only with the pro-
tochlorid. Pure crystals of this, after eva})oration repeatedly
yith acid of 1*29 sp. gn, appeared to be principally converted
i^to stannic acid, AVater poured on the residue after the third

e^'aporatiou and filtered, contained some chlorine (as bichlorid?)
^nd but a trace of nitric acid.

26. Arsenic.—Arsenious acid was dissolved in hot chlorohy-
^nc acid, the solution mixed with excess of nitric acid of 1'29

^P- gr., and evaporated to dryness at a gentle heat* The white
I'esidue dissolved easily and completely in water, being in fact

^othing but pure arsenic acid^ and the solution contained no
trace of either nitric acid or chlorine. It gave the reddish
orown precipitate with nitrate of silver which is characteristic

^^ arsenic acid.

^27. Aniimo?}?/,—Terchlorid of antimony, according to A.

^^P^\^ "evolves with hot nitric acid, clilorine gas, whilst a

Wlinff

y^'ng, ^^as treated with dilute sulphuric acid, which partially

aissolved it, the solution containing both chlorine and nitric acid
*^ considerable quantities. The undissolved portion, consisting

^idoubtedly chieflY of antimonic acid, was washed for a long

_ The residue left on

the terdilorid with'nitm acicl of 1-29 sp. gr., and evapo-

y chiefij

* Gm. Handbuch, iii, 6H. t i^-1' i"*J^^"
t Ibid., iii, 88. § Ibid., u, 786.
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timej the washings constantly affording a slight chlorine reac-

tion, due to the presence of a difficultly soluble subchlorid or

oxychlorid. On dissolving this washed substance in nitric acid,

traces only of chlorine appeared in the solution; but on dissolv-

ing it in chlorohydric acid, a considerable indication of nitric

acid was obtained by the indigo test. It would seem therefore

that the above reaction of Vogel is not carried out with pre-

cision. It may be useful to call to mind here that according to

Berzelius and H. Rose,^ both antimonious and antirnonic acids

are perfectly insoluble in nitric acid.

28, Bismuth.—According to Jacquelain,f the oxychlorid of

bismuth, BiCl% 2BiO% ''dissolves in hot nitric acid, and on

evaporation remains behind rmchanged." Nitric acid, boiled

and evaporated with terchlorid of bismuth, left a residue from

which water dissolved little chlorine but abundance^ of nitno

acid, while the insoluble portion dissolved readily in nitric acid^

and contained abundance of chlorine.

{To be continued.)

Art. XXXIIL— T'/je Passage to the North Pole; bj

Dr. 1. 1. Hayes.

My attention has been directed ta an article in the January

number of the Journal of Science, upon " The Open North Tolar

Sea, bj R. W. Ilaskins, A.M." A further discussion of the

subject may perhaps not prove uninteresting to the readers oi

that ably written and comprehensive synopsis of the author s re-

searches among the old records, and I propose to consider the

probable value of the evidence which Mr. Haskins has brougW

forward, of navigators having reached to a high northern lati-

tude, as bearing upon the question of an open Polar Sea and o

Ai-ctic navigation, and to show the reasons which exist for the

belief in the practicability of reaching the North Pole.

Mr. Ilaskins has, as he informs us, drawn largely from tbe

material collected bv the Hon. Daines Barrington. This gentle-

man was a lawyer, naturalist and antiquary, of some distinctioiL

He read two papers before the Royal Society upon the suDjet

of arctic navigation, and also collected and prepared a nuui-

ber of papers and letters upon the same topic; ^^.^^^^^ t
were presented to the same Society, and were collectively P^\'

lished by their autlior in 1776, and again by Col. Beauioy m
1818. The little volume was entitled, "The practicability cu

reaching tte North Pole asserted;" the object in view being

* Gm. Handbuch, ii, 191. f Ibid., ii, 856-
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prove, that on different occasions since the efforts of the commer-
cial world had been directed to the Polar seas, the ice had been
opened so as to admit the passage of vessels to an extremely
nigh latitude, and that whale ships had repeatedly penetrated
to the heart of the Arctic Ocean, far beyond the line of the
supposed perpetual Ice Barrier, finding an open sea, navigable
even under the very pole." He communicated either per-

sonally or by letter, with every captain, mate or seaman whom
ne could find that had ever been to the region, and the old
salts of Hull, and of Amsterdam, and of Leith, found their sto-
nes as highly prized in the halls of the Eoyal Society, as in
the beer saloons where they had heretofore retailed them untno-
rested. The labors of Mr. Barrington gave him a command-
ing influence, and he prevailed upon the President of the Society
to make representation to Lord Sandwich, then at the head of
the Admiralty, which resulted in the fitting out oi an expedi-
tion for discovery in the northern seas. This expedition com-
nianded by Captain Phipps (Lord Mulgrave) sailed for Spitzber-
gen May 26th, 1773.

it was broadly asserted by Barrington that there was an open
sea at the North Pole, and that although much ice would during
some seasons be met between the 70th and 80th parallels of
^orth latitude, yet the open sea had been reached and might be
^gain. ;Many authorities and evidences were cited to prove his

hypothesis and assertions. He found the inhabitants of north-

emBussia and Siberia to confirm his views, and he was told
tbat water-fowl were seen flying to the northward, evidently in
search of warmer latitudes. Those who had been to the region
^sured him that the north winds were often warm, and that a
^te from that direction brought frequently a heavy sea, which,
jt was assumed, could not be the case if the water were covered

V ice
; and lastly, he produced a number of instances of posi-

ove proof from the personal observations of those with whom
fle had communicated. In his first two papers it was shown,
that four vessels had penetrated to the parallel 81° 30', seven to

iL ^^^ upward, three to 83° and upward, six in company to

«J>
, three to 88'', two to 89°, and one to 89° 30', besides many

others brought forward subsequently. He even went so far as
to assert, that a ship had once gone two degrees beyond the Pole,

^Dd exhibited a map published under the auspices of the Eoyal
Academy of Berlin, placing a ship at latitude W.

it vvould be important in the consideration of the question of

^ open north polar sea io believe these evidences true ; but at

'^st, they are of onlv doubtful value, and more recent writers

li:

porta

Br. Scoresby, whose energy and sagacity as a navigat

7 exceeded hv his truthtulness and impartiality as
SECOND SERIES. Vou XXV, No. 7S.-MAY, 1856.
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historian, in his valuable work upon '^ The Arctic Eegions" thus

speaks of them. "All beyond the 84th parallel are given with

very loose authorityj such as the vague reports of the Dutch
whale-fishers^ and in no case from the direct communication of

the voyagers themselves. As such there is no reliance whatever
to be placed in these very extraordinary reports. Of the remain-

der^ although said to have been given from celestial observation,

in reality they are reported fj*om memory. But with regard

to those accounts communicated by the voyagers themselveSj we
find above one-half were from oral testimonyj at the distance of

eighteen or thirty years from the time," Dr. Kane, after a care-

ful examination of their conflicting statements, was satisfied that

they were wholly worthless, as data upon which to found an hy-

pothesis; and in a paper. read before the American Geographical

and Statistical Society, December, 1852, said, that "after discard-

ing the apocryphal voyages of the early Dutch, whose imper-

fect nautical observations rendered wholly unreliable their asser-

tions of latitudes, wx have the names of but two who may be

said to have attained the parallel of 82°, Hendrick Hudson in

1607, and Edward Parry in our own times." Barrow attached

to them more importance, and within limits accepted them as

worthy of credit. In summing up the probable chances of suc-

cess attending the effort of Buchan and Franklin in his '^'Voy-

ages to the Arctic Eegions," he asserted his belief ''that it was

not merely a matter of opinion that several ships had at different

times been carried three or four degrees beyond Spitzbergen and

the usual limits of the whale fishery."

While these evidences should be accepted with caution they

need not be wholly discarded. The authority upon which they

are founded is such, that no one who has a care that his theories

should have fiicts to sustain them, can do more than
^f^^^^J^

their possible truth. The observations were made by wholly

irresponsible persons. The reports come from men who it is

true had no theories to maintain, and might therefore be in this

sense considered disinterested, but on the other hand, having no

reputation to gain or loose, and no personal or government dig-

nity or service to sustain, they were without some of the motives

to carefulness of statement. The interest attached to the Arctic

regions was even greater then than now, and he who went fartoes

north had an enviable notoriety among his fellows. They were

in every case whalers, and were often in the field side by siae

with government expeditions, all of which failed wath the^suigie

exception of Parry, to penetrate beyond 82°. Iludson is saia

to have reached this parallel, but I must express a doubt it n

went beyond 81^ Poole reached only to 79" 50'. Fotherby,

after repeated efforts, did not get beyond 80°, nor did the in<JP

fatigable but unfortunate Barutz or Iiis companion Cornei z

J
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succeed better. The highest latitude of Phipps was 80° 48' of
Tscbelschagoff 80° 30', of Biichan and Franklin 80° 32', of c/av-
pnng d>{)° 20. They were all arrested by the ice-barrier stretch-
ing across from Nova Zembla to Greenland. Parry did not
make his greatest northing by water. When arrested off Hak-
luyt Headland to the northwest of Spitzbergen he abandoned
bis vesseKand boldly struck out with sledge boats over the ice

;

but reaching to 82° 45' he found the current carrying him upon
bis frozen raft to the southward, and unable longer to stem the
drift he was compelled to return. Of the recent navigators, the
b:;oresbys have sailed nearest to the pole, and Prof Leshe places
them above all others of any time, declaring "the statements of
the Dutch, and other navigators, who boast of having gone
nearer, to be subject to great doubt." In 1806 these gentlemen,
the father as captain and the son as mate of a whale ship, reached
the parallel of 81° SO' in" the meridian 19° E. longitude, finding
ihe sea open in every direction as far as could be seen from the
crow's nest." It is unfortunate that duty to their employers

should have compelled their return to the fishing grounds of
8pitzbergen.

fhe history of early niaritime discoveries has always much
pi the true and of the marvellous so closely associated, that it
IS not an easy task to separate them, and it is to be regretted
that we are not in possession of data which will enable us io

^etermine what is true and what is false of these Arctic records,
ihe proved unreliability of some of them may very naturally

JJiake us suspicious of the whole. One of the instances brought
torward by Mr. Ilaskins is that of Davis or Davies, who, it is

^serted by Camden, reached to latitude 83°. Now it is well
jnown that the efforts of this bold navigator were confined ' to
the channel which bears his name, and through which he could
flardly have passed so far as 83°. It is evident from his descrip-
tions that he did not pass the "middle ice" of Baffins Bay, but
^'e know on the other hand that he discovered and named San-
derson's Hope, lat. 72° 34'. His greatest latitude was about 73°.

J^aptain Larkin of Leith was reported, and for many years was
relieved, to have reached lat. 80° in Baffins Bay. This would
place him at the mouth of Kennedy Channel. It is now known
that he did not go bevond 77°. Two other instances are quoted
^v Mr. Haskins, which, although not impossible, are highly im-

son

1 . a -^ jLii.pps made tiis enori lo reacu luc x uic, and
SKirting the ice barrier through eighteen degrees of longitude,
tie at no time, as already state(5, penetrated beyond 80° 48'.

*V^batever estimate however we may place upon these early
fecords, there can be no doubt but that the Spitzbergen sea is
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much more open during some seasons than others, and it is not

an unimportant fact in this connection that the whale fishers

who have visited those seas during the present centurj have be-

lieved that a passage may be found to the Pole during some sea-

sons; but they have invariably met the ice barrier off Hakluyt
Headland ; and if the reports of their predecessors be true, we
must believe, from the fact that little mention is made of this ice

barrier, that the sea was much more open formerly than now;
and we must suppose too that the government expeditions were

unfortunately sent out in unfavorable seasons. But be this as it

may, the Spitzbergen sea is now too closely ice-bound to render

the passage to the Pole probable during the great majority of

seasons, or safe during any, and I am convinced that the plan

adopted by Sir Edw\ard Parry is the only one practicable for ac-

complishing that desirable result, for which men have been

striving through centuries. This daring feat, which Dr. Kane
justly declares "unequalled in the history of personal enter-

prise," was made without previous experience, and the obstacles

to the success of the enterprise were numerous. Many of these

obstacles have been removed, for they were embraced in the

equipment and season chosen for the effort. The experience

^gained by Parry, and during the search for the unfortunate

-crews of the Erebus and Terror, will I think, if properly used,

insure success to the next polar enterprise, by whomsoever it

inay be conducted. Parry found his boats needlessly heavy,

his crews were unnecessarily large, his provisions were dispro-

portionately weighty and uselessly bulky, and he started too

late in the season. He did not leave the Seven Islands of

Spitzbergen until tlie 22d day of June, the middle of the sum-

mer solstitial period; besides, he travelled over a boundless sea,

-and when the body of the ice commenced to drift southward

with the current, he was carried with it to his starting pomt

This was his greatest drawback, and to secure success to a

similar attempt a route should be selected free from this cniet

objection. Such we have in Smith's Strait and Kennedy Chan-

nel—tl^e seat of Dr. Kane's operations. This route affords eveiT

facility for boat and sledge travel, A harbor could be secured,

I have every reason to believe from personal observation ana

surveys, as high up in the channel at least as the 79th parallel

if the western shore be selected, and if the season should pro\^

as open as that of 1853 the leads would admit the passage ot a

vessel to the little bay in the coast between Capes Leidy ana

Crazier, latitude 79° 45'—distant from the Pole only 615 geo-

graphical miles. This locality was visited by me in company

with Wxn. Oodfrey in the spring of 1854, and if reached wouia

afford a secure harbor. The report of this journey, pub isnea

in the ^ppeudix to Pr. feje's *' Arctic Explorations," will gi^«
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detail than, my mg
upon the question, and to it, and the chart exhibiting tlie discov-
eries of the cruise accompanying the sr.me volumes, I will invite
the attention of readers who may wish to pursue the subject fur-
ther. By an examination of the coast-lines upon that chart and
with the knowledge that the current sets south, the reader will
readily perceive that the western shore presents greater facilities
for reaching a high north latitude by means of a ship than the
eastern, which receives directly upon it the drift from Kennedy
Channel, the pressure of which drove Dr. Kane into winter
quarters at Eensselaer Bay, in latitude 78° 37'.

A harbor being secured, the winter should be passed in prepa-
ration, and upon the opening of spring, or immediately upon the
return of daylight, cargoes of provisions should be carried for-

ward by means of dogs and sledges, and depots secure from the
bears established at different points, extending as far north upon
Grrinnell Land as possible. According to the observations of
one of Dr. Kane's exploring parties (Wm. Morton and Hans
Christian) this land extends, by a rude estimate, at least to lati-

tude 82° 30'. A light boat should follow the provision stores,

and properly mounted upon runners it could be readily trans-

ported by its crew. In the mean time the water would advance
from the north, eating away the polar margin of the ice belt

;

^Jid I conjecture that by the middle of May it will be found be-
tvveen the 81st and 82d parallel, or about 500 miles from the
"ole. Morton reports the w^ater one month later in the season
at latitude 80° 20'. To make this distance in boats is easily

practicable.

The advantages possessed by this route over that of Parry will

pe readily seen. We have land as a basis of operations, extend-

yg at least to 82° 30', serving not only as a sure foundation for

Jepot stations, but checking the equatorial drifl of the earhr

break up of the ice,—thus at once obviating Parry's chief diffi-

culty.
'

That open water will be found within and to the northward
w Kennedy channel every summer, I have no doubt; and as the

season advances, the open water will continue to advance to the

southward, its extreme limit varying with the mildness or sever-

% of the season : for I take it to be now a well established foct

^hat the Arctic Ocean has within it an open sea in summer; the
°f^Ij doubt restin'T with the cold months of mid-wmter, and

J^en during these°the indications are in favor of an affirmative

Jjpothesis. But this last need not be considered m any scheme
«5r the navigation of the Polar Sea, for that is dependent only

Y^^ open water during the months of May, June, July,

'^'^gust and September. On the 21st of June, Morton met the

^Pea water so low as latitude 80° 20', and this was a season not

1
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unusually mild ; on the contrary it was much less so than the

preceding summer. I think we may be safe in assuming that

the solid field ice will in no case be found to continue farther to

the northward than the parallel of 81^ or 82"^, within which

limits successful operations can be performed. At this point

the surface-water as observed by the party above referred to

was found to be at ZQ"^ F., tvv'o degrees above the temperature of

the air. The value of this observation can scarcely be over-esti-

mated, and coming as the water did down from the north, it

would certainly seem to indicate the e:xistence of an area great

or small within the Arctic Ocean, the influences operating upon

which tend continually to keep the temperature of the sea eleva-

ted above the freezing point. The region is shrouded in mys-

tery, and we know not what these influences may be, whether

from oceanic currents or from whatever cause. But there is no

need of speculation and I will leave the higher task of philo-

sophic reasoning to more competent persons. The facts Avhich

point to the operation of such influences as those above men-

tioned are conclusive. The temperature of the air and water,

the distribution of plants, the migrations of animals, show the

existence of those influences in the neighborhood of the Pole.

Analogies of ph^^sical geography confirm the hypothesis that they

are sufficient to produce continued open water, as positive obser-

vation by the Russians above Siberia, by the English and Dutch

to the northward of Spitzbergcn, and by Dr. Kane's parties

within Kennedy Channelj prove that it exists throughout the

warmer half of the year.

The geographic jwle is no longer to be considered as the point

of maximum cold. This great centre of revolution is not the

center of most intense frigorific power, as is pretty clearly shown

by the isothermal curves projected by Humboldt and continued

by Berghaus, Dove, Maury, Schott and others. These curves

point to the existence of two centres of cold within the arctic

circle. The position of these centres has not been accurately

determined, and it matters not for our present purpose
^^'^^^J^^^or not they coincide, as was conjectured by Brewster, and a^ ttie

subsequent investigations oi Kupfl:er, Duperrey, Prof. Norton

and others would seem to indicate, with the poles of maxunum

magnetic intensity. That they exist there can be no doubt, ana

their existence is a most natural inference apart from direct o^-^

servation. If the reader will take the trouble to refer to w^

globe, or to a chart of the Arctic Ocean, he will see that there

are two points about which there would be a natural ^ccinnuu-

tion of ice by the operation of the centrifugal hvcG alone ines

points are about the Parry and New Siberian groups of ^^^^^^
Around centres not far removed from the crossing of the io

parallel of latitude and the 95th meridian of western longitucie,
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and tlie 78tli parallel of latitude and tlie ISOtli meridian of east-
ern lougitude, are deflected the isothermal curves of the northern
nemispileve.

The same causes which would tend to the accumulation of
ice about these centres would operate to clear the region imme-
diately about the Pole, and just in proportion as this result is

effected will the thermal influences of the water be felt upon the
air; which influence will be magnified by the forces constantly-
operating, as already shown, to keep the temperature of the
waters about the Pole elevated considerably above the freezing
pomt, and I will here again direct the reader's attention to the
lact that the water coming down from the north through Ken-
nedy Channel, as observed by Morton, was 86°.

That these influences are operating we know from the iso-

thermal lines, as above mentioned, and we have equally irresis-

tible proof in the migrations of the bu^ds. Throughout the
entire circuit of the xerotic Ocean it has been observed, that
water-fowl fly to the northward in the spring. The fact has
^en noted at Koola, at ISiishne Kolyrusk, at the mouth of the

''^ackeuzie in Baffin's Bay ; and upon the open waters bordering
the extreme Polar limit of known land, they were seen by Mor-
|0Q in flocks of hundreds and thousands. At Rensselaer har-
i^or I have seen immense flocks of the same birds passing north-
^fii"d in the spring and south in the autumn, and I have no
^oubt but that the extreme north lands of our planet are teem-
ing with bird-life, and if so, I need hardly say that the sea is

open at least during the period of their stay, and affords not
only favorable breeding places for them, but is favorable also for
jje development of marine life; for these birds, represented in
toe three great flimilies, Brachjpierce, Longipennes and Lamelli-
mtres by the Auk and Loon, the Tern and Kittiwake, the Brent
goose and Eider duck, draw their subsistence entirely from the
Water, feeding for the most part upon different species of Crus-
racea which are not richly multiplied either in species or individ-
uals in waters of extremely low temperature.

There are many other fiicts which might be cited to prove the
^ore than probable existence of a perpetual open sea within the

^fctic Ocean, but to do this does not MX within the sphere of

^y original purpose. I wish merely to show that there must be
^Pen sea during the summer, and that it can be navigated in

boats during that period. Those who read this will doubtless
pave already read an able paper upon tlie same general subject

1^ the number of this Journal for September, 1857.
I lie chief difficulty in the way of navigating this northern

^J'ater rests with the transportation of boats over the ice belt to

^S from the winter harbor of the vessel carrying the expedition,
^^t the experience of the past has converted arctic travel almost
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to a science, and in this transportation the Esquimaux dog will

be found of most essential service. Indeed I am convinced that

the services of this animal have been too lightly estimated by
the English explorers, while the ' difficulties of keeping and

using them have on the other hand been over-estimated. By
depending upon them for all purposes of draught the cost of an

expedition could be greatly reduced, and its size diminished

more than, one half. I think a vessel of one hundred tons,

manned by twelve men and carrying from the Greenland colo-

nies two good teams of Esquimaux dogs, (fourteen in number,)

would be as effective for field operations when once in winter

harbor, as three times the number of men with a vessel twice

the size, and much more satisfactory and reliable. Indeed for

draught and transportation over the icy deserts of the Arctic

Seas there can be no substitute for the dog. A man will carry

upon a sledge an average weight of about 112 pounds 16 miles

per day, a dog from 60 to 80 pounds from SO to 40 miles per

day. The proportionate advantage in dead weight and dis-

tance is in favor of the dog, while in every other respect he is

to be preferred, since he will travel with a cargo where men can-

noty as proved by the experience of Dr. Kane's parties. He is

far more enduring, consumes less food in proportion to the

weight he will carry, and if dispatch be required it can always

be had, for with alight load one hundred miles maybe made

in a single march. I have frequently made seventy and eighty

and on one occasion drove a team of seven with two persons

upon the sledge one hundred and tw^enty miles in forty consecu-

tive hours, the animals during the time being almost wholly

without food. 1

*

Could a winter harbor be secured near the mouth of Kennedy

Channel, as I have already stated to be in all probability prac-

ticable, two teams of dogs would, if the ice did not prove com-

pletely impassable, carry, between the opening of spring and tlie

end of April, provisions—peramican and bread—to ^^%^^^^?^
of 1400 pounds, to the northern border of the ice; and by tne

first of June, a full equipment, including boats and P^^^'^f^J|*^

for four months, could with the aid of the same dogs be at tn

same point ready for embarking. It is unnecessary to ent

into further details. The weight to be carried can be computea

almost to an ounce; the plan has borne the test of expenenc ,

and the ground is partially known.
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Art. XXXIV.—A Chemical Examination of the Commercial
Varieties of Brown Sugar; by JOHX H. ALEXANDER and
Campbell Morfit.

The impurities of crude sugar are incidental to the cane
juice and the process by which it is manufactured. They con-
sist of water, insohible or suspended matters, soluble organic
matters and uncrystallizablc sugar. The latter is not only defi-

cient in sweetening power, but conspires, with the water, organic
matters, and chlorids of sodium and magnesium of the ash, to
aecompose the cane sugar or valuable portion and thus depre-
ciate the real value of the commercial sugar. Care was observed
to secure fair average samples for the analyses, by having them
selected through the agency of intelligent sugar brokers* of long
experience. There was no free acid present in any one of them,
as we determined by actual tests.

It having been found by preliminary qualitative examination,
that the same components were more or less common to all the
samples, we arranged our plan of analysis so that it should, in
Its progress, detect and estimate the smallest quantity of either
and all of them.

_
1. Water.—The moist condition of brown sugar is accidental,

suice it does not contain any water of crystallization. Its ten-
dency to form hygroscopic compounds with the chlorids of sodium
and magnesium gives, to these salts when present, the power of
affecting, materially, the dryness of the sugar.
The amount of moisture was determined by weighing twenty-

ave grains of the sugar upon a counterpoised watch-glass and

^O'jng it in vacuo, over sulphuric acid and chlorid of calcium,,

^ntil it ceased to lose weight. The difference between the final

and original weights expressed the amount of loss which, being
the contained water, was then calculated to pe

2. Insoluhle matter.—The totality of insoluble matter consisting
^f vegetal remains, sand, dirt, &c., was estimated by dissolving
one hundred grains of the sugar in cold distilled water, filtering

JJPon a counterpoised filter, washing repeatedly with cold water,

then drying tlie filter in vacuo and weighing. The weight rep-

resented tlie total amount of insoluble matter.
_

^0 separate the orcranic from the inorganic portion of this

»^aUer, the filter was burned to ash in a platinum crucible. The
^'^;;gln of the ash was taken as the percent of inorfi^imc matter;

^"d that which it had lost by ignition, as the orgainc portion.

3. Albumen .~—T\\Q filtrate from the above was next concen-
trated by careful evaporation upon a sand bath so as to coagulate

* Field and Keemle, Pliiladelpliia.
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the albumen, which was then terp

filter. The filter having been thoroughly washed with cold

water, was afterwards dried in vacuo and weighed to obtain the
- per cent of albumen.

4. Casein.—A few drops of acetic acid were added to the re-

maining filtrate while hot, but without obtaining any perceptible

reaction. Such would not have been the case had casein been

present, for though under the circumstances above noted it will

not coagulate like the albumen by heat alone, yet it readily sepa-

rates upon the addition of an acid.

5. Gum,—After this treatment, the filtrate was evaporated

nearly to syrup-consistence, and the gum precipitated from it by

pouring in absolute alcohol. A counterpoised filter was used for

the separation of the gum from the liquor, and after having been

thoroughly washed with slightly diluted alcohol to remove all

traces of sugar, that may have gone down with the gum, it was

then dj-ied in vacuo and weighed.
G. .Extractive,—The coloring and undefined orfranic matters of^ v*..^ ^w^^w.*^ ^

the sugar, included under the term extractive matter, were esti-

mated by treating the filtrate from the gum with a clear solution

of sub-acetate of lead in bare excess and immediately filtering

upon a counterpoised filter, washing thoroughly with hot water,

drying in vacuo and weighing. As the extractive matter was

alone carried down by the lead, it became necessary merely to

ignite the precipitate "and note the loss of weight in order to

obtain the per cent of extractive. . .

7. Ash.~The mineral constituents of the sugar were estimated

by incinerating carefully one hundred grains in n, platinum cru-

cible so as to avoid vitrification of the ash. The latter was then

weighed to ascertain its per cent; and subsequentlyput througli

a qualitative analysis for the purpose of determining its corn-

position.
,

8. Sugar.—'New quantities of the sugar were weighed for the

estimation of the cane and nncri/siallizable sugars, and the propor-

tion of each was ascertained, directly, by very careful manipula-

tion and the processes of the books. It is proper to remarK,

liowever that we have included, under uncrystallizable or molas-

ses sugar, all the kinds present other than cane sugar, such a

chyiariose and saccharo-glucose, both of which may owe tiie

existence to a partial transmutation of the cane or crystalliZ'

ble sugnr portion.
"^

-

The following table embraces all the varieties of brown su^c-'^^

which were accessible at the time of analysis, but it is still \\a

lucr of S'""V
^ i.:-,J^ :.,„!.. ,i: *i,^ C^jr„l-,„m anornr. xielliU^^

o
average s

vera! kinds, including the Sorghum sugar, neiu^^
^

aniples of these latter are now being procured, a

supplementary table of their composition will be given

aa the analyses of them
H>J

s
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Table of ike Composition of average Samples of ike Commercial varieties of Drown
Saga r.

NUMBER.

Name and source of Specimen.

Cane Sutrar,

Uncrystallizable Suo-ar,
Water, - . ° J .

Gutn, - - . -

Albumen, - * . -

Extractive, - -

Ash,* - - . .

Suspended organic matter, ) -- t

inoitganic "

Total, JC07ll00'82'99-63 100-23 lOl-GOJCO-95

NL'MBER. 8.

Name and source of specicimen.

9.

>

Cine Sugar,
Uncry stall izable Sugar,
Water,

Gum,
Albumen,
Extractive,

Ash,* .

Su^p'd org'ic matt'r, ) -i 5
'•

inorff'ic m-uV, { J |
• otdJ,

B
a

O w

^
94-23
1-20

1-30

•14

•K)

1 -(JO

•64

•05

•12

m

o o

o S

si"

10. 11. 12.

93-46

1-52

2-20

•04

•41

2-28

1-OC

•2^

•If

S 3?

aJ i

|3

!J9-441(M-2!

98-25

•23

•6C

•23

•14

•4/

•24

1

o

11

93 3

1

•54

•30

•81

•76

2-46

1-24

•24

•92

o

13.

c H

o c

97<32
•12

•80

•16

52
•49

•34

•03

•10

s

93-61

5G
310
24
•50

r9(-
•40

•22

12
I

100-31 100-58 99-89 100-65 10I-77!l01-78

* Composition of tlie as^li.

^0-1. Sulphuric, nitric, phosphoric, carbonic and silicic acMs; chlorine; potnssa, soda, lime,

0.^. Phopplioric, carbonic anil sIHcic acids; chlorine; pota.ssa,soJa, lime, majrnepia and alumina.

3. Sulphuric, phosphoric, carbonic and silicic acids: chlorine; potassa, iiuie, uia;;nesia and
'•"imiriu.

til
^"iinina.

potassa

^^- 5. l*hosphoric, carbonic and silicic acids ; chlorine ;
potas«a, lime, magnesia. aUimina, iron.

*Jl^^-
_fj|osplioric, carbonic and silicic acids; chlorine; potassa, lime, magnrsia, iron and
una.

^0- 7- Phosphoric, carbonic and silicic acids; chlorine; potassa, soda, lime, magnesia, iron and

i^''>- a Phosphoric, carbonic and silicic acids; chlorine; potassa, soda, Hme. magnesia, iron and

JJo-
9- Phosphoric, cnrhonic and silicic acids ; chlorine ;

potassa, lin.e, magnesia, iron and alumina.

^^- 10. Nitric, phosphoric and silicic ucids ; chlorine ; soda, lim^ magnesia, iron and alnnnna.

,J- ^'^Iph'uic, nitric, phosphoric, carbonic and silicic acids; chlorine; poto^-sa, liuio, u.a;;.

"e^'i-, iron ami alu.nimu
^^* 12- Phii^phoric, nitric and sUlcic acids; soda. Jiinc. magnesia, iron and alnnnna.
^f;.

13. PImsphoric. nitric carbonic and silicic acids ; clilorine; potass:!, lime, ma-neiio, iron
V^Otlaluuiina.

Jj"-
H. PIrosphoric. carbonic and silicic acids ; rblorine; soda, lime, magnesia, ironand alumina.

.3 .'^'^^P^oric, carbonic and silicic tcids; chlorizie; potassa. soda, lime, masnesia, irca
•nti alumina.

^ew York, 1858.

\
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Art. XXXV.

—

Fifth Supplement to Dana^s Mineralogy ; by tLe

Author.

List of Worhs^ etc,
r

Geological Eeport of Kentucky, Vols. IT. and III. LouisTille. Ky. Besides the

Geoloniciil Jk'ports, the volumes contain a Chemical Report by Roukut PETtu, com-

prising numerous analyses of coal, limestone, iron ort^s, soils :ind some rock?.

W. E. Lofiw : Geolo^^icul Survey of Canada: Report of Progre?? for the years

1853-56. IVinted by order of -tlie Legislative Assembly. 494 pp. 8vo, witli a vol-

umu' of maps, Toronto, 1847- Contains, besiiles the Geological Report, an import-

ant chemical Report on minerals and rocks by T. S. Hunt.

RoBRUT Pnri.LiPs Greg, F.G.S., and Wjluam G. Lkttsom : Manual of the Min-

eralogy of Great Britain and Ireland. 8vo, ii\-ith numerous i:vood-cuts. London,

1858. Jcthn Van Voorst, 1 Paternoster Row.

N. vov KoKscfTARow: Materialen zur Mineraloffie Russlands.—The conclusion of

volume II. (Liefrung 2*2-27) with the phites 39 to 43, published at St. ^t*ter^burg in

1857. These sheets are mainly occupied with the species Phenacite, and splendid

figures of itrf crystals are given on the plates, representing 23 distinct forms.

H. Coqi'anp: Traite des Roches, consideres au point de vue de leur Origine, de

leur Composition, de leur Gisement et de leurs Applications a la Geologie eta I'ln-

du-itrie, suivi de la de-ci-iption des Minerais qui fournissent les Metaux utiles. 424

pp. 8vo. Paris and Besanjon, 1857.

Dr. Fkrdinand Sknft, of Eisenach : Classification und Beschreibung der FeUar-

len. 442 pp. 8vo, with 12 tables. Breslau, J857. " Eine gekronte Freisschrift.

'

lU:axHAaD CorrA, Prof, at Freiberg : Die Gesteinlehre. 256 pp. Svo. Freiberg,

1855.

Prof. Dr. Aug. Em. Reuss: Fragmente zur Entwickelungsgechichte der Minera-

lien. 84 pp. Svo. Vienna. (From the October number of the Sitz. Wien, for 1856,

Vol. xxii, p. 129.)

Korp: Review of Alineraloglcal Science for the year 1856—inLiebig and Kopps

.Jahre.->bericht for 1857,

J. RoTu : Der Vesuv und die Um.gfebunn^ von Neapel. 540 pp. 8vo, with 1 2 plates

and several woodcuts. I^erlin, 1857. W. Hentz.—An important work, muieral-

-ogical as well as geological, and liisturical as well as descriptive.

JosKF FtoaiAv VoGL of Joacliimstlial I Gangverhaltnisse und Mineralreichthum

JoachimsthuU, 200 pp., Svo, with a geognostic chart. Teplitz, 1857.

J- GaossMAXN: Fiihrer in der geometrischen Analyse der Krystallographie—An

introduction to Naumann's system of Crystallograpliy. 138 pp. Svo, with 29 wooU-

cuts and 1 lithographic plate. Liepzig, 1857.

On the minerals in the Auriferous and PlatiniferouR Sands of Antioquia, by MM-

D-imourand Descloizcaux (Ann. Ch. Ph., [.3j. li. 445, Dec 1857). The sand of Kjo

Chip) contains, garnet, red zircon, ilmenite, rut]le, brownish mica, kyanite, coJuniUte

(baierine), monazite and molybdate of lead.

P. Casamajok: A method of ineasming (lie angles ol crystals by refraction with-

out the use of a Goniometer.—Am. J. Sci., xxiv, 251.

On tlie Axial relations of Monoclinic forms (mathematical), by Leander Ditscheiner.

—Pogg. Ann., c, 516.

A. Dkscloizbal-x: De lemploi des proprietes optiques bir^fringentes en M«" '

ralogie. 84 pp. 8vo. Paris, 1857. (From the Annales des Mines, 5th scr. vol.x,

P— 6^.) *

le
^

This extended memoir contains the results of many new measurements of tie

index of refraction and angles between the axes of polarization in crystalSi oy
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Descloizeaux, besides others by earlier investigators, together with some Iniportnnt
dediiction-s based thereupon respecting certain mineral species. We here tabulate
the principal results as far as this can be conveniently done, mentioning other facts
oejond under the names of the species.

In the table of Uniaxial species, the columns are (1) the Index of refraction for
tne ordinary ray

^ (2) the same for tlie extraordinary ray; {?>) the mean index of
refraction. Br, stantis for Brewster; Sen, ior Senarmont; Haid. for Haidinger

;

^'^r. for Herschel ; ^^ws. for Heusser; J/, for Miller ; Rucl for Rudberg; Bx. for
Descloizeaux. Under the Biaxial species, the columns are; (I) the angle of the
fundamental prism /: /; (2) the direction of the plane in which the optical
axes he; (3) the position of the hlufctrLr, or tlie line which bisects the angle
Detween tlie two axes within the crystal, which is almost uniformly constant
^aile the angle may widely vary

; (4) 2V, the real interior angle between the
optical axes

; (5) 2E, the apparent angle in the air. a, f5, y, are the three iridexes
01 retraction, the maximum, mean and miimnnm, as afforded by three prisms,

—

jie prism giving the mean index having its edges perpendicuhir to the plane of
the optical axes; those giving the maximum and minimum^ parallel resj^ectively
to the bisectrices of the acute and obtuse angles between those axes. The three

1

7
J
6=1

p'
— . Descloizeaux states
a

constants of elasticity ai'e consequently a

t.ut the interior semi-angle of the optical axes about the axis of maximum elasti-

^"y, as obtained by means of the formula tan ?^= - I
^ "

- , he has compared with

iat Tvhicli is deduced from the mean index and tlie apparent angle measured by
ean.s of a Wollaston goniometer, using a tourmaline as an analyzer and tlie hori-

zontal mirror of the goniometer as a polarizer. He used in his investigations the
^y^tesi part of the>ellow ray.
Among the uniaxial species, all the rhombohedral carbonaiis (excepting parisite)

^-nyative; all the phosphates and arsenates are negative; all the sih'cates of the
^ica faniily^are negative. Levyne and phacolite are negative, but chabnzite is posi-

^^^; there Is a bimilar relation between different varieties of apophyllite; between
^reiit pennines

; between eudialyte and eukolite. VVillemite (silicate of zinc) is

posuive; water and hydrate of ma^esia are positive; oxyds of tin and zinc are

anTo
'* but rutile is ponitivc and anatase negative; finally, '71 species are negative^

^'1 38 positive.

Among the biaxial : the carbonates of lime, baryta, strontia, lead, are 7iegalive;
y'^nite IS negative but staurotlde positive; the most of the zeolites ^re poi^itive, but

^^>iecite and stilbite are exceptions ; sulphate of baryta, strontia, lead, lime, anhy-
J^us or hydrous are positive; talc and the micas are negative; clinochlore and ripid-

alb> ^",^v^^''^^'
^^*^ positive; of the feldspars, orthoclase is negative, the others, viz.

Tar
*^^*^'*'^^' anorthite and oligoclase are positive, Orthoclase and the micas

^ni^^^^
in optical angle in tlie same specimeu. In all, 70 species are positive,

negative.

I. UNIAXIAL CRYSTALS.

1. Positive—ike vertical axis the axis of least elastic! ti/.

1. Ord.

1-54418

1-652

1-667

1961
192

Quartz,

.

^meti.yst, . : :

^'lenaeite. .

Zircon, "...
a1 , ^H Ceylon,
JPopbyllite (leucocyclite),

Ice,

|';«noct!te, . . . 2-688
gPl>- potash, . . 1-493

2. Extraord.

1 •65328 (ray D)

3. Moan Index.

1-562

1-672

1-723

2 015,

1-97,

(red ray) S,

Br.

Sen,

1-670 (red ray) Sen.

near ord., 3/1

1-501, Sen.

260 (red ray), Sen.

1-5431, ffer.

1-3095 (yellow
ray), Bravais*
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The following also prepositive. (I)Dimetric: Sarcolite, Apopbyllite(of Uto,Fas«a,

Finland, Andrea=?berg, Lake Superior, Poonah, Vicentine, iiolieniia, Iceland, Faroe,

Isle of Skye,) Oxhaverite, Phosgenite, Cassiterite, Rutile, Sclieelite (with one of the

ray.s 1525). (2) Hkxagoxal: Eudialyte, Catapleiite, Willemite, Cliabazite of An-
dreasberg, Pennine, Leuchtenbt^rgite (hexag.?), White Chlorite of Mauleou, lodidof

Silver, Red Zinc Ore, Brucite, Cinnabar (by recent determination).

2. Negative—the vertical axiH the axis of greatest elasticity.

Tourmaline—white, -

i(

(C

i£

IC

U

green, -

bluish, -

blue, -

red (rubellite),

Beryl—fine green Emerald,
•* less f5ne " •'

" colorless and rose, Elba,

nquaruarinc,

yellowish green, Siberia,

Nepheline, ...
Idocrase, - - - -

Meionite, - . - -

1. Or'I.

1-6366

1-64793

1-640S
1-6415

1-6435

2. Extraord. 3. Mean.

ti

a

1-5S41

l-o796
1-577

1-57513
1-582

1-539 to 42
1-719 to 22
1*594-7

Pennine; most sp. from Zermntt ) ^Kha
and Binaen, and some from Ala,

)

Mellite,

Calcite,

Nitrate of Soda,
Red Silver, - - . -

Apatite, . - . - -

Corundum, blue and red sapphire,

Anata^e, -

1-541-50

1 65850
1-586

1-64607

1-769

2-554

1-6193 (lineD.) .

1-62617 (gr'n r.) //<??a.

1-6203 (red r.) Sen.

1-6230 (redr.) Sen,

1-6222 (redr.) Sen,
( 1-768, -STcr,

\ 1-779, -5r.

1-5780 (green r.) Dx.

1-5738, Dx.
1*572 (green r.) Dx.

I'blOQd. {gv'nr.) Heus,

1-576. Ux.
1534 io 37, Dx,
1-717 to 20, Dx,^
155S-61,X»x.

1575, Uaid.

1-518-25, Dx,
1-48635 (ray I)}

1*336, Dx.
2-564, Br.

1-64172, (ray D) ffeus.

7-652. Miller.

2-493, Miller.

The above are hexagonal,
following speciea also are

,
excepting Idocrase. Meionite, Mellite, and Anata?e. TJhs

•e negative. (I.) Dimktiuc: Gehlenite, Dipyre, Muhi'l e,

Ma^nesite, Brennnerite, Smithsonite, Susantiite, Alunite,Chl(*rid of lime, ProtochU'

of iron, Pyromorphite. Mimetene, Erinite, Hedyphaue. (3.) UNCEurAix fokm -
J"

linophane, Clintonite, Xanthophyllite.

II. BIAXIAL CRYSTALS*

1. Positive—the 7nean line coinciding tvith the axis of least elasticity-

A. CrystaUization Trimctric.

Beyond— is the basal plane ; i-l is a vertical plane in the direction of
^^'^}^^^^-^

diagonal (macrodiagonal); H one in the direction of the brachydiagonal
'^l"

^'
^-.j

under Bisectrix, par. 7: 7, means parallel to tlie edge between / and /;
f" r j^^xes-

means noruial to the plane i-t ; and so on; -! , signifies calc\:lated from the i

^j.^^_

Under the monoclinic system— 2-2^ is a vertical plane in the direction *^^^'^.^og2'

diagonal ; U one in the direction of the orthodiagonal, and N- for "1;^ "^'.
/ -gotion

to N". i-i, means, inclined 40^ 32' to a normal to the plane i-i. ^"^ '"^^^^^

mark after 2V or 2E iudicate3 that the calculated angle agrees very near ^

observation.

^1

-I

!i
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»

»

Staiirotiile, - • -

Amlalusite, green, Brazil,

N"atroUle,

Brevicite

Prehnite,

Comptonite, -

TliDinsonite, Dumbarton,
Harmotoiue,

Ciilamine,

Chrysolite, - - -

Sulphur,

Biirytes, . - -

Celestine, - - .

An^ltjsite, -

AnLydrite, -

Thenardite, -

Topaz, while, Brazil, -

Sclineckenstein, -

yellow, Brazil, -

colorless, Brazil,

Chrysoberyl,

^corodite,

Struvite,

129° 21'

9S^ V
122° 60'

119° 46' i-\

i-l

III Plane
of axes.

129° 40' i-l

90° 44' i-l

91^ i-l

99° 56'' i'i

90° 4U'

ib. ib.

110° 26' i'l

104° 12' i'l

119° 12' il
101° 58' it
101° 40' i-l

104° 2' i\
103° 38' i-l

96° 36'

2V.

85°, Br
87° 84'

2E.Bi.^ectrix.

norm,

norm, i-l

par. / : /

norm.

par. mac. 56° 6', Br.

lb. 1

norm. ;

ib.
I

ib. j-:87°40'!

ib. i l0°-75°
par. brach. •! 85° 4'

obs. 36° 48'

par. bracli. bi)°,Br.

!
90°±

par. brach. < 40°W
par./:/ i

90'='±?

norm.

90°±

119°±

79°±, Dx.
90°±, Dx.
80°±, Bx.

•;59°6'

obs. 60-61

91°,i>.r.

.:66° 14''

f

49^50'i3r.

•:65°14'

par.bracL •145° 20'

par. / : /
norm, i-l

100° 4'

114° 12'

obs.l2O°50'±
•:i21° 1'

-: 84° 43'^

obs. 85°, Dx.
90°±, Dx.
59° 30'

Index of Rvfraction.— Sfaurofide, ^ 17526 (red ray) yi.—Andulusite, P 1624 (redr.)

^'^I
; a 1643, pi 637, Dx.

'

1553, Br.~~CA
a

n»y)Heua/; yellow.'afGlOl, 716325, Br.; colorless, Brazil, a 1-6240. p 16174, 7 1^6150

fgreen r) Dx. : a 1-6224, P 1 6150, y 16120 (yellow r.} Dx.—Chrysoben/l, a 1*7565, p l'T484,

7l7470.-^^'/rui*i7e, one Index, 152.

B. Crystallization AfonocUnic,

iEuclase

^piJote, -

Clinochlore, Pa, -

Ural, -

Pfmulers,

'JZillerth.drAla

;%ulolite, - ^.

^mrniM-erite, -

Seulandite

144° 40'

116° 53'

11:6° 37'

ib.

ib.

^^sterite,
i

i^jroxene (diopside),

136^4'
i

oco136

87° 6'

Flam? of
axes.

i'l

i-i

i-i

il

i-i

i-i
%

1-i

Bisectrix. 2V.

^^;f;^?.:49°37'

norm.fi 87^ 6', J/.

15° 16' to

NAo
siidit inclin.

ib.

2E.

.•87° 59';

fa 1-6710

( 7 1 '6520,£)

P17±
86°±

50 ±,Dx
50 ±,Z>x,

4r±.Dx.
30'±,/?x.

Onoarly.
pg^. orthod. 41°42'-Br.

perp.to i-i*-

53° 40' toO
perp. to i-i

113° 20'| a

ib.

j 22° 54' to

( N. to 0.

norm, li

86'±,ftr.

58*57
128'

11°

I if.

30° 22'

i 1-680, M.

Pl631.jf.
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Gypmm.—T: 7r=lll0 22': plane of axes i-l at ordinary temperature; at 9*'4 C,
the bisectrix inclined 37^ 23' to normal to i-i ; at 9^ 0., 2V=61° 24' ; nt SO^ C.

the tw^o axes unite and are confounded with their bisectrix; above 80*^, they
' separate again, but in a plane normal to i-i, a=I '52975, ii=l-52267, y=l-52056,
for the yellow rays furnished by an alcohol lamp treated with salt, at the tem-

perature of 19^ U., according to Angstrom; whence 2V=57° 31'.

C. CrijstaUization Tridinic.
t

Alhite.—Plane of a>^es apparently normal to the edge /: /', and inclined about II®

to a normal to i-i; bisectrix inclined 10^-12'^ to a normal to il, and 63^35'

to 81° 35' to a normal to 0, Angle between the axes as great as in orthoclase

if not i^reater. ,
w

Lahradorlte.—Nearly as in Albite. Mean index 1"80, Heusser.
AyiorlhUe.— N'f^arly as in Albite ; but plane of the axes not quite normal to tlie

edge / : /', Dx.

Oligodase.— !S"early as in Albite
;
plane of the axes sensibly normal to i-t and to the

edge /: /'. The rings seen through tlie cleavage face i-i very fine.

Cryolite,—Probably tricliiiic. Plane of the axes and bisectrix making an angle of

about 35^ with a normal to one of the cleavaire faces.

2, Negative.

A. Crystallization Trimetric.

it

lolite, Ceylon, -

** Bodenmais,
** Orrijarfvi, -

Haddam, -

Stilbite, -

Leucophane,
Mica, - - -

Talc, - - -

Pyrophyllite,

Aragomte, -

Witherite, -

Alstonite, -

Strontijinite,

Cerusite,

Leadhillite,

Epsomite, -

Zinc Vitriol,

Hopeite,

Brookite. -

119^10'

9i'='16'

12(1° ±
120*»±

116^10'

118° SO'
118^51'
117° 19'

116^10'

120*=* 20'

90° 34'

91° 7'

120° 26'

99° 50'

Plane of
axe:*.

i'l

ib.

ib.

ib.

norm.O

i-l

norm.O
i-l

i-i

i-l

i'i

iX

Bisectrix.

norm.
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

2V.

•:37°48'

o

par.

ib.

mac.

ib.

1° 24', Sr.

:n°50'
ob3. 18°12'

2E.

121° 46'

124° 24'

123° 38'

60°46M
6 1

", D^-

110*±, Dx-

obs. 30° 50', D.C-

t

norm. i-J.

par. brach.

6^56'
.;8^ 3'

obs.8°]6',J/.
10^35', £r.

50^=* 52'

17° 8',i/;

20°, P^-

78°40'.i>-i-'

7lO20'-72^i5-f

€ri(e^

Dx.:

IsDKx or Rbfraction.-Jo/iV^ Ceylon, a 15433, (3 1 5413, 7 1 5371 ;JBodenn^^^^^^

Wifh'
«15i4, pI-541, 7]'535; Orrijnrfvi, a J :.39f>, p 1-5377, 7 15345; Ilfalilnm. a i

13° C.)

*

B. Crystallisation Monocli.nic.
^ ^

Ortkocla.^e,~T:r^lU^AS'; plane of the axes generally perpendicular to «'

dined 21° 7' to a normal to ii and 95° to a normal to 0: sometimes ^"'
^^^^tj^

becoDies perpendicular to the base and paralkl to i4 Bisectrix "i*^*^"^» ^^'j ggve
an angle of about 6° with the clinodiagonal An a<lularia from StCr<>Tm^ ^^^
a=l'5260, (3=1-5237, y=V5190; whence 2V=69^43'aad 2E
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obserTation, 2E= 120^ to 121<^.—Another St. Gothard spGcimen, a= l-5'>43
^=Io223, y=l-5l8I, whence 2V=69^ 1^ 2E=rII9^ir; direct observation
gave 2E=:119=^35\ The same specunen varies in different parts 10°. Moon-
sione identical with orthoclase. * •

Scol€€i(€.---I: /r=:9i<3 36': cleavage parallel to i-l ; crystals usually hemitroped about
i'i. Plane of axes perpendicular to i-i, making an angle of lo^ to IP with tJie
plane of compofiition. Bisectrix inclined 10^ to 11° to tiie edge (/:/). 2Ec=60°±.

Borax.—/: 7=:S7°. Plane of axes normal to i-i, varying; for the violet and red rays
;

for the former, inclined 108^ 3d' to a normal to 0, and 35° IC' to a nonnal to
«^'; for the latter these angles are lOC^ 35' and 33° 10'. Bisectrix normal to ii.
Apparent mean angle 59°, Sen—One index 1'47.

i?a/Ao/?7^.^/:/=76°44', 0: 7=90° 4'; plane of axes parallel to il Bisectrix
sensibly normal to 0.

^ Glauberite.^I: 7—83° 20', : 7=104° 15'. From 0° C. to 30° C. plane of axes
nornjal to i-i and ahnost normal to 0\ at 30°, the two are united for white light;

towanls 35° C. they separate anew, but their plane is then pnraUel to it. The
bisectrix preserves its prin^tive position. 2V varies from 0° to 3°, Brewster.

(^{(i7/ber-Sa/.i.~I
: T=S0° 24'. O:n=\0l^ 44'. Plane of axes perpendicular to i-i,

Hiclined 12° 24' to a normal to i i. Bisectrix normal to i-i and parallel to ortho-

a'^-^gonal
] j3::=l-44±. Miller; 2E=80° 26'. Observed for 2E 118° to 119° 20',

T^hich gives 73° 30' for 2V-.

C. Crystallizatioix Triclmic*

Fyanite,^0
; i-i=:100° 50', : i-Y=93° 15'. il : t-i=106° 15'. Plane of axes nor-

»iTal to ?-?, inclined about 30° to the ed^e [i-l-.r). Bisectrix normal nearly to i-T,

2V=81°48', Br.

D- -4;)/>e??£?^r.—Lepidolite of Altenberg, Margarite, Gilbertite, Astrophyllite, An-
^gonte, Dam,ourite (2E=10°^12°).

"pf>n this subject of double refraction in minerals (and also on their dichroism), a

j"b'*ipme, published in 1856 at Vienna. The table occupies 50 pages oi tne worK;
^ optical chai-acters of many artificial salts arc included in it.

^onnaHon of Minerah.—Daubree (LTnstitut, 1867, S79) by subjecting ghiss under
Fissure to tjie action of water at a high temperature (400° C.) has changed the
glass to an opaque mass consisting largely of sUicnte of lime (wollastonite). alkaline
s'^icates, the excess of silica being set free, and the last forming qunrtz crystal?,
^ne amount of venter pecessary was not over half that of the glass m weight. An
o^Jstdian under the same circumstances developed feldspar crystals, the mass look-

^g *'ke trachyte ; and a ferruginous glass, afforded pyroxene^ the crystals regularly

« /
f ^''^n^parent, and of tlie usual green color. Hence, aUam xmd^r high preamre

^
*^'^ fhat is necessary in connection wiih (he rock material of the globe to produce
^^y of the rock crystallizations, even to the ingredients of granite.

of Spe^

J^^^ a ^oapy foel from K Carolina (Am. J. Sci., xxiv, 273). Analysis
^* ^0 00. Xl 18-75. K 2 00. fl 8 50=99 25. with traces of oxyd of iron.

_

Analysis afforded,

associated withA slate rock, re.sembiiiiL' tajcose slate koaxZipser in Hungnrv. .issociated w.tU

rh'- ''^«'<"'le<1 C. F. Chandler (Tnaug. Dissert.), Si -IS-iS, Al lS-43, Fe 1-88. Mg

-^GALMATOLiTE fn. 252. 2761*—Dr. C. T. Jackson refers to agalmatolite, a rock

5 Of

8la

bru,

Jh« existence of aluminous slates talcose in fee . m CanaJa. ^^^^
^f^^''^"^^

T^ since by T. S. Hunt. Om affor.h-d him (Logan's Rep , 1 85 <, p. 448), tei 51-50,
I 29-20, % 9-27, Mg l-OS, Ka 1-59. fi 1-54, S 5 10= 99-28.

i

The paging refers to Dana's llineralogy, aod the liomaQ oumerals, in manr

1.^; ':. ''^norded C. F. Chandler (Tnaug

g-
aaded, to the preceding Supplements.

'•COND SERIES, Vou XXV, No. 75.-MAY. 1853,
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ALGODONITE, F. Field (Quart. J. Chem, Soc. x, 289).~The Algodonite is from
the silver mine of Algodones, near Coquimbo in Chili, where it occurs in small while

lumps, nt first supposed to be native silver. It is coated with red oxyd of copptr.

,Oi]{jr hriliiant silvLT-wliite but quickly tarnishing; fracture granular. In difttrent

trials tht^ percentage of copper was found tu be, t33'24, 8^-]2, 8;^-J0, 83'^6, 8841
j

and of arsenic, J6LM, 1608, 16 41, 16-24, 16-20, giving as the mean, arsenic 16-i?3,

copper 8tS-;^0, silver 31 =9\>*84. This corresponds to Cu>'^As, the proportiuu of

cojjper bei?»g twice that in Domeykite.

Allamtk Ip, 208, and I, II, III, IV].—D. Forbes has re-examined the ortliite

from the Naes Mine [see SuppL III] about ten miles east of Arendal, where it oc-

curs in a kind (if granite consisting of quartz, mica, and two fehlspnrs, apparently

orthoclasc, and some oligoclase, (Ed, N. Fh. Jour., [2J, vi. 112.) Color of the orlhite

greenish black ; streak greenish gray. G.=2 86 and 2-93. at 60° F. H.=6. B\l

on cliarcoal swells, becomes brownish-yellow aud fuses to a black glass. The author

has redctermiried the iron and proved it to be protoxyd. The fijllowing is the new

statement of liis analysis, and also the analysis of Strecker, which he cites fruin the

Christiania Univ. Programme for 1854:

Si *1 Bo te Mn Ce La Cu Y Ca J^g ^ Na fl

1. Forbps, 3103 929 3-71 20 6S U C7 6 74 435 tr. 102 6 68 206 90 0:>6 12-^4

2. Strecker, 31-35 10-28 — 19 27 — 12 76 — 054 — 9-12 186 — — 1-^ -^^

The wnter in tiie last contained some carbonic acid- The formula deduced is SR^Si

+2Sgi+10ll or (^U3-j-fg)Si+2fi[.

Aix-MTK fp. 388].—A Silesian coal bed. according to F. Komer (Zeits. d. d. Geol.

Ges, viii, 246. Lieb. u. Kopp. 1856) affords a pale straw-yellow alunite in irregular

podules; (i.—J 58 ; ccmtains according to Lowig. S 34-84, **l 33-37. K 1
0-1 »', H 18 32,

Si and organic substance 3 37, giving nearly the formula, K §+33tl 5+OH.

Ankeritk [p. 44I3 and II.J—Tlie ankerite of Lobenstein, contains, according to

R. Luboldt, ,

CuC 51-61, FeC 27 II, MgC 1894, 3InC 2-24=:99'90,

givhig the forrnulii CaC+(Fe, iSlg, ]VIn)C. G.=3'01.—Pogg. cii, 455.

ANTHRACOXENE, J?am.—A mineral resin from the coal beds of BrandeisI in

Bohemia. According to Laurentz (Sitz. Her., xxi. 271) it is brownish black, but

hyacintlbred in thm splinters. H.=2 6. G=1'181, Melts easily with intumescence

and burns to a blag, giving nmcij smoke and an odor which is not disagreeable.

Partly soluble in other at»d not at all so in alcohol ; but after a while it abstirbs oxy-

gen and then alcohol takes up a little of it. The part insoluble in ether contains

Hi p. c. of a^h. Excluding the asli, the rest contains, Carbon '35301. hydrogen

6 204, oxygen 18-495. The atomic proportions are C^fH^^Qis. The resn* ol m
ether Poluti(ui, separated and analyzed afforded—Carbon 81 47,hydi'ogcn 8'^^' ^^^'

gen 82=100, correspondhig to the formula 2(C^'^H25 03)+HO.
Apatite.—See beyond, Ilydro-opatite.

AroiMiYLHTK [p. 304].— Daubr^e states (L'Tnstitut, ¥0. 1246) that he has nh-

Fcrveii apophyllite in manimillary forms and stalactites rough with neat cry^«tai?,^a^

Plnmbieres, forn ed from the mineral sources; the waters contain sihcates el }"

ash and foda and Iiave a temperature of 70° C, "Wohler has crystallized thifspe

cies fiom water, but a temperature of IS0° C. is believed to be necessary for it

AuAGOMTE [p. 448 and II, III, IV].—Hexagonal prisms, |ths in. diameter occur

on the north btiundary of the Creek nation, 16 miles horn the crossing ol tut ^

kansas.— W. J. Taylur. Am. J. Sci., xxiv, 275. T

AsTRAKAMTR or Ri.tzPiTE fp. 379 and IV].—A masf'ive eomewhnt ^'^"^^'•gg^^

orange-colored mineral from Ischl afforded v. Hauer (Jahrb. k, k. G. ReicUs.» lo i

C05>, as mean of results:

S a % iSra , Fe fl ^^^^
1. 4666 107 12-50 1605 028 23:09=9065
2. 47 69 0-31 12-12 18 00 0*08 21-50=99 TU

The composition is therefore :N^aB+]!(lgS+4fl, and identical with that of Etodi e

by John. G.= 2-251,

J a JU b q H
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Atacamite [p. 138 and T, III].—Atacamite occurs in small rhombic prisms (of llie
form /J -r) on malachite and quartz, at the extraordinary malacliite iocalitv fn \hQ
Serra do liembe near Ambriz on the west coast of Africa.— Phil. Mag., [4J, xiii, 4T0.

AuTUNiTE.—Sec Vranucm Ores,

^'^R^'TfJS [p. 366, and IIJ.—Dr. F. PAiff has described a fine crystal of barytes
V^lS^-f cii, 464) lengthened in the direction of the bracln diagonal (reseniblin-r % ^
p. 194 of 3d edit, of the writer's Min.), and presenting the new planes 1-4, f 4, and

r^ Tlie planes arranged according to the vertical zones are 0, 1-t, i-X\ v%4; -J-iT,

^-'; iil,i; /-i; i-2; 1-4; | ?. K M, i-I.

iiF.uYL
[p. 3 78 and II, IVJ.—A beryl from the Ural contains according to v, Koks-

dmrov (Min. RussL, ii, 356) the plane C-#: inclination of tlie plane to a prismatic
plane =153^

52i'.
-^ r ^ >

Bkudantite [p, 4'23l.—According to H. Dauber (Pogg., C, 5'79) the crystal) i;^at ion
of oeud;intite of Levy from Irehmd is rliombohedral. IJis nieasurenients of cry^-
t;us li-(»m (I.) Cork, Ireland, (2.) Horhausen, and (8.) Montabaur (Dernbadi) in Nas-

f^'
'^o''''j^'^'

^'*^ ^'^ («s a mean of varying resultsM'-) y'"" !«'. (2) ^')° 4«',

(0.) 91° 9'; the mean of all the measurements giving 91^ 18'. The observed forma
aie. R^ -A\ -2/^, -4R^ -5R. The Montabaur crystals, whicli are commonly of ihe
form -2/i\ have an t^asy basal cleavage.
ivinrnieLsberg has published (Pogg. Ann., c, 519) analyses of the Bendantite of

*-ork» where.it occurs in small green octahe/lrons, rust-coU)red externally, implanted
^ hinonite or iron sinter. Composition (mean of results)

;

S ^ Is Pb 6u ?e ft

^ 13 7G 8-97 0-24 2405 2*46 40-69 9-77 =0093
"'ysen, 8-26 5-10 2-21 12 21 e C8

Agretna^: nearly with one of the analyses of Dr. Percy except thnt he found more
'he oxygen ratio is nearly 9:5:2:12:9, affording the complex foniulaar^ieuic. Tiie oxyg

2l>bS+PeS+^e-^^+9£[.

P-Sandbcrger also describes Bendantite (Pogg., c, 611) and observes that the

opaque. Vitreous subadamantine. H.=-5 5. G=lOul8 (Dernbach). B13. on
^n^ircoal fuses, intuuiesces easily, ftnd yiehls a lead glot)ufe containing u hlack mag-
^^'c mass. The Cork and Dernbach crystals contain no arsenic, \vlii!e m the lior-

'^'^t'ti arsenic acid ahn*)st wholly replaces the phosphoric,
^iialyses (mean of results) of the Beudantite of Derabach and Ilorhausen:

, ^ ^
:^ Is S ¥e l>b Cu ft

^- -dernbach, I3-22 trace '4-61 44-11 26-92 trace ]144= 100'30

o .j^^ysen. 7-34 ' ' 276 13-23 193 lOlG
^- -tiorhausen, 2-79 1251 1'70 4728 2;M3 fl2'i9J

JJlf
K^neral formula deduced is, fbS+l^b'lls, l^) + ;#eBtSs P)+24ft. [But

»e oxygen ratio of the 1st analysi.s requires trimming to take this ^hapc.J

HiSMurniNE fn. 33 503 and I IVl—An impure bismuth ore from Joachim?lhal

£;^led U^^^^^^^ ^:^lZ.Jo.l. p.167)\b2P86, S7-07,lii3224,Cu928,
»^=*<>lub!e part 27-5o\ water l-32=;^9'37. H.=5. a=5.

^h^^'^""?''' .
^^- ^--^

^ ^'ith soda, coloring the coal yeUow oa using the oxydation flame
4
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Br-EXDE [p. 45, and IT].— Analysis of a black blende from Claustlial in dodecahe-
drill crystals, 0=4-07, bv C. Kuhlemann (Zcit?. f. d.g. Nat., vu\ 491), Lieb. u. Kopp,
1856), SUSIM, Zn 65-39, Fel'lS, CuO-13, Cd 079, Sb0 63=lUl06.

*

^
BouRNOMTB [p. 80].—Moan of two analyses of the bournonite of Claustiial by 0.

Kublejnanu (Zuit:5. f. d. g. Nat., viii, 500, in Lieb. u. Kopp, 1856, p. 834)

S Sb Pb Cu Fe Mn Quartz
18-81 23-79 40-24 1209 2-29 O'l? 2-60=100 88

The manganese and part of the iron may be a mixture.

Calcite [p. 405, 503, and I, II, III, IV].—Dark brown crystals from Naeskul near

Arendal afforded D. Forbes (Ed. New Ph. J., [2], vi, 119), 6a0 9839, te6 Q'l^,

iinC 23, Si 0-38, ^ tr., insol. 0-21=100.
Crystals of calcite in calcite are described by Kenngott in Po^^g., cii, 309. 310, 311..

The limestone of the Boracic acid region in Tuscany (Eocene **Calcave Alboresi")

contains according to Dr. C. Schmidt (Ann. d. Ch u. Pharm., cii, 190) as follows: ope

variety, from near SufEoni. of 69 20 carbonate of lime, 0-18 carl>onate of magnesia,

and 3007 silica and silicates, of which 26-06 are of silica, with ^il 0'95. FeO-7l,

^eOZ5, iln 08, Mg 1-45, ]?fa O'll, fii 036. A second variety from Mt. Cerboli,

consists of 66 57 CaC, 1-22 JI-O. Avith 24-44 silica, along with Xl 217, Fe 2 05,

jf'eOiSG, ]VIn0 36, ]Vtg 115, ISTaOlO, KO-21. The Serpentine mentioned beyond
in tins Supplement is from the same region.

Cassiterite [p. 118],—Fine crystals of Tin ore occur at Pitkaranta, Finland,

, kkt,7,

'f -ii'. fh I'f. i-f/l-3, i-h i-4^ih i-h ^'-f. H^ i-h *4i- HI

?

>

i

*'"§f ; but there is douht as t<j some of these planes, as tJiese unusual ratios were

determined from mefisuring angles alone, and not tlirough zones. The measurements

fiffurded, 1 : 1=121° 42'' and 92^ 66', vertical axis =j 6720.

CiJALcoDiTK [p. 600, and IV].—A description and analyses of Chalcodite are pub-

lished by G. J. Brush in this volume (Am. J. Sci., [21. xxv, 198). There are two va-

rieties, a greenisli-bronze and a brass-yellow; H.=l ; G.^2-76. The green variety

effurded on analysis

:

Si XI ¥e Pe Sin dsL Sfg ]?ra,S M
1. 45 06 856 38-85 trace trace 4*55 trace

2. 45 51 3-68 38'Gl trace 28 4-57 9 22
'8. 20 92 16 04
4. 20-02 16-91

'

5. Mean, 45*29 3*62 20'47 1647 trace 0-28 4*56 trace 9*22=99-91

giving the formula 2R Si + fi Si -f 3fl. In Ifos- 1 and 2 the iron was weighed a3

Besqiiioxyd, while in 3 and 4 special determinations of the relative amount of prot-

oxyd and se.^quioxyd were made. Prof. Brush shows that the composition ap-

proaches that of Stiipn<.n}e!ane, (of which l^e cites the analyses), and observes that a

new analysis of the latter especially with reference to the state of oxydation ol tne

Jron, is needed to decide as to the identity. Tlie chalcodite is in exceedingly (|ei>

catc niicaceous scales grouped into a drnsy concretionary crust; and it is f^^K*^^^^.^.

that tliis delicacy of Mructure mav account for its more ready decomposition wi

nculs than stilj.uomelane. Some rectangular tables made up of the chakoc-ite iooK

like pseudomorphs.

CnKROKiNE of Shopnrd [III, IV].—T. S. Hunt has examined a specimen of Chero-

kine sent him by Prof. C. U. Shepard, and found (Am. J. Sci., xxiv, 275) that i

|*

phoHphate of lead {pyromorphlte), with less than one per cent of a whitish precp

tate which may have been phosphate of lime or alumina. The mineral was m rau

white prisms.

CuLoaiTE (including Pennite, Ripidolite, Clinochlore, Leuchtenbergite) fp-
295,

226, and I, II. Ill, IV].—The Pennine and Leuchtenbergite, examined by K^^^'.
zeaux [see Suppl. IV], he regards as uniaxal or rhombohedral (Ann. d. M., xi, ^"^ ^
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The cl-jstals of pennine are acute rliombohcdrons truncated at tlie extremities and
often tabular. 7'he positive, of A la and Zerniatt, have R : J2=6d ° 2S\ 0\ 7?= 103^
45 and 7(i° 15\ as taken with the reflecting gonionieter. Tljey are sometimes in
twins parallel to the base» having a bipvraniidiil fonu, though tabuhir. Negative
Pennine from Zermatt. gave Descloixoaux R : R=%'6'=' \h\ : //— iOO° 30'; but the
di/ference may be accidental, as tlie faces of the latter are not quite smooth. 1'he
bluisli, bluiah-green and transparent crystals of Zermatt and tlie Tyrol are 'negative,
and the deep green of Zeralatt and especially Ahi are positive: but some plutea of
the latter appear to be neutral and hardly let the polarized rays pass, Qlie Leuch-
tenbcrgiie h j^onti^e and the same in type v^^iih poHhive pennine.
Ihe Clinochlore of Achniatow&k, he' observes, has the angle of 50° between the

optical axes. The axes in the species are po-^ifive. He refers to clinochlore, the
^exagonal chlorite of Pfitsch, Pfunders and Zillertljal in the Tyrol, which occurs in
oip^'ii^iidal Iiexagonal compountl crvstals. Antrles between and planes on tJie

acute basal angle in a cohmiun vertical zone, lOS^ 14^ 12no o|/^ ]25° 42', 128° J5^
133 46'. TaLtrgile also has the optical characters of clinochlore ; also specimens,
^ot yc-t analyzed, fj-om Marlcnberg. For optical characters see page 399 of this

ouppIemcTit,

^ ^'"^ '-eiiut! ana ^ pontive, nKe cunocniore, its ooraer. a smiaur uimtiriii i£> luuuu
at Taberg, and at Brasso in Piedmont. The last, according to Daniour, contains

Si (by diff.) Si ilg fe a
33-67 20-87 2049 6-^7 1010

The large proportion of alumina sug,i?csts to him that this may be a distinct specie=^.

/Ihe name /e/"^;jf>///c was given ^by von Kobell to a green chlorite in grouped
tolia, occurring ^vith crystals of adularia and quartz at St. Gothard, at Rauris in the
.^"sons, and at Zillerthal in the Tyrol The double refracting power is feeble; it

'3 distinctly positive, and the axes make an angle with one another of about twenty
degrees. JJB. it fuses on the edges to a black and ver;y magnetic enamel. The
*^«^y <7i/on7e? analyzed by Marignac has the same composition and siaiilar appear-
^fice- It occurs in nests in the valley of Bourg-d'Oisnns, at the Mountain of the

,

P*-Lac3, between AUevard and Allemont, in the granites around Chamouni, and
elsewhere in the Alps.
^^fcloizeaux recognizes three groups of Chlorite, and adopts for them the names

Pennine, Clinochloj-e and JRipidolite.

Chloritoid
[p. 298].—The foUowhig are the analyses hitherto made of the Kath-

annenbin-g chh.ritoid (see von Kokscharov. Min. Russ., ii, 357), 1, 2, 0. L. Erdmann

^/- pr. Ch., 1835, iv, 127, vi,S9 [called cklonfe-spar in Mia, p. 298]); 3, Gerathe-

ifio
^^'

^-J^- Cheni.. 1845, xxxiv, 454); 4, V. Bonsdorff(G. Rose's Reise n. d. Ural,

^^^^); 5, R. Hermann (J.£ pr. Ch., 1851, liii, 13); 6, v. Kobell (ib., 1853, lvhi,40):

,
§i XI a?e fe iin % S

*• 24 90 46 20 - - 2889 ' == ^^'^^ Erdmana
^' 24-96 43-83 - 81-21 =10000 Erdmann.

.

^- 24-40 45-17 - - 30-29 = ^®^^ Gerathewohl.
*' 27-48 35-57 - 27 05 0-30 4 29 6 95—101-64 v. Bonsdorfif.

^- 24-54 30-72 17^8 17-30 3-75 6SS= 90 97 R. Hermann.
^- 23 01 40 26 27-40 - S 97 6 34=100 98 v. KobeU.

Hennann suggests that the cWoritdid analyzed by Erdmann (and afterwanls by
^pnithewohl. who trw.V ,^;o,.<.o frr.n. the same sDCcimen) had been burnt at the mme,

accounts for the
, wohl, ^vho took pieces from the same specimen)

^iiere they burn the stone for separating the emery, and he thus

*^-eiice of u-ater

.

Von Kobell'a analysis -ives the same composition that he obtained for the Bregrat-

J;^^
chIorit<ud. (The ratto between the oxyeen of the bases and s^hoa (water ex-

J
uded) is 1 : ^, the stauroti<le ratio, and the fact that there are nrnple a urmna sih-

J^tes m ^vhich the ratios 1 and J occur is sufficient reast>n for admitting them m the

'^»iula8 of tho chlorite fipries of minerals. The formula of chloritoid is either

^^\ fi)Si^+Aq. or {^\ Ji)Si*'+ Aq.-J. D. o.]
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CiXXARAR [p. 48, and 11, TV].—Circular poliirizntion has been observed in Cinna-

bar by M. Descloizcaux (Ann. d, M. xi, 261), quartz having hitlierto been suppctsed

to be alone among minerals in this respect. Its refraotion h positive (in^tt-ad of

negntive, as Hrew?ter stated), the index of ordinary refraction bein^- 2*854, of extra-

ordinary 3 201. Its rotatory power \^ fifteen or sixteen times that of quartz. It is

remarkable, as Descloizeauv observes, that its crystals are never plagihedral

Clinochlore.—See Chlorite,
w

CoLUMBiTK fp. 853, and II, IV].—-R. Hermann, in J. f. pr. Chem., Ixx, 897, makes
objection to the conclusion of Oesten cited in our last Supplement, p. 1 15.

CoNBuiiRiTE.—See DomeyVde,

DoMEVKiTE [p. 36].— F. Field observes (Quart. J. Chem. Soc. x, 289) that Condur-

rite ai^pcurs to be an aracnite of copper of the forniula Cu^X^, Avliich has re=ulted

from tho alterntion of Domeykite (Cu'As). The mean from nine samples of Con-

durrite examlnetl by Dlyth, gave for the proportion of arsenic and copper, As 28 84,

Cu 71-15. The Domeykite of great brillitmcy and purity from the Cordilleras of

Copiapo afforded Field, As 28-44, Cu71-56; and another from Coqulmbo, As 28*26,

Cu 71 -43, corresponding to Cu'^As.

DuFUKNovsiTE [p. 77, and I, IT, III, IV] (Binnlte of some authors),—Von Wa!-

tershausen has reviewed again the composition of this mineral (Pogg , c, 537) with

the following results. Analyses 1 and 2 by JN'ason, 8 and 4 by Ulirlaub;

S As Fb Ag Fe
1. 23-54 25i4 61-48 IT 0*08=100-41

2. 23-82 28-81 61-65 0-12 == 9^40
3. (G =5-074) 24'659 28 824 5M83 025 = ^^191

4. (G =5459) 24046 23 948 51397 0*024 = 99415

Tlie first analysis gives tbe atomic ratio for tl)e sulphur, arsenic, and other metals,

117:53:4*0/ As the ratio gives no satisfactory formula, the composition 15 re-

garded, as in von Waltcrshausen's former memtiir, a compound of TbS+As^b
(Arsenomelan), and' 2Pb3+As2S* (Scleroclar^e), the ratios betweea which in the

analyses he has calculated,

EuAsiTE.—See Uraniwn Orea,

ErmoTE rp. 206, and 11, Til, IV].-^R. Hermann has re-calculated the oxygen pro-

portions for the analyses of opidote (J. f. pr Chem., Ixx, 321), and shows that the

ratio 1 : 2 for the protoxyds and peroxyds is fiir from uniform, whether the iron be

taken as protoxyds or peroxyds, while in either case there is a remarkably undorm

ratio of 1:1. butween the oxygen of the sum of the bases, and^ th:»t of dje sjiica

and water. In 11 analyses by Hermann the oxygen ratio f<ir K. K. Sit H, vanes

between 1 : 1-53 : 2-44 : 0-24, and 1 : 2*01 : 2-77 : 6'37: or, if the iron be peroxyJ,

between 1 : 1-73 : 260 : 26, and 1 : 2 55 : 3-44 : 0'24. In 12 other analyses by

Stockar-Escher, Scheerer and Rammelsberg, taking the iron as peroxyd, the pame

ratio varies between 1 : 2*15 : 2*89 : 0*31 and 1 : 2 37 : 804 : 0-82. The general t'»rm-

ula (Ri, S^Si (the water being in general included with the silica) covers the wJi*»ie.

excepting a part of the water, in some varieties. Hence the genrr;al formula (tians-

lilting that by Hermann, who writes Si for silica) is {k\ RjSi+^^ftH.
Idocrase lias similar but smalk>r variations, according tt» Hermann^ from the a

cepted nitio 3:2:5. But all conform to the general fornuila (R^ ^^^^f'^^X'^ «-,gi
[These species arc phiced in the Mineralogy under the general f(»rmula (K ,«^

(p- 155 and 183). While there is little doubt of the variations, yet it app^'^^rs to i

^cil established by the analyses, tluit in epidote, the variations are variations aD<

1 . o . o -. xi. -^
f .- •' .' . . . ^ 1 . ^ rt r „_ *u« ^^^'TVifil ratio 01

Orthite crystals occur at Laurinkari near Abo, according to A. E. Nonlcn>

(Pogg, ci, 635) along with Scapolite, Color pure black ; lustre vitra>us; ^^^^^^
.j

colored. n.:=6 5. G.=3-425. Form long prismatic or tabular. Axes a:o-ci
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bemsr the clmodiagonal and c the orthodiagonal) =0 8538 : 1 :0'5503. l-t-i-i—
154 '3^\ ]-2:2-i=:]50^i7^ 1-/ : 1=126° 25', /: 1=151° 13\ 6' (or a: 6) =64^ 18'.
Hesseuberg iias observed on cry trials from Zermutt and St. GothurJ the new planes

*''h h ^^, -{, -7, -7-7, ^-i (Licb. 13. Kopp, 1856, p. 849).

ERYTriRLVE or Cobalt Bloom fp. 41fi] —Analysis of a specimen from Joachimsthal
by Lmdaker (Yogi's Min. Joacli., p. 160):

^^ S Co -Si i^e Oa fi
36 42 0-86 23 75 11-26 Sol 42 23 52= 09-74

giving the usual ft rmula.

McnaoiTB
[p, 421].—A mineral, not yet determined, but repembling euchroite

r ,-1
% " *J^^"^<i'*ved by Kenngott (Pogg., cii, Ji08) along ^vith the Dioptase of the

fi'ptd steppes. Cohir fine emerald-green, nnd lustre vitreous. Crystals 2 milli-
metres hirrh and thick; trimetric

;
planes 7, H O^nii, l-I; the priMU /near I2(i=>,

|ne summit angle of the dome l-l nearly a right angle, that of ??z-f more obtuse.
I ianes/ vertically striated.

l!*aKOL!TE
[p. M?, and I, IV].—Descloizeaux states on crystallographic and optical

pounds (Ann. d. M., xi, 261) that Enkolite is rhombohedral and near Eudialyte, but
nas a negative axis, ^vhile Eudialyte h^ a posilive one.

Jj^^^E^iTE or Mesole fp. 328. and IV].— According to Dr. Eeddle (Pliil. Mag., [4J,

^ -^), the gl(»bules of faroelite from Faroe (cave in Naalsoe) consist of crystals;
^^ »c has found on measurement that they are right rectangular pri<m?, with highly
perfect pearly cleavage, stil6ite-Iike, parallel to one of the lateral faces of tJii^s prism

face

(par

i! T^fo
^^ ^^'^"^^ ^^f Stilbite and Thom?onicc. [The oorrespoTulfng angle in Stilbite

H
I dO 12'; in Tbomsonite 1 27^ 28 '.] The oxygen ratio of Thomsonite, for R, fi. gi,

^ IS 1
: 3 : 4 . o^

. for Faroelite 1 : 3 : 6 : 2J.

F[cflTELiTE
fp. 472].~A memoir on this species is published in the Ann. d. Ch. u.

'^fm., Aug. 1857, ciii, 236; and also, revised by the author, in this volume (Am.
^•^^»., XXV, 164).

Gr^^^xr '^P- ^^'^^ ^"^ ^> ^^' I^^' IV].—A whitish compact garnet rock occurs in the
reen Mountains to the north, along with euphotides, according to Prof T. S. Hunt

k 1 '**i^'^"^*'*^
Geol. Rep., and Phil. Mag., [4], xiv, SS8). It is distin<,'ui?hcd from

and h
^^ by its specific gravity, which is 3 3—3-5. It is mixed with serpentine

nas a feeble waxy lustre, a hardness of 7*0 ; a yellowish or greenish white color,

^'iiposition according to Hunt (Logans Rep., 1847, p. 447):

7 A r ,
^' ^l Ca ilg Pe,Sn :S'a,fi 5gn.

'• ^nord, 38-70 22-71 34-83 0-49 160 0-47 110=99'90. G.=3-522-3"556

''elated rock, from St. Francois, was found to correspond in composition to 57'72

«^"J*^t and 40-71 pyroxene.
A "e species Sodalite, Hauyne.Nosean. Ittnorite and Helvin are referred to the
arnet type by Hermann (J. f. pr. Chem., Ixx, 334). [Tliis relation of Helvin in

f Minerals, vol. i, p. 244j.

f"'-D.-Native {fold has been found on Clarkt-'s fork of tbe Columbia river, a fe^'
'"iles above Fort Colville.

Gt-AUBERSAtT
[p. 386. and 11].—Occurs Trith Hajesinc in cavities in tlie Gypsnm

' ^ova Scotia.— //. //aw, Am. J. Sci., xxiv, 230. Analysis afforded, Sulphate of^ ^1 54, water 55 46.

H^J^iDrsGERiTE
[p. 413J. Vogl states (Min. Joach., p. 186) tbat Joachimsthal was

P"*°«Wy the original locality of the Haidingeritc.
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Haemotome fp. 323].—Found in crystals at Petersberge in the Slcgcngebirge.—
Yerh. Nat. Ver. d. preuss. Rheinl. und Westph., p. ci.

Hatesine or Nairohorocalcitc, [p. 394 and III].—Prof. H. Haw describes (Am.
J. Sci. [2], xxiv, 230) a locality of this species in the gypsum of Nova Scotia. It

occurs in n:uro^v veins with glaubcr-salt and in the substance of the gypsum partly

in niuniniinatetl masses, whicli on being broken present the appearance of a finely

fibrous silky lustrous mass brilliantly white in color. G.=:l'6.5. H.=L Tasteless.

Analysis of tlie air-dried mineral

:

Boracic acid 44'10, Lime 14'20, Soda 7*21, Water 34-49,

whence he gives the formula KaB"+Ca^iS^+ 15fl; the composition is identical

witb that obtained by Ulex, except 5 per cent more water, arising from his using

the air-dried mineral.

. HvALOPUAXE [I, III].—Hyalophane has been referred by Heusser to Orthoclase

(see Suppl. III. under Feldspar). Von Waltershausen has published (Pogg., c, 64S)

another analysis by Mr. Uhrlaub, as folloAva:

gi g *1 Ba Ca J?Iir iS^a t. fi

• 45 C5 4-12 1914 21-33 0*77 0-73 049 8 23 054

It differs widely from the former one, in which von Waltershausen found 24*1 2T

of silica and 40929 of alumina- Specific gravity of the transparent variety 2-805,

the translucent 2'yOl.

HYDRO- APATITE, 7)/Tm(?«r.—Hydro-apatite is a hydrons apatite described bjr

5i. Damour (Ana des Mines, [5], x. 65). It comes from the Pyrenees, where it i3

found in tiie fissures of a ferruginous argillaceous rock of a brown color. It occurs

in mammillary concretions, seniitransparent, and looking a little hke chalcedony.

H==5-5. G.=3'10, Heated in a tube it decrepitates and disengages ammoniacril

water. Analysis afforded:

f Ca Ca F fi

40-00 47 31 3-60 3 86 5'30

^vith 0-43 of phosphate of hon. Formula Ca^?+iCaF+fi. The same schist not

far off affords wavellite,

Idocrase.—See under Epidote.

Ilmen-ite rp. 115, and II].—Hexagonal tables from the chlorite slate of Harthau

near Cliemnitz, afforded O. Hesse (Lieb. u. Kopp, 1856, p. S39), TiO'^ 525^ ana

3Pe 47-48; another 53-50 and 47-22. p.
Analysis of Ilmenite from the gold saads of Antioquia bv Damour (Ann. Oh. rn-,

li, 445):

Ti Fe H n

1. Rio Chico, 5709 4211 80= 100

2. Cicnaga, 48-14 50-17 1-69 = 100

JoHANsiTE.—See Uranium ores.

Kaolin [p. 249, 506]—A kaolin from an important bed at Zettlitz ne^r^Karlsbad

m Bohemia, afforded Dr. A. Bau^r (Sitz. Wien, xxii. 693). Free quartz 5o-40, biu

lo-82, sohible silica 665, ahimii.a 17-46, CaC 0-40, Fe 24, Mg and K trace, water

expelleii near 100°—150° C. OSS, at ignition 560. This gives the percenin., ,

Si 48-61, :S[ 38-90, fl 12-47=99-98, and the formula Si SiH-^- „. , . . „f a
Scheerer has published (Pogg.. xc, 820) the following analysis by K. K'<;"i^'^ ,. g

kaolin paeudomorph after prnsopitc: Silica 45-68, alumina 89 89, water 1^ '"-

0-00=99-82.

KAP.'^ICITE, Kcnnaott.—A hydrous sulphate of alumina occurring Y'"l,Ji°'
tanyite at Kapnik in Hungnry and named Kapnicite by Kenngott (Aim- -T" '

1855). It is found in small radiated featherv rounded concretions, ^¥ "^^"
i'na-

parently rhombic prisms with acute edges replaced, and ^"^ P^""^'"^" proposi-
tions; C(4or yellowish or green!s-h--n'hitc. Lustre vitreous: H.=3-6—4. 'q^^wI-
tion according to a very uncertain analysis (on account of employing only v .

grams) by von Hauer, Sulphuric acid 20, alumina 7575, water {from in

18 55. [In the form of the crystals, and also in the constituents, there i3 w
,

proximation to Diaspore.—J. d. d.]
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KEN'N'GOTTITE.— A species mentioned as probably new by Kenngott in P(>gg.»
icviii, 165, [see Snppl. Ifl, under Freislebcnite,] is thus nnmed bv Hnidinirer fiSifz.
"len, xxu, 2oG). It has the followin!^ charncters in addition to those mentioned in
Suppl. III. Color iron-l)lack to lead gray ; the acute ani^le of the rhombic basal plane
42 , which gives for the obtuse angle 138°; inclined axis of the prism hes in the
plane bisecting the obtuse angle. According to von Hauer it contains more sdver
than Miari^yrite, which species it most resembles. The crystals are grouped irregu-
larly. They come from Felsobanya in Hungary.

Laumon-tite [p. 307, and IV] —The zeolite from thj island of Skye, referred to in™ "ifh Supplement, p. 121, has been analyzed by Prof. S. Haughton (Phil. Mag.,
[4]>xiii. 509), He regards it as the hjpo^tilbite oi Beudant, having obtained for

lt3co^)po^ition

Si Si Ca Mg t. Isa 3
52 40 11-98 9-07 36 03 1-40 l7-83=99'97

Li-uctTE [p. 231, and III].— Analyses of crj'stals; 1,2, from Lnke Lnach, 3,4,
from Vesuvius eruptions of 1845 and'1847 by Bisclu-f (Lehrb. GeoL, ii, 2288, Lieb.

J'Kopp, I85(j^ p, 551)^ and 5, 6, 7, by Rammelsberg of eruption of Vesuvius of

1845(Pogg., xcviii, 142):

SI Si 3?e Ca JTa K ign.
S6 22 2307 0-48 023 640 13 26 *

? = 9966
54-36 24-23 - 3 90 16-52 064:= 99 65
57*84« 22-85 0*14 20 604 12-45 59=10011
5649 22-99 004 3*77 1521 1'4S==: 9998

'56-24 23 02 56 19 88 52=100-22. G.=2-48
56 05 23-16 0*30 2004 0-52=100*07 *

^^'15 23-24 - 63 19 46 52=10100
« Containing some Iron.

Rammelsberg did not find the lam-e proportions of soda obtained by BL^clmf. A
Wli'te partially altered leucite (having G =182), from Rocca Monfinn,_ northwest
"' iN.iples, afforiled Rnmmi-lshfrg the same composition. Another kind is a kaolin^

«;=pecimen containin-r Si 53-39, Xl 250'7, Ca 028, t. 64, ti& 11 94. II 9-26. '

Ihe leucite altered tu glassy feldspar mentioned by Scacohi and i51um. according
w Uammelsberg (loc. cit.) is partly decomposed by mujiatic acid, and the soluble

*na insoluble parts, analyzed sep;irately afforded

one

Sol ubl

Si M Ca Alg Na K
18-39 12L1 056 017 5 50 410=10-83

400 1247 0-71 5-25 2 86=45-29

Insoluble <!• [3991] 11-69 040 — 030 6-84=59-14

^2. [34-78] 1158 '»«« 8 61=oo0
Be concludes that it con-ists of nepheline and orthoclase. and this is sustained on

mineralogical grounds by G. Hose. It corresponds to about 4 of ncpheUne and 7

oforthoclase.

I^ceBTENDEaGiTK.—See Chlorite.

LiEBiGrrE.--S€e Uranium ores. «

LowoTE
[p. 5011.-A reddish variety of this min«jral from Ischl afforded v. Hauer

Walirb. k. k. Reichs. 1856,605):

«i Si? jfa 3Pe fi I^'aCI

62 5.3 14-31 18-58 tract 1480 ffaw= 100-22

Marcamtk fn 60 nnd fm —A tin-white ore from Schnecberg which had been

f'-'\
I^W,«;:-iP/-,t ;r1 been .^uUyJ.i by vgn Kobell (J. f.pr.Ch.. Ixx

.
159) and

J'Und to be Marcalke ;ont ii" in- i little copper and arsenic Analy.MS afturJed

J.*8-i>3, Fe 43-40 Cu3-oTAro 67 Quartz 400=1 00. He regards it as marcas.te

*'^^d with a litti; mispickel and chalcopyrite. Lonchidlte reacts lilce this ore, and
«o also Kwc^ito ^

yrosite.

't-COxD SERIES, Vol. XXV, No 75.-MAY, 1853-

52
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^
MtspiCKEL [p. 62, 509, and T. II, III].—Analysis of an ore from the coal forma-

tions of iJersuburg by Baentsch (Zeits. f. d. g. Nat., vii, 372, Lieb. u. Kopp. for

18o6):

As 38-23 S 21-70 Fe 35-97 Si 3*27 iflg^Ca trace= 99-11. G.=5-36"5*66.

Baeiuscli writes the formula 3FeS^+ 2FeAs.

MoNAziTE [p. 402]-—Crystals from the gold sand of Rio Chico in Antioqiua

affitnled Descloizeaux (Ann. Ch. Ph., li, 445j the following angles: 7: /(in fnmt)

=93° 20', over the side 8G° 35'; /: i.«*=:l[i6° 30^; : i-i (behind) =70° 15';

*1 : -1=107=^ (nearly); -I : -I.t=I43^ 40^; fi :-lt=127° 0'; 0: -1 t= 129° aO'.

Ddmour obtained for the couipobition (ib.)

^. 28-CO Ce 45-70 La 24-10 insol. in S 1-60= 100,

whence tlie oxygen ratio of base and acid 3 : 5, and the formula (Ce, La)3P. No
thoria could be detected.

E. Zscl)au luas described (in A%. deutsche Nat. Zeit., Dresden, 1857, p- 208) a

crystal of Monazite from Helle, Norway, measuring a square inch on one of its «=ec-

tion>\ It gives him the angles, <7==77° /: 7=92°— 93^. <9: -]-?=! 30° C>:-1=121°^
O: l-i==138^, : 2-?i=l 19°. M. Zschau observes that iu crystallization the Urditc

nothing else than Monazlte.

NArnTHA rp. 469, and IU.—Tlje Burmese Naphtha or Rangoon Tar has been an

ftlyzed by Warren de la Rue and Hugo Muller.—See Phil. Mag., [4], xiii, 514.

Orthoclase [p. 242, and I, II, III].—Breithaupt has described (Berg. u. hutt. Zeit»

xvii, 1) a twin crystal of orthoclase, in which the face of composition is parallel to

the plane 1.

Tlie Chesterlite is pronounced by Breithaupt (ibid.) to be pericline [a variety of

albite. He seems to be unaware that in 1854, Smith and Brush analyzed the spe-

cies (see Am. J. Sci., [2], xvi, 42, and Min., p. 243) and proved it to be identical m
Composition with orlhoolase. Its angles are vi-ry varying.]
The feldspar crystals, of a pale fawn-colored feldspathic intrusive rofli, ocrurnng

at Richelieu. Canada, and the paste of the rock, afforded T. S. Hunt (Logan's Kep-

Canada, 1857, p. 486):

Si Si Fe Ca S'a t. )>.
1. Crystals, 6G-I5 19-76 0-95 5'19 7-53 0-55=100-13

2. Paste, 67-60 1830 1-40 0*45 5-85 6'10 0-25= 9395

Pennine.—See Chlorite.

PiiENACfTE [p. lS9j.--"The following forms have been observed in Russinn crysfals

by von Kokscharov: R, -R, -IR, -2R; f-2, -f 2, ^-2
; yf f, -^'h 7^"^'

prisms 7, t 2 ; these forms are heniihedral as referred to the rhond)ohedrnn or titra-

IiedruL referred to the hexagonal prism. Many excellent figures are given, "^^^1
of them containing each 9 of these foiras. The crystals from the emerald ""^^^^'.""y"

Boberyl mine of Katharinenburg are sometimes near 4 inches acn)ss; and om^J^g
n«,i».Ur 11 1, ^i ?. 1- _.• .. 11 I ._ _• « i.„_j]y

pf, parallel to a.

-' — - vwu— *. f73o V, xvwKseiiurov, iis iraccure is urc tinti ui qUi»rtZ. It / »

-

found also in small crystals, on the east side of the Ilmen Mountains, 5 versts nrr

of m;....i. «.:.!, X . .1. rp,^^
followinir are the observed fin^*^of Miask, with tf>paz and green feldspar. .„^ .....x,,,.,,^ ...^ no

(mean «.f clo^elj agreeing' results) : A' : R=l 1
6" 35|', R : /=' 2"° 2'.'

,Ji ];'

121° 41'. ii: -/?=74« 44.i'. f2 : 5-2=166° 45'. R : i}-2=159° 54|', R -[•;.

160° 35i'. By rnlculation. from axis a=U661065, 7^: 7?=116° 36', R'J-^'
24'. /J:i2-=V21°42', 72 : -7i=74° 42^, 1-2 : f-2==156° 44', i2:f2=Io9 oo .

-R: -27^=160° 35', 72:4= 148° 18\

PiTcuBLEXDE.—See Uranium ores. ^

PaosopiTE [p. 602, and T, II].~The species Prosopite. which had been ^'"^^",^5^

some time as a kaolin p-^eudomorph, was first described by Scheerer (Pogg.*
^^'f^^^

1853) as homoeornorphous with Barytea (Heavy Spar) and after ^I'^^^lipr+Aq,
truils, he suggested th:it the formula of the unaltered mineral was ^^^'

'^r' fS^^yh
under the idea of this homoaomorphism and on the assumption that sucH a i^

1
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was analogous to BaO+SO^. In this Journal (vol. xvii, p. 452) and the Mineralo^ry
(p. 502), the writer showed that tliere was no near relation in form to B;irjtes,
^•hile the ro.^eujbhince in angles and monoclinic aspt^ct to Datholite wns very close!
in 1854. Sclieerer pubhsliod further on the subject (Pogg., xoii, 612, 1854) refaining
tht* above foriuula fur the Altenberg prosopite, but making the Scldnckonwald a
phosphate, and giving for its formula (without having made a quantitative analysis)

In 1855, Prof. G, J. Brush, while at Freiberg, received from Mr. Z«chau a Inrge
number of crystals of the pro?opite, and made the very important observation (pub-
lished in this Jouniah xx, 273) that while many crystals had been kaolinized, uthers
couMsted of violet floor, antl others still of fluor piirtly kaohnized. The writer ex-
amined many of the crystals sent him by Prof, iiiush. detected the octah*'dral
cleavage of fluor, and observed that the fl^uor was a pseudomorph as well as iho
Ka{»lin. The nature of the original mineral still remained undeterujined. Some of
lot Mroslrs specimens were vitreous and subtransparent, but the amount was too

small for him to analyse.
lit^centiy, Scheerer has described the prosopite anew (Pogg, ci, SGI). He gives

*ne following, as the mean of many trials (see figure in Min., and this Jour., xx, '274),

|2:ri=:T6io, 2:2=1SS^ 30', 2t: 21=11 6^°, 23:23=120° 56'. The approxima-
tion to datholite and herderite in angles is about equally close, while in nionocliitic
habjt it is nearer the latter. Hardness 45; G.=2 8^0, 2 8^8. Colorless to white.
l'> a glass tube afTords water and fluorid of silicon. Decomposable by tjolphuric at'id.

1" the nnalysi&, the fluorid of silicon was determined by the difl"erence I.el ween the
lotal loss in heatin^r the mineral in a Sefstrom's furnace aJid the auiount of water

ihV^^
'^^f^^ii*^ ii mixture of the mineral with oxyd of lea<l. Scheerer thus obtained

ItaJving his final results as given in the appendix to his paper)

*I 6a Jiln Slg & SiF» ft

42 68 22 98 O'Sl 025 015 1071 15-50=92 5S

(The potasli here included is given in the earlier etatements of the analysis, but is

over|(,oked afterwards.) The loss of 1 57 p. c. is regarded as provin<^ that 5 T-O p. c.
f^t the oxygen is replaced by fluorine. The mineral is thence supp(»sed to cciutain

\% ^^Fi''
^^^'^' ^^^' ^ "^> ''''^ diff-erently arranged, 53tl, lAlF*. l^iF^ 2CaF,4Ca,

-^. Sclieerer makes out the followinir formula:

^yiidi he says is unlike that of datholite; it mav also be added (hat it is very unlike

'.^:
"f Heavy Spar and all other examples of formulas that we are acquainted

"^' and we amy well wait for more light.

u ^^^'^P«VLLTTK [p. SOS, and I].—Descloizeaux has observed (Ann. d. M., xi, 261)

h r
b^^^'Ctrix of the optical angle is normal to the face of the cleavnge, and

"^•ren>re the ci-vstallization is not oblique, lie makes it Iriclinic, with the cleavage
agonal.

« '}?^scLEaiTK
[p. 291, and Til].—According to Descloizeaux (Ann. d. M., xi, 2C1)

^^•iva^nmiererite of Siberia, whicli occurs in vii^lut liexiigonal plates on chromic

"''Uias probably two axes of feeble double refraction, the ojUic axes qmfe di>tant,

^^ h^sectrix positive. He flunks it may be a mixed nnneral, like tlu* Tniyersella

^lieth
^^""^ ^'""^'^'^ Chlorite). Better crystals are needed to decide positively as to

*^ ner it has ojie or two optical axes.

,..^vnoxK\E
[p. 158 and I lU^-UtaUle, accordinc: to M.de Richthofen (Sitz. Acad,

'^'^na. L'Institnt, 1868, 21), as it occurs near I'redazzo, is a pseudomorph pro-

^'^ m the wet and no't the dry way.
. . r. r i o

^^^^dwllarje of a diallage rock as.«ociated with serpentine in Orford. Canada, has
'<^ Jollowing characters according to T. S. Hunt (Logan's Rep. Gcol. Cauarla. 1857,

; ^^3). H.:r=:5 Q 3=3'02-303 Color celandine-green. Translucent. Contains

'^^«ttiagneticironit* " * 'grams
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<linllnge. Compopition of (1) the pure mineral (monn of two nnalyses), (2) the rock,

and (:ij of the pale brozizc dialliige oi another diiiUage rock, in Ham

;

Si Si Fe Ni,^r ilg Ca it

1. 47-15 8-45 -8 73 trace 2456 1135 5 82 = 10105
2. 41-80 680 11-05 trace 20 13 700 7-60 = lOO'SS

3. 50 00 13 59 27'17 3-80 6-30 — 100 86

Rexsselaeritk.—See Talc,

lliriuoL[TE.—See Chlorite.

Rltflk [p. 120].--Yon Koksoharov dei?cribe9 in his Mfn. Russh, li, 352. a peculiar

Tarit'ty of rutile from the phenncite and topaz n^ne of the Ilmen Mis., wltioh h^s

the fitnn of tlie fundamental octahedron, without any prismatic planes. He nnmes

\t JhueV orutile. It is iron black in color, opaque, or slightly red on the edge? of

some small crystals in the sunli<rht; crystals sometimes 0-4 in. in breadth. H. above

6. G. 5 074, V. Kokscharov,. 5-133, v.' Romanwosky. Ctmiposition (appruxiiiinte)

according to li. IJermana, Titanic acid 89'30, sesquiuxyd of iron 10-70=100.

Salt [p. 90, and H, TIT. TV].—Composition of brine springs of Cheshire, England;

Aug. B. iTorthcote.—Phil. Mag., [4J, xiv, 457.
r

ScAPOLiTB [p. 201, and T, II].—Yon Koksoharov in his Min. Russl. ii, 304. rnnarks

upon the identity of Glancolite and Scapolite. Glaucolite is from the vicinity of tlie

river Sludianka^beyoml Lake Baikal, Siberia. 0.— 2'65—2'67. H.=:5— 6. Color

iiidig«)-blue. Occurs massive. Von Rath obtained for the Glaucolite (mean of

results):

Si 3tl Pe fta Mg t. S-a fl CaC
4601 25-72 1*40 15-68 0-46 56 4-57 047 1'6S=^97 64

A soft yellowi-h white opaque pseudomorph from Christiansand, NorTray, 13

described by Kenngott, in Pogg., cii, 308, but no analysis is given.

ScoLEc/TE [p. 328, and I, IV].—R. Hermann states (J. f. pr. Ch., kxii. 26) that he

took u white amorplious plastic mass from a crevice in the columnar basalt of ^*^'P^"

in Saxony, and put it away in a box. After a long time, on openiug the box, he

f jund there—not the amorphous mass, but a group of white acicuhir crystals Avhic

had all tlie aspect of Sc<decite.

Descloiz.-aux states (Ann. d. M.. xi, 261) that the crystals of Mesoliie ^^^^^^'^

pound ; but in other respects tlie mineral does not differ ham Scolerite. He w

notable on account of the twin nature of the crystals to determine their optica

characters.

of Canada have
SKRPP.XTivr: [p. 282, and I, II, III, I\'].-"The Serpentine rocks of ^-^"^^^^''^ j

been carefully studied an<l analyzed by Prof T. S. Hunt (see Logan's Rep. ^^^^^''^

this Jour., XXV, 217). He adopts for tlie rocks the name ojltiolile. The P^*''^y,

]y mixed witJi the serpen
of three Canada serpentines and another from Syracuse, New York:

Si ilg fe IS-i ^r fi(igM
L Orford, 4030 [39 07] 7 02 0-26 trace ^'"^'^^.Z

fe ISI ^r
7 02 0-26 trace

7-47 015 0-25

3 -5

1

widet.

812 XI 5-13 . —

2. Brompton Lake, 42-90 30 28 747 0-15 0-25 '^''"^""^nn
3. B<»lton,/6roi..s 43 70 40 68 3-51 wdet. ^^'^^-"^.n.ao
4. Syracuse. 40"G7 82 61 812 Xl5*13 i2-v*=yy*^^

For other analyses of the ophiolite rocks, see this vMume. p. 21 7.
?^*^^^'^^^,7fl^nd

rfiown tocont;(in more or less talc, diallage and other accessory ingredien ^ »

thes<: are separated in the analytical pnx -ns. , gjjt

Thesejpcntine of Syracuse. . New York, occurs in beds of the ^"^^^'l^/p gnd-..- ^-^. p^.iLuic wi OJ^l.u.u^c. .in:!w jiMiv, uv^uio III .^^v*.. -. -" 110 antl
Group, between unaltered strata {see Vanu.^emV N. Y. Geol. Rep- p- *

. , .J^sh
Logan's Rep. for 1853-56, lb57, p- 474). The color of the serpentine is p .^

green to greenish white, and some bronze-colored diallage occurs sparingly

fc"
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llr. Hnnt states (ib. p. 472) that he has detected nickel and chronie in the serpen-
tine of the Greeu Mountains generally; of Roxbiiry, Vt.; New Haven, Ct. ; Hobo-
Ken, N.J.

; a locality m California; Corn'^'all, Eng. ; Banffshire, Scothmd ; Vo.^ges.
France; and that Hermann observed it in tlie pyrosclerite of Penn^jylvania, nnd
Brush in antigorite (a true slaty serpentine) from Piedmont, and in AVilliampite, a
E^erpentine from Pennsylvania. No nickel, Mr. Hunt announces, is contained in any
of the ophiolitea of the Laurentian rocks (metaniorphic rocks older than Silurian)

;

none ia a pale greenish -yellow serpentine from Eastun. Pa., G.:=2-501 ; a ^vax yeb
Jow from Montville, N. J. ; olive-^reen from Pliillipstown, N. Y. ; yellowish green
from Newbury port, Mass., probably of Devonian nge. and G.=2-551.

• r^^
Serpentine rock and limestone of the vicinity of tlie boracic acid fumaroles

jn Tuscany have been analyzed by Dr. C. Schmidt (Ann. d. Ch. Pharm., cii, 190).
The unaltered serpentine of two localities contained

Mn Cu ii^ Ca S"a fe a
21 016 50 97 2 56 25 0-19 )2 84

0-23 21 3G69 0-60 014 09 13 44

,
Si C Si «r 3?e n

]• 37-10 58 •S-81 44 5 25 4 62
^- 37'94 tr. 96 33 4 75 3 99

^ith also traces of boracic and phosphoric acids and chlorine, and in the first 2 51,
Jn the second 106 p. c. of water driven off near 100° or 110° C.

Native Silver [p. 15, and III],—Silver has been observed at Joachimsthnl as a
pseudomorph after ISilver Kl^^i^ce ; and also Red Silver ore as a ])seudomorph after
native silver.

b : j r

Silver Glanck [p. S7, and I].—An imperfectly ci^stallized silver glance from
"

' . -« . . ^ .
-

- ...
Joach., p. 78), Sulphur 14*46. silver

the formula AgS=Suli>]mr 12-96,

,. -. v.v^.ciL*wL^ wi L.a« ijix.^i ^...xl^.^ produces a mixture called silver-
Dlack (Silberschwarze).

Smaltine [p. 56, 511, and II].—The nickel ore called Chloanthite and the Smal-
™e from Joacliimsthal have been analyzed as follows by F. Marian (VogFs Min.'
Joach., pp. 143 and 158):

As
1. Chloanthite, 11-^7
2. Smaltine, 74 52

Stilbite [p. 332, and III].—Stilbite crystals from the Nerbudda valley, Hindos-
^", afforded Prof. S. Kaughton (Phil. Mag., [4], xiii, 510) :

Si Si Ca il^ i ^a a

s Co Ni Fe Cu
0-58 S-62 21-I8 2S3 029==99-97. G ==6-28-

1-81 1P72 1*81 5*26 1-01 ==9972. G.==68u7
689

56-59 15-35 b%S 0*82 089 14.^ 1748=98-46

. ^^A^BKRotTE [Suppl. II].—Transparent to translucent crystals have been exam-
ined by H. Daubei- (Pogg., c, 579). the form of Avliich is rhomboliedral, having the
pianes R and 4^, and a distinct basal cleavage. R:R (mean of manv measure-
luents) 90° 35', R : 4i2=154^ S0^ Form near that of Beudantite (see Beudantite,
^"'s ^>upplernent).

{X^^'\ I^I''
-"^ ^] —Delesse has analyzed different poMones with the following results

V^nn. des Mines, [5]. x, 333):. 1. from Drontheim, Norway --deep green, containing
^^o^ie dark green chlorite and titanic iron; 2. from Potton, Lower t'anada,--grMyish-
green, containing some chlorite; ;^, from Clnavennn, Switzerland-^grayjsh-green,
^ontalnln^^

talc, and some chlorite, titanic iron, and cnrbonate of magnesia and iron;

^.
irom Kvikne, Norway,~^rrayish-green, tibio-Iamellar in structure, and contnmmg
''ttio magnetic iron and some carbonate of magnesia and Iron; 6, from Kutna-

gnerry, India,—gray, schistoid, with some lamelUv of chlurite and talc:

?;i Stl Vq ilix (V '^^^) Ca fl C
1- 2753 29-65^ "[29-7] 150 1205
^- 2US8 29-53 [28-32] 077 11 '50

4.

36-57 1-75 585 [S5-39^J 1-44 497 1403
38 63 3-55 8-20 [31-45] 4"02 4*25 lOOO

5- 4712 8-U7 8-82 [32-49] 850
^^ith a little titanic oxyd. ^-ffith a little protoxyd of manganese.
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Remselaerite.—T, S. Hunt obtained on analysis for the Rensselnerite of Grcnyille,

Canada, and also for crystals from Canton, N. Y. (Logan's Rep. 1857^ p 454):

si 61-60 Mg 31-06 rel'53 fl5-60= 99-79
61-10 31-63 1-62 .6-eO =100-05

Its composition is that of talc. H-=2-5— 3-0. G.=2-757. Texture granular. Color

greenish white to pale sea-^^reen. Translucent. Powdered mineral soapy in feel.

[The crystals, according to Beck, liave the iorm of pyroxene, after which species,

according to him, they are pseudomorphs.— j. o. d.]
A yellowish white earthy mineral, somewhat resembling aphrodite, tills fissures

iii t]je rensselaerite of Grenville which afforded Hunt, Si 4666, IVIg(by diff.) 38-05,

Fe 1-33. Ius3 by ignition 13-96. It takes a waxy lustre under the naih

Tan-talitk [p. 351, and III, IV].—The Tantalite of Skogbole in Kimito and Har-

kasnari m Tumela has been studied by A. E. Nonlcnskiold (Pogg., ci, 6'25) and

shown to belong to two species. The Tamela tantalite is that which has been fig-

ured [see Jlin., p. 231], and for wliich the name tantalite is retained. It was called

yi:ogbc>lite by A Nordenskiold. It occurs both near Harkiisaari in I'amela and

Skogbole in Kimito. It is submetallic, black, with a blackish-brown to cinnamon-

brown powder. H.=6— 6 5. G.=7 8—8 0, some specimens 7-3-7 4.

Composition according to H A. Nordenskiold of a specimen from Skogbole. Tan-

talic acid 84-44, oxyd of tin 1'26, oxyd of copper 14, Fe 13*41, Sin 096, Ua O'lS

-10036.
Berzelius obtained for a Tantalite with " cinnamon-brown powder*' [No. 2 in Min.J,

Ta 85-85, Sn 0-80, f^e 12-97, Sin 1-61, lime 0-56, silica 0-72=102 51 ; G.—7*655

(Afli. i F>s., etc , iv, 26G, and vi, 237).
The other species (the Kimito-Tantalite of N. Nordenskiold) is named Ixioutk.

It has beeti found only at Kimito near Skoglxile. Crystallization trimetric, and usu-

ally in rectangular prisms, in wliicli 0, it, il, are pronjinent planes. /: /=122^ l8i ,

0:1-1—128° 45', 0:3-^=104° 58'6', 0:1=111'^ 99^ 1:14=125° 13-9', 1
:?'->=

U2^ 2&S\ 1 : 1 (pyr. edges) 95° 6*4' and 70° 27-8', basal edge 137° 40*2'. Com-

position parallel to J-i. IL=6--6-5. Specific gnnhy 7—7-25, mostly 7 05—71.

Lustre weak metallic: color blackish gray to steel-gray. Streak brown. JiB. un-

changed, but with borax and salt of phosphorus dissolves easily with an iron and

mangnnese reaction. Composition probably, Tantalio acid 72-51, oxyd of tin 12 *9,

protoxyd of iron 7'38, ib. manganese 7-32. Wornum's analysis is stated to have

been made upon a mixture of the two species,

Tho vertical axis in Tantalite is to that of Colnmbite as 4:3. Jxiolite approxi-

mates in form to Tantalite if its sliorter lateral axis l>e increased one-half.

TKTEAIIEnRITK
Andreasbers, by
834): ^ ^

fp. 82, and I, II].—Analysis of the ore (1) from Clausthal, and (2)

U. Kulilemann (Zeits. f. d.g. Nat., viii, 5U0, Lieb. u. Kopp, 1856, p.

S Sb As Ag CvL Fe Zn
1. 26 54 27-64 3-18 3459 623 3 43=100 61

2. 25 22 27-38 067 158 37-18 3-94 5-00=100^"-

knownTuKQuoia fp. 405] „ „^,....„ „
among the ancient Mexicans as Chalchihuitl (Am. J. Sci., [2], xxv. 227). It comes

from the mountains called Los Ceri/los, southeast of Santa F6, wh^re '^ ^^''"'^ '^

ere vices in nest>i. U.= nearly 6. G.=2-426—2 651. Trials by J. M. Blake siiowe u

that in its coubtitutiou it was related to Turquois.

UIGITE, I/eiMe.—This name has been suggested by Dr. Heddle (New Ed. PW.

J., [2], iv, 1 62) for a mppostd new mineral from near 'Uig in Skye. It occur=
^

Faroelite and Analcime, in nests in the amygdaloid. It id in sheafy phi'es, iow

what resenihMng in structure ft plumose mica, and intermediate in appeaninc

tween faroelite and gvroiite. Coh.r white, sliglitlv yellowish; lustre pearly
, ^-^^^

5 6, brittle; G.=2 284' B.Ii fuses readily and quietly to an opaque enamel is

•3 not frothy, giving a strong soda reaction. Analysis afforded

S il U ifa it^

45 98 21-93 1615 47 1126
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Uranium Orfs.—Vogl has published the following on the Cranium ores of Joa-
cnimsthal in hi3 Min. Joach., p. 96.
AW*Wen(/e

fp, 107, anc^ IVJ.—A black variety froai the Elias mine has G.=7-0S— rJS, F. Marian,
Johaanlte [p 386] —Tn a glass tube at a low heat does not change ; highly heated

gives water and sulphurous acid and becomes brown and finally biack. BB. on char-
coal, gives sulphur fumes and a f'coria of black color and dull green streak. AnaK sis
according to Lindaker (mean of two trials):

20-02 67*72 599 20 5 59=09-52

Hence the formula 2(tr^) S+(5uS+4li=5 19-37. t) ^ 68-40, 6u 6*43, fi 5'80=IOD.
[The formula might be written Cu^S+StJ^S+G^S-l-l^fl. and correspond either

to 8arr-^+^6)S+Cu'S+12S, or R8S-h2KS+4fl-"j. D. D.]

Basic Sulphate.—Occur?; in soft globular and nodular coatings, earthy in appear-
lice, of a pistachio or verdigris green color, and pule or apple-greea streak. There

IS a lime and a copper variety, Lindaker obtained for each

:

1. Lime var., 12 34
2. Copper van, 12-13

"^ence the formula 2(tr^)3S^+(Ca, Cu) S-flOfl, [Thi3 formula may be written

5^-S-f(tT-')2g-f.(6a. 6a)S+10S. or, regarding the sulphate of copper and lime as

inessential (itTs-f|6)"S+ Aq. q„ ^j^^ ^j^^ i^^^^ t^l^-^n^ the Johannite comes under

tie 6a fe Cu fl

79-50 1-66 12 6-49=99n
79 69 005 036 2-24 525=9972

t^e general fornnila (fts^g) g-f- Aq, and the basic sulphate, under the formula
(R^ S)' S -f Aq. In the former the ratio of S^ to K is 1 : 2, in the latter 1 : 3.

Eliadte [p, 108, 605].—Eliasite is near Pitchblende, but is regarded by A^ogl as
flistiMct. No new analysis is given. »

L?^6'j;7<? fp. 461].—the species near Liebigite. described by Vogl as a Uran-knlk-
^arbonat, (Min.. p. 462,) afforded Lindaker the following as a mean of three analyses:

C 23-86 XJ 37-11 C;v 15:5C fi 23-34 =99-87.
whence the formula tlC+CaC-f5^1—jtT. 6a) C+2ifl. The action of carbonated
Raters on the sulphates produces tljose carbonates. f

^ranochakiie or Urangrecn [Min., p. 386].— In small nodular crusts and velvety
aruses consisting of acicular crystallizatioiis. Color fine grass-green to apple green,

imposition according to Lindaker (mean of two analyses):

Analysis,

Calculated,

The calculated re>ult corresprmding to the formula tJ^-fCuS+ oCaS+lSfl.
r^PP^'^t^ or Uranbloom [p. 461].—There are two varieties, a copper var. and one

without copper : the former fine sulphur-yellow indelicate needles or acicular ro-

•€ttes or warty crusts ; the latter lemon to orange-yellow. Analyses

:

g e J'a Cu 6a A
1- Copper var., 17'361 62*042 5208 15 232=99-843
2. Without copper, 13063 67855 0172 0607 17-693=99-390

'^e former affords the formula CuS+^^S^+iSfi; and the latter C3o2+ 12a. It

contains no carbonic ncid. ^ ,
i^ran<Khre

[p. 461 J.—Amorphous earthy or scaly and of a fine lemon-yellotr

^w; a seconcl variety is orange-yellow. Analysis by Lindaker:

§ trs 6a 6a fo H
20-03 3614 655 1010 014 2716
20-35 36-95 673 9 50 27^47

First variety, -JllS 70-936 235 0-413 20-880=?9-5'78

Second variety, 10165 66-D6-2 863 2U057 Ca 2 622=:99'I69

y^ence the formula for th« first, S^'S+hS; for the second, CaS+26^S4-28£l.
AEMi^ther less pure variety contains oxyd of lead and manganese.

The preceding nr^iium ores are all from Joachimsthal.
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Autimite
fp. 430, aiul 17, under Uranite].— Accordinc: to Descloizeaux (Ann. d.

M., xi, 2i}l) I: I'm Autunite is probably 93° or 94° (see 4tli Suppl., p. 130).

Urdite.—See Monazite.

VoLTziN'E [Min., p, 127].—Lindakcr obtained for a !«!pecimen from Joachimsthai

(VogFs Min. Joach, p. 175), sulphuret of zinc 82 76, oxyd of zinc 17-25=100.

WiTrrKRrTE fp, 449].—Dr. Heddle has analyzed Thomson's mlphato-carhonate of

baryta from Diifton and Uexluun, which he observes is only the carbonate encrusted

more or less with minute cry^tals of the sulphate. He obtained (Phil. Mag., [4],

xm, 587);

ftaC Bag OaO
1. Dufton. 99 24 0-54 0*22 = 100

2. Hexham, 98*96 0*94 ira€e= 9990

WuLFENrxB [p. 340. IT.].—Crystals from Antioqnia c^old sands gave Descloizeaux

tlieamrle? (Ann. Ch, Ph.. [3]Ji, 448) : 1-/=: 122° 32', 0:f^==142^ l-i : f?=
16U°10', l-i:l ^(basnl) =115° 10\ 0:1=114^20', 1 : Ubasal) =131° 40'. [In

the Mineraloijy, : l-i= 126° 26' should be 122° 26'.] ^ ^

Zeolites.—Damour has found (Comptes Rend., May, 1857, Llnstitut, 1857, 168)

that the zeolites, analcime excepted, have the property of losing a large part and

gometimes all of the water of combination they contain, when placed in an atmos-

phere completely dried, or wlien heated to between 40° C and a low red heat; and

that after this partial dehydratation, they will ab.-orb the full amount of water again,

when exposed in the open air; also that the facility with wliich they part with the

water is in proportion to the water they contain. The heat jiroper fur success with

each species should not b^:* exceeded. The results are regarded as confirming the

conclusion that the zeolites were formed in the wet way-

f

irmendix.

Mg ]Sa

0-9 0-7

0-9 0-6

Beryl.—The Emerald of Mu?o, the fomous emerald mine of IN^ew Granada, has

been analyzed anew by M. Lewy (L'liistitut, No. 1247), as follows:

Si Xl fie
1.' 680 181 12-2

2. 67-7 17*8 12 6

Tracer: of chromium are reckoned with the magnesia, and perhaps there
i^^'J

"*
^

titanic acid with the alumina. In previous trials, he had found water ns follows.

2*13, 1-67, 1-93. 2 06, 1*65. 2'15. 1-67; and from the 1st, Sd, 4th and 6th of these,

he obtained 0-35, 0-21, 0-25, 03 carbonic acid, corresponding to some organic
"^^'^^v ^

present, the 1st bv calculation sjiving C 0-09, H 0-05 ; the necond 0-06 and O-fJ^
; y^^

third 0-07 and 004; the fourth 008 and 0-i)5. The author thinks that the cmor

depends on the organic matter, as it was deepest in those affording the most oi ,

anil was removed at a low red heat.
, ^.o i^f

The mine of Mnso (four miles west of Muso) is in lat. 5° 39' 50'^ N"-, anrnb
^^

west of Paris, in the Eastern Cordillera of the Andes, about 75 ^^i^^'V]^ vhile
east of Bogota. The crystals often crack to pieces after being removed for a ^

,^^
from tlie mine, apparently from losin;^ water. The rock is n limestone contmi ,

ammouites. The limestone contains CaO 47*8, Mgfi 16-7. Mafl 0-5, sihca -4-i,

5'5, Se 0-5, 3Pe 2-6, pyrites 0*6, alkali 2-7=101'2.

EccLASE —Von Kokftcharov reports the important discovery of Euclase m
gold region of the Southern Ural, in the Orenburg district, near the

""^^'^f,

*^

;|(.ec^
One transparent crystal h 2i millimeters in lengtli and 13 by 7 in its other

tions.— Bulletin k. k. gcol. Reichs. Wien, Feb. 23, 1858.

EauATA.—In Suppl. IV, under LiEvarTE and CotUMBiTE, 5th line in each
^'''^^f^^

should be macrod,; and under Par.^stilbite, the angle 2-2 : 2-2 should probaby

/: /; it is very near /: / in Heulandite.

\
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Art. XXXVt.— On the effects 0/ Initial Gyratory Velocities, and of Re-
tarding Forces, on the Motions of the Gyroscope; by Major J, G. Bar^
NARD, A.M., Corps of Engineers, U.S.A *

In one of the concluding paragraphs of my first paper on the Gyro-
scope (Am. Journal of Science, July, 1857) I staled that "an initial im-
pulse may be applied to the rotating disk in such a way that the horizon-
tal motion shall be absolutely without undulation. An initial angular
velocity such as would make its corresponding deflective force equal to
the component of £!;ravity a sin 0, would cause a horizontal motion without
undulation." ^ .^

^

The statement contained in the last sentence quoted, is not rigidly true

;

for besides the component of gravity, there is another force to be consid-

^fed, viz.j the centrifugal force due to the gyratory velocity, Avhich acts
^Uher in conjunction with, or in opposition to, the component o{ gravity,
Recording as the axis of the disk is above or below a horizontal.

In this last position this force is null (as regards its effects in s„^™. ^
^^ depressing the axis), and to this angular elevation of the axis the
ftatement^ quoted is true without qualification. The assumption of an
initial horizontal velocity requires only a new determination of constants
for equations (a) and (c) (pp. 53, 54, July No.).

If we make, in those equations

^=«, qDzr:90% V— 90°, a=-sma^ v^zizyn, Vy=0, Vj,=:n^

Oq which m is the assumed initial velocity) and determine the constants
A and / therefrom, the equations of motion will become

ijstaining

sm2 6
-J

1 _ ^^ t-L (cos 6—cos a) -j-

0)

dt3 ' ff/2— Ji

and from tliem we iret

. „^d63 r'2MoY 2Cmn . C^w^y a >

dt^~\ —J-"- " A A^

+ cos «) I
(cos <9- cos «) (2)

^fom tliis we get — =: when cos 5 — cos a =0 ; and as -^ is not zero

[or this initial elevation, it indicates, instead of a cusp, a tangcncj to the

"Ofizontal here.
If the curve described is horizontal without undulation, the other fac-

^'of the second member of eq. (2) should likewise become zero ^nth

^^^
: an effect which may ensue from a suitable value given to m.

Ill
:3'^ P-Per is intended to ^i.e a. more rigidly -nthemaUcal den^onstratioD of

n^r *° gi^e the theory of the "motions' ot the u^-

^°"n. by the introduction of " Initial Gyratory Yelocities.

"fiCOND SERIES, V„l. XXV, N* 75.-MAY, 1S53.

53
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Tlie value of the deflecting force due to a given angular velocity m is

a
(p, 64, July number) —

jf'^'^'^h
^'^^ ^^ ^^^ suppose tliis equal to tlie comM

sin a.ponent of gravity ^sina, we sliall have m

If we substitute this value of m In the second member of equation (2)

C7l

and assume a 90 the factor in question becomes zero for ^ma, and

the maximum and minimum values of d are the same, indicating a hori-

zontal motion without undulation.

For every other initial elevation tlian 00° a different value of m h re-

quired to produce this result, in consequence of the influence of the cen-

trifugal force of gyration at other elevations.

With ff=z90°, equation (2) becomes

6iu2^
d62 iMgy ... 2 Cmn

—sm^ 0—.—A A cos^ m^cos f\co^e (3)

, Placing the first factor of the second member equal to zero and solving

with reference to cos ^ we get (recollecting the value given to ^ in our

former article)

cos 5 ^ + AMgy + 1
Cmn
Mgy

(4)

»,

I.

6,' b
"

«

r'^

b h b tt

For m 0, equation (3) expresses the cycloidal curve with cusps a, a,

a", <fec,, as has been already shown in our former investigation, r^t"^

w>0 but <:^~~- the minimum value of 6 derived from equation (4)
JS

eadv been observed) a tangency at a, and the curve has the wave

J
o:h\ (the points 6, &/&/', &c. being higher than hW).^

:
Las

form
greater

alread

When mz=z—f^ the curve unites with the horizontal aa'a^'a''* au

Cn
there is no undulation; equation (4) giving cos^mO, or ^=90 -

* hi reality, tbe amplilndes, a a\ a^ a'', of tl»e undulations become i"<'^5^f^^'j*^^e
aine time tbat the eagittre are diminished, but, for tho sake of conipanson,

represented them the same for each variety of curve.

't'l

I.'

'^
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-^ Cn' dt 90° ; but this

Jmtead of a maximum is now a minimum value o{d, for the value of (?
winch satisfies equation (4) is greater than 90°, and the curve ah. a'b '

<fec., undulates ahovc the phine aa'a", ^ *

Finally when m— - \f^, equation (4) will give'cos5
1

?
r and a

substitution of this in the first equation (1) (making a ==90°), will give

^:= : showing that the curve makes cusps at its superior culminations,

and that thie common cjcloidal motion is resumed. In fact the value of
dtp Ik

. N

2 3fQ
^ and ^) exactly equal to

'

aiue of the sagitta u corresponding to ^i is what we have just found for

cos<9

If

tOr^S viz.
1

^?^^y retaining m constant at this value to which we have brougfht

)
^ve increase the rotary velocity, n, or vice versa, a curve with loops, (tig.

;j may be described, as it can bo shown that, for the maximum value

,

dip
» "^ E)ecomes negative.*

of^

^.

ha
a) motion of a sim-

rces of friction and

In my snppleraentary paper in the January number of this Journal I
ave endeavored to show how the tlieoretical cycloich
pe solici of revolution is modified by the retarding forctjs oi mcLiun ana

^ i'esistanee of the air, and to show that the theory explains all the
Pnenomena observed in the ordinary gyroscope.

it may be objected however that the nature of the curve given in

^^S* 1, (p. 69,) is in some degree assumed, and I tlicrefore wish to show
^^ '^ oan be confirmed by mathematical demonstration.

'otary velocity n of the disk is supposed to be gradually destroyed

t^at it can be confirmed by mathematical demonstration.
Ihe rota

. - - < . ^

thronjrh the' retardirig forces of friction at the extremities of the axle,

^^\r-^
*^^" resistance of the air at the surface.

^Vithout attempting to give analytical expressions for the retarding
lorces, it is sufficient to say that the" rotary velocity, at the end of any

?a?e described by Prof,p .
^^^ ftbore corresponds, if I am correctly informed, to a

'^ce, at the moetinfr of the American Association at MuntreaL

^,,
m IS made negniivi and small (i. e., a bachmrd initial velocity giv

f"'"^'^ like i1h> abi
'

result

en) a Jooped

All tlie«c curves (n

i

^'"S alwajs suprxlsed verygmit) are but the diffcruiit forms of the "cycloid^

•Down as prolate, Lnmon, and «/r/a/^ cycloi.k; the conitnon-a particular case o
"»e

'^W'^e-^orresponding to the particular case of the
T'^'^J^'j^

'" "^^^^ tJie witial

gyratory Telocity is either zero or has tbe particuiar value - ^^

I
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time t^ counting from the commencement of motion, maj bo expressed

thus

n f
in which n is the initial rotary velocity of the disk.

If we substitute this expression for v^ in the last two equations (3) (p.

53, July No.,) and follow a similar process to that by which equations (4)

of that paper are deduced, we shall get, for the equations of motion

sin2^
On. . . C
A {cosO // (')

dt^ dt^ A

(5)

(cos ^— cos a)

For the sake of simplicity suppose the initial position of the axis be hori-

zontal, or a zr:90 and the above become

sin2^
dip

dt

On . C
"—cos a
A Amy ofm d . cos^

dt ^ di^

2Mg^

A

(6)

COS0

3.

li affa' represents the cycloid al curve, and ae^'e"/ the curve in

question, it will be observed that the angular velocity of the axis given

by the 2nd equation (6) is the same for both, for equal values of 6, while

is lessthe value of the horizontal component of that velocity, sin^ jr,

(J
pi

than for the cycloidal curve, by the term —:-;—ir / fO)<^^ *^^^^-

As 6 diminishes, d cos 9 is positive and this term is subtractive and

hence for any point e or e' on the descending branch, ^- is less than for

thetne corresponding point /or/
be behinrl the lii-anf.'h ft ff :

At e" the term -r-?^ f^fii) d . cos d, attains its max'mum, for as the

A^md tfo

curve ascends, 6 increases, and the increments of cos (9 become negative.

When the retarding force is independent of the velocity, as in the case of fric-

tion, the/(<) in the above exprcsMon is linear; when this force is ''f'P^V'^5 • "5^!^

the velocity, as for the resistance of the air,/(0 -K-iU, in general, be an "J"""^/^..

diverging series in ilw powers of t; whether the force is due to either, ^"^ "^
combined, of these causes, the above expression for the velocity of rotation lo j

however be used for the present purpose.

*A ' J_t-
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But as tlie values of t on this brauch of the curve are nearly double those

for equal values of of the descending one, the integral /f(t)d.cos>d

"Will become zero at some point y', before 6 has regained its initial value

at which pomt —will be the same as for the corresponding point y of

the cycloid. Above the point o' the term---^- / f(i)d. cos 6 he-

comes negative and (with its negative sign) becomes additive and there-

fore, above
ff^ the values of -r-are always greater than for corresponding

points of the cycloid* Hence the angular velocity of the axis can never
become zero and consequently the axis cannot rise to its initial elevation
^nd form a cusp, but must make an inflexion and culminate at a, below
the initial elevation.

Commencing a second descent from a' with an initial velocity^ the suc-

ceeding wave will he ^aliened (as shown in treating the subject of "initial

gyratory velocities"), the second culmination a^ ^vill not (as a similar

train of reasoning to that just gone through for the first undulation proves)
te as high as a^ : and jyari ratione, each succeeding wave will be more
flattened and extended than the preceding, until they soon virtually dis-

appear, and the curve becomes a descending helix.

After these undulations have disappeared, as the descent is only due
to loss of rotary velocity (and consequently loss of defecting force)

JJ^easured by/(/), it is evident that the future character of the helix will

be determined by this function.

In fact, as the descending velocity -j- is then very minute compared

^ith the horizontal velocity ~~, its square may be neglected in the 2nd

equat, (6); and, equating tlie values of sin^^ deduced from these

^wo equations, we stall have

^ff{t) (/ . cos ^=J cos ^- sin 5J^ cos 6.

By differentiating both members and making various reductions we get

fe-4±2=l=-^(n-/-(0)
-NI a Vsin«siu2^ A""

'^^'

^n equation which, after the disappearance of ike undulations, gives the

^alue of e in terms of t.
, ,. .

^/(O increases d diminishes in the first member, to the hniit corre-

sponding to sin2 e= # wliich makes the numerator of the fraction in the

first member 0, and the denominator a maximum ;
showmg, to that limit,

» constant descent of the axis, or a descending helix for the curve.
^

^.
As the values of /(/) beyond/(0= » ^^o ilot belong to the question,

^iere can be no farther descent below that value of 6 which reduces the

fi'^t member to zero; or beyond sin25= f.
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At this elevation, as tlie dejlecting force has vanished entirely ^vith the

rotary velocity, it is evident the elevation of the axis must be maintained

by the centrifugalforce olone^ due to the gyratory velocity.

In fact, if we calculate directly the angle to which the axis mu?t fall

from a horizontal position, in order that the velocity generated shall be

just sufficient, if deflected into horizontal gyration, to exert a centrifugal

force adequate to maintain it, we shall find this same value, sin^ Or=f.*

In reality, the air resists gyration as well as rotation, and hence the

descent will continue; but if a gyroscope could be placed in h perfect

vacuum^ and the sliglit friction at the point of support be entirely an-

nulled, the axis would descend in a helix until it reached this limit, at

which it would forever gyrate, though the rotation of the disk would soon

by friction of the axle, entirely cease.

Art. XXXVII.

—

Supplement to an Enumeration of North American

Lichcnes ; Part firsts containing hief diagnoses of New Species; by

Edwajid Tuckermak, A,M.

The foil »sible. Itlowing characters are intended to be as succinct as possible, it

is hoped however that they will prove sufficient to indicate accurately the

species described. Fuller descriptions, with especid reference to the

details of fructification will be given in another place.

Alectoria Fremoxtii, sp. nova, thallo filamentoso pendulo ramosis-

sirao implexo tereti-compresso lasvigato fusco-nigrescente,ramis inferior! bus

hie illic incrassatis lacunoso-excavatis flexuosis tortuosisque, supenonbus

apice tenuissirais, ultirais simplicibus ; apotheciis innato-sessilibus ex

urceolato demum planis niargino tenuissimo evanido discum vindi-na^<^"

pruinosum cingcnte. Evernia, Tuckenn. Exs. n. 52. ,

Hab. '' Camp of Dec. 5. 6, 1 854," (Sierra Nevada), " California, abund-

ant on Pines," Col Fremont, (com. Torrey !)
** Hangs from the lower

branches of all the coniferous trees of Northern California, and Southern

Sometimes used by

If the solid of revolution is of tlimensions so small that it may be ^on^^idered

concentrated in its centre of gravity, it ^vould require, in the fall of its axJS tlirou^

angle 90=^-8, the velocity V'2^7Cos9 ; and this velocity, deflected into l^o"^^"^^^^^^'

ration in a circle whose radius is 7sia 9, ivould create a centrifugal force 2^^j^'

^^ho$e component normal to the asis of figure is 2ff ^^--. Equating to this «

opposing component of gravity ^ sin 9, we get sin^e = h ^^ ^"" *'^^ ^^^^'
.t „,,ffh it

,
But this result is only <rue where tlje body has no' sensible dimensTon?, ^»^.^« -^

13 nearly so when, as in tlie ordinary forms of the gyroscope, the moment oi in

^^
C 13 small compared with A. The above value of sin 9 is a mnxxmnm <^^'^^7; ^

mg to f=0, and the limit at which the heh'x becomes horizonUl hecomo^ oM -'O
lower as C is greater compared with A, the grmral exprcssiori being sin"^^ ^gj^TgC**

That this result is not given by the analysis in the text is probably <^^»"?
f^^^

not being «/Wc%tiue; fori have omitted the /orc^* which retard the rot&u

the disk and introduced their effecU ott the angular velocity, n, only-

j

4
^
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coats^' /. S. Xewherry, Esq.! I follow Dr. Nylander la reestablish Id o^

the genus Alectoria, Ach,

^
Ramalina tenuis, Fr. et Tnckerm. Mss., thallo coespiticio cartilarrineo

rigido gracili plano-compresso l^evignto viridi-glaucescente, ranifs liueari-
bus deauiin elongatis patentibus flexuosisque attenuatis, ultimjs tei^tibus
apicibus elongatis acutis; apotheciis majusculis inarginalibus podiceJlatis
disco subplano pallido-pruinoso marglnem tenuem iuflexum creiiulatum
demiuu excedente.

Hok Trees; tln<-kets of the Blanco, Texas, Mr, (7. Wrightl South
Carolina, //. W. Ravenel, Esq.! Florida, Dr.Blodgett! Louisiana, Dr,
Hale !

K. LKPTocARPHA, sjx Tiova, thallo elongato raembranaceo coniplanato
Is&vigato glaucGscente, rauiis linearibus subsimplicibus reticulato-sublacMi-

sis apice digitato-ramosis attenuatis acutis; apotheciis marglnalibus
tenuibus podicellatis inai'giue incurvo pcrsistente discum conoavuni albo-
pruinosum cingente, E.^Menziesii, Tuekerm. Synops., p. 12, (1848,) non
lajl. R. Scopulorum var. tenuissima. Hook, and Arn. in Beechey's Voj.
p- 163 ? R. scopulorum ? Monzics hb.

!

Hab. Monterey, California, Menzks!

^ ^
RoccELiA LEucopiK^A, f^p. nova, thallo coriaceo fragili ramosissimo

intricato phino-compresso glabro fusco, ramis elongatis flexuosis attenuatis,

^iltitnis teretibus filiformibus, passim concretis ; apotheciis sessilibus plano-
convexis margine thallode tenui integro discoque albo-velatis.

Nab. San Diego, California, on Obione canesceus, Dr, Parry
^
(comm.

Torrey
!)

^
Cetraria chrvsantha, sp. nova, thallo ochroleuco amphssimo cartila-

gineo foliaceo ruguloso reticulatodaounoso, lobis expansis rotundatis ere-

^atis marginibua adscendentibus crippis, subtus piceo Inevigato nitido ad
^argines pallescente; apotheciis loborum marginibus antice adnatis

scutelliformibus disco piano e sanguineo-rubro nigrescente margine tenui

crenuhito. C. glauca §. substrami'nea, Babingt. in litt

Bab. Ivotzebue's Sound, Rev. C. BaUngton! Rock^ Rocks on an island of
the Asiatic coast of Behring's straits, Mr. WrigU! And fertile, on rocks
^f the coast of Japan, Mr. Wright! Distinct from C. glauca, as the per-

f*^ct, fertile specimens abundantly show, and contrary to what is the case

^^ that species, it is, so far as oar specimens go, the broad-lobed, depressed
state, which is fertile in this.

,
EaioDERiiA Wrightii, sp. nova, thallo coriaceo crnsso molli tonientoso

viridi-fuscescente, lobis subangustatis profunde sinuato-divisis ambitu

^tundatis crenatis, subtus e tomento deuso fusco-nigricantc spongjoso-

Pantioso; apotheciis (centro affixis subpodicellatis) lobulis discoideis

«dnatis submarginalibus.

.
Hab. Trees on the top of Loma del Gate, Cuba, Mr. Wright! Grow-

jjig ^vith it is another \(^ry different species of this curious and little

l^nown genus, which is probably E. Chilense, Mont. The only other spe-

^^^» is E, polycarpum, Fee, from the Isle of Bourbon, upon which the

genus was founded. It is, I believe, new to the Flora of Cuba, The
Present species has quite the aspect of well-marked specimens of Peltig-

^ rufescens, though there are not wanting resemblances, particularly on
^e under side, to Pannaria.
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Parmelia aurulenta, sp, nova, tliallo orbiculari submembranaceo
Isevigato ruguloso sorediis submarginatis hie ilHc exasperate glaucescente,

subtus atro iiigro-librilloso, strato meclullari pallide flavo, laciniis imbrica-

tis sinuato lobatis retusis; apothecns sparsis disco planiusculo badio mar-

gine inflexo subintegro.

Hab, Rocks, Harper's Ferry, Virginia, I have also specimens from

trunks, South Carolina, Mr. Ravenel ! and on rocks, Alabama, Hon, T.

M. Peters ! With much the look and lobation of that smooth state of

P. saxatilis which was separated by Dr. Taylor as P, rugosa (Maekay Fl.

Ilib.) but differing remarkably in the color of the medullary layer. P.

sulphurafca, Nees and Flot,^ ivhich I have from Louisiana {Dr. Hale!) is

distinguished similarly from P. perlata. P. stuppea, Tayl. (Lond. Journ.

of Bot, vi, p. 175,^ in which the medullary layer is dark-orange,—a not

uncommon lichen m New England, and extending to the mountains of

Georgia, {^Ravenel!) is, in like manner, otherwise scarcely distinguishable

from P. obscura.

P. TEXAN a, sp. nova, thallo foliaceo imbricato membranaceo molliusculo

Irevigato rimoso pallide fuscescente, subtus nigro papillato, laciniis sub-

linearibus undulato-plicatis concretis convexis apice dilatatis sinuato-Iacin-

iatis lacero-crenatis, passim sorediiferis ; apotheciis spai*sis sessilibus badns

margine incurvo integro.

Hab. Thickets of the Blanco, Texas, Mr. Wright! Nearest to P.

Borreri ^. rudecta (P. rudecta, Ach.) but distinct. The genus Parmeha

is here taken in the sense of Dr. Nylander, as including only the Inibn-

carise of Fries. The Swedish lichenographer indicated in great part if ha

did not separate as genera, the divisions of the former Avriter, which are

eminently natural,

Physcia euploca, sp. nova, thallo csespitJcio molliusculo fragili orbicu-

lari glabro fuscescente, laciniis tereti-compressis dichotomo-multifidis im-

plexis appressis apice furcatis, subtus albo nudo ; apotheciis sparsis (sou-

telliformibus) sessilibus disco saturate fusco opaco e piano dcmum convexo

niarginemque obtusura integrum excludente.

Hab. Shady rocks on the banks of creeks, Blanco hills, and elsewhere

in Western Texas, Mr. Wright! The genus Thyscia, Nyl, includes,

beside the well-marked tribe of Fries, also Parm. parietina, and P. chrvs-

opthalma, and the last section of Evernia, Fr., of which E. flavicans is

as yet, our only representative.

PsoROMA AscociscANA, sp. uova, thallo incrustantQ e squamuhs mem-

branaceis rotundatis appressis concentrice rugosis demum coaceryatis suo-

contiguo e viridi fuscescente, hypothallo nigro effuso; apotheciis adnatis

disco opaco ruguloso rufo-fusco (nigricante) marginem thallodem crassum

crenatum demum superante.
i t i vrt

Hab, On trunks very common in tho White Mountains, and 1 have

found it in Massachusetts. Also on rocks, Vermont, Mr. Frost. ^^
York, Herb, Ravenel

!

• "

I

'

Pannaria IIalei, sp. nova, thallo e squamulis appressis crenatis imbri-

catis stuppels glaucis in crustam subcontiguam dein coacervatis, f^-^f^

thallo crassiusculo nigro marginante ; apotheciis (biatorinis) supertiem
-

bus minusculis margine proprio tenuissimo discum palHdiorem convex

nifo-fuscum nigrescentem hypothecio crasso nigro impositum cmgente.

}

^

i
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loma,

Pso-

4-

Hah. Trunks, Louisiana, detected by the late Dr, J, Hale^ to Tvhom I
nave been indebted for several interesting collections. The genus Pan-
^ana, Delis., as no\y understood, includes not only the tribe Amphi
Fr.j of Avlncli our P. cronia and R Russellii are examples,—but also
roma, Fr. (as reduced forms), of which our P. leucosticta is a common
representative; excepting P. hypnorum, which, with Parm. sphinctrina,
Mont., constitutes the genus Psoroma, NyL

^
Sql'amaria Frostii, sp. nova, thallo crustaceo adnato stellato-radioso

laevigato glauco-eburneo, subtus nigro, laciniis subpalmato-multifidis con-

bus ; apotheciis sessi-
vexis concretls passim sorediiferis, apicibus nigricanti
hbus, disco nigro, mar^jine thallode tumido integerrigro, margine thallode tumido integerruno.
Hab, Granitic rocks, IMassachusetts and Maine, and southward to Har-

per s Ferry, Va. I have only seen it fertile from Vermont, Mr, Frost I

Placodium eugvrum, sp, nova, thallo crustaceo adnato riraoso-areolato

^ vu'idi-luteo demum aurantio, ambitu radioso-plicato albo-pallescente;

apotheciis sessilibus, disco piano am-antio-rubro, margine proprio tenui
thallodeque crenulato mox evanescente.

^
Hab, Lime-rocks, Texas, Mr, Wright! Agreeing very much with P.

cn-cniatum, but of the lemon-colored series, and quite distinct.

Lecanora tephraspis, sp. nova, thallo crustaceo areolato-squamaceo
areolis appressis crenulatis dein verrucoso-irregularibus fusco-ci nerasfente,
subtus albo; apotheciis primitus emergentibus e rufo nigris demum pro-
^JUuHs planis margine proprio tenui thallodeque tumidulo cinctis.

Hah, Granitic rocks, Brattleborough, Vermont, Rev. J, L. Rnssell and
. Mr. a a Frost

!

* L Wriohtii, sp. nova, thallo e squamis discrctis rotundatis lobatis cre-

natis mox subnggregatis Ircvigatis virididuteis (subaurantiis) marginibus
^levatis pallidioribus, subtus pallidis; apotheciis sparsis emergentibus ad-
^-^tis D)argine thallode crassiusculo rufo-fusco evanescente discum demum
s^^bglobosum e rufo nigrum opacum cingente, intus albis.

Hah. On the earth, in denudated places; prairies and hills of the
anco, Texas, Mr. Wright ! Red river, ^Minnesota, Mr, Lapham! This

^^nd the next are perhaps the most interesting characteristic lichens of our
^^estern prairies, and the present appropriately bears the name of the

|>otanist whose collections hare done more than all else to illnstrate the

icnen-flora of our great southwestern territories.

L. Choxiox, sp. nova, thallo e squamis discretis sessilibus rotundatis

^^assis subintegris margitre depressis subrecurvis centro excavatis subin-

^^ndibuliformibus rufo fuscis ^saMMssime dealbatisl hvpothallo nioro im-

P^^^itjs; apoth
crassiusculo subiutegro fusco nitido demum evanescente discum convexum

^gncaniem opacum cingente, intus albis.

Hah, On the earth, prairies of the Blanco, Texas, Mr. Wrif/htf And

t Y^'^
^*hat seems to be the same from the Cape of Good Hope, Zeyher

^^ terb. Sondcr! It appears to me that this and the nearly allied Leca-

^O'-a decipiens, Ach. Lichenogr. (Lecidea, Ach, Syn., Biatora, Fr.) to^

^^ber with the preceding species should be placed in Lecanora.

L, CHRysops, sp. nova^ thallo crustaceo e squamulis subaggregatis ro*

t^Gdato-difformibus peltatis lobatis angulato-repandisve nitidis laste flavis.
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ibus rufo-fuscis (sa^pissime dealbatis) hypothallo nigro

leciis maro-inalibus emergentibus sessiHbus ranrg^ne thai)ocu

I
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(nunc albicantibus fannosis) apotlieciis immersis disco nudo immarginato
e rufo nigricante margine thallode tumidulo integerrimo cincto.

JIak Lirae-rocks, Organ mountains, Texas, Mr, Wright! Mt. Car-

tel, Mexico, Wright! Aiken, South Carolina, Mr, Ravenel! Appeai-s

to be distinct from L. Sclileicheri.

L. niPHAsiA, sp. nova, thallo crustnceo efFuso siibcontigno lievigato

dein granuloso-verrucnloso viridi-glaucescente; apotheciis adnatis plano-

convexis margine proprio tenui thallodeque raox de?nisso crenulato discum

rufo-fuscum viridi-pruinosum demum politum cingentibus.

Hab. Trunks, Texas, J/r. Wright!
L, coNizA, sp. nova, thallo tartareo granuloso-farinoso glaucescente;

apotheciis innatis, disco piano rubro-fusco, margine thallode elevato sub-

integro tiiallo albidiori.

Hab, Trunks, Brattleborough, Mr. Frost! Akin to L, subfusca, but

quite different from any state of that species that I know,
L. siDERiTTS, sp. nova, thalio crustaceo crassiusculo areolato-subsqua-

maceo phunbeo-cinereo squamis subeffiguratis dein buliatis verruoaifuimi-

bus, hypothallo nigro; apotheciis appressis disco immarginato fulvo fer-

rugineo nigrescente nudo marginem thallodem tenuem incurvum demura

excludente-

Hab, Rocks, Brattleborough, Mr. Frost! Nearest to P. cerina.

TiiELOTREMA SUBTILE, sp, novo, thallo crustacco membranaceo effuse

pallido; apotheciis depresso-subheniisphiericis subdifformibus deiu scutel-

liforini-marginatis apertura ampla, excipulo interno discreto thallo albidiori

laxo demuni dilatato discum planum albo-velatum mox nigricantera

coesio-pruinosum margine albissimo lacero-crenuhito cingente.

Hab. Trunks, Brattleborough, Mr. Frost! Virginia, E. T. South Car-

olina, Mr. Ravenel!
T. GRANutosuM, sp. nova, thallo cartilagineo effuso Icevigato verrucoso-

granuloso glaucescente; apotheciis hemisphaerlcis granulatis apertura de-

inura ampla irregulari pubmarginata, excipulo interno tenui evanescente

discum depressum nigrum albo-pruinosum arete cingcnte.
^

Hah. Trunks of cypress, Louisiana, with T. concretum, Fee, Dr,J.

Hale!
T. Ravekelti, sp. nova, thallo crustaceo crasso coriacco-cartilagineo

effuso incrustante laivigato ruguloso rimosofusco-cinerascente; apothecns

thallo inclusis, excipulo truncato-conico carneo margine tenui albo cutn

crusta mox concrescente evanido aperturam punctitormem orbicuiarem

cingente discumque concaviusculum nigrescentem fovcnte. Sporai elnp-

soideae fusc^. ,j.

Hab. Trunks of maple, liickory and other trees, Santee Canal, S. C ^''•

Ravenel! Alabama, Mr. Peters! Mississippi, Dr, Veitch! Louisiana, i^r.

Hale! The exciple resembling that of Endoearpon, except that ^\'^:^^':^

is wanting, but the disk entirely that of Thelotrema, with vvbicli n

spores also accord. It has the habit of T. concretum, Fee.
_ ^^

PiLoriioRos, genus novum. Apothecia terrainalia iminarginnta ceji
-

aloidea, disco hypothecio crasso atro imposito, solida, strato medtiHan

cepta, Sporre ellipsoidctfi hvalinae. Podetia verticalia caulescentm suu^

simpHcia cartilaginea subfistulosa e thallo horizontal! granuIoso-suL>squ

^1

I
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^aceo adnato surgentia eoque vestUa. (Stereocaulon § Piloplioron
Tuckerm. Sjnops. p. 46. Cenomyce, Ach., Fioerk, &c, pro parte.)

'

P. Fibula, Tuckerm. (sub Stereocaul. I. c.)

Jlab. Moist rocks along streams in the White Mountains.
P. POLYCARpuM, sp. Tiova, thallo granulato-sqiiamaceo e viridi glauco,

podetia phirinia c?espitoso-conjuncta siiperne digitato fastiglata corymbi-
lormia dura subcompressa intns araneo-siibfistulosa granuh's crnstse vestita
demum denudata e rufo m'grescentia proferente; apotheciis terminalibus
uepresso-globosis imniarginatis denuim inflatis atris.

,
-^t/6. "Hills, growing upon spots of bare ground," upon pebbles, &c.,

in an island on the Asiatic shore of Behring's Straits, Mr. Wright!
P. AcicuLARE, Tuckerm. (sub Stereocaul. 1. c.)

Hab. '-On stones and dead trees, frequent on the west coast of North
America, 1787-1788," Menzies! Douglas in Herb. Ilook.! Scouler m
Herb. Hook.! Rocky Mountains, Herb. Hook.! With the whole aspect
of Cladonia, these lichens possess the thaHus of Stereocauloq, and almost
the apothecia of Lecidea. The exact limitation of the species must how-
ever he left for further investigation. A small Lecidea is parasitic on the
podetia of some specimens, and appears not unlike L. panisitica, Floerk,

Cladonia Santensis, sp. nova, thallo crespiticio, squamulis folinceis

'j^cinlatis adscendentibus podetiisque simplioibus superne scyphiformi-dila-
tatis fastigiatosubramosis granulosis glaucis ; apotheciis minusoulis con-

glomeratis rufis.

^ob. On the earth, at the base of trees, Santee canal, S. C, Mr. Ba-
'^enelf Akin to C, papillaria and C. turgida, but distinct.

C. Carolimana, Schwein. Jjerb. (sub Cenomyce) thallo crustaceo

^vaniclo, podetiis aggregatis buHato-ventricosis subsimplicibus superne

obconico-dihitatis su'blacunosis fragilibus glabris viridi-stramineis, axilHs

suhmtegris, ramis obconicis tuipdis fastigiatis subdichotomis ramulo
ajtero obsolescente, ramulis in papillas elongatas inflatas gibbosas abeun-
tibus, apicibus obtusis dentatis ; apotheciis e carneolo fnscescentibus.

Jlob, On the earth, Salem, N. Carolina, Schweinitz lib.! Mountai
Georgia and Tennessee, Mr.Raveuel! This lichen is extraordinarily

^ai'ted, and is unknown to the European Flora. It is still difficult to in-

^>^ate satisfactory characters to distinguish it from extreme, or at least

possible states of"C. unciah's var. turgescens, Sch^r., though I believe the
two to be quite distinct plants.

9' PCLCHELLA, Scliwein. herb., thallo csespiticio squamuloso podetiisque

cyhndricis gracilibus membranaceo-corticatis squamuloso-exasperatis dein

gJ'anuIosoMiulverulentis e viridi glaucis, scyphis obsoletis, apotheciis (c

Mountains of

con-

I

gioineratis) symphycarpteis.
Ji<^b, Salem, North Carolina, Sclnimmtz liL! On rotten logs, S. Car-

J"na, Mr. Ravenel! Georcria, Ravenel! Alabama, Mr. Beavmont!

Jlorida, Dr. Chapman! Louisiana, Dr. Hale! Texas, Mr. Wnght!
^be squamulose podctia resemble those of C. belh'diflora m mmuiture;

^Jd the powdery ones are sometimes almost undistingtiisluibie from those

?* C. macilenta. There are somewhat similar small states of C. Floerk-

C^CETRARiotDEs, Schwclu. licrb., podetiis crassiusculls subdichotomo-

fruticulosis cartiIa<Tiuco-corticatis reticulato-rugulosis glabris viridi-fusees-
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centibus, axillis infundibuliforinibiis oblique dilacerato-extensis margiite

radiato-proliferis radiis lateralibus abbreviatis terniinali elongata com-
pressa, apice cristato-denticnlatis; apotbeciis coccineis.

Hab, Nortb Carolina, Schweiniiz herh.! The description is made
from tbe original specimen, wbicb is tLe only one I have seen. The
habit is of some states of C furcata var. crispata. It is likely that the

full development of tbe lichen is not here indicated,

C. LEPOiuxA, Fr, herb., thallo squanuiloso evanido podetiisque adscen-

dentibus inflatis subturbinatis margine repetito-proliferis raraosisque de-

mum subtrichotome ramosissimis graciHbus erectis fruticulosis nigidosis

€ sulphurco pallescentibus, axillis subperforatis, apicibus radiato-deiitatis,

fertilibus cymosis; apotbeciis coccineis.

Ilab, Salem, North Carolina, Schweinitz in herb. Fries! liev. Dr.

Curtis/ South Carolina ([une barrens) and Georgia, Mr. Ravenel!

Florida, Herb, Russell f Alabama, Mr. Peters! Texas, Mr. Wright.

Perfectly .ana!t)gous to C. rangiferina.

C. CRiSTATELLA, sp. nova, thallo evanido, podetiis cylindricis gracihbus

superne scyphiformi-subdilatatis cristato-radiatis radiis repetito-proliferis,

fertilibus cymosis, verruculosis glauco-viridibus, axilHs perviis ; apotbeciis

coccineis.

Hah. Base oi the White Mountains, found by the late Mr. OaTces. I

can compare it only with the last, with which it may yet be found also

to agree in becoming at length fruticulose.

CoccocARPiA MiciiEN'Eui, sp. uova. Biatora, Tuckerm. in Darhngt.

Fl. Cest. edit. tert. p. 446.

Hah. At the base of trunks of oak, Cliestcr Co., Pennsylvania, Dr.

Michener! Penn Yan, N. Y., Dr. Sarttoell! South Carolina, Mr. Ra-

venel ! Alabama, Mr, Beaumont ! Mississippi, Dr. Veitch ! Louisiana,

Dr. Hah! Texas, Mr. Wrir/ht/ This genus, indicated by Persoon (in

Gaudich. Uran. Bot., p. 226) has been farther ilhrstrated by Dr. Mon-

tague (Ann. Sci. Nat., Aug. 1PM, p. 83), and there is no doubt of the

naturalness of its separation from Biatora, and I incline also, witlfDr-

Nylander (Nouv. Classif. Licli. in Bot. Not. n. 9, 10, 1855) to place it

among the Parmeliese, and next to Pannaria. Our species extends fur-

ther northward than any before known, the genus being a tropical one.^

Lkcidea Eliz^, sp. nova, thallo crustaceo effuso e granulis niinutis

Isetevirentibus denium glaucis; apotbeciis appressis plauo-convexis disco

nudo sanguineo-rubro uiirricaute maro:ine tenuissinio erecto nigro cmcto,

mtus nigris.

Hah. Bark of pines in Sussex, Yirginia. I have also received it from

"Vermont, Mr. Frost! It is very distinct from L. fuscescens, Sommert.

(Nyi. Prodn Gall., p. IIY, Lich, Paris n, 133.)
L. Santexsis, sp. nova, thallo effuso e squamuHs crenatis mox tereti-

corallinis raraosis crustaceo-coacervutis glauco-viridibus, hypothallo albo,

apotbeciis subapplanatis margine obtuso evanescente discum demufn

convGXuni nitidum rubro-fuscum margine pallidiorcin nigricanteni (de-

colorantem, subtus nunc albo-fibrillosuni) cingente, deinum conglom-

eratis. I

Hah. Trunks, on the San tee Canal, S. C, Mr. Ravenel! Georges,

Mr. Ravenel! Alabama, Mr. Beaumont! Mississippi, I>^' Ve%tcn.

f
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Louisiana, Dr. Hale! Nearest to L. vernalis and L. sanguiueoatra but
apparently quite distinct.

'

L. VERNicoMA, sp. nova, tliallo crustaceo etTuso subtartareo e granulis
minutis^ demum in crustam subrimosam conglomeratis viridi-stramineis-
apotheciis minusculis appressis margine tenui erecto evanescente discum
subplanum cingente, iiigris.

-^a6. Granitic rocks, Essex, Massacbusetts, found by the late Mr,
Oakes/ Chester Co., Pa,, Dr. Michenerf

^
L. LEPiDASTRA, sp. uova, thallo crustaceo efFuso, areolis primitus discre-

tes subsquaiiiulosis crenatis glaucescentibus ; apotheciis cupularibus e
strato corticali oiiuadis sessilibus disco opaco undo piano niargine persis-
tente tenui aterrimo cincto, demuui confluentibus.

-B'ak Granitic roclcs, Brattloborough, Mr. Frost!

Opegrapiia myriocarpa, sp. nova, thallo crustaceo cffuso e granulis
ininutis subtartarois coacervatis fusco-cinerascentibus; apotheciis minutis-
siniis rotundato-sublirelliformibus superficiaHbus atris, disco pLano-concavo
K^argine turgido elevato inflcxu cincto.

^
Jlab. On yellow birch and other trees, in the White Mountains, and

lu Western Massachusetts. Our smallest species, and remarkable for its

well-developed crust. The apothecia often pscudo-lecideine, but the
spores accord with those of Opegrapha,

,
Glypiiis Achariana, sp. nova, thallo crustaceo effuse cerato Ifpvigato

^nidi-fuscescente
; stromate elevato plano-convexiusculo rotundo-difformi

denium delinuescente cinereo-glauco ; apotheciis variantibus e subsolitariis

rotundato-subangulosis demum confertis dendriticis vel radiatim ramosis

confluentibusque medusuliformibus fiiscis plano-concavis. G. favulosa,

Ach. et G. cicatricosa, Ach.
^a6. Trunks, Santee canal, S. C, Mr. JRavenelf North Carolina,^ i)r.

Curtis J Alabania, Mr. Peters! Mississippi, Dr. Veitch! Louisiana,

•^>^ Hide ! Also Portugal, Dr. Welwitsch I Guyana, Montagne ! Bra-

^A Meissner/ Hong Kong, China, Mr. Wriyht! Eschweiler (Lich.

^ras., p. 160-7) appears to have confused the Achariau characters of the
t^vo species. Our lichen is G. favulosa, Ach., but G. cicatricosa, Ach. is

certainly not to be distinguished from it, and if I understand our Ameri-
can lichen aright it has a development not indicated by Acharius.

Trypethelium Carolinianum, sp. Dova, thallo crustaceo cerato Ixvi-

gj^toe viridifuscescente, verrucis depresso-subhemisph.^ricis confluentibus

difformibus subanastomosantibusque saturate fuscis nigrescentibus, stro-

Diate flavo, peritheciis ovoideis tenuibus atris, ostiolis papilJatis nigris,

Hub. Trunks, Sanfee canal, S. C, Mr. Ravenel! Hillsborough, N. C,
•^r Curtis ! Louisiana, Dr. Hale

!

PyREXASTRCM Ravenelii, sp. nova, thallo crustaceo membranaceo
tenui subcerato fuscesceute,perithcciorum verrucis conoideo-elevatis thallo

pnmitus vestitis demum denudatis, peritheciis lageniformibus 4—8 con-

^^ergentibus (nunqua^ii confluentibus) ostiolis pallidis acutis distinctis.

,
-^a^. Trunks, Santee canal, S. C, Mr. Bavenel! My materials are too

^^perfect to enable me to comi>Iete the description of this fine species,

^*^ich appears to bo rare.
P. GEMMEUM, sp. Bova, thallo crustaceo eff'uso subcartilagineo cerato

Jaevigato pallido-viridi-fuscescente ;
peritheciis emergenti-prominentibus
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lageniformibus ostiolis obliqnis incrassatis thallo coronatis, pluribiis (—10)
pleruinqne in verrucas astroideas depre&so-siibconicas ostiolis convorgenti-

bus aggregatis, vel demmn in peritbecium conipositnni, ostiolis connatis,

conflueutibus, ascis clavatis sporas G—8 oblongo-ellipticas incliidentibus.

JIab. Trunks, Texas, Mr. Wright! Santee'Canal, S. C, Mr.Eavenel!
GvRosTOMUM CuRTisii, sp. nova, tballo crustaceo tenui membranaoeo

rimoso cinerascente, linoa nigra b'mitato; apotbeciis depressis excipulo

nigro subnitido nucleum disciformem niox deliquescentem suptrne nigres-

centeni obtuse marginante,

Hab. Trunks, North Carolina, Rev. Dr, Curtis!

COHRESPOXDEXCE.

=:q *
1, Correspondence of J. Nickles^ dated Paris^ January 8, 1858.

Biogrophical notice of Thenard.—We have been slow in fulfilling our

promise respecting a notice of this illustrious chemist, because of i\^Q

difficulty of procuring accurate details of his life, llis family have kept

silent; and nothing has been published except a pamphlet by one of his

old assistants, Mr. Le Canu, now professor at the school of Pharniacy of

Paris. From this pamphlet we learn that Thenard was born on the 4th

of May, 1777, at the small vilhage of Louptiero, in the department of

Aube, where his parents were farmers. His first chemical publication

dates from the year 1799, and treats of the oxyds of antimony; it was

the subject of a commendatory report by Guyton Morveau, which was

very encouraging to the young chemi.st. The principal works of The-

nard are well known:—his discovery of oxygenized water; that also

of sebacic acid; his physico-chemical researches carried on and pub-

lished in connection with Gay Lussac. And besides the services ren-

dered by him to science, through his discoveries, and his instruction m
the Faculty of Sciences, Polytechnic School and College of Fjance, he

contributed much to the arts by the discovery of the Thenard Uue, a

compound of phosphate of cobalt and alumina used by painters; also by

a process for purifying tlie oil of Colza (by means of sulphuric acid); a

process for tiie manufacture of white lead (by means of the tribasic ace-

tate of luad and carbonic acid). Tiienard was 30 years President oi the

**Societe d'Encourao-ement," a*^-^
^t.^„*t„ i. ../•.„. i.:. A^^^^. K« fmmded the

Society for the assistance of tl

ken in a former number.
Death of Peclet.—nie celebrated author of the "Traite de la C'i^]?"{

^Ppliquee a Tlndustrie et aux arts," the "Traito de FEclairagc," etc., died

at Paris on tlio 7th of December last, after somQ days of sickne-s 'ig'*;'^

65 years, just «8 he was about r^uming at the Central School of Arts

and Trades his course on ap[»!ied physics, lie was one of the founders

of this celebrated estublishmeiit which has furnished engineers for almost

all P:urope; the others being Dumas and Theodore Olivier who diea

about two years suice, and of whom we have given a short biograpuicai

* This letter was received too late for our last ntimhen Some parts of it are

omitted, as the subjects have already been brought out in the Journal-

and shortly before his death, he founded the

lie friends'of science, of which we have spo-
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notice. This school began in 1829, but Gncountered clifBcuUies fr^x..
political events, and in 1832 from the cholera \yhich dispersed the stu-
dents, for twenty years it has had great prosperity. It is about to be
purchased by the State and changed into a government schooL

Submarine railroad between France and England.—The gigantic pro-
ject of a submarine raih'oad between France and England lias for two
years engaged the attention of the French government. Many, in times
past, have projected such a connection of Britain with the continent ; but
their projects were without a basis of observation. This is not so with
the plan now under consideration, which has ah^eady excited much inter-
est m the public at large. Tl)e author is a French engineer, Thomas de
O^aniond. Hu has not put forward his sclieme except after a persevering
study, as complete as the case admits of, of tlie region across which the
tunnel is projected, and an examination into the causes which bave
concurred to the formation and preservation of the Calais straits.

^
Mr. Gamond has been occupied with the subject directly or indirectly

since 1S33. He has studied out three methods and six h'nes; and his

I'esults are presented with full details in the memoir which he has pub-
Hashed entitled ^' Etude pour Favant-projefc d\ui tunnel sous-marin entre

I'Angleterre et la France." He has also pubh'shed his geological and hy-

drographical researches jnadein this connection, and also the observations

^ade by the official commission consisting of the General Council of

Mines, over which Elie de Beaumont presides, and the General Council of

the Department of Roads and Bridges. lie considers the various objec-

tions; and to the general remark that it is impracticable, he says that

there is no part of it which has not its equivalent actually accomplished
jn some of the works completed during the past 30 years.* The follow-

ing extracts from the memoir of Mr. Gamond, will enable

ji^dge respecting it.

(1.) The Region to he traversed.—On the Frencb side, in the vicinity of

the Calais straits, the stratified rocks are of the Jurassic age. They dip

wilder the straits, and to a great extent are there covered by Cretaceous

^eposits 200 metei^ thick. The inclination is 7 feet in 1000. In Ox-

fordshire the dip is ii feet in 1000. This difference is not supposed to

pe owing to a submarine fault, as at first thought, but to a slight curve

^« the strata beneath the straits. Thus about two-fitths of the Calais

straits are formed of oolitic limestones, compact sandstone of the Port-

'^}nd epoch and the gi'eonsand of the Cretaceous. The rest of the inate-

^|al consists of clay strata of three aijes—the Oxford clay, the Kimmc-
^idge clay 150 meters thick, and the Weald clay. The presence of theso

<ilay beds is considered very favorable. ,

(2.) Line of the timneL—TU line leaves the Continent under Cape Gri-

^*?2 near Calais and takes a course towards E^istware point between Downs
^nd Folkestone, passing by the sandbank " le Varne," where the maritime

station fur the tunnel will be established. Here the train will come out

to daylight. The area of the station house will be the bottom area of a

* As this project i^ one of those tliat require the cooperation of two govern-

»^ents. it has been aheady submitted to the Enghsh nation. Lord 1 aim erston ap.

pears nivorably disposed, if we may judge from the good word which he spoke on
that occasion. "The project will succeed, for it is weU regarded, and lias m its>

f^vor aU the ladies of England."

the reader to
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vast enclosure constructed upon the platform of an artificial island tnni&

upon the top of the bank of Varne. To tliis platform a covered ^vliarf

will be annexed. It will contain within, as planned, an elliptical courts

the longer diameter (or that in the direction of the trains) 200 meters,

and the shorter, 100 meters in length. The cars will come up to it by

a gentle declivity, and liere will be along side of shipping. The track

will describe a curve, the grade of which will be about 5 feet in 1000, a

very low grade compared with what is common on railroads.

Infiltration of water either fresh or salt is to be expected ; but happily

tlie slope of the strata is exceedingly gentle, and the waters rn their capil-

lary infiltration will have to make a descent of 2000^ to 4000 meters—so

that the direct pressure of the sea will not be felt, and it will be like any

ordinary case of freshwater infiltration.

(3.) Tunneling,—If the execution of the project is undertaken, Mr. Ga^

mond will commence at several points at once by means of a series of

artificial islands made of a conglomerate of rocks and clay, through

which he will sink 13 shafts. Upon these 13 islands, workshops for ex-

cavation will be built, and observatories for the alignment of the sec-tions.

By means of this subdivision of the whole into 14 sections, 28 corps of

w^orkmen can be employed at once, and each upon a length not exceeduig

1500 meters, so that the whole may be finished in 6 years, as follows:

the 1st year, the construction of the 13 islands and sinking of the shafts;

2d year, piercing the five "sections directrices;" 3d, 4th, 5th, and 6th

years, making the remaining nine sections. After this is accomphsned,

the artificial islands are to be removed by powder, that they may not

stand as obstructions in the straits.

The tunnel will be a perfect vaulted cylinder, offering in its superior

arc an open section nine meters across and seven meters high.

The cost of construction is estimated at 112,000,000 francs—or at the

ratio for the whole of 3400 francs a meter. The total expense, to its

going into complete activity, will probably reach 170 millions of francs.

We will keep our readers informed of the progress of matters relating ta

this great question. ^ .

Perforation of lead hy insects.—At one of the late^ sessions^ of tlio

Academy of Sciences, a lead ball from the Crimea, found in a Russian car-

touche, was examined with nauch interest, Avhich had been perforat^

through and through by an insect. The fact was at first^ thought to m
new: this was soon corrected by the mention of several similar ^^^^^ .^

Mr. Dumeril. The insect that perforated the lead is a Hymenopter ot tue

order Urocera (Geofi'roy). . . . .

Reaumur describes an insect of this kind. The female of the speut^

carries under its venter a borer armed on each side with eight ^^"^'^1 .

versed teeth. Dumeril holds that the perforation is made, not for food, d^^

only to open a passage for itself; and from among the observations pi

lished on this subject, he cited a fact by Mr. DuBoys of I^^^^^^^'
tj*

A

1843 saw some stereotype plates that had been riddled ^^i^^^*^^^^^-
p^^l^,

species of Bostrickus, Geoffroy, (B. capucinus, the Apata capucina ot r.

ricius,) two individuals of which he had found in the perfect state, m^^^^

over DuBoys made an experiment demonstrating that these and
^^^

insects are capable of boring through lead. He put in a glass ja
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individuals of thte species Callidiiim sanguineura, separated by a plate of
lead; and after some days lie found the plate perforated and the two
insects together. Afterwards he assured himself by a chemical analysis
that the lead was not taken into their bodies.

A

Correspondence of J. NicMes^ dated^ Feb. 28, 1858.

Academy of Sciences.—Distrihution of Frizes.-—The annual session
which usually begins with the announcement of prizes, and closes with
a eulogy upon some distinguished deceased man of science, was held on
the 8th of February last. The subject of the eulogy was the celebrated
Magendie, whose eminent qualities were combined with great defects.
It was by Flourens the Perpetual Secretary.

The great ^j?'/<i:c in Physical Science was divided between Mr. Lieber-
tuhn, Dissector at the Amphitheatre of Anatomy at Berlin, and MM.
Clapazede and Lachmann of Geneva. The subject was as follows:

—

A

tion of the Inf
of

U'hile rendering justice to the merits of these researches, the Academy
on the report of Mr. Quatrefages, added that the question it had pro-

^ posed was still not wholly resolved. "The great difficulties and extent

^
of the subject, are sufficient reason for the fact that while numerous
groups of Infusoria have been studied with care, this is not true of all;

and it is especially to be regretted that the Keronidae and Plo^sconidse

have not yet been taken up, families which include some of the highest

forms of tiie Infusoria. For it has been well demonstrated by a young
naturalist, unfortunately removed from science, Jules Ilainie, that thesfe

groups consist of actually adult species, whose larves have been taken for

other distinct species."

The prize in Erperimenlal Physiology has been given to M. Augusts
MuHer for his discovery of the metamorphosis of the riv^r Lamprey (Pte-

tomyzon Planerl, Bl.). Mr. Muller has demonstrated that the Ammocetus,
hitherto regarded as a distinct species, is only a larval state of Cyclosto-

i^a, as the tadpole is the larve of a Batrachian, thus opening to science

^ot only a new fact but a new field of investigation,^—by proving raet-

amorphosis to e^ist in a class where it has not before been suspected, and

showing the importance of examining whether other species of the class

conform to the Jaw.

^The Academy decreed an ^'honofable mention" to Dr. Phillipcaux for

tiswork upon *^The removal of the Suprarenal Capsules," a work m
^'liich the author shows that these capsules may bo removed from an

animal, one after the other or simultaneously, without disturbing at all

tlie regular action of the essential animal functions. Dr. R operated

<^n albino rats.
^ / t

•

Another ^'honorable mention" was accorded to M. Lespe^ for his me-

^<^ir on the Spermatophora of certain Orthoptera and on the orgamza-

t'on of the Termites. ^ w i
• , v •

A prize (»f 1200 francs was given to M, Brown-Sequard for his laborj-

oi»s researches on the properties of arterial and venous blood. This

Pliysiologist has established by e?q3eriment that the transfusion, which

hitherto has been believed to be practicable only between animals of the
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same class, may, under certain precautions, take place between iLose of

different classes, and particularly from a bird to a mammal. The author

lias also studied tlie ]>roperty, which the arterial blood has, of restoring,

upon repeated injection, tlie irritability and contractility in parts that

]iave lost them, after iiav^ing been separated a certain time from the body.

He has observed these two properties return to members of a dog, ^vLen

they seemed extinct,^the members having already become rigid.

Among the prizes relating to the arts hurtful to health, there is one for

the "Torrefacteur mecaiiiqiie" of Eugene RoHand of Strasburg, Avhich is

used for the desiccation and torrefaction of tobacco, in the manufactories

of Strasburg, Lyons and Paiis. The torrefaction is made to take place

without the u^^uul escape of vapors, dust or essential oils, and the number

of workmen is reduced in the ratio of four to one. The material is ex-

posed to a temperature regulated by a thermc-regulator, between limits

not exceeding five or six degrees, Tiie desiccation is perfectly uniform

and in attended witli almost no loss from burnt fragments or powder.

The invention was honored with a great medal at the ^' Universal Exposi-

tion'' in 18o5.

The following are some facts respecting the present condition of the

manufacture of tobacco at Paris, la a day of ten hours, the torrener is

fed with 7000 kilograms of moist tobacco, which, on being removed, at

the temperature 70« C, is found to have lost 13 per cent of its weight;

it loses 1-^ p. c. more during the cooling to the ordinary temperature. Iti

this operation, there are consumed 300 k. of coke from the gas furnaces,

llence about 1000 k. of w\ater and other matters are evaporated by the

combustion of 300 k. of coke, or 3J k. of water for 1 k. of coke. But

this does not exliibit all the value of tlie apparatus. Fur it is employed

also for drying cut leaves for cigars which lose 40 p. c. of water. In the

old process, more than 3 k. of steam were used in driving off 1 k. of water.

Prize in Chemistry.—The Academy hm at bxst awarded a prize m
chemistry. And now, when ready to recompense works of this kind, it is

^xiQ to tlie liberality of one foreign to the Academy, Dr. Jecker, who has

pveu a sutn with the stipulation that the annuarincome, amounting to

12,000 francs, should be give^ to tlie author of the best 2Vork on Oryawc

Chemistry. The Jecker prize was divided between two chemists. Al-

though founded several years since, this is the first time it has been

awarded. The sum of 12,000 francs might once have been v^ry useful

to the two laureats; but now Laurent is dead, as well as Gerhardt; and

the prize is given them as an homage to their memory, and also to escape

the pressing solicitations of some living chemists.
Prize in Physics.—Induction Apparatus.^li is owing to a foundation

also that this prize has been awarded. The founder, Mr. de Tremont,

contributes annually a sum of 1000 francs to "aid some savant without

means in the expenses of experiments from which there is reason to ex^

pect new discoveries or improvements in science and the industrial artj.^

Many names of persons in different departments were brought before tuo

Academy, and among them, they chose unanimously that of **';^"
"

'

Korff, whose works are well known and appreciated in and out ^^^'*^". '

His reputation beiran with the construction of the Melloni ^^PP^^''f^"^.

^neasuring radiant heat; but he is especially distinguished for his tii

i
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magnetic apparatus and his induction machine. Tlie last machine, with
two of Bunsen's pairs, affords, in tlie air, sparks about two centimeteis
(nearly eight inches) long, and in a vacuum, waves of light comparable
to those of a powerful electric machine, although having many distinguish-
ing characteristics. By a recent improvement, Mr. Ruhmkorff has greatly
increased its power; and with 25 of Bunseu's pairs, he produces sparks
30 centimetres long;, and for certain effects it is superior to a friction
battery.

Prize in Geology.—^This prize, the subject of which is The Metamorph-
ism of rocks, has not been awarded. The Academy continues the sub-
ject, under the following terms. The authors should review the history
of all attempts, since the close of the last century, to explain, on the
ground of an original sedimentary deposition of the beds and a subse-
quent alteration of greater or less extent, the present condition of various

rocks. They should review the phj'sical and chemical theories proposed,
and make known the one they adopt. The Academy would have them
mention the experiments they have made to verify and extend tlie tlieory

of metamorphic phenomena. The prize is a medal of gold, of 3000 francs.

Another prize of the same value will be awarded on the following quos-

I

tion—"To determine experimentally what influence insects may exert on
I the diseases of plants;" and another on the subject "TJ)e mode of fecun-

dation of eggs and the structure of organs of generation in the principal

Natural groups of Polyps and Acalephs," {To he concUdtd.)

On the origin of Feldspars and on some poiyits of Chemical Liih-

^%y; by T. Sterky Hcnt, of the Geological Survey of Canada, (in a
letter to "j. D, Dana).—In a communicarion to the Royal Society of

London, read on the 7th of Mav, 1857,* I showed that sohitions of aika-

ine carbonates may give rise to the formation of silicates of lime, magne-
sia, and protoxyd of iron, when heated to 212'' F. with mixtures of the

<;arbonates of these bases with quartz, a silicate of the alkali being first

formed, and then decomposed by the earthy carbonates. Shortly after,

in my report of the Geological Survey for 1856, I suggested that the

alkaline silicates might combine with silicate of alujninn to form those

feldspathic and micaceous minerals which are so generally associated with

the silicates of protoxyd bases; I further suggested that these minerals

^'ght be crystaJlizod by the aid of heated alkaline solutions under pres-

sure, and I thus endeavored to explain the development of crystals of feld-

spar and mica in sedimentary rocks, even where tlie organic remains are

^till preserved.

While arranging an apparatus in which I proposed io hent under

Fessure a solution of carbonate of potash with silica and kaolin, in the

«ope of obtaining a double silicate of alumina and potash, MrDaubrea
'-announced to the French Academy of Sciences {Comptes Rindih% ^ov.

^6, 1857) that he had succeeded in obtaining crystalline feldspar, mixet

^ith crystals of quartz, bv heating during a month, a mixture of kaulin

^'iixl silicate of potash to 400° C. He has moreover shown that feldspars

^'id pyroxenes are very stable in presence of heated alkaline solutions,

^Jid that crystallized diopside and wollastonite are formed when artificial

I

also
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glasses, containing lime and iron, are heated in the snine ^vay to 400*^ C.

in the presence of a small amount of water. The alkaline silicate which

separates from the deoomposition 6f the gla?^s is resolved into qnartz,

which forms re^^ular crystals, and a soluble silicate havinfr the formula

SiO, KG.
These results of Mr, Daub)*6e serve in the most remarkable manner to

confirm my theory of the normal metamorphism of sedimentary rocks at

temperatures below ignition, by the intervention of solutions of alkaline

silicates, which convert mixtures of quartz and earthy carbonates into the

corresponding silicates, and clays into feldspars and mica, the intervention

of alumina sometimes generating chlorite, epidote and garnet.

Daubree remarks that glass when thus heated in presence of water

swells upj indicating a softening and a plasticity of the mass, and he

observes that his experiments enable us to understand the part which

water may have played in the formation of the igneous rocks. His ob-

servations go far to support the views of Poulett Scrope and Scheerer,

who maintain the aqueo-igncous fusion of granites and lavas, a theory

which is farther sustained by tlie curious microscopical investigations of

Mr. Sorby lately presented to the Geological Society of London.* ,

Sir John F. W, Herschel many years since put forward a theory of

, volcanos, in which he suggested that all volcanic and plutonic^rocks \yQre

no other than sedimentary deposits, melted down with their inrliuled

water. I have endeavored, in a paper read on the 0th of March before

the Canadian Institute at Toronto, to show that this theory is the one

most in accordance with the present state of chemical and geological

science. We are probably acquainted with no rocks not of aqueous

origin, and the intrusive form so often assumed by granites, syenites,

dolerites, and even by ophiolites and limestones is not essential but

accidental.
. ^

In my report for 1856, p. 485, I have insisted that^the separation of

oxyd of iron from certain strata, and its accumulation ia others, is to be

ascribed to the reducing and solvent action of organic matters. This is

exemplified in the fire-clays and iron-stones of tlie coal formation, as well

as in the series of the Hudson river group described in my Keport, m the

fire-clays and greensands of the cretaceous foiznation of New Jersey, an

many other instances. It is by the alteration of such materials that Uie

y^hite feldspathic rocks of metamorphic regions have been formed, and it

u probable that beds of iron ore always ovve their origin to the j^^^^V^""

tion of organic matters, so that the presence of such ores, not less tna

that of graphite, points to the existence of organic life even during l^

Laurentian or so-called Azoic period.
I

The waters which dissolve out the oxyd of iron from sediments, aisu

remove lime and magnesia, especially if these bases are P'"^^^"*^"^
^^^

condition of carbonates, and hence these bases, especially the hitter a

more soluble, are generally absent from white clays and feldspar roc -

^

If however the quautitv of lime be larire as compared with the iron,*i liyJ^yK:\<'l' LUC quuniuy 01 nine oe large as curnpaicu ^ri.... — -j
iway be removed wljilc a portion of lime remains; if on the other na^^^

the reducing agency of organic matters be excluded, carbonated ja

mAv r*iTnntTii ii»v»^ ^^A V,, f„ 1.^. • Ai,^ ^^„/^vT'r^ n^ iron bebui*^'

]

peroxy

^ PhUofl. Mag.j vol. xy, p- I6?r
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^
From my o^vn and others analyses of the alkaline mineral waters de-

rived from argiHaceous rocks, it ^vill he seen that the salts of potash in
these waters are generally in very small quantity when compared with
the salts of soda, ahhongh potash predominates in argillaceous shales and
clay-slates. The soda is tlierefore gradually removed from these rocks by
infiltrating waters, while the potash remains behind, and hence it hap-

"p)ens that when these rocks, from which the lime, magnesia and oxyd of
iron have been dissolved, are subjected to the process of metamorpliism,
potash-feldspar will predominate, together with quartz from the deficiency
of bases, while silicates like cyanite and staurotide may be formed from
the excess of alumina. The more quartzose sediments, other things be-
ing equal, are most permeable to water, and hence will have lost greater

proportions of soda, lime, magnesia, etc. than the finer clays and marls.

I have here indicated a few principles which must I think for the future

serve as guides in investigating the chemistry of rocks, whether stratified

or plutonic. You will see how the action of these laws necessarily divides

the silico-aluminous sedimentary rocks into the two great classes rccog-

Tnzed by Bunsen and Durocher in their investigations of igneous rocks.

In the trachytic and granitic division the silica and potash predominate,
"VV'hile the soda^ lime, magnesia and iron are present only in sra^U quanti-

ties, while in tlae pyroxenic rocks silica and potash are less abundant, and
soda-feldspars wMth more or less basic silicates of lime, magnesia and oxyd
of iron predominate.

Montreal, March 10, 1858.

?. On EuphotiJe o.nd Saiissurite ; hj T. Sterkv Hunt. (In a letter

to J.D.Dana, dated Montreal, March 16, 1858.)—Thrqugh the kind-

ness of Prof. Arnold Guyot I have had an opportunity of examining a

collection of the euphotides of Mt. Rose, and of satisfying mj'self as to

the nature of the true Saussiirite {the jade of de Saussure), which is^ a
^^hite mineral forming with grass-green smaragdite,the Euphotide jadien

of Brongniart* It appears to be a. compact epidote or zoisite, having, as

<ie Saussure long since detcrruined, the hardness of quartz, and a density

of 3-3— 3-4. My own analysis of a fragment from Mt. Rose, with a den-

sity of 3-36, gives the composition of a lime-alumina epidote, with a

little soda. The analyses of Boulanger of the saussurites of Mt. Genevre
and Orezza, lead to the same conclusion.

Saussurite is then nearly related to the massive white garnet from the

Green Mts. in Canada, which, mixed with serpentine and with amphibole

gi^es rise to varieties of rocks which I have described in my report of the

Geological Survey of Canada for 185G, as resembling certain euphotides.

The smaragdite of Mt. Rose is a vanadiferous diallage, approaclnng m
composition the variety from near Genoa, analyzed by Schafhautl. ^I

?nay here remark that I have lately detected vanadium, with chromic

^on, and oxyd of nickel in a serpentine from Gasp6.
.

, , . . .

The true euphotide is then distinct from those diallagic dolerites with

^'^ich it has been confounded by Delesse, Coquand, and most modern

lithologists. I propose soon to sendyou my results in a detailed form,

^^^ a sketch of the history of euphotide.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
J. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On the equivalents of certain Metals.—Vo>r Hauer has determined

the equivalents of cadmium and manganese by heating known quantities

of the sulphates in a current of sulphid of hydrogen and weighing the

resulting sulpliids. The author found 56 as the equivalent of cadmium

by nine experiments agreeing as closely as could he expected, the differ-

ences being in the second decimal place only. The equivalent of man-

ganese was found by a precisely similar process to be 27'49 as a mean of

nine experiments. Berzelius found for this metal the numbers 27*6 and

27*61, his results being corrected for the new equivalents of silver and

chlorine. Von Hauor adopts 27*5 as the true equivalent. [This niunher

differs remarkably from tliat determined by Dumas who found 26.]

The same chemist has also determined the equivalent of tellurium by de-

termining the quantity of bromine contained in the crystallized bronald of

tellurium and potassium KBr-f-TeBrs. The mean of five experiments

gave 6403 which corresponds with the new^ equivalent of Dumas,

Schneider has determined the equivalents of cobalt and nickel hy

analyses of their oxalates, the relative quantities of carbon and metal

bemg found, the former by the usual methods of organic analysis, the

latter by oxydation and subsequent reduction in a current of hydrogen.

In this manner the equivalent of cobalt was found to be 30 and that of

nickel 29, each a mean of four analyses.— VonHaiier in Ch€7nisches Cen-

tral Blall, JVos. 56, 57, 1857. Schneider in Pogg. Ann., ci, 387.

[Note. Very numerous and carefully made analyses of the salts of the

ammonia-cobalt bases executed in my laboratory indicate 295 as the true

equivalent of cobalt, and, to say the least, render a re-investigation of the

subject very desirable.
—

"w. c] .

2. On the preparation of pnre coynjyonncis of Cerium.—Bu^sex na

given a metliod of preparing the compounds of cerium free from lantha-

num and didymium which appears to possess great advantages over thos

already known. The method in question is based upon the fact that pro-

toxyd of cerium, like protoxyd of manganese, when heated in the air

with magnesia or oxj^d of zinc becomes peroxj-di^ed and unites witn

stronger base. Tlie simplest mode of applying" the principle is the follow-

ing. The solution of the raw sulphates of cerium, didymium and lantiia-

num is to be treated with sulphydric acid to separate copper, _^&c.,Jin^^^

then

weight of pure magnesia-alba, and then heated in a porcelain
J^^P^^

.

over an open fire with constant stirring. The bottom of the capsu e n\^^

be just faintly red. In this manner a cinnamon-brown powder
^^^y^J^^^^

^vhich contains all the cerium as sesquioxyd. The mass is to be he^

^ith hot nitric acid wliich gives a fine red solution like that of
bichrom^^^

of potash. On evaporation this gives a beautiful double nitrate o
^^^

quioxyd of cerium and didvmiura and of the protoxyds oi ^^^^^^
.^^

and lanthanum. The red ni'tric solution is to be diluted with mucU ^^ '
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« heated to boiling, and then treated with small quantities of sulphuric acid

^
till there is no longer any increase of the precipitate formed. The cerium

,, B in tlii.s way precipitated perfectly pure as a basic sesqui-salt in the form
,

of a yellowish-white flocky mass, which is easily washed by decantatiou
with hot \yater containing a little sulphuric acid. When this basic salt is
dissolved in strong sulphuric acid and th^n reduced by sulphurous acid,
It yields With oxalic acid chemically pure oxalate of protoxyd of cerium.
The liquid from which the oxyd of cerium has been separated has usually
a deep reddish violet color and contains a higher oxyd of didymium, as
well as lanthanum, magnesium and cerium. This liquid when evapora-
ted yields a very beautiful double nitrate of lanthanum, didymium and
Q^agnesium which forms the starting point of a series of double nitrates.

^
Bunsen finds that when pure oxalate of protoxyd of cerium is ignited

in a platinum crucible in presence of air, a compound of protoxyd and
sesquioxyd CeaO* remains, which is white with a shade of yellow. This
oxyd becomes deep orange-red on heating, but recovers on cooling its

original color. Boiling concentrated sulphuric acid dissolves it to form
''iu orange-red salt which dissolves in water with a yellow color. Chlor-
hydric and nitric acids scarcely act upon the oxyd even at the boiling point,

but a mixture of iodid of potassium and chlorhydric acid dissolves it

€ven in the cold with separation of iodine. The author emph>yed this

reaction to determine the equivalent oi cerium, which was found to be
! 575-8 (0=:100) or 46'06 {0=:8) as a mean of three experiments.

—

Ann,

j
d€r Chemie unci Pharmacie^ cv, 40, January, 1858. w. g,

\

II. GEOLOGY.

ofNeh
to G. K, Warren, Lieut, Topog. Eng., dated Washington, February 8th,

1858; printed in the National Intelligencer of March 16.—We liave

examined the fossils and other geological specimens collected under your
dn-ection during the past season in and near the Black Hills, Nebraska,
and find that, in connexion with the facts noted, they indicate the follow-

if^g succession of geological formations in that region, viz.:

f'irst. The main body or nucleus of the l^lack Hills is principapally com-
posed of a coarse feldspathic granite, which has been elevated by power-
ftil subterranean forces since the close of the Cretaceous Period, and pre-

'^ious to the deposition of the Tertiary formations of the surrounding
country

Superimposed upon the granite above-mentioned we have the following

(ascending) series of stratified rocks

:

.
1st. An ancient gi-oup of highly metamorphosed sedimentary forma-

"-0 Auuwn to occur m tne same tormation m ivi^cuijsui aim j-TnuucouLi*.

^d. A series of gray, reddish and whitish gritty limestones, sixty to

<^^e hundred feet in thickness, mntaininir fossils which are clearly Carboii-
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iferous, thougli We have not yet been able to determine definitely 'wtetlier

they are Lower or Upper Carboniferous forms ; as they are for the most

part badly preserved, and present apparently a mingling of Coal measure

and Lower Carboniferous types.

4th, Two beds of a fine (rather incoherent) brict-red material, separa-

ted by from ten to fifty feet of* bluish gray and reddish gritty limestone,

containing specimens of a very small plicated Rhynchonella^ a small

Pleurotomariay two species of Macrocheilus^ and one or two species of

Bellerophon^ all apparently closely allied to Coal Measure forms.

The lower of the two brick-red beds above mentioned is from two

hundred and fifty to three hundred feet in thickness, and appears to be

destitute of organic remains, but contains more or less gypsum in tlie

form of seams and thin beds ; while the upper red bed, which is from

one hundred to one hundred and fifty feet in thickness, is also apparently

destitute of organic remains, and contains large quantities of gypsum.

These two red beds with the intermediate limestone may ^e of Per-

mian age, though the generic and specific affinities of the fossils in the

limestone point rather to the upper Carboniferous series. It is not im-

probable, however, that the upper of these two red beds may be Tnassic

or even Jurassic, as we have no palseontological data for determinmg its

position in the geological column.

At some point along the southeast base of the Black Hills, loose

masses of a hard flinty rock were found containing a few fossils of the

same species, discovered by Major F. Hawn in northeastern Kansas, m
beds now known to be of Permian age. These masses were not seen in

place, and their position in relation to the other beds is consequently

unknown,
5th. Above the upper of the two red beds already mentioned there are

from one hundred to one hundred and fifty feet of strata, consisting of a

series of bluish ash-colored and variegated argillaceous shaly beds,^ and

dark-brown, red.dish, gray, and yellowish sandstones, &c., containing

Linffula^ Avkula, Area, Belernniies^ Ammoniies^ Pentacrimis^ &c., ali^o

Jurassic types. From these facts, and the absence of Cretaceous species

in this series, togetherlvith its stratigraphical position, we regard it as

belonging to the Jurassic system.
4 fat

6th. then comes a series of strata, together about four hundred te^

s, very similar to the beds just mentioned, and not. separate

from them by any well-marked line of demarkation. In the lower pari

of this group, an Ammonite, a PlanorUs, a Paludina, and a Unio^^r

found, but most of the entire series of beds appear to be ^^^*^^^^"^^,
^^

organic remains excepting fragments of vegetable matter. These e

we regard as probably belonging to the older Cretaceous, (N^- ^
^J

published sections -of Nebraska Cretaceous formations,) though a iarg

portion of them may be Jurassic. . -^^^

Above all the foregoing formations we have in regular succession •

2, No. 3, No. 4, and No. 5 of the Cretaceous series of Nebraska, as give

ia the published sections, p x^.

All tliese rocks, from the Potsdam sandstone to the most recent u
^^^

ceous, inclusive, appear to repose conformably upon each other; ^^
'

excepting the oldest metamorphic rocks and the Potsdam sanasio ^

in thickness,
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v^hkh were seen in the Black Hills, were usually met with around the
base^ of these hills, dipping at In'gh angles away from them, while the
Tertiary formations were found to repose unconformably upon their up-
turned edges.

The Potsdam sandstone was frequently seen far up in the Black Hills,
at an elevation of from five to eight hundred feet above the most modern
Cretaceous and Tertiary beds of the surrounding country.

The granite forming the main body of the Black Hills, and portions
of the adjacent stratified rocks, are traversed and rent at various places
by numerous veins and dikes of basaltic and other igneous rocks.

(2.) Letter from Dn J. Leidy to Lieut. G. K. Warren, U. S. Top.
Eng,

; (communicated for this Journal by Dr. F. V. IIavden.)—In accord-
ance with your request, I send you a brief notice of the remains of
extinct animals collected by Dr. F. V, Hayden in the Valley of tlie

Niohara River, during your recent expedition to explore the region of
the Black Hills, Nebraska. The opinion of the geologist of your expe-
dition, Dr. Hayden, that the deposit from which the fossil bones were
obtained is of pliocene age, appears to be borne out by the anatomical

characters of the specimens. At least the remains indicate animals for

the most part intermediate to those of the present period and those whose
traces form rich deposits in the Miocene strata of the "Bad Lands" of

?febraska. A remarkable fact exhibited by the Niobara fossils, is, that

the fauna of the Pliocene or later Tertiary period in this country, was
much more nearly like the recent one of the Eastern hemisphere than
our own recent indigenous fauna.

The collection is particularly rich in remains of ruminating and equine

animals, which are mingled with those of several carnivorous and gnaw-
ing animals, and others of a Rhinoceros, a Mastodon and an Elephant.

Excepting a species of Deer, all the ruminant remains belong to extinct

genera. One of these is especially interesting as it belonged^to the Camel
family and was about one-third less in size than the existing CHmeh

Another genus was allied to the Musk-deer of Asia. A third genus,

indicated by a few teeth, was larger than any living ruminant. The
J'emaining genera, of which there are four species, belong to the same
family as Oreodon of the Bad Lands formation. This family, now entirely

extinct, consisted of what midit be called ruminating hogs, or suiliue

animals with the peculiar ruminant habit.

Of equine animals tlxe collection affords indications of no less than eight

species of six genera. One of them was a horse updistinguishable by Us
J'emuinvS from corresponding parts of the ordinary domestic animal ; and
a second was a horse not larger than a Newfoundland dog. Two of the

species are allied to the more ancient equine genus Anchitherium; Jind

two others are remarkable for having their milk teeth constructed after

t,^e plan of both sets in the latter genus, while their permanent teeth are

^>ke both sets in the recent horse. The remaining two species belong to

the extinct genus Jlipparion, common in the tertiary of Euroj-^e and Asia.

The Carnivora consist of four canine and two feline animals. Of the

former one was a wolf larger than any living species, and another was a
*inall species of fox. The gnawers consist of a small specie* of beaver

^^d a species of porcupine.
^E^ONn SERIES, Vol. XXV, No. rJ—HAY, ld»
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The rLinoceros was about tlie size of the eomnion species now living

in India. The mastodon is a different species fnan that whose remains

are so abundantly distributed through later formations of this country;

and It was considerably smaller. The remains of the elephant indicate

a species larger than any one yet discovered, extinct and recent.

Among the remains of mammals thus indicated there are mingled

numerous fragments of bones of a large land turtle.

2. Permiaii of Kansas and New Mexico,—Tlie discovery of the Per-

mian in Kansas is announced in our last number by Prof. Swallow. A
paper read before the Albany Institute by Meek and llayden, and re-

cently published (vol. iv. of Trans. Albany Institute, and read March 2,)

announces the same discovery as an independent conclusion, and contains

descriptions of ten new species of shells from the formation. The speci-

mens, which enabled them to pronounce tl^e roclvs Permian were received

from Major Hawn. The specimens are from near the Smoky Hill fork of

Kansas river. The same rocks have also been observed near Helena 100

miles northeast; and near the boundary of Nebraska and Missouri.

On the 8th of March last, Dr B. F. Shumard announced to the Acad-

emy of Science at St. Louis, (see Proceedin|3^ of St. Louis Acad.,) that

he had found the fossils which his brother Dr.'G. G. Shumard had brought

from a white limestone of the Guadalupe Mountains,- New Mexico, to be

in part identical with the Permian fossils of Kansas as well as those of

England and Russia. The genus Aidosteges is represented, which has

not been observed below the Permian. There are also the Camamphona
Scklothehnii^ C, Geinitzkma, Productus Leployi, Terehratulaelongala.T.

(Spiriffera) pectinifera, Spirifer cristafa^ xicantkocladio aticeps,^ Synoda-

dia^ Monotis near M. speluvcoria, Productus near P. Cancrini ; besides

new species of Productus, Splrifer, Chonetes, Trilohites, and a slender

Fusnlijia nearly two inches in length. According to the MS. Keport ot

Dr. G. G, Shumard, this white limestone is more than a thousand feet

thick. The fossils will soon be described.

Since the above was written, we have received a pamphlet by Prot. 0-.

C. Swallow and Major F. Ilawn treating of the Permian rocks of Kansas,

enumerating near 80 species of fossils, and describing half ot them dM

new. It is from the Transactions of the Acad. Sci. of St. Louis, vol 1,

and was read February 22.
• c /S

3. Remains of Domedk Animals among Posi-plhcene Fossils in South

Carolina; by Francis S. Holmes. 16 pp. 8vo. Charleston, 1858,

This paper contains an account of the observations of Mr. Holmes and

also extracts from communications by Dr. Leidy and Professor Agassiz.

The principal IVt-pIiocene locality of the fossils is at Ashley Hrrj,

South Caiolina. Dr. Leidy, in his remarks on the fossils, states that tlie

occurrence of the remains of an extinct species of horse in the post-pno-

cene of the country at different places has been recognized by variou

authors. At the Ashley deposit, it is plain that the remains of receni

date and ancient species of animals are much mixed: but among t

there is the extinct species of horse. The teeth hardly ditfer in any pa '

ticularfrom those of the recent species; so that if identical >v)th it, o^^

horse existed here long antecedent to its Intnxluctioo by the ^"''^F^^^^^

The bluff where the specimens were obtained is about 30 foet h^g^f
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base a pliocene limestone 15 feet thick, composed of mnrme shells the
remainder the post-pliocene layer consisting of ferruginous sand. 'The
teetli are brown or black in color. The remains of a tapir also occur
there, not distinguishable from the Tapirus Amcricanus. Dr. Leidy
states that he has seen remains of this tapir from Texas, Louisiana, Ken-
tucky, Mississippi, Indiana, Ohio and South Carolina. He observes that
the same locality aiJbrds remains of the Lepus sijlvatkus or common
gray rabbit, fragments of teeth of the Megatherium^ and the Mylodon
HarlanL The shells of the post-pliocene are at least 95 per cent Jinno-;
two now live on the coast of Florida, and two appear to be actually
extinct.

Mr. Holmes enumerates other species of bones, and although there is

still some little doubt (as both Dr. Leidy and Prof. Agassiz imply,) with
regard to the identification of some of the species with the modern, he
gives the following as his own conclusions respecting the mammals of the

post-pliocene in North America. Extinct species: Mastodon, Megathe^
rium, Megalonyx, Glyptodon, Mylodon, Hipparion (2 species).

—

Sjyeciea

now existing on the Continent but not found on the Atlantic coa^i: Bison,

Tapir, Peccary, Beaver, Musk-rat, Elk.

—

Species now known near the coast:

Deer, Raccoon, Opossum, Rabbit,

—

Domestic Animah : Horse, Hog,
Sheep, Dog and Ox.

4. Oil the dov) rise of the shores of the Baltic,, (Acad. Sci., St. Peters-

burg, Bib. Univ. Gen., 1857, xxxv, 299).—Many facts have been collected

recently by M. Kosakewitsch, and discussed by M. UalIstr^3m, relative to

the rising of the coasts of Sweden and Finland. The following changes

have been ascertained :—At Abo, from 1750 to 1841, P75 feet Swedish
(fi Swedish footz= 1PG9 English inches); at Hango-Udd, from 1754 to

1831, 1-G7 Sw. feet; at Jussari, from 1800 to 1837, 0-74 feet; at Swea-

borg, from 1800 to 1840, O'SO feet. The coasts of S\ve<len and Fiidand

are rocky and granitic and hence afford sure marks for such observations,

5. Mean demily of the -E'arifA.—Captain W. S. Jacob in a paper before

the Royal Society (Thil. Mag., [4], xiii, 535) discusses the different meth^

ods of measuring the earth's niean density, and decides that the Caven-

<3ish method is the most to be relied on. He concludes his paper with

the remark that there are hardly sufficient grounds for impugning the

correctness of the value 5'67, deduced by the late Francis Baily fi'om his

carefully conducted repetition of the Cavendish experiment.

6. Cretaceous Fossilsfrom Fawcowiw/A/awt/.—Andkew Mcrray, E^q.,

(Ed. New Phil. J., [2J,
vi, 168) announces the occurrence of Cretaceous

fossils on Vancouver Island, Amfnoniles, BacuUles (B. ovatus, Say), Dice^

^^-^i Venus, Umcardium, Psannnobia,
7. Tcmperotnre of the Earth at qreat depths.—WALTT^um^ has pub-

Ji^^hed the results of observations on the temperature pf the earth s crust

^ade at Creuzot (Coi
^^aL At Mouillonge,

, , i r^
S16 meters, from a point 321 meters above the sea-level; and at lorcy,

ft niile from iMouillonge, another boring de^^cends 595 meters (into the

coal) from a point 310 meters above the sea. The average increase of

temperature ou the descent is l^C. in 30 or 31 metei-s; buL between 550

>

np. Rend., Mmv 11, lS5l) where there arc borings for

, three kilometers from (Jreiizot, the boring dest;ends

and SOU meters, it is 1' C. in 23-6 meters.
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8- Geological Survey of Canada^ Report of Progreu for the years

1853-56; by Sir W, K. Logan, Provincial Geologist. Printed by order

of the Legislative Assembly. 494 pp., 8vo^ with maps, and a quarto

volume of plans of various lakes and rivers between Lake Huron and the

river Ottawa. Toronto, 1857.—This Report covers four years of explo-

ration. As in all the labors of the author, there is evidence of careful

research and sure progress. The Special Report of Sir W. E, Logan covers

the first 50 pages. It takes up especially the arrangement of the crys-

talline limestone among the other Laurentian (Azoic) rocks, and especially

its condition iif the vicinity of Grenville. The limestone occurs in bands

that are nearly parallel, and which are so related as to leave no doubt that

one or more strata of limestone are there folded up among the crystalline

rocks. In Grenville there are two such bands about two miles apart,

having a N.N.E. strike, and dipping, like the included gneiss, to the

N.N.W, 50° to YO''. To the rear of the township the two unite and

have a thickness of 500 to 1000 feet. Other similar bands and patches

occur to the northward and eastward of these, which have approximately

the same strike, and confirm the view that the Azoic of the region, before

its crystallization, contained one if not two or more thick strata of lime-

stone. The author discusses the precise character of these folds and illus-

trates the subject by means of a map of the region on which the bands

of limestone are represented in color.

The Reports of A, Murray for the years 1853 to 1856 occupy pages

59 to 190, and contain details respecting the topography and geology of

the region west of the Ottawa and north of Lake Huron. These are fol-

lowed by Mr. James Richardson's Report on the Idand of Anticosti, and

the Mingan Islands in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and the Palseontological

Report of E. Billings, Esq. The island of Anticosti is covered by fossil-

iferous strata referred to a period uniting the Lower and Upper Silurian;

t e rock is an argillaceous limestone 2300 feet in thickness, throughout

conformable and nearly horizontal. E. Billings, Esq., observes, p. 249,

"All the facts tend to show that these strata were accumulated in a quiet

fiea, in uninterrupted succession during that period in which the upper

part of the Hudson river group [Lower Silurian], and the Oneida conglom-

erate, the Medina sandstone and the Clinton m-oun fUpper Silurian], wen

in the course of being deposited in that part of the Palaeozoic ocean no\r

constitutinor the State of New York and some of the countries adjacent.

The fossils of the middle portion fill up the blank with the Upper an

Lower Silurian, combining many of the Hudson river group with those

of the Clinton, with the addition of other species unknown to both.

^
In the two lower divisions (9G0 feet) the fossils that are of known spe-

cies have been found in the Hudson or Trenton group, with three excep-

tions, the Ileiiolites megaslovia, Catenipora eacharoides and Favoancs

favosa, not before known to extend into the Lower Silurian. Smgular

tree-like fossils {Beatricea) occur 430 feet from the base. They are

straight stems I to 14 inches in diameter, tubular, with the tube trans-

versely septiite, tiie structure in layers resembling in this respect an ex-

ogenous tree. 950 feet above the base there arc tiiree additional Lpp^
Silurian fos-sila, Zeptcena subpfana^ Strophomena depressa and -^^^^P?

naviformit. In the upper 600 feet, 60 species of fossils were collecteo,
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and 20 out of the 24 hitherto described occur in the Clinton group,
Avhile 12 of the 24 are found also in the beds below. The following are
the names of the 24 species; those in italics occur also in tJie lower beds
of Anticosti, and those marked with an asterisk, are known as species
of tbe^ Clinton group. Ckwtetes Lycoperdon^ Caknipora Escharoides*
Favosite^ favosa ^ Zaphrentis bilateralis,* Orthis Lyiix,^ O. elegantula'*
0. Flabellulum, Z^7^/6F?2fl! 5-?;ft/'/fl??6r,* L. transversalis, L. profunda^ Stro-
phomena aliernata^^ S. depresm.^"^ Atrypa reticidaris^'^ A. congesta,"^ A,
ph'catula,* A, hemispherica,* A. navifonnis^^ Spirifer radiatus,* Von-
taiaerus oblongus,* Mttrchisonia snhdata^^ Cyclonenia caifcellata,* PJa-
tjostonia heinispherica, Calymene Blumenbachii,'^ Bumastes Barriensis.*

Dr. Billings describes a number of new Cystidere and Asteriada?, from
the Silurian of Canada, besides various Brachiopods and other molluscs.

The genus Huronia he refers to Orthoceras (or Ormoceras if that genus
be retained).

»
Next follows the Report of T. Sterry Hunt, Chemist and Mineralogist

to the Geological Survey. We have already quoted a few facts on min-
erals from this report; also at papje 217 an article on Ophiolites, and page
361 a chapter on the Salines of Europe. We propose to cite farther on
the subject of rocks at another time. There are also valuable chapters

on the Metallurgy of Iron, Magnesian Mortars, the Purification of Plum-
bago, and Peat and its products, which we must pass by.

On the subject of metamorphism, Mr. Ilunt adopts the view that the

changes were produced by the action of chemical solutions, without tlie

agency of a very elevated temperature. But he writes (p. 477) as if this

general idea were original with him, when it is the bui'den of Bischof's

great work, who makes all rocks by waiter and chemistry ; and moreover
it seems to be now^ the prevalent opinion on the subject. Bischof^s theory

I'especting the agency of chemical solutions,—alkaline silicates and car-

bonates, etc.—is brieriy considered in the writers Mineralogy, 4th edition,

(1854), p. 227, and its application to metamorphism is especially recog-

nized on page 226. Tlie writer suggested this general view of meta-

morphism in this Journal in 1844, volume xlv, p. 104, and a^ain in 1845,

vol. xlvii, 135, and xlviii, 83, 92, and 397: at page 83, the agency of

alkaline silicates is recognized in pseudomorphism (though the method of

their action is not specifically explained); and, on page 92 of the same

Foi

ha

)er, metamorpliism is spoken of as pseudomorphism on a broad scale,

'chhanimer in 1844, in the Proceedings of the British Association,

has an important paper bearing the same general direction, although

differing iu deriving the alkalies in part through vapors. We might

mention other autliorities, but it is not necessary liere. The agency of

organic matters in iron depositions, which Mr. Hunt also brings out, is

discussed and sustained in Bischof, English edition, page 166. \\hiie

mailing these claims for othei's, we do not overlook the fact that Mr.

Hunt has brouglit forward important original views on the special action

pf the alkaline silicates and carbonates in metamorphism, and is aiding

in giving the theory a satisfactory basis.

The quarto volume of twenty ma]« of the various lakes and rivers be-

tween Lake Huron and the Ottawa, by Mr. Murray, show that the Cana-

dian government is carrying forward the survey on the right plan—

a
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union of geograpliical and geological investigations. The maps arc of

large size, nearly two feet by three, and contain particulars respecting the

yooks of the regions, besides the usual map details, and in both respects a

large amount of work has been ably performed.

9. Iowa Geological Survey.—The publication of the Annual Report

of the Geological Survey of Iowa by the Geologist of the Survey^ J. D,
Whitney, and Palieontologist, James Hall, is already far advanced. The
volume, we learn, promises to be one of the most important issued on

American geology. The palaeontology will be illustrated by 80 plates

executed in fine style. "We learn from Mr. T. S. Parvin of Iowa, that

250 copies will be placed at tlie disposal of the Governor of the State for

the purpose of exchange with the other States of the country and with

foreign countries, as well as various scientific societies; and that the State

Historical Society will receive 30 copies for a similar purpose. Mr, Par-

vin also mentions that he will have ten copies for exchange with scientific

authors.

if the principal Copper mines of

Metallurgy of

->!

7f Mining and preparing ores ft

Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blakiston, 1858. 18mo, pp. 388.—This

manual \vi]l be an acceptable addition to the literature of a branch of

chemistry wdiich has many claims to popular consideration. It presents

in an untechnical and carefully prepared form much valuable information

on the subjects of which it treats, on the chemical relations of copper;

the ores of copper; the analysis of copper ores; mines and minnig;

mines of copper; copper smelting, and the alloys of copper. The author,

from his official connection as assayer to one of the chief smelting works

in the United States, has enjoyed 'good advantages for gaining exact in-

formation upon many of the topics of whicli he treats, and he has the

faculty of stating his subject in a clear and simple manner. The state-

ments are necessarily brief, and to the expert may convey Httle new.

But to the general reader and those seeking a concise statement of the

present state of knowledge on the subjects named, the author has made

a valuable contribution.

11. The Wheatley Collections.—Tho well known mineralogical and

conchological cabinets collected by Chas. M. Wheatley, Esq., of K. i-,

have been purchased for Union College at Schenectady for the sum of tea

thousand dollars. This sum was paid by E. C. Delavan, Esq., of x\lbany,

and the collections were generously presented by him to Union College?

^here they have already arrived. These collections are among the tw^&t

in the United States. .

12. Third Report of the Geological Survey in Kcntnchj, made dunny

the years 185G and 1857; by David Dale Owen, Principal Geologist,

assisted by R. Peter, Chemical Assistant, Sidney S. Lyon, Topographi-

cal Assistant, Leo Lesqceueux aiid E. T. Cox, Palseontological Assist-

ants. 1 vol. text, large 8vo, 590 pp., with a vol. (portfolio) in 8vo, ot

|
plates and a map,—In our last number we noticed the publication oi

^

second volume of the Kentucky Survey; and another two months Uav

brought out a volume even larger, ^vith ten plates of fossils. The volum
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commences witli the General Report of Dr. Owen, in wliieh he reviews
the observations on the coal measnres, and tlie economical and strati-
grapliical geology. The chemical report of Dr. Peter contains the resuhs
of 220 analyses, comprising soils, rocks, coals, iron ores, mineral waters
etc.j and covers 250 pages of the volume. S. S. Lyon presents a contin-
uation (from vol. ii) of'the Topographical Geological Report of the sur-
vey in the counties of Greennp, Carter, Lawrence and Ilancoclc, hi the
year 1857, containing geological sections as well as facts bearing on the
topogra[>ljy; and following this, a Report on the Palaeontology, "contain-
Hig descriptions of new species of Crinoids, which are heautifuliy figured
on five plates, Mr. Leo Lesquereux follows with a brief but most valua-
ble report on the Coal Measures and their Flora, No person in the
country is better able to write on the subject, and great results will come
fi'om his continued contributions to the survey. We propose to notice
further his results in another number. Tlie voUime closes with the Palie-

ontological Repo?t of Carboniferous Mollusca by Ednard T. Cox, in which
liiany species are described, figures of which occupy three plates. The
science of the land and world, and not less the welfiu-e of the State of
Kentucky, are interested in the successful prosecution of the Kentucky
Oeological Survey.

rf JVeto Fossilsfrom the Coal Measures of
(tnd Kansas ; by B. F. Suumard and G. C. Sw^\llow-. 32 pp., 8vo.

Extr, from Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, Vol I, No. 2. St. Louis, Missouri,

1858.—This paper contains descriptions of 60 species of Carboniferous

species of Mollusks, Crinoids, and Crustaceans from Missouri and the ter-

i"itory of Kansas.

III. astroxo:my.

1- Two new Planets, (Gould's Astr. Jour., No. Ill),—The ffty-first
planet of the asteroid-group was discovered January 22, 1858, by Mr.
Laurent, at the observatory of Professor Valz at Nismes. Its apparent

Diapnitude is 11-10, and it has been named Nemaxtsa.
Tlie fifti/sccond of the group was discovered February 4, 1858, by

Mr. Goldschmidt, at Paris.

The names of the asteroidal planets discovered since Ariadne (43), are

^ follows : Nysa (44), Eugenia (45), Hestia (45), Aglaia (47), Doris (48),

Pales (49), Virginia (50), Nemausa (51). The name of (50) has not yet
reached us,

2. First Comet of 1858, (Gould's Astron, Jour., 109, lll)-~This
comet was detected by Mr. H. P.Tuttle, at Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 4, 1858^
and was independently found, Jan. 11, by Dr. Bruhns at Berlin.

The parabolic elements deduced by Dr. Bruhns from the Berlin and
Altona observations, resemble so closely those of the first comet of 1785
that he thinks the two comets to be identical But the parabolic ele-

inents obtained by Mr. James C. Watson (assistant in the Observatory of

tjie University of Michigan at Ann Arbor,) from the Cambridge observa-

tion of Jan. 4, and the Ann Arbor observations of Jan. 19 and Feb. 3 are

so strikingly similar to the elements of the second comet of 1790 that he

considers the identity of the tNVO comets as being beyond a doubt. From
tto Cambrid'T-G observation of Jan. 4, and Ann Arbor observations of
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Jan. 30 and Feb. 24 he has computed the following set of elliptic ele-

ments, viz:

Epoch, 1858, Jan. 30*5, "Washington ra. t.

Mean anomaly, « - . 858° 19' 22-23

Long, of perihelion, - • - 115 46 34*9 ) M. eqx,
" " asc. node, - - 269 1 30*9 [ 1858*0

Inclination, - • - - 54 25 49"1

Angle of excentricity, - - 55 23 41*4

Excentricity, - - * . 0*823086
Log. semi-axis major, - - 0*763343
" mean daily motion, - - 2*404992

Mean daily motion, - - 264"'0924

Motion, - - ... - directs

The resulting period of revolution being 5101 days, the comet must

have returned four times between 1790 and 1858, ^vithout detection.

/ A new cometj

Edward

having the look of a large, pale nebula was discovered March 8, 1858, by

Dr. A. Winnecke, of the Observatory at Bonn.
i

IV. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. The Annual Variations of Atmospheric Pressure in the Gulf of SL
Lawrence; by William Kelly, M.D., R. N., (Proc. Roy. Irish Acad.,

iii, 3).—The table which accompanies this paper is an abstract from the

^Meteorological Journal of the Naval Surveying Party" on the St. Law-

rence. The observations from which it is taken extend over nine years,

from 1841 to 1850. They were made on board the Gulnare surveying

vessel, from the end of May in each year, to the middle of October; and

during the remainder of the year at Charlotte Town, F' "
t^-J-—

Island, where the party wintered.

Two ordinary marine barometers w^ere employed in making these ob-

servations. The first got out of order in June, 1845, and the second was

not obtained until the September following. The indications of the latter

were somewhat lower than those of the first, which agreed generally with

other barometers of the same construction. There Avas no apparent dif-

ference, however, in the range of the instruments, which, it is scarcel)

necessary to say, was less than the true range; not only on account of

the varying level of the mercury in the bag, according as it ascends or

descends in the tube ; but also from hygrometric causes acting on the bag

itself; the instruments having been kopt in the moist air of a vessel at

sea during the summer, and in the dry air of a house warmed by stoves

during the winter. .

From the mean of all the observations we find that the atmospheric

pressure is least in January, February and March ; that it increases slowly

in April and May, and that there is a very slight decrease (-01) in June

;

that the pressure is greatest in July, Atigust and September, after whicU

it decreases gradually through the three remaining months of the 1^^"^'

The annual course of atmospheric pressure which we find here, on

northeast coast of America, derives interest from the fact that a sJ^i^^

course has been as yet observed only at Sitka, on the extreme north^^e&i

of the continent, and in Europe at considerable mountain elevations.
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Nothing apparently connected with it, either bj similarity or contrast,
lias been observed on the mainland of North America; but in the sea to
the north of the continent, which in following the coast-line may be said
.to lie between Norfolk Sonnd and the Gulf of St. Lawrence, we find an
annual course of atmosp])eric pressure, decidedly different from that
which obtains in these seas.

oummary of Barometric Ohaervationa made in CJtarlotie Towriy find (he southern parti
of the Guff of St, Laioren-cey between 1841 artd 1850.

isn
1812 29 78929 833 29 89^

I j
^9 964

29-895 29 842 29 986
1813 29-946 29 725 29 663 2y 927 29 977 29-900

1815

1S46
1S47
1813

H49
1851

29-657,29 923 29-923 30 070 29 927 29970
29 894 29-8o6l 29 895i29*9iX) 29-944
29 563l29 590 29 716,29 776 29736 29 803
29 6!0,29-623i 29-520:29 .V.»3 29 790 29-847
29-820,29 4S5| 29 68129 782 29 704 29773 29 90^ i9 9iO 29 8i)2 29783 29 76 '29 16^

29-617 29 8371 29-81 3' 29 583 29 817 29-769
29-73

)

29-56') 29*470 29-5'JO 29-720 29 718

Me-uia 129-737:29 lu\ 29 725 29-791 29829 29 863 29-90c

Au^. Sept.
j

Oct. Nov. Dec,

30 1 15 30 044 29 837 -29-729 29 8 1(

30 172:29 91329-899 29 •852'29-85:

33 120 30 02029 843 29-Sd729-9c(
30 036,30 063 29-9F5 29S00^29-77';

!29-790 29983 29-695 29 71:

29 817;29 80329 873 29-704 •29-511

29 95^,29-88329 821 29-76 i 29 77-

29 892 22-975 29 820 29 690 29 59t

39 724 29 791
I

29-972:29 9()1 29-872 29*762 2974.

Mean of all the Ob^^ervatIons reduced to the Level of the Sea.

Jan.

29-731

Feb. March

29-766

June

29 835
j
29-873 29

863J

July.

29 903

Aw%* Sept Oct. Xov. Doc

29 972|29*901j29 894 29 806 29 792

Fi'om the observations carried on fur three years, on board II. M. S-

Investigator, in Melville Sound, and those of Capt Parry, at Melville

Island, we find that the barometer Avas always lowest in July, August and

September; and comparatively high, although not highest in January,

February and March. The low state of the barometer in the former

months was marked in all Parry's voyages; but from his observations^ na

well as from those made in the Investigator, the greatest height was in

April and May.
It would seem that the annua? course of atmospheric pressure, which

prevails all over Asia (and which is the reverse of that observed in the

Gulf of St. Lawrence), extends beyond the shores of Siberia, and is met
in a modified form, on the American side of the Arctic Sea.

2. The Hand-Book of Practical Receipts of every day u^: a Manual
for the Chemist, Druggist, Medical Practitioner. Manufacturer, and Heads
of Families;—comprizing the officinal medicines, their uses and modes of

preparation; and formulae for trade preparations; mineral waters; pow-

<^ers, beverages, dietetic articles, perfumery, cosmetiiis, &c. A glossary ox

the terms used in cliemistry and medicine, including old names, contrac-

tions, vulgar and scientific denominations, with a copious index to al! tho

preparations; by Thomas F. Brakson. First American from the sec-

ond London edition. Philadelphia: Lindsay &Blakiston. 1857. 18mo,

pp. 307.~After reading this title, no one can ask for an analysis of the

book. It is an excelleiTt little volume, meeting exactly a want felt in

information on the several subjects of which it treats.^ The author is no

enapyric but a well-read professional student, and his book
mony to his good sense as well as his professional knowledge.

test!

SECOND MAY, is^a.
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3- Report of the Superintendent of the IT. S. Coast Survey for 1856.

4to, pp. 358, and 67 maps, plans, <Src.—Every year adds to the import-

ance and interest of these reports- Published now since 1852 in quarto,

and in a nicinner worthy of the dignity and importance of the subjects

of which tiiey treat, they iovm an annual contribution to the mass of

original scientific material of the country second in interest and import-

ance to no other. We have ah-eady, on page 315, given an abstract of

this Report ; and much of the matter of several of the most important

chapters—on magnetism, the tides, &c., given in detail in vols, xxiii

and xxiv—in several memoirs by the Superintendent. We have so lately

reviewed in detail the history and results of this greatest of American

scientific undertakings that we need do no more at present than congrat-

ulate the country that the present Report vindicates all that lias been

said of the importance of the work in every view, scientific, practical and

patriotic.

yf Explorations

Pacifi

tefor a Railrord from the Mi

in 1853-4.—Volumes V. and VI. of this great woi'k have recently been

issued. We here give only the subject treated, intending to bring out

the geological results in an article in our next number.
Vol. v.— I. Report of Lieut. R. S. Williamson, U. S. Topog. Eng.

2. Geological Report, by W. R Blake, Geol. and Mineralogist to the

Expedition.

3. Botanical Report by E. Diirand and T. C. Hilgard.

4. Appendices. (A) Distances and Altitudes
;
(B) Latitudes and Lon-

gitudes; (C) Data for Profiles.

Vol. VL— 1, Report by Lieut. Williamson, U. S. Topog. Eng, and H.

L. Abbot, U. S. 1 opog. Eng.
2. Geological Report by J. S. Newberry.
3. Botanical Report by J. S. Newberry.
4. Zoological Report, by C, Girard and J. S. Newberry-
5. Appendi'^es, (A) "Astronomical observations with the Sextant

(B) LiVt of camps, distances, altitudes, latitudes and longitudes, when as-

tronomically determined, &c. (D) Barometrical and Thermometncal

observations. (E) Observations for determining the horary oscillation of

the barometric column. (F) Data for constructing Profiles of the routes

proposed for a railroad. -

The volumes are of high scientific value, and aflx)rd a better return for

the expenditure than a large part of the results from governmen^t outlays.

6. Obituary.—S. G. Deeth, well known as a bibliopolist for many

years past, died at ])is residence in Georgetown, D. C, on the 26th oi

February la^st, Mr. Deeth was one of the most intelligent and P^'^^^^f'

ing book-collectors of this country, and has accumulated a very valuaWe

collection, particularly of American periodicals, which was, in ^^^^I^'
spects, one of his prominent specialities.—^m. Publishers' Circular,

March 6.
'

.

Carl Friedrich Plattner, Professor at Freiberg, and author of te

great work on the Blowpipe, died oh the 22d of January last. He w

barn on the 2d of January, 1800.
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6. Discover}/ of the Permian in Kansas.—There appears to l>e some tlis-

pute as to priority in this discovery. The actual difference in tljc dnW. of
publieatiou is but a few days (see p. 3U5*, Appendix to the March num-
ber, and page 442 of this number): and Mr. ILiwn states that Messrs.

Meek and Hayden had full liberty to publish tlie results of their examina-
tion of his fossils. The honor of having discovered the Kansas fossils

belongs by general consent to Mr. llawn; and the lionor of first deter-

mining their age, claimed by both Prof. Swallow and Messrs. Meek and
Ilayden, is not diminished to either party by their sharing it together.

Bibliography^ hy J, Nickles.
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Babinet: Etudes et Lectures sur les Sciences d'observation, T. IV.
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lines and times of the difTcrent roads of France,

L. Viaudot: Les Musees de France, d*Ang!eterre, d'ltalie, et d'Allemagne, Guide
et Memento de TArtiste et du Voyageur 2nd edition. 4 vols, in 12n)o.
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EAILLIERE, Rue Hanfefeuille, Pari^, and H. BAILLIERE. New York City:
A. ijfi LA Rivk: Traite d'filectricit6 th^orique et appliquee, T. ill.

VICTOR MASSON", Place de VEcole de Medecine, Paris-
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Coan, volcano of Kilauea, 136.

Coast Survey, measurement of base in, 58.

review of results of, 75, 249.

Report for 1856,315,450.
Cobalt, equivalent of, Schneider, 438.
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D.
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ammjilia, Owen on c!asMficatian of, 7, 177.
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Jamin, on indices of refraction, 215.
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Aragonite near the Arkansas, 402.

Asrrukanite, t?. Hotter, 402,

AtaCamile, from Africa, 403.

Autunite, DesdoizeanXj 416,

Earytes, F. Pfaff, 403.

Beryl, 403, 41G.

Beudantite, Davher, Rammehherg,
herger, 403.

Bismnthine,from Joachimsfhal, 403.

Bismutite, from Joachimsthal, 403.

Blende from Cluusthal, black, 401.

Blcedile of Ischl, 402.

Bournonile of Cliusthal, 404, ^

Brnciie at Wood's Mine, Pa, 30/.

Calcite, brown, from Arendal,404.

limestone of Tuscan lagoons, 4U4.

Cassiierire of Finland, 404.

Chulcliihuitl, of 31e.\ico, 227.

Chalcodite, Brush, 19S, -^04.

Cherokine of iShepard, Hunt, 404.

Chesterlite, 4;0.

Chloanthire, 413.

Chlorite, Desdoizeaux, 404.

Chloriloid, of the Urals, 405.

Ciimabar, Desdoizeaux, 406.

CMinochlore, 405.
, ^

Cobalt Bloom, see Eryinnne,

Columbite, 406, 416.

Condurrite, 406.

DialJage, 411.

Doaieykite, F. Field, 406.

Dufretioyaite, tva WaUershansen, ^uo.

Eliasite,4l5.

Emerald of Muso, 416,

Epidole. R. Hermann on, 406- ^
Erythrine from JoachimsihaU 40/.

Eui'hroice, a minerfil resemblmg, ^^*'

Euclase. of the Urals, 416^

Eukolite, Desdoittanx,4Qi.

Faroelite. ifeiM/t',407.

Feldi^par, see Orlhodase.

Fichtelire, 1\ E,
^^'^'^^'-^^^'.n?

Garnet (garnet rock), //«/;^
InT

Gold, in Wasliington Terntorj, 4V'-

GlaubersaUin Nova Scoua, 40/-
3
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Hiiidingeritt^ at Joachimfithal, 407,

Harniolome, locality of, 408.

Hnyesine, in Nova Sculia, 403.

Hyaioplmne, von Waltershausen^ 403,

Hydro-apaiite, Damour, 408*

Hyposiilbite, 409.

Idi/crase, R. Hermann^ 406,

Iltuenite, 403,

Ilmenoruiile, 412,

Jxiolite, 414. .

Johaniiiie, 415.

Kaolin, analyses, 403,

Kapaicite, Kemigott^ 40S.

Kermgottite, Haidinger^ 409.

Lautnontite, 409.

Leiicile, lilschof^ Rammdsberg^ 409.

Leiicluenbergite, 404,

Liebigiie, 415.

Lievrile, 416.

Loweite at Ischl, 409.

Marcasite, v. Kobell, 409.

Mis|Mckel, analysis, 410.

Moaazite, E. Zschau^ 410,

Naphtha, -^10.

Nairo-boro-calcite in Nova Scotia, 408.

Onhorlabe, Breithaupt, 410.
PeiHiine, 404.

Phenarite, crystals, t. Kokscharov^ 410,

Pitchblende, 415.
'

Prosopiio, Scheerer, Brushy Dana, 410.

Pyrophyllile, Dendoizeauj:, 411.

Pyroscleriie, Desdoizeaiix^ 411.
Pyroxene, 411,

Reiisf^ehierilej 414,
Ripidolile- 404.
Riuile (ilmenorntile), 412.
Salt. Cheshire brine springs, 412,
Saussuriie, 437,
Sciipolite, Glaucolile identical with, 412.
Scolecite, formation of, 412.
Serpentine, 2l7, 412,

of ^iyraouse, N. Y., 412.
Silver, p>ieudomorph, 413.

glance at Joachimsihal, 413.
Smaltine at Joachira.slhal, 413.
Stilbiie from Hiudosian, 413.
Svanbergiie, Dauber^ 413.
Talc, T. S, HuuU 225.

PotBionee, Delease, 413,
Kenfcselaerite, Huni^ 414,

^^xwwWie, Nordenskiold, 414.
Teirahedrile, C. Kuhlemann^ 414.
Tnrqnois, 414.

l'igiie,//ed(i/c,414.

Uranium Ores, 415,
Uranbloom, 415.
Urangreen, 415.

Uranuch:ilcire, 415,
L'ranochre, 415.
Ihilile, 410.

Voltzine from Joachimsihal, 416.
"liheriie (Thomson's sulphato-carbonate),

416.

Wulfeniie, Descloizeaux, 416.
Zippeite, 415
Zeuliics, Damouron^ 416,

"iueralogy, 5ih supplement to Dana's^ 396,

Determinative, Brush and Johnson's
translation of von Kobell, announced, 151.

^orfit^ C, on Brown sugar, 3y3.

Nebraska geology and fossils, il/^eArand Hay.
den, 439.

Nickel, equivalent of, ScJineithr^ 438.

Nwklea^ J., correspondence of, 91, 433.

bibliographical notices, 451.

North pole, passage to, HayeSy 334.

Numbers, in phyllotaxis and the order of the
planets, 215.

*.Obituary—Cauchy, 91.

S. G. Deelh, 451.

A. N. Desvanx, 293.

E. Desvaux, 213.

L. W. Dillwyn,293.
IT. D. A Ficinus, 293,

C. Giron, 293
M. Graves, 293.

Mrs. Griffiths, 294.

Madame de Jussieu, 293.

Peclel, 430.

C. F. Plattner,451,

J. Forbes Royle, 294.

Targioni Tozetti, 293.

Thenard, 430,

J. W. Wallroih, 29.3.

Ocean, depth of N. Pacific, 83.

Organic compounds, constitution of, Gihbs^ 18,

morphology of J. Warner^ 151.

Osmium and elements of ammonia, a new
base containing, 248.

Owen^ D. D , Geol. Report on Kentucky, by,
noticed, 283, 447.

Ouen^ R„ classification of mammals, 7, 177.

(of Tennessee) on outlines of continents,

etc., 130.

Oxalaie of iron, action of light on, 102.

Oysters, green giUed, Taylor^ 294,

P.

Pacific, depth of, 83.

Pedet^ obiiuary notice of, 430.

Permian, see Geology.

Petermann's Geographical Journal, 305.

Piggotl on the chemi^try and metallurgy of

copper, noticed, 446,

Planets, new (Nos. 46, 47, 48, 49, 50), 128.

two new (51, 52), 447,

names of Nos. 43 to 51, 448.

law of phyllotaxis among, 215.

Population and races of the earth, 137.

Pliicker, mag. induction of crystals, 272.

Plumb-]ine,"secular changes in,J07.
Power, MfH.y aquaria used by, 97.

Polar sea, open, Haskins (*n, 84.

/, 1, Hayes on, 384.

Prizes of Acad, feci., Paris, 433.

R.

Race, human, unity of, 328.

Races of ihe earth and population, 137.
Railroad between France and England 431.

to Pacific, Reports on, noticed, 1
19' 317

450. ' '

RedfeM, A. M,, chart of Animal Kingdom
noticed, 149.

^

Reichenback, O., sun's spots, 295.,
Refraction, on indices of, Jomzn, 265.

w
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Refraction in minerals, Descloizenax, 396.

Refipi ration, rate of, under diflVr^nt condi-

tions, Sin'dh, 293.

Rocks, analyses of ophiolite, 217.

of .slales, 401.

liniPstone, 404.

euphoride, 437.

metnmorphiMn of, 287, 435.

Rooky Mountain railroad explorations, Re-
ports on, noticed, 149,

Sahtne^ aurora at Pt. Barrow, 103.

Sahara artesian wells, 140.

Sa'ines and salt of France, Hunt 361.

Schla^irdweit^ brothers, on India, 310.

Seawater, extracli<m of salts from, 3fil.

!Shu7nard^ B. K, Permian la the Guadalupe
Mountains, Rtjcky chain, 442.

Silicon, new compounds, Buff, 270.

Soundings, see Depth.
Stars, new double, A. Clark, 129.

Slein^ on coal of Saxony, 283.
Stereoscope, Helmholtz^ 297.
Stevens^ R. F.^ new carbonif, fossils', 258.
Sli^paon, W.^ Greenland zoology, 124.

on Leptosiagon, 2115,

&7orer. F H., behavior of 6aC and BaC
with various saline solutions; on the de-
termination of carbonic acid in mineral
waterw, 41.

Sugar, metiuKi of refining, Dauheny, 144.
brown, chemical examination of, Alex-

ander and Morfif^ 333.
Sun's spots, periodiciiy in, Reichenhach, 295,

parallax, new determination of, Gilliss,
305*.

Swallow, G.C, Permian in Kansas. 305*, 442.
on carboniferous fossils, noticed, 447.

Taylor, W. J., on green-gilled oysters, 294.
Telesiereoscope, HelmhoUz^ 297.

Temperature of earth at depth?i, 443.

Thenard, obituary r.oiice of, 43X
Tide observalions, Co.ifst Survey, 81.

Tides »>f the Atlantic coa^t, Dache^ 47.

Tobacco manufaciure in Paris, 434.

Top, on the motion of, J. G.. B^trnard^ 74.

Trask, J. B., earthquake in California, 146.

Tuckerma?!^ E., N. American lichens, 422.

Tuomey and Holmes^ S. C. fossils, noticed,.

146.

Turtle, embryology of, Agassiz, 342,

F

Unity of the human race, 328.

Urals, notes on, 314.
J 4

V.

Vapors, densities of certain, 263.

Vienna scientific publications, 287.

Volcano of Kilanea, T. Coan, 136.

Volcanoes, extinct, of Australia, 289.

Water, heat developed in, by agitation, 145.

Weddell, on the Urticeae, noticed, 109.

Wheatjey collections, AA6,

Wollaston medal, 290.

Wurtz. contributions to analyt. chem., 371.

Wyman^
mams

J , carboniferous batrachian re-

158.

z.

Zoology—Agassiz's contributions to U. S.

Kai. Hi*;t., noticed, 126. 202, 321.

classification of Crustacea, J. D, Jjana^

335.

classification of mammnln, Owen^7, 177.

Insects, perforation of lead by, 432.^

Leptosiagon of Tra>k, Stirnpnon^ 290.

Greenland, Stimpson, 124.

see farther. Fossils.

IJZoologicftl classification, Aga«siz on, re*-

(j viewed, J, D. Dana^ 321.
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